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FOREWORD
BT

THE PUBLICATION COMMITTEE

On behalf of the University of Dacca and of the History

of Bengal Publication Conunittee, it is xny privilege to offer

my most sincere thanks to Sir Jadunath Sarkar throu^
whose untiring efforts this volume is seeing the light of

the day. But for the admirable promptness and skill with

which he modified our old scheme to suit the altered condi-

tions, the publication of this volume would have been
indefinitdy delayed. This adiievement of Sir Jadunath
is all the more creditable since he worked under conditions

in whidi any one who did not possess his indomitable
courage would have broken down. Sir Jadunath suffered

bereavement after bereavement while he was engaged in

the preparation of this volume.
It is a great pity that before this volume could be

completed, two of the promoters of the scheme were taken
away from us by the cruel hand of death. Shif&ul-Mulk
Hakun Habibur Rahman Khan who was the mnbodiment
of all that is best in Muslim culture, died suddenly in the
midst of his labours. He was engaged at the time of his

death in collecting useful material for the social and cultural

history of mediaeval Bengal intended for this volume.
Equally sudden was the death of our indefatigable Secre-

tary, Dr. S. N. Bhattacharyya of the De^urtment of
History, University of Dacca, who had bem activdy
associate with the scheme from the very banning.

I take this <q>portunity of thanking sinoerdy afl the

learned scholars witiiout whose help this volume could not
have been published.

M. Hasan
Vioe-Chancdlm,

'Univernty Dacca.





EDITOR’S PREFACE

The first volume of this History, containing the Hindu period,

VBS published in May 1943. The second and third volumes, which

were to cover the early Muslim and the Mughal periods req>ectively,

were planned at the same time as the first in 1936, and should in

normal circumstances have followed it in two to four years. But the

times were not normal, and a number of unforeseen difficulties have

compelled the editor not only to delay their publication but also to

alter their plan.

My first and most serious difficulty q;>rang from the insufficiently

known fact that while the Hindu period of Bengal history, in almost

every part of it has been worked over by a large number of modem
scholars producing fruits of a high standard,—^the Muslim period, ex-

cept for a few reigns still remains unexplored ground, and we are

still encompassed by almost the same mist of tradition and the decep-

tive light of pious frauds, which baffied Captain Charies Stewart when
he attempted the first History of Bengal in English 130 years ago.

Even the chronology of many of the early Muslim rulers of Bengal
is still unsettled, as their coins are so few and so badly executed that
their dates cannot be read with certainty. This want of modem
research has bem most acutely felt in reqpect of the social, economic
and cultural history of mediaeval Bengal, the only exception being
the studies in Vaishnavism, which, however, relate to the Mnghel

period. The students of our province’s economic history have cm-
centrated their attention on the British period and the late 17th
century British trade m Bengal, while in reqtect of the teat of the
country’s history during the Muslim period, the surface has been
hardly scratched.

Thus a history d Bengal undm Mudhn role is bound to be a
production of voy uneven parts, being up to modem standards of
acholardiip and rich in accurate details in certain topics or reigns
imly, and totally dark or covered with the haxe of loose tindHkra hi
all others.

It was originally intended to q[NEead the prffitical and
history evenly tl^rau^ these two vohnnes, one ending with the
Mo^al conquest! (1375) and the other with the downfoll of
rale (1757). But if this plan had been adhered to, the pnUication
of eadi of these voKimes would have been pot off till a new g«nfTfl-

tion of reseaidi studento had arisen and lit op the daA of
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our cuttmal and social history during the middle ages. Ther^re,

the first diange that was forced upon me was to put aU the j^litical

namtive of the projected two volumes in one and print it as

the necessaiy contributors were available and they could be asked to

supply their chapters in two years. The social and cultural history

of the entire Muslim age was asrigned to the final volume, which we

could not 1k^ to compfle in the near future.

The'nezt hitdi occurred after the chapters of this “political his-

tory" volume had been allotted to different scholars and they had

been given two jrears’ time to submit thrir work. Some of them,

after wavering, declined the task, many others were found to be

habitually incapable of writing their promised diapters within the

time fimit, or indeed ever at all. So, at last the painful truth dawned

upon the of the Editor that he must persoiudly dioulder the

burden of writing the major portion of even the political history of

Bengal during five and a half centuries, if this volume was to be com-

pleted in his lifetime. That, as will be rememboed, was also the

sad CKperience of Dr. R. C. Majumdar, the Editor of the first volume.

As win be seen, I have had to write more than SOO pages in this volume

of a little over 500 pages, besides revising and sometimes recasting

the work of many of the oth^ contributors.

After these preliminaiy troubles had been got over as best we

could, we had hopes of the manuscripts for the differmt chapters

being smit in to the Editor by the end of 1041 ; but just at that time

came the war with Japan and the air raids on Bengal and Assam. The

libraries of our Universities and learned Societies were dosed and

their most valuable books and journals were sent into storage in safer

(daces far inland. Thus, our Bmigali contributors could not consult

learned works or voify references. This interruption lasted during

the pendency of the war.

When the worid war endedrOnr troubles instead of easing, became

rather intensified. Political disordo’, seetaifan fights, and even

commicm types of crime, raised their u|dy heads all over the (wovince

on a sode unheard of before. The evO was aggravated by almost

universal labour trouble, which interrupted postal and railway com*

munkations, and during sevoal months the working of printing

(wesseS. Thus, thou|^ the first diapter of this volume was put in

type as eariy as October 1044, its actual printing made very slow

(itOgikss for over two years, for no fault of the (nintos. However,

by intense activity during 1047, the bO(A was comideted and the

printhig neaify finidied by the of that ydur.

These troubles and the nec^ty of printing off the composed

matta promptly during 1047, explain why the (tnxffs could not be
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sent to our distant contributors but had to be read in Calcutta. If

any errors have crq[>t in, the writers should not be hdd reqtonsible

for thm.
This long delay has robbed one of our^alued contributors, Ifr.

Sudhindra Nath Bhattacharya, FhJD., of t^e pleasure of sedng his

work in print ; and it is now the Editor’s phinhil duty to give hftn

posthumous thanks for his excellent chapters (82 pages of print,

Chapters 1S>16) relating to a period that he had made peculiarly his

own. His intensive study of the history Boigal’s north>eastem

frontier during the reign of Jahangir, his minute att^tion to topogrw*

phy, his gift of identifying evmi petty villages by ransacking the

lists of villages in different districts compiled by Government fw the

use of post offices, and his acummi in correcting errors of date in

accepted works, all lend a special value to the work of Dr. Sudhindra

Nath Bhattacharsra. He had written his contribution at much ful-

ler length and requested the Editor to compress it to a size more in

keeping with the general plan of this volume. He Editor has re*

duced it to half its original length, but nowhere has any of the author’s

qpmiona been altered.

The other contributors are happily still in our midst and to them
I render my thanks for their valued assistance

:

Dr. Kalika Banjan Qanungo (91 pages. Chapters 1*8)

,

Professor Nirod Bhusan Roy (38 pages, Chapters 4 and 8)

,

Dr. A. B. M. HabibuUah (36 pages, Chapters 6 and 7)

,

Dr. Jagadish Narayan Sarkar (7 pages. Chapter 18)

,

Dr. Surendra Nath Sen (20 pages, Chaptor 19) and
Dr. Kali Kinkar Datta (83 pages, Chapters 22 and 28)

.

Np attempt has been made to ranove the minor of
(pinion or date between one contributor and another in their respec-
tive sections ; and each of than most be judged in the light of the
authority rriied upon by him-

Eor the Editor’s own portion of this volume (200 pages, Chaptoi
*1, 24-26, besides some sections of Chapters 14 and 18).

his only apology is the nature the raw material on which he had
to work. He had to clear the jungle and break virgin soil in respect

certain periods m his share, such as the viceroyalties of Prince
Muhammad Shujft;, Shiista Khan, and Murshid QuU in
these, my pr^ecetmrs, the RitfdM-uatalStin and its WngliJ. version.
Stewarts Butory of Bengal, had moriy left to os an iii»i»l»»>t«d
wfldemess, and I had to construct thdr true story by pieeing together
a large number al stray hints in Posian manuscrqrts and letters and
European tedets* reports. A cc^parison of these chapters with thecowe^dmg pages m Stewart will show how our knowledge of tire
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history of Bengal has advanced beyond recognition in the century

and a quarter that have followed the days of Stewart. No period

of the history of mediaeval Bengal is now known even in half such

fidness and accuracy of detail, supported by absolutely ^ntemporary

records, as the reign of Jahangir (1608-16127). But that was due

entirely to my discovery of the BahdristdM-Ohaibi (Mirzft Nathan’s

personal recollections) in the Bibliotheque Nationale of Paris (in 1919)

and the Ahom hwranjia brought to light at Sir Edward Gait’s initiative.

These priceless materials have been exhaustively utilised through

the long and devoted study of Professor Sudhindra Nath Bhattachar3ra.

In conclusion, I must thank the General Printers & Publishers

Ltd.» for their patient care in printing what was often vdry badly

typed and worse corrected manuscripts and keeping the composed

matter standing for long periods of civil disturbance. Dr. Bamesh
Chandra Majumdar, Ph.D., smoothed the launching of the scheme

by making the preliminary arrangements and giving constant attention

to the work to be done by the Dacca Committee, during his five years’

Vice-Chancellorship of that University, till his retirement in 1949.

The present Vice-Chancellor of the Dacca University, Dr. Mahmood
Hasan, D. Phil, has made my work much easier by taking an unfailing

interest in the book and solving every difficulty as it arose, so as to

expedite its publication.

For the very detailed and helpful index, with its cross references

and explanatory notes, we are indebted to the trained skill qf
Professor Nirod Bhusan l^y MA. Sriyut Asoka K. Majumdar, MA.,
has been very helpful to me in expediting the printing.

The cost of book production is now four times what it was in 1938
when the publication of this History was planned, and there is an
acute shortage of skilled assistants. For this reason and also to avoid
further delay in the publication of this volume, no map (»cept one)

,

picture or coin plate could be included in it. The Editor’s regret for

this cruel necessity is no less keen than that of his readers, eq>ecially

as all win miss the yery necessary illustrations of the changes in the
river-courses and land-routes during the six centuries covered by this

volume. We can only hope that with better times this defect will

be made good in Volume III.

February, 1943- Jaduhatb SAMCAn
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CHAPTER I

THE MUSLIM CONQUEST OF BENGAL

I. Tan Khilji Imvasion

Thu Muslim conquest of Bengal in the beginning of the thirteenth

century was but a phase of the Turanian VoUeenoanderung, which

had begun with the migration of the Kara-Khitai horde from the

borders of Mongolia in a south-westerly direction and the resultant

dislodgment of the nomadic tribes of the Trans-Oxus region in the

second half of the twelfth century aj>. It was about Uiis time that

a fresh wave of the camel-rearing Turkoman tribes named the

Ghuzz and the Khiljis or Khalajis, whose original habitat is not

d^nitely known, burst upon the Saljuq Empire, overran Khor&s&n,

Seist&n and Afgh&nistan, and forced themselves as ** squatters ” on
the settled population of the same ethnic origins, who had migrated

into these tracts as early as the tenth century aj>. This inflow of

warlike peoples revived the dying energies of Islam which had been
losing force in India ever since the death of Sultan Mahmud
Ghaznavi, so that after the lapse of a century and a half Islam

started afresh in its career of aggressive imperialism. The tide of

migration of the nomads swelled by the more adventurous elements

in the countries through which they moved, took its destined course

to the east of the Indus, and permanently aflbeted the political

destiny of India by giving the character of colonisation to the

Muslim conquest of Northern India in the thiiteenth century. Its

first rush did not stop till Muhammad BakhtySr Khilji carried the

victorious banner of Islam further eastward into South Bihar, and
soon aft» planted it triumphantly on the banks of the Bhfl^hatlii

and the Karatoyft.

Muhammad Bakhtyftr was one of the crowd of Khilji

adventurers who separated themselves from their tribe settied in

Gammsir, now known as Doaht-i-Margo, situated on the eastern

border of Seisttn. He had no pretensions to a hi|^ lineage or rich

heritage in his native land, having been perhaps hsirdly better

conditioned in life than his illustrious lieutenant Twin Khilji, who
with his wife and his ass left Garamsir about this time in search of

a kingdom in Hindustan. Muhammad Bakhtyir came to Ghaani
perhaps later than 1105 / >. seeking mnidoyment as a soldiar in the
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anny of Shihabuddin Ghori, and on being rejected there he proceeded

to the court of Malik Qutbuddin Aibak at Delhi. There too luck

did not befriend Bakhtyar, because he was a man of short stature,

long arms and an ill-favoured countenance, without the means of

providing himself with a horse and a suit of armour. However, his

boiling nomad blood urged him forward to a sort of “ Eastward Ho
as it were to Badayun ; but even there he was not considered worth

a jagvr but only a cash salary by Malik Hizbar-ud-din, the

Sipdh-sdldr of that province. Having served under the Governor

of Badayun for a short time, Muhammad Bakhtyar repaired to

Oudh about 1197 a.d. Malik Husamuddin, Governor of Oudh,

recognised the worth of Bakhtyar; but he too prudently kept the

ambitious free-lance captain at a safe distance by granting him in

jagir two parganas in the south-eastern corner of the modem
Mirzapur district, which had not perhaps been previously visited

by any Muslim army. However, a frontier command with freedom

of exertion was just the thing that suited the military genius of

Bakhtyar and the predatory instincts of his nomad followers.

About eleven miles due east of Chunar and some thirty miles

from Mirzapur, the village of Bhuili, overhung by a fort in ruins at

the northern foot of the Vindhya range, now marks the cradle of

Muhammad Bakhtyar’s power and ambition. It is situated within

the pargana of that name which along with the peurgana of Bhagwat,

later on known as Hanwa, constituted the jagir^ of Muhammad
Bakhtyar. After having supplanted the petty Gahadvar chiefs of

this tract, he began ravaging the open country to the east of the

Karmanasa and in the direction of Muner and Bihar. His fame as

a doughty Lord Marcher and successful general soon attracted to

his standard large bodies of Khiljis and Turks wandering about in

Hindustan in search of bread and a new home. As the eastward

expansion of the Muslim power through North Bihar was at this

time barred by the powerful Hindu kingdom of Mithila under the

Karpafaka dynasty, the momentum of the Muslim ofiFensive under

the leadership of Muhammad Bakhtyar acquired a greater driving

force in South Bihar. Further, Malik Qutbuddin Aibak is said to

have hailed the rising star of Islam in the east'by sending him a

^ Bhigwst Slid Bhuili st jagin of Muhsmmsd Bskhtyir have been oofieetly

identified hy Ra^’ertgr, whom Blochmenn also comborstes. Bhuili is the north-

eeetem pargama of Chunir tahtS, Hie villsge of Bhuili lies in latitude fiS* 8^ N.
and longitude 88* 8' E. The pargtma of Bhufli toudieB the jMrgona of Bhigwat
onTthe west, the latter bemg about SO miles from north to south with an averags

breadth of 7 mfles. The fort of Patita, whidi was periiaps the head-quarters of

Bhigwat pmrgama, lies about 8 milce south east of CSiunir. For detafis ase the

QmuSUgr of tie Mwmpm Dkinet. 1011.
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kkUat **with words of praise and encouragement.” Muhammad
BakhtySr was not the knight-errant of Islam to seek out and fight only

his most formidable Hindu adversaries of whom there were several

in the neighbourhood. Hariichandra, son of Jayachandra of KanauJ,

maintained his independence till at least 1200 aj>. ; a feudatory of

that house, R&paka Vijayakarpa, erected a votive stone-pillar at

Belkh&ra within 8 ko» of Chun&r, in 1107 aj>. ; the Mah&n&yakas of

the famous fort of Roht&s maintained their independence and one

of their sub-vassals, Mahamapd^lika Udayar&ja^ of Navanerft-

pattana granted some villages to a Brahman family in 1197 in the

neighbourhood of Dehri-on-Son. Muslim chronicles ignore the stone

and copper-proved existence of these Hindu powers which too seemed

to have seen no reason to be perturbed by the activities of the

Muslims at their doors.

Muhammad Bakhtyir had no siege-train for capturing strong

Hindu forts ; nor was it his policy to provoke any wide-spread

commotion in the country. His object was to secure a maximum
of booty at a minimum of risk and bloodshed. So he confined

himself to scouring the open country undefended by the field

army of any organised State. After having plundered the Hindu
territory "for a year or two,” he made a sudden dash for “the

fortress of Bihar ” (hiaSr-i-Bihdr) , captured it by forcing its

postem-gate and put to the sword all its inhabitants, most of whom
were shaven-headed monks possessing much wealth and more books.

As the Muslims learnt afterwards that it was a vihara or madrdta,

they gave the Vhole country the name of Bihar, which had once

been no doubt a land of Buddhist monasteries also. The fortified

monastery which Bakhty&r captured probably in 1199 a.d. was
known as Audand-Bih&r or Odapdapwa-vih&ra.

According to all Muslim historians, Muhammad Bakhty&r led

his army a second time in the direction of Bihar in the year

following the sack of the fortified monastery of that name. This

year, i.e, 1300 a.d., he was busy consolidating his hold over that

province, as the author of Rtydz-w-sdl&tm says, "by establishing

thdnaa or military outposts and by introducing administrative

arrangements,”—^which we know was the invariable method of

stabilizing a conquest. It is not definitely known what other

portions of South Bihar were conquered by the Muslims this year

llieie is a very fadthful echo of the then state of things in Bihar

in the Buddhist tradition which tells us that the famous saint and
sdliolar, fiftksra fitlbhadra of Kashmir visited Magana in the year

1300 Aj). The traveUer found Odantapuri-vih&ra and the Vikrama-

* EL
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iilh monastery in ruins, and terrified by the excesses of the Turks
in Magadha he fled for safety to Jagaddala-vihara in the Bogifi (?)

district of North Bengal.^ Bengal under its pious and aged ruler

Lakshmanasena was slumbding in apathy till a year after Bakhtyar
stole a inarch upon her and rudely knocked at the palace-gate of

Nudia.

During the dry season of the year 1201 ajd. a troop of foreign

cavalry was riding with loose reins towards the city of Nudia.

When the sun was at the meridian these men, only nineteen in

number, slackened the momentum of their ride before the city-gate,

and assumed the placid demeanour of merchants. The strangers

slowly proceeded unchallenged through the city to the palace of

King Lakshmariasena where all of a sudden they drew their swords,

and as the Muslim historian puts it, began the holy war. All was
now tumult and panic within the palace as well as in the city

outside. When the old monarch, just seated at his meal, learnt

that the assailants had already dashed into his palace and the inner

apartments, he hurriedly took to flight and got into a boat which

sailed down the river for some refuge in East Bengal.^ The victory

of Bakhtyar was completed ** when his whole army arrived and the

entire city was brought under control.”

Such is the story of Malik Muhammad Bakhty&r’s capture of

the royal palace of Maharaja Lakshmanasena that decided for

ever the fate of the Hindu sovereignty of Bengal. A variant of

the same story is given by Isami, the author of the Futvhrua-BolSiin^

a metrical history of India, vnritten less than a century after

the Tabaqat-irNoBm, who tells us that Muhammad Bakhtyar reached

Nadia in the disguise of the leader of a merchant-caravan from

Seistan, and induced Rai liakhmaniyfl to come out of the palace to

inspect the thorough-bred Tartar horses and excellent brocade of

China, besides vast stores of the rare products of every clime.

^ S. C. Das, AnUqyiiiy of Chittagong {JASB, 1808, p. 85).

* Tbe region to whidi Rii Lakhmaniya fled from Nadia is named in the

rJV. as Bang wa Bang means East Bengal and the second place-name

is a oopyist’a eiror for Stt-hlt ie., Sylhet. The invariable practioe of Fteriaa writers

is to designate a distrlot by joining together two weU-known plaoea in it, whieh

rntfit be eivmi 50 miles apart; e.g., Sultaapar-Nandnrbar, Vani-Dindori, IVimbak-

Kaaik, Dholpur-Bari, l^Mra-Jahanabad, Kara-Manikpur. The grandfather and fatber-

kplaw of the saint Chaitanya in the 15th century had migrated firom Dacca and

Sylhet to Nadia. We can easily imagine .that the opposite current, from Nadia

to Sylhet. bad flowed two centurisa earlier.
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which he had brought for sale. ** When the Rai reached the

Kdrwdn” (halting-place of caravans), the narrative continues,

"Muhammad offered him a rich peshkash of precious thingM. and at the same

time made a signal to a party of his soldiers to fall upon the Hindus. The Turks

charged, and defeat befell the Hindu soldiers, a parly of whom, however, stood their

ground firmly around the Rai and created alarm among the Turks At last

when the brave warriors of the Khiiji breed made a hurricane-like onslaught and

killed some Hindu $awdrs, the Rai fell a prisoner to Bakhty&r.”

n. The Sack of Navadvip Historically Reconstructed

There is no evidence that Navadvip was ever the permanent

capital of the Sena kings. It was merely a holy place on the bank

of the Ganges, where pious people took up their residence out of

regard for its sanctity. With the coming of the Sena king and his

officers, a city grew up from the thronging of the traders and

servants who ministered to the needs of a rich and populous

Court. The city, however, consisted almost entirely of thatched

bamboo houses,—the characteristic feature of Bengal architecture,

whence the name of Bangald given even to the stone edifices in

Delhi Fort built in this style of arched bamboo roofs. Every rich

or pious person wished to live as close to the holy river as possible,

and therefore these houses formed a long narrow sprawling line for

some six miles along the bank of the Ganges. No fort, no protective

wall of brick, is mentioned by any historian as guarding Navadvip
then or ever afterwards, and such a defensive work seems unlikely

to have existed in ISOO aj). Most probably a bamboo palisade,

—

like the sal wood palisade of ancient Pataliputra noticed by
Megasthenes,—encircled the main portion of the city, with an

octroi post at the gate.^

Bengal’s strategic point of defence against any land attack from
the western side was the narrow pass of Teliagarhi near Rajmahal.

North of this point it was very easy for armies to march from Bengal

towards Tirhut and Oudh along the north bank of the Ganges,

crossing the Kosi and the Gandak at some convenient ford. Hence
the name of the ‘Gateway of Bengal’ (DarbangA) given to the

Tirhut district. But south of Teli&garhi lay the enormous land of

hill and jungle, popularly called Jhdrkhand (or Forest Country),

through which no large army could pass on account of its lack of

* The palacsb aa we know, stood on the voiy bank of tho Gangw* while tha

city’s wastem gala must have basn far inland in order to intacoapt tha mafchandise

that Game from tha sooth and tha west by tha land rooter so that tha custom doty
aoidd be coDaetad hsaa
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ioad8» food supplies and human habitations. Only small select

bodies of hardy cavalry mounted on superb horses could make a

dash across this terra incogrdia, if they were guided by local

zamindars. Such invaders would leave the Ganges on their left

flank at Teliftgarhi—or even further west at Mungir—and after

traversing JhArkhand would rejoin the same river beyond Birbhum.^

This route has been repeatedly followed by invaders of Bengal in

more recent times, such as Mir Jumla in 1050 and the Peshwa

B&l&ji RAo in 1748.

It would be reasonable to suppose that the Sena Rajah had

posted his defensive forces at Teliigarhi only, and left Navadvip
denuded of troops, never imagining that the Teliftgarhi defences

would be turned by the forced march of Turkish horsemen through

the wilderness of Jhftrkhand.

The surprise of a city by foreign soldiers disguised as horse-

dealers cannot be dismissed as an impossible flgment of the

imagination. At the end of the 17th century the Emperor Aurangzib

wrote,

"nom tbe Mira report of the province of Kabul it is learnt that 11»000 hones,

fit to be cavalry remounts, with one groom for every two horses, have entered

Kabul, it being the usual practice that after sdection by the governor of Ddhi the

horses are sent to the Emperor Thb is a very strange act of negligence on

the part of Amir Khan (the mthahder of Kabul). It is as if 5,500 brave Tnrinb

have entered our imperial dominions horn foreign parts. Such was the number of

the men who wrested the kingdom of Hind from the hands of the Afghans (in

Babur’s invasion). In friture, whenever the droves of horses arrive the governor of

Kabul should allow only one groom to every twenty horses, and that groom too

should be a useless old and weak man” (iikAsSss-t-Mfrmigjri, § 49).

The actual scene of the surprise of Nadia has been hitherto

misunderstood through lack of a careful and detailed study of the

exact words of Minhftj-i-Sirftj, our earliest and best authority. We
give a literal translation of the Persian text here

:

** The second year from this, Muhammad Bakhtyir got his troops ready, started

from Bihar and suddenly entered the city of Nadia, sp fast that not more than 18

troopers could keep up with him, while the rest of his army were coming up bdiind

him. When he reached the gate of the city he did not molest any one, but (pro-

ceeded) silently and modestly, so that none could imagine that it was Md. Bakhtyir,

but most probably the people thou^t that the (newcomers) were tradem idio had

broui^t hi^-prioed horses for sale. When he reached the gale of the residenoe of

Bii^tiakhnianlya, he drew his sword and began the danghter of Infideb. At that

* Md. Bakhtylr^s starting point in this Bmgd aipsdition was Bihir, uAloh

means the cHy of Bihir Sharif—and not Pdna. His line of advance from Upper

India was most pibbably acrom the Son river somewhat south of Munm, than

Bihir Oiattf and the distriet, and anstwardt and s«
Jhirkhaad to NadSL
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tliuM the mi irai Meted et lue meel when criM iom up from the gat» of

hie pelaee and the middle of the dty. By the time that he karat what the

eiieumetaiioee wee^ Md. Bakhtytr had ran into hie palace and Aerem and cut down

a number of peopk; (eo) the Bii fled away fay the baek-door with baro feet
”

(Xdba9aU-Na$iri, tort. Bib. ImL, MO-Ml).

Carefully interpreting the words of this original authority and

bearing in mind the topography of Nadia as just described, we can

thus reconstruct the story of the attack with the help of a small

amount of allowable historical imagination :

—

From his last night’s resting place in the woods, some 20 miles

north-west of Navad'vip Muhammad Bakhty&r resumed his march at

sunrise. It was already noon when he came to the gate of the city and

by that time only 18 troopers, mounted on the best horses, were able

to keep up with him, the others were coming behind in straggling

groups, separated one from another by a quarter of an hour’s ride.

He rode through the city slowly and silently in an unostentatious

style without molesting any people, so that this small party was
naturally taken for a band of foreign traders, who had brought

horses for sale. That they did not excite the people’s curiosity is

a proof that caravans of Turkish horse-dealers had visited Nadia
before and no doubt spied out the secrets of the place. At this

slow pace Muhammad BakhtySr took some 25 minutes to pass from

the custom-barrier of the city to the gate of the Bajah’s bungalow, a
distance of at least 1} miles, and by this time a second batch of

his horsemen had already entered by the city gate and a third

batch was within hail of it.

The sun had already begun to decline from the meridian, and
according to the immemorial Indian practice,—^which even the

Mughal Emperors followed,—the morning Court having been

dismissed, all people had returned home to take their bath,

noon-day meal, and the inevitable meHa, and thoe was a general

slackness and diqiersion of people throughout the city, every man
gmng his own way. Such'was the mommit the attack.

Arrived at the Bajah’s palace-gate, Muhammad BakhtyAr^s party

drew their sworda, cut down the unsuqwcting and probably half-

undressed guards, and pushed into the irmer quarters. Immediately

on hearing this damour the second party of silently pacing Turkish

hmsmnmi, who had now readied some qxA midway between the

dty-fate and.the palace-gat^ raised thdr war cry and began an attack

where they wer^ and the third and fourth bands ot stragglers qmrted
their jaded horses and hastened to share in the loot. Thus only
can we oplain the rignificaat statement that at the time of

Muhammad Bakhtyflr's very fnt <mset ** cries rose iq> hmm the gate

of the Bajah’s palace and the nuddle of the them wan two
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groups of Turks making a simultaneous attack on two parts of the

city, and not a single party of 19 horsemen attacking one point

only.

m. Thb Siege or Gaur and the Reduction or VARENiHtA

Muhammad Bakhtyar’s surprise of Nudia was not a mere
fortunate stroke of random raid, but the starting point of a
well-planned campaign. Bakhtj^r did not send any troops in

pursuit of the fugitive king nor did he leave any detachment behind

to occupy the R&(Ih tract permanently. He stopped only for a few

days at Nadia to collect booty by sacking the city thoroughly, and

swept forward to strike at Gaur, the historic capital of Bengal.

History does not record definitely how and when the city of Gaur
with its ample and mighty fortifications fell to the lance of Bakhty&r.

We hear of no blockade, assault or massacre but the bare mention

that in the mauza or tract where the city of Gaur stood Bakhtyfir

established his seat of government. On the other hand, there is

the indirect testimony of Minhaj in his subsequent chapters on the

Khilji Maliks to support the view that Gaur at first occupied a

secondary position for about two decades, after which the seat of

government was removed from Devkot to Gaur in the reign of

Sultan Ghiyasuddin Twaz Khilji. In the absence of details of the

conquest we can only infer that like the warriors of the steppe and
the desert in every age operating in a civQized country, the aimy
of Bakhty&r also first ravaged the open country without making

an attempt on Gaur,—^if it was resolutely defended as a local

tradition of doubtful value would have us believe. At any rate

Muhammad Bakhtyar fairly completed his conquest of the Vaiendra

tract with the historic city of Gaur before the year 599 a.h., and
with a handsome portion of the spoils of Bengal he started by way
of Bihar for the presence of Malik Qutbuddin who had almost

about the same time (2S March, 1£0S) completed the conquest of

K&linjar^ Mahobi and K&lpi. It was on the whole a clever stroke

of diplomacy on the part of Muhammad Bakhtyftr to seek an

amicable understanding with Malik Qutbuddin who might otherwise

refuse to t^gnise him as the lawful ruler of Bihar and Bengal and
cause him perpetual anxiety by instigating the governors of Oudh
and Kslinjar to attack his possessions in Bihar and Mirzapur.

Malik Ikhtyftruddin Muhammad Bakhtyar devoted the next

two years (1S08-1905) to the peaceful administration of his newly

^ lo. p. 961, "diuMmba bitium Rtqab ** ii an untenable leading

aa 90th Bajab mm a IWday. 1 hmhitm tor biitmm, whidi ghraa Sandagr-Monday.
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founded kingdom. He followed the usual piactice of Muslim
conquerors by pulling down idol-temples and building mosques on

their ruins, endowing madrdtaa or colleges of Muslim learning and

evincing his zeal for religion by converting the infidels. But he

was not blood-thirsty, and took no delight in massacre or indicting

misery on his subjects. The problems of internal administration

and the conciliation of his military chiefs were together solved by
the establishment of a sort of feudal government in the country.

IV. iKHTTARUDOrN MuHAMMAD BaXHTYAB’s TmBT UXPBOmOM

Muhammad Bakhty&r’s Tibet expedition was the last episode of

his meteoric career. But it still remains a riddle in history. It is

not clear why the conqueror of Gaur had become more interested in

exploring the secrets of the terra ineognita between the uplands of

Varmidrs and the Himilayas across which lay the lands of Tibet,

China and Turicestan—^than the rich and civilized kingdoms <rf the

plain lying within the easy reach of his conquering arms. There

was the kingdom of Kinmip only on the other bank of the river

Tist&-Karatoy& on his right fiank, and to his left lay the unsubdued

kingdom of Mithilft between the Kosi and the Gandak ; more
dangerous to his far-fiung possessions in Bihar and Bengal were in

his rear the Sena power of Vikrampur, and the Eastern Gafiga

Empire of Orissa. Muhamnoad Bakhtyftr had already lost half his

game by his failure to capture the person of Mahftrftja Lakshmapa-
sena. The old king reigned in peace at Vikrampur till 1806 aj>.

The subjugation of the wealthy Hindu kingdoms on the plains of

Eastmn India should have engaged Bakhty&r*s attention first before

he could venture on a distant enterprise on the other slope of the

Himilayas. It was perhaps his inborn spirit of adventure inflamed

by the hue of the fabled gold of the northern mountains that urged

him to undertake the disastrous expedition to Tibet. Or, was it the

pioneer qurit of »ploring and opening a short cut to Turicestan P

Muhammad Bakhtyftr’s Tibet expedition, however, was not a
leq> in the dark suddenly resolved upon and undertaken without

much fore-thought or adequate preparations, diplomatic and military

Tibet had not been a land of mystery to the people of Bengal, but

an attractive resort of religious preachers and scholars since the

days of the Fftlas, and Tibetan traders perhaps as much hequented

the annual fairs of North Boigal through the Darjeeling route sinoe

then as they do in our days. So it was not difficult for Muhammad
Bakhtyir *‘to make himself acquainted with conditions of the

boundaries of Tibet and Turkistan” as Minhij-i-Sir8j says. At
that time " between the country of Lakhiuwati and Tibet ” lay the
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“hills” or rather the jungle tract which were inhabited by three

non-Indian Mongoloid tribes, the Koch, the Mech, and the Tharu
or Tiharu. As an essential preliminary Muhammad Bakhty&r
perhaps made raids of exploration into the tribal tracts, as we are

told by Minh&j-i-Sii&j that Bakhty&r, prior to his expedition, had
captured a Mech chief and induced him to accept Islam at his

hands. This man, later known as *Ali the Mech, agreed to act as

Bakhtyar’s guide through the submontane region and he had been
perhaps instrumental in winning for his master the loyalty of the

tribes, which, as we learn, stood well the test of Bakhty&r*s darkest
hour of miirfortune. With the kingdom of Kamrup, which had
no love lost with the descendants of LakshmaigiaseDa—^since that

monarch’s invasion of Kamrup—Muhammad Bakhty&r seems to

have been in friendly intercourse. The river Tista-Karatoya flowed
unviolated between the Muslim principality of Lakhnawati and
that country.

Four years after his brilliant Bengal campaign Muhammad
BakhtyAr and the Turks were on the waivpath again. Shortly
before his Tibet expedition he sent Muhammad Shei&n and his

brother Ahmad Sheran of his own tribe in command of an army
towards Lakhnor (Nagar in the Birbhum district), and Jajnagar
(kingdom of Orissa) . This was intended to keep the Hindus south
of the Ganges busy, and perhaps to annex the BAdh region
permanently. He left Ali MardAn Khilji in Sarkar 'GhoiAghAt to
watch the eastern frontier from his headquarters at Barsul (Barsala
of the Ain); while HusAm-ud-din Khilji was entrusted with the
defence of the western march in the direction of Oudh and Tirhut.
IIusAm-ud-din with his headquarters at Ganguri (most likely

Oarika/rah in Sarkar TAnda of the Ain), ruled the entire tract from
the BAjmahal hills to the lower course of the Burhi (old) Kosi,
that formed the boundary between the territory of the Lakhnawati
and the kingdom of Mithila or Tirhut. The expeditionary forces
had perhaps as their rendezvous the town of Devkot, about ten
miles south of modem Dinajpur. Toward the close

,
of the winter

of IflOfl Aj>. Muhammad Bakhtyar started from Devkot at the
head of his grand army, ten thousand well-equipped horse, on his
fateful expedition.

The invading army marched in a north-easteraly direction till

they reached the neighbourhood of Bardhan-kot, a fabled aty said
to have been founded by ShAh Gursh-Asp of IrAn during his
legendary wanderings in the East. In front of the city flowed a
mighty river named BAgmati “thrice as broad as the Ganges”
(which if^a^ 'no^ other than the Old. TistA as correctly guessed by
Blochm^nn), and\without crossing this river Mah^wimAii Bakh^^flr^s
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army was conducted by ‘Ali, the Mecb, for ten days up the river

Bagmati till they found themselves among the mountains. On the

eleventh day from their start from Bardhan, the troops crossed the

river Bagmati or Tistft over an ancient bridge of “hewn stone,”

also known to have been a relic of Shah Gursh-ftsp’s might.^ Now
began the march through the territory of the Rajah of K&mrup at

its extreme northern point.

'Ali, the Mech, took leave of his master and Muhammad
Bakhtyar, having left some troops under two officers to guard the

passage, began his ascent. Then followed fifteen days’ hard march

up-hill and down-dale through the labyrinth of the Him&layas,

and on the sixteenth day they sighted an open country populous

and well-cultivated. The whole country now rose against the

invaders and inflicted serious losses on the Muslim army in a

pitched battle that raged from morning till sun-set. Muhammad
Bakhty&r, though technically victorious, broke up camp that very

night and began his disastrous retreat. For fifteen days the army
of Bengal found no food for men nor even grass for horses, as the

hillmen had utterly destroyed all the forage of the countryside. The
Turks ate up their famished horses, and many died of hunger and
exhaustion. When they reached the bridge they found to their

dismay that it had been deserted by their comrades and materially

damaged by the troops of the Rajah of K&mrup. After a perilous

halt for some days on the K&mrup side of the river they

desperately attempted to cross the deep and rapid stream on

horse-back. Out of Bakhty&r’s grand army scarcely more than one

hundred survived to accompany him to Dcvkot, in utter

destitution.

Tliis disastrous failure of Bakhty&r deeply affected the

subsequent course of the history of Bengal for half a century.

The Hindu powers found a respite and a longer lease of life ; severe

losses in man-power arrested the expansion of the Muslim
principality of Gaur; Bihar, from which Bakhty&r had drawn a
large number of troops for this expedition, was ultimately lost to

Bengal.^ Demoralisation seized the Khiijis ; treachery and dissen-

sions became rife in the land when luck deserted Bakhty&r. Shame
and remorse made him avoid society, and perhaps a luridng

suq>icion of murder haunted his mind. A consuming fever attacked

him, and when the conqueror of Bengal was hovering between life

and death, Ali Mard&n Khiiji is said to have murdered the dying

hero with a thrust of his dagger about three months after his

return to Devkot in 60S a.b. (ISOO). By a curious coincidence in

* Ttt. isi.
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the same year happened two other significant events of our medieval

history : namely the murder of Sultan Mu‘iz-uddin Ghuri on the

banks of the Jhilam, and the demise of the last great Hindu king

Mah&t&ja Lakshmapasena in his river-girt eastern capital at

Vikrampur. During the few years that he outlived the disaster of

Nudia the pious and scholarly Rajah employed his pen and purse in

building for himself an enduring edifice of literary fame.

Malik Ikhty&r-ud-din Muhammad Bakhtyfir was indeed the

maker of the medieval history of Bengal. He made his mark in

an age when “ From the nakhda to the Masnad ”
(from the slave-

market to the carpet of royalty) was a more common phenomenon
in the East than one “ From Log Cabin to White House ” in the

New World of the nineteenth century. But Muhammad Bakhtyir

unlike other Indo-Muslim worthies was bom a free man, and lived

and died a free man, elevating himself by his own unaided efforts

from the position of a poor adventurer to that of a Sultan in all

but the name. His life was too short and stormy to give him time

and opportunity to consolidate his conquests and prove his capacity

as an administrator. No doubt, Muhammad Bakhty&r was above

all a soldier excelling all his contemporaries in dash, resourcefulness

and leadership. Though plebeian by birth and deformed in body,

he was a bom leader of men, brave to recklessness and generous to

a fabulous extent. His weaknesses were those bom of over-confidence

and uninterrapted success.

No written chronicle throws light on the actual extent of the':

principality of Lakhnawati founded by him. We have no coins or

inscriptions of Muhammad Bakhtyftr’s time to spread on a modem
map, and give the reader an idea of the geography of the Khilji

dominion at his death. Some pioneers^ in the reconstraction of the

history of Bengal have been rather persistent in under-estinuting

the extent and importance of Muhamnoad Bakhty&r’s achievements,

which were in their opinion “ mere plundering raids ” m^^ified into

conquests by the later historians. They are inclined to confine the

Muslim possessions in Bengal to the narrow stretches of the river

Mahinanda and the Punarbhava, though facts unchallenged by

them prove with approximate certainty that the principality of

Lakhnawati was at this time much larger—^roughly bounded on
the north by a north-easterly straight line from the modem town
of Pumea via Devkot to the town of Rangpur ; on the east and the

south-east by the TisUt and the Karatoyh; on the south by the

main stream of the Ganges ; and on the west by the lower course

* Monmoluui ChakiaTaiii, JMB. New -Seriw. it. IM; Bancrji, Bmgdm
ttUUu, n. M editioB, 7-S.
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61 the Koai and from its mouth across the Ganges to the

R&jmahal hills. And within this limit Muhammad Bakhty&r finnly

held, besides Sarkar Lakhnauti, the major portion of the mahah
of each of the six other Sarkars^ Tanda, Pumea, Pinjmh, T&jpfur,

Ghorftghat and Barbakabftd of Todarmal’s rent-roll of the Subah

of Bengal. As regards his possessions in Bihar, which suffered no

loss during his life-time, we must hold, till contrary evidence of

numismatics and archaeology comes to light, that from the foot of

the Vindhya hills in the Mirzapur district along the southern bank of

the Ganges right up to the Bajmahal hills his authority was

predominant in the greater part of South Bihar ; and in addition he

perhaps also held the riverine tracts on the north bank of the

Ganges from the mouth of the Gandak river to the that of the

Kosi.^ Throughout the Middle Ages the same historical relation

between Bengal and Bihar continued,—the latter always serving as

the stepping-stone to the sovereignty of Bengal from the time of

Muhammad Bakhtyar to that of Alivardi ^an, and yet being

regarded as a minor partner in the scheme of government.

The system of government that prevailed in Muhammad
Bakhtyar’s time,—and also long afterwards, was a sort of clannish

feudalism. The major portion of the country was divided among
the army officers, most of whom were Turks and Khiljis. The
motley host of adventurers that followed the fortune of Muhammad
Bakhtyar settled down comfortably in their new home each holding

a knight’s fee. Muhammad Bakhtyar created some big governor-

ships on the frontiers, and entrusted them to powerful Lords

Marcher, Ali Mardta, Husfim-uddin Twaz and Muhammad Shiiftn,

—

^ Tile cities of Lakhnawati and Devkot in Sarkar Lakhnauti; Ali Mardin’e

fief of Bamil (Barmda, Sarkar Oharaghat) ; Makaimnad Sherfia’s fiefs of flaatodi

and Moseda (in Sarkar Barbakabad); ** territory between Devkot and Bekanwah**

fief of Biinbij’s informant, Mata’mid-uddaula (Bekamwah of Raverty oometed as

Bangaaih a mahtd in Sarkar Barbakabad) ; Husim-nddin's fief with headqnarlcn

at Ckmgari or Oankuti (identified with Oankarak in Sarkar Tanda); Nardnkoti and
its variant*, perhaps the scribe’s perversion of digdr-p-Kosi, though printed aa

dilfdr^Koa- (Nasws, Toast. 156); which was Ali BCardSn’s fief according to Raverty,

whereas Niaamnddm Ahmad gives Bona!. The Kosi, on this side of which Hnsam-
uddin ’Iwaa received Ali Mardin Khilji coming from Delhi (Noam, Tram. S78n),

had certainly been the boundary of Bakhtyir’s territory. Later on all throu^ tba

medieval period that river was regarded as the indispiitahle boundary between

Tbfaut and BengaL For gromido of identifiralion the reader is refecied to Appendiz B
to this chapter.

* The traditional boundary always daimed by the Musltm luleas of Bengd,
and recognised by the Ddhi emperors down to Babur—was the river Gandak an
the norlhem bank of the Ganges. 11iroad& this riverain traei of Bhagalpar and
Mungir lying north of the Ganges lay the hidi of oommunioatkm betwaon

Bengri and Oodh down to the middle of the fourteenth centaiy.
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all KhUjis. Tliu gave the chaiacter erf a Ehil^ oligarchy to the
Muslim principality, and shaped its subsequent history.

Modem writers are divided in their opinion as to whether
Muhammad Bakhty&r read the kfuitbah and issued coins m hi* own
name or in the name of Sultan Mu*iz-uddin Ghuri. Thou^ the

court-chroniclers of the Mamluk Sultans of Delhi practised an
economy of tmth, and were ingeniously vague on this point

(khutbah wa eikkah dm hm khittah qSim hard), later Persian

writers * of repute explicitly mention that Malik Ikhty&ruddin

Muhammad BakhtyAr “ assumed the canopy, and had prayers read,

and coins struck in his own name ”
[ T. Akb. tr. 51 ]. We have

grounds tor believing that Malik Ikhty&r-uddin might not have
assumed the title of Sultan, but he certainly assumed the

prerogatives of having the khutbah recited and coins minted in his

own name. Mosques, tnadr&aaa (schools of Muslim learning) and
Khdnqdha (monasteries) arose in the new abode of Islam tlux>u^

Muhammad Bakhty&r*s beneficence, and his example was worthily

imitated by his Amirs.* These have all perished, and even his last

resting place in Devkot or Bihar none of his countrymen remembers

today. But his fame endures and will endure so long as Islam sur^

vives in the land. His chief monument of glory was the Muslim
principality of Lakhnawati with traditions of independent origin,

which not only survived his death but went on expanding into the.

glorious Sultanate of Gaur.

v. The Kniuri Civn. Was (e. 1206-1218 a.d.)

The murder of Malik Ikhty&r-uddin Muhanunad Bakhtyir

Khilji (Aug. 1200 a.d.) was followed by an interregnum and civO

war which ended only when the notorious Ali Mard&n paid srith

his life the penalty for BakhtyAris blood in about 1212 aj>. after a
chequered career of exile in Delhi, captivity at Ghazni, and a reign

of terror at Lakhnawati. Muhammad Shir&n Khilji, having heard

the news of the tragic end of his master, hurriedly marched away
with his army from Lakhnor or Nagar in the Biibhum district and

readied Devkot (October-November, 1206) to punish Ali Mardin,

* MafcHBDMMl Bakhtgrlr m mid to hmwm binit m new enpitei nflcr hie own
mmm wUi^ hoimner, heceme belter known ae Gear. He ie also credited bgr pofitf

UadilieB with having halt Devkot near Diaajpor, and aleo the city of Baagpar* tha

aae really ieanded naRh enriier than the llarinn cenqueet, and the other of nadk

laler orighu However, Gie IrnditiQa ie not wilhoal a fouodaliott of trath; beeaaM

Mahaanad Bakh||>ir bailt a canlonnMBt town (Ikmdmmmk} near the eite of the

Hiada dty of DeffcoC; efanilady a Btlie to tha aocth of tha mine of anathar

Dtmdmmk of Bakhtyir fha diy of Bangyar giow a^ at a btar period.
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iHio, however, had gone away to his own fief of BarsftU in the

Ghoiftgh&t region. He performed the rites of mourning for Bakhtyftr

who was buried perhaps somewhere in the neighbourhood of

Devkot,—and thereafter attacked Ali Mard&n in his fief. Ali

Mardgn was captured and imprisoned, and the interregnum

terminated with election of Muhammad Shitin by the IQiilji Amirs

as the ruler of Lakhnawati (e. 1207 aj>.) Meanwhile momentous
evmits had happened abroad. Sultan Mu'iz-uddin Ghuri hod died

by the dagger of a heretical assassin (Srd Shaban, 602 a.h.=16 March
1206) : Qutbuddin Aibak celebrated at Labor his coronation as an

independent Sultan of Hindustan (17th ZUqadah, 602=26 June

1206) ; and things were in the melting-pot on the other side of

the Indus on account of a tripartite fight among T&j-uddin Yalduz

of Ghazni, Ghuri princes of Firuzkoh, and Sult&n Muhammad
Khwftrizmshah of Khorfts&n.

The times were unsettled when Malik *Izz-uddin Muhammad
Shirfin Khilji was raised to the throne of Lakhnawati, and more
uncertain was the loyalty of his own Amirs, each of whom considered

himself better than the othm for the premier position in the State.

Muhammad Shiifin was a man of extraordinary courage, sagacity

and benevolence; but the most powerful Lord Marcher of the

previous regime found himself the weakest of rulera with his hands

tied by the power and pretensions of the Khilji oligarchy at home,
and threatened from abroad by the aggressive imperialism of the

Sultanate of Delhi. He, however, maintained the stotus quo within

his principality, confirming each Amir in his own fief, and showed
no vindictiveness against the partisans of the rebel Ali Mard&n.
With regard to Delhi he continued the same traditions of his own
independence,—enjoyment of

. sovereignty without the title which

might provoke a quarrel with the Sultanate of Delhi. We are not

told by Minh&j wW became of Muhammad Bakhtyftr’s possessions

in Bihar after his death. The ruler of Lakhnawati was perhaps too

weak to reassert his authority over that province, and we also do
not hear of any other feudatory of Muhammad Bakhtyftr rising to

power in that region. There are reasons for holding that the

submmiged Hindu principalities in Bihar about this time threw the

scattered Muslim outposts there on the defensive, and a considerable

shifting of the population was going on within that province owing
to the hnmigration of Gahadwtr and Parm&r Rajputs ousM from
regions further west and north-west by the Muslims. At ai^ rate

Bihar seems to have passed silently within Sultan Qutbuddin's sphere

of authority.

The peace of the Khilji principality was suddenly broken by
Ali Mardiii again, who having won over his custodian BihA H&ji
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Ispahftni^ (the Kotmdl of some place in AH Mardan^s fief), escaped

from his confinement, took refuge with Sultan Qutbuddin Aibak at

Delhi about the middle of the year 1S07 a.d. (603 a.h.)> and
instigated him to send an army against Malik "Izz-uddin Muhammad
Shiran. Sultan Qutbuddin ordered his governor of the province of

Oudh, Qae-maz Rumi, to march into the territory of Lakhnawati

ostensibly to settle disputes among the Khilji Amirs and place

each in his own fief. Accordingly, Qae-maz Rumi started from

Oudh on his enterprise after the rainy season of 1207 a.d., and when
he crossed the river Kosi, Husam-uddin ‘Iwaz, the feudatory of

Gangarah (identified with the later sarkar of Tanda) hurried to

receive him and place his services at his disposal. This treachery

and defection on the part of Twaz, the premier noble of Lakhnawati

after the fall of Ali Mardan, practically decided the issue. The
Khilji principality had not yet recovered from the disastrous effects

of Bakhtyar’s Tibet expedition which had cost him his finest and

largest army, and left only widows and orphans at Devkot to curse

its memory. Malik Tzz-uddin evacuated Devkot and retreated with

his army perhaps eastward beyond the Punarbhava river where

the invaders could not pursue him without risk. Qae-maz Rumi
occupied Devkot and is not mentioned as having ever proceeded

against the city of Lakhnawati which had been relegated to an

obscure position after its capture by Muhammad Bakhtyar. Husftm-'

uddin Twaz who had been the fief-holder of Gangtor? in the

riverain tract at the mouth of the Kosi, now ** became the fief-holdet

of Devkot at 'the suggestion (ba-ishdrat) of Qae-maz Rumi.*’

So under this arrangement the Khilji principality was to be governed

from Devkot by a protege of the Delhi Sultan in exclusion of Malik

Tzz-uddin Muhammad Shiran. After having installed Husam-uddin

Twaz at Devkot, the Oudh governor started on his homeward
march ; but before he crossed the frontier, news reached him that

Malik Tzz-uddin Muhammad Shiran and other Khilji Amirs had

reassembled their forces and were meditating an attack on Devkot.

Qfie-mftz Rumi at once retraced his steps from half-way on his

return march, fought a battle and inflicted a decisive defeat on

' The words used in the text rendered literally pve: "Ali Mardan by some

device got the Kotwal to pl^0B his right hand/’ f.s. to enter into some sort of pact

or engagement with himself ” and promise him safety.” See Hodivala,—Studi'sf. SIO.

* Naiki» feod. 158. GangM is oertainly the most correct reading in preference

to half-ardosen mideading variants. Martin mentions such a plaoe in the region at

the mouth of the Kosi in pargana Gurguribah. lYe need not look for a Kangan in

Dinajpur or Rangpur as Blochmann casually suggests. Stewart correctly gives

^Gungowtiy” {HitUirp of Bongal» 85), and Thomas also does the same (JRAB,

N. 8. VL 845).
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Muhammad Shiian, who fled with the Khiiji Amin in the dircctkni

of Mosedft and Santosh (Mahi-ganj in the modem Bogi& district)

.

Thus ended in gloom and failun Malik ‘Izz-uddin Muhanm^'s
short rule of about a year^ (1207>1£08 aj>.). No coins of his reign

have hitherto come to light. What became of him after his retreat

to his former fief on the banks of the Atreyi river is not ddinitely

known. He did not make any other attempt to recover Devkot,
nor did Husam-uddin Twaz disturb him in Mosed& and Santosh

where he preferred to die a sovereign rather than submit to the

vassalage of Delhi. Minhfij says that after his defeat quarrels

broke out among the KhUji Amin and he “became a martyr” in

their hands ; but according to a later tndition he was killed in an

engagement with some Hindu zamindar of that region. It is not

likely that a bold and self-reliant soldier like Muhammad Shiiin

would sit idly brooding over his loss of Devkot when within easy

reach of him lay enough of infidel territory to conquer and rule in

independence of Delhi. His last remains lie entombed in Santosh

on the bank of the Atreyi. Hus&m-uddin Twaz ruled over the greater

part of the principality of Lakhnawati as a vassal of the Delhi

Sultanate during the intervening period of about two years till AU
Mardftn again appeared on the scene (e. 1208-H10).

Sultan Qutbuddin found the fugitive Khilji chief from

Lakhiuiwati a valuable acquisition to his Court, where few indeed

could match Ali Mardan in dare-devil courage and far less in

bragging. When the Sultan took the field against his formidable

adversary, Malik T&j-uddin Yalduz of Ghazni who had invaded the

Punjab about the middle of the year 1208 a.d., Ali Mardan
accompanied him to Labor, and thence to Ghazni in the victorious

train of the Sultan. AU Mard&n tasted the pleasures of Qutbuddin’s

riotous reign of forty days in that city, and afterwards fell a prisoner

into the hands of the Turks during Qutbuddin’s precipitate retreat

towards Hindustan (605 a.h.=1208-1200) . But captivity meant
only a change of patrons for Ali Mard&n, whom Tftj-uddin also

fbund no less worthy and acceptable a courtier. There he became
very intimate with a Khilji tribesman of hb clan, S&lftr 2Safar, a noble

of high rank at Ghazni. It is said that one day when AU Mardin
had gone on a hunting excursion in the retinue of Sult&n T&j-uddin,

he offered to kUl the Sult&n with one arrow if his friend S&l&r Zafttr

would cam to sit on the throne of Ghazni I But S&I&r Zafar bade

* JUbw (Ttmaa. SS) sara MUik ‘laaddiB ghMa, who sMossdsd

MelsuiHiisd Bskktjrir, mn dsbi bjr Ali Itanlta XUlii witUn dsht aMatla cl Us
maotmiaa. We foUew Mhihij uad lefeet the statesssats of JIbas* aad also thoss

of Stenart; a#. SUila’s &igbt to KoA BUm, appotataaoDt of aa ias|NiM Dewla
at Oevfcot to leesive the iaipcriol psitioa of tho ssvoaasa ole. (fiittaijf af fisafsf, W).
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hiiw farewell with a gift of two horses to carry him across the

border. Ali Mard&n Khilji after a year’s detention at Ghazni

rejoined Sultan Qutbuddin at Lahor perhaps in the begiiming of

ISIO AJ». His services and sufferings were rewarded by the Sultan

who now appointed him Viceroy of Lakhnawati and dismissed him

with rich honours. But the viceroyalty of Bengal in the

early days of the Delhi Sultaiute was as dubious a gift as an

assignment on the revenue of Chittagong to a Delhi noble during

the Mughal empire. Ali Mard&n knew well the measure of his

popularity with the Khilji nobles of Lakhnawati, where the memory
of his black deeds was still green and there was no knowing whether

Husftm-uddin ‘ Iwaz in ^ite of his lip allegiance to Sultan Qutbuddin

would give him peaceful possession of the country. So before his

departure he must have recruited a large following of sturdy and

adventurous Turks at Labor which had at this time become the

dumping-ground of fresh immigrants from beyond the Indus on

account of the pressure of the Khw&rizm armies on Ghur and

Ghazni. It was as the leader of a second and a mightier wave

of Turkish migration that Ali Mard&n crossed the Kosi that year,

perhaps in March, 1210 a.o.

However, Ali Mard&n did not encounter any opposition, and

was on the contrary honourably received by ‘Iwaz who had
advanced from Devkot to the bank of the I^si to welcome the

Delhi Viceroy. Of all the Khilji Maliks, Hus&m-uddin was the

most level-headed politician, steadfast in ambition, unfettered hy
any scruple or sentiment, possessed of the rare gift of making himself

acceptable even to his prospective rivals, and too clever to place all

his cards on the table a minute too soon. He now chose to retire to

the background under the ominous shadow of Ali Mard&n’s rule in

Lakhnawati, biding, however, his time for a more favourable turn

of affairs. Never since the time of Muhammad Bakhty&r had the

authority of any ruler been so despotic and absolute at home or

dreaded so much abroad, as it was during Ali Mard&n’s regime of

a little more than two years. Ali Mard&n restored the political

unity of the Muslim principality by subduing the partisans of the late

Malik *Izz-uddin Muhammad Shir&n whom ‘Iwaz had left to

themselves. His power tested on the support of the foreign soldiery

who had accompanied him from Labor, and who in th«r new
home were bound to him by ties of common interest against the

remnants of the old Khilji oligarchy long domiciled in Bengal.

Owing to the influx of a fresh wave of immigrants the Muslim power
in Bengal entered on a new phase of eiqpansion. Soon af^ Ali

Mardtn had established his authority in Boigal, his master Sultla

Qutbuddin died, in November 1210.
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Sultan Qutbuddin's death at Labor without a son. or recognised

heir threw Northern India into a convulsion and set free the forces

of disintegration. The MutKzi wad Quibi Amirs divided themselves

into two factions with their seats of power at Delhi and Labor, each

with a candidate for the Sultanate. Ai&m Shah, a reputed son of

Qutbuddin, was set up at Labor, and the Delhi nobles invited

Malik ‘lltutmish, Viceroy of Badayun, to assume the sovereignty of

Hindustan. Nfisir-uddin Qub&cha of Multan and Sind assumed

independence, and Malik Ali Mardan Khilji in Bengal followed suit.

Thus Hindustan became, as says Minhaj-i-Sir&j, “ sub-divided into

four portions and the territory of Lakhnawati was appropriated

by the Khilji Maliks and Sultans.” Though Muhammad Bakhtyfir

and Muhammad Shiran had undoubtedly been independent rulers

reading the khutbah and also perhaps issuing coins in their own
names, it was Ali Mard&n who first openly assumed the title of

Sultan also.

Sultan Alauddin, as 'Ali Mard&n now styled himself, was a

man of undoubted ability as a soldier, but impolitic, blood-thirsty

and of a murderous disposition (Mtun-rez wa qattal)

.

“He sent annies in all direetiona and mortyted the greater part of the Khiliji

Amirs; the RSu of the surrounding country tremUed in fear and sent him tribute

and khir^,“

This sudden turn of fortune, inflow of wealth, and unbridled

power completely turned the head of Sultan Alauddin. He now
imagined himself the monarch of all within the ken of his inflamed

political vision. MinhAj says,

"He began issuing orders of assignment on different parts of Hindustan, and
hia tongue uttered empty boastings. Both in puUie gatherings and open dorbor

(/onw* rmi bUrgSh) he gave himself the airs of the lord of Xhurisin, Ghosni and

Ghor, and talked idle nonsenoe."*

In short, Ali Mard&n believed what he imagined, gave unblushing

vent to what passed in his unbalanced mind, and would become
furious if anybody doubted his fancied sovereignty over any portion

of the then known Muslim world. Cheats and flatterers gathered

thick round him, and he would in all seriousness issue writs of

investiture for Ghazni to one, Khurasan to another and Ispahan to

a third and liberally provided the grantees, with the expenses of

travel to their distant jdgin with assurances that his army would
soon conquer these countries ! But his own subjects groaned under
his tyranny. Partly out ot poli^ but mainly actuated by a feeling

of vengeance against his Khilji ^smen who had cast him out, he
made the Khilji nobles suffer terribly at his hands. The natural

antagonism between the old nobility of the regime of Muhammad

* r. Nadri. Test IW.
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BakhtyAr* and the newcomers in the train of Ali Mardftn from
Delhi» precipitated a reaction against Ali Mard&n’s tyranny. The
Khiljis under their only surviving leader Hus&m-uddin * Iwas
entered into a conspiracy, killed Sultan Alauddin Ali Mard&n Khilji,

and elected Hus&m-uddin as their ruler (c. 1213 aj>.). No coin or
inscription of the time of Ali Mard&n has hitherto come to light.

There is no direct evidence as to the extent of Sultan Alauddin's
possessions^ at the time of his death. But it admits of no doubt
that during his time Bihar, at least eastwards of the river Son, had
been again annexed to the Sultanate of Lakhnawati, so that it was
easily constituted into a separate province of the Delhi empire by
Sultan Iltutmish in 628 a.h. (1230-31 a.d.). Within Bengal proper
Alauddin brought **

the whole country of Lakhnawati ” under his

sway and his frontiers in B&dh therefore must have extended in the
south at least as far as the Ajay river (the modest southern
boundary of south B&dh); on the east the river Bhftgiiathi; in

Varind perhaps the boundary remained stationary—a little beyond
Devkot in the north, the Karatoyi on the east, and the river Kosi
on the west. There had been in the process of the Muslim conquest
of Bengal the three traditional stages of raid, occupation and
annexation. The region of Lakhnor or Nagar (Rfidh) had been
raided in the time of Muhammad Bakhty&r and occupied by his

general Muhammad Shir&n in 1206 a.d., and it was annexed by Ali

Mardftn perhaps in 1211 aj>. A similar operation* of raiding was
about this time on foot in the region east and south-east of the
Karatoyft river which cowed the Hindu rulers of K&mrup and Bang
from whom he is said to have received tribute. The Hindu
kingdom of Tirhut also suffered similarly both at the hands of the
Muslim governor of Oudh on one side and the ruler of Lakhnawati
on the other.

VI. Rbign or Sui;tan Ghtasuddin Twaz Khilji

(e. 1213-1227 aj>./a.h. 610-624).

Twaz, son of Husain, was a fellow-countrjrman of Muhammad
Bakhty&r, both hailing from the sun-bumt and desert-girt plains of

Garamsir or modem Dasht-i-Margo, which then belonged to the

^ That raiar wss a part of All Ifardia't kingdom is proved hy tbs fact that

the neit nikr, Hnaim-oddln *Iwaa, ia found in undistiirbed poammion of it tOl the
ftrst eqMdhioo of ntutmidi (IttS-gg aj».), and Minhij does not aay that ^Iwaa
conquered that provinoe after hia aceeaaion. **The country of Lakhnawati** •igwISM

both Ha wingv, BSdh and Varind (Noam,- Trma, 578, 585) ; however, by Ridh the

MniUm^wiiteia undentood only aouth Northern RajjUi waa known to tham
aflarwaida as the region of Silglon.
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dominion of Shih&buddin Ghuri. His early career was t3rpical of

that of a multitude of other bold adventurers including Muhammad
Bakhtyar himself, who migrated to India after Shihftbuddin Ghuri's

conquest of Delhi and Qanauj (1194 aj>.) . It is said that *Iwaz in his

early life earned a hard livelihood in that inhospitable region as an

ass-driver carrying loads to distant places; and during one of his

journeys he happened to meet two dervishes, men of God, wearing

ragged patched gowns, who begged food of him. He took out from

his baggage the humble traveller’s fare, dried bread and a little

sauce—and entertained the dervishes with food and drink. At the

time of their departure they blessed the hospitable ’Iwaz saying.

Commander ! Gk> thou to Hindustan ; we give unto thee the

country up to the place where there is a single Muslim.” *Iwaz

returned home, and putting his wife on the ass started for

Hindustan and joined Muhammad Bakhtyar, an equally destitute

fortune-hunter travelling eastward; However, the ass-driver of

Garamsir rose to sovereignty by dint of his valour and sagacity

and proved one of the most popular Sultans that ever sat on the

throne of Gaur.

Sultan Ghyfisuddin Khilji had come to the throne as the leader

of the discontented Khilji baronage of Lakhnawati against Ali Mard&n
Khilji and his foreign soldiery; and as such the first one or two
years of his rule were perhaps occupied in consolidating his authority

in Lakhnawati and winning over the new Turkish element to his

side. It was perhaps at this time that Vish'pu, the valiant minister

and general of the Gahga Emperor Anahgabhima m (1211-1238 a.d.)

invaded the R&dh tract which had been a sort of No Man’a Land,

though the Muslim rulers of Lakhnawati claimed Lakhnor in Birbhum

as their frontier. At any rate that frontier post was seized by Vishnu

who had carved out a frontier-march for himself, south of BAdh« having

perhaps J&jpur (Jajnagar) on the Vaitarani river as the seat of his

power. This reverse of fortune damped the spirit of the Muslims
for a time, and they could not be easily roused to arms by the Sultan.

Their religious frenzy had to be stirred anew by tazkira exhorting

" peoples to undertake a Jihad and exert themselves for the preserv-

ation of the dignity of Islam and the Sultan's throne.”^ It is on record

that one sudi taxkir was delivered by one Imftm-z&d&h of Uruz
Xbh, Jal&luddin son of Jam&luddin Ghaznavi, in the presence of

Saltan Ghyftsuddin, who bestowed on him in gift a huge tnyfiil

of gold and silver coins. However, Sultan Ghyftsuddin made an
eipedition to recover Lakhnor (Nagar) in e. 1214 aj>. ; and this

^ IW the eomet intwpwUtioo of thW
EBiot n. SUk mo Bodivda,r-AiHliw. til.

moady tnadotod in
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campaign proved a protracted one. Thv> Chhftteivara inscription^

claims success for the Orissa general Vish^v who in his “war with
the Moon of the Yavana kingdom (undoubtedly alluding to Sultan

Ghy&suddin 'Iwaz Khilji) performed heroic deede that baffle

description^ But ultimately the army of Orissa had to withdraw
to their own frontier and clear out of Lakhnor. When the territory

of Lakhnor “ came into his possession,” says Minahaj-i-Siifij,
“ elephants and much treasure fell into the hands ” of the Sultan
and he “ i>osted his own Amirs in that place ” (c. 611 a.h./aj>. 1814-

16). Sultan Ghyftsuddin not only restored the prestige of Muslim
arms by rolling back the tide of Gahga imperialism but also advanced
his southern frontier from the bank of the Ajay river to that of the

D&modar and the borders of Vlshnupur. It is said that even the
ruler of J4jnagar paid tribute to the Sultan, which however cannot
be true of the great King AnaAgabhlma m of the Gahga dynasty

;

Vishjju, the Jajpur feudatory of AnaAgabhIma, might have sought to

make peace with the Sultan of Lakhnawati by offering presents as
the Muslim army must have reached this time even south of the
Damodar river as far as Katasin, the next frontier outpost mentioned
by Minhftj-i-Sir&j.

Similarly the rulers of “Bang, K&mrup and Tirhut” are also

said to have paid tribute to Sultan Ghy&suddin. But we have no
information regarding the Muslim inroads into these countries, which
no doubt suffered aggression at the hands of the Muslims under so

able and energetic a ruler as *Iwaz. The Sultan of Lakhnawati was
left undisturbed by Iltutmish from 610 to 688 A.H., i.e., a period of

twelve years during which the sword of Twaz did not certainly rust

in the scabbard when the weakness and wealth of the neighbouring
Hindu rulers offered opportunities for aggression. The old Karp&taka
kingdom of MithOft was about this time breaking into fragments
after the death of Arimalladeva, and these princes in despair of

holding their possessions in the plains hemmed in between the
Muslim province of Oudh on one side and the territory of Lakhnawati
on the other—^were seeking compensation in the valley of Nepal.

Hie ruler of Eastern Tirhut could not but come within the qihere

^ JASB. umn. 1808, pp. 817*87. 1 toUov Bai Bahadur Moaomidiaa Qiakiavarli

who sivM the date of the ChhiteOvara iiuctiptioa as e. 1800 Aja, and aaerftee the
raoceaeea diaeribed in tide inseriptioa ae lefetihig to the leipi of AnaOsahhliBa m of
Orieea. 7waa wae undoubtedly the Yavana Bias of this hiear^tloiiu (/dSB. uodb.
1008, p. 110)., llhihll fauDiacdy eoRubantae to a oertain catent the teetimnay of

Chhitidvaia inaaiptipB hy a dear hint that Lakhnor had dipped out of the hende
of the MudiuH befoeo Ywas elenred it fee *>*—** and appointed hie own oBoeis
there. (fABB. 1008. pp. 118-00; Nmdrt, Test 141-48: Baawfi-fMMa. i‘; Baen.

MSB. 1800k pp. 08044).
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of influence of Lakhnawati. As regards the region of Kimrup east

ot the Karatoyi, the land was divided among a number of petty

chiefs known as BdrdrBhuydna, none of whom was powerful enough

to stand singly against the Muslim power of Lakhnawati. What
saved them from actual conquest and annexation was their readiness

to combine against a common foe. ‘Iwaz pwhaps reduced some of

them to the position of tributaries. We have no record of any
serious Muslim invasion of “ Bang ” till the closing year of the reign

of *Iwaz (624 a.h./aj>. 1226-27). But it appears probable that

aggression against the Sena rulers of Bengal had been going on for

several years prior to it. These rulers had by this time lost their

possessions to the west of the old course of the Brahmaputra and
north of the Ganges, as the absence of any land-grant of theirs in

that region indicates. A contemporary Sanskrit work, the Kdrikd

of Hari Mi4ra, mentions that Kefiavasena, son of Lakshma^iasena,

always lived in terror of the Yavanas :
** Ke&iva left the kingdom

of Gauda ; at this time the Br&hmapas were not able to reside

there any longer.”^ ViivarQpasena who ruled at Vikrampur in

East Bengal till after the accession of Ghy&suddin Khilji, was a

vigorous king and had in his firm possession at least the modem
districts of Dacca, Earidpur, Barisal and Nudia with the title of

Oau^ivara. He might have suffered some loss of territory in Uttara-

Radha which the victorious armies of Ghy&suddin Twaz might have

raided for the first time, a preliminary to annexation in later times

But it is extremely doubtful whether the Sena ruler stooped to

send any tribute to Lakhnawati as Minh&j-i-Sir&j claims in his

account of Twaz.
However, Ghy&suddin Twaz made a definite bid for the over-

lordship of Bengal and the adjoining provinces by transferring the

seat of government from Devkot to the historic city of Gauda-
Lakhnawati,—the possession of which had been associated in men’s
minds with the sovocignty of Easton India ever since the days
ot the P&la Empire. Hitherto the Turin had neglected Gauda and
kept to their northernmost frontier town of Devkot as the seat of

government fbr two reasons: first, Devkot was less liable to surprise

either by a land army from the upper country or by any hostile

river-flotilla during the rains; and secondly because of its com-
paratively dry climate. The Turin soon realised like the Mughal
govemora ot later times that the horse could guarantee only six

mimths’hold over any distant pert the tiver-insected Bengal, where*

as the boat and the paik (footman) commanded superiority during

the other half of the year. It was Twaz who first built a flotilla of

* H. N. Was. CTwashw cf ik*8mm Eh§i tf Bwugd, 9ASB. tm, p. SS.
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war-boats as an indispensable branch of his armament, which a few
years after gave a good account of it in his war against Sultan

Shamsuddin Iltutmish. So he felt confident in removing the capital

of Bengal again to Gauda which commanded easy and rapid com*
munication by water with every part of Bengal and also with the

important towns of Bihar. It was in the beginning, of 616 a.h.^

(March 1219 to March 1220) that Lakhnawati became the official

capital of ‘Iwaz. Time has levelled to the dust the glories of Gaudft
under Hindu and Muslim rule, and the ruins of their capitals lie

scattered in heaps for miles along the eastern bank of the K&lindi
river through which flowed the main current of the Ganges down
to the close of the thirteenth century. No memento of the Sena
times exists except the ruins of BaUdUbdfri to mark the site where
the city of LakshmaiQUusena stood. Archaeological imagination
pictures the city of LaUnawati as having been situated south of

BaU&l-b&pi, extending from the Phulwfiri gate on the north to the
Kotw&li (Pfitalchandi ?) on the south, the Ganges (Kalindi) on the

west^ to the great stream of the Mahananda on the east. There
was a massive mud-rampart, it is believed, on the eastern side,

beginning perhaps at the ruined tower of Jak/rd-tdld at the north-

eastern comer where perhaps stood a redoubt now known| as the
garh of Chand-muni. The whole area was enclosed within an
earthen rampart protected on all sides except toward the Ganges
by a deep ditch about ISO feet in breadth. Lakhnawati under its

Muslim conquerors suffered the concomitant process of destruction,

alterations and additions to suit the needs of a great Muslim city.

Twaz built more than one Jama* mosque ; other mosques and
madrdBos also arose on all sides; and the nobles who transferred

their residence to the new capital adorned it with beautiful mansions.
He further strengthened the defences of the city by building for

his own residence the Aisdr of Baskot^or Basankot* which has
hitherto baffled identification. The new fort was designed as a
lock (Arabic Bus), or a cover (Persian Bashn meaning body) of
the city of Lakhnawati, and this sufficiently explains its position-—
* two miles south of PhuiU-bdri ” as Cunningham correctly surmises.

The most magnificent work planned by Twaz was the construc-

^ Vkfe rnfm App. o. (Com snd Cknmologs o/ ike reigii of Tim).
* Thu is oaly a toterable giwsi that can be made from the acoouuta of the

nhis of Gaar hi BaTenBhaw*8 Goar, CMghtooh iiotei, Cunnin^iamh Report (ASC.
JCV. 41-42), sad Bajaiii ChakimTartih Omi^ItUUlo (Aniendiz. n. 8) baaed oo 6mU

Bai Bahadar Meamohan Ghakravarti'a ooatentioii that
TabagitA^Mn yields, cfrideaoe as to the sitaatioa of the Maalim dty oa the

bank of the Ganfes Is wrong. {IA8B. N. 8. it. IMS, p. 282).
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tioii of a aeries of dykes with arched bridges {pulhA) to inotect the city

and its suburbs from the annual flood, which nuule accessible, as says

Minhftj'i-Sitftj, different parts of the locality formerly inaccessible

during the rains except by boat. The Sultan connected the two frontier

cities of Devkot (about 70 miles north-east) and Lakhnor (Nagar in

the Birbhum district, about 85 miles south-south-west) with his new
capital by an unusually wide and high-embanked Grand Trunk Road
with ferries on the big rivers like the Ganges on the Lakhnor side

and the MahSnanda and the Punarbhav& on the other. The total

length of this puP- (Bengali jdngdl) is said to have been ten days’

journey (exclusive of ferries) , evidently on foot, t.e., about 150 miles

;

and it ran through a tract that previously used to be inundated

every year during the rains and the “ route filled up with mud-
swamps and morass.” This mighty highway of Twaz survived the

ravages of time and flood down to the close of the nineteenth century,

and “formed two principal lines of communication in the country. .

.

being from 80 to 100 feet in breadth and four to five feet in height.”’*

Apart from the strategic and commercial importance of this royal

high-way, it proved also a real blessing to the inhabitants of a

considerable part of the Sultan’s kingdom as a great cross-country

bund that saved their home and harvests from fiood—a yearly

calamity even now to our people.

The kingdom of Lakhnawati and Bihar enjoyed uninterrupted

peace for about twelve years under the vigorous and* beneficent rule

of Sultan Ghyasuddin Khilji till the first expedition of Sultan

Shamsuddin Iltutmish against Bengal (1225 a.d.). The relation of

vassalage of Lakhnawati to the Sultnate of Delhi was severed

by Ali Mard&n Khilji (1211 a.d.). Qutbuddin having left no legal

heir, a quadrangular fight ensued over the question of succession

among Iltutmish, ArimshAh, Nisiruddin Qub&cha of Sind and

Tij-nddin Yulduz Ghazni. Though Arftmshah died a year after,

T&j-uddin Yulduz appeased on the scene and extended his power as

far as the Kamal district. Sultan Iltutmish defeated him finally in

612 A.H. (1215-16 AJ>.), but only to make room for the aggression

of a more formidable adversary, N&simddin Qubacha. It was only

in 614 A.H. (1217-18 aj>.) that Nisiruddin was defeated by Iltutmish

who made peace with his vanquished rival by leaving him in in-

* Pwt ia riirisn » bridge^ sad also a hiri> cmbaakaMat. What

lCihij46fali SHsaa by ia a bioad road high alwfe the 6ood level with htidgw

ever the aaeDar water eoanee.

CaaaiaihaaB (ASC. xv. 44). CoBBia^eaB’s aigumeate b bvoar of idcatify-

bf LMmur irith Kmmkjd **M aiilea to the aoulh of Bejmehel aad the aaaM

dietance to tiie eoath

w

est of Gear” are anconvbdm. Vide impn Apf. a.

(Oeegeagiiaaf iVotee).
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dqiendent possession of Sind and Multin. In the meanwhile Ali

IMardSn had been killed and ‘Iwaz placed on the iaicht of Lakhnawati,

and the affairs of ‘Iwaz reached such a point, says Minhftj-i-Sizftj,

“ that the coin of the territory of Lakhnawati was stamped, and

the khwtbak thereof read in his name and they styled him Sultan

Ghy&suddin ” (Ndairi, Trans. 581) . However, ‘Iwaz was not insou-

ible to the defect in his title which might be challenged by the

Muslim world, particularly by the Sultan of Delhi. So Sultan

Ghyisuddin had anticipated Iltutmish by seeking investiture from

the Abbasid Caliph al-Nasir, who was credited by the Muslim world

as the fountain of right and honour with power to give away to

anybody what was not his own. The much-coveted honours and

farmdtt from Caliph al-Nftsir perhaps reached Sultan Ghy&suddin in

the month of Rabi-ul-akhir of the year 620 a.h.—an occasion perhaps

commemorated by a special issue of coins,^ though from the date of

the earliest extant coins (616 a.h.) he describes himself “ a he!p« *’

(ndfir) of the Commander of the Faithful. However, the farmdn

of the Abbasid Caliph could not protect Sultan Ghy&suddin for long

from the aggressive designs of Delhi. For the next five years Sultan

Shamsuddin Iltutmish had his bands full ; the terrible Chenghiz in

pursuit of Sultan Jal&luddin Khwaiizmsh&h appeared on the bank
of the Indus in 618 a.h. and Jal&luddin having established himself

in the Punjab made unsuccc-ssful attempts first to conquer Delhi

and next Multan from Nfisiruddin Qub&cha. When Jal&luddin finally

recrossed the Indus in 621 am. (1224 aj>.), to the great rdief of

Iltutmish, the latter turned his attention to the hitherto neglected

eastern districts, Bad&yun, Benares, Qanauj and Oudh, which had
to be reconquered slowly from a host of redoubtable Sfindu duefs.

It was during this time that Sultan Iltutmish also sent forces against

Bihfir to wrest it from Sultan Ghy&suddin Khilji, and at last the

Delhi Sultan himself appeared with an army with the intention of

conquering Bih&r and Bengal from ‘Iwaz in 622 a.h. (1225 ao.).

Ghy&suddin advanced from his capital with his army and his war^

boats were towed up the river Ganges. The progress of the Sultan

was arested at some point in Bihar, either at Mungir or to the west
of the Sikrigdly and Teliagarhi passes of the Rajmahal HOIS. What
followed next was not certainly favourable to Iltutmish, and hence
the Delhi chronider saves the prestige of the Sultan by practinng

an economy of truth. It is said that a treaty of- peace was oon-

duded between the rulers of Ddhi and Lakhnawati wherel^ the

latter was forced to pay as indemnity treasure worth dghty lakhs

and 38 dephants, and acknowledge the Saltan of Delhi as his

* Vids iKfm App. e. (Cknmeton sad Csdw «/ t&s
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suseiain by reading the khuthak and issuing coins in the name of

Iltutmish. The Sultan after having put Malik Alauddin J&ni in

charge of the province of Bihir retraced his steps. But as soon as

the Sultan turned his back Twaz expelled Alauddin Jaui from Bihfir.

and made further aggressions ; how far the other conditions of the

alleged treaty were respected by him can be easily inferred. Sultan

Shamsuddin swallowed this insult for two long years, after having

experienced that Ghy&suddin Khilji could not be ousted from power
by a frontal attack.

Sultan Ghyftsuddin stood ready for a year in his capital,

apprehending perhaps a retaliatory expedition by Iltutmish. About
this time the Hindus of Oudh under the leadership of one Pfithu
overran the whole province and killed “ hundreds and thousands of

Musalmans.” The situation was so serious that Sultan Shamsuddin
Iltutmish had to send his eldest son Prince Nfisiruddin Mahmud
with large reinforcements for the subjugation of the rebels. Malik
Alauddin Jani, the dispossessed governor of Bih&r, also joined the
Prince and became his chief adviser. Sultan Ghyasuddin having
calculated on the pre-occupation of the imperialists with troubles

in Oudh, nuide preparations for invading the Sena kingdom of East
Bengal. Little did he suspect the real motive of the Sultan of Delhi
in transferring the Prince to the viceroyalty of Oudh, and concen*
trating large forces on the Tirhut frontier. However, in the begin-
ning of year 624 a.h (c. January, 1227) the ruler of Lakhnawati
led an expedition eastward against ” Bang.’* It is not known what
part of ** Bang ” was at this time the scene of operations, though the
magnitude of the enterprise can be inferred from the fact that
Sultan Ghyftsuddin had left hb capital denuded of troops and the
river-flotilla. However, news reached him there that the army of
Oudh under Prince N&sii addin, had suddenly made a dash for

Lakhnawati. Ghyasuddin hurriedly rode for his capital with what^
ever troops could accompany him. But it was too late ; the enemy
had already entered the city and surprised the fortress of Basankot.
Fate clouded the intelligenoe of the cautious soldier and politician;

and without waiting for reinforcements from the other parts
of his territory Ghy&suddin rashly fought a pitched battle outside
hb capital with the superior cavalry of Upper Indb. The inevitable

happened ; the Sultan and hb nobles became captives, and were
beheaded by the ruthless victor (624 A.H./e. March, 1227).

Sultan Ghy&suddin’s reign of about fourteen years was a pleasing
qmch of peace and prosperity for his kingdom. It was at this

time that the terrible Chenghb Khan, the Scourge of Ishm, was
devastating the fair Muslim cities of Khoris&n and Trans-Oxbna;
but out ol thb evfl came a mote permanent gain to Islam in India.
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The MusUm States of India received great accession of strength as

this Mongol irruption again caused a mass migration of Turks and
Turkomans westward as far as Asia Minor and south-eastward as

far as Bengal. India became not only the home of a sturdier

barbarian race, but also a nursery of Islamic civilization and culture

which was slowly retreatint' before the Mongol barbarism to the

banks of the Jamunfi and the MahanandA Sultan Ghyftsuddin,

though originally an ass-driver, proved as liberal a patron of learn-

ing and the fine arts as Sultan Iltutmish. The tale of his piety and
generosity penetrated beyond the Hindukush, and tempted Islamic

learning to Lakhnawati, which city under Twaz became as happy
an abode of Islam as the city of Delhi. After *AIi Mardftn,—

a

night-mare to his unhappy subjects, ‘Iwaz came like a veritable

blessing of the Almighty ; and all through his reign he laboured for

the good of his people. Even Sultan Iltutmish on a later occasion

during his visit to Lakhnawati, showed respect to the memory of

Sultan Ghyftsuddin Khilji, and Minhftj-i-Sirftj, the court-historian of

his son Sultan Nftsir-uddin Mahmud (the Younger) penned an
eulogy of this noble adversary of the House of Iltutmish about

fifteen years after his death. Sultan Ghyftsuddin in his exterior and

interior graces was every inch a Padshah, just, benevolent and wise.

He committed in life only one act of indiscretion and only once did

he allow his passion to overcome his otherwise cool judgment and
sagacity. Without waiting for the next rainy season at a more
secure place like Rftdh, he rushed forth with his exhausted troops

to give battle to the enemy and died a noble martyr to liberty.

Sultan Ghyftsuddin Twaz Khilji is the first independent ruler

of Bengal whose coins have come to light. His extant coins are

dated 616, 617 (or 619 ?) , 6S0 and 691 a.h. ; but they bear no mint-

name. There is no truth in the theory^ of numismatists from

Thomas down to those of our own day that Twaz issued coins till

the year 616 a.h. in the name of Sultan Shamsuddin Iltutmidi.

Twaz always associated the name of Caliph al-Nftsir, the reigning

Albasid sovereigns, with his own name on his coins. If Twns
cared to acknowledge the overlordship of Delhi he would have

associated the name of the Delhi ruler with his own, as Daulat Shfth

Balka bin Maudud did later on. Though a great patron of archi-

tecture and founder of many a benevolent institution, no mscriptkm

bearing the name of Sultan Ghyftsuddin Khilji has hitherto come
to light.

In the abstmee of inscriptions or widely scattered mint-namea

definition of the boundaries of the kingdom of Lakhnawati at

* Tide ftdhi App. e. ChrmUoff aad Cabu sf TmA.
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the dose of Sultan Ghyisuddin Khilji’s reign cannot but be of a

hypothetical nature. Within Bengal proper the Sultanate of Iwas
consisted of tarkars Lakhnawati, Pumiah, T&jpur, Panjrah, Ghori*

ghftt, Barbakabid (a new acquisition); the western part of Bazuhft

(portions of Rajshahi and Bogra), on the north and east of the

Ganges ; Tinda, Sharif&bad (Nagar-Birbhum, a new acquisition)

,

a portion of Sulaimunab&d (Burdwan, a new acquisition) south of

that river. He re-annexed South BihSr and pushed his frontier up
to that of the Delhi province of Oudh as far as the mouth of the

Gandak in North Bih&r. It should however be clearly understood

that the dominion of ‘Iwax over this vast tract meant only that

there was no Srst-rate Muslim or Hindu power within this boundary

to dispute his title. But as a matter of fact his rule in Bihftr or

in his newly-acquired territory outside tarkar Tfinda on the south

of the Ganges was of the nature of a military occupation. Outside

the home-territory of the days of Muhammad Bakhtyfir i.e. the tract

between the Kosi on the west and perhaps a little beyond the

Punarbhavi in the east, Devkot on the north and the Ganges in

the south—^there were powerful Hindu Rajahs strewn all over the

country, who followed the policy of "vetasi-vritU*’ to bend

like the supple cane under pressure of the tide and become straight

again) with regard to the Muslim rulers of Lakhnawati. The result

was that the same tract had to be conquered several times by
Muslim armies before the permanent annexation of it. Neither

Bengal, nor in fact any other part of India, was conquered by a few

cavaJty dashes of the Turks as the unenlightened impression goes.

The whole of Bengal was never conquered or even visited by
Muslim armies during the pre-Mughal period. Muslim role was

not well-established beyond Varind till the foimdation of the inde-

pendent Bengal Sultanate under the house of Balban about 100 years

after the death of Sultan Ghyftsuddin Khilji.



APPENDIX A

THE RACE, PARENTAGE, AND DATES OF
MUHAMMAD RAKHTTAR KHIIJI

At the present advenced stage of our studies it is unnecessary

to discuss at length Major Raverty’s imaginary readings of Mto.,

hypercritical corrections of his predecessors, and fantastic reasoiungs

based on such a delusive foundation. Briefly qieaking, they have

been all rejected in this chapter, except where speciflcally admitted.

Ravertjf’t theory that thie hero belonged to a Turkieh tribe named
Khatjj—The latest and most important contribution on the question

is M. V. Minorsky’s paper, " The Turkieh Ditdeet of Khalaj,"*' in

which it is stated that according to an old legend they were believed

to be a lost tribe of Turkomans, and that in the thirteenth century

they were regarded as a separate race from the Turks. One
contemporary writer, Najib Bakran, in his JahStirnumd (written

e. 1800-1800) says, “ The Khalaj are a tribe of Turks who migrated

to Z&bulistAn. In the district of Ghasni where they reside, on

account bt the heat of the air their complexion Iws changed and
toided towards blackness ; their tongue too has undergone alterations

and become a different language.” Minorsky holds, as againrt

Baverty, that "the historical data all point to the transformation

the Turkish Khalaj into the Afghan OhOeai.” There is a passage

in the {Minted text of the Tdrikh-i-Owadi (a work composed in

780 A.H., and its extant ms. transcribed in 887 a.h.) in whidi this

tribal name is written with dear diacritical marks as Khelp (p. 418)

.

The Bidian {uronunciatkm is Khilji. Minhij-i-l^t4j hiinself differ^

entiates the Khalji from the Turic, when be says that Muhammad
BakhtyAr "appointed two omtrs, one a Turk slave and the other

a Khi^i,” (Text, p. 188). Most cff the early Indian writme used

the wmd Turk in a vague general way, as when Amir Khustan calls

the Mongols a race of the Turks. It is therefore nearw the truth

to caD the Khfljm Turkoman or Tartar by ethnic <nigin.

The hero*e wome^Baverty’s tsa/ot-mania has led him to name
the ccMiqunrar of Bengal, Muhammad the son Bakhtyir (as also AH.
the eon of Mardin, p. 878n ot his translation). He found the

comiectmg link bin (son of) in the name bt our hero, in only four

out of the twdve ma. of TJf. comulted 1^ him, and the ma

* MQ8. X. INR VP- 41T8.
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wliidi he pioualy accq>ts os '* a precious autograph of the author ” is

so modem that it explains Qanauj as Shorgarh,—a title really given

to it by Sher Shah Sur about 1540 (p. 6t7 of Baverty’s trans.

;

reading rejected in the Bib. Ind. text, p. 178)

.

Savoy’s izafat-mama would lead us to hold that Aurangsib’s

rebel son Muhammad Akbar was really “Mohammad the son

Akbar,” and that the Emperor Muhammad Aurangxib was
(unconsciously) his own father, being really Muhammad the son of

Aurangxib. In Shia families the elder son is usually named Ali

Akbar and the younger Ali Asghar ; are we to assert that these are

the sons respectively of Akbar and A^har ? The last leg of Raverty’s

ridiculous but insistent theory will be knocked away if we can take

the following passage in ‘ls&mi*s Futuh-uoadkUm, (verse 1904) as

a delicate play upon the hero's name

:

“ Ba nairavi-e Isl&m wa yiriro-bakht

Farftwan badast &mada tftj wa takht.”

The etatue of Muhammad Bakhtgdr in Indm^—^R. D. Banerji has

maintained that Muhammad Bakhty&r was not an officer in any

way subordinate to Qutbuddin Aibak when he conquered Bihar and
Bmgal, and that he acknowledged Qutbuddin's primacy in Muslim
India <mly in 1208 when he visited the lattor at Bad&yun. This

theory has been carried to an absurd extreme. Is it maintained

that up to 1208, Bakhtyir’s political status was fully equal to

Qutbuddin's, as two captains indepedently under the same sovereign

at Ghur ? If so, why is no mention ever made of Bakhtyir having

sent the qtoils <d his wars to the Sultan at Ghur (or even at Labor)

as in duty bound, or directly corrununicated with him even once ?

The very jagir in the Mitz4pur district which was the first step

in Bakhtyftr’s ladder of greatness, was a gift from Hus&m-ud-din,

the governor of Oudh, an officer very- much lower in the Ghuti

army list than Qutbuddin. Qutbuddin's viceroyalty over the Ghuri

dominions in Lidia east ot the Sutlej cannot be doiied, though

Bakhtyhr’s conquests in Bihar and Bengal were achieved by means

of adventurers recruited by himself and not with the help of any

troops detached by Qutbuddin from his own army. But in the case

of a reverse^ the conqueror of Bihar would certainly have appealed

to Qutbuddin for reinforcements. Such was the invariable process

of Muslim advance in new lands.

Datw m nn CanaB or MoHAmafSP Basnnia

The one fixed point amidst the uncertain^ of dates in

Muhammad BaUityir's career is furnished by the rdfedwiodsir,

whidi saya that the fort of Kalinjar cafutulated to Qutbuddin Aibak
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on 23rd Match 1208 aj>. (=: 8 Bajsb 599 a.h.) and that Aibak

returned from this campaign to Badayun where immediately after

his arrival Muhammad Bakhtyfix, known for his “ world-famous

victories ” waited on him and presented twenty “ mountain-high,

blood-drinking dragon-faced elephants and many kinds of jewels

and money in cash.” “His good services had been repeatedly

rq>orted to Aibak. With rich presets in return he was given

eongee (for the eastern provinces).”^ Such elephants could have

come only from Bengal, and it was a well-known practice of success-

ful viceroys of that province under the Mughal empire to send such

elq>hants to the Emperor.

The second fixed point is found in a Tibetan work which tells

us that Sakya Sribhadra, a Buddhist scholar of Kashmir visited

South Bihar in 1200 aj). and saw the vihdraa of Odantapuri and

Viknunasilfi already ruined and others in course of destruction at

the hands of the Turks, while their monks had fled from Bihar to

the Jagaddal monastery in Bengal.^ This proves that Bengal had
not yet been conquered by the Muslims. The date the sack of

Bihar Sharif (1109) which we can infer from this travel-book, is

corroborated by Dr. B. 6. Basak, who calculates from Gayakara

hfUea’s MS. that Govindap&la lost Odantapuri vihdra in 1199 which

was the 88th and terminal year of his reign.*

Applying these facts to the history of Muhammad Bakhty&r as

given in the Tabaqdt4-Nd$iri (a work completed in 1260), we
reconstruct the story of his career, with a fair approach to certainty,

as below

:

1. Bakhtyftr comes to Hindustan in search of bread,

e. 591 AJ[. (1195 AJD.) , after the defeat of Jayachchandra

of Qanauj. Enters the service of Hizbar-ud-din, gover-

nor of Badftyun.

2. Is granted a jagir in the Mirzftpur district by Husftm-

ud-din, govmior of Oudh, 1196.

8. Conducts raids in the direction of Bihfir and Muner,
e. 598^94 (1197-98).

4. Sacks the walled eUg (hiadr) of Bihir, e. February 1199.

5. Beduces the provinee of Bihir to submission, two
winters, e. October 1199—January 1201.

6. Surprises the city of Nudil, e. January 1201.

7. Captures Oaur city and occupies N<wth Bengal

(Varendra), October 1201-January 1208.

* Swlar SIS. pp. SSI, SSS-MT.
• tm.

• 8. a Dm fai tdSB.
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8. Visits Qutbuddin Aibak at Badftyun, e. May ISOS.

0. Invades “ Tibet,” e. Marcb-June 1S06.

10. Death at Devkot, e. August 1S06.

TN. alleges (Text, p. 148) that after the qxdiation of the

walled college (" the whole of this hisdr and ehahr was a Madrasa,

the word Bihar being the Hindu name for a Madrasa ”), “ Bakhtytr
paid a visit to Sultan [wrong anticipation of his title] Qutbuddin
with much of the booty and was highly honoured and favoured.”

This may refer to an earlier visit to Qutbuddin unrecorded in

Tdj-vlmadtir. I can see notiiing improbable in a very subordinate

captain—a mere jagirdar under a provincial governor, and therefore

two degrees below Qutbud-din (the royal representative at Delhi)

—

trying to secure honour and armed support at the Court of the Indian

viceroy of their supreme master, the Ghuri king. But Minhftj's

silence about the second and undeniable visit of Bakhty&r to Qutb
after the conquest of Bengal, lends support to the view that the old

man's memory was at fault and that he has confounded the two
visits together.

MinhAj continues,

"After bang bononred bgr Qatb^-din Aibek with n epedal robe, Bekhtgrir

Ktunied and went towaide Bihir (piovince), and fear of him todc a total hold

of the hearts of the infldeb on aU ndea of the oonntriee of Lakhnawti, Bihir,

Bang and Klinrap ” (Teat, p. 148) .
" After retmning from the court of Qutb-ud-din

Bakhtgrir conquered Bihir, (ie,, the frovinee of Bihir including Vikramiili in the

Bhigalpur diyiaion, vide Aibhadra’a diargr). Rii Lakhmania sent out agents (to

Miraipur 7) to find out if the peiaonal appearance of Bakhtgrir agreed with those of

the prophesied Itekiah destrogwr of his kingdom, and these spies reported that it

was so. Then the Brahmans and rich traders began to leave Nndii and fiee to

Sgrlhet, Bang and Umrup."
"The grear following tifo, (is., not the aadc of Bihir dtgr in IIM, hut the

subjugation of the prooiaos of Bihir, an afliair of not kas than two grears),

Muhammad Bakhtgdbr mardied out of Bihir and snddenlgr entered the eitgr of

Nndii." (Teat, p. ISO).

Therefore the surprise of Nadia has to be placed about January

1801. It was a mere raid, and the occupation and administrative

control of the province (North Bengal) must have occupied two

more dry seasons (Octobw 1901-February 1808) . A shorter period

than this could not have enabled the Muslims to make their position

in Bmigal so secure as to permit their chieftain to leave the province

and visit distant Badlyun with hjs choice troops and bodyguards.

This suppositktt exactly fits in with Bakhtytr’s authenticated visit

to Aibak in e. May 1808.

Minhij-i-Sirii nowhoe mentions any tiege of Lakhnawati and
its oqituie, but rinqdy says that Bakhtyfir destroyed NudUl uid
”in the mama where Lakhnawati is situated he established his
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capital.’’ There was perhaps no siege^ but at best a blockade of

Lakhnawati. Before the advent of the rains of ld01» Bakhtyftr
appears to have reduced the countiy between the upper region

east of the Mahanandfi and west of the Karatoyft in search of a secure

place for cantonment for which he chose Devkot'on the east bank
of the Punarbhava river. Like later Mughal generals, Bakhty&r
stood on the defensive during the rains and assumed the offensive
in the next campaigning season or autumn. We learn from Hindu
sources that ” Bakhtyar plundered the merchants of Yogi-bhavan near
Bogra and captured the wealth of the Senas ruling on the banks of
the Karatoya.”^ This may have been in the dry season of 1801-
1808 A.D. According to Hindu tradition Gaur held out for a long
time against the Muslims, which appears to be true. It was perhaps
evacuated by the Hindus during the rainy season of 1808 aj). (say
August) when the Turks had gone back to their cantonment
(598 AJ).). We consider the sloia in &ekhriubhodagd yielding the
date 1803 aj>. for the fall of Gaur as spurious.

* lagUirhhanUL quoted by Bajani ChakravarU in Pt n. 8.



APPENDIX B

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES ON SOME PLACES

1. Adwand-Bihar : The present Muslim town of Bihftr Sharif

(Lat. 25-117*7. Long 85-Sl*E) indicates the site where the famous

University-town stood. It was alsu the capital of the Pala kings,

and Vall&lasena is said to have suffered “repeated repulses” at tihe

hands of the lord of Odantanpur.* Such a strongly fortified capital

city had certainly been conquered not by a random raid as Minh&j’s

informants tell us. This place was also known as Adwand-Bihar to

the Arabs (See Hodivala-fitudies. 89).

2. Baskot or Batan-kot : Cunningham makes the most astound-

ing remark that he is “ inclined to identify Basankot of ‘Iwaz with

a mound of BhasubihAr near Mah&sthftngarh, more than one hundred

miles from Lakhnawati ” (A8C. xv. 104) . Monomohan Chakravarti

admits that Basankot was near Lakhnawati. It cannot be Ballalb&ri

or the transformation of any Hindu fort as he imagines; it was,

according to MinhAj, altogetiier a new structure.^ Bajani Chakra-

varti mentions a covering fortress of Gaiir, situated midway between

the PhulrbUn gate and Kotwdli gate of Gaur. It is a sort of

polygon with a mud-wall and a ditch. This answer^ to the position of

Basankot very well, if it is conceded that this polygon was out$ide

the dty.* According to Minh&j, there was a fairly large space

between the city and the hitdr of Basan-kot where in later times

rival armies fought.

S. Bartaul (TA, Newalkishore Press. 24) Trans. I. Baraavl.

(Tabaqat-i-Akbari) ; Namaul (MuntaMuib-ut-tawarileh. Text. 59).

Namaul of Badayuni's text is evidently the scribe's improvement

on Nizamuddin’s Barsaul, as scribes have always a tendency to

substitute places well-known to themselves for obscure ones in the

MSS. they copy. Namaul is a famous town in the Punjab, and

therefore stands beyond probability. Naran-koe was left unidentified

by Blochmann,* with the remark that it was “ very likely the name
of a r^ion east of the Karatoya.” Mr. Banerji has also left

Nanmrkoe as it is in his book. It has not been possible for me
also to locate any such place in the KaratoyA region where the fief

* FsBifs dkmita

;

NondolsI Dqr, Note$ on Anamt AAga, JA8B. 1914, p. SSI.
* Gfcaknvarti. JA8B. NJ3. v. 1909, p. 901 ; NAiiri. Test 151.

* n. App. 9. * ]ASB. 1875, No. S, p. 985.
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capital.” There was perhaps no Mege, but at best a blockade of

Lakhnawati. Bdbre the advent of ^e rains of ISOl, Bakhtyftr

appears to have reduced the country between the upper region

east of the Mahanandh and west of the Karatoyft in search of a secure

place for cantonment for which he chose Devkot'on the east bank

of the Punarbhavft river. Like later Mughal generals, Bakhtyir

stood on the defensive during the rains and assumed the offensive

in the next campaigning season or autumn. We leam from Hindu
sources that “ Bakhty&r plundered the merchants of Yogi-bhavan near

Bogra and captured the wealth of the Senas ruling on the banks of

the Karatoyg.”^ This may have been in the dry season of ISOl*

1202 AJ>. According to Hindu tradition Gaur held out for a long

time against the Muslims, which appears to be true. It was perhaps

evacuated by the Hindus during the rainy season of 1202 aj>. (say

August) when the Turks had gone back to their cantonment

(598 AJ>.). We consider the Moka in &ekh-M)hoday& srielding the

date 120S aj>. for the fall of Gaur as spurious.

LofflimriMnia quoted Iqr Bajaal Chakiavaiti in Oam^stJUkita, Ft. n. 2.



APPENDIX B

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES ON SOME PLACES

1. Adwand-Bihar : The present Muslim town of Bihfir Sharif

(Lat. 25-11’N. Long 85-Sl’E) indicates the site where the famous

University-town stood. It was also the capital of the P&Ia kings,

and Vall&lasena is said to have suffered “ repeated repulses ” at the

hands of the lord of Odantanpur.^ Such a strongly fortified capital

city had certainly been conquered not by a random raid as Minh&j’s

informants tell us. This place was also known as Adwand-Bihar to

the Arabs (See Hodivala-Studies. 89).

2. Baakot or Bcuan-kot : Cunningham makes the most astound-

ing remark that he is “ inclined to identify Batankot of Twaz with

a mound of Bhasubih&r near Mah&sth&ngarh, more than one hundred

miles from Lakhnawati " (A8C. xv. 104) . Monomohan Chakravarti

admits that Basankot was near Lakhnawati. It cannot be Ballalbiri

or the transformation of any Hindu fort as he imagines; it was,

according to MinhAj, altogether a new structure.’ Rajani Chakra-

varti mentions a covering fortress of Ganr, situated midway between

the Phvhbdri gate and KotwdU gate of Gaur. It is a sort of

^lygon with a mud-wall and a ditch. This answers to the position of

Basankot very well, if it is conceded that this polygon was outride

the city.’ According to MinhAj, there was a fairly large space

between the city and the hiaar of Basan-kot where in later times

rival armies fought.

8. Baraaul {TA. Newalkishore Press. 24) Trans. I. Baraaid.

(Tabaqat-i-Akbari) ; Namavl (Muntakhab-ut-tawarikh. Text. 59).

Namaul of Badayuni’s text is evidently the scribe’s improvement

on Nizamuddin’s Baraaul, as scribes have always a tendency to

substitute places well-known to themselves for obscure ones in the

MSS. they copy. Namaul is a famous town in the Punjab, and

therefore stands beyond probability. Naran-koe was left unidentified

by Blochmann,’ with the remark that it was " very likely the name
of a region east of the Karatoya.” Mr. Banerji has also left

Naran-koe as it is in his book. It has not been possible for me
also to locate any such place in the Karatoyft region where the fief

* Valuta okarita ; NnndaU Dtgr, Notaa on Aneiaat A^ga, JA8B. 1014, p. S01.

* Chaknvartt JA8B. NA. v. 1009, p. 001 ; NOaku Test. 151.

* aamiardUktaa, n. App. 8. * /AfiR. 1075, No. 8, p. 085.
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of All Mard&n was perhaps situated. As the Tabaq&t4-Ne8in is

the chief source drawn upon by Nizamuddin and others it is

uncritical to prefer Barsaid or Bartauh to-Nanm^koe or NorkoU of

a nearer contemporary. However, as Nanmkoe (Narayan-kot ?)

cannot be identified, I have preferred Bortatd or Borsauli as the jagir

of Ali Mard&n Ehiiji. If Blochmann, whom I have followed, is

right in guessing that it must be some place in the KaratoyA region,

I should like to identify Bartaid with BanoHa of the Ain-4-Akbari

which puts it as a mahal near the town of Nwratdbdd in Sarkar

Ohor&gh&t ; Bandla is not indicated in Bennell’s map. Namyanpur
(Jalal-garh) in the Pumiah district is described by Martin as the

frontier outpost on the Kosi side. Narankoe or dAyar-i-koe may be

taken as mistakes for diyar-i-Koti.^

4. Devkot : Devkot or Devikot was a very ancimit city ; its

other name is said to have been Bdva-pOra (B<nmogor of Mantin).

The Muslim town was perhaps at Dunidiimah, a cantonment built

near the old Hindu city, and both became known by the same name.

Devkot during the time of Bakhty&r, and also under the later Khiljis,

played a more important part than Lakhnawati. It was situated

in pargana Gang&r&mpur of Din&jpur district. The ruins of B&n-
nagar indicate the situation of the old dty. Martin says, "The
proper name of Dumdumah is Devi Koth. It received its present

appelation from its having been a military station during the

early part of the Muhammedan government Cunniingham

more fully describes it thus

:

"The <&d fort Devikot Ji eitaated on the left or eastern baak of the

Ponailihava Biver, SS n&les to the north-eaat of Fandna, 18 aules to the

aontlMoath-iraat Dinajimr, and 70 inilea to the north-north-east of the citadel

of Ganr To the nocdi of Devikot is a walled endosnre about 100 feet square^

and to the north of this there is a second fortified endosnre of about the same siae.

Both these are surrounded by massive earthen ramparta and broad ditches To
the south lies the Muhammadan quarter of Damdama or the encampment, extending

far a stiagriing way down. .... .Rom this point theee is an embanked toad leading

to the east past the two great lakes called Dahal Di^ii and Kala Diriii. The
former is supposed to be of Muhammadan construction as it lies from east to

Here we have an accurate picture of the first capital of the

Muslim power in Bengal ; the enclosed squares were redoubts on tho

north, and the cantonment in the south an additional defoioe to tlie

old Hindu fort.*

For NarayanpavJalalgmh see Martha EeAtm na fit.

Martin, EatUm Udia, n. 680. * ABO. xv. fg-lOOi
* Sea alao Kunja Govinda Goswamh FBO. 1608, pp. ISTft
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ff. Fief of Husam-uddin 'Iwaz : Ganguri (Ndsiri. Trans. 576)

.

Blochmann has not definitely identified Ganguri for frhich he

suggests the reading Kangor. Mr. B. D. Banerji keeps to Ganguri

leaving it unidentified. The fact that Husam-uddin is mentioned

as having gone from his fief to receive Qae-m&z Rumi, who was

coming down from Oudh to Bengal—apparently on the frontier

—

perhaps indicates that his fief of Ganguri was in that direction. I

identify Ganguri with mahal Gankarah in Sarkar Tanda of Todar-

mal’s Rent-roll. (Ain. Trans, m. 130). Taking into consideration

its strategic position with regard to Bakhtyar’s principality of

Lakhnawati, its location in the later Sarkar of Tanda is reasonable.

6. Jaj~nagar of the Tabaqdt-uNdsiri

:

I agree with Rai

Bahadur Monmohan Chakravarti in holding that “ In the Tabaqdt-

i-Ndsiri Jajnagar always means Orissa, probably north Orissa.

The name is derived from Jajpur town on the bank of the Vaitarani

river, an old headquarter of north-Orissa.”^ But Mr. R. D.

Banerji held to the last, Jajnagar is Jajllanagar in Chhattisgarh

district,” though he admits, ''The majority of Mussalman writers

of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries mention Jajnagar when
they intend to refer to Orissa.”*

7. Lakhnor of the T. Ndsiri

:

There is hardly any difference of

opinion among scholars that Lakhnor of the Muslim writers was
situated ” somewhere near the ancient town of Nagar in the Birbhum
district.”* Blochmann’s Lakarkuda in Birbhum^ is to be definitely

rejected in favour of Nagar or Rajnagar, once perhaps the capital

of some Hindu Rajah as the place meant by Lakhnor, (Lakaur,

Langaur, variants in the text of Nasiri). Nagore is in Lat. £3-67',

Long. 87-19'.* Bhattasali discusses the question of identification of

Lakhnor with Nagar very ably, and his opinion I accept as accurate.*

8. Masidah and Santosh : Santosh is given as pargana No. 68

of Dinajpur district by Hunter, and Hasidah as No. 58. Santosh

is modem Mahiganj situated on the eastern bank of the Atreyi river

under thana Potnitala (Rennell, Sheet No. 7. Lat. £6, N. Long. IW.)

.

Moseeda is shown as a large pargana south of Mahiganj and north

of Jangiepour (Jangipur) extending on both banks of the Atreyi

(iwa.).^

^ IA8B. V. 1009, «17. * History cf Orissa, t. 058.
* BMMfji-Ofiffa. X, 858. * IA8B. 1878, p. 010.
* For a nolioe of Its miiis^ HanUr, BM. Bsagd, rr; ABC. rm.
* Now Saktiput OrmU of Lakskmayassaa ifRAB. 1085; see also Hbdivala-

Btudies. 010-018).
* See alM Morfunann, Coatrilmiioas (fABB. 1875, pp. 084i).
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9. Nudiai Ck>Ruption of Navadvipa, a well>known place in

Bengal. (Lat. SS. 85’ ; long. 86. 55’) . No memorials of Mu^mmad
Bakhtyftr’s time I found there except some alleged tombs of shMd$.
The city surprised by Bakhty&r perhaps stood between BUpuhur
and Stmudnganh where alleged ruins of Lakhshmapasena’s time are

pointed out.^ The location of the old dty is the subject of a keen

controversy which it is needless to notice.

1 Bdni Chalmvarti. Otm^er^IUUta, Mi.



APPENDIX C.

COINS AND CHRONOLOGY OF THE REIGN OF
SUIjTAN GHYASUDDIN ‘IWAZ KHIUI

Thomas, a high authority on Numismatics, enunciated a theory

in his paper. Initial Coinage of Bengal, that Sultan Ghyisuddin

Twaz Khilji issued coins from Bengal mints in the name of the

contemporaiy Delhi Sultan Shamsuddin Iltutmish down to 616 a.b

—after which Twaz assumed independence and issued coins in his

own name—and again from 622 a.b. to 624 a.b. in the name of

Iltutmish after his submission to the imperial authority. This theoi?'

of Thomas is not only at variance with the contemporary authority

of Minh&j, but also proves unsound on a re-examination of his own
arguments. Hoemle in his paper on the Gauhati find of coins,*

enunciated a very sound principle :
“ in the case of coins of

Delhi emperors, when no mint is named, it should always be the

Imperial mint of Delhi on the same principle (though the

result is different) in the case of the coins of the Bengal Sultan Ghiy&-

suddin Twaz which have no mint-name no one could think of any
other mint, the latter must be a Bengal mint." He very rightly

holds that the coins of Iltutmish found in Bengal and elsewhere were

carried from Delhi^ by his invading aimies or governors. We have

applied this simple and rational test in assigning to Twaz only those

coins which bear the name of the Sultan. The theory of Twaz’s

vassalage to Delhi nevertheless still haunts the numismatists—

a

myth that owes its origin chiefly to a gold coin of Iltutmish. dated

616 A.B. with the mention of a mint-name which Thomas at first

conectly read as NUgor (a famous place in Rajputftna which had
bem an important Muslim city during the thirteenth and the

fourteenth centuries). But <m the discovery of a mmilitr piece in

the Kuch-Bihar trove along with the coins of *Iwaa, he took to a
new reading, Zar6 ba-Oaur. This puzzled Hoemle who says " though

the reading Zarb ba Oaur is most probably the true one it may
be an exception."* The latest authorities on the subject, Wright
and Neville, gave up the untenable reading of Oaur but not the

theory <ff Twaz’s vassalage to ntutmiah. Th^ have made one whole

section of Htutmish’s coins from Bengal mint begin with 614 a.h.

Wright reads the name as Lahmr and thinks the mint was somewhere

* Bowaltk ANemneit! Mg MakmmaAm C«4w (/A6B. USl, pp. MS).
JUAm • /A8R. IMI, p. 7«.
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in Bengal.^ Hodivala, a greater master of Arabic and Persian

than any other numismatist, does not like Thomas feel “ the Med
of the preposition ba” after Kaur;^ and as a compromise suggests

deciphering the words as “ Nagore ”
(in Birbhum)

But we should carefully consider the fact that Twaz does not put

mint-name even on his earliest extant silver coin dated the 19th day

of Safar, 616 A.H.*—apparently a special issue when Lakhnawati

became for the first time the capital of the Muslims of Bengal ;

—

and also not on another coin of the same year." Besides Oaur is

never mentioned as a city by Minhaj but as a balad or territory

(Ndeiri. Trans. 588) and Lakhnawati is alway.« spoken as a ehahr.

jLakhnor or Nagore was never a mint-town throughout the course of

medieval history. If Twaz wished to commemorate its recovery, he

would have added as fath-tF-Lalehnor or some such phrase. It is

absurd to suppose that Nagore could be substituted for Lakhnor on

the coins of Twaz. The coins of Iwaz hitherto extant are mentioned

below

:

1. A silver coin : Weight 164 gms ; find-place Dacca
district ; date the 19th day of Safar, 616 a.h. ; no

mint-name. (Martin, ante)

ft. A silver coin : Weight 161 gms ; find-place Kuch-
Bihar ; date 616 a.h. ; no mint-name ; title—al-Stdtan

al-muazzam Ohyaa-al-duniya wa al-din Abtd Faiha’
'Iwaz bin al-Hutain naeir-t-Amir al-muminin.

(Thomas, ante).

S. 'A silver coin: Weight 166 gms; 617 a.h. ; a second

one of the same date and roin-legend as above; no
mint-name ; a Mrd, weighing 165 gms ; date Rabiul-

akhir, 617 a.h. ; title "Sultan al-azam " and
contains name of the Caliph al-Nam al-din Ittah

(Thomas)

.

4. A silver coin : Weight 160 gms ; dated 20th Babiul-

akhir, 620 a.h. ; title Ghyaa al-duniya wa din

qaeim^Amir-al-morninin Sultan al-Salatin fi alrdamya
wa din ; no mint-name (Thomas).

5. A silvercoin: Weight 106 gms; no mint-name; fiind-

place Gauhati ; dated Jamadiul-akhir, 621 a.h.

(unique) ; title as that given above in the 620 aji.

issue (Hoemle)

.

* Cote md UeMon of the Bdtau of DdkL
* Tbaamo, Imtiat Coktago of Bmgat (IA8B. 187S. p. SM. fa. 1).
* See Hodirda^MiHim. SIS. « Mtttin, lABB. im. NA. p. tS.
' Ibomaa op. oik p. SSS.
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CmdiroLOQT of thb Huok of Sultait Ghtasosdin KhuiJI

1. Accesrion : 010 a.h. (e. May, 1238 ad.).

9. Consolidation of authority at Lakhnawati ; invasion of

BAdh by the army of AnaAgabhlma m (e. 1814 aj>.).

S. Repulse of Orissa armies ; recovery of Lakhnor ; raids in

Bi^ (e. 1814-15 a.d.).

4. Transfer of capital to Lakhnawati (616 a.h. P/1810-80 aj>.) .

5. Buildings, roads and embankments constructed (616 a.h.

to 681 A.H./1819 to 1884 AJ>.)

.

6. Expedition of Iltutmish against Twaz : 688 a.h. (1885-80) .

7. Twaz recovers Bihar from Malik Alatiddin J&ni, (e. 1880

AJ>.).

8. Twaz invades “Bang" (beginning of 684 A.n/January 1887.

0. Alauddin JAhi instigates Prince NAsiruddin Mahmud Shah
to surprise Lakhnawati during the absence of Twaz, (Feb-

ruary 1887 A.D.).

10. Defeat, captivity and death of Twaz at the hands of the

imperialists (084 a.h./c. March-April, 1887).



CHAPTER II

BENGAL UNDER THE MAMLUKS (1227-1287 a-d.)

1. Bbnoal during the RmoN or Iltuimish

During this period of sixty years no less than fifteen chiefs are

found in authority at Lakhnawati, and of them ten were Mamluks

of the imperial Court of Delhi. These Mamluks were men of

various nationalities of Central Asia, Khitai Turk, Qipchaq and

Uzbeg, sold into slavery in early life. Before they became governors

of Bengal, they had all arisen to the position of powerful Maliks at

the Mamluk Court of Delhi, and filled important offices of trust in

the imperial house-hold and also held governorships of provinces.

They themselves in their turn owned a large body of mamluks who
constituted the chief source of their masters’ power and prestige.

Lakhnawati under their rule became a replica of the Imperial Court

of Delhi in grandeur and magnificence, and the administrative

system they introduced in the province was also a close copy of the

administrative system of the empire under the House of lltutmish

—

a hierarchy of decentralised minor sovereignties of a feudal character.

This was, however, not peculiar to Delhi or Lakhnawati ; but the

same state of things obtained in every part of the contemporary

Muslim world, where, e^f. in Egypt, Turkish Mamluks ruled

(1250-1517).

The history of this period is a sickening record of internal

dissensions, usurpations and murders which the Court of Delhi

after the death of Sultan lltutmish could not punish. The seizure

of the government of Lakhnawati was the highest ambition the

governors of neighbouring provinces, Bihar, Oudh, Kanauj and

Kbft-Mftnikpur ; because even after the loss of independence, Gaur^

Lakhnawati retained its status of a kingdom, and its possession

alone entitled a Malik to the coveted status of MalH^u^Sharq or

Lord of the East. Here in Bengal the political maxim gained

ground that whosoever could kill or oust the reigning ruler should be

acknowledged without demur as its legitimate master and the

Bengalees, whether Turks or Hindus, remained generally indifferent

to the fate of their rulers and enunciated a constitutional princ^le

of their own that the loyalty of a subject was due to the numad
(throne) , and not to the person who happened to occupy it. Sndi
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was the inevitable reaction of frequent revolutions in the capital.

Like their subjects, the Mamluk rulers of Bengal showed also the

same sort of passive loyalty to the throne of Delhi, and most of

them proved their fidelity to the salt of Iltutmish by i*eading the

khutbah, issuing coins and sending congratulatory offerings and
tributes to whomsoever among the members of their master's family

would be placed on the throne. Another notable* feature of the

history of this period was the beginning of a sort of rapprochement

between the conquerors and their Hindu subjects. Hie exodus of

upper-class Hindus on a wide scale from the Muslim territory

gradually stopped, and now for the first time we come across

references to Hindus as a respectable class of inhabitants in the

Muslim capital. The Muslim rulers had no internal trouble with

regard to ^eir Hindu subjects of Varendra even when the Hindus
of Orissa threatened the capital with a siege.

But, on the whole, the fortune of Islam at this period was at a
stand-still, and the Muslim power of Lakhnawati suffered relative

decay in comparison with the Hindu powers in Kamrup, East Bengal

and Orissa. The ancient Hindu principalities in K&mrup (Kftmt&-

BE&jo) were suiqilanted by a powerful confederacy of BdrOrBkuydiu

of immigrant Mongoloid tribes. Under the impulse of a Neo-
Hinduism the Koch, Mech, Th&ru and other Mongoloid tribes

assumed the role of Kshatriyas, and proved an effective barrier to

the progress of Muslim arms in the tract between the Karatoyk and
the Subamasri rivers for about a century : and further east the

ShAn invados from Upper Burma under their kings SukhAphA and
his son SutephA (1268-1S81) laid the foundations of the Ahom
kingdom of GauhAti. Hinduism with its wonderful vitality and
elasticity strangled the Buddhism of the ShAns who now formed the

second line of defence against Islam. When the vigour of the Sena

dynasty—too much bu^y with the purging of society and the

readjustment of Kulinism—^was on the wane, the over-lordship of

the greater part of East and South Bengal passed to a powmful
lEAyastha ruling house founded in the second half of the thirteenth

century by Daiaratha-Danuja-mAdhava of Chandravipa or the

modmn Barisal district. The greatest and most direct meiuice to

the Muslim power of Lakhnawati was the mighty Eastern Gafigi

empire ot Orissa. A feudatory of the GaAgas who had his seat at

JAjpur on the bank of the Vaitaiani river (confounded by Muslim
historians with the RSg JAjnagar or the GaAgA emperor of

Orissa) proved' more than a match for the Mamluk rulers of

Lakhnawati.

To proceed with the narrative. Prince NAsiruddin Mahmud who
had overthrown Sultan Ghjyisuddin Twaz Khilji united the provinoea
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of Oudh and Bengal under one rule and shifted his residence to

Lakhnawati. The only good work for which he was remembered at

Delhi was that he squandered the treasure of Twaz in presents to

all the tdema, Sayyids and Sufis of the imperial capital. When the

khUat and honours from the Abbasid Caliph aI-Mustanasir>Bi'llah

for Sultan Shamsuddin reached Delhi in the month of Rabi-ul*awwal,

626 AH. (Feb. 1229), the affectionate father sent to his heir*

apparent one valuable robe of honour out of the Caliph’s hMat
along with a red umbrella and a red canopy of State and bestowed

on him the lofty title of Malik-u$h-8harq (Lord of the East). The
imperial envoys who brought these gifts to NSsiruddin took back
to Delhi the sad news of the death of the Prince in the month of

Jamadi-us-sani of that year (May, 1229), and also perhaps the

news that Lakhnawati had been lost to the Sultanate. Nksir*

uddin ruled in Lakhnawati for about a year and a half and died of

illness a few days after the receipt of kingly honours from his father.

As soon as he breathed his last a partisan of Twaz, Malik Ikhtiyi*

ruddin BalkA (the Colt) Khilji, expelled the imperialists from Bengal

bag and baggage. The dead body of the Prince was carried to

Delhi where it lies buried under a noble mausoleum—^known as the

Sultan Ghazi’s maqbara}—situated in the village of M&likpur Koye
near Delhi. Malik Ikhtiy&ruddin Balk& Khilji ruled in Bengal as

an independent king undisturbed by Sultan Iltutmish for about

eighteen months. The only token of the reign of this rebel diief

is a coin’ dated 627 a.h. in which he describes himself as Daidat
8hih bin Maudud and which retains curiously enough also the

name of the Delhi Sultan. Iltutmish led an expedition against

Balki in the beginning of 628 a.h. (Nov. 12S0 aj>.), and had the

occasion to visit tor the first time and admire the memorials of

Twaz’s beneficent rule. Balk& did not submit easily; he fou^t
against the army Delhi and for a time eluded ciq>tttie. Even*
tnally he fell a prisoner and lost his head ; Malik Alauddin Jiiii,

govranor of BihAr and governor-designate ot LahJinawati aftw
Prince Nfisiruddin, was put in diarge of the govemmoit Bengal

and the vacant governorship of Bihar given to Malik Shifiiddin

Aibak. After having recovered Bengal and settled the administrative

arrangements of his eastern provinces, Sultan Shamsuddin llttttmidi

returned to Delhi in the month of Rajab of that year (628 ajl
May 1281).

* Aa iupkAMHi on tUo aionsnltini ghroa Ao dMMid prineo tlw tiOo of

JtfoBfc tukSkarf. The maqbam woo bait in CSS ax. (gjtffwyhio Mo-Mrdmiuem,
IS6S-IS^ p. 7«9.

* For drtiAk see Ckoiitor n App. A. Cow aad bmeriflkm.
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Malik Alauddin JAni the next govonor was a Shdh-addak of

Turkistan who had fled to India from the tenor of the Mongol arms.

A man of princely ability, his royal blood always boiled in him, and
his attitude to the Mainluk Sultan of Delhi was not unlike that of

the Timurid Mirzas at the Mughal Court towards the House of

Babur. History is silent on the activities of Alauddin Jini during

his short rule of one year and a few months. For some reason he
was removed from the governorship.* Under the Sultan’s orders

Malik Saifuddin Aibak vacated the governorship of Bihar to take

over the charge of Lakhnawati; and Tughral-Tugh&n Khan was
transferred from Badaun to Bihar. Malik Saifuddin Aibak was a

Shamsi Mamluk, a K&r&*Khit&i Turk—^more correctly a Tatar—^by

origin. He possessed all the noble qualities of his race and rose to

the front rank of the Maliks of his age. He ruled for three years

with vigour, during which he made a raid into the “country of Bang
and captured some elephants.” Sultan Iltutmish was highly pleased

with Aibak’s present of elephants from Bengal and bestowed on him
the title of Yugh&n-tat. The Sultan breathed his last on the kOth

of Shaban 68S a.h. (29 April, 1286 a.o.), and the forces of disorder

began to work throughout Hindustan. Saifuddin either died a
natural death or was poisoned (as the author of Riydz says), and

the period of legitimate and orderly government of Lakhnawati

ended with Yughan-tat’s death.^

II. Usurpations and Civil wars

Events at Delhi after the death of Sultan Shamsuddin Iltutmish

had their repercussions on the political life in Bengal. One Aor Klmn
Aibak, “ a Tuik of great daring and impetuosity ” (perhaps one ol

the mamhikt of Saifuddin Aibak)—made himself master of Lakhna-

* Natiri, Tnt. SSS. After hie lemoval ban Bensei Malik Alanddm Jani ia

nait menUMiad as tbe Belholder of Labor after the of ntatmish. He was

one of the ring-leadeis of the baronial revolt against Sultan Rnknuddin and

BasSyah. He vias killed and his severed head bron^ to Delhi by Baslyah’s

troofM ia 1SS7 aj>. (Naiiri, Tkans. 641).
* The Indian Museum (Calcutta) inscription (Cunningham, dSIt. sv. Plate

No. XX.) referring to the repair of a udi begun by one Qatlagh Khan in tlw leign of

ntutmisb and leiNited to be the eariiert Mndim inscription in Bengal. - has, as

Mr. J. Horovita has proved aatisisctorily (Bpigraphi* fnde-Maifssi ien. 1S1142>

p. MB, Plate xvnL t) nothing to do with Bengal. The error was due to a confusion

about the lindwpot which was Abuhar far the Punjab and not Oaur. B. D. Baacril

did not detect it aqd henoe he saya the building of the wdl was completed during

the ganaanUp of BaiAaldia Yughfeatat (BlegdMr MUm. n. 46).
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wati after the death or murder of Saifuddin. Then Tughin Khan,
govomor of Bihar, perhaps demanded the surrender of the province

of Lakhnawati from Aor Khan, and led the army of Bihar across the

frontier to enforce his claim. A battle was fought between the two
Khans in the space between the city of Lakhnawati and the fortress

of Baskot, and in the heat of the action an arrow of Tughral

Tugh&n killed Aor Khan. The partisans of the vanquished chief

evacuated the capital, and Tughral Tughan became the master of

both the wings of the Muslim territory, R&dh and Varind, in

addition to his own province of Bihar.

Tughral Tugh&n Khan was also a (^rd-KhitSi Turkish Mamluk
trained in the royal household of Iltutmish. His first appointment
was that of Sdqi-i-Khds or royal cup-bearer, and he was next

promoted to the post of 8ar-dawdt~ddr which however brought him
bad luck. He lost the Sultan’s jewelled pen-case, got a sound beating

and was degraded to the position of a Chashni-gir. Slowly he
recovered his master’s favour and was transferred from the kitchen

to the stable as Amir-i-AMiur. Minh&j-i-SirXj who received numy
favours from Tughral Tughfin says with pardonable exaggeration

:

“ He was adorned with all sorts of humanity and sagacity, and graced

with many virtues and noble qualities ; and in liberality, generosity and
power of winning men’s hearts, he had no equal.” (Natiri, Tr. 7S6.)

Malik 'Izzuddin Tughral Tughftn Khan enjoyed a fairly long

lease of power for about nine years (1SS6-124.5 a.d.). Though
an usurper, he legalised his authority by procuring from Sultfiha

Raziyah a formal recognition of his status as the ruler of Bihftr and
Lakhnawati. He received from her the princely insignia of a ehatr

(umbrella) a red canopy, and standards in return for his protesta-

tions of loyalty to the imperial throne and the rich presents which

he had sent with his envoys to Delhi. Since then Tugh&n kept

himself aloof from the whiripool of Court politics and it was his

poUcy to read the khuObah and issue coins in the name of whomso-
ever among the members of Sultan Shamsuddin’s family happened

to occupy the imperial throne. He also never failed to send

congratulatory presmts to every Sultan after his accession and so

kept the imperial court in good humour. But he steadily pursued

all the while his forc^l policy of aggression. He started , with a
successful raid into the kingdom Tiihnt whidi yidded him rich

booty but no submisaon. He recruited a large army of horse and
infantry, and buOt a strong fiotilla of war-boats. But he did not

mnploy his vast militaiy resources in extending the boundary of the

Mttdim dominion in Bengal which remained stationary since the death

of Sultan Ghiyftsttddin Twaz Khflji. He conserved thmn to make
a trial strength with his feUow-Mainhiks, cmiquer Oudh, KM^
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Mfaiikpur and the Ganges^umna Doab, and make himself the
de facto sovereign of Eastern India. He was instigated, it is said, by
a Syrian minister of his, Bahfiuddin Hil&I. The orbit of Tughral
Tughin’s ambition can perhaps be measured by the lofty titles he
took unto himself as we learn from the only extant inscription of his

time found in Bih&r Ala’ . . . Ohyds-al-Iildm tea tU-

Mvsalnuiin Mugkis-al-Muluk wa al-Saldiin Abi-al~Fatha’ Tugkral-
alSvitam)

Malik Tzzuddin Tughral Tugh&n started on his grand expedition

in the beginning of 640 a.h. (e. Sept. 1242 a.d.) shortly after the

accession of Alauddin Ma’sud Shah on the throne of Delhi (18th

Zilqadah 689 A.H./20th May 1242). The army and river-flotilla of

Bengal advanced from their base of operations in Bihar up the river

Ganges. It is not on record that the victorious progress of Tughral

Tugton encountered any resistance at Chun&r, Benares or Allahabad

before he reached the frontiers of K&i&, situated about 50(?) miles

up on the northern bank of the Ganges. Malik Ikhtiyaruddin

Qarit-Qash Khan had been appointed governor of Kfiri.^ in October

1242 almost about the same time; but he could not possibly reach

KftrA from Delhi earlier than the army of Tugh&n lUian. During

this campaign the latter was on the K&r& frontier for some time,

and it was there that the historian Minh&j-i-Sir&j had gone from

Oudh to interview him. From this place Malik Tzzuddin Tughral

sent his envoy Shatful-Mulk al-Ashari to the imperial Court perhaps

with presents and excuses. Sultan Alauddin Mas'ud Shah in return

nominated Qazi Jal&luddin K&shfini to accompany Tugh&n’s envoy

to Lakhnawati with his own tokens of favour, a khUat, an umbrella

and a red canopy of State for Ma^is-i-’Ala Abul Fatha,’ Tughral.

Meanwhile, the ruler of Lakhnawati with his honoured guest

Minh&j-i-Sirftj returned from the confines of Kftri and reached

Lakhnawati on the 17th of Zi-hijjah of the same year (640 A.H./7th

June 1248). The imperial envoy, Qazi JalSluddin K&sh&ni, was

received at court and Tughral invested with the imperial khUat on

Sunday, the 11th of Rabi-ul-awwal 641 a.h. (20th August 1243)

The taper of Tughral’s glory burnt brightest on the eve of its

extinction.

Tughnd Tugh&n Khan’s dream of an East Indian Sultanate was

rudely disturbed within a few months of his triumphant entry to

Lakhimwati. In the dry season of the year 041 a.h. (e. October*

* Doted Muhamm, 640 ajb.; for details

In»eripUem$.
* Hie appoiataBaBt to Km oa tSth <

Chapter n App. a. Ceiae sad

Ttmt. 74T}.Z640A4I. IFSM,
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November, 124S) “ the Ray of Jajnagar,” undeterred by the might
of Tughral, began “ molesting ” the territory of Lakhnawati as

Minhaj-i-Siraj mildly puts it. Tughral Tughan’s contemporary on
the throne of Orissa was Raj& Narasimhadeva i who had succeeded

his father AnaAgabhlmadeva in about 12S8 a.d. He seems to have

taken advantage of the withdrawal of the army and fleet of

Lakhnawati to distant Kara in the previous year to lead an expedi-

tion into R&dh and the frontiers of Vahga. In the campaigning

season of 1242 he avoided rousing the suspicions of the Turks of

Southern Radh, strongly posted in Nagar in the Birbhum district,

and sought easier conquests east of the river Bhagirathi. This tract

might have been occasionally raided during the period of the Khilji

ascendancy, but no Muslim army had visited it after the death of

Sultan Ghiyasuddin Khilji (1227 a.d.). Saptagi-am (Satgaon) was
still unsubdued and the district of Nadia was strewn with semi-

independent Hindu Rajas. These were little likely to offer any
opposition to the northward expansion of the mighty Hindu power

of Orissa which was their only safeguard against the rapacity of the

Turks. Tughral Tughan slept over this dangerous aggression of

Orissa on his immediate frontier till the emboldened enemy actually

began ravaging his own possessions on the Lakhnor side in the dry

season of 1243. Where were the army and the fleet of Tughral?

He could not take the fleld to repel the Hindu invasion till the month
of Shawwal 641 a.h. (mid March, 1244 a.d.) when Minhaj-i-Sir^j,

the historian, also joined in “this holy war.” The army of Tughral

Tughan marched along the broad highway of Twaz as far as Lakhnor,

and pushed further south-east after having crossed the rivers Ajay

and Dimodar. The army of Orissa retreated without fighting to

their frontier fortress of Katisin,* in a region full of jungle and

cane-bushes suited for ambush and surprise. Tughan’s objective was

perhaps some fort north of Vishnupur in the Bankura district.

On Saturday morning 6th of Ziqadah 641 (16th April 1244)

the Turks delivered an assult on the fort of Katasin, carried two

^ Raverty searched for KaUain on the bank of the Mahftnadi river, and

N. Vasu in Midnapur (Rai-Baniyk-garh) ; Biochmann cautiously avoids any guess,

but holds eomctly that it was somewhere in Western Bengal. Dr. Bhattasali

takes up his cue firom Biochmann, and arrives at a very satisfactory conclusion

that Katasin may be Kathasanga S miles south-east of Sonamukhi, about 18 miles

south of the Dimodar, situated on the boundary of Vishnupur in the Bankura
district (JRA8, January 1085, p. 100). KiHnagw on Renndrs Atlas (Sheet

No. vn) situated in the same locality, about twenty-five miles west-south west of

Burdwan, and about the. same distance east^north east of Vishnupur also answers

wdl. Bhattasalils mined fort of Karasuxgad, one mile from Kathasanga is too

moll for Minhij’s Kalisin.
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ditches after hard fighting and put the Hindus to fiight who left

some elephants behind. As it was the time of mid>day meal,

Tughral Tugh&n recalled his troops from the assault and ordered

that nobody should vex the elqihants which were evidently left in

their place on the other side of the second ditch. The soldiers of the

anny of Islam were busy in preparing or eating their meals. A
party of Orissa soldiers made a sortie from the direction of the fort

to take away the elephants they had left behind in the morning;
and simultaneously a small detachment of two hundred footmen and
fifty tawdrs stole their way from behind a cane-jungle and rushed

upon the rear of the Muslim army. The panic spread to the whole

army of Tughral Tugh&n Khan. At any rate the army of Orissa kept

up a hot pursuit, and the Turks did not make a stand even in their

own fort of Lakhnor, 70 miles north-west of Kat&sin. It will be
idle to suppose that the Muslim army was helpless before a handful of

enemies or that the Turk had forgotten his trade. Tughral Tughftn

Khan was no doubt out-generalled by the King of Orissa who had
drawn the enemy far away from their frontier and must have

concealed more than one surprising party along the whole route of

the enemy’s advance. A greater disaster had not till then befallen

the Muslims in any part of Hindustan. “The Muslims,’’ says

Minh&j “ sustained an overthrow, and a great number of those holy

warriors attained martyrdom.’’

The situation was critical at Lakhnawati. Tugh&n Khan after

his return from Katasin sent Sharf-ul-Mulk al-Ashari and Qazi

Jal&luddin K&sh&ni to the Imperial Court to implore military

assistance. The iflission was successful ; Sultan Alaurldin Mas'ud

Shah issued orders to Malik QarS-Qash Khan, governor of K&r&-

Minikpur, and also to Malik Tamar Khan of Oudh to unite their

forces and nurch at once “for exterminating the infidels of J&jnagar.’’

Meanwhile the RAy of J&jnagar followed up his success by capturing

Lakhnor and putting to the sword Fakhr-ul-Mulk Karimuddin

Langhri, the fi^-holder of Lakhnor, along with a large number of

Muslims. The rule of the Turks was terminated in R&dh, and

Varendra was invaded next year. On Tuesday, the ISth Shawwal

649 A.H. (14th March 1945) the army of Orissa consisting of a large

number of jtailu (infantry) and elephants actually arrived before

the Muslim capital, and drove Tughral Tughftn to seek shelter within

the gates oi Lakhnawati. The very next day messengers are said

to have brought news to Lakhnawati that the army of Hindustan was

near at hand 'peihaps a trick to heartm the people of the dty.

However, the army of Hindnstan was leaDy on its march .through

Bihar along the southern bank of the Ganges, and within a few days

readied ** the BBll ot Lakhnawati** ie. the B&jmahal hills-; and the
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Hindu army thus threatened on the flank withdrew from the

neighbourhood of Lakhnawati. Instead of combining to retrieve the

prestige of Muslim arms and exterminate the Hindus, the Muslims
now fell out ; Tughral Tugh&n Khan wished the army of Hindustan

under Malik Tamar Khan of Oudh to march back as the Hindus

had already retreated ; but he shared the unhappy fate of a prince

who calls to his aid a more powerful ally. Malik Tamar Khan-i-QirSn,

bent on depriving Tugh&n Khan of Bengal, laid siege to Lakhnawati

and daily skimishes continued between the hostile forces. One
morning the two Khans fought till mid-day, after which both the

armies retired for their meals. Most of the soldiers of Tugh&n Khan
had gone into the city and a few troopers who were left with him in

the camp outside the city-gate had also alighted from their horses.

Malik Tamar Khan stood ready for battle in his camp and was

waiting for news from the spies whom he had set upon the movements

of Tughral Tugh&n. He at once made a dash for camp of Tugh&n
Khan, who absolutely unprepared for such an emergency, saved

himself by flight within the city, on Tuesday the 5th of Zilhijjah,

642 (4th May 1245, a Thursday)

.

Minh&j-i-Sir&j negotiated a peace between the two Khans where-

by Tughral Tugh&n was allowed to march out of the city unmolested

with '‘his treasure, his elephants and followers,” giving up Lakhna-

wati and Bihar to Malik Tamar Khan-i-Qir&n. The auxiliary Amirs,

Malik Q&r&-Qash and Malik Tfijuddin, and also the historian

Minh&j-i-Sir&j 'with his family and dependents, accompanied the

crest-fallen Tughral Tugh&n, who now bade his last farewell to

Lakhnawati and reached the Imperial Court on Monday, the 14th

Safar, 643 a.h. (11th July, 1245 aj>.). Sultan Alauddin Mas‘ud was

too weak to punish the treachery and disloyalty of the new usurper

of Lakhnawati ; Tughral Tughan Khan had to wait till another

revolution at Delhi raised Prince N&siruddin Mahmud (the Younger)

to the throne (Sunday, the 23rd Muharram, 644/lOth June 1246).

The new Sultan redressed the wrong done to Tughral Tughan by
bestowing on him Malik Tamar’s province of Oudh : Tugh&n
proceeded from Delhi to make good his claim on Oudh and entered

its territory only to die on the night of Friday, the last day of the

month of Shawwal of that year (644 A.H./9th March 1247) . Almost

by a divine coincidence Malik Tamar Khan-i-Qir&n after two years

of usuiiied rule over a circumscribed territory in Bengal also breathed

his last on the same night in the city of Lakhnawati. In spite of

of his failure to capture Lakhnawati, the Turks could not for ten

years dislodge King Narasiiiihadeva i from his conquests bounded on
the north by the white waters of Ganges which had “ assumed the
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da^ countenance of the Yamun& by the oollyrium>stamed tean of

the Yavana women of R&dhft and Varendfl.’*^

On the death of Malik Tamar Khan-i-Qirftn after two years of

weak and uneventful rule in Lakhnawati, the governorship of Bengal
and Bihar was granted by the imperial court to Malik JaUlluddin

Mas’ud Jani, son of Malik Alauddin J&ni. He ruled for about four

years (from 645 a.h. to 640 A.H./e. May 1247 to March 1251)

arrogating to himself the title of MaIik-u»h~8haTq and what was
unusual by designating himself Shdh,—though he did not discard

his allegiance to Sultan N&siruddin. The only relic of Mas'ud JOni’s

viceroyalty is an inscription from a mosque at Gangi&r&mpur near

Devkot.

m. SoiorAM MuoHTs-oD-Dm Yvzbak : Hia
C0NQOIST8 AND Tragic End

Malik Ikhtyaruddin Yuzbak, govonor of Oudh, succeeded

Mas*ud J5ni in 650 a.h. The new governor was a habitual rebel,

having already risen twice against Sultan N&siruddin, and been each

time pardoned and promoted through the favour of Ulugh iChan

Balban. "Bashness and imperiousness,” says Minh&j>i-Sirftj, "were

implanted in his nature and constitution”; but he was a man of

undoubted ability as a soldier and proved a sucQessful ruler too.

After having consolidated his authority in Varendra he led an expedi-

tion to BfidhA in 651 a.h. (e. November-December, 1253) to retrieve

the prestige of the Turkish arms. It proved a hard job, as a

vigorous chief of Orissa, a son-in-law and feudatory (Savantar,

Oriya Sdntra) of Bajft Narasimhadevsi, had consolidated a powerful

vassal kingdom with his capital at Mad&ran (Umordan of Minhftj)

in the north-eastern comer of the modem Hooghly district, a few

miles west of Chinsurah. During this campaign three battles were

fought and in the last of them Malik Ikhty&mddin Yuzbak suffered

a defeat with heavy loss, though he “showed in comparison with

Tughral Tugh&n greater courage and grit.” He implored assistance

from Hie Imperial Court, which was itself helpless on account of the

tonporary eclipse of the power of Ulugh Khan Balban and the

ascendancy of the faction of Tndduddin Rayini and Mas*ud Jini,

the latter having married scandalously Sultan Nftsiruddin's own
mother, MalkA-i-iJahftn. However, Malik Ikhtyftruddin Yuzbak re-

* ytor letcMBOH to the laeciiiee of Nareeiihhe&fvo i ice. K. Vmn, KmiimfuUM
ConMPfbtw, JASB. ucr. 18M; M. Chsknmeti, Eatttm CMga fffse* of Orbnhi

/ABB. 190B, pp. Miff; B. D. Bsaiiji, ITMofy of Orbta, t. ZSSff.
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oiganiaed his own army and two years later (QIIS A.H./e. November*
December, 1S55) again invaded Grown wiser by his previous

experience he avoided frontal attacks which gave an advantage to

. the amty of Orissa with its numerous elephants. According to the

notions of the age, an elephant was considered worth " five hundred

horsemen ” even by a military expert like Balban ; because, unlike

the ancient Ronuins who fought Pyrrhus, the Turks had not yet

discovered the weak points of this mighty animal. With his superior

cavalry Malik Ikhtyfiruddin dealt swift and decisive blows by
resorting to the nomad tactics of stratagem and surprise against the

slow-moving Hindu infantry and won conspicuous success. By a

well-planned attack he captured Madfiran, the capital of S&vantar,

and everything within the city except the person of the Orissa chief

fell into his hands. He next turned his arms to reducing the whole

country of Rftdhh, which was almost completed with the second

conquest of Nadia. Malik Ikhty&ruddin Yuzbak now rebelled a

third time against the Sultan of Delhi and commemorated his new
conquests by a special issue of a beautiful silver coin from the

Lakhnawati mint in the month of Ramzan 658 a.h. He was the first

Shamsi Mamiuk who openly assumed the title of Sultan, Sultan

Mugkis al~dtmiga waeU-J&n Abul MugafaT Yuahak al-Sultan.

The state of things at the Delhi Court and another ministerial

revolution which brought back Balban to power emboldened Sultan

Mughisuddin to seize the masteriess province of Oudh. Balban had

driven out its rebellious governor Malik Mas*ud J5ni and harried

the province as far as the frontiers of Tirhut during his campaign in

the beginning of 654 A.H./February 1256. After the departure of

the imperial army Sultan Mughisuddin attacked that province with

impunity during the rainy season of that year with his army and
fleet of war-boats (July-August, 1256). He entered triumphantly

the city of Oudh and instituted there the reading of kkutbah in his

own name. He now assumed at Lakhnawati three canopies of State,

red, black and white, perhaps as a token of his sovereignty over the

three provinces Lakhnawati, Bihar and Oudh. It is said that the

citizens of Lakhnawati, Hindu and Muslim, disapproved of this

defiance of' the imperial authority by their ruler. But Sultan

Mughisuddin, confident of his own strength, thought of adding a
fourth province, the county of Kiimrup, to his own kingdom. In
the beginning of the year 655 a.r. (January 1257) the ministry of

Balban at Delhi was in the grip of a serious struggle with a coalition

of powerful nobles—Mas'ud Jftni, Kishlu Khan imd T&juddin Arslin

Khan. So Sultan Mughisuddin started with composure of mmd on
his fatal expedition for the omiquest of Kimrup at the begmning of

the spring, 1257 (655 jlm.) .
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The land of Kftmrup was almost a terra incognita to the

Turkish rulers of Lakhnawati, though the more vigorous among
them are credited with successful forays on its border. The boundary

between the Muslim territoty of Lakhnawati and the country of

K&mrup was the river Karatoya or the Beg-mati of Minhftj, (a

river of the first order, “thrice as broad as the Ganges),’* which

fiowed in front of the mythical city of Mardan or Bardhan, perhaps

the old Pauiridravardhana, identified by some with Mah&sth&n-garh.

The trans-Karatoy& region had been in the process of a political and
religious transformation during the second half of the thirteenth

century. There was no centralised kingdom or kingdoms in Kimrup
at the time of Sultan Mughisuddin’s invasion of it. The land was

divided among BdrSrbhumyds of the Bodo, Koch, Mech tribes as

far east as the Bara Nadi ; and the country further east was under

the rule of Sukhapha (1228-68 a.d.) the founder of the Ahom dynasty

of Assam. These Barft-Bhumyfts who ruled in modem Koch-Bih&r,

Go&lp&tfi and Kamrup, formed a sort of loose political confederacy

under the authority of the most powerful among them. During this

dark period of the history of K&mnip appeared the legendary hero,

Hftjo the Koch, undoubtedly a historical personage after whose name
the land of K&mrup proper received the name of Koch-H&jo, in

contra-distinction to Koch-Bih&r, in later Muslim histories. IT&jo

is remembered “ to have been a person of great vigour, and reduced

under his government the whole of this (Rangpur) district except

Ghoi&gh&t, together with most of that portion of Assam, which is

included in the government of Goh&ti or Kfimnip.”^ Sultan Mughis-

uddin crossed the river, perhaps somewhere near Ghorftgh&t in the

Rangpur district and marched through the modem Go&lp&i& district

along the northern bank of the Brahmaputra river. “ The R&i of

K&nmip” did not offer any fight, and when the Muslim army
reached the capital of the R&i it was also evacuated. Sultan Mughis-

uddin acquired rich booty in that virgin field of loot previously

unvisited by imy raider. It is said that twelve hundred (vessel-

fuls ?) of treasure buried near that crty by Shah Garshasp of Ir&n

on his way from Chinia through K&mrap to Hindustan—fell with their

seals intact into the hands of the army of Islam ! The country was

so rich and fiourishing that Sultan Mughisuddin thought of complet-

ing its conquest and annexation and refused offers of yearly tribute

from the siti. He turned the capital of the R&i into an abode of

Islam and decided to halt there during the rains. It was already

the time of the spring harvest; but the Sultan unacquainted with

* Mwtia. Battem iniie, m. 4M. Hl^'a nanw
BUo in tha Kfaunp dfabiet

is peipetaated tqr a pergane
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the conditions of the countty neglected to store up grain and fodder

for his army. He was further encouraged to stop there by the show
of submission of the Hindus who had been allowed by the Bdi to

do so and return home. Whatever surplus stock of food*stuff there

was in the city and the neighbouring country was purchased by
merchants moving in disguise and exported to distant places without

rousing the suspicion of the Turks. The Baj& of K&mnip had
concealed himself with his army in the jungle of the submontane
tract, dammed up the hill streams for the emergency flooding of the

country below in case the Muslim army would pursue him to his

retreat, and was waiting confidently for the outburst of the monsoons
and famine in the enemy’s camp. As soon as the rains began

(c. April-May, 1257) the first Muslim invading army found itself

in the same plight as that experienced in later times by the army
of Mir Jumlft in Assam so graphically described by the historian

ShihAbuddin TSlish. The Hindus according to the preconcerted plan

rose in arms on all sides, cut off supplies to the city, and seized the

plains and water-ways. The very earth became like water and mud
like water outside, and within the city death by starvation stared

the besieged Turks in the face. The Sultan caught hold of a guide

who undertook to conduct his army by a shorter route through the

submontane tract, evidently by way of the Dooars via Koch-Bih&r,

in the direction of Devkot. When the Sultan had traversed teverel

stages and entered the defiles and jungles of the submontane tract

(koh-pdydn), he was in a narrow place assailed by the Hindus on
all sides and a panic seized the Turks. The Sultan mounted on an
elephant fought bravely till he was mortally wounded by an arrow.

The entire Turkish army sumndered and the Sultan with all his

children, family and dependents became captives in the hand of the

R&jft of KSmrup. The Sultan in his last gasp signified his wish

to see his son, and putting his face on the face of his son he breathed

his last. Though the Court historian has not a kind word to say

for our brave Sultan Mughisuddin Yuzbak, the Muslim power of

Lakhnawati owed much to the vigour and earnest efforts of Yuzbak,

who annexed permanently the whole of RAdh as far as the modem
northern boundary of the districts of Midnapur and Bankurft. This

proved in the subsequent period the base of operations of Muslim

arms against the decaying Sena kingdom of Eastern and South

Bengal. His rashness and ambition cost Lakhnawati a large and

gallant army ; the XAmrup disaster broke the qjell of the invincibility

of 'Turkish arms with the Mongoloid tribes of Koch and Mech, and

started them on a new career of political greatness that affected the

history of Medieval Bengal very deeply for the next three centuries.
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IV. Last Mamluk Boubs of Bengal. 1357-1272

After the tragic end of Sultan Mugbisuddin Yuzbak in Kftmrup
(e. July 1257), Lakhnawati reverted to her allegiance to Sultan

Niairuddin. One Yuzbak succeeded another before the year
655 A.H. (=1257) expired. Very little is known about the previous

career of the new ruler of Lakhnawati, Malik ‘Izzuddin Balban-i-

Yuzbaki, except that he was also a Slwmsi Malik who married a
daughter of the notorious Mas'ud J&ni and held the post of ndtb-

Amir-i'Majli* at Court in Shawwal 652 a.h. (December 1254)

during the ascendancy of the Rayftni taction. Only a fellow tribes-

man, and not related in any other way to the deceased Sultan

Mugbisuddin, he seized the vacant mamad without any commission
or perhaps even knowledge of the pious Sultan of Delhi. He ruled

for about two years in virtual independence, retaining his own name,
Yuzbak, along with that of his nominal sovereign N&siruddin on the

coins of the Lakhnawati mint. It was only in the last year of his

career that he sent as peshkoih to Delhi two elephants and other

valuables, and received a robe of investiture and formal recognition

as the governor of the province (Jamada n. 657/June 1259).

About six months before in Muharrah 657 Malik Mas‘ud Jhni had
been designated governor of Bengal for a second time in supersession

evidently of Malik ‘Izzuddin Yuzbak. But Yuzbak’s elephants

turned the scale and through the exertion of Ulugh Kban.Balban,
a sworn enemy of Mas'ud Jini, this appointment was cancelled and
Yuzbak confirmed in the government of that province. The only

event of Malik ‘Izzuddin’s rule was an invasion of “ Bang '* in

657 A.H., leaving his. capital denuded of troops with the result that

he too shared the fate ot Sultan Ghiyisuddin Twaz Khilji who had
committed the same blunder twenty-three years before.

Malik T&juddin Arslin Khan, Sanjar-i-Chasht, the next ruler

of Lakhnawati, was the son of one of the Amirs of Khw&rizm
(Khiva), sold into slavery in early childhood as perhaps a prisoner

d war, and he had changed several hands before he was purchased

by Sultan Shamsuddin Btutmish. He served that Sultan as Jdmah-

dSr (Keeper of the Wardrobe) and was united in marriage by bis

loving master with a daughter of Bab&uddin Tughral of BayinA, a

slave of Sultan Shihibuddin Ghori. He was, says Minhij-i*Si>*i,

“an impetuous and warlike man and had attained the acme of

capacity and mtrqndity,” a veritable drddn or lion in war, as he

proved himself on many a field. But Malik TAjuddin Arslin Khan
was of a piece with Malik Mas'nd Jini in rebelliouaness and restless

ambithm, and they kept the eastern provinces of KM, Qananj

and Oodh in tuinioil for sevml yean. After his submisiion he
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secured through the patronage of Ulugh Khan Balban the governor-

ship of K&ra in the beginning of the year 657 a.h. But K&rft was

too small for his ambition and he aspired to an indepmident

sovereignty in far-off Lakhnawati. He kept himself exceptionally

well-informed of the affairs in Bengal. As soon as he leamt that

Malik 'Izzuddin Balban-i-Yuzbaki had gone to Bang leaving Lakhna-

wati unprotected, he too started on a campaign giving out that his

objective was Kalanjar. But he took his army by an unfrequented

route keeping everybody in the dark about his design till they

reached too close to the frontier of Bengal. Malik Tajuddin

appeared with his army before the gates of Lakhnawati which,

however, refused to submit without a fight. What was unusual for

the inhabitants of that city, they held out against the invader for

three days and fought for the cause of their absent governor.

Tajuddin Arsl&n Khan carried the city by assault and gave it up
for three days to his soldiery for committing every imaginable excess,

sparing not even the respectable Muslim citizens. Malik ‘Izzuddin

Yuzbak returned from Bang too late, fought a battle vrith

T&juddin Arslan, and either died in battle or was taken a captive

and killed^ afterwards (e. December, 1256 aj>.)

The thread of written chronicle concerning the affairs of Bengal

breaks at this point, because the court-historian Minb&j-i-^^iAj

stops here (1260 aj>.) and the nmet historian Zi&uddin Bftrani was
only learning his alphabet twenty-five years later in the reign of

Sultan Kaiqub&d. No coin also throws light on the period of

T&juddin Arsl&n Khan’s rule in Bengal and his relations with the

Delhi Court. The B&rahd&ri inscription’ of Bihar warrants us in

surmising correctly that 'Rljuddin Arsl&n Khan held independent

sway over Bihar and Lakhnawati under the title of Sultan, that he
died in the night of Sunday, 18th Jamada i. 663 a.h. (8th Match
1265) and that he was succeeded by his son T&t&r Khan, in whose
time a tomb was built over the remains of this Sultan two years

* The tatf of Kamri haa "Aidea Khan became a ca|ithe, was nartyied.’*

Raveity hem haa sealed a point against Blodimana, and I agiee fiiUy with Baveitjr

in his lemaifc that the official toot (Bib. Ind.) kSb the wrong man. (Test.

S6S; tnaas. 770, f. 0).
* Blochmann’s leading of this inscription (JA8B. 187S, p. M7) is snpeiseded

br.that of n«fessor Yaadam’s ftiller vemiott {Epigrapkia Injo-iiodtmiea,

p. M). Vrot. Yaadani docs not definitdy identify the Baftea Skak of this inseri|H

(ion with Ihtir Khan’s father. We have good fcssnne to hold Biat the pemoo
meant was csrtainfy TUir Khans father. We also hold that the abseine of the
name of Balban in thia inscription gives the lie to the statement of Bigaa ttat Titir
Khan acknowledged alleginnce to Balban in the liest jrear of that Saltan’s aeeession

(M4 ajl)
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after Ids death (685 am.) . Prince T&tftr Khan was a very capable

min’, renowned "for his brsv»y, liberality, heroism and honesty”

(Riytm, T^ans. 78). He did not acknowledge allegiance to the

Sultan of Delhi, N&siruddin, who died in 664 A.H. (1866

That year he sent his envoys to Delhi with congratulatory presents

to Sultan Ghiyasuddin Ball^ ; which among other things included

68 elephants. This diplomatic mission* from Bengal was accorded at

Delhi a royal reception worthly of embassies from Ir4n or Turin.

The envoys of T&tftr Khan were loaded with gifts of high value,

and given leave of departure.

Muhammad T&tir Khan died in independence, periiaps two

years after Bolban’s accession, and his successor, Sher Khan, a

member of the family of T&juddin Arslftn Khan and not a governor

salt from Delhi, restored the name of Balban on the coinage of

Lakhnawati in 667 am.^ ogr a^s^ear earlier. It is not definitely known
how long Sher Khan ruled in Bengal; except that after Sher Khan's

death Sultan Balban appointed Amin Khan, a Delhi noble, as

governor of Bengal with Tughral Khan as its Deputy-Governor.

Sher Khan's rule was perhaps of no longer duration than four years

(e. 666-670 A.H.=:1868-1878.) Under the house of T&juddin Arsl&n

Khan the Muslim power seems to have been extended to some
portions of Eastern Bengal. 1116 Sena kingdom of Eastern Bengal

suffered aggressions on both banks of the river Padmft, as rqieated

invarions of Bang from the time of Ghiyftsuddin *Iwaz down to

that of Tzzuddin Balban Yuzbaki are on record. The power of the

Senas was on the verge of extinction in the second half of the

thirteenth century on account of Muslim attacks from the west,

Magh raids by water ftom the south, and the rise of Danujam&dhava
Dafarathadeva in Chsmdradvlpa or the modem Backergunj district as

an indepmdent power. The Muslim possessions in Bengal induded
at least some portion of East Bengal {BangaUk)

,
and it was periiaps

for this reason that Balban for the first time associated a Deputy-
Governor with the Governor of Lakhnawati.

* fW the Meeiitiaa e( TUir Khaa’a aaaae* d. TmiUUrtmwneii. Talk M?
TAbrngatAMhai ^ioA. VanSUAian PW, 40); R%aB, Tnaa. TB.

• The anfiB« cstaat eoia a( the UUanraU amt beariaf the aaM oT Bdbaa
ia dsMmam a.a. Oat. Hi. Mamrnt. n. S4).



CHAPTER HI.

BENGAL UNDER THE HOUSE OF BALBAN

1. SuzAAN Muohisuddzn Tughsal (c. 067*080 A.H. =1808**81 A.D»)

Tughral was the last and the greatest of the successful Mamluks
who had risen from the position of mere house-hold slaves to the

independent sovereignty of Bengal in the time of Sultan Ghiyasuddin
Balban. He possessed all the characteristic virtues of a Turk,

indomitable will, reckless, bravery, resourcefulness and boundless

ambition. When Sher Khan, the successor of T&tftr l6uui, died in

Bengal Tughral was appointed a deputy (ndib) of Amin Khan to

whom the Sultan had granted the province of Bengal perhaps in

addition to Amin*s own province of Oudh (cir, 607 aji.). This
was, if we are to believe the rdnkh-t-ilfu6dnlX»hdAi, the only instance

of the appointment of a Deputy-governor to Bengal by the Sultan
of Delhi. Tughral at the time of his appointment was an untried

brave, and he had not filled any high oflke at Court or in the
imperial household. So it was not likely that Tughral was appointed
straightway, as Barani says, the sole governor of Lakhnawati
which had for about a decade enjoyed independent rule under ;the

dynasty of Tajuddin Arslan Khan. Besides, Balban could not
wholly ignore the superior claims of the governor of Oudh to succeed
to the governorship of Lakhnawati, established bj^ an almost
uninterrupted usage. A cautious statesman as Balban was, he
perhaps resorted to this new device to put a brake on the ambition
of the governor of Bengal, a class always prone to rebellion. How-
ever, Lakhnawati again became a province of the Delhi Empire
in or about 067 a.h., as the date of the earliest extent coin of
from the Lakhnawati mint shows. Bihar* was separated from
Bengal and placed under an imperial oflicer, and it remained loyal
to Delhi even when Bengal was afterwards lost to the Empire.

Amin Khan*s name is retained in the list of governors of Bengal
rather for the sake of courtesy than for any actual adiievement
of his, of which history knows none ; whereas his more energetic
deputy, enjoying the full confidence of the Sultan, had been throui^-
out the de facto ruler of this province. Behind the veil of the half-
informed historian Barani*s vague references to Tnghral’s "jetwful

* Vide Mimghyr IntcripIxMi of Befbaa dated 697 AB. (Bengsl, p. 414,
quoted by Dr. J. Horovita in Bpigrmpkid Indo4dminmkm, 190040; p. 119).
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entarpriaeif*, and “the QtUirirTugh/raV* in the neighbourhood of

Sonbgfton, lies concealed an interesting phase of the expansion of

Muslim power to the modem Faridpur and Dacca districts. Tughral

also looms large in the popular tradition of the neighbouring

district of Tippera. It is said that Ratna-Fa, the founder of the

present ruling dynasty of Tippera, sought the assistance of Tughral

in ousting his elder brother Raja Fa from the throne. Thereupon

Tughral invaded the country, placed Ratna-Fa on the throne, and

gave him the title of Mllnik in return for the Rajah’s present of a

precious jewel. This tradition read along with the historical fact

of the enmity of Danuj Rai, the Rdi of Sonargaon, and Tughral’s

impregnable fortress of Narkila (the same as **the Fort of TughraV*

of Barani, identified with the important Feringi stronghold of

Loricol, about 25 miles due south of Dacca, and about 10 miles

south-west of Rajabari)—gives us some idea of the formidable

power built up by Tughral during the early years of his career in

Bengal. It is beyond doubt that Tughral drove a wedge into the

heart of the shrinking Hindu kingdom of East Bengal by permanent-

ly annexing the riverian tract on both banks of the Padmi. as far

as Loricol, where he kept his treasure, family and the State prisoners.

This extension became known since the time of Barani as *Ar»ah-i^

BangSIa*\ a portion of the bigger geographical unit, DiySr-i^Bangdla

which had till then remained independent.

It was not unlikely that Tughral seized the opportunity of

establishing a friendly power in Tippera. and thereby tightened his

grip on the Rai of Sonargaon, who must have now found himself

between two mill-stones. Though we have no positive evidence to

prove that Tughral occupied SonfirgRon, Balhan according to

Barani looked upon SonAivfion as a distinct government, conjoined

with that of Lakhnawati after the fall of Tughral, and it is a known
fact that Balban did not subjugate any Hindu territory during
his Bengal campaign. It seems, therefore, that there is considerable

tmth in the tradition recorded bv the Ghataks of Tdilpiir that

Chandradvin or the modem Barisal district became the seat of an
independent Hmdu kingdom under one Danuj Rgj EXyastha who
was. we have strong reasons to believe, the same person as Danuj
Rai, th.^ RSf of SoffSrodnv of the Muslim historians. The founder
of the Chandradvin dvnasty. Sri Dasarath Dsnuja perhaps
had before Tughrars time, seized some portions of the heritage of

• Periiaps identical with at the coins of RnknmMm Kniksw (tikfs

JASB. N. 8. XViil. 410). ItiiliNni later on vefeoeil to hin fomniest of
from tlm Tcbcnioas ^alifal Olanint. Twrt. 08). and adviaed Bnahra Kfian

to eaeit himmlf in the conqiMst of WgSrSBdaSStc,
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the Senas in the ndghbourhood of SonArglon, and anogated to

himself the titles of the faUen dynasty also. T^hral's aggressions

in East Bengal, therefore, must have been at the expense of tins

Hindu Rajah, who later on allied himself with Balban in bringing

about the fall of 'Highral and his fortress of NarkOa (Loneat^'.

However, Tughral's aggressions were not confined to East Bengal,

he also periiaps extended the boundary of the Muslim dominion in

the Radh tract, and carried raids into the territory of Jfijnagar, a
vague geographical expression, the northern boundary of whidi

extended from Chota Nagpur to the Delta of the Bhfigirathi, includ-

ing rou^ly portions of the Birbhum, Bankura, Burdwan districts

and the western half of the Hughly district. These raids into the

JAjnagar country brouf^t to Tughral immense booty in treasure

and dephants, and it is said that TSighral's first act of rebellion was
his rehisal to send the customary royal share of a fifth of the spoib

to Delhi.

Sultan GhiyUsuddin Balban could not for some years keep a
vigilant eye on the affairs of Bengal owing to his preoccupation

with Mongol invasions in the Punjab. He left Delhi for Lahore

in the sixth year of his reign and had to stay there for more than

two years. There the Sultan had a serious attack of illness, and
he could not appear in public for several days, and rumour magnified

his illness into actual death by the time it reached Bengal. Tughral

naturally considered himself absolved from allegiance to Delhi, and
at once hostilities began between him and Amin Khan, who was
defeated in a battle outside Lakhnawati (e. 674 a.h.) . After his

return to Delhi, the Sultan tried diplomatic connivance at all that

had happ«ied in Bengal during his illness ; and wrote a reassuring

numdate to TNighral asking the latter to celebrate the occarion of

the . Snltan*s recovery from illness in a befitting manner.* But
TVighral had crossed the Rubicon, and he was too srif-wified to

retreat. He replied to the Sultan’s jormitn by mobifiring his aitny

and advanring into Bihar. He assnined the title of Suftan

Mughisuddin. and issued coins and read the hhcdihn in hig own
name. His CSourt at Lakhnawati rivalled that of Drihi in power
and magnificenoe. and he was more popular rrith his people^ aid
nradi better served by them than Sultan Balban. who was more
feared than loved 1^ his subjects. Bamni does 'Dighral bare jnsMee

in saying : *ne was mwhise in his liberality ; so the people of Hie
city fnf De0U>'. who had been there, and also the inhabitants of

that place (LalAnawati)' became very friendly to hhn. The troops
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and citizens having shaken off all of the Balbani chastisement, joined

Tughral heart and soul.”* We have it on the authority of Barani

that Tughral sent largesses even to Delhi, and in Bengal he is

said to have made a gift of five mounds of gold (about eightemi

seers in Persian weight) for the maintenance of an establidiment

of Darwishes in Bengal, whose leader was afterwards executed by

Balban. Tughral was, as subsequent events show, popular with

all classes of his people, Hindu and Muslim alike, and this was not

due to his liberality alone but to his other kingly virtues as well.

His people followed his fortune through thick and thin, and none

voluntarily betrayed him. In short Balban was now at war not

with an individual rebel but with a whole province, and this accounts

for the repeated failures of the imperial armies against Bengal, and

the Sultan’s own difficulties in subduing Tughral.

Sultan Balban lost his sleep and appetite—as Barani says

—

when the news of Tughral’s assumption of sovereignty in' Bengal

reached him. There was at that time no large standing army of

the Delhi Sultans, but only feudal and provincial levies to meet

the emergency of war. The first expedition against Tughral started

from Oudh, perhaps not earlier than .January. 1378 a.d. (ctr. middle of

676 A.H.) , under Malik Turmati governor of Oudh and Commander*
in-Chief of the expedition, swelled by the contingents of Tamar
Khan Shamsi and Malik Tajuddin. son of Malik Katlagh Khan
Shamsi. After crossing the river Sarju, the imperialists advanced

by way of Tirhut till their progress was arrested by the Bengal

army somewhere between Tirhut and Lakhnawati. Tughral’s army
though perhaps weak in cavalry was numerically superior to the

imperialists, and itjras too formidable to be attacked on account

of a large number of elephants and hosts of imiks (Hindu foot

soldiers) . The two armies encamped facing each other for a pretty

long time ; and in the meanwhile Tughral spent money lavishly in

secretly winning over many officers in the enemy camp. At last

when the two armies joined battle, the Hindustanis (perhaps the

troops of the two Shamsi nobles) kept themselves on <me side

;

and a disastrous defeat befell Malik Turmati. During their flight

the imperialists were helplessly plundered by the Hiudus, and a
large number of them, in fear of the terrible punishment of the

Sultan that awaited them at home, preferred to accompany TNighral

to lAkhnawati. Fatuh^us-fhlaiin says that Sultan ^Iban had poor
T)mnati treacherously seized by his emissaries at the time of hunting

and gibbetted him on the gate-way of the cit.v of Oudh fT. 10t1.

“Another army was sent next year” (cir. 677 A.n.)‘. says Barani,

* WWM-ftWnfiMM
i,
Vtnnii; fast, SS.
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“under a new Conunander**, who too was defeated by TughmL
Tdrilch^MubdrtUeshdfU gives the name of the gmiend as Bfalik

Shihabuddin, Governor of Oudh, whereas Faiuh-u*-8aUtin calls him
Bahadur, the most esteemed (mahatamm) slave of the Sultan, who
was ordered to march from Delhi. The latter book gives a (^wing
description of the battle between him and Tughial. Bahadur took

the same road to Lakhnawati by way Tirhut, and again Tughral

gave him battle on his frontier. Bahadur had .promised to the

Sultan to bring Tughral alive, and to fulfil it he fought with desperate

valour. But a division of the imperial army broke and fied during

the critical hour of fight ; and Bahadur too retired discomfitted. It

is said that the Sultan thought of putting this vanquished general

too to death ; but he was dissuaded from his fierce resolve by his

courtiers, lliere remained now no other alternative for the Sultan

but to take the field against the rebel in person.

Barani tells us without giving any dates that the Bengal
campaigns necessitated the Sultan’s absence from Delhi for three

years. We have an indirect archaeological evidence that the Sultan
and his Amirs must have returned to the capital not later than the
beginning of the year 881 a.h.* (cir. June, 1«8* a.h.) . Of these

three years one was occupied fully with Balban’s vast preparations,

and the other two In actual campaigns in Bengal, liilled with shame
and anger, and his life embittered by the repeated failure of his

armies, the Sultan prepared himself as it were for his journev’s end.
He kcnt his design carefullv concealed, nnd though his ohiective
was Lakhnawati. he left Delhi nnder the pretence of a. hunting
evcnrsion and marched northward for Samffna and SanSm. His
eldest son, who held the fief of Tlfnltan. w.'is appointed to the
snpreme command in the case of IMTongol invasions, and all the fief-

holders north of the Delhi province were to serve under the Prince
fOetoher-Nhvemher, 1*79; 678 a.w.1 . He placed the whole
administration of the imperial capital nnder the charve of THalik-nl-
Hmara. the Kbtwal of Delhi, whom »he Snitan appointed his nnfh ;

Biiehra Khan, the yopn«rest son of the Snltan. was relieved of his
eharwe of Samilna .and SanSm and directed to hrin'r no the rear
of the expeditionary force. He then crassed into the Donh (1>egin-

• nnaai. TVst. “fci’d mli mT 1«W: Rfrmc. 7V*t. m.
At Garh-MiAtniwer flT.I*.). « moaiae ws* huSIt dnrimr tfce (xamweiMHw <if

9«Mw»«eSrf(srib«tliemMAe<dRaW>«9»A.P. TMr IMc^ms wa* wrinnlit^T
Bth-tiiw tlie CoaiaMmlcr of tlw rmnanl of 1ls1li«n*s wins sdiidi mrorisiri

T^i^tal ro the fcooVw of Ainaasr. So tlin nMui imisit Iiare bimi la (Amne "f
GaA-MUklcnrar alW his icPmi ftem Rnrasl. ami at least a war hefbte the
cosqAlhai of (he SBoagne (Vii$ EpifMpm tUorMctlmmht, ins-MAt).
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ning of Januaiy, 1280), and haviiig collected “all the forces of the
neighbourhood” along his route, he entered Oudh (Maidi, 1280),

which was made the tmidesvous of the e^ieditionaiy army the
fleet. The Sultan had already ordered ^e construction of a fleet

of boats on the Jamuna and the Ganges; and swelled into an
immense size by fresh requisitions during its passage down the
Ganges, this flotilla now stood ready to coK>perate with the land
forces. The Sultan ordered a general levy in Oudh, and two lakhs

of men including, cavalry, infantry, paUu (Hindu footmen) , Donakr,
Kdhdra, Kiwdm (?), Khud-dapak (irr^ulars with their own horses),

Tir«ui (archers) , Ghul&ms, Chdkara (servants)
,

Sauddgara
(merchants) and Bdaoria (dealers in the camp bazar)—^were enlisted

(dar qalam amad) .* To these two lakhs must be added about a
lakh more perhaps which had already assembled during the Sultan’s

march from Samana to Oudh. Such a large army never assembled
either before or after, under the banner of any Muslim emperor\ of

Delhi except for Sultan Muhammad Tughlaq’s mad project of the

conquest of Khorasan. His preparations were on a scale sufficient

to crush the whole province of Bengal under the sheer wmght of

numbers.

MeanwhOe, Tughral had advanced with his fleet of war-boats

to the mouth of the river Saiju, more with a view* to watching the
movements of the imperiailists than to offering fight. In spite of the
lateness of the season Sultan Balban started from Oudh with the main
army, and Bughra Khan was left behind to bring up the rear. When
the Sultan crossed the Sarju undisputed, Tughral sailed away for

Lakhnawati. In the meantime the rains began (June, 1280); but
the Sultan pushed forward, callous to the loss and sufferings of his

troops. The fleet of boats (bajrShd) was to keep in touch with the
land forces, which, however, could advance very slowly on account,

of mud and showers, through the low-lying country. Tuf^iral decided
on the strategy of avoiding any pitched battle with the supeiimi'

army of the Sultan, or presenring to the enemy any decisive point
of attack. As he could not hope to defend Lakhnawati, he evacuated
it completely, and the more respectable section of its civil popula-
rion also accompanied him to escape the ‘barbarous ferocity of the
Sohan. T^i^iral, says Batani, "took the road to Jajnagar, and
halted at a dry jdace, one dty’s jonm^ from LaUmawari,”! whkh
was apparently on the other side of the Ganges, and aemeiHieio
near about the hi|^ embanked road of Twaa conneering Lakhnawati
and LaUinor (Nagar) in the Biibhnm district. When Balban
arrived wRIdn thirty or forty hoa of Lakhnawati Ifo^ral resaoMd

• f».
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his retreat in the direction of Jajnagar (Orissa and not Tipperah)

.

Balban did not reach Lakhnawati perhaps ^ b^ore the middle of

August 1280 AX>., and he halted there for rometime for “arming

and reorganising his forces” perhaps till the end of the rains (middle

of S^tember, 1280). He reserved the punishment of the city to

a future occasion, and appointed Barani’s maternal- grandfather,

SipahSalar Hishamuddin, the Sahana (Commandant) of Lakhna-

wati with directions to send on to the Sultan’s camp three or four

times a week full particulars of the news that might be arriving

from Delhi ;—another proof of the Sultan’s grim resolve not to

return to Lakhnawati whatsoever might happen until he had finished

the affair of Tughral.

Sultan Ghiyasuddin Balban waged two campaigns against

'Tughral; one was after the rainy seasod of 1280 A.D., and the

other after that of 1281 A.D. His army passed the rainy season

of 1281 at a place far away from Lakhnawati, perhaps in the vicinity

of Sonargaon, and at a short distance from the QUa-t-Tughral

(Naricila or Loricol of Rennell). When Balban and Rai Danu}

concerted a plan of joint action against 'Tughral, 'Tughral gave both

of them the slip again, taking the road to Jajnagar (where he at

this time really meant to take shelter). TughraTs first retreat in

the direction of Jajnagar (September, 1279) had beeni a mere bluff,

to divot Balban’s attention from the fort of Narkila, where/ he

had kept his own family and those of his followers, as well as the

accummulated treasure of years. From Sonargaon Balban made a

forced “march of seventy or eighty ko» and arrived on the frontiers

of Jajnagar”—a statement of Barani that has given rise to a keen

controversy among modem writers regarding the identification of

Jajnagar with modem Tipperah, and some of them make Tughral

wander about in the jungles of Madhupur ! We must remeiber

that the historian Sauddin Barani was a mere boy when he heard

the story of Balban’s Bengal campaigns fron^ his maternal grand-

father, a person having no first-hand knowledge of events except

what happened at Lakhnawati. And Barani was an} old man of

failing memory when he sat down to write his history, and complete

it about d|^ty years after the event (in 758 AH.) . Though -he

has jumbled together events of two different campaigns, he has left

enough dear hhits to us to reconstract with tolerable certainty the

story of Balban's campaigns in Bmigsl.

Barani nays, “The Sultan many times dedared inj pnblie to his

troops T have put half the empire of Ddhi at stake for the pursuit

of Th^iral ; it he would sit down on the sea (dor dariga Khwaldd
naihatt) , I will pursue him ; and so long as I do not pour forth

his blood and that of his associates, I diall not tom towards Ddhi,
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or even utter the name of Delhi.* The people of the army, who
understood the temper of the Sultan, and knew well the seriousness

of his resolution deq[>aired of* ever returning ; and many of the

people sent from the camp to their homes their last testaments.

The people of the city of Delhi and those of the camp became
afl*icted and vexed on account of the separation of friends from
one another; and from both sides passed letters of separation (last

farewell ’r) through the hands of corn-dealers and messengers.”

This implacable resolve of the Sultan, and his apprehension of

Tughrars escaping by water clearly indicate the state of the Sultan’s

mind after the failure of his first campaign and also periwps its

being infiamed by the news of Tughral’s presence at Narkila from

which the rebel could sail down to the limitless sea. This despair

of his troops could have had no meaning when they first started

from Lakhnawati in pursuit of Tughral in the direction of Jajnagar

;

and their separation from their friends left behind in the city of

Lakhnawati suggests the picture of Balban’s camp during an idle

season, and far away from Lakhnawati. It was horn this camp
that after full twelve months (e. September, 1280 AD.) , ”the Sultan

marched with all qpeed, and in a few days arrived ’on the frontiers

of Sonargaon* ” (not at Smuugaon)

.

Though the Muslim historians would have us believe that it

was the Bai Danuj of Sonargaon who sought the interview, circum-

stantial evidence makes it clear that it was the Sultan who sought

it, he having greater need of the BaTs help than the Bai had of the

Sultan’s favour. The Sultan had to yield to the Bai’s insistence

on a pomt of honour ; viz., that at the interview the Sultan should

receive the Bai standing up from his throne. One of the Amirs of

the Court, Malik Bar-bak Bekturs suggested an ingeirious compro-

mise not without an element of honour. However, when Bai Danuj

mitered the Sultan’s presnence, the Sultan rose up and let loose a

hawk (Shihrah) upon a bird, and thus complied with the condition

of the Bajah ; whereas those who were not in the know of the trick

took it to be doing no honour to an infidel but an accidental standup

for hawking! The Bai mitered into an agreement (’oAod-ndmoh)

with the Sultan to the effect that "the Bai would be answerable

lor Tughral if he would take up his porition on water or land, or

fly by way of water or conceal himnilt in the water.” On the whole

it appears that Bu Danuj undertook to watch the Brahmaputra

and the Fadma lower down Naridla, and also other liverways and

* Bm tks pthtad tsat (p. M) has Issa (flmli hops;) eUA It

midmtfy- a dl^; I taka the tiaiWin'la Biot i DowaeB, m. 117.
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islands while the Sultan’s army would match upon the stronghold

of Tughtal from the land-side. But everything ended in smoke on

account of the vigilance of Tughral. Having found out that his

retreat eastward or southward was cut off by the enmity of the

Rai, Tughral apparently evacuated Narkila before his enemies had
any su^icion of his movement. Barani says that the Sultan

covered seventy kos by successive marches and arrived on the

frontiers of Jaj-nagar (from the neighbourhood of Sonargaon).

This inaccuracy of distance in Barani’s history has proved embarrass-

ing to historians,* who could not decide in which way the Sultan

marched. However, this time Tughral really took the road to

Jajnagar with his whole army, treasure, harem, and maid-servants.

It is vain to speculate on the route of Tughral’s retreat in the

absence of any definite information. Balban detached a divimn of

his army, seven to eight thousand strong, under Malik Bekturs, who
was instructed to march in advance to a distance of ten or twelve

ko$ from the main army, and send out small parties of scouts in all

directions to secure intelligence. In this manner the imperial army
continued its march in the direction of the Jajnagar territory.

One day a party of Malik Bekturs’s scouts who had gone to a
distance of ten or twelve ko» fell in with some merchants retuming

to their villages. Malik Sher*<findSz, the commander of the scouts,

seized these persons on the suspicion that they were pos«bly

returning from the camp of Tughral, and cut off the heads of. two

of them straightway. This act terrified the rest so much that they

gave out the whereabouts of Tughral’s army which was encamped

at a distance of half a kos on the bank of a river. Malik Sher-andaz

and his desperadoes rode cautiously forward and found Tughral’s

men drinking wine and singing ; the elephants browsing on the

branches of trees and the horses and cattle out grazing. Th^
recklessly made a rush at the camp with drawn swords shouting

*Blochmaim remaiks that references to Jaj-nazar in the Tabatjat^Nium

and Banni’a Tarikk-i-FinuAM make us believe that either there enyrn two

Jlaj-nagan, one in Orissa and the other in Tlppera **or to assume that there was

in reality one Jajnagar bordering on aoutb-wcstem Bengal, and that Barani

in the above passage wrote SoaargMn for Satgaon, which wonM remove aD difli-

cnlties.” (JASB. 1S78, Pt. I, SW). Bssietjee satisfaeteeily disposed of Uds
imaginary lajnagar beyond the Brahmapotra, Bangalarslfikos. II, 00-71). We do
not think Barani committed any mistalH of Sonargaon /or Satgaon. Oel^ far

6araai cieotly ahow that Balban after having marched tor 70 koo was stBl at a
conaidaiable distance from the boundaries of Jafnagar, a general name tor the whole

of the traet, south of the then known Mpslfan dominion in Bengal; and Satgaon
beeanw a part of the Muslim' tarritoiy about twenty yean after.
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for Tugfaxal. The surprise was complete; Tughral and his com-
panions thought that the whole army of the Sultan was upon them.

Tughral attempted to swim across the river in front of his camp;
but one man wounded him with an arrow and another cut off his

head.

Thus Fate dealt her cruellest blow to Sultan Mughisuddin

Tughral, whose achievements as a soldier and ruler posterity must
admire. Sultan Balban returned with a huge amount of booty and

a large number of prisoners, and entered Lakhnawati in triumph.

The great bazar of Iiakhnawati, more than a kos in length, was

turned into an avenue of gallows from which were hanged “the

sons, sons-in-law, h&rdan (ministers), thughal-dera (high officials),

favourite ghuldma (Mamluks), Sar-lashkars (army officers), Jdn-

tUra (Body-guards). SUdhdSra (Armour-bearers), and famous Paiks

of Tughral.” Those prisoners of war who belonged to Delhi and
its neighbourhood were sorted out to receive a similar punishment

at Delhi, for reading a lesson to their near and dear ones. Balban’s

ferocious barbarity disgusted even his own followers, who thought

that the days of the Sultan were drawing to an end.

The Sultan stayed for some time at Lakhnawati to re-organise

the administration of the country, which he made over as an

appanage to his youngest son, Bughra Khan, granting him the

privileges of using the umbrella, dur-haah and other insignia of

royalty. One day in a private meeting he administered an oath to

Bughra Khan that he should hereafter exert himself in conquering

dtjfOrd-Bangdla, and establishing his own authority therein firmly.

.

that he should not drink wine or idle away his time in childish

amusements. “Remember, my son,” continued the Sultan, "what
amount of blood I have drunk in subduing iqUm-i-Lakhnavxdi and
"Araah-i-BangSla, and for the sake of the durability of (the govern-

ment of) this country, I have acted like a Pharaoh and hangied

people from gallows But I know as soon as I shall travel away
five or six stages from Lakhnawati in the direction of Delhi, you
will plunge yourself in voluptuous pleasures and merriment.”

llie imperial entourage left Lakhnawati probably in April, 1982,

proceeded through Oudh and Badayun, and reached Delhi after an

absence of three years. Within four years the Sultan realised to

his utter mortification that his own son, BughiA Khan, was not a

whit less ungratrful than the rebellious Tughral, and that he had
laboured in vain^to subject Bengal to the imperial sway of Ddhi.
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II. GeMERAIi FEATTniES OF THE HiSTORT OF THE HoUSS OF

Balban m Bengal (1286 to 1328 aj>.)

Perhaps the most notable feature of this period of the history

of Bengal is the absence of any contemporary written chronicle.

The only materials available to the historian are indistinct and worn

out coin-legends and a few inscriptions of some of the rulers of the

House of Balban. Numismatists wage war over the* reading of

dates and names on these old coins.

The history of the Muslim principality of Lakhnawati emerges

at the close of this period as the history of Bengal proper with its

well-defined divisions, Lakhnawati, Satgaon, Sonargaon and Chat-

gaon (Chittagong) . It also becomes clear that Sonargaon, the

capital of Bang or East Bengal, became at this time invariably

the stepping stone to the throne of Lakhnawati; and the eastern

capital outshone in power, wealth and grandeur the historic capital

of Lakhnawati. “The period was,” says Mr. Stapleton, “one of

active expansion of Musalman dominion in Bengal, and the adjacent

countries.” ^ This expansion was -due to several causes. After the

overthrow of the ascendancy of the Mamiuk Turks by the Khiljis

(accession of Sultan Jalaluddin Khilji ; Muharram 689 A.H.

;

Mubarakshahi

;

Text 59), the genuine Turks who hated the Khiljis

as upstart plebeians migrated perhaps in large numbers to far off

Bengal whose rulers took pride in calling themselves “Rulers of

Turks and Persians.” Secondly, Bengal enjoyed a fairly long respite

from the aggressive Khilji and Tughlaq imperialism which latter

overwhelmed Bengal only for a time in the first quarter of the

fourteenth century. Therefore the rulers of the House of Balban

in Bengal, finding no scope for warlike enterprises westward, con-

centrated their energy and resources in subduing the small Hindu
principalities which till then were holding their own against Muslim
domination. Untruly spirits from the upcountry, particularly the

adherents of the House of Balban, naturally found a more congenial

home in Bengal. To these were added the Ohdsis and Aidiyda of

Islam, who from this time onward were to play an increasingly

important role in the history of this country.

Mr. Stapleton remarks that “the presence of numerous ‘saints’

and *gh&zis’ at this time might even have been due to some definite

policy” on the part of the Delhi Sultans intent on the annexation

of Bengal. But it is an altogether unwarranted surmise. These
warrior-saints of Medieval Bengal were the Knights-Templars of

* JASB. New Seiiee, Viol. XVm, 19M, p. 411.
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Islam with a cleaner record of morality, and also of loyalty to the
temporal power than those of the Cross in Mediseval Europe. If

the popular Muslim tradition regarding the destruction of Gaur
Grovinda or Sylhet, and the Pandu Rajah of Hughly-Pandua contains
any historical truth, it must, however, be admitted that these

saints surrounded by a horde of less scrupulous followers used to
enter the territory of the Hindu Rajahs as “squatters** on some pretext

or other. Then they would bring down the regular army of the
Muslim state upon these infidel kings to punish them for infringing

the rights of Musalmans ! Alluding to the well-known clemency of

Sultan Jalaluddin S3iilji who had deported boat-loads of Thugs
about one thousand in number to Bengal to avoid spilling Musalman
blood, Mr. Stapleton says, “The easiest way for the Sultans of

Bengal to nullify such a whole-sale deportation was to enrol

these men in a ‘Foreign Legion’ and utilise them in warring against

the infidel on the frontiers of Bengal ” (Ibid., 415).
The Balbani regime in Bengal was not only a period of expansion

but one of consolidation as well. It was during this time that the

saints of Islam who excelled the Hindu priesthood and monks in

active piety, energy and foresight, began proselytising on a wide
scale not so much by force as by the fervour of their faith and their

exemplary character. They lived and preached among the low
class Hindus then as ever in the grip of superstition and social

repression. These new converts in niral areas became a soiii'cc of

additional strength to the Muslim Government. About a century
after the military and political conquest of Bengal, there began the

process of the moral and spiritual conquest of the land through
the efforts of the Muslim religious fraternities that now arose in

every comer. By destroying temples and mom stories the Muslim
warriors of earlier times had only appropriated their gold and silver

;

but the sword could not silence history, nor carry off their immortal
spiritual treasure wherein lay rooted Hindu idolatry and Hindu
nationalism. The ‘saints* of Islam completed the process of conquest,

moral and spiritual, by establishing dargdhs and khdnqahs deliber-

ately on the sites of these ruined places of Hindu and Buddhist
worship. This served a double purpose of preventing the revival of

these places of heathen sanctity, and later on, of installing them-
selves as the guardian deities with tales of pious fraud invented by
popular imagination. Hindus who had been accustomed for

centuries to venerate these places gradually forgot their past history,

and easily transferred their allegiance to the pirs and ghazis. The
result of this rupprochsmsfit in the domain of faith ultimately created

a more tolerant atmosphere which kept the Hindus indifferent to

their political destiny. It prepared the ground for the further
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inroad of Islam into Hindu society, particularly among tbe lower

classes who were gradually won over by an assiduous and persistent

propaganda regarding the miracles of these saints and gh&zis, which

were in many cases taken over m toto from old Hindu and Buddhist

legends. Perhaps the most notable example of the invasion of the

sites of Hindu worship by Muslim saints is the transformation of

the Sringi-Rishi-kund into the MaMidumrkund at Bajgir, and the

translation of the miracle-working Buddha of the Deva-datta legend

into a venerable Muslim saint, Makhdum S&hib. We shall elsewhere

discuss in detail the process of the spiritual conquest of Bengal by
Auliy&s and lesser saints whose tomhn and atthSmu lie scattered

over the land.*

III. Sui;rAN NAsmoDDiN (Bughba) and his successors.

Prince Nfisiruddin Mahmud Bughrft Khan, the founder of the

line of the so-called Balbani Kings of Bengal, started his career as

the Governor of S&mAna (in modern Patiala State), and held that

office till c. 670 a.h. He accompanied his father to lAkhnawati as

the commander of the rear of the imperial army in 680 a.h. 1082 aj>.,

and was left behind as the Governor of Lakhnawati after the bloody

suppression of the revolt of Tughral. The Prinoe had given no
proof of capacity in early life. He was a slow-witted man, Imving

neither eyes nor ears to take a lesson from things that hapj^ed
around him. It is said that Sultan Balban appointed two nobles,

each bearing the name of Firuz as advisers to his son; one was of

Delhi, a Khilji of ripe judgment (farkunddhrS*) ; and the other was
from Koh-Jud, a valliant soldier, “seizer of'realms’* (kiahwar-kashd)

,

who were enjoined to give good advice to the Prince “if he would in

that country commit any fault’’. The Sultan on the eve of bidding

farewell to his son, is said to have left some “Instructions” in writing

for Bughra Khan, and concluded with a sad confession of despair,

“I know that whatever principles of government I may enforce on

this son of mine, he, through his devotion to pleasure, will disregard

them.”

* This ]»oocn was continued—iwriiapt it still continues. Hie following passags

quoted from a kamed Mudim historian of the last century (dves us a gtimpse the

state of things in early times : 'Tn.former days, wandering Fsqiis and poor Muham-
madans came to Chatgaon district, and built opporite to Hindu shrines and Ma^
temides false graves dedaring that these were the burial plaeee of the famous

saints Bayarid Kstaini and Abdul Qadir Gibuii, who never put their feet cu these

shapes of infidelily* (TSdkhi-CUtgem^ Maulvi HanSdnddhi Xhaa; Caleiitta,

IgfS, p. 17).
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However, Bughrft Khan ruled the province of Bengal for about

six years, from the middle of 680 to that of 686 a.h. (c. 1281-87 aj>.)

till his father’s death. This ease-loving son of Balban found his

paradise of pleasure and care-free life at Lakhnawati; his authority,

however, was upheld in the province by his clever and valiant

lieutenants, who seemed to have been carrying out during this time

Balban’s instruction to his son to conquer 'arta-i-Bangdla* (S&tg&on

territory), and iqlim-i-Bangdla (Son&rg&on region) which had only

been partially occupied before. Towards the close of his father’s

reign Bughra was disturbed in his repose when he was summoned
to Delhi (c. middle of 1286 aj>.). Balban’s eldest son and Heir-

Apparent to the throne of Delhi, Muhammad Sultan, had been killed

in a fight with the infidel Mongols somewhere between Lahore and

Dipalpur (Multan district) on the 3rd Zilhijjah 683 a.h. (10 Feb.

1286). So the Sultan wanted Bughrft Khan to stay at Court and
assume the imperial robe after his death which was fast approaching.

The unworthy son passed two months at Delhi in indecision, and at last

fied from the prospects of an empire to his own viceroyalty of Bengal.

The Sultan died a few months after (686 a.h. e. July, 1287) having

settled the succession on his minor grandson Kai-Khusni (son of

Khfin-i-Sh&hid) . But the crafty and ambitious wazir, Nizimuddin,

with an ulterior design of usurping the government, set aside

Balban% nominee and raised Kaiqubad (eldest son of Bughrh Khan,
aged only eighteen) to the throne (686 a.h. e. July 1287). BughiA
Khan observed ceremonial mourning for his father’s death for seven

days* at Lakhnawati, and at the close of the week assumed the

title, of Sultan Nasiruddin Mahmud (o. last months of 686 a.b.

September 1287) . Meanwhile Niz§muddin initiated young Kaiqubad
(who had been brought up by Balban in a puritanical atmosphere

carefully shielded from evil infiuences)—^into the path of vice with

the object of bringing about the puppet Sultan’s ruin, physical and
moral. After six months Sultan Kaiqubad took up his residence

in his fairy palace at IQlukhari, now a village three miles from

Humaynn’s Tbmb. It is said that there passed a long correspond-

ence l^weai father and son; and when words of advice were of

no avail, Sultan Nfisiruddin decided to march upon Delhi and seize

tile throne. With a largfe army Nisiruddin entered the imperial

province of BQiar and proceeded north-westward to occupy Oudh
in the b^inning oi 687 a.h. (o. Feb. 1288). This news having

readied Sultan Kaiqubad at Kihikhari, the imperial army began its

Fjimk^UB-Sataim, p. 18S.
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eastward march in the middle of the month of Rabi. 1. 687 a.h.^

(April, 1*88).

The poet Amir Khusru accompanied this expedition, and at the

request of Sultan Kaiqubad wrote a historical poem, Qirdnrt^-

Sa'dain (completed in Ramzan 688; September, 1289), narrating

the course of events that culminated in the pathetic scene of the

meeting of Nasiruddin and Kaiqubad on the plains of Ajodhya in

the rainy season of 1*88 a.d. All later medieval historians have based

their account of this episode on the narrative of Amir Khusru, who
said about his poem : shaa'ri nisi haTndh rdst dst (no poetry but all

true facts) . The story briefly told runs as follows

:

The imperial army marched by way of Tilpat and thence down
the southern bank of the Jamuna possibly as far as Korah (modern

Fathepur) . Somewhere near it the Jamuna was crossed and

Kaiqubad encamped at an unidentifled place, Jaipur, in the lower

Doub. From Jaipur an advance divii^iion was ordered forward

under Malik Baq-baq Bdrbak who was later joined by Khan’-ulwaz,

Bavbak arrived within six koa of the Ghaggar river. The Bengal

army was encamped on the other side of the Sarju river, opposite

the city of Ajodhya. It is said that Sultan Nasiruddin sent an

envoy to Barbak, and later another with a letter to Sultan Kaiqubad,

who had in the meanwhile crossed the Ganges and entered the

frontiers of Oudh. According to Futvh-us-Sal&tin Sultan Nasinid-

clin and Kaiqubad were both eager for a compromise and meeting

one another ; Isami, the author of Futuh-iuf-Saldtin, says more about

the Bengal camp than Khusru, though not known on what authority.

He tells us

:

(Sultan Nasiruddin said unto himself), **SureIy the son of the

devil must have brought me here— who come here with an evil

design against my own son.” At last there was peace between the

two. Prince Kai-kaus, son of NAsiruddin, went to do homage to

his elder brother with many presents. Kaiqubad sent his own son,

Kaimurs, a baby in arms with his minister to the presence of his

father. Old Nasiniddin forgot himself at the sight of his grandson,

and fondled the baby prince without taking any notice of the Delhi

wazir and Kaiqubad’s presents for some time. The Bengal Sultan

himself expressed his wish to see his son even under the hard

conditions imposed by Kaiqubad’s evil genius, Malik NizAmuddin.

2 Cowell published m masterly analysis of as early as 1S00

(JASB 1860; pp'. 865-39). He ia wrong in assuming that Rabi. I. mentioned in

the text was of the year 680, which should. be 087. Amir Khusru does not gi\’e

enough toi)ography for constructing the narrative of the journey of Kaiqnbad.
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One ofternoun Sultan Nisiruddin crossed the river Sarju to

interview his son who was then seated high on the imperial mtumad.

But when father and son came within sight of each other, one was

eager to leap out of the boat, and the other down from the throne.

Kaiqubad ran barefooted to his father and was about to fall at his

feet when the weeping father caught him in his embrace. Sultan

Kaiqubad begged of his fathr to take his scat on the throne

;

whereas Nasiruddin insisted that his son should not deprive him of

the pleasure of conducting Kaiqubad to the imperial throne and

crowning him as became a father and the fir.st grandee of the

Empire. Nasiruddin solemnly led his son to the throne, and after

having placed him on the mamad, he himself stood before the throne

with folded hands. After obeying his father’s importunity, the

Sultan came down from the throne at once, and all the Amirs

scattered gold and jewels upon the heads of the two Bcldshfihs,

father and son. People who were waiting outside were allowed to

scramble for the offerings of nimr. A few days after NiLsiruddin

paid his farewell visit to Sultan Kaiqubad and gave him in public

much good advice, recommending M.nlik Nizamuddin and

Quftmuddin to his son's special favour. At the time of his departure

NSsiruddin whispered into his ears to put these two nobles to death

at the first opportunity. Both the Sultans broke up their camps

and started for their respective capitals during the rains.

From the political point of view the independence of Bengal

was recognised by the Delhi Sultanate. Nasiruddin evacuated the

territory of Oudh which was made over to Khan Jahiin TUltim Khan,

an Amir of Kaiqubad. But Niisiniddin retained the province of

Bib&r and ajqminted Firuz Aitigin, the Royal (Balbani ?) Mamluk
as its governor. Sultan Kaiqubad administered poison to Malik

Nizftmuddin about six months after with fatal consequences to

himself. The young Sultan had lived bis brief tenure of life too

fast and died a miserable death at the hands of the Khiijis on the

19th of Muharram. 689 {Mubarakshahi, p. 59). Kaimurs, a mere

child was placed on the throne (a few days before the murder of

his ailing father) with the title of Sultan Shamsuddin. but cruelly

put to death by Arkali Khan (son of Jaliiluddin Firuz Khilji) after

a nominal reign of three months and a few days.’ Thus the Delhi

1 MvbmvktIuM, p. 01. It it rather xtranae Ihot the anther nnmM the non

of KaiqnlMMl at Shdtan Shamanddin Kmkntu. and the editAr of the text does not

notice the nMtafce.

Baiaai, Islmi and Amir Khoun mentkm only one son of Kaiqubad and he
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branch of the House of Balban was destroyed, and the Sultanate of

Delhi passed away for ever from the aristocratic Mamiuks of

genuine Turkish extraction to men of the mixed breed of Turkoman
Khiljis and half-breed Tughlaqs.

The news of the tragic end of his son and grandson perhaps

reached Sultan Nfisiruddin Mahmud by the middle of the year

080 A.H., about two months after the accession of Sultan Jal&luddin

Firuzshah Khilji at Delhi (Rabi. II, 689, c. April 1290 a.d.). The

reaction was sad upon the old Sultan. He discarded the insignia of

royalty, probably out of sheer disgust for life and not from any fear

of the ^ilji Sultan of Delhi as Riyaz suggests. This happened

perhaps towards the close of the year 680 a.h. as the upward limit

of the reign of his son and successor Ruknuddin Kaiqaus comes

up to the year 090 by numismatic evidence. It is not known how
long Ntlsiruddin lived after his abdication ; at any rate it is reason-

able to hold that he died before the usurpation of the iruunad of

Lakhnawati by Sultan Shamsuddin Finiz Shah of Delhi (ctV. 701 a.h.

September 1301 a.d.).

The character of Sultan Nasiruddin Mahmud reveals itself by

the words of advice he gave to his son Kaiqubad, and also through

Balban’s remarks about him recorded in the pages of Barani. . He
was wise in counsel, weak in action, and unaggressive by tempera-

ment. Though there was nothing to admire in him, his was a love-

able and genial personality, strong in humane virtues. He reigned

rather than ruled the kingdom of Bengal ; but he enjoyed throughout

the esteem of his nobles and popularity with his subjects in the land

of his adoption.

IV. Rcign of Sultan Ruknitddin .Kaikaus

(c. 090-701 A.H. ; 1291-1301 a.d.)

Kaikaus, the only surviving progeny of the Bengal branch of the

House of Balban claiming descent from Sultan N&siruddin Mahmud,
was raised to the throne of Lakhnawati perhaps after the abdication

of his father in 690 a.h. He must have been at this time hardly

out of his teens. The earliest evidence of his rule is a silver coin

minted at Lakhnawati "out of the spoils of Bengal” bearing the date

is KmmHr* (FmaulMi, p. 1M). 'Die Oates, given by Muharalukahi seem to he

correct. Rifiaif* ;)ate. “end of the year MO a.n.” for the mnrder of Kahjnhad is

ahsoluUly wrong (Tsit. p. W).
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690 A.H. Hie uninterrupted coinage of Kaikaus from the Mme
mint down to 698 a.h. at least, and three inscriptions of the same

ruler covering the same period, prove beyond doubt that Sultan

Ruknuddin Kaikaus was acknowledged as the suzerain of Bihar and

Bengal for a period of eight years if not longer. The independent

SulUmate of Bengal had split up during his father’s time into four

big governorships—^Bihar, S&t^m (Saptagriftm) , Bang and Devkot.

These frontier marches fenced in the territory of Lakhnawati (in-

cluding BAdh) where a mild ruler might reign in peace if he could

hold the balance even among his Wardens of the Marches. Tradi-

tions of local independence had become rooted deep in the soil for

centuries, cut up as Bengal then was (as it is even now) into self-

contained regions each having for its natural boundaries rivers as

big as those that marked the boundaries of medieval European States.

After the extinction of petty IBndu principalities these traditions

were inherited by their MusUm masters, when they forgot their

common dangers as well as the common racial and religious patriot-

ism that had given them victory at the initial stage of conquest.

These centrifugal tendencies were becoming gradually manifest in

the first decade of the fourteenth century ‘11 the whole country

was turned into a ' •^hahpwr in the days of the BAra

Bhuinyfts in the last qv..ut.ei of the sixteenth century.

Sultan Ruknuddin Kaikaus maintained his hold well over a

number of feudatories, among whom Malik Firuz Aitigin the Mamluk
was the most powerful. The Lakhisarai (Monghyr district) ins-

cription of Kaikaus, dated Muharram 697 a.h. (October 1297)

records the building of a Jama’ mosque by Ziftuddin Ulugh Khan,

the deputy-governor of the great Khan IkhtyAruddin Firuz Aitigin

aa-Stdtdm, and gives the title and descent of the sovereign as

"Kaikaus, Sultan bin mHUm bin atdtan." .Tlie Devkot inscription

of the same ruler also exactly of the same date (Muharram, 697 a.h.) ,

commemorates the construction of a mosque at Devkot (the first

capital of Islam in Bengal). This mosque was built, says the

inscription, in the reign of SidtSin-iu-milaim Kukaus Shah, son of

Mahmud, son of a Sultan—under orders of Shihftb-uddin Zafar Khan
BahiSm Aitigin a$-Sutidm (rosral Bfamluk). An Arabic inscription

of another Zafar Khan (Tril^i, SAtginw ; dated 698 A.H.) teUs ns

that "in the reign of SultSn-us-salfttin Kaikaus . . . whose govern-

ment has revived the memory of all the assemblies of Jamshed’s

time, . . . ZaCar Khan, tike Ikn of lions . . built a Mkdrasa to

IMopogate Islamic learning in the SAt^nw territory, whidi like ^e
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Sooiftitg&DW region was in the process of conquest and annexation

during this time.^

The reign of Sultan Ruknuddin Kaikaus (e. 600-701 a.h.) in

Bengal synchronises roughly with the reign of Sultan Jalftlud^n

Khilji and the early years of Alauddin's reign (696-716 A.H.).

About this time the mighty Ahom King, Sukhampha (1293-

1322 A.H.) was fast consolidating his hold on Assam, and the

Hindu chiefs of Tirhut were still maintaining their independence,

though cooped up between the province of Oudh of the Delhi

Sultanate and that of Bihar (an annexe of the Sultanate of

Lakhnawati which was at this time bounded by the lower course

of the Ghaggar on the north-west and the river Son perhaps on

the south-west). No intercourse, hostile or friendly, with these

neighbouring kingdoms is on record except that Sultan Jalftluddin

Khilji, much averse to shedding Muslim blood, is said to have

banished boat-loads of Thugs from Delhi to the kingdom of Bengal.

Lakhnawati was a far cry for Sultan Jal&Iuddin. In the second

year of his reign Malik CSihajju the feudatory of Kara-Manikpur
and brother’s son of Balban, assumed independence and struck

coins in his ovm nam'> (JASB. 1883, n. 61 ; Barani’s Firuzshahi,

p. 181 £F) . There was a general ri*'* * all fief-holders of the

Balbani regime in the eastern distnc. ...idem UP., and such

powerful nobles as H%tim Khan, governor of Oudh (MdwSli-zadah^

of Balban) , and' the Hindu zamindars joined the standard of Malik

Chhajju, who boldly began his march upon Delhi. Next year

Abdullah, grandson of Halagu invaded the Punjab (691 a.h.).

So Jal&luddin’s hands were too full to give him any respite for

attempting the conquest of Benfpil. Mr. Stapleton has indulged in

mere imagination when he says, "the presence of numerous 'saints*

and 'ghazis* in Bengal at this time might even have been due to

some definite policy on the part of the Delhi sovereign (Alauddin) .*

Alauddin had nothing to do with the arrival of these Knigbts-

Templars Islam to wage war against the unsubdued Hindu chiefs

of Bengal. We have no reason to hold that these “warriors in the

path of Anah” were so degenerate as to act as the Fifth Columnists

of one Muslim State against another.

> Bpigs. tsMtos. 1S1T-1S18. pp. IMS.
* yUb JASB. New Series, Vol. XVm. im. p. 414.
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V. SoiiTAM Shamsuodin Firuz Shah

(c. 701-7** A.H. ; lSOl-18** aj>.)

"‘AH modem writers from Blochmann to Mr. Stapleton have
without much modification accepted the genealogy of the
Balbani kings of Bengal as reconstructed by Thomas, eighty years
ago. They have included Sultan Shamsuddin and his sons among
the descendants of Sultan NSsiruddin Mahmud on the very doubtful
testimony of Ibn Batuta, without explaining satisfactorily why
among all the mlers of this dynasty, Shamsuddin Firuz, the most
powerful Sultan among the so-called Balbani kings with a reign of

twentyone years to his credit,—should have omitted on his coins

the common phrase “the Sultan bin Sultan” that distinguishes a
princely successor to a throne from a “new man” rising to kingship.

His pedigree must remain unknown till the discover:' of any coin

or inscription referring to him as the Stdtan eon of a Sultan.

The Mamluk regime which had come to an end at Delhi with

the accession of the Khiljis to power continued in Bengal for about
forty years more till Sultan Muhammad Tughlaq reduced it again

to a province of his empire. Firuz, a dave of the Sultan (Balban ?)

,

who had perhaps virtually ruled the country in the time of the

ease-loving Bughift Khan, and afterwards became the feudatory

governor of Bihar on behalf of Kaikaus,—in all probability ascended

*Hrone of Lakhnawati after the extinction of the Bengal branch

M uie House of Balban with the death of Kaikaus. It is a

reasonable guess that Firuz Aitigin of Bihar had already become
semi-independent and he seized the government of Bengal after

the death of Kaikaus, natural or violent.

Sultan Shamsuddin Firuz Shah entrusted the government of

Bihar to one of his sons Tftjuddin Hfttim Khan, who did not, like

his brothers Shih&buddin Bughdah and Bahadur, ever rebel against

Firuz Shah. There are two inscriptions of the time of Firuz from
Bihar dated respectively 709 and 718 a.h., bearing the name of

Firuz Shah as sovereign and that of H&tim Khan as governor. A
third inscription of Firuz Shah of Bengal in Zafar Khan’s tomb at

Tribeni dated 71S a.h. commemorates the
^
building of awnther

Afodnuo at Tribeni (the previous one having been built in 698 am.
by Zafar Khan)—called Dir-ul-Khoirdt by Shihftbuddin Zafar Khan,
Khan-i-JahSn, the feudatory of Sfitgftnw. Itiis Zatar Khan, Khan-i-
Jahan of the reign Sultan Shamsuddin Firuz was an altogether

different person from ZMar Khan, the warrior-saint, who had built

a Madrasa in the same locality (Tribeni) fifteen yean earlier in
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698 A.H. The present mausoleum undoubtedly aishrines the grave

of Zafar Khan QhStA of the Kurri-iillvnah noticed first by Mr. D.

Money as early as 1847 aj>. (JA8B. 1847). But its sanctity in

history lies in the fact that it has become in the course of time a

museum of Muslim Epigraphy on account of the preservation of

many inscription-slabs of different times built into different parts

of this mausoleum.

Similarly no successful attempt has been made to r^nstruct
the history of Sfttg&nw during the reigns of Kaikaus and Firuz Shah.

Mr. Stapleton I curiously enough identifies Zafar Khan Ohazi with

Zafar Khan, Khomri-Johom, and says that the Ghazi accepted **sub-

ordination to Shamsuddin Firuzshah** (JASB. New Series Xvlll,

p. 412). We have no reason to disbelieve that Zafar Khan GAdst

died a martyr in a battle with some Hindu chief (may be Bhudev
Nripati or some other) of Hboghly. This shows that he died at the

initial stage of the conquest of the Sfttgfinw region a few years after

698 A.H. in the reign of Kaikaus probably, and not as late as

713 A.H. as suggested by Mr. Money (JASB. 1847). According

to the Kwrai-nOmah, a son and successor of Zafar Khan OhSsti,

named UgwhOn Khan resumed the fight with the infidels, subdu^
and converted them, and married a daughter of the Rajah. We
think that this Vgwhan Khan was a Bengali corruption of the name
of Ulugh Khan, and we are inclined to identify him with Zi9*

'"

Ulugh Khan of the Lakhiserai inscription. It is quite likely tnat

Shamsuddin Firuz Shah after having become Sultan of Lakhnawati

transferred his loyal servant, ZUiuddin Ulugh Khan bom Monghyr
to SAtgftnw, and that he vigorously resumed the war against tiie

Hindu chiefs of the neighbourhood. The KtireinSmah says that

after some time Ugwhan Khan died also at Tribeni. The govmi-
ment of SfttgAnw was next conferred by Firuz Shah on Shihfibuddin

Zsfsr Khan BahiAm Aitigin aeSuUSni (—feudatory of Uevkot in

the rngn of Kaikaus, see Devkot inscription of 697 ajb.). Tliis

second Zafar Khan, the builder of the D&r-vlrKJuarA at Ibibeni,

styles himsdf Zitki Hag wa al-Din . . . Zafar Khan, drops BaluHm
Aitigm aeStdtani, adds Khan^ahan (his offidial title) , and

assumes a loftier tone by calling himself 'the aider of kings and

mmiaichs, the patnm of befievers.** This hnpernl-Mamhik biothw

had perhaps hdped Firuz in the dynastic revolution after the death

oi Kaikaus, and -hence his claim to be the **iuder of kin|^ and

monarebs.** On the other hand, Zafar Khan GAdst does not call

hhnsdf "aider of kings and monaidis** thou^ he
.
does not ignore
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the reigning sovereign Kaikaus. It is only thus that legend and
history around S&tganw can perhaps be harmonised.

Perhaps the greatest event of the reign of Sultan Shanuuddin
Firuz (Dehlavi) was the expansion of the Muslim power into the

modern Mymensingh district and thence across the Brahmaputra
iuto the Sylhet district of Assam. From their new base of opera-

tions at Sonarganw, it was but natural that the Muslims should

attempt to round off their conquest of East Bengal and penetrate

into Sylhet, which was in medieval times a tarkdr or the Subah
of Bengal. Sylhet received a large influx of high-caste Hindu
refugees, particularly Brahmans, following the expansion of the

Muslim power south and eastward from Lakhnawati. The legend-

ary account of the Muslim conquest of Sylhet is available in a

later compilation, N&siruddin Haidar’s Svhail-i-Yamati. There are

also Hindu legends regarding the defeat of the valiant Rajah, Gaur
Gobinda of Sylhet, by an army led by pin and ghdzU, and rein-

forced by the troops of the Sultan of Bengal, Sultan Shamsuddin

in the last quarter of the fourteenth century. StihaU-i-Vatntm is

not a very trustworthy compilation, and with the Hindu legends the

difSculty is that no Sultan with the title of Shamsuddin reigned in

Bengal in the last quarter of the fourteenth century. Mr. Stapleton

is right in fixing the date of the first invasion of Sylhet by Muslim

armies in 703 a.h. (1303 A.D.), on the authority of the Diacen

Museum inscription of one Rukn Khan dated 918 a.h. (151S A.o.) .*

The badshah in whose reign Rukn Khan flourished was evidently

Alauddin Husain Shah (1493-1518 aj>.). Though this inscription

records perhaps only a tradition current two hundred years after

the conquest of Sylhet, its authority is certainty • much greater

than that of the still later Hindu and Muslim legends referred to

above. It is curious that this inscription gives us the second part

(Firuz Shah Dehlavi), whereas the Hindu tradition gives the first

half (Sultan Shamsuddin) of the name of' the Bengal Sultan in

whose reign the Muslims scored their initial success in Sylhet.

As regards the eausus hetti between the Muslims and the in-

dependent Hindu Rajahs, there is that stock-story given by Hindus

and Muslims alike, i.e., a cow is secretly killed in a Hindu territory,

a piece of the beef is dropped by a kite either on the Hindu palace

* 3ASB. New Serin, Vol. XVUl. IMC: pp. 418-14. Mr. Staplelon’e view

«ii. tint Fim Shah (Shenenddin) wu called Ddlievi benme lie wac' descended

from Baphia Khan, son of Balban. who came from Delhi, has been lefnted in

Appmdlz A (Chnnelogx) af 9^ diapler.
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or OD the house of a Brahman, and the Muslim subjects are

punished for the act by the Hindu Rajah; then an appeal for

revenge is niMde to some ghSsti or the reigning Sultan, and the

episode closes with a war and the defeat of the Hindus. Imperialism,

whether Hindu, Muslim, or Christian, never cries a halt half-way in

the full swing of its success ; so the poor cow need not be held

responsible for the invasion of Sylhet by the Muslims.

Sultan Shamsuddin Finiz Shah ascended the throne of Bengal

at a rather advanced age (perhaps about fifty), when he was ^he

father of half-a-dozen grown-up sons impatient of getting the

kingly power. All the history that can be gleaned from the be-

wildering numismatic evidence, studied so carefully by Mr. Staple-

ton, may be summarised as follows :

(t) Shamsuddin Firuz reigned peacefully till 707 a.h. over

the whole of Bihar, Lakhnawati, SfttgSnw and Bang

(Sonargfion)

.

(u) His son JalAluddin issued coins "out of the spoils of

Bang’’ from the Lakhnawati mint, which was a signal for

revolt among his other sons.

(tVi) Bahadur, another son of Firuz, supplants the authority

of JalUluddin and of his father also, in or about 710 a,h.,

and issues coins from the Lakhnawati mint from 710 a.h.

till 714 A.H., concurrently with his father’s coins during

the same perio^. These are independent issues, Bahadur

making no mention of his father, except in vaguely desig-

nating himself as Sultan bin Sultan.

This is.sue of coins by two Sultans, father and son, con-

currently during this period cannot be explained

satisfactorily.

(iv) Bahadur was ousted from Lakhnawati by his father in

715 A.H., because we have coins of Firuz issued in that

year. But another son of Firuz, Shih&buddin Bughdfth

Shah (wrongly corrected by the numismatists as Bughrd)

;

declares himself independent at Lakhnawati and re-

mains in power for two years, as his coins of 717 and

718 A.H. show.

(v) Between 715 and 710 A.R. Bahadur’s fortune seems to

have been under a temporary eclipse in North Bengal.

But he continues as Sultan in East Bengal, as he issues

coins from the SonSrg&on mint. In the same year, us,,

717, he evidently lost Lakhnawati to Shihabuddin

BughdAh Shah (vide Bughdah’s coin of 717 a.h.). As
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no coin of Bahadur eariier than 717 a.h. from the

Sonirgftnw mint has come to light, whereas we have one

of Fimz bom this eastern mint town bearing the date

710 A.H.—^we may tentatively hold that Bahadur had
made himself master of Son&ig&nw also in or about

711 A B., and after having lost Lakhnawati retired to

Sonarganw again in 717 a.h. and lived there till 720 a.h.

when his coinage reappears bearing the dates 720, 721,

722 and 72S a.h. Coins of Firuz bearing the same dates

terminate in 722 A.H., which marks the end of his reign

probably by death in the same year. Bahadur after the

death of his father murdered all his brothers except one

Nasiraddin Ibrfihim who remained in hiding.

The reign of Sultan Shamsuddin Firuz was disturbed by the

rebellion of his sons, the most turbulent among whom was Bahadur.

This rebel mled as Sultan Ghyasuddin Bahadur Shah and issued

coins from the Lakhnawati mint from 710 a.h. Bahadur had kept

his father out of East Bengal also since 710 a.h., and had a

chequered career till it ended in a miserable death in or about

7S0 A.B.* So Shamsuddin Fimz may be said to have ruled

effectively only in Bihar and in West Bengal (Sfttg&nw) from 710

to 722 A.H. Like Shahjahan he had his Nemesis in his own family,

and his sons gave him only too well the compliment of imitating

their father. Nevertheless, Shamsuddin Firuz was a ruler of

exceptional ability which saved him from the tragedy of Shahjahan

in his ovm life-time. It is also important to note a weakness of

Firuz ; namely that Shamsuddin Firuz had the ambition of

Firuz-ising Bengal cities. Tribeni in Hoogbly District was named
Firuzabad according to the local Muslim tradition, and Blochmann

rightly holds that this name must have been given to this place by

Shamsuddin Firuz Shah of Bengal. We have reason to believe that

the site of Pandua as a more strategic and healthier site for the

future capital of Bengal than the old city of Lakhnawati, attracted

the attention of Shamsuddin Firuz Shah, and that Pa.ndua was

named Firuzabad after himself by this illustrious Sultan. Here,

again, the tradition ascribes the name to Firuz Shah of Delhi

(Dehlavi), which term has been wrongly taken to mean Sultan

* Umbuw read TM am. as tlw data of the Ghjiapur o^ of Bahadar (fAs

ImtU CoAmsw of Bsapof; JASB. 1867. p. 51), and the madiiig of, Hiobus b
oniaeted as 7tt am. bgr lb. StapMton (JASB. New Swba Vol. XVIH, 417).
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Kruz Shah Tughluq.^ Neither Thomas nor any succeeding writer

on the history of this period has satisfactorily explained the origin

of the name Firuzabad. So far as the numismatic evidence goes,

between the last issue of Muhammad Tughlaq of a Lakhnawati

coin in 73S A.H., and the first issue of the coins of Sultan Sham-

suddin Ilyas Shah of Bengal from the Firuzabad (old Pandua)

mint in 740 a.h. this transfer of capital was effected. Ily&s Shah

on his accession must have found Firuzabad already a respectable

town with the self-same name in official use at least. This fact

disproves the general belief countenanced by all modem autho-

rities that Sultan Firuz Shah Tughlaq on his retreat from Ekd&l&

halted at Pandua and named it Firuzabad, i.e., in the year 755 a.h.

Bengal did not have a second Sultan of the name of Fimz within

one hundred and seventy years (till the accession of the Habshi

king Saifuddin Firuz in 892 a.h.) after the death of Shamsuddin

Firuz (c. 722 a.h.). So none but this Firuz Shah DeMavi of

Bengal could have been the founder of the city of Firuzabad-

Pandua. Pandua-Firuzabad is magnificent even in ruin, and its site

suited well the growing needs of commerce and communication with

North Bihar and Oudh, by water and land. Shamsuddin Firuz

perhaps designed the new city not only to perpetuate his name but

also as a safe place of refuge against any Khilji invasion of Bengal.

Thus lived and died Shamsuddin Firuz, the founder of a new
Mamluk dynasty in Bengal after the extinction of the House of

Balban. He died full of years, of glory and a fame which has now
been buried deep under the debris of Time.

VI. Extinction of the Mamluk Sultanate of Bengal

(cfr. 722-28 A.H./1822-28 aj).)

The last phase of the short-lived Mamluk Sultanate of Bengal
is practically a continuation of the turbulent career of Bahadur who
had rebelled against his fath^ Firuz as early as 710 a.b. if not

earlier. The history of this period is a very confused one and the

confurion has been worse confounded by the fanciful theory of

Thomas regarding the ancestry of Firuz and his sons, who have
been included among the descendants of Balban. All later historians

* The Bengal Sultan Fbus was • yaeomet tram Ddhi and not sprung

horn any old ragnal line of Bengri; henee hit distinctive epithet DMan^ eUeh
dote not neoatta^ mean 'nder of NU*.
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from Blochmann down to Mr. Stapleton have followed Thomas and
Ibn Batuta. That great African traveller came to Bengal more
than twenty years after the death of Firuz, and twenty years still

later he \rrote his Trawls from memory only, all his notes having

been lost during his homeward voyage. A cardinal fact revealed by
the numismatics of Medieval India, particularly of Bengal, is that no

medieval ruler ever dispensed with ** supererogatory adjuncts such as

bin Sidtan
*’
or a less honourable one al-Sidtani (the slave royal) , on

their coins.^ Ghyasuddin Bahadur Shah (like his brothers Jala-

luddin Mahmud, Shihabuddin Bughda. and Nasiruddin Ibrahim

Shah who issued coins) styles himself as Sidtan bin Svltan on his

numerous coins now extant. Had any of the above been a Pretender

of the House of Balbnn, he would not have surely omitted more

than one bin Sidtan after his name, whether he might be a son or

brother of Ruknuddin Kaikaus Shah, grandson of Balban.

B(yaz gives an unusually long reign of thirty-eight years to

Bahadur Shah, surnamed Bhurah on account of his blue eyes and

brown moustache perhaps. This is very hard to reconcile with

reliable history; because even two reigns (Firuz from 698 A.H. and

down to the death of Bahadur, err. 798 A.H.) calculated at their

longest hardly give us thirty years for the duration of the Mamluk
Sultanate founded by Shamsuddin Firuz. However, the upward

limit of Ghyasuddin Bahadur Shah’s independent rule can safely

be fixed at 710 a.h. and the downward limit at 798 A.H., thus giving

him a chequered career of twenty years’ rule in Lakhnawati and

Sonarganw with two interruptions. During his father’s life-time

710 A.H. to 715 A.H. he ruled in independence either at Lakhnawati

or in some part of North Bengal, though his sovereignty was
disputed by his father. For two years, 717 and 718 A.H.*his brother,

Shihabuddin Bughdah (not Bughra) ousted him at Lakhnawati.

But Bahadur compensated himself by seizing Sonarganw about this

time if not earlier, and set up his independent court at the eastern

capital. Again from 790 a.h. to 799 a.h. father and son are found

disputing the de facto sovereignty of Lakhnawati, and at last after

his father’s death Bahadur made himelf undisputed master of

Lakhnawati as well as of Sonarganw. It is rather unaccountable

why S&t^nw does not figure on the coinage of this period. Barani

tells us that Bengal on the eve of Sultan Tughluq Shah’s invarion

of Bengal in 794 a.h. (1894 aj>.) was divided into three political

units, Lakhnawati, Sonarganw and Sfttgfinw, with rulers (edbitdn)

in each. However, it is not unlikely that Bahadur murdered his

brothers, Kutlu Khan and Others (as Ibn Batuta says, thouf^
there is no other reliable evidence of the existence of such brotiien)

.
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It is doubtful whether Shihabuddin Bughdah was at all alive after

the death of Firuz to solicit help from Tughluq Shah of Delhi, as

Ibn Batuta adds. Had Bughdah been living at the time of

Tughluq Shah’s invasion there is no reason why he should not have

joined the imperialists and got a preference over Nasiniddin Ibrahim

in his claim to the sovereignty of Lakhnawati. It is also not

correct to hold that Tughluq Shah invaded Bengal to punish the

misdeeds of Bahadur Shah. There may be some truth in Barani’s

statement that “some Amirs of Lakhnawati” had fled from the

high-handedness and -oppression of the rulers (zUhitdn) of Lakhna-

wati ; but they are not mentioned to have made any allegation

against Bahadur particularly. There is hardly any reason why the

Muditns of Bengal should have suffered so much at the hands of

Muslim princes contending for the sovereignty of Lakhnawati as to

justify the pious Sultan’s unprovoked attack on another Muslim

State.

Sultan 6hy£suddin Tughluq Shah started on his fateful east-

ward march in the beginning of 724 a.h. (January 1824 a.d.) with

the object of conquering Tirhut and Bengal. The last semblance

of Hindu independence in Mithila under the Kamatak dynasty

vanished, and Tirhut became a mint-town of the Tughluq empire

under the name TugMuqpur urf Tirhut. N&siruddin Ibrfthim .Shah,

son of Firuz, had, it seems, made himself master -of Lakhnawati

shortly before the arrival of the imperialists in Tirhut ; because he

is spoken of as the “ ruler of Lakhnawati ” by Barani (suppoi^d also

by Is&mi) when he presented himself before Tughluq Shah at

lirhut. At any rate Nfisiruddin Ibrfthim was a traitor, who offered

to bring Bahadur a captive to Tughluq Shah if an army were sent

with him. Sultan Ghyftsuddin Tughlaq Shah sent his best general

Bahiftm Khan alias Tft^r Khan at the head of a select body of

troops with Nftsiruddin from Tirhut to proceed against Bahadur

Shah. The imperial army advanced with great caution and in

proper array, having placed Sultan Nftsiruddin on the “ left-hand

side” of the centre. Its immediate objective was no doubt Lakhna-

wati and thence to Bahftdur’s new stronghold in East Bengal.

Bahadur had founded a new city, OhydsTpur in the modem
Mymensingh district, from which it was more convenient to ke^
and eye on Lakhnawati, Sonarganw and the portions of Sylhet annexed
to the Sultanate of Bengal by his father. A capable soldier and
politician, Bahftdur Shah could not fail to scent the danger from
Delhi, and it was also a known fact that Lakhnawati in spite of

its fortiflcationis was strategically unsuited for a stand against

invadofs from the west ; similarly any retreat to Scmaiganw meant
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ultimate defeat. The position of Ghyfispur (from which Bah&dur

issued coins in 722 a.h.) has very satisfactorily been identified by
Mr. Stapleton with En&yetpur (still known as Khydspur to the

people of the locality) , a village “15 miles south-west of the present

town of Mymensingh, on the upper reaches of the Banar river that

drains the centre of the Madhupur jungle into the Lakhya . .

The activities of Nasiruddin at Lakhnawati and the rumoured

approach of the imperial army brought Bah&dur Shah back to his

northern capital. According to Ts&mi when Bahram Khan reached

the neighbourhood (of Lakhnaw.iti) Bahadur came out of the town

with his army to give battle. No other historian except Is&mi

gives full details of the fight between Bahadur and the imperialists.

I^mi was as much a contemporary as Barani .and Ibn Batuta

;

the last-named having reached Hindustan about twenty years after

this event. From Barani and Yahya Sarhindi (author of the

Mubdrakshdhi) one gets the impression that BahSdur was chased,

caught and brought to the presence of Tughluq Shah like a runaway

horse with a halter round his neck. Though a history written in

verse always raises the suspicion of rhetorical exaggeration, it is not

fair to reject facts in verse until they are positively proved to be

untrue in the light of better known authorities. We give here the

account of the struggle of Bahadur Shah against the imperial army
in the light of Fatuh-us-SalStm.

“Next day both armies got into battle array for the encounter.

Bahadur posted himself in the centre . . . For a time the right

and left wings of both the armies pressed one another. Then the

Pwrah (Bhurah, Bahadur) moved forward saying unto himself,

‘Today is verily the day of Id (festival) for me, now that I draw

my sword against the hosts of Delhi.’ Then Bahadur fell upon the

left-hand side (of the imperial centre where his hated brother

Nasiruddin was posted) with such vigour that the troops on the

left hand side gave way . . . But the imperialists rectified their

position, and in their turn pressed the Bengal army so hard that

Bahadur’s army was thrown into confusion. Bahadur found no
other alternative except retreat, and when he retraced his steps to

some distance, the imperialists with drawn swords, charged and
spread carnage and tenor in the ranks of Bahadur—^Bahadur during

1 Vide JA8B. New Series Vd. XVm. p. 417). Sultea NUrnddla eppif

MBtly elhided to tUe fort (Ghyfspiir) of BeUdor Shell, end not to LeUmewatl
or Smiaigeaw. One objection eceinet lb. Stapfeton’e identifientioa is that bo
ntm* of fortifieetions nie tnoeable. QkgUpttr was pediape dedgned ae » jungle

fortreaa like Ekdalo of later dagra.
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the confusion of the flight remembered that his heart-ravishing

concubine, of silvery complexion and rosy checks, was in his

tent . . . Bahftdur turned his face towards his camp for taking

away with himself that moon-faced one.”

Bahftdur Shah retreated to' Banga not by water but overland,

as it appears from Isfimi's account. Bahrftm sent a detachment in

pursuit of Bahftdur under Haibatullah Khan Qasuri. The Bengal

army had evidently taken the road to KhySspur because Bahadur’s

troops, says Is&mi, had traversed “two or three hill-ridges” and

this must be somewhere near the Madhupur Jungle where such

ridges are to be found. While crossing a rud-h&r (channel formed

by a torrent or a river) , Bah&dur’s mount stuck fast in the mud

;

and from behind there closed upon him “the swift crocodiles of

war ” (the imperialists) . They took his prisoner, and brought

him before Bahram Khan.

Taken to Lakhnawati, where Tughluq Shah held his court at

the time, the prisoner of war was presented with a string (risfvta)

found his neck, as was customary in those days. It appears that

Tughluq Shah stayed on a month or two after Bahftdur’s capture

to gather the spoils of war. At last he left Lakhnawati for Delhi

after having conflrmed Sultan Nftsiruddin in the government of

North Bengal, and Bahrftm Khan in the possession of the Sonarganw

and SfttgSnw regions which were annexed to the empire. In the

very same year (724 a.h.) Nftsiruddin Ibrfthim issued coins in' the

joint names' of himself, and his sovereign Tughluq Shah. Bahftdur

was taken away a captive to Delhi, and Bahram Khan was left

behind to establish imperial rule in Banga and Sfttgftnw. Delhi

proved a far cry to Tughluq Shah, who was given a burial alive

b.y his son Muhammad Junft under the debris of the royal pavilion

at Afghfinpur in the month of Rabi. i. 725 a.h. (Feb.-March, 1925)

.

Vn. Later career of Sui^tan NAsmuoniN Irrahim

AND
Sultan Ghyasvddin Bahadur Shah

Sultan Nftsiniddin Ibifthim as a loyal vassal of Delhi issued

coins the name of Sultan Ghyftsuddin Tughluq Shah jointly with

his own from the Lakhnawati mint in 724 a.h., and continued the

usage of joint issue in the reign of Tughluq Shah’s successor down
to 729 A.H. probably. But Nftsiruddin did not dis in 726 a.h. as

Mr. Stapleton suggests on this numismatic evidence of the end of

Nftsiruddin’s independence, and the positive statement of the un-
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reliable Ferishta regarding N&siruddin's death in that year. Sultan

Nisiruddin’s authority in Lakhnawati was no doubt greatly

circumscribed by the new administrative policy which Muhammad
Tughluq on his accession to the throne (Rabi. i. 725 a.h. Feb.-

March 1825) initiated throughout the empire. The province of

Bengal was now virtually a protectorate ruled by Tughluq Shah's

adopted son Bahrim Khan aKas Tfttftr Khan, who had been left

behind to complete the work of annexing Son&rganw and SAtgfinw

directly to the empire. Muhammad Tughluq, a shrewd imperialist,

perhaps scented future danger from the east. In order to put a
brake on the ambition of BahrSm Khan and Sultan N&siruddin

Ibifthim, both proteges of his murdered father,—^Muhammad
Tughluq released the captive Sultan Ghyfisuddin Bah&dur Shah,

bestowed high honours upon him ; and sent him back to Son&rgftnw,

which Bahftdur was to rule as a vassal king in co-operation with

Bahrftm Khan as the emperor’s representative. He also made other

appointments in Bengal about the same time, viz., Malik Pindllr

(or Bedar) Khilji with the title of Qadar Khan was appointed

feudatory of Lakhnawati, and Malik Abu Raza as Nizamrvl-midk

and Wazir of Lakhnawati ; Tzzuddin Yahyk as Azam Malik and

feudatory of S&tganw.* With regard to NSsiruddin Ibifthim, Sultan

Muhammad Tughluq followed the same policy which the present

Supreme Government of India generally follows in appointing

a Diwan directly to a Native State the ruler of which has ceased to

enjoy its confidence. At any rate it was a policy of admirable

checks and balance.s. Rvy«z is not correct in saying that Qadar

Khan Khilji was appointed governor of Lakhnawati after the death

of N&siruddin Ibt&him ; because a very contemporary authority,

Is&mi, says that when Sultan Muhammad Tughluq was mobilising

his army in Delhi for the suppression of the rebellion of Kishlu

Khan (Bnhr&m Aiba of MultAn), N&uruddin came from Lakhna-

wati, went with the Emperor to Mult&n, and there distinguished

himself in the battle with Kishlu Khan ;* and it is a known fact

that this rebellion took place not earlier than 728 a.b. (1827-28 aj».).

The position of Sultan N&siruddin Ibe&him in Lakhnawati

after the accession of Muhammad Tughluq was anything but envi-

able. He was allowed to continue as a phantom of royalty in

Lakhnawati without power. Qadar Khan governed the districts as

a govonor theoretically subordinate to Niriruddin as well, but

responsible only to the emperor for his actions. Abu Rasa's posi-

* Vat these appobtaMoti. MabenMuJd, p. SS.

* ratelk m wgWe, p. m, p. 4M.
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tion was similarly that of a provincial twatr, whose duties were,

however, those of Mustaufi (Accountant-General) in charge of the

provincial finances. These measures were not contrived solely for

Bengal as we read of the appointment of provincial wazirs— (like

the provincial ditoans whose original official title under Akbar was

also wazir)—^for revenue administration ; s.p., Razi-ul-mulk, wazir

of Manbar ; Malik Ashraf, wazir of Tilang (Barani, p. 454-400)

.

There was nothing unusual in summoning N&simddin from Lakhna-

wati to join the imperial army, because such vassal kings (generally

Hindus) were similarly required to fight the battles of the empire.

But there was perhaps a sinister motive also on the part of the

Sultan Muhammad Tughluq ; because when poor N&siruddin

Ibr&him had gone to Delhi his name was omitted from the coinage

of Lakhnawati from 727 a.h. onward. This was nothing but depo-

sition though N&siruddin was allowed to retain his title of FiuHdn.

The Delhi emperor had recourse to this policy on account of his

fear that N&siruddin might make common cause with Sult&n

Ghy&suddin Bah&dur Shah whose acts and correspondence with

Delhi had raised suspicions in the emi>eror’s mind about this time.

However, where and when N&siruddin died after 728 a.h. need not

be speculated upon, as his dath in no way affected the future history

of Bengal.

Sultan Ghy&suddin Bah&dur Shah was a much nobler character

than the docile traitor N&siruddin Ibi&him. He was a bom. febel

and was destined to die a rebel. After his restoration to his princi-

pality of Son&rg&nw, Bah&dur continued for about three years, till

728 A.H., to issue coins from the Son&rg&nw mint in the joint

names of himself and Muhammad Tughluq. He was not of the

mettle to play second fiddle, or care (or the ignoble ease of splendid

vassalage. Besides, the Emperor marred his act of kindness to

Bah&dur by associating with him in the government of East Bengal

the all-powerful imperial general Bahrfim Khan aluu T&tar Khan.
For a time there was no clash between the two ; because

there were still unsubdued regions on the other side of

the Meghn& river to be brought under the sway of Delhi. It was

during the first three years of Muhammad Tughluq’s reign that the

modem Tipperah and Chittagong Divisions were occupied and

annexed to the Delhi Empire. Fakhruddin popularly known as

Fukhrft (later on Fakhruddin Mub&raksh&h) , the aOah-d&r (armour-

bearer) of Bahrfim Khan, had his seat according to popular tradi-

tion, at first at Bhuluwa (or present Noakhali) , and it was from

across the Meghnfi that Fakhruddih attempted the conquest of the

Son&rgfinw region after the death of Bahrfim Khan (e. 788 ajt.)

.
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Encouraged by the absence of the Tughluq Sultan in Multan,

728 A.H., Bahidur Shah of Son&rg&nw made a bid for the sovereignty

of the whole of Bengal. The deposition of NiBAruddin had left

Bah&dur as the only representative of the House of Firuz which

could yet claim some loyal support from the people. Bah&dur’s

rebellion is not noticed by any contemporary historian except Isami,

who says : **When the Shah became free from that affair (of

Kishlu Khan) and the army reached Dipelpur from Multan

on the fifth day, there arrived one day a paik from Bahrftm iChan

to the Shah, joyous and happy. He uttered benedictions to the

Shah after zamin-boa (prostration), and with arms crossed one

above the other (over the chest) , submitted, * Shah Pwrah (Bkwrah,

Bahadur) who had deviated (bargaahtah) from his allegiance, lies

moistening the earth of Lakhnawati with his blood. Bahrftm Khan
led an army with all the chiefs in the direction of the river Khun
(Jumna of Mymensingh) and satiated the land with the flood of

blood. That brave Khan by one single assault gave him defeat,

and Bahadur after having sustained defeat turned his reins in the

direction of a pool (db^r) and those who were flying threw then^>

selves into a river The Khan, subduer of the world, chased

them from behind, and Bahftdur fell alive a captive into his hands.

He killed him and flayed his skin The Khan has sent that

akin as a wonderful message of victory to the fortunate Khusru (t.a.

the Sultan)’ Having heard this news the Shah ordered the

drum of festivity to play, and merrymaking to go on for forty

days He ordered that the undressed skin of Bah&dur along

with that of Bahrftm (of Multan) be hung from the dome of

victory.”

Thus ended not ingloriously the career of Ghy&suddin BahAdur
Shah (popularly known as the BhunA), and there remained none
among the children of the soil to draw the sword again against Delhi

for the independence of Bengal till the rise of Haji Ilyfts Bhangni
(bhanff-eater)

,

a decade after.

The three well-defined regions of Bengal, Lakhnawati, Sfttgfinw

and Soniftrf^w, were governed by Qadar Khan, Malik Izzuddin

Yahayft, and Bahrftm Khan aliaa Tfttftr Khan respectively, without

any internal dissension or any attempt at rebellion against the

authority of &iltan Muhammad Tughluq for about ten years more
after the suppression of the last rebellion of Bahftdur Shah. Bahrftm

Khan died at Sonftrgftnw in the year 7S8* a.h., according to the

> l/ttbanJMaU, p. IM. IVmias sqrs that the dale el the death of Bahrim

Xhoa ie to be puehed hack to 7S7 am. ; beeaoae a eda of lUdunddiB Maheeahehah
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TOnkhf-i^MvbdimJuhShi (p. 104) presumably a natural death. Riytm
makes a confusion of Bahc&m TjChaw with Qadar, and says that

lUchruddin the Armour«Beater, killed his own master Qadar Khan.
But Fakhruddin, as we learn from Mvbarakthahit was not the

Armour>Bearer of Qadar Khan but that of Bahi&m Khan dUat
T&ti&r Khan, and it is not borne but by any reliable authority that

Fakhruddin killed either his own master Bahi&m Khan, or his

enemy Qadar Khan. Fakhruddin was the right-hand man of

Bahtfim Khan, and it was only natural that he would assume the

Government of Son4rg&nw pending the appointment of a new
governor by the Delhi Sultan. In the year 7S0 a.h. (a year after

the death of Bahr&m Khan) , Fakhruddin rebelled in Sonargftnw and
assumed the title of Sultan Fakhruddin MvhSrakshSh, Immediately
Qadar Khan, governor of Lakhnawati, Malik Hus&muddin Abu Raza,
the Mustaufirvl-Mamalik, Azam-ul-mulk Izzuddin Yahaya and Firuz

Khan the son of Nusrat Khan Amir of Koh (-i-jud), marched
against Fakhruddin, and after some fight defeated and expelled him
from SonargSnw, Fakhruddin fled perhaps to the other side of the

Meghnft where his power was more firmly established.

After the expulsion of Fakhruddin from Son&rgfinw Qadar Khan
stayed on, and secured a large number of elephants besides the

accumulated treasure of the eastern eapital. After the campaign all

the auxiliary chiefs returned to their fiefs, except Malik Abu Raza,
the Mustaufi. Booty whetted the greed of Qadar Khan and he went
on gathering spoils on the plea that the more he would secure the
greater service he would be rendering to his master. Meanwhile the
rainy season had begun, and most of his cavalry horses died. Abu
Raza told him that it was only proper that the huge amount of
treasure hitherto accumulated from estates far and near should be
forwarded to the imperial treasury after giving the canonical share
of the amy to the soldiers. Qadar Khan overtaken by Fate would
not do either, and turned a deaf ear to the good advice of Abu Raza.
In the meantime Fakhruddin again appeared on the scene, and the
discontented army out of their greed for wealth joined Fakhruddin
and killed their master, Qadar Khan.

According to Riyaa, Qadar Khan ruled at Lakhnawati for
fourteen years (text, p. 01), which is correct if we calculate the
^te of his appointment as the year oS Muhammad Tughluq’s acces*
sion (in 7*5 a.h.) and come down to the campaign of the impeiial-

is read by him as dated 7S7 am. {CknwUt, tOS). Mr. H. NUsen Wri^ puts
the Mvoit of FUhmddin in or about ISSS (7SS *ji.) vMe. Cat. Coins. II, p. 188,
We prefer the latter authority.
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ists against Fakhruddin in 780 a.b.,—bbth the dates resUng on the

testimony of the much earlier authority MitbdmkshShi. The vista

of Fakhruddin’s ambition widened with his unexpected success, and

he sent a ghuldm of his, Mukhlis, with an army to occupy Lakhna-

wati. Ali Mubarak, the Am or Paymaster of the forces of Qadar

Khan, killed Mukhlis and established himself in authority at Lakhna-

wati. He sent the news of this victory to the Sultan, and begged

for his own appointment as governor. But the Sultan overlooked

his claim and sent Malik Yusuf, the Shahnah (police-prefect) of the

city of Delhi as governor, who, however, died on the way,* and the

Delhi sovereign neglected to fill the office.

Bengal cut itself adrift from the sinking wreck of Sultan

Muhammad Tughluq’s empire in or about 740 a.h. (1839-40 aj>.),

and remained immune from any dreadful vengeance of the half-mad

Sultan during the remaining twelve years of his reign. There is no

truth in the story of Sultan Muhammad Tughluq's invasion of

Bengal in 741 a.h. recorded by T&rikh-i-MvbSmk-»hdhi, because

Fakhruddin who is said to have been killed by Sultan Muhammad
Tughluq during this expedition, is found on reliable numismatic

testimony to have been reigning in Soniilr^nw as late as 750 a.h. if

not later. Besides, had any such invasion taken place, there would

have been a holocaust of all the usurping crowned heads in Bengal

including Alauddin AH Shah and Hftji IlyiKs.

APPENDIX A (Chkonoloot)

1. Buj^ira Khan visits Delhi, e. 685 a.h. (Nov. 1886).

9. Death of Balban. 636 a.h. {Mvbankehahi, 58) e. July 1887.

S. Accession of Kaiqubad. 686 a.h. (Mubarakthahi, 58 ;
Qiran-

ut-Sadam).

4. Kuqubad removes to Kilokhari.

Kihikhari was a village where now stands Humayun’s Tomb.
According to Mubarafuhahi this occurred *h months after Kaiqu-

bad’s accesrion. Qiran says that the Sultan came to Kilukhari on
the 89th of Slhijjah, and MvhamkJuihi adds the year 686 a.h.

(p. 58) on his expedition to Hindustan. So Balban’s death and the

aceesskm of Xiuqubad must have happened about the middle
this year t>. about July, 1887.

* MtAtmAAM, p. 105 . Ws itjaet tlw Meevnt of Nndtmuddhi Abouid, »
much late aathwily, wigMdiiit tta aAdn of Bengal about tble tbne. At Badajraid.

Trane, i. SOB.
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Bughrs assumes the title of Sultan Niaruddin Ii^dimud

(686 A.H.). This must have been at least two months after the

death of Balban, about the close of the year 686 a.h. (e. Sep-
tember 1287) . No histoiy gives the date.

6. Nisiruddin Mahmud occupies Rhar and prepares for an
invasion of Delhi : 687 a.h. (lUy&z, 85) . Mubdraksh^ says that

the news of Mahmud’s assumption of the title of Sultan and his

contemplated march in the direction of Delhi reached Kaiqubad at

Kilukhari, The date must be the beginning of 687, Feb. 1288.

7. Kaiqubad begins eastward march.

Middle of Rabi I. 687.^ C. April, 1288 aj>.

8. March of the imperial army by way of Tilpat, Alghanpur

and down the bank of the Jamuna during the hot season. May-June
1288 Aj>.

0. Bengal army reaches the bank of the Sarju about this time,

e. May, 1288.

10. Date of ’’meeting of the two Sultans” in the outskirts of

Ajodhya—Rainy season (Qmin), 687 a.h.

11. Amir Khusru completes QiranrusSadain in the month of

Ramsan, 688 A.H.

12. Kaiqubad murdered : 10th Muharram 689 a.h. (Mubarah-

shahi, 59).

IS. Sultan N&siruddin abdicates ?

Riydz says that after the accession of Jal&luddin Firuzdifth

Khilji (Rabi. n. 689 a.h. ; ibid. p. 61) , NAsiruddin ’’seeing no other

alternative except to submit to Jalfthiddin” discarded the prmoga-

tives of royalty (p. 80) . Bengal was a far cry yet for the usurper

against whom the Balbani Amirs were in arms in modem UP.
So we take it to mean that NAsiruddin only abdicated in favour of

his son ICaiqaus sometime towards the close of the year 689 a.h.

14. Period 'of N&riruddin’s rule hi Bengal.

Banerjee very rightly rejects Rigdn^e statement that NArimddin

Mahmud lived upto the time of Sultia Mub&raksbAh Khilji Ddhi
(accession. Sunday, 20th Muharram,- 710 aa; MiAdnMhdhi,

Pi 82) . He accepts the other statement (that contradicts the

previous one) that Nltairuddin ruled for eke years em ffvea by
R^fda. We, howevo', accept Baneijee’s tentative duomdogy that

NAshuddm ruled fcur six years (081-86 aji.) as Governor and six

years more (686-01 aa.) as Sultan. Ifir. Stapleton (JA8B. New
Series. Vbl. XVUl, 1022; p. 407 ff.) ipves him 7 or 8 years from

* CowcD k wranu is

OsAnh, p. taOi iMttaste).

as «BS AJI. <1501. I86»: Qitmme-
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e. 683 A.B. There cuuiot be any doubt regarding the fact that

N&siruddin ceased to reign in or before 660 a.h. ; because his son
Ruknuddin Kaiqaus struck a coin in that year out of the Khiraj of
Bang (ibid, p. 410).

Balban left Bengal in charge of Bughra when the Sultan

started for Delhi (vide Chapter II. ante), perhaps in 681 a.h. So
Banerjee is more correct than Mr. Stapleton in dating Bughra
Khan’s governorship from 681 a.h. So the chronology stands as

follows

:

(t) Bughra Khan’s viceroyalty of Bengal e. 681 a.h. to

686 A.H. (Banerjee, Bangalar Itihaa ii, 77).

(it) Independent rule of N&siruddin. 686>690 a.h.

The m yeart of Biyaz remains inexplicable unless we take it

to mean the period of Bughra’s viceroyalty.

16. Reign of Sultan Ruknuddin Kaiqaus c. 690 a.h. to 701 a.h.

(1391-1301 A.D.).

The coins and inscriptions of Kaiqaus prove with absolute

certainty that he reigned at least from 690 a.h. to 608 a.h. The
period between 698 a.h. to 701 a.h. is still dark and uncertain.

Future discovery of coins may however push the upward limit of

the reign of Sultan Shamsuddin Firuz, the successor of Kaiqaus,

who was perhaps dethroned or killed about 698 a.h.

16. Sultan Shamsuddin Firuz (Dehlavi)
. (701-733 a.h. c. 1301-

33 AJD.).

Mr. Banerjee and Mr. Stapleton (the latest authority on this

period) are in substantial agreement regarding the chronology of

the reign of Sultan Shamsuddin Firuz. We have, however, reasons

to differ from all authorities from Thomas down to .Stapleton who,

on the very doubtful testimony of Ibn Batuta, maintain firmly

that Firuz was ‘the eon uf Sultan N&siruddin Mahmud.’ Our own

view is that, this Firuz was the same nutn as the great Khan Firux

Aitigin aeStdtani of the Kaiqaus inscription of Lakhisarai (Monghyr)

who usurped the throne of Lakhnawati between the years 698-701

A.H. It is not unlikely that this usurper was one the two Ffnis-es

whom Balban had left behind in Bengal to serve under Bughra

Khan, (i) Shamsuddin Firuzshah is the first and the only one

among the successors of Ruknuddin Kaiqaus who does not designate

himself Stdtan bin-sultan. Ruknuddin claimed justly for himself

the diatinetbn of being Sultan bin Sultan bin Sultan. Had Firuz

been the younger brother of lUuiaus there is no valid reason why
he should not follow suit. There is no force in the argument of

Thomas that Firuz “felt himself sufficiently firm in his own power
to discard the supererogatory adjuncts of descent or relationship**
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{Chronide p. 19S). The power of Finu was so weak that all his

sons rebelled against him and styled themsdvies Sutton bm Sutton.

R«}yal descoit was too proud a privilege to be discarded easily. If

Finis had been the son of a Sultan his sons BahSdur, Bughdah Khan
and Ibrahim would have surely added a second bm^ulftin to their

title as Kaiqaus did.

Blodimann first noticed this omission of bm-Sutton after the

name of Finis, but he did not push his doubt further. Amir Khusru

does not mention any other son of Nfisiruddm Mahmud except

Kaiqaus who could not have been older than sixteen or seventeen in

687 A.H. (date of intoview) as his elder brother Kuqubad was only

ninetera at that time according to Barani. So Finis if yoimgo: to

Kaiqaus could hardly be more than fourteen in 687 a.h. and only

about thirtysix years in 710 a.r. when Jalftluddin and Bab&dur rose

against their father. This is absurd because if Finis were thirty*

six, his sons could not have been more thui sixteen—^too raw an age

for revolt.

Another fact to be noticed in this connection is that in the

Sylhet inscription (dated 918) Shamsuddin Finis is designated

Dehiavi (i.e., from Delhi)

.

There is no aample either in coin legend on inscription where

a Sultan of Delhi or a descendant of any Sultan of DeDii has ever

been designated Dehiavi. Mr. Stapleton has unfortunatdy lent t|ie

wdght of his authority to this wrong interpretation of the woM
DehJmA (JASlS. Vol. XVlll, 19S2, p. 418). However, a young
scholar has critically discussed all the relevant authorities and
independently arrived at the same conclusions as mine (Indian

HiaUmoal qvanUiiy, Vol. KVm, No. 1, 1942; p. 65 ff.).

Our reading of the facts has been embodied in the text.



CHAPTER IV

MSE OF THE ILYAS SHAHI DYNASTY

I. Obscure bistort of the last tears of
Tughluq paramountct in Bengal

For the histoiy of Bengal during the fifteen year 7S9-75S a.h.

(ISSSWIS) our only safe authority is the Bengal coinage. The
literaiy sources, even when contemporary like Zia Barani (Tdrikh-

i-Firux Shdht) and Ibn Batuta (Travels)

,

or later like the Tdrikh-i-

Mubdrak Sh^ (e. 1434) and Tabaqat-i-Akbari (e. 1^89)', not to

speak of the very modem and traditional Riydz-us-Sal&Cin (1788),

contradict each other and are in many places patently incorrect.

They were all written far away from this negl^ted frontier pro-

vincte. But even the coins of the Sultans who then reigned, as a

consequence of their clipped margins, paucity of number and
clumsy sprawling style of writing, have only given birth to barren

controversy among modem scholars who differ widely in their

conjectund reading of the dates on them. These dates are stamped

in Arabic words and not in numerals, and very often owing to bad
marginal deletions (Hily an illegible lower fragment of the unit is

all that is left on a decisive coin. It is only by placing side by
side all the coins of a particular Sultan and carefully restoring the

mutilated date-words of one coin from a less imperfect one, that

the length of his reign can be correctly ascertained. Dr. N. K.
Bhattasali is the only scholar who has made such, a comparative

study by inq>ecting the coin-cabinets of Calcutta, Shillong and

l^cca ;—but even he has not been able to see the specimens in

the British Museum or exact facsimiles of them. He is also our

most recent worker on this special period.

Earlier numismatists who could not make such a comparative

study,—and who probably paid less meticulous attention to the

reading, arrived at dates on coins which differ from Bhattasali’s and

which led them naturally to reconstruct the history of Bengal during

these years in a shape entirely different from his.

Dr. Bhattasali’s dironological scheme derived from his reading

of the coin-dates appeals to me as the best "working hypotheris"

for the history of this period and has been adopted here, as it is

likely to hold the field tfll corrected by the fresh unearthing ci

in Ttidi* or a thtnongh ezaminatioB of tiiose in London. The
history thus reconstructed is as follows

:
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Bahifim Khan (original^ named T&tir Kh.) the governor of

East Bengal on behalf of the Tughluq Emperor, died in 739 a.h.

(1338 Aj>.), when his servant Eakhr-ud-din took possession of his

seat (Sonarg&nw) and continued to rule that portion of Bengal till

his death in 750. He assumed the title of FVtkhruddin Mub&rak
Shah and all his coins were issued from the Sonilrganw mint and

cover every year from 740 to 760, (the date of only one is con-

jectured to be 739). He had naturally wars of aggression and

defence with the governor of West Bengal, but never established his

rule over that half of Bengal, as not a single coin of his bears the

mint-name of Firuzabad («.«., Pandua, to which the capital had

been shifted from Lakhnawati).

This series of coins was continued from Son&rgftnw mint by a

ruler named Ikhtiyftr-ud-din Gh&zi Sh&h (most probably a son of

Fakhruddin) for the years 750 to 763, after which last date, East

Bengal was annexed to West Bengal by Ily&s Shah.

During the reigns of these two rulers of Son&r^biw, the

government of West Bengal was held, first by Qadar Khan, a viceroy

of the Tughluq Emperor, who died in 748 A.H.i

—

Shaving been killed

by his own corrupted soldiers during the chronic struggle with East

Bengal, as the tradition goes. After him came All Mubarak, the

army-chief of Qadar, who took the title of Alauddin Ali Shah, and
reigned for one year and five months, as his coins bear the dates

748 and 743 only. FinaUy, Hyfis, an officer (or according to. the

gosnpy Riyaz, the foster-brother) of Ali, murdered his patron and
seized the throne of West Bengal, late in 743 a.h. By conquering

Ecut Bengal in 753, (the date of his first coin from Sonhrganw) , he
united the two halves of Bengal and reigned till 758 a.h. (after

which year his coins cease).

Edward Thomas (writing in 1847 and 1861 and on the bans
of what Bhattasali regards as a misreading of coin-dates) ante-

dated IlySs’s accesrion and inferred three years of disputed posses-

sion of West Bengal between him and Ali Shah. He, however,

writes with judicial caution : “The coins . . . disclose apparent

anomalies. Medallic testimony would seem to indicate a long

waging of hostile interests between Ali Shah and Haji DyKs before

the latter attained his final local triumph; for although Iliyfts is

seen to have cmnqd money in Firuzabad in 740 aa., the chance

seems to have been denied to him in 741 ; and in 748 his advosary
Ali Shah is f<mnd in full posaesrion of the mint in question. The
Kudi Bihar hoard .reveals np coin eithor party ^dated 743, but
in 744 the two again compete for owneiahi^, whk^ Ali Shah for

the time bemg continues thxou^ 745 into 740, when the annual
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series is taken up and carried on successively for an uninterrupted
twelve years by his more favoured opponent” (».«., Ily&s).

BhatUsali’s conclusion that no coin of Ali Shah is really dated
DO coin of 113^ before 744, at least resolves the

“apparent anomalies,” by denying their existence.

J. Sarkar.

II. Condition of Benoal during 1325-53 a.d.

In the intervening space between the Rajmahal and the Garo
hills, between the downs of Birbhum and the hills of Tipperah,

there stretches a boundless tract of level plains fringed by the

Himalayas on the north and washed by the Bay of Bengal on the

south. Watered by an intricate net-work of streams and channels,

this vast expanse of land is shaped roughly like a triangle. Taking
Jalpaiguri below the Terai as its apex, its left arm extends through

English Bazar (Malda) and Bankura to Balasore on the sea-coast

and the right arm through Rangpur and Dacca to Chittagong on
the sea-coast of the Bay of Bengal. This alluvial tract which equals

in area England and Scotland put together has been carved into

three parts by the Ganges and the Jamuna. Flowing south-west,

the Ganges cuts the province through its heart, while the local

Jamuna that carries the waters of the Brahinsputra down to the

Ganges fences off the north-eastern part to form a separate region

known as Eastern Bengal.

When Muhammad bin Tughluq began his reign in 1328 jAJ>.

he made a political division of Bengal into three separate parts,

corresponding to its physical divisions. Lakhnawati- was placed in

charge of Malik Pindar Khilji whom the Sultan honoured with

the ritle of Qadar Khan ; His&muddin Abu RazA was associated

with him as the wazier. SfitgAnw was assigned to Izzuddin Yahiya

who was created Azam-ul-MuIk ; while Sonftrginw was entrusted

to the Sultan’s half-brother T&tar Khan, entitled Bahr&m Khan,

and Bah&dur Shah, who was liberated from his captivity, on his

pledging to remain loyal to the Sultan and to sand his son

Muhammad oKas Barbat as a hostage to the Delhi court.*

This arrangement worked smoothly for a few years. At first

luiiaAii. Shah made acknowledgment of his allegiance to the Saltan

of Delhi on his coins, but he evaded the deq>atdi of his son to

Delhi : and in.728 aa/18S8 aj>., he asserted his inldepiendenoe by

t & Barani, (Bl.) p. 401, TMB. (BX) p. 00, Osf i Ssag; m, p^ 010-17.

M
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striking coins in his own name.* He was, however, resisted by
his co-adjutor in administration Bahram Khan who, reinforced by
troops from Delhi under Diljai Tatar, met him in battle. In the

contest that followed Bahadur was defeated and fled, but while he

was away his horse stuck deep into the mire and he was taken

captive. At the Sultan's order he was flayed alive and his skin

stuffed with straw was made into an effigy, shown round the various

parts of the empire, and then hung from the battlements of the

fortress of Delhi as a warning to all rebels.^ After 'the suppression

of Bahadur’s rebellion, Bahram Khan became the sole governor of

Sonarganw ; he held this post till his death in 1SS7-S8 aj}., when
his armour-bearer Fakhruddin seized the throne and asserted his

independence under the title of Fakhruddin Mubarak Shah.

The assumption of independence by Fakhruddin once again set

Eastern Bengal ablaze ; Izzuddin Yahiya, and Qadar Khan, feoffees

of S&tganw and Lakhnawati respectively became united in arms and

being reinforced by Firuz Khan, Amir of Kara, marched to Son&r-

g&nw to crush the rebel. Fakhruddin was obliged to give them
battle, but he was defeated and compelled to withdraw from his

capital with his forces. Son§xg&nw thus passed again under the

yoke of Delhi ; Qadar Khan took charge of it while the other feoffees

went back to their respective flefs.

Like the ever-shifting course of its streams, affairs in the

eastern capital often took bewildering turns. 5o it transpired

after the triumph of Qadar Khan. Master of Lakhnawati and Sbnfir-

ganw, he was confident of a long tenure of power, but hardly had
a year elapsed when he was swept off his throne.

Such a dramatic event was brought about by Qadar Khan’s

impolicy and the peculiar geography of Son&r^nw. Greedy and
covetous, Qadar Khan appropriated to himself, all the wealth and
treasures that had fallen into his hands at Sonfirganw, refusing the

soldiery any share of the booty. He thus exasperated his own
troops and made matter worse for himself by his failure to main-
tain his line of conununjcations with the west.

When the rains burst, Fakhruddin issuing out of his retreat

besieged Qadar Khan by water. Unused to the damp soil and
vapoury heat of the eastern capital, the troops and horses of Qadar
Khan perished in large numbers, while those who survived 'the

epidemic faced extinction at the hands of Fakhruddin. They
therefore made common cause with him, rose against Qadar Khan

* Initial Coinage, p. U, JASB, Nni. Cun>. XXXV, pp. IM-SS.
* Xatah-oagalatiD, p. MS. Def li Santg. p. S17.
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and assassinated him.^ The kaleidoscope was given another turn

and Eakhruddin was acknowledged again as the master of Sonir^
ganw.

The murder of Qadar Khan and the defection of his troops 80(m
brought in their train the surrender of 'Lakhnawati, for his deputy
Mukhlis was slain by Ali Mubarak, general of Qadar Khan. At first

the latter acknowledged his allegiance to Delhi, made repeated re-

prsentations for the early despatch of an imperial representative to

Lakhnawati, but the sudden death of Malik Yusuf, the Sultan’s

nominee for the post at Delhi and widespread rebellion all over the

empire, so embarrassed the Tughluq Sultan that he was obliged to

leave Lakhnawati to its fate. Ali Mubarak therefore took up royal

titles and began his reign at Lakhnawati under the title of Alauddin

Ali Shah about 1339 a.d. He did not long remain in peace, for his

foster-brother Ilyas who arrived from Delhi at this time entered into

a contest with him for the throne of Lakhnawati^ but worsted in the

fight, retired to South Bengal where he carved out an independent

kingdom, issuing coins in his name from 743 a.h., onwards.* Bengal

was thus broken up again into three parts, with Fakh'ruddin, IlyAs

and Ali Shah ruling respectively in the eastern, soufthem and westan

parts. According to Ibn Batuta, the contest for supremacy was very

bitter between Ali Shah and Fakhruddin who retaliated attacks on

Eastern Bengal during the winter by invading Lakhnawati during

the rains. Ali Shah is said to have been the builder of the

sumjituous mosque at Fandua erected inside the cemetry of Shaikh

Jal&luddin Tabriz!, but as the Shaikh’s dath occurred in 1244 AJ>.,

nearly a century before the reign of Ali Shah, the erection of the

mosque had presumably taken place earlier and may ilot be justly

ascribed to him. Ali Shah reigned till 743 A.H./1342 aj}., when he

either died or was slain by his brother Ilyi&s Shah. His rival

Fakhruddin continued his rule in Sonftrgftnw for a few years moire,

pushing his arms to the south until Chittagong was annexed to his

territory. The Sultw connected this outpost of Muriim power

situated in the remote south-eastern corn^ of India with a road

running from Chandpur opporite Sripur and adorned the city with

mosques and tombs.* In 730/1349 aj>. he was succeeded most
probably by his son who assumed the royal title of Ikhtiyaruddin

* TJMS.. pp. 104-tf.

3 Supplement to IJI1.C. H, ISSS, by S. Abmed, p. SS.

* ShiUong Sup. Cat. pp. ISO^ initial coinage, p. SS. JNIMQSI, p, 68, wbidi

lefeta to an ina. mentioning the eraetion of a mosque in 748 a.x. by ^Sultaa’

Kyia Shah.
* Saikar's Studiee in Mu^ial India, ISIS, p. Its.
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Ghazi Shah and issued coins from Sonfir^nw in 750 and 768 A.H.,

in which year he was ousted by Jlyas Shah. During Fakhruddin's
reign the Moorish traveller Ibn Batuta visited Bengal, (1345-46 aj>.)

and from his account we get a very intimate knowledge of the life

of the people in this province.

III. BmOAI. AS SISiN BT IbN BaTUTA

During the reign of Fakhruddin a Muhammadan saint of great

renown and sanctity had taken up his abode in the town of Sylhet.

Belonging to the tribe of Qureish, he is said to have migrated to

India to carry on religious propaganda. After an interview with

Shaikh Nizamuddin Awliya at Ghiyaspur, he proceeded eastward

till he came to the eastern limits of India and chose Sylhet as the

centre of his missionary activities.^ A tall, slim man with lean

cheeks, he had practised austerities and mortification for years and
gained many converts to Islam from among the local population.

A cave of the low hill nearby was the favourite seat of his prayer.

He used to fast for ten days together and then break it on the

eleventh day with the milk of a cow which was bis only possession.

All night long he would remain standing in prayer. Such sthmge

practices naturally set afloat curious stories of miracles performed

by him. .As Ibn Batuta relates, the Shaikh said his prayers in

Mecca every morning, being present in his cell for the rest of the

day and was present in Mecca every year on the occasion of the Id.

Ibn Batuta had long been consumed with a desire to have a sight

of the Shaikh. So he made a detour round Bengal in his voyage

to China. He entered the province through the estuary of the

Hughly and passing by S&tginw,* a great port situated on the sea-

coast, preceded, direct to Sylhet. After a three-day halt in the

1 JASB, 1878, pp. 878-80.

* Def. k Sang., vol. IV, pp. 817-881. That Urn Batata entered Bengal through

the port of S&tggnw admits of no doubt, mie travdler’s own statements dissipate

aU miaghringB on this point, firstly he says that it lay near the confluence of the

Gangw and the Jamuna adiere the Hindus went on pilgrimage and was situated

on the sea coast. Secondly in stating the name of the place, he lojrs stress on the

word Sin and An whidi would have been the case if Chatigaon (Chittagong) was

meant. That the Gaqges and the Jamuna united near S&tginw and not near

Chittagong is borne out by Abul Fad. Jarrdlt, vol. 11, pp. 18041. Again, Chitta-

gong was dtuated- inland, off the sea-coast and could not obvioualy be the base

from which Flakhmddin sailed out in summer irith his flotilla for an atladr upon

LaUmawati as stated by Ibn Batuta. So, the conlention of Sodkawan bdng

Chatigaon holds little waters
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hospice of the saint, he voyaged down the river to Sonarg&nw where
he boarded a vessel bound for Java. The traveller's journey to
Sylhet and back to Sonarganw therefore took him round large areas

of Eastern Bengal and those aspects in the life and condition of the
people which struck him most were recorded in his itinerary. The
African globe-trotter had passed through civilized and prosperous
hubs of humanity in Africa and Asia, visfted Cairo, Basrah, Shiraz

Isfahan and Pekin travelled through Bukhara, Samarqand, Tirmiz,

Baikh and Herat in Afghanistan, but nowhere else in the world had
he seen such low prices and such comfortable abundance of rioe as

he did in Bengal. And the prices of certain commodities jotted down
by him would amply show how Bengal was a paradise of plenty in

that age.

The current prices noted by the traveller were no doubt based
on the weight of the Delhi rati, but as according to the calculations

of Yule and Thomas, the Delhi rati (part of a maund) was equivalent

in weight to 28 *8 lb. avoirdupois, a valuation of the current prices in

terms of the present standard of weight may be drawn up, but if

this has to be translated in terms of modem money two different

tables of prices have to be drawn up, according as gold or silver is

accepted as the standard. If gold is taken as the standard, one

silver dinar of Ibn Batuta would be equal to approximately Rs. 7

of the present time ; if silver is adopted as the standard, a silver

dinar would be equal to the modem Rupee, because the old ratio

between gold and silver 1:10 has changed to 1:70 at present, there*

by marking a definite lowering down in the price of silver in terms
of gold. It may be mentioned that a comparison between the

prices of commodities at the time of Ibn Batuta with those of our
times would not be accurate and scientific, as we have no sufficient

data to draw up the index numbers of the different periods on which
a real comparison could be based, but as the prices mentioned by
Ibn Batuta would have no meaning without their relation to theijr

present value, a computation of prices in terms of modem money
becomes a desideratum. Tme, the gold currency was of limited

circulation under the Muslim Sultans of Bengal but gold being the
international medium of exchange, any computation of prices should
be made in terms of the yellow metal. Accordingly the following
table may be drawn up :

Rioe approximately 8| mde. (96 Delhi rati) at Re. 7
Padcly „ 9S „ 80 ,, ,, 7
Ghee „ 14 m. 1 „ „ 8^ as.

Sewme oil „ 14 ^ 1 « „ 1-1« „

- 14 „ I „ „ 7Rose water
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Sugar appioximately 14 an. (1 Delhi rati) at Ba. S-8 aa.

8 fat fowla „ 14 „
1 fat ram „ 1-18 „
1 milch cow „ 81

15 pigeona „ 14 „

The price of staple articles tabulated above was regarded by the

inhabitants of Bengal as too high for them with r^erence to the usual

rates. Cotton fabrics of the finest texture, 15 yds. in length were
sold at Rs. 14, a handsome young concubine was sold in the presence

of Ibn Batuta at Rs. 70. Ibn Batuta himself purchased at almost
the same price a young slave maid of ecquisit beauty named Ashurah,
while one of his attendants bought a young page at approximately

Rs. 140. A Moroccan named Muhammad-al-Masudi who had lived

in Bengal with his wife and a servant for sometime, related to Ibn
Batuta that food-stuffs sufficient for their sustenance for the whole

year were purchased at Rs. 7 only.* Another point of interest in

Ibn Batuta’s narrative is the reference to mendicants and sufis who
had made the province a centre of active religious propaganda. As
early as 1281 a.d. the head of Qalandari order in Lakhnawati had
egged on Tughril to rebel against the Sultan of Delhi and had received

from the foimen: a gift of three maunds of gold with which the

iron bracelets and anklets worn by the members of this order were

replaced with gold ones.^ During Fakhruddin's reign, the faqirs

enjoyed various privileges. They travelled by boat free of any

charges, provisions were supplied to those who needed them and

when they appeared in a town they were received with the gift of

half-a-dinar.

Sultan Fakhruddin’s boundless devotion to the faqirs led him to

appoint one of them named Shayda in charge of S&tg&nw during his

absence ; but the latter betrayed the trust by rebelling against him

and murdering the Sultan’s only son. Fakhruddin promptly arrived

on the scene and quelled the rebellion ; Shayda fied with his follow-

ing to SonargSnw, but the people of the place in fear of their lives

put him and his accomplices under arrest and delivered them into

the hands of the Sultan’s men. Shayda was decapitated, his head

being presented to the Sultan, at his own orders.

The lot of the Hindu population in Fakhruddin’s time was not

very enviable, for “they are mulcted,” says Ibn Batuta, “of half

of their crops and have to pay taxes over and above that.” Traffic

* Gibb’s Ibn Bstuta, p. 867. Def ft Sang, vd, IV, pp. 810-11, cf. Eng. tians.

in "Coins and chranology of the Early Sultaiis of Bengsl” by Dr. If. K. Bhattaaali,

pp. 135-36.

> Zia Barani, p. 01.
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was carried on mainly by the highway of the rivers, the boats

possibly moving in convoys, for the traveller says “There are in-

numerable vessels on its rivers, and each vessel carries a drum ; when
vessels meet, each of them beats a drum and they salute one
another”—a precaution adopted probably to guard against piracy.*

Native of a bleak parched upland, resident for many years in

arid Delhi, the traveller was enamoured of the picturesque lands-

cape of Eastern Bengal. “The wealth of green in every possible

shade” from the. deepest of olives to the tender green of the earliest

rice, the variegated scenes such as the homesteads and market-

centre that unfolded before him at every turn of the river, like the

shifting scenes in a kaleidoscope, threw the traveller into rapture,

and he burst out saying, “we travelled down the river for fifteen days

(from Sylhet to Sonarg&nw) between villages and orchards just as

if we were going through a bazar. On its banks there are water

wheels, orchards and villages to right and left, like those of the Nile

in Egypt.” Thus while the abundance of the necessaries of life and

its soothing scenery made it a very attractive country to live in, the

“vapour bath,” particularly the steaming exhalation from the creeks

and inlets during the summer, were so oppressive that westerners

called it dozaJd-i-pur ruamat (a hell crammed with blessings)

.

IV. Sultan Shamsuddin Iltab Shah
1S42-1U7 AJ>. (74S-768 a.h.)

A new chapter was opened in the history of Bengal, with the

accession of Ilyfts Shah to the throne of Lakhnawati, under the title

Shamsuddin Ilyfts Shah, in 74S a.h. (1842 a.d.) .

Hie whole of northern India was at that time in a state of

turmoil owing to the violence and caprices of the Delhi Emperor
Muhammad bin Tughluq. The Hindu chiefs to the east of Allahabad

and Bahraich, e.g., the Bajas of Gorakhpur, Champaran and Tirhut,

had thrown off their allegiance and become practically independent.

But there was no unity among them. The extinction of the Delhi

Sultan's authority and the absence of union among the Hindu Rajas

mconiaged Ilyfts Shah to turn his arms against the west.

The first kingdom to feel the wei|^t of his arm was Tirhut,

then tom by internal discord. If Bmdall and Grierson are to be

relied uptm, this kingdom was divided between two rival kingps,

gairti .ginli, gnudson ot Bui«nh Deva, holding court at Simraon,

(86. 10 N. 86. 68 E.) and Eamesvaia, the nominee of Sultan GhqdU

s «ftUina BMBla p. fn.
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suddin Tughluq, at Sugaon, near Madhubani, in Darbhanga district.^

Uyas had not therefore much difficulty in conquering this kingdom.
The subjugation of Tirhut was followed by a very daring incur-

sion into Nepal in 1346 aj>. What incentives led him to this

expedition and by what routes the Bengal army climbed into the

valley of Katmandu, are not known. It is a fact, however, that when
the Bengal Sultan burst into this kingdom, he encountered little

opposition. ; neither the king Jayrajdeva nor his minii^r Jayasthiti-

mala, came out with their forces, to defend the sanctity of their

temple. Ilyas therefore marched to the city of Katmandu, burnt and
destroyed the holy Swayambhunath Stupa and the sacred standard

of Sftkyamuni.^ He did not stay long in the capital, thou{^
Dr. Jayaswal holds that he did, on the very weak ground that there

was a draw upon the treasuiy of Lord Pashupati in 1347 a.d., which
in his opinion was necessitated by the long-drawn hostilities with Ilyas

Shah. Katmandu, however, with its hills, crags and stocky popula-
tion could not certainly be an inducement to the soldiers of the

plains, to make a prolonged stay for the display of their fighting

qualities.

These dazzling successes emboldened Ilyas Shah to make
another spectacular display of his arms. To the south-west of

Bengal there extends along the sea-board from the Suvarnarekha to

the Godavari, a long stretch of fl^t alluvial plain, with a hinterland

of undulating tract. This country had grown into a highly prosper-

ous kingdom during the 13th and 14th centuries. Its wealth and
myriads of temples, e.g., of Meghesvara Balaram, Krishna and
Subhadra at Ekamra, (modem Bhuvanesvara)

, Catesvara at Kishan-
pur in the Padamtala taluk of the Cuttack district, of the Sun-god
at Konarak and of Jagannath at Puri, had long excited the cupidity

of the Muslim sultans of Bengal. But the arms of its rulers, especially

Anangabhim HI, Narasinha I and Narasinha II gave it security

against invasion for a centuiy and a quarter.’

About the middle of the 14th century aj>., however, the gateway
into this kingdom of fabled prosperity which had not been previously

pierced by any Turkish war-lord of Bengal, was burst open by Ilyas
Shah. He swept away all opposition, marched across the country

^ BeaMall’s History of Nqpal and sniroundmg kingdoms, JASB. vol. LXXII,
part I, 190S and Gnorstxi's notes on Medieval poets and kings of Mithfla. Ind. Ant,

Tol. XIV, 1885, p. IPS & p. 57, vide also Htitofir of Twhut, by ShyjMnnarain Sinha*

(Baptist Mission Press), IMS.
8 JBORS, 1888 pp. 81-41.

8 Bkiint of Bariktm Jndki br H. C. B«y, voL L pp. 498-467,
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to the Lake Chilkft where the tenor of his arms had driven the

aristocracy ci Orissa, and came back with immense booty including

44 elephants. These conquests emboldened him to extend his arms
beyond Tirhut to Champ&ran and Gtorakhpur, whose Rajas trans-

ferred their allegiance to him. His authority in this region was
established by two successive visits to the shrine of Sipahsalar Shaikh
Masud Ghazi at Bahraich, while to the south ol these tenitories,

the Sultan’s dominion was extended as far as Benares.

These sweeping conquests effected with startling rapidity fired

the imagination of the Bengal Sultan and visions of imperial

suzerainty hovered before his eyes. 8irat-i-Firuz Shahi, a contem-

porary chronicle, represents the exultant mood of the Sultan (on his

return to Lakhnawati from Bahraich and Benares) in these vivid

word “Ah ! Ah ! what a fine thing it would have been if with such

plenitude of strength and resources, army and fleet, I had pushed
to the city of Delhi (instead of going to Bahraidi) and paid my
respects to Shaikh-ul-Islam Nizamuddin. Who could then have
dared to oppose me and my forces ?** (P. 86)

.

In 1858 Aj>. he further strengthened his position by the over-

throw of the son of Fakhruddin Mubftrak Sh&h, the rival Sultan of

Son&rg^w. But hardly had a year elapsed when these high atpira-

tions proved not only to be a vain illusion but even his very conquests

melted away. This unexpected turn in his fortune was caused by
the rise of a new master in Delhi, Sultan Firuz who quickly seit his

kingdom in order and got ready by the close of November, 1858 aj>.^

to measure swords with Sultan Ilyfts.

1 It has beoi sooepted by all writoa on the history of Bengal that the Sultan

atarted on the eoqtedition against Lakhnawati, in ffliawwnl, 754 am. (AToo. 1S5S am.)

and returned to Ddhi in Shahan 755 am, (June 1S54 aj^). This chrcmology is

furnished by Zia Batani whose aoooont was rqirodnoed by all later doonidem Ag.

Yahiya Saihindi, Niigmnddin Ahmad and Fbidita. Aooording to them, the enitire

campaign coveted only ten months or so. tHie other contemporary authority Afif,

on the other hand says, (ITS, p. 1S4) that the outward mardi to lakhnawati and

Ekdala, todr deven nurntha ; the letnmi journey too occupying an equivalent period.

Afifs sUtement is more trustworthy for this waa imt meidy a campaign against

Lakhnawati, but a reoonqueet of the Gaqgetie Doab and the territoey estending

bom Ondh to the Knsi. In oonme of the outward matdi, the ddds of Gccaklqmr,

Eamdia and Tirhnt were subjugated; airangnmerfts woe made for the adminia-

tmthm of the tccritoiy, atreldiing bom the Satjn to the Xasi: sod operstiona

were eaiiied on against the fort of Kkdala, The return journey of Fbnn was

equally eventbil; he eenaolidated hia aathority in the Deals ky marching throng

KHwhlaaavnr, KoO, Jhajar and <]|>|)ulpor. How canid so many enterprises in the

ounisii Ilf siiili a ilirtaiil f ampaifn bn imi-itikrr rr *i
**~~ — — That the

causpoign covend n period of aeon than two years is also in^reedy aivpoited by
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V. Fmuz Shah Tuohlvq invadis Bengal

Firuz mobilised a huge anny ; 90,000 cavalry, a very large body

of infantry and archers and a flotilla of a thousand boats. This

mighty force was led across the Doab to Oudh, where its progress

across the Gogra was intercepted by the Bengali army and fleet,

but the Bengalis were out-matched and had to fall back. The Delhi

army now burst into the kingdoms of Gorakhpur and Champaran,

while its fleet followed it down the river. If Afif is to be trusted,

the Bengali fleet came forward to oppose it at every convenient

point, such as the confluence of the Gk)gra and the Ganges, the

Gandak and the Ganges, but it had to give way at each of the places

and finally to retire to the Kusi along with the army. Here they

made a very determined stand and all the efforts of Sultan Firuz to

dislodge them were futile.

The emperor of Delhi was not, however, a man to be easily

baulked by his adversary. He hit upon an adroit manoeuvre to

circumvent his opponent. Far to the north near the present borders

of Nepal, at a place called Jifiran, the river Kusi narrows down to a

rushing mountain torrent, being easily fordable. Resolved to take

the enemy in the rear, the Sultan led the bulk of his troops to this

point and being assisted by the local Raja, safely got them across

the river. Threatened with encirclement, the Bengalis quitted their

encampment on the Kusi and retreated down the Ganges.

Meanwhile the Delhi army, after fording the Kusi, headed

straight for Pandua alias Firuzabad, the capital of Bengal. An
unprotected city, situated six miles off from the confluence of the

Mah&nanda and the Kalindri and eleven miles from the modem
English Bazar, it had been evacuated by Ilyas Shah and was there-

fore easily captured by the spearhead of the Delhi army.

Master of the capital, Sultan Firuz issued double proclamations,

one guaranteeing the life and property of the inhabitants of the city

of Firuzabad and the other denouncing Ilyas Shah as a rebel and a

tyrant for bis transgression of the laws of Islam and slaughter of

women, and calling upon the people of Bengal to dissociate them-

selves from him and to rally round the Emperor’s standard. Firuz

coupled these appeals to moral sentiment with an alluring offer of

material advanemnent ; the bait of increased grants of land, stipmds

an inaaqytMB'engraved on a tomb in Khar dated IZth ZilhijjahM 75S aji, in ahSdi

SoHan Fima ia acknoededged aa the mke of the places E!|agMipliia Ibdiea, vol. H*
p. ZM). would theietere be nmie leeaonable to hold that the rampaign began

in 75S AJB. and ended in Shaban 7M Ajl
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and allowances was held out to the Muslim doctors and the nobility ;

the remission of the current year’s revenue and reversion to the land*

revenue system of Sultan Shamsuddin of Bengal were promised to

the muqaddams^ and the captains of paiks were offered a cent per
cent increase in their fiefs and allowances on their joining with their

full contingents, or an increase of fifty per cent on their bringing

up only one half, and the confirmation of their existing lands and
stipends, on their coming singly.

In the Dhanjar Pargana of the Dinajpur district, the rivers

Baliya and Chiramati, tributaries of the Mahananda, flowing south-

ward, take the shape of the prongs of a pincer. Inside the curve lies

the village of Ekdala,^ which had been fortified by Ilyas Sh&h with

massive ramparts, made of adhesive clay peculiar to the locality and
by a sixty feet wide moat running round it.^ It was built on so vast

^ Afif, TFS. 110-115, 160. SFS, p. 45 says that the fort of Ekdala was en-

closed by an arm of the Ganj^es. According to Afif Ekdala was an island p. 112, 140.

According to Zia Barani, p. 589, Ekdala had water on one side anld jungle on the

other. At one time the position of Ekdala was a moot point among the scholars.

Westmacott identified it with a vUlage of tlic same name in the Dhanjar Pargana

of Dinajpur district. According to this view, it lay about 28 miles north of Pandua

in Malda district, 42 miles north of Gaur, 15 miles west of Ghoraghat on the

Malda side of the river Tangan (JASB, 1874, pp. 244^) Baverty in Eng. tr. of

Tabaqat-i-Nasiri, BIS, p. 591, f. n. held it to be no other place than Devkot (near

Gangarampur) in Dinajpur district. Beveridge again identified it with a place of

the same name in Dacca district (JASB, 1895, part I, p. 21S). This view waa

indirectly supported by Sir Woladey Haig who in CHI, vol. Ill, p. 176, held that

Ekdala was a village situated on islands in the Brahmaputra and protected by the

dense jungle which clothed the river banks. Khan Sahib Abid Ali on the other

haikl hdd it to be the old fort of Bisankot or KhJapahar Garht at Murdia which

waa built by Ghiyasuddin Iwaa and is eight miles west of Pandua (Memoirs of

Pandua, p. 28) . Many of these conjectures are wide of the mark, in view of Afifs

statement that Byfis Shah after sallying out of the fort, overtook Sultan Firus at

a distance of only 14 miles. It is thus quite clear that Ekdala waa situated neither

to the west of Pandua nor on an island in Dacca district. Of late Westmaoott*s view

holds the^ field, for H. E. Stapleton who made a careful study of the topography of

the present site of Ekdala also arrived at the conclusion that this was the place

where the Sultans of Bengal held out. He expressed this view in a paper read before

the Royal Anatic Society of London in,1984, and, stated that Ekdala occupied an

ana of about 25 miles in the present Dinajpur district and was enclosed within

a broad moat which waa formed by linking up the Chiramati and Baliya rivers fay

canals. The site of the battle between Shamsuddin Byia and the Dc&i Sultan

must have been the plain that stretches to the south of the southern moat for ten

or twdve miles, almost to the present boui^dary of Malda district (Report in the

Times of Indlai, 24th April. 1984). Quoted from Studies from Indo-Muslim HisUny

by FrofeHOC Hodiwala. p. 612.

2 Zia Bttani, pp. 690*1, Afif, p. 111.
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a scale that it accommodated not only all the forces of Ilyi&s Shah

but practically) the entire aristocracy of the capital and their families.

But the singular feature that made the fortress a curious sight to the

Muslims of Upper India, was its situation behind double enclosures

of water, so that, it presented the q>ectacle of being situated on an

i^bind, JajooH-Ekdala. The advance of Sultain Firuz to the neigh-

bourhood of this fortress and the fortification of his camp with a

wooden stockade and a trench were followed by the fiare-up of

hostilities. Catapults which were erected kept up an incessant

shower of stones and other missiles on the enemy’s fort. Skirmishes

occurred between the patrols, but the Bengali Sultan entrenched

behind double barriers of water could not be got at. In the mean-

time, the Delhi troops were subjected to many discomforts; they

were herded together in a narrow encampment, and exposed to the

bite of swarms of mosquitoes by day and night. As days passed on,

their position was rendered worse by hot winds blowing. Sultan

Firuz was forced by these difficulties to retrace his steps towards

Pandua. But as the invader’s tents were struck and his useless

baggage set on fire, exultation ran high in the Bengali camp.

At such a time there arrived in the Bengali camp a number of

Qalandar monks, who by their solemn protestations confirmed the

Sultan’s impression of acute distress in the ranks of the Delhi army.

Ily&s now threw off all hesitation and bounded forward with his full

force ot 90,000 cavalry, a herd of elephants and a large body of

infantry. He overtook his enemy at a distance of only 14 miles from

Ekdala, just as they had gone across a channel. Sultan was
confident of springing a complete surprise upon his adversary, but

an his calculations went awry. Sultan Firuz, unable to meet the

Bengalis in a pitched battle, had employed the Qalandar monks on
espionage with the object of luring the Bengali Sultan out of his

fortress. He was matching in perfect order in anticipation of the

enemy and as they hove in ^ht, he swung round, with his army
drawn up in three divisions,—the right under Malik Dilan, amir^S-

diikar, the left under His&muddin Nua, and the centre under
Itftt&r S3ian.

Sultan Shamsuddin could not avoid a contest and grouped his

forces in the usual battle-amy. After the preliminary jousting

between the champions of the two sides, Malik Dilan assailed the

wing of the Bengal army but was thrown back. His&muddin Nua
then switched his right wing forward. A vkdent contest then ensued.

The Bengalis, particularly the paSk»» fought with reddess valour.

The Delhi Sultan, who had 1h^ gailo|Hng along the line dieering

and inqiifing his men, himself dismounted and offered two- genu-
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flexions of prayer. This call to Allah for aid steeled the resolution

of the imperialists for a flght to the last ; they hurled back the enemy
repeatedly as they surged forward, and before the sun had set, the

Bengalis were seen flying away from the battle-field in conhision and
disorder.

The batUe thus ended in the discomfiture of the Bengalis;

47 mart elephants and all the insignia of their Sultan, e.g., umbrella

staff and other apparatus, were left on the battle-field. The carnage

on the Bengali side was very heavy.

Yet strangely enough, the Bengal Sultan was not dislodged from

his throne, nor did the fort of Ekdala open its gates to the victors.

Sirat-i-Firuz Shahi would have us believe that the imperialists

marched bade to Ekdala after this victory determined to raze the

fort, but the piteous lamentation and supplications of the Muslim
women, who came out unveiled on the parapets with dishevelled

hair, so moved the Sultan that he forthwith quitted Ekdala for

Ddhi. Zia Barani, however, strikes a different note and says that

the Sultan paid no heed to the demand for an all-out offensive

against Ekdala and continued his march to Delhi with the Bengali

prisoners, forty-seven elephants and other trophies of war in his train.

This is the full account of the battle that was waged by the

Bengal Sultan against the Lord of Delhi. He sustained defeat after

defeat, was deprived of all his conquests to the west of Lakhnawati,

but his sovereignty over Bengal remained unshaken and unimpaired.

During the rest of his reign he cultivated friendly relations with the

court of Delhi. In 1S55 and 1856 aj>. his envoys visited the imperial

court with gifts. On the latter occasion Sultan Firuz made a

special request for the elephants of Bengal. In 1857 aj>. presents

were again taken to Delhi by Malik T&juddin, who brought in

return Turkish and Arabian horses, Khorftsftni fruit and other valu-

ables tendered by Sultan Firuz.

The friendly relations with the court of Delhi enabled

HySs Shah to conclude his reign with a great victoiy won over the

Raja of K&mrup. Situated in the Brahmaputra valley north-east

of Varendra (modem Rajshahi and Dinajpur districts), K&mrup
was a flourishing kingdom from remote antiquity. Rich and pros-

perous, a dominant seat of Hinduism amid primitive aboriginals and

immigrants from the adjoining countries, it had early engaged the

attention of the Muslim Sultans of Lakhnawati. GhiySsuddin Iwaz
in 1227 Aj>. and Malik Yuzbak in 1257 aj>. had advanced with

Muslim hosts as far as Eftmrup, but on being confronted by tiie

oveipowwing forces of the Baja both of them had been obliged to

beat a retreat.
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For a centiuy after Yuzbak’s invasion Kfinunp was left to itself

;

but about 758 a^. (1857 aj>.) it was again invaded by a Mudim army.

If the dironology drawn up by the author of the Social Hiatorg of

KSmrup can be relied upon, Indra Narayan was the rulw of Kamta
at this time, but he possessed neither the material resources nor

probably the ability to check the invaders. Repeated attacks of the

Ahoms from the east and the Kachari menace to the south of the

Brahmaputra had so weakened his authority over his outlying

territories that in 1829 aj>.^ a petty Hindu chief practically set

himself up as independent in K&mrup. In these favourable circum-

stances the Muslim ariny pushed up the Brahmaputra to EAmrup
Nagara, and occupied it. The conquest and occupation of this city

have been questioned by Stapleton and Barua, but the mint name of

the coin “ChawlisULn idias ^mrup” issued by Sultan ^kandar un-

mistakably denotes the occupation of the city, and should not be

taken to mean the territory east of the Brahmaputra in the Mymm-
singh district. Such a surmise is unsupported by any Persian

chronicle or Assamese Buranji. The date of the coin 759 a.h. proves

that the conquest and the occupation of the city had taken place

previous to this year, presumably in By&s Shah’s reign, for Sikandar

immediately on his accession had to fight against the Sultan of Delhi.

Holding a rival court at the eastern limits of the north-Indian

plains, Ily&s was an eye-sore to the Delhi historians, who stigmatised

him as a Bhattgi and as a leper.* These dharges, unsupported by
any independent and impartial authority, cannot be seriously en-

tmiained.

Hardly anything is known about the government, life and
diaracter of HKji Hyis. According to tradition, he was the founder

of BiSjipur and the builder of a reservoir in Firusabad, modelled on
the Haus-i-Shamsi of Delhi. Two famous saints graced his caintal

by thrir presence, one of them Akhi Siiftjuddin, who is known as the

"hfirror of Hindustan,' and the other Shaikh BiySbkni who died in

1854 AJ>.

The dosing of HySs Shah's reign cannot be exactly dated.

According to Stmt-i-Firuz Shahi, a contemporary chtonide, his

death occurred in 759 a.h. (1858 aj).), and immediately afterwards

Sultan Fima set out <hi the campa^pi agamst BengaL This date is

1 Bast Xriidbi grant, 8oeU Sktoip ef KSmnpt P-

* SknUnam SMH f. SI, that Ilyin van affietod irilb kpraqr and

irUtod Otb ihrina at BdwaiA b order ta gb a aran by rabboic tha bolr Airt ol

dragfawnaabb
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Qonfirmed by ,TdifUeli-i-MvbSrdk Shahi. But on numismatic
evidence bis reign is held to have ended in 758 a.h.^

VI. SiKANDAB Shah (1357-89 aj>.)

Sultan Shamsuddin Ilyas Shah was succeeded on the throne of

Pengal by his son Sikandar, who was an equally strong and capable

monarch. He wielded the sceptre for more than three decades and
protected the independence of Bengal against the encroachment of

Delhi, but of this long and distinguished reign hardly any record has

been left behind save a few inscriptions and brief references to the

encounter with Delhi in the contemporary Persian chronicles.

Immediately on his accession, Sikandar's first concern was to

consolidate his position on the throne, and to achieve this object he

sent an envoy, named Alam Khan to Delhi in the very year of his

coronation. This embassy was followed in a few months by the

present of five elephants in charge of the Delhi envoy Malik Saifuddin.

But with all his pacific overtures he could not avert the hostility

of the lord of Delhi.

The first Lakhnawati campaign of Firuz Tughluq had ended in

a great military victory, but he could neither overthrow IlyAs nor

reduce him to vassalage. This independence of the rival Bengal

Sultan was galling to his pride and prestige and he remained watchful

for a favourable turn of events to accomplish his purpose.

Such an opportunity came with the arrival of Zafar Khan of

Ears to his court at Hisar Firuza in 1357 aj>. He was a Persian

nobleman who had married the daughter of Sultan Fakhruddin of

Son&rg&nw and filled a very high office in the revenue department.

But the massacre of his father-in-law’s family and the conquest of

SonfirgAnw by HyAs Shah in 1352 aj>. reduced him to insignificance

which he sought to mend by a visit to the court of Delhi.

Tbe arrival of a representative of tiie extinct royal family of

Son&rgfinw revived Sultan Firuz Tughluq’s h<^ of redeeming his

prestige by conquering Bengal. The office d the Deputy Wazir

was conferxed upon Zafar Khan, on an annual allowance of four lakhs

d Rupees. As soon as Sikandar mounted the throne (m the death

of Ilyts, Firuz Shah threw off the mask and sent an ultimatum from

2!afarabad ^lHwg upon to tender him allegiance. This

demand was seconded by his imarch with a mif^ty army of 80,000

> Sapp. DfCk p. 40 disaibM a eoin of Kyfs Shah of the ynr 7W Aa. uUdi

k fgMUx a posthoBMas iaaa.
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cavalry, 470 elephants, and an enonnous body of infantry towards

Lakhnawati.

A violent storm suddenly burst over Bengal, but its ruler, though

new on the throne, met it with cool courage and unbending resolu-

tion. He adopted his father’s wise policy of avoiding pitched battles

and fell back on the fort of Ekdala with his full force.

There lie at present in what had once been a large fortress city,

beautified with villas and mosques, only a few mounds and earth-

works, silted-up tanks and reservoirs ;
ploughshares have now ob-

literated the very outlines of this fort. Yet this was the rampart

against which the Delhi army dashed itself in vain again in 1S59 aj>.

The fighting on this occasion, too, was characterised by clashes and

skirmishes and the discharge of projectiles. Zafar Khan was present

in the Delhi camp, but there appeared no split in the ranks of the

Bengalis, nor could any weak point in the defences of Elddala be

detected by him. On the other hand Sikandar’s skilful leadership,

his countless troops and military ability kept his enemy on the

defensive. It is said by Afif that once in the course of the hostilities,

a tower, bearing the name of Sikandar, crumbled down under the

weight of the masses of men mounted on it and caused a breach in

the Bengali fort.

There was now a universal desire for leading an assault through

the breach in the wall of the fort, but Sultan Firuz restrained ;hia

men like the- great Saracenic warrior Salehuddin who turned back

from the vicinity of Mosul, when he found it too strong for capture,

though Afif, the panegyrist of the Delhi Sultan, would ascribe this

restraint to the Sultan’s chivalrous consideration for the honour of

the Muhammadan women inside the fort.

The deadlock sickened both the parties, who thereupon opened

overtures for peace. The negotiations were smoothed and brought

to a successftil close by the suavity and wisdom of Az4m Humfiyun
Haibat Khan, who was a Bengali official under Firuz Shah, having

two sons in the service of Sikandar. Endow^ with a mastery of

speech and ready wit, he is said to have so humoured and fiattered

Sikandar that the latter gave expression to his regard for Firuz Shah
in laudatory phrases. The treaty of friendship was ratified with an
exchange of presents. After this Sultan Firuz quitted Bengal in

1859 Aj>. and for nearly two centuries until the rise of the Afghans,

Bengal was not molested by Delhi.

During the long period of peace that followed, Sultan Sikandar

adorned his capital with many noble, monuments of architecture, the

ruins of only one of which can be seen to-day at Adina, in the
nei^bouriiood of Firuzabad—Pandua. This sumptuoua mnsgoa.
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extending 507 ft. from north to south and 285 ft. from east to west,

surpasses in sheer dimension any other building of its kind in India.

The central quadrangle inside this mosque forms a rectangle 400 ft.

long by 150 ft. wide and is enclosed within ranges of pillard lusles,

five feet de^ on the western side and three on the remainder, con-

sisting of -200 pillars in all. This vast open space offering accommoda-
tion to thousands of worshippers, appeared as the “forum of some

ancient classical city rather than a Muslim house of prayer.”

According to Rijfdz-u*-8aldtin, this mosque was begun in 1864 aj>.

(766 A.H.) and was not completed in 1368 a.d. (770 a.h.) which is

borne out by an inscription on the west side of its wall. This

magnificent structure, equalling in size the Great Mosque of

Damascus, was built by the spoliation of Hindu and Buddhist

shrines. According to R. K. Chakravartty, a Buddhist stupa was

dismantled to secure the necessary materials for its building, but

the remains of Hindu images as well are visible today in every part

of this mosque. A block with the carved head of a lion which is said

to have formed part of a Hindu throne, is found attached to the

steps leading to the pulpit ; many mutilated figures of Hindu deities

are found in the door-sills and prayer-niches all over the mosque.

The four hundred pillars with their graceful fluted shafts and

expanding lotus-capitals which produce such an imposing effect, were

similarly transplanted from Hindu shrines and * It is not improbable,'

says Percy Brown, “ that the flnest monuments of the Hindu capital

of Lakhnawti were demolished in order to produce this one Muham-
madan mosque.” A few other monuments such as the tomb and
mosque of Akhi Sirajuddin, the E^twftli Darwfiza, standing at the

southern entrance to the city of Gaur, and two other mosques, one

built by Maulana Ata in 1863 aj>. (probably) at GangSifimpur in

Dinajpur District, and the other at a place called Molla. Simlk in

Hughly District, were erected. Shaikh Alaul Haq, a famous saint,

lived at Pandua during this reign. Belonging to the tribe of Qureish,

he was the spiritual successor of Akhi Sirftjuddin. His piety and
saintliness won the veneration of the people, but his lavish and

indiscriminate charity which enormously increased his influence upon
the pe(q;>le, roused the sutpicion of the Sultan who banished him to

Sonfttgiaw. Aftw two years of exile he came back to Pisadua, i^ere

he died in 1898 aj>., (accmding to JLKhboM^AUhj/ar)

.

The last years of Sikandar's Iffe wme. clouded by plots and
intrigues anumg his sons. According to the gossipy BiydM^iu-SdUUin,

the Sultan held his only scm by his second wife in great affection in

j^eference to all the seventeen sons by his first wife. The first queen,

jealoas of her step-sm, endeavoured to ptnaon the Sultan's ean
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against him, whereupon the prince escaped to Son&rg&nw and took up

arms in 1888 aj>. (790 a.h.) . Coins prove that he launched hostilities

against his father, conquered Sonarg&nw and Sfttg&nw in that year,

and claimed sway over Firuzabad. The contest dragged on, until

it was decided in 1889 aj>. in favour of the rebel prince Ghiyasuddidn

Azam Shah at a place called Go&lpiSid, in the neighbourhood of

Pandua. The victory was, however, rendered poignant by the death

of Sikandar on the field of action. According to a local tradition,

Sikandar was buried in the 42 feet chamber attached to the Adina

Mosque.

Vn. Why Benoai, had no History under Ilyas Shah’s

Grandchildren

With the retreat of the Tughluq Emperor from his last unsuc-

cessful Bengal expedition (760 a.h.) begins a dark spot in the

historical records of this province. Bengal became completdy

isolated from the moving world and cultural centre of Delhi and

entered on an obscure vegetating life which lasted almost up to the

time of Sher Shah, when contact was restored with Upper India.

Neither Firuz Tughluq nor his successors could attempt a renewal of

their hold on Bengal, because that Emperor at first became involved

in campaigns and public works in other provinces, and latterly fell

into eztr^e old age and decrq>itude. His death in Octobm* 1889

(791 A.H.) was followed by the troubled short reigns of his progeny,

civil wars for succession, Timur’s invasion and sack of Delhi (17 Dec.

1898), the final disintegration of the Delhi empire, and the rise of

small independent provincial dynasties with their eternal mutual

warfare.

Bengal was thus freed from invasions and alarms from beyond

her western frontier, while in the north and east, the Ahom kings

had not yet consolidated their hold on the Brahmaputra valley, nor

had a conquering Hindu dynasty q>rung up in ICuch Bihar. This

peace and the pretfuse bounty of Nature to the soil ci Bengal greatly

increased the wealth of its kings and also enabled the first two Ifyfis

Sh&his to make very profitable raids into Orissa and K8inrup.

Hence, the only story of Bengal m the Dyb Shfihi age that remained

in people’s memory in after times was that its sovereigns passed their

lives in the mijoymmit luxury, ease and pleasure, mily taking care

not to give ofidioe to the sovereign ct Delhi. No history could be
made by sudi well-fed sleepeM. Even the oorrect ImigQi of thdr

neeesahre .reigns came to be, forgotten, because one Snltaa was |nst
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like another in indolence and fatuity. If lustoiy be a record of

change, there was no history in Bengal during those hundred years

;

the hands had stopped on the dial-face of Time in that land of lotos-

eaters on the throne.

Thus it happened that when in Akbar’s reign orders were sent to

every subah of his empire to conipile statistics and dynastic histories

of the province for incoi^ration in the Imperial Gazetteer that

Abul Fazl had been commissioned to write, the local officers of

Bengal could collect only popular traditions and pious legends from

the pandits and the keepers of the Islamic saints’ tombs. These form

the factual basis of the short provincial history given in the

Akbari, the Tabaqat-i-Akbari and the Tankh^irFmehiai—all three

derived from one source. This local compilation is so palpably

incorrect that Sikandar (the son Ilyis Shah) is given a reign of

nine years only, while his extant coins range over 8S years ; Hamza
Shah is given ten years, while his coins cover only one year and a

few months ; Ghi^md-din Azam Shah is reported to have died in

775 A.H., while his coin for 813 has been discovered ; Hamza Shah is

represented as killed in 785 while his coin for 814 still survives

;

Ganesh (or Kans) is said to have ascended the throne in 787, while his

actual accession took place fully thirty years later, as his coins prove.

Even the names of the Ilyfis Shihis after Saif-ud-din Hamza Shah

(the 4th of the dynasty) are not correctly given in the Am and other

literary sources. The fifth is miscalled Shams-ud-din by Abul Fazl

and others, while his correct name Shlhdb-ud-dm is given only in his

corns, in the Pandua shrine manuscript borrowed by Buchanan, and
dubiously as a variant at the end of the Riyaz-tu-ealatm account

(text, p. 110, "some have'written’O • The sixth Alauddin Firuz Shah

(reigned in 817). is ignored by all the old writers, but has been

restored to his place by the evidence of his coins.

Ih the Persian histories now surviving,—probably the only ones

that were written,-—the first three HySs Shfihis (Shamsuddin Ilyfis,

Sikandar, and Ghiyfis-ud-din Azam Shah) alone appear as distinct

personalities, each with a diaracter and achievement of his own. But
even of Ilyfis Shfih’s son and grandson, the historians Nizfim-ud-din

Ahmad and Firishtah can only record that they spent their lives in

ease and pleasure. Their successors were mere shadowy names.

A very good character is given by Firishtah to Saifuddin Hamza
Shah, of whom we are told: '’He was a king, brav^ patient and
kkid. Bettuseof his intdligence and practical experience, his dffioen

conducted the administration very carefully. The noghbouring
Bajahs obq^ him and -paid thdr tributes regulariy.” (Newal K. ed.

of text, iL 287). Conridering the shorteess ci Hamza ffliah’s rdgn
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(some 15 or 16 months) and the fragrant legends about his father

Ghiyis-ud-din Azam Shah which survived in Bengal up to the time

of the Riyaz-ua-SalSiin (1788 aj>.) , we shall be justified in suspecting

that Firishta’s notes on Bengal fell into disorder and that the certi-

ficate meant for the father has been here wrongly copied into the

account of the son.

We can well imagine that during Sikandar Shah’s long reign of

85 years, his wealth and life of pleasure and inactivity had thoroughly

sapped the energies of the Bengal Sultanate, and that in the declining

years of his son Ghiy&suddin Azam Shah (say, after 800 a.h.) the

nobles became all-powerful in the State and pulled down and set up
princes on the throne at their own will. Among these king-makers

the leader was Rajah Ganesh (variant of the name, Rons).

Chronoloot or the first Iltas Shahi SmuiANs

(on the basis of their coins*)

1. Shams-ud-din IlySs Shah, reigned 743-758 a.h. popularly

called Bhangera (or bhang-addiet)

.

Died probably in Zil

H. 758=end of Nov. 1357 aj>. Coins dated 744-758 a.b.

8. Sikandar, son of Hyas Shah, r. 758-e. 705 a.h. Died pro-

bably in Ziqad 795 (Oct. 1393) , or may be a year or two

earlier, in battle with his rebel son. Coins dated 759-791.

8. Ghiy&s-ud-din Azam, reigned e. 795-813. (Had rebelled

against his father. May have gained the throne in 793)

.

Coins dated 795-813.

4. Saifhddin Hamza Shah, reigned 813-814. Son of GhiySs-

ud-din. Assumed the title of Sult&n-us-salatin. Coins

dated 813, 814.

5. Shihabuddin Bayazid Shah, reigned e. 815-817 (adopted

son of Saifuddin. His title was Shihab, as shown on his

coins and in Buchanan, and not Shams, as given in the

literaiy sources). Coins dated 816, 817 AJt.

6. Alauddin Firuz Shah, reigned 817 (son of Shihftbuddin)

.

Coins dated 817 a.h.

[J. Sabxar]

Vm. GHiTABunniN Azam Shah, 1889-1409 aj>.

Sikandar’s son and successor Ghisrisuddm Azam Shah is a very

attractive figure among the Sultans of Bengal. We have few facts

* Oldjr the muSiiNtted and daedy eeUWiehed oofaidatei have ben aeeepted

hen.
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of his reign on record, but two very interesting anecdotes that have

come down to us make him very dear to the people of Bengal. One
of these anecdotes relates to his trial before ^zi Siifejuddin, and the

other refers to his correspondence with the poet H&fiz of Shii&z.

The former has obtained great currracy among the people and

passed into a proverb. The story runs that the Sultan while practis*

ing with a bow hit the son of a widow with an arrow and caused his

death. The widow appeared before the Q&zi and sued the Sultan.

Served with summons, the Sultan appeared before the court, made
graceful submission to the custodian of law, and satisfied the com-

plainant by offering a suitable indemnity in accordance with the

decree ; the trial over, the Qazi rose and praised the Sultan, who
told tibe former in the course of conversation that if he had been

found remiss in his duty as a judge, he would have beheaded hhn

on the qx>t. To this the Qazi smilingly retorted that His Royal

Majesty would have been scourged by the judge if he had not obeyed

the law.

The other story has entitled the Sultan to fame as the corres-

pondent of the poet HSfiz. The circumstances leading to this

correqtondence are as follows. It is said that once the Sultan being

stricken with a seemingly fatal illness directed his three concubines,

named the C3rpress, the Rose and the Tulip to wash his body in the

event of his death. The Sultan recovered on that occasion, and

thereupon began to show increased favours to these three beauties.

Jealous of the Sultan’s attention to them, the other inmates of his

harem gave them the mocking epithet of ghastSle (corpse-washer).

When the Sultan came to know of it, he wanted to humour them
with an impromptu ode. He uttered the first line—^“Oh cup-bearer,

there is talk of the Cypress, the Rose and the Tulip,” but could not

compose an apt second to complete the distitch,—^whereupon he
wrote to Hfifiz. The latter supplied the second line running "this

discussion goes on with three cleansing draughts,” but also sent

another ghazat to the Sultan, which runs thus

:

Eng. iftms.—^“All the parrots of India will crack sugar-candy

Through this Persian candy which is going to Bengal.

O HBfiz, be not speechless with yearning for the Court

of Sultan GhiySsuddin,

For thy affair will be furthered by thy lamentation.”*

Such is the account of the Sultan’s correspondence with Hfifiz, the

authentictty of which is disputed by many.

* pp. lOS-lOS. Li Viid. MaUoMl.Bhq'a opfaiion, the atoiy b urtniai

but the mala bet of oom^oadnee b ptobaUe; be pobte oat tbe inaecatacy ia
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One important political fact of Ghiy&suddin Azam’s reign can
be gleaned from the Assamese Buranjis. It is narrated in these

chronicles that Sudangpha the Ahom Baja (1807-1407 aj>.) went

to war against the Raja of KSmt& for harbouring a noble Tao Sulai

who had offended the Ahom Raja. Taking advantage of this situa^

tion, the Bengal Sultan invaded the territory of the TCftmts. Raja
who, faced by the double danger, concluded peace with his coteh-

gionist, and turned against the invader in combination with his ally

Sudangidia. The Bengali army could not make headway against the

allied local armies and was forced beyond the river Karatoyft, The
correspondence with H&fiz and the encounter with the Ahom Baja

do not form the only interest of Azam’s reign.

Firishta states that Sultan Ghiyfisuddin cultivated friendship

with Rhwftja Jah&n, the ruler of Jaunpur (1894-1899 aj>.) by sending

him elephants and other gifts. There was also a very friendly inter-

course between the Sultan and Yunglo the contemporary emperor of

China, who sent out Chengho, Wang-Ching Hung and a few 'other

persons, in search of the exiled rival emperor, Hui-ti, to the kingdoms

on the western ocean. In 1406 aj>. this mission visited Bengal and
Mahuan, the interprets attached to the Chinese embassy has left a
scrappy but interesting account of the novel things which he came
across in our capital. In 1409 aj>. Ghiyfisuddin sent his own envoys

with presents to China ; six years lats (in 1416 aj>.) Sultan Saifud-

din (Rjen-fuhting) again sent a letter writtoi on a gold platf and a
giraffe to the Chinese emperor.

Our interest in Ghiy&suddin’s reign is still furths increased by
Mahuan’s account of the dress, manufactures and entertainments of

our people. Mahuan came in contact with members of the ruling

aristocracy who put on tunics over their loose trousers and decked

their heads with puggrees and wore dioes with pointed toes. Among
the manufactures, varieties of fine cotton fabric were noticed by him,

such as, (a) a very findy woven fabric called Fi-chih, 8 ft. by 66 ft.

;

(b) a closely woven fabric of pale yellow colour called Man-dhe-ti,

4 ft. by 60 ft. ; (e) another variety called Hin-pei-tung-ta-li, 8 ft. by
60 ft. resembling gauze was in great request for turbans. Two other

varieties called Sha-ta-uifa and Mohei-mdeh by Mahuan, 2^ ft. by
40 ft. and 4 ft. by 20 ft. req>ectively, formed ordinary stuff. The alk-

industry was w^ developed, as Mahuan refers to the existence of

mulberry trees and rilk-worms in Bengal. Silk kerchiefe, gold-

embnudered caps, painted (earthen ware) plates, ewers, bowls, sted

knives and scissore attracted the notice of the Chinese offidal.

Paper manufectured bom buk ww as
.
glossy as deerskin.

Mahuan refers to the absence of tea for which it was. a imctiee
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to serve the guests with betd-nut. Wine brewed from cocotout, rice,

tarry and hadjang^* was openly sold in the market ; hotels and

restaurants served refreshments, while Turkish bath was available in

bagnios (hamom)

.

Ocean-going ships which carried goods to foreign

countries were made in Bengal. All large-scale transactions were

done with silver coins'^ but eotm shells were used for small purchases.

Some popular amusements are also noted in his account. A class

of imiBieiiuift having decorated them persons with necklaces, bracdets

and strings of coral beads and stone, entertained the people by play-

ing on their instruments ; another dass visited the houses of noble-

men during the luncheon hour, regaling them with sweet music.

Troupes of acrobats roamed in the streets and gave a diq>lay of

various kinds of perfomumces. One of them which qtedally intmv

ested him was a fight between an acrobat and his pet tiger. After

showing some physical feats in his bare body, the acrobat teased

the tigtf with kicks and blows until it was roused. The soeifo

became animated when the infuriated animal sprang upon its master

who retaliated by charging it. The combat went on until the animal

got exhausted by its efibrts; the pmformance reached its climav:

when the arm of the player was thrust into the jaws of the beast,

to the mingled joy and consternation of the assembled spectators.

During the reign of Sultan Ghiyftsuddin Nur Qutbul-AJam, son

of Ala-ul-Baq, a noted saint, carried on his ministry from the gadi

at Duidua. He was a friend of the Sultan, both of them having

been taught in early years by Shaikh Hftmiduddin N&gori. Ghiyft-

suddin’s reign came to a dose in 818 a.h. (1400 aj>.) , when, his

death is said in a very late tradition to hA^c been brought about by
the machinations of Rajah Ganesh.

SAmnxnw Hamba Shah (818-814 a.h.) 1400-1410 aj>.

The murder of GhijAsuddin was followed by the accession of

his son, SaifUddin Htoiza 9iah who was raised by the army dilefs

to the throne in 1400 aj>., with the title of Sultta-us-Salktin (King

of kings), but a violent civil war broke out between him and his

kinsmen. Hardly anything is known about this struggle except

the fact that Baja Ganesh took part in it and removed Sultan Sham-
snddin from the throne.



CHAPTER V

THE INTERVENING HINDU DYNASTY

I. The FROBLd^ OF THE HiNDU DTNASTT

Between the last Sultan of the first series of Ilylfts Shihi kings,

who died in 817 a.h., and the restoration of that dynasty unda
Nasiivud-din Mahmud in 846, there lies a period of 29 years, when

a family of I£ndu origin but subsequently Islamised, reigned ovor

Bengal, whose coins and traditions present the most interesting but

baffling problem of the medieval history of our province. All the

authorities,—from the earliest writer (Bakhshi Niz&muddin Ahmad
writing in 1598) down to the late 18th century recorders of tradition,

are agreed on the outlines of the story of this intruding dynasty,

which was this : Under the declining successors of Ily&s Sh&h's son,

towards the end of the 8th century of the Hijera, a Hindu bari>n of

North Bengal named Ganesh (misread in Persian manuscripts as

Kana) became all in all in the State as regent and king-maker, and
ultimately seized the throne in his own name. After his death, his

eldest son (variously named Jitmal, Jaymal, Jadu and Jadjisen)

came to the throne, turning Muslim with the title of JalSluddin.

With this Jalaluddin’s son Shams-ud-din Ahmad Shah the dynasty

ended and after a short interval of usurpation and bloodshed, the

second branch of the Ily&s Shahi family became kings of Bengal.

About the events of the reign of Ganesh and the religious policy

of this king and his son, the earlier authorities are disappointingly

silent or in direct contradiction to the later and more detailed

accounts writtoi three and a half centuries after the events (by

Ghulam Husain Salhn in 1788) or found in the book of saints*

legends compiled for the Muslim monastery at Pinduah. These

latter represent Ganesh as a cruel persecutor of the Muslims and
his renegade son in his turn as a scourge of the Hindus, and they

allege an invasion of Bengal in 818 a.h. by Ibrahim Shah Sharqi of

Jaunpur and the double conversion and double reign of Ghmesh’s

eldest son.

The puzzle has bem furtho' complicated by the finding of coins

of Jal&luddin struck in the 3^r 818 and again tom 821 to 835, with

a mysterious gap in 819 and 820, and the discovery of many coins

in the Boigali character issued by “devoted to the feet of Chandi**

(goddess) Danuja-mardan Dev and Mahendia Dev, with Shaka
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dates (1880 and 1840) ooneqponding to the Hijoa yean 820 and
881. To Dr. Nalini Kanta Bhattasali belongs the credit of first

jworing that Dannja>n)ardan Dev was the hi^ily ngnificant title

which Ganesh assumed when he openly ascended the Uirone after

crashing the Islamic party in the State. This view has been accepted
by practically all scholan now. Dr. Bhattasali’s second idratifica-

tion, namdy that of Idahendra Dev with JalSluddin,—after that

prince's restoration to Hinduism and before his second converrion

to Islam and second reign,—48 more open to diq>ute and the present

writer is unable to accept it. I prefer Mr. Stapleton's view that

Mdiendra Dev was the title of Ganedi's second son, a boy-puppet
who was raised to the throne atta his father's death by the Hindu
party and who rdgned for a few months only over some districts

of Bengal but was crashed by the partisans of the restored Jalftluddin.

This would easily explain Jal&l-ud-din's relentless persecution of his

Hindu subjects as poUtieal enemies.

Lastly, the stories, told by 6. Husain Salim only, of the perse-

cution of the Muslim Shaikhs by Ganesh are not only contradicted

by Firishthh, but have been discredited with cogent arguments by
Bakhal Das Baneiji, and the present writer entirely agrees with that

lamented scholar on this point.

The “purification" of the lad Jal&l-ud-din by his father Ganesh

in order to ensure his readmisrion into the fold of Hinduism by

certain well-known^rites, his confinement in the palace during; his

fath^s open reign, and his restoration to the throne and to the

Iriamic faith after his father's death, seem quite credible events,

and agree quite earily with FirishtSh's account (writtra about 1610)

that Jalftluddin renounced Hinduism in favour of Islam ajter his

.father's death and as a condition precedent to his acceptance of the

throne. This conversion (or^ as some hold, reconverrion) to Mam
cxtinguidied the religious war in the State and gave unity and

vqpmr to the government of the province.

Two thmgs have to be said in ccmduskm : Hie usurper's name

was car^tessly written in Persian mss and misread as Kans (with

Kaf instead of gof) . No Hindu can name his son Kansa, the tyrant

who tried to murder the god Kridina, any more than a Christian

can iMMw* his son ApoUyon or Satan. The story so confidenUy told

by Doigacharan Sanyal that Ganedi was a Bmigali Brahman of Uie

Vlarendta section and that the Bhatnria paigana in North Bengal is

the second home of the Bhaduii family of Varendra Brahmans and

that the latter gave tiieir name to the district of Bhodmoor in

Northcni Mialwa and even supplied a snbahdar for that province

the Wnjli«i Bnqierocs,—is a driifth^fhl howler created by what

Ifi
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is caUed VoU^’Etymelegie ki Goman. The trae Bhadairar (not

Bhaturia) gave its name to a Bajput dan who soved under the

Mughal Emperors as we can learn from the Moosir-fil-ttimaiv, but

not to any Brahman family. Similarly, the tradng ot the Oiandra*

dwip Eayestha Baj family to this Danuja-mardan ]>ev, is a modem
fabricaticm of the venal hoalds (gkatak writos of KSrihdi)

.

n. Tbadtohmal accoukts ot Ganubh and ms sons

Tabaqat-i-Akbari (Luck. ed. p. 024) :—'**When Sultan Shams-ud*

din (11 Ilyfts Shfthi) died, a zamindar named Kans acquired domi-

nation over the country of Bengal . . . The period of his powo
(igt4la) was seven years . . . After the death of Kans, his son out

of desire for kingship turned Muslim, took the title of Sultan Jalftl-

ud-din. In his reign the people were at ease and prosperous . . .

He reigned for 17 years.”

Ainri-Akbari (Jmvett’s tr. ii. 147-149):—^'*A native of Bmigal

luimed Kans fraudulently dispossessed Shams-ud-din (H IlySs

Shahi), who was Ghiyfts-ud-din’s grandson. When he (Kans) died,

his son embraced Idam and took the name of Sultan JaUUuddhi.

TOrikhri-Firishta (Luck. ed. ii. 297) :—When Sultan-us-salltin

(Saifuddin Hamza Shhh) died, his nobles placed his son or\. the

throne, giving him the title of Shamsuddin (the Second) . He was
of poor int^ect, owing to his tender age ; a Hindu named Kans,

who was one of the nobles of this dynasty, attained to great power
and predominance during his rngn and became the de faeCo master

tA the treasury and tire kingdom (Mthg}<4kht^far*4nuttf-o-ma[)

.

When in the year 787 (correct as 817) he died, Kans uplifting the

staridard <A kingsh^, seized the throne ... He (Shams-nd-din)

reigned for 8 years and some months.

Although Bajah Kans was not a MusUm, he maintained cmrdial

intercourse (mnezMi) and frimdship with the Musalmans, so much
so that s6me Muslims, declaring that he was a Mudim, wished to

bury him in the ground u is the practice with Islamites. When he
put the 'crown ot kingship oh his bead, and was adorned with the
umbrella and (other) symbols Sultandiip, he rrigned for seven
years with pofect predominance and in the best manner, and then
took the inevitable path to the worid of Death ; his son, the
honour oLconyersion to Islam, ascoided the n^al thmiMi.

Jitmal, sori of. Kans, sumamed Saltan Jalil-ud-diiu

After the death of hb father, Jitaial assembled the noUes and
ministers and said ** I believe in the tntli ef the leHjgiM pt
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Muhammad, and I dudl not deviate from this (belief). If you

accept me and do not turn against my royal authority, then only!

diaU I nt on this august throne ; if not, 3rou may raise my younger

broths to tilie throne and excuse me.** All the people who could

bind and loosen (the realm) replied with one voice, *‘We are obedient

to the monarch. Earthly affairs have no connection with religion.**

Then Jitmal summoned the scholars and theologians of Lakhnawati

and repeated the Islamic confesnon of faith, gave himsdf the title

of Sultan Jalil-ud'din, ascended the throne, made justice and fair

play his aim, and thus became a modern Nau-shirwan. After reign-

ing as king over Bangalah and Lakhnawati with the greatest power
for 17 years and some months, he died in the year 812 a.h. (correct

as 885). His son Ahmad Shih succeeded . . . udio followed his

father's steps and ruled with great justice and liboality for 16

(correct as 10) years.

Buchanan-Hamilton*s accoimt of Dinajpur, compiled about 1810

Martin*s Etufiem India, ii. 618)^—GhiySs-ud-din governed 16

years, and was succeed by his son Saif-ud-din, who governed tiiree

years, and was succeeded by his slave Shihab-ud-din, who also

governed three years.

Then Ganesh, a Hindu and hakim of Dinwaj (perhaps a petty

Hmdu chief of Dinajpur), seized the Government. Enraged at

Shaikh Badr-i-IsIam and his son Faiz-i-Islam, who reused to give

him the compliment due to the rank he had assumed, he put them
to death. The Saint Qutb Shah . . . rmte to Sultan Ibrahim,

who ... in compliance with the request, came from Rajmahal

with an army, and encamped at Sabra. The Rajah of Dinwaj was
then terrified, and apidied in great penitence to Qutb Shah!, and

obtained his forgiveness, by making his son Gadusen ( ? Jadusea)

a Muhammadan. This convert assumed tire govonment under the

name of JaUiluddin, and having been reconciled to the saint, attacked

Ibrfthim 9iUi, grandfather of Husain SbKh, and having put him to

death, sdzed his government. The old man Ganesh then confined

his son and seized on the wh(de kingdom. After having been four

years in confinemmt, Jalftluthfin rOcovoed the govonmoit and
compelled the SHndus to become Muhammadans. He govnned
sev^ years and was succeeded by his son Ahmad ShSh, who reigiied

•three smars.

(This account is pnffessedly based upon "a manusci^ account

whidi'Budianaa procured at Pandnah,** but it looks like a cardeaa

and incorrect sumnuwy of ,

Wy/brurSadittm (1TO8 .aj>.), (Text, p. 110);—When Sultan

Shams-ndrdin died. Rajah Kaas, a Hindu zamintiar, gaining anpro'
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ma^ over all tba ootmtiy of Bengal, aat down on the seat of the

ruler, and began to lunactise oppression and bloodshed. Setting

himself to the daughter of Mudims, he put to the sword many of

the theological scholars and Shaikhs, and wished to root out Islam

from his realm. The story runs that one day Shaikh Badr-ul-Islam,

the father of Shaikh Muinuddin Abbas, sat down before this infidel

without salaming him, and when asked the reason for this conduct

gave an abudve reply. Another day the Rajah sat down in a room
which had a low imd narrow entrance door (p. Ill) and summoned
the Shaikh, who divining his purpose first put his foot inside the

room and thmi entered it, without having had to lower his head.

The wretch, flaming up in anger, had the Shaikh put to death at

once. The remaining idama were that very day placed in a boat

and- drowned in the river.

The saint Nur Qutb-uI-'Alam, excited by the news of the

infidel's supremacy and his slaughter of Muslims, wrote to Sultan

IbrShim Sharqi, who then possessed the country up to the frontier

of Bihar, to invade Bengal and save Islam . . . (p. IIS) . Sultan

Ibr&him, with an army numerous like the waves of the ocean,

mardied into Bengal and pitched his camp at Sarfti Firuzpur. On
learning of it. Rajah Kans became bewildered, humbled himself

before saint Qutb-ul-*Alam, and bei^ed him to pardon his offend
and rmnove Sultan Ibrfihhn's domination over the country, ^^e
saint demanded as the condition his intercession with the invader

that the Rajah should turn Muslim. Kans agreed, but the old

man’s wife forbade him. At last (p. 118) he took his scm named
Jadu, aged 12 years to the saint and proposed that the boy should

be converted to Islam and made king of Bengal instead of his old

father. It was done, and he was given the name of JalSluddin and

proclaimed in the capital as Sultan, and Islamic ordinances were

enforced again.

What the saint went to Sultan Ibifihim with the request that

he should leave Bengal, now that its kmg was a Mudim, the Sultan

was diqdeased and kn angry dispute followed, (p. 114) at the end

of which the sunt cursed the Sultan's chief ^In and cast an evil

eye on the Sultan himself. Sultan Ibrfihim, in displeasure, went

badk to Jaunpnr, and it is said that in that very year both he and

his QSn died.

But Rajah Bans, on hearing of the departure of die Jaunpnr

Sultan, deposed his son Jalftluddin, reoeeupied the thnme himself,

and converted his scm bade to Bimduiam ^y the purifica:toiy rites

known as siroarna-dhsna^—detdls not tosn^ted here) and gave

away the gold {dates of the eow to the Brahmans. JallfodcGn, how*
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ever, hdd fast to Islam, and Kans engaged in uprooting the Miialima

(p. 115).

Eians became even more tyrannical and violent than before, and
began to oppress the foUowers and relatives of saint Qutb-ul-*AIam

and plunder their pr(^>erty. He sent Shaikh Anwir (the son) and
Shaikh Zhhid, the grandson of Qutb>ul-*AIam, under arrest to ^nftr-

^inw, to make than disclose the buried treasure of their father and
grandfather. The expected wealth not having been found there, he

put Shaikh Anw&r to death, (p. 116) . On the very day of the

execution of Shaikh ^w&r at ^n&rgfinw, Kans died in his capital

;

some say that his son JalSluddin from his prison got him murdered
by corrupting his servants. This tyrant’s rule lasted seven years.

After him, Jalftluddin sat on the thrcae with full power. lie

made many men hfuriims, out of disgust with his father. The
Brahmans who had acc^ted gifts of the gold plates of the cowat

woe tortured till they ate beef. He conducted the affairs of the

country and of the administration in the proper way. During his

reign of seven years, the pe(9]e lived in perfect peace and happiness.

He built in Gkiur a mosque, a reservoir (hmiz) , the Jal&li tank, and
aariUa, and the city Gaur was populated anew in his time, (p. 117)

.

He died in 812 A.F., (1409 aj>.). In Pandua a vast dome still

covers his tomb, with the graves of his wife and son by the side of it.

m. tlocms SBOONSTRITCTION OF THB HIST(«T OF
Gaiodbh and his sons

The above legends about Bajah Ganesh reduced to writing 870

years aftw his deatib (in the RiydzufSalStm and the Pandua
manuscript of Buchanan) prove to 1^ pious fiauds when confronted

with more reastmable account given by Nixftm-ud^n Ahmad and

Firishta. But this destrucUve criticism relstes only to the details

and decorative flowers of the more modem narrative. Keqiing our

eyres flxed on the basic points of agreement among all these sources

and using a certain amount of legitimate historical imaipnation from

the analogy ot the histories of other countries and dynasties,- wto

ofler a toitative reconstructkm d the story of Ganesh and his.Kne

in the following form. This narrative is admittedly conjectural knd

it csm be cniflnned or craieeted only when the earth givm up
contemporsiy recmds' of this dynasty^'^ which, however the hope

is very smaU. No inscription of Ganedi w Jaliluddin or of Hw
latter's stm Ahmad SldUi, nor any 15th cmtniy writing about them

has been y^ discovered.
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The first three Saltaiu the Ilyfts Sh&hJ dynasty came to the

throne as grown up men who had already given proofs of their ability

and power of command. They were followed by three cyphers in

succession,—Ktften very young princes, taken from the harem, who
tmnained mere tools in the hands of thdr ministers. In the sdection

of one out of several minor princes for the throne, tiie selfish ambition

of the nobles had full play, and the support cd these king>makers was
scdicited by tiie queens in the interests of their req)ective sons.

NisE&muddin Ahmad—and following him Firidita and Ghulam H.
Salim, state significantly <d eadi of these sultaps that on his Other’s

death he was placed on the throne by the nobles and the ministers.

The most powmful of tiiese nobles at the close of Ghiyfts-ud>din

Aaam Sh&h’s reign was Ganesh, a banm of Dinftjpur ^o had an

indepoident and hereditary source of sbength in his large ancestral

estate and posonal ccmtingent of troops not in the Sultan's pay.

SSs infantry, recruited from the sturdy Mongoloid tribes of the

submontane country, were tougher fighters than the ordinary natives

of lower Bengal. His ability and exp^oice, added to these

material resources, had made him the foremost man at the Court

of Ghiyfts>ud>din Azam. And when that Sultan Ht b^ind him only

raw youths for his successors, Ganesh naturally became the de fac^
ruler of the State. fiVom the analogy of another king-maker, ShShji

Bh<ni8la in the decadent NizSm-Shfthi monarchy d Ahmadnagar, we
can safely assume that Ganesh worked in concert with certain

dowager queens and was followed by such Muslim nobles as were

attadied to the faction of these ladies. This naturally set up against

him the mothers 61 the other fuinces and the disappointed nobles

who fidlowed the fortunes of the latter. Plots against Gane^ and
attenq>ts to stir up dvil war resulted and the cypher Sultan may
have been hued into rising agiuast his regent, exactly as we find in

the case of the royal puppets crowned by Malik Ambar during

regency two centuries later.

At the very last, Ganesh (now an old man) assumed the crown

hhnsdf in 817 am. tita the last Ilyhs SIAhi prince Ala-ud-^ Fims
ShUt had met witii his dcatii probably in some futile palace mtrigue

against his regent. This act of usurpation outraged Mudun senti-

ment, and an invitation was amt to IbiShim ^&h ISiarqi, the Sultan

of Jaunpur, to invade Bengal and deliver this land of Idam ftom

the hafir on the throne. The lead in this move was taken by the

and the vast horde d unruly and ambitious

of the ffluukhs and Mudim monks, whose wealth and powor

had htdy begun to ovmdiadow the dvil power.

1^ hbUny shows tl^t the story of Ilniliim Shih hadng
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invaded Boigal in person in 818 aa. cannot be true. But that does

not necessarily mean that no general ci the Jaimpur kingdom led an

army into Bmigal. Against the mail-dad heavy cavalry of uppnr

Lidia the Bengal irregular mfantry oS pdik$ and dhdU$ and small

force of ragged horsemen mounted on diminutive Morang ponies,

could make no stand. On the other hand, the inyaders from the

dry Oudh country too^ could not maintain tiidr hold <m the pi^ula-

tion nor keqp their men and horses fit in the steaming swamps of

Bengal when the monsoon started. So a truce was patched up by

mutual consmit, and the Jaunpur force went back, probably for a

money considemtion and certainly on the promise that Ganesh would

conv^ his son Jadus^ to Islam and make him Sultan ot Bengal in

his own place.

The invasion having be^ thus bought off and the Jaunpur

kingdom being next entangled in wars with the Sa]^ds and other

up-country Powers, Ganesh placed his son, a lad of twelve only,

under protective watch in his harem and ruled on his own account

under the proud title of D<umj-marda/ti Dev "Devoted to the feet

of the goddess ChandL" His pontion during the remaining yeu or

two ot his life was unassailable, because he had the wisdom to govon
the country “in the best manner” and to treat his Muslim subjects

so lovin^y that according to the story that reached Firidita, aRsr

his death “some Muslims, wanted to bury him in the ground accord-

ing to Islamic rites.” The charge against him of having vowed to

extirpate the idama and shaikhs which we find only in ^e late

monkish legrads of Pandua and Malda, dearly sprang from his

attempt to reduce the overgrown and unruly Muslim monastic Mders

to obedience and to squeeze out of them a portion (ff vast treasures

th^ had accumulated, by beguiling Sultan Ghiyfis-ud-din Azam in

his old age and taking leases of the administratkm of districts (l>be

S&tgftnw). Their position was exactly parallel to that of the

Buddhist monks to whom the Emperor Asoka gave away ad his

State treasqres in his dotage.

I see no valid reason for disbelievmg the story that Ganesh tried

to turn his son into a Hindu again by the well-known purificatmy

cerenumy ot malring him seem to take a new and uncontaminated

bkth by ptiffrirg through the womb of a cow made of gold plates

which were givw away to the priests. But wo may be quite sute

hat ‘the backward Hindu society of those carij wfused to

aooqvt mmMM (leoMrversioii. to Hinduism) howe^ liddy gilt,

poor Jadnsen-JaUnddin had to live in misery during the rest of

his father^s tdgn, as a social outcast^ neither publidy aooepted by
mnA« leeiely nor.aOowed to Job the MnsUms. This eiplalos Us
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refusal to take his dead father’s throne unless he was allowed lio

embrace Islam (again) and his bitter “persecution of the Brahmans,

eq)ecially the recipimits of the golden cow,’’ as deceivers who had

taken their hire but did not keep their promise. We know for

certain of a siniil» outburst of anger on the part of the great Shivaji

against the Brahmans who had been profusely fed at his Coronation

(1674) but refused to recognise him as a “twice-bom’’ Kshatriya

entitled to hear the Vedic chant.

Ganesh died peacefully in old age, not murdered by his son

Jalahiddin as piously imagined by Ghul&m Husain Salim on the

“gosnp of some’’ (baqavl^bc^ze)

.

He left contented subjects and

nobles behind him (see Firishta) . Then Jadusen succeeded

(821 a.h.=:1418 aj>.) and resumed his former title of Jalaluddin and
the Idamic faith. In this very year we find coins with Bengali

lettering issued from Pandua and Chatgaon by a king named
“Mahendra Dev, devoted to the feet of the goddess Chandi,” exactly

resembling those of Danuj-mardan Dev. He was most probably the

younger son of Ganesh, who had renuiined a Hindu and to whom
his elder brother Jadusen-Jalaluddin had offered to leave the paternal

throne iu case he was not permitted to embrace Islam. Mahendra
was evidently set up on the throne by the Hindu ministers just after

the death of Ganedi and before the recently liberated Jalfiluddin

could go over to Muslim society and gather partisans round himself.

I believe that Mahendra (then not more than twelve years old)

was a mere puppet in the hands of a selfish ministerial faction, who
planned to rule in his name,—^just as after the death of Shivaji, his

younger son Bftj&ram (a helpless boy of ten) was crowned at

Baigarh by a ministerial party against his elder brother Shambhuji,

who was then und^ detention at Panhala. It was no Hindu rev<dt

at aU, nor was there a civil war between the two brothers, in the

sense of actual fighting. The attempt of the kingmakers was shorU

lived and ended in their speedy defeat, as no coin was strudc-ht

Mahendra’s name after that one year 1418 aj>. But it intensified

Jal&luddin’s hatred of the Hindus as political enemies. (See also

Abid Ali Khan’s Memoin of Qaur and Pandua, p. 89, note by
H. E. Stapleton).

IV. End or thb unb or Gamxbh

No inscription of Jal&luddin Muhammad’s reign has been i^t

discovered. His extant coins run to the year 884 a,h.\ and from

> One cob of 840 ax. bean his name. It eas pnhal)l]r posthnmoaa as wa
have a eob of Us eon fibanmddb Ahmad, dated 8S0 ax.

[jAMiHAn Saisab]
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them we can confidently assert that the whole of Bengal, indnding

East Bengal (Muazzamabad) and Chittagong, was included in his

realm. Tradition, as recorded by GhulSm Husain Salim ascribes to

him the transfer of his capital from Pandua back again to Gaur,
though he embellished the former city (no doubt early in his reign)

with many splendid buildings, and constructed at Gaur one mosque,

two tanks, and one sarai, of none of which is any trace to be found

today. We can well believe that the province grew in wealth and

population during his peaceful reign, llie Ek-Lakhi tomb at Pandua,

according to Ghul&m Husain, covers the mortal remains of Jalfil-

ud-din, his wife and their son. Cunningham praises this sepulchre as

a very fine example of the Muslim architecture of Bengal in the age

before the Mughals. It covers a square, 57^ cubits on each face,

with a single arch. Many of its stones are clearly seen to have once

formed parts of Hindu and Buddhist shrines, and its gateway is

distinctly of such origin.

On the death of Jal&luddin Muhammad (about 835 A.H./I431

A.D.) his son Shamsuddin Ahmad, ascended the throne. But his

reign was darkened by his crimes and follies, till the nobles finding

it intolerable, got him murdered through his slaves Shfidi Khan and Nfisir

Khan, c. 1442 a.d.

17



CHAPTER VI

LATER ILYAS SHAHIS AND THE ABYSSINIAN
REGIME. 1442-1493 A.D.

1. Nasiruddin Mahmud, I, 1442-1459

Fdr the time being Ahmad's assassins held all power. An
oppressive rule was followed by an equally evil situation. Mutual

jealousy, however, proved the regicides' undoing, for they plotted

against each other; NSsir Khan eventually forestalled his rival

ShSdi Khan and, having killed, him proceeded to exercise sovereign

authoritjy: but within a week Nisir too was assassinated. In the

absence i
possibly of any son of Ahmad, the proposal to restore the

nySs Sfaiahis received general agreement. The choice fell on Mahmud,
aidescendant of IlySs who, according to Firishta had taken to

agrieultiire and been living in obscurity. >

Chosen by the people the new sovereign, who styled himself

Nflsiruddin Abul Muzaffar Mahmud, was able to enjoy an undis-

turbed and prosperous reign. He is described as a just and liberal

king by whose good administration “the people, both young and old,

were contented and the wounds of oppression inflicted by Ahmad
Shah were healed.”

No military event finds mention in the literary accounts of his

reign and, considering his past occupation, his main interests pro-

bably lay in the arts of peace. A large number of inscriptions

found all over his kingdom recording the erection of mosques,

khanqas, gates, bridges and tombs, testify not only to the

prevailing prosperity but also to the enthusiasm for public works

and interest in the building art, which he inspired. He himself laid

1. Firishta, 11, 579; RS. 117-18, describes Nasir Khan as a slave while Nasir

Shah, whose full julua title is not given, is stated to have been a grandson of Il)faa

Shah. The r(iA.III, p. 266, 234, calls the slav.* Nasir and thus distinguishes him
from Nasir Shah, a descendant of Hgji Ilyas. Simil >rity of the two names probably

led Wolseley Haig to consider the two persons as identical: Camb. Ill, 267. The
absence from Mahmud’s coins of any r^erence to his father may raise a suspicion

that he bdonged at any rate to a plebeian family. Hut this is unnecessary. The
statements of NizamuddinBakhshi and Firishta ate unambiguous. Convention did

not fiivour the lefeieiice to a father who possessed no regal status. If Hu»ain Shah,

the founder of the next dynasty, mention hit father it is only to emphasise Us
nobility. Firishm adds that the slave htosir svas killed by the Ilyas Shahi noUes.
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the foundations of the citadel and palace of Gaur which, since

Jaliluddin’s reign had once again become the capital, but which
received its architectural embellishments anew from Mahmud. Of
his monuments only a five-arched stone bridge, the Kotwali darwaza
and part of the massive walls of the fort have survived the ravages

of man and nature.

Devotion to the arts of peace was in a large measure rendered

possible by the security which Bengal now enjoyed on her western

frontier. This security was in its turn, the result, as Firishta correctly

observed, of the war which now broke out in a deadly form between

the Lodis and the Sharqis and which ended with the latter’s final

defeat. In the recent past Bengal had twice been the victim of

Sharqi aggression. They held the major part of Bihar, a province

which controlled the western approaches to Bengal. With this

strategic advantage conferred by geography, the Sharqis now
appeared in the role of an imperialist power and tried to expand

eastwards. This formed an ever-present menace to Bengal. -Within

a few years of Mahmud’s accession, however, Jaunpur was chlled

upon to face the LodiS who succeeded the effete Sayyids and inherited

their age-long enmity with the ’Kings of the East.’ The fresh martial

vigour of the Afghans turned the table and she had to strain all

her resources in an exhausting war to resist the Lodis. With' no

little relief, Bengal watched the exhaustion of her aggressive

neighbour.

For the time being, at any rate, Mahmud was freed ftom

anxiety. By wise administration and careful husbanding of resousoes

he enabled Bengal to recover her military energy of which his

successor was to take the fullest advantage. His own reign was not

entirely devoid of military achievements. Annexation of at least

a part of the Jessore and Khulni districts is implied by the inscrip-

tion on the tomb, erected at Bagherhat in Zil HajJ, 863 October,

1459, of Khan Jahan to whom local tradition ascribes the first

Muslim colonization of the area./ Whether this was the* result of

sustained operations in this region, it is difficult to say. Nor is it

dear if any powerful antagonist was encountered by Khan Jahan.

Orissa still held extensive tracts in south-western- Bengal, and it is

not unlikely that during the uncertainties of the last few reigns the

Muslim frontier may have been pushed back to the Bhagirathi, a

liver whose waves the Ganga kings frequently claimed to have

nded. - Sudi -daims, in any case, imply hostilities. In an inscrip-

tion dated in 1447, KapOendm Deva (1436-70) styles hhnself

I JASB, 1867, 135. O’ Malkgr : Khzbia OtMttm, 36-27.
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“Gaureswara," and claims to have conquered the “Mallika Parisa,"

an expresilton interpreted as having an obvious reference to the

Muslim rulers of Gaur. Mention is made in another Oriya grant

to the defeat of two “Turushka kings,” one of whom according to

R. D. Baneiji, may have been Mahmud. >

The chronicles of the Mughal period give him along reign of

twenty>seven years which, however, would not accord with the

numismatic and epigraphic evidences. The earliest date on his

coins is 846/1442, wMe the latest inscription of his reign

records the death of an unidentified saint on the 28th Zil

HaJJ, S63l26th October, 1439, ”in the reign of NSsiruddin

Mahmud.”2

Among the mint-towns and sites of inscriptions of his reign are

Bhagalpur, S&tginw, Bagherhat, Faridpur, and Nusratabad (a town

in Sarkar Ghoraghat, on the Karatoya), thus testifying to his rule

over a fairly extensive dnd well-knit kingdom. Inclusion of a part

of the modem 24-parganas within the SStgSnw province is proved

by the reference, in the Tribeni inscription of 1455, to “thana

Laubala” or Laupala, a village of that name in the Haveli pargana

of the same district. The "Iqlim Mubgrakfibad,” in whose frontier

town (Hadd) the local governor repaired a gate in 1459,3 is p]x>.

bably to be located in the “Sarkar Bazuha” of the Ain, east of

the Brahmaputra where, in Sylhet, the Muslim hold, established

early in the 14th century, appears to have been continuous, though

open to constant attacks from the Tipperah, Kachar and Jaintia

Rajas.

II. Ruknuddin Barbak : 1459-1474

Barbak’s succession to his father's kingdom was undis-

puted. He had served with distinction as the Viceroy of

SfttgSnw.

Histories praise him as “a sagacious and law-abiding sovereign

in whose kingdom the soldiers and dtizens alike enjoyed content-

ment and security.”^

1. History <d Orissa; 1, 289-99, 301-2.

2. JASB, ia73, 269, 271. Buduutan-Hamilton’s manuscript history, quoted .in

.Martin’s Eastern India, 111, 616-621, givss him a teiga of 17 years. Ihe. SiyoM,

alternatively, makes . it 32. It is not unlikeiy that 17 1^ a copyist's error, was
turned to 27.'

3. JASB, 1910, New series, P. 14S.

4. JASB, 1870^ 290. RS; IIV; tsii. ID, 267.
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Campaign on the south-west

For a; detailed knowledge of Barbak’s military activities we are

indebted to a biographical account of a popular saint of North
Bengal, named Shah Ismail Ghazi. His exploits are narrated in a
work entitled Risalat-m-Shuhada, compiled in 1633 by one Pir

Muhammud Shattari.>

The hostilities to which Kapilendra Deva’s grants allude were

most probably a continuous process. In these operations, Mr. Banerji

suggests, the advantage lay with the Orissan king. This is a

statement for which no adequate evidence has been produced. No
decisive territorial advantage seems, in fact, to have accrued to

either side, for there is little evidence of the Muslims having ever

lost their hold on SatgSnw or Tribeni. Mandaran, in the Arambagh
sub-division of the Hughly district, which, two centuries earlier,

figured prominently in the Lakhnawati-Jajnagar war, appears still to

have remained the frontier fortress and consequently prone to change

hands frequently. The campaign described in the Risala was

undoubtedly one of such periodical border operations turning on

the possession of Mandaran fort, whose recent occupation by the

Orissan forces is suggested by the statement that its raja, ‘Gajapati

had rebelled against Barbak’s authority.’ The chastisement of the

Raja was entrusted to Ismail, a Qureishite Arab of Mecca who had

recently arrived in Gaur and had earned fame by successfully con-

structing a dam across the Chutiaputia marshes, east of the city.2

The Risala, however, gives no further detail of the campaign; the

statement that Ismail succeeded in easily capturing the Gajapati

can only mean the ultimate recovery of the fort and the capture of

its Hindu commandant.

No date can be assigned to this event. In all probability it

took place in the early years of Barbak’s reign, as Ismail was sub-

sequently engaged in a protracted war on the north-east and died,

after its conclusion, early in 1474.

1. The text and an abridged translation were published by O. H. Damant in

JASB, 1874, 216-239. It was discovered at the shrine of the saint at Kaotaduar,

within the Firgunge police station, Rangpur district, a tew miles northeMt of

Ohora^hat.

2. Oe Bartos, in his Zte Asia, quoted by Btochmann in JASB, 1873, p. 287,

mentions the eoq^loymeot of Arab soldiers by a Oaur king for the conquest of

Oriaia, about 100 years befosa the Portuguese arrived in Chittagong. It may contain

a lefaenee to Ismail’s campaign.
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The Kamrup War

Ismail was next appointed to lead the expeditionary forces

against ‘KSmeswar, Raja of Kimrup.' The statement raises a

problem, for it is difficult to identify the names. In the ISth century

the name Kimrup not only covered aU the territories comprising

modem Kuch Bihar, Darrang and KSmrup districts, but, according

to Mr. Stapleton,! Northern Mymensingh, north and east of the

Brahmaputra, as well. It formed part of a kingdom, ruled by the

TibetO'Burman Khen dynasty, which extended, before the Ahom
conquest, from the Karatoya to the Bamadi and had its capital at

Kamtapur. Of the three Icings of this dynasty however, no one is

known to have borne the name of Kameswar. As the scene of

operations described in the Rua/a undoubtedly lay in the eastern

part of the Dinajpur district, it is safe to hold that the expedition

was intended to effect the recovery of the cis-Karatoya regions

lately overrun by the K&mrup forces. The Kamtapur kingdom

was then in its most flourishing state and Ismail’s progress was

severely contested. In a battle fought near (Mahi) Santosh, in

Dinajpur, he sustained a severe defeat. The saintly character of

Ismail, however, succeeded where military measures failed, for

Kimeswar was so powerfully impressed that he is reported to have

surrendered himself and embraced Islam. RationaJly int^reted,

this success can only mean a subsequent victory followed . by the

seizure of the local raja and the withdrawal of the Kftmrup forces

across the river. Till at least Ismail’s death, Bengal’s north-eastern

frontier ran along the Karatoya, for he is said to have established

himself at Kantaduar (Pirgunge thana, Rangpur dist.), where he

was eventually buried. His fame and resources provoked the

jealousy of Bhandsi Rai, the commandant of the frontier fort of

Ghoraghat on the Karatoya, a few miles south-west of Kantaduar,

who by malicious reports against his lo. alty instigated fiarbak to

order his execution. Ismail gladly submitted to the decree and was

executed early in January, 1474.

The two Santosh inscriptions of Barbak’s reign, dated in 865/

1461 and 876/1471-72, should contain within Aese limits, the

approximate date of Ismail’s campaign in this area.^

1. MSB, 1910, 622-23. For tbe-Kben kingt of Kuntapor, see Oait, Atnin,
40-43; Sttpleton. JASB, 1910, 621-22.

2. These epignplM weie found near • tomb ascribed to theeain; known by the

nameof Maihi Santosn,at Mahigonge on the eaktern bankofthi AtreL The ruins

•an bcUeved to beleng to Santosh, although the inscriptions cofitain neither any
setauneeto Santosh norto the Fir. MSB, 1873, 29(b9l.
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Fuishta is the only authority for the information that Barbak
fleeted a large numter of Abyssinian slaves and employed them
in the army and in the palace. Kc probably hoped thereby to
create a special class of officers on whom the crown could rely for
unstinted support. He' is said to have possessed about eight
thousand of such slaves and allowed them gradually to monopolise
most of the key positions in the State. ^

The latest of Bar'^ak’s coins so far discovered is the issue of
876/1471, but in^'^riptions exteid his r^ign to Ramzan, 879/January,

1474, a date is supported by the Wyai. His succes-

sor's coins do not ap )nr till 889/1475, but an inscription containing
his regal titles, discovered at Malda, seems to be dated in 878/1473.

Unless it turns out to be a mistake for a later date, we have here

a proof of Yusuf’s nomination as the crown-prince.^

The mention of Jor and Barur (the latter identified with a
parganah of the name in the Pumia district) in a Dinajpur inscrip-

tion of Barbak’s reign dated in 1450, indicates the extent of his

dominions north of the Ganges. Bhagalpur had acknowledged his

father’s rule, but the districts west of Monghyr lay within the

Jaunpur kingdom as is proved by Mahmud Sharqi’s inscriptions

found in the Bihar district. The inscription found at U^tkhola, in

Sylhet, of Khurshed Khan dated in 868/1463 confirms the view
expressed above that the Muslim occupation of the Surma valley

was continuous. Chittagong was a disputed possession, and for

some years acknowledged Arakanese suzerainty. Towards the end
of his rule however, Barbak’s authority was re-established there, for

he is mentioned as the reigning king in Rasti Khan’s inscription

dated in 878/1473, found at Chittagong. His reign was distin-

guished by an all-round expansion. A mosque inscription dated

870/1465 at Mirzagunge, Bakhargunge district, being the earliest

record of Muslim occupation in the area, affords a clear proof of
advance on the south, which, linking up the recently conquered
Jessore-Khulnfi region, thus established a continuous frontier.

Barbak showed great interest in Bengali literature. The poet
Mftlftdhar Basu, who commenced his Sri Krishna Bijay in Saka 1395/

1473, records with gratitude the receipt of patronage from the

Gaurtswara who honoured him with the title of Gwutntf Khan.

t. Firishta, II, D. 580.

2. Botham : Amm Cabinet, p. 164, no. 2. If the first two words in the
late have been oorreetly read as 76, no doubt need be entertained as to its being 876.

Comiingham read the date as 878; Arch. Sur. Rep. XV, 78. But Blochfnann,-JASB,
1874* 298, piefened 870. See also JASB, 1895. 199. Even if Ihls reading is ooneet,
the above it the only possible mmlanatioii.
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On the poet’s son also, he tells us, the king conferred the title of

Satyar^ Khan. The fact that the poet was a resident of Kulingram,

Burdwan district, would tend to suggest the long inclusion of that

area, in Barbak’s dominions.

III. Shamsuddin Yusuf : 1474-1481

Barbak’s successor was his son Yusuf. Both Firishta and

NizSmuddin describe him as vastly learned, virtuous and an able

administrator. He evinced a special interest in the administration

of justice and insisted on the strict and impartial application of the

taw. Like Aliluddin, he totally prohibited the drinking of wine and

frequently assisted the judges in difficult cases.

No further information is available on his reign in the chronicles.

Only one of his coins bears a mint-name which has been doubtfully

read as SonSrgSnw; the rest were all issued from the khazanah.

Among the mural records of his reign only the Baisdarwaza mosque

inscription at Pandua, Hughly. dated 882/1477, indicates some

territorial extension towards the south-west, presumably at the

expense of Orissa. The epigraph on the mosque near Shah JalSl’s

tomb in Sylhet is, in view of Barbak’s inscription noticed above,

a proof of the continuance and not, as Mr. Beneiji (U, 2l€) held,

of the commencement of the Muslim occupation.

Yusuf most probably died in 886/1481 for, though his Records

cease after 885/1480, his successor’s coins do not appear till next

year. Salim (119), however, gives' him a reign of seven and a half

years and places his death in 887/1482. This is unlikely, for none

of Yusufs coins belong to the year 886/1481. Numismatically that

year is represented by the Fathabad issues of his successor.

Xalaluddin Fath : 1481-1487

According to the chronicles, Yusufs immediate suocessmr was
a prince named Sikandar, who was probably, as Salim states. Ids

son. After his accession he was discovered to have been afDkted

with lunacy and was consequently deposed. His reign lasted not

more than three days.

The crown was next offered to another prince named Husain,>

I. Most of his coins bear, after the regnal titles, the words "Hnsaia Shdi^”
which, like the “Badr Shahi” of Ohiyasaddin Mahmud of the Iftmini dynasty, must

rrfer to hit popular name; see CCIM, II, Bengal nos. 153, 154-57. Botham, op.

dt. p. 166, no. 2.
' Lane-Pooie, op. dt. no. 96. WiattaaaB,—Catalogue of Coins

in the collection of Hakhn Habibur Rahman, p:23, no. 18,—wrongly read what

was dearly an experimental piece containing the tamo legend on both sM^
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who on his accession assumed the title of Jaliluddin Fath. SUim's
statement that Hath Shah also was Yusufs son is contiadicted by
the inscriptions and coins in whkh he is described as the son of

Mahmud.

Path is stated to have been an intdligent and Hboal niler

"who maintained the usages of the past and in whose time the

people enjoyed happiness and comfort.** The Abyssinians, however,

presented a serious problem. Through Barbak*s and possibly also

Yusufs continued patronage they had captured most of the high

positions and now swarmed in the palace and in the city. Power
made them arrogant and like the Turks in the employ of the later

Abbaside Caliphs, thqr bdiaved with Uie citinens with increasing

violmce. Their high-handedness becoming intolerable Path decided

to curb their power. The more defiant amoitg them, according to

Pirishta, (n, 581) woe consequently punished “with the scourge

of justice.** The discontented, thereupon, leagued with the chirf

eunuch of the palace, the ktumjai^ra Sultan ^ahzada, who
commanded the palace*guards or Path*. Taking advantage of the

absence, on a campaign, of the loyal Abyssinian conunander of the

forces, the Amir-ul-umara Malik Andil, Sultan Shahzada succe^led

in murdering Path.

The latest inscription of his reign is <me dated, 4th Muharram,
898/Slst December, 1486. As he is not known to have issued coins

in that year it is likely that he was assassinated soon after its

cranmoicement.

Among inscriptions of his reign those found in Son&rginw and

Sttgiaw, by mmtioning places now situated in Sylhet and 84-

paiganas respectively, prove the continued inclusitm of those districts

within his kingdom. Simlabad, mentioned along with Laubala in

the Sttginw inscription, should probably be identified with Selima-

bad on the Damodar, a few mfle south-east of Burdwan.

With FaUi, the Byis Siihis finally diaappeaied from history.

Hie dynuty deserved well of Bengal for witii remaricable ocmsistency

it produced a succession d able rulers. They were tolerant, en>

listened administrat«»B and great buildera. In shaping the

and intdlectual life of the Boigali people for neariy •

cntury and a half the Bpis Shihi kings ]dayed the leading p^
Tolerance was their greatest asset. To have ruled over a people

cf an' alka ftuth for fig)A generations was in itsdf a great achieve-

ment; to be reinstated on the throne alter twenty-five yeara^

eneia^ by a Joeal dyiUMty ea even gnater one. It was a
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past SCTvices. The dynasty had almost become an integral part of

Bengal’s political and social life and its passing boded ill for the

country.

SECTION (B) ABYSSINIANS

V. Barbak Shah

For Path’s murdw and the confusion that followed, the Ily&s

Sh&hi Barbak’s Habshiphile policy must be held responsible. The
extent to which this blind policy had resulted in destroying the old

nobility is shown by the utter lack of opposition which marked the

subsequent assumption of sovereignty by the slave body-guard.

Ahmad’s murderer was quickly displaced ; but no swift vengeance

visited the eunuch, for the old nobility had ceased to exist as an

effective force. As Blochmann observed “from protectors of the

dynasty, the Abyssinians became masters of the kingdom.’’

With the support of the Paiks and his own compatriots, Shahzada

seated himself on the throne and assuming the title of Barbak Shah,

received the salute of the assembled men. He gathered round- him
a large number of low-bom men who were raised to high o£Bces,

and set about systematically to remove the loyalist element from

the State. -Among these, the commander of the forces, MalQc Andil,

was a power to reckon with, and so when he returned to the capital

the usurper dared not lay hands on him. The Malik was persuaded

to promise, on a solemn oath, never to injure Barbak so long as

he was on the throne. Anxious, however, to avenge his master,

Andil, in collusion with the Pmk$, secretly made his way into the

palace at night, but finding his enemy deeping on the throne,

remembered his oath and hesitated to strike. Providence soon

came to his help, for in his dmnken stupor the eunuch rolled down
to the ground. Andil struck with his sword, but in the scuffle that

followed he was thrown to the ground and his accomplice waiting

outside, had to be called in. Pretending to be dead Barbak was
left alone and in the darkness hid himself in anothor chamber. He
was eventually betrayed by one of his own attendants and a second

attempt by AndU finally succeeded in killing him.

Bb>w long the eunuch’s sovereignty lasted, it is difficult to say,

for no epigmphic or numinnatic record of his reign has come to

lij^t. Sftlim, probably <m the authority of the 18th century history

qudted by Buchanan, assigns to him a r^n six months.
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VI. Saifxtddin Fmuz : 1487>1400

True to his salt, Andil offered the throne to his master’s infant-

son, but Fnth’s widow declined it in favour of Andil himself, the

avenger of her husband. The Abyssinian general was thus ultimately

prevailed upon by the nobles headed by the wazir Khan Jahan, to

ascend the throne with the title of Saifuddin Firuz.

In the dark annals of Abyssinian predominance in Bengal,

Firuz’s reign alone provides a welcome relief. He is credited with

having ruled justly and efficiently. His reputation as a soldier

mspired respect and awe ; and his attachment to the Ily&s Shfthi

house made the people forget his race. His kindness and benC'

volenee evoked warm praises from the historians and the RtyOM

describes how he once confounded his treasury officials by the

largeness of his gifts to the poor.

His coins range from 892/1486 to 805/1489. Sfilim's dates

copied from the Tdbaqat-i-Akbari, namely 896-899, are thus mani-

festly wrong. His three years’ rule, according to the 'more Triable

account* cited by the Riydz, was terminated by his death at the

hands of the Paika, who appear to have now become king-makers.

One of Firuz’s inscriptions found at Sherpur, Northern Mymen-
nngh, affords evidence of the continued inclusion of that part of

Bengal within the kingdom of Gaur. The reign of this Abyssinian

monarch is commemorated by the Ftrussi Minor, one of the few

monuments round the Gaur citadel that are still in a tolerable state

of preservation. Some of his coins bear the mint name of FathAb&d.

Vn. NjUmnnmm SCaHMun n : 1490-1491.

Mystery surrounds the antecedents of the next king. The
Tabaqat (269), whom Sftlim obviously copies, calls him as a son

of Firaz, while Arif Qandhari quoted by Firishta (684), ascribe his

parentage to Fsth Shah. In his coins and inscriptions howevw, no
reference is made to his father, a very unusual practice if he wege
really a 'kkig, son of a king.’

Bong still very young, Mahmud was allowed only the semblaaoe
of authority, the government beiitg conducted by the regent.

Habdi Khan, an Absrssmian whom, according to Arif Qandhari,
Fhus had apptmted to be the boy’s tutor. Habsh Khan even-

tuaDy feD a victim to the jealouay of another ct his race, called

SmIi Badr, nicknamed Diwtna (mad), who then assumed tiie

regent, and fdanned to usurp the throne.
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Following the method of his fonner compatriots he conspired

wfth the fickle-minded palace-guards and one night secretly des-

patched the boy-ldng. The morning found him seated on the

throne, and a fait aeeompU was thus presoited to the courtiers who,

in any case, were either not inclined to oppose, or found it expedient

to acqueisce in his accession.

None of Mahmud’s cmns, so far unearthed, bears any date^

Epigraphic records dated in 895/1490 and 890/1491, however,

confirm the statement of the Tabaqat that he reigned for one year.

Of the three inscriptions of his reign so far discovered the one at

Ealna, Burdwan, is important as riiowing the continuity of expan-

rion in that direction at the mcpense, most obviously, of Orissa.

Vm. SBAMSTrimm Mttzaitar (Smx Badr, Diwana) :

1491-1498

The assasin styled himself Shamsuddin Muzaffar and proclaimed

his accession by the issue of a gold coin early next year.^ But his

rule was a fitting climax to the infamous Abyssinian epoch in

Bengal, for his was a perfect reign of tenor. Anxious to root out

all opporition, he was not satisfied with merely purging the govern-

ment, but commenced a ruthless destruction of the noble and
learned men of the capital. His sword fell equally heavily on ttie

Hindu nobility and princes suspected of opposition to his sovereignty.

His tyranny soon reached the people, for in his greed for money
he made extortionate demands of revenue. In his avarice he even

reduced the soldiers’ pay and thus antagonised the instrument of

his own power. That he was stiD able to continue on the throne

for three years was due to the prudence of his warir, Sayyid Husain,

in apnointing whom Muaaffar had made a shurularly happy choice.

IBs tyranny however became insupportable at last and drove

the pecqrle to armed reristance. Foreaeefaig the fate reserved for

Mozaffisr, the shrewd warir secretly allied hhnsrif srith the insuP'

gents and at an opportune moment putting himself at their head;

oonim«iced a riege of the citadel in whidi, with a few thousand
mereoiaries, the tyrant had drat himsdf up. The riege dragged on
for four incmths in conrae of whidi twenty thousand men were
arid to have been UDed on the two sides. Fbidita’s statement
that Musalliur. lost his life in a desperate salty from the dtadel is

not sniqiorted by the Tabaqat, accimfing to whidi, he was seeretty

> Bfcstfsilt; op. dt. p. 4^ aa nt.
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anosmated, with the help of the Paikt, by Sayyid Husam. This

finds partial support in the Portuguese accounts.^

.

The latest recorded date of Muzaffar’s reign is 10th iZahtuf

Aunodl, 898/Slst December, 1492, while the earliest inscription of

his successor is dated 10th ZU Qa‘d 899/12th August, 1494. The
period of three years and five months allowed to him by the Tabaqat

would, however, extend his reign upto the end of 1493.’

1 Tab. m, S70 ; Firishta H, SSS : De Bams : Da Asia, quoted by Bloch*

maim, op. cit.

3 EIM, 1029-80, p. 18. For the earliest ioscription of Husain, see JASB,

1874, 802 ; Tab. III. p. 270.



CHAPTER VII

THE HUSAIN SHAHl DYNASTY : 1493-1588

I. Alauddin Husain : 1493-1519

The death of Muzaffar closed a dark chapter of Bengal's

history. The HabshI interregnum had violently arrested her social

progress and weakened her military prestige. Frequent changes on
the throne threatened to destroy monarchy itself so that Bengal

became the target of contemporary satire.^

The situation demanded a man who could command the un-

flinching loyalty of all classes of the people and had capacity

enough to restore peace. Such a man was found in the foreigner,

Sayyid Husain, whom, as we have seen, HabshI misgovemment had
driven to the opposition. Most of the accounts agree in calling

him a born Arab,* who, with his father, Sayyid Ashraf, had recently

settled in Bengal. His early life is the theme of many legends and
folktales, the majority of whom centre on a village now called

Eh&ni Ch&ndpara, in the Jangipur subdivision of the Murshidabad
district. The village contains ruins of considerable antiquity,

associated traditionally and epigraphically, with Husain Shah.*

On the authority of an unnamed pamphlet, Salim records a story,

which is still current in the locality, of how Sayyid Ashraf with his

two sons stopped, on his way to Gaur, at the house of the local

^ Tab, in, SS8, see also Fimhta, 11, S84.

^ Rtyda, leO-Sl, calls him Sayyid Sharif Makkl, for which statement no earlier

or more dependable source than Firisbta, II, 585 can be cited. Salim, however,

thought that his father Ashraf-ul-Husaint might have been the Sheriff but had long

been resident of Tirmiz. Joao de Banos’s description of the Arab merchant who
landed at Chittagong and ultimatriy captured the throne of Bengal refers to

Husain; quoted by Blochmann, JASB, 1878, 887. Buchanan Hamilton-Martin’a

Easteni India, iii, 448—however noticed traditions current in the northern part of

Rangpur district, according to which Husain was a native of the place and was

bom in Devnagar, 16 mfles from Govindgunge, and was, according to the unnamed

manuscript history which he found at Panfdua, the grandson of Sultan Ibrfthim, a

a reigning king of Gaur who was dispossessed by the converted Hindu king,

Jalaluddin. Thereafter the family found refuge in the kingdom of Kamatapur until

76 yesia later Husain found an oportuniiy to recover his ancestral throne.

6 8ASB, 1917, 148-51. Not less than four inscriptions of Husain Shah’s eaily

leign have been disooveied in the adjoining villa^ JASB, 1917, 146-150; 19fl, 149.
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Qassi, in a Ra^ village, named ChAndpara, who, discovering his noble

lineage married his daughter to the younger son, Husain, and how,

after completing his education, the latter went to Gaur and obtained

a minor post in Muzaffar Habshl's government. The story of the

boy Husain once serving as a shepherd to a local Brahmin who,

discovering in him supernatural signs of future greatness, sent him
to Gaur and whom the king

^
Husain later rewarded with the

tummdari of the village on the nominal revenue of one anna (Ek&ni

Ch&ndpftrft) is too much like the story of Hasan GAngfi Bahmanl’s

early life to merit unqualified acceptance, but his association in

early life with this part of Murshidabad seems well-established.

According to an early Vaishnava account he was once severely

whipped for some fault during the excavation of a tank, by one

Subuddhi H&i, his superior in the revenue department, and on

whom, at the instigation of his wife he avenged himself in later life

by desecrating his caste.^ How he rose in the service to become
the chief minister of the tyrant we shall never know, but energy and

intelligence, tact and learning must have played a considerable part.

No scion of the Ilyas Sh&hi house had probably survived the Habshi

tsmnny, and the accesion of the popular wazir was almost a fore-

gone conclusion. The conditional election described in the Riyiz

(130) could therefore mean nothing more than a formal ratification

of an earlier agreement.

There is no means of ascertaining the exact date of his accession,

biit it appears to have been signalised by the issue of a gold coin,

dated 1493, which bears not only his regal titles but also an emphatic

declaration of his noble descent.^ In the Mandaran inscription of

1494, his title was further expanded, and next year, on an inscrip-

tion found in Malda he appears with the supreme dignity of

KhaHfatuUah, doubtless in conformity with the practice started by
JalSluddin Muhammad.

Thus was a new dynasty established under whose enlightened

rule the creative genius of the Bengali people reached its zenith.

It was a period in which the vernacular found its due recognition

as the literary medium through which the repressed intellect of

Bengal was to find its release. It was a period of unparalleled archi-

tectural activity, peace and prosperity, and of great military

^ RigSM, IM; Me abo JASB, 1417, 144. XUduiadas XavbaJ: CAaffaaya-
CkaritamfOa, ed. Redlienath Kiehaei, 770-71.

* OCIB, Bengri, no. 107. Only one sDver eoh of this type b known;

Tsifoor CoDeetiea, no. 149. TImm orini wwe all bsoed from the Khaatma and

dated SQ0/14S0.
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conquests. FinaDy, it was a period which witnessed an efflorescence

of the Bengali mind ssrmbolised by tiie Lord Gauianga, by whose

message of love and forgiveness the whole of Eastern India was

carried off its feet. The Bengali mind burst its bonds and found its

voice in the sweet lyricism of the cult of Rddhd and Krishna, in the

emotional intensity of a resurgent Vaishnavism, and in poetry and

song, social tol»ation and religious fervour, the exuberenoe of life

continued unabated for the next hundred and fifty years. With

this renaissance, the rulers of the house of Husain Slmh are insepar-

ably connected. It is almost impossible to conceive of the rise and

progress of Vaishnavism or the development of Bmgali literature

at this period without recalling to mind the tolerant and enlightened

rule of the Muslim Lord of Gaur.

Husain’s first recorded act showed clearly the firmness that was

to characterise the next twenty six years of his reign. The victorious

soldiery who bad commenced pillaging the capital city, was ordered

to desist, and on its failure to obey promptly, Husain ordered the

execution of, it is said, twelve thousand of them. The palace-guards

composed of the Paiks, who, ever since their part in the murder of

Eath Sh&h, had grown insolent and faithless, were next disbanded

and dispersed. He finally banished the infamous Abysunians, one

and all, from his dominions and recalled the old Muslim and Hindu
nobles to high offlces.

.
According to Sahm, he transferred his seat

of government to Ekdala, a measure which, unless it meant a mere
transfer of his own residence, was most probably prompted by
strategic and climatic considerations.* We have no information as

* US. IStS. Of tlw maajr anggestioia put forward for locating tlua dty, the

one made by Weatmacott—JASB, 1874, 844-45,—and aiqtportod by St^Ieton, JASB,

1888, 155-64, appears to agree with known facta aald probabilitoa. Ekdala in

Dinajpur, 88 milea north-east of Pkndiia, would answer for the fort in whidi KyBa
retiring from Pandua took refnga and which was latar made Hnaain’s official

capital from whidi he visited the Pandua dirine (rf Nur Qutb-ul-*Alam every year on
foot. Buchanan HamOton,—Martin’s Eastern Bidia, n, 684, states that Huaaiu had
another suburban residenoe at a place near Baigunge, still called Chota PSrua, 18

miles to the north ot Ekdala.

Change in the course of the river near Gaur must to some entmit account for

the freipient changes of the capital before the Muriml conquest. The gnat swamp on
the east of the dty, called Chutia Putia, was a souioe of great danger to the city

bring as it did on a low ekar land and bdng liable to periodical inundaUon from

both aides. The Ahir-traas. ii, 188,—describes Chutia Putin as a lake in whidi

are many island Were the dam that confines it to break, the dty would be under

water.” Double embankments on ths oast point to the additional protection

nquirod on this side against the drain water fiowing badt into the city t BudmUan
Hamilton, sp, eU. fii, 74. Ibk nmet have bean of freqnmt oeeawnaa and the
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to the details of his political settlemeot, biit we are told that

^cien^ district officers were sent to different places and all disloyal

elements were suppressed.

(t) Treaffg with Sikandar Lo£ and oeeupation of North Bihar.

The work of internal consolidation was still in progress when

political developments compelled him turn his attention west-

wards. In 1494 the Sharqi-Lodl war reached a climax and in a

battle near Benares (Tab. I, 319), Sikandar completely defeated

Husain of Jaunpur and sent him flying for refuge to Bengal. The

Jaunpur kingdom was swallowed up in the Lodi empire which now
extended up to the border of Bihar. This was a situation which no

ruler of Bengal could view with equanimity, for an agg^ssive

power established in a province which controlled the entrance to

Bihar and Bengal would constitute a dire threat to her security.

Whether the SharqTs received any material assistance from Bengal

in their struggle with the Lodls is difficult to say, but the kind

treatment which she now accorded to the fugitive king was un-

doubtedly the demonstration of a political frienddiip that may have

originated earlier in a desire to preserve this counterpoise to Delhi.

Husain not only allowed his Sharql namesake to crom the frontier

into Kahlgaon (Colgong in Bhagalpur) but received him with all

h(Hiour and provided means for his comfort (R.S. 135). Sikandar

Lodi was not slow to grasp the political motive underlying this

seemingly humanitarian act, and decided on taking immediate
action. From his camp at Darweshpur early in 1495 he moved upto

Tughluqpur on Ae Bengal frontier and prepared for invasion.

Husain had foreseen such a contingmicy. Instead of waiting at

his capital for the invaders, he sent an army under his son Dfiiniyal

to intercept them and the two armies sto^ focing each other at

Barh. Whether it was out of fear of the Bengali army or because
of the exhaustion of their own troops, the LodT generals, Miahmfld
Lodi and Mub&iak Lohftnl hesitated to attack, and Anally on
Sikandar’s instructions opened negotiations for peace. A non-
aggression agreement was ottered into, fbllowed by a delimitation

of the frontios. On behalf of his fatSier, Dftniyftl undertook not to

give sheltor to Sikandar’s enemies, but firom the sequel this clause

does not appear to have affected Husain Shanilfs cobtinued resi-

JKfirfef m$-8h»ihaJla, JASB, 1874, 88M8, detaOiiic tlie adtitvesmto of lanril Gkad
ia mnrwrfnnjr eonslraetiiig a Wdfs («ta (or data) ov«r the si*aaq» la tbo niga of

Barfaok, prohsUjr io(m to tbo period oriiea the peobtan ms fottiar oat of odatial.

Hoeshi’e aeoebka mo pab^po eearidowd a fittfaig oeesriea to awve tUs huiresilnify

aabsiltby o^ilaL

19
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dence at Kahlgaon, where he died. At what line the two frontiers

met is nowhere mentioned beyond the fact that Sikandar subse-

quently conferred the district round Tughluqpur on A’zam HumayQn
while Bihar became the iqta‘ of Darya Khfin Loh&nl (Tab. I, 319-20,

Badauni, I, 819) . Inscriptions found in Monghyr and Bihar,

however, prove that in South Bihar Husain’s control extended to

within a few miles of Patna. The occupation of the whole of Noi4h

Bihar including tib® trans-Gandak area, which is proved by his

inscription at Saran^ appears to have followed soon after, either in

accordance with the terms of the treaty or as a result of military

operations started immediately on Sikandax’s withdrawal.

(tt) Conquest of Kdmrup and invasion of Assam.

The threat from the west having been thus averted, Husain

could now turn to the north-east, the frontier towards Kamrup.

The indecisive war fought by Barbak with the ruler of Kamtapur

was followed by the loss of considerable territory on the eastern

bank of the Karatoya. Nil&mbar, the third Khen king of Kamtapur

whose dominions extended in the east as far as the Bamadi,

consolidated his conquests by building a military road from his

capital to his frontier fortress of Ghoiaghat <hi the Karatoya, traces

of which were still to be seen when Buchanan-Hamilton visited

Dinajpur.^ The Abyssinian anarchy must in any case have fusili-

tated Nilambar’s operations who, from all accounts, appears to have

been an ambitious prince. In 1498, Husain launched a vigorous

campaign \rith a view to recovering the lost territory and putting a

permanent stop to Khen aggression. This war is popularly believed

to have been instigated by Nilambar’s Brahman minister whose
licentious son had been brutally murdered by* that Raja. The
aittack was opened with an overwhelming army led, according to

traditions, by IsmA’il Gh&zl, who marched straight to besiege the

Khen capital.* The city was strongly fortified and the siege dragged

on, according to one tradition, for 12 years. Buchanan noticed traces

of what he believed to have been the invading army’s camp. The
Bengali forces finally gained entraoe into the fortress, it is said, by
means of treachery and captured Nilambar, who was taken to Gaur
but subsequently escaped (B. Hamilton, ii, 458-9). The city was
eventually destroyed and the whole kingdom as far as Hajo was
permanently annexed. A colony of Afghans was left in Kftmrup who

1 JASB, 1874, 804. It is hagmentaiy and the km^a nanie ia vreating. A
later inacriptioD found at the aame place bearing Hnaain’a name is dated 808/1S08-4.

* Op. eit. a, 08048; Si, 410, 48540. Chut, 48.

* The date h in acecrdanea with the traditioaa and agrees with the e^gtigiliip

evidence. See Gait: 48; JA88, 107% 888.
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dispossessed the Hindu zamindars and took over the civil and

military administration under the viceroyalty of Husain’s son.^

The Buranjis call him Dulal Ghazi possibly a corruption of Prince

Daniyal who was in Monghyr till at least 1498.^ The Kamrup
expedition, therefore, should be placed after this year, but before 1502,

the year in which Husain recorded this victory in an inscription at

Malda.

Salim’s account of the conquest of Kamrup appears to contain

a confused description of a subsequent advance eastwards along the

Birahmaputra valley, a campaign whose fulkr details are to be found

only in the Buranjis, but which Gait is not prepared to ascribe to

Husain Shah. That there is little scope for doubting the occurrence

of this event is, howver, proved by the categorical statement of

Shihabuddin Talish (in Blochmann, JASB., 1872, 79) according to

whom the invasion army consisted of 24,000 soldiers and a powerful

fleet. Unable to withstand the Muslim forces led, according to the

Buranjis, by the ‘Bara Wazir,’ the Ahom king withdrew to the hills

and allowed the plains to be occupied. The occupation at the end

proved untenable, for on the appearance of the rainy season, the

Ahoms descended from the hills, blocked the roads already rendered

impassable by the floods and finally surrounded the Muslim army
and cut them down to the last man. It was thus an unmitigated

disaster, but was limited in its territorial extent, for Bengal’s hold

on Kamrup remained unaffected.

(tit) War with Orissa,

The Riyaz-us-SalatIn as well as the unnamed 16th century

manuscript history of Bengal found by Buchanan Hamilton at

Pandua, credits Husain with the conquest of all territories upto

^ RS., 1S4. It mentions the names of some iff' theae rajas, as Mai Kunwar,
Rup Narain, Gosa Lakban, Lachmi Norain, etc. They were either feudatories of

the Khen ruler or Koch names of the Kamta kings from Niladhwaj to Nilambor.

The Ms. account quoted by Buchanan makes Rup Narain son of Mol Kunwar son

of Sada Lakhman ; op. cit. iii, 412. Hie fourth name is that of the third king of

Kuch Bihar.

^ Assam Buranji, by Huliram Dhaikiyal Fhukon, quoted by Firinsep, Useful

Tables, and thence reproduced by Blochmann, JASB, 1874, 79 and 885. The same

source mentions the name of two other Muslim vkseroys or commanders, Musundar
Ghaai and Sultan Ghiy&suddin, who mjfQr have been sent to hold Kfanmp ai)4 Hajo
after the abortive invasion of the Ahom kingdom. Sultan Ghiyisoddin is apparently

identical with the person whose tombb on a hill near Hajo, b stOl venerated by
Hindus and Muslims and who b populariy believed to have beed the first Mudim
to propagate Idam in that ragkm. He b mentioned as a saint by Mina Nathan,

Bah, n, 488-80.
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Orissa.^ The biographies of Chaitanya also make causal reference

to this war in course of which he is said to have destroyed many
temples.^ No

.
Orissan evidence has so far been discovered to

confirm this account beyond the chronicle of the Jagannath temple

at Puri, known as the MdHa Panpha whioih contains detfsils ofl a

war fought with the Muslims of Bengal in 1509. According to this

last named source, taking advantage of Prataprudra’s absence from

his capital, a commander of the king of Gaur, named Isma'il Ghazi

advanced as far as Puri, and destroyed a large number of temples.

The invasion, however, did not lead to any territorial acquisition,

for on the return of Prataprudra, the Muslim forces, we are told, fell

back on the frontier fortress of Mand§,ran on which the fighting

eventually centred. Prataprudra invested the fort, but owing to

the treachery of one of his officers, Oovinda Vidyddhar, the siege had

to be raised and the Hindu forces withdrawn. Beyond a pbssible

recovery of Mandaran the campaign could not have produced any
tangible result.

The date of this event is a matter of some doubt. The Mddld
Panjihd, as noted above, puts it in 1509, whereas the date established

by the chronology of Chaitanya’s travels would be some time between

1509 and J516.* Numismatic evidence, however, tends to place it

still earlier, for the year in which the legend describing Husain’s

conquest of lE&mrup-K&mtah and Jajnagar-Orissa appears for the

first time on his coins is 910/1504-5,^ Unless the three dates can

be proved to be wrong or to refer to three separate expeditions, they

might be taken as indicative of the protracted nature of the war.

(iv) War with Tipperah.

A state of war with Tipperah seems to have already existed when
Husain came to the throne. When exactly he felt himself free to

^ Martin, op. cK. ft. MOL
^ Brindaban Daa; ChmUmya Bhagahata, quoted in Banerji’s Btmglar lUhatti,

ii. 840; see also p. 898. JASB, 1900, 186.

* Chaitanya'a renunciation is said to have occurred in 1509; Banerji, op. cit.

Tit 895. On his way from Navadwip to Pnri he was told of the hostilities in pro-

gnm on the frontier and had to accept the hdp of the frontier <^Soer, Ramchandra

Khan to cross the Ganges at Chatrabhog ^-^llodl, Sisirkumar: AnUga Nknai

Charit, III, 77-79. About the year 1518 he returned to Bengal and found the

frontier still dosed because of the war; Ghodi, 8:—op. cit. IV, 888-87. At Gaur

he met Sanatan who was later imprisoned for his refusal to accompany Husate in

his Orirsani campaign; ibid. V, 46-8; Chaftanya later visited Brindaban and on his

way bade, at Braares, sometime in 1519. Sanatan finally joined hun ;.ibid, V, 58-58.

See alfo Sarkar, Sir J. N. C/te^anyoV Uf0 end Uaekbtg$. 806-406, 819-881.

4 Botham, A. W. : Catalogue of the provincial coin-cabinet, Assam, p. ITIh

no. 18.
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intensify the war in this region it is difficult to say, but it could not

have been later than 1513, the year in which the conquest of a part of

Tipperah is indicated in an inscription found in Son&rgftnw. Details

of the war are found only in the Tipperah chronicle, the Rdjmdld,

according to which the first attack on Tipperah possessions west of

the Gomtt was repulsed with heavy losses. The second expedition

was commanded by Gaur Mallik, who obtained an initial victory

near Comilla and occupied the inland fortress of Meherkiil. As the

Tipperah general, Rai Chaichag, fell back on the Son5matia fort,

Gaur Mallik advanced towards the capital, Rftngl&m&ti, but on the

way suffered a terrible reverse. While crossing the dry bed of the

Gomti, most of his army was drowned when Chaichag suddenly

released the waters which had been held back by an artificial dam
a few miles up the river. Only a remnant withdrew to the Chandi-

garh fort but it was surprised in the night and the whole expedition

ended in the hasty flight of a few miserable survivors. It was pro-

bably after this disaster that the Tipperah king occupied Chittagong

and expelled the Bengali garrison. The third expedition, we are told,

was led by one Hatian Khan—a curious name, who also suffered an

exactly similar fate. An initial success in a pitched battle near

Comilla was followed by the invading army finding its grave in the

Gomti waters—^an operational blunder on the part of the Bengal

general, whom Husain rightly punished by relieving him of his

command. The fourth expedition, perhaps commanded by Husain

in person, was, however, more successful. The chronicle does not

record the result of the battle fought near the Kailargarh fort,' in

which Dhanya MiSnikya himself appears to have taken part, but

from the inclusion of a tract of Tipperah within the administrative

charge of one of Husain’s officers in the inscription mentioned above

(JASB, 1872, 833), the annexation of at least a part appears fairly

well-established. A recovery of Chittagong is also indicated by the

Rdjmdld referring to its capture by the king of Arakan from Husain’s

forces during the progress of this war.

Whether the Tipperah war was followed by or coincident with,

operations against Arakan is a point on which our available sources

are not sufficiently explicit. Nor do they furnish a consistent

account of the territorial result of the war. According to the Rdjmdld,

(545-6) the Arakanese king took advantage of Husain’s pre-occupa-

tion with Tipperah and occupied Chittagong. It was evidently to

deal with this Arakanese aggresrion that the military operations,

mentioned by Parameswar and Srikara Nandi were started, pos.sibly

' ESjmSld, ed. K. C. Sinha, 16-18. Webtter, Tifpperah QumMut, 18 .
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under the command of the crown-piince Nusrat, to whom local

traditions of Chittago^ ascribe the first Muslim conquest of the

district.^ He was assisted by Paragal Khan, the patron of Paramcs-

war and later the military governor of the newly conquered territory.

Operations were probably continued for some years, even after

Nusrat’s return, and from his head-quarters on the Feni river,

Paragal, and after him hk son Chhuti, steadily pushed the Arakanese

southwards and also maintained a vigilant watch on the Tipperah

king. The date of the expedition cannot be ascertained, but perhaps

it was practically over by 1517, in which year the Portuguese

emissary, Joao de Silveiro landed at Chittagong and found the port

in possession of *the king of Bangala/ De Barros adds that at that

time the king of Arakan was also a vassal of Bengal, which, if true,

wouM mean the reassertion of a suzerainty established earlier, and
which, in any case, proved temporary.^

n. AnauDDiN Husain Shah’s character and
ACHIEVEMENTS

With the exception of the Assam campaign all the military

projects of Husain were crowned with success. Before he died in

1519,’ he had not only restored Bengal’s old frontiers but had con-

siderably extended them by the annexation of Ki&mrup, Saran and

a part of 'Tipperah. No rebellion disturbed the security and peace

which reigned throughout his extensive and well-knit dominions

comprising all the territories bounded by Saran and Bihar on the

north-west, Sylhet and Chittagong on the south-east, and Hajo on

1 Haxnldullah : Ahadis-^-Khwanin, 17-18. A rich Arab merchant, named Alfa

Hiuaini is stated to have helped the kmg of Gaur in the conquest of Chittagong

with ships and mon^ and as a consequence to have become very influential in

Bengal. He is perhaps to be identified with the merchanlt Alfa Khan in whom
Martim Jusarte found a friend in ISSS ; Campos, M.

2 JPardgaU MahSbhSrata, quoted in Sen, Bangabkatd 0 SdkUiya, De Bairoa:

Da Asia, quoted in Campos, 88. 80. Cf. Fhayre JASB, 1878, I, 187, who obviously

relied on Faria y Souaa, a late writer and whose English translatkm haa been accord-

ing to Campos 'very unfortunate.. See Arakan in the l^Mughal History of Bengal,

Bmtfffd PaH amd Pmenit, 1944.

* 185 ; Salim's statement that Husain ruled lor 87 years nearly agrees

with the date established by inacriptkms of his reign, the latest of which is dated,

15th Shaban^ 985/18th August, 1519; JASB, 1878, 895, no. 81. Husain's coins so

far published, however, cease with the year 984/1518, Botham, op. dL 189, no. 16.

Cf. BaiM9ii» op* cit. 11, 858, OdM, 187, who accept 1518 as the year of Husain's
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the north-east, Mandftnm and the M-parganaha on the aoutii-west.*

It is a pity, no details ore known of his administiatkm to which,

considering his rise ftom a humble poriti<m in the state he must have
made valuable contributions. A learned mii himsdf, his interest

in the diffusion of learning was natural, and the college whose
establiriiment is recorded in the hfolda inscription of 1502 (JASB,
1874, SOS), must have been only one of many such foundationa

The tomb of the saint Qutb-ul-‘Alam at Fsndua received large

endowments from him, and he is said to have journeyed every year

on foot from Ekdala to pay his respects at the shrine (R.S., 1S5).

Al&uddih Husain Shah was unquestionably the best, if not the

greatest, of the medieval rulers of Bengal. With tHe true insight

a statesman, he realised that the Ilyfts Sh&hl dsmasty, whom he

supplanted, represented Bengal’s hopes and aspirations and had

almost become a natioiud institution. With these aspirations he

identified himself so wh(fie-heartedly that his alien origin was for-

gotten and his Hindu subjects compared him to the incarnation of

Krishna. By recalling the old aristocracy to power and position h^
showed that though a new dyimsty had come to power, the old

traditions were to continue. His courtesy and affable tempor, his

modesty and unfailing kindness won the hearts of his people who in

gratitude called him the ’Crown of kings* (Nripati THak) and

‘Adornment of the universe’ {Jagat Bhufona) . To a country groan-

ing under tyranny, encroached upon on all sides, and rent by racial and

religious factiousness he gave peace, justice and political glory which

she had not witnessed since the days of Ilyfts. Posterity remembers

him not only for the material advantages he conferred on the people,

but for his liboalism and catholicity of mind of which it is hard to

find a parallel in Muslim India until the age of the great Akbar.

In appointing Hindus to hi^ offices he was of course only continuing

the traditional practice of his predecessors, but to put them in charge

4ff hii^bly confidential woric was cotainly something more than

mere diidomatic expediency. His wasir ((Sopinath Basu, entitled

Purandar Khan), his private physician (Mukunda Das), his diief

of the body-guards (K^va Chhatri), master of the mint (Anup)
were all Hindus ; the JUjmeid adds the name ol Gaur MaUik, his

> Rw inaeriptioiw is Bihar hare been aaled above; Cor the ftjrlhet inaeriptioa

of hit imanl Bakn Xhaa iklad MWlSltl aae JftfflI. IStS. 4M plalft That Oe
ehole of aMdem M-Fhrgaaaha eaa iarfadad hi hb doadaioaa k |ae«ed by the lefcfw

anee ia the Cbaitawya Bbayabcte of Ifciadahan to Chatfahbeg oa the fTaagw

(Diaawad Baiboor aabdhrkiaa), aadtr tta taiftiar, Baoi Chaadia Khaa, layand

eftbk aa aaaaaat of the heatgtka «hm la yaaffow erUk Okka. aa tiawBir wm
aBaanft to ymaadt qaslsft it Brnm/fi, apu A IL M.
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graeral in charge of the second Tippenh expedition. The names
of the two brothers Rup and San&tan, one of whom held the highly

important office of the private secretary (DabiM-Khds) are well-

known. His literary appreciation was not confined to Arabic

and Persian only, but was extended in an increasing degree to the

vernacular literature. Most of the works produced in his reign have

however perished, but among the Bengali writers M&ladhar Basu,

Bipradas, Bijay Gupta (Chhota Vidy&pati), and Jasoraj Khan
moition his name with gratitude.^ Indeed his enthusiasm for

Bengali literature was infectious and his governor of Chittagong,

Paiagal, has been immortalised by his patronage of Parameswar, the

earliest translator of the Mahdbhdrat. A devout Muslim himself, he
was yet free from that rank intolerance which mars the annals of

many Muslim kings of Northern India. Some of the Vaishnava
writers ascribe to him a belief in the incarnation of Chaitanya, to

whom he undoubtedly showed great consideration. During the
latter’s visit to Gaur, Husain issued orders to all his officers to show
respect to that Sarmydai and to provide facilities for his journey.®

Husain was unlucky in not having had an Abul Fazl to record

his sayings and glorify his actions, and no contemporary chronicle

has survived. But the few facts known of his reign are sufficient

clues to the greatness of a ruler who may well be compared with
Akbar. Of all the Muslim sovereigns Bengal had had, he captured
most the imagination of the people and "the name of Husain' Shfth-,

the good, is still remembered from the frontiers of Orissa to Uie
Brahmaputra." (Blochmonn, JASB, 1878, 881).

n. Nasiroddin Abul Muzavpar Nusrat Sbah
1519-1588

According to the Riyftz-us-Sal&tin Nusrat was the eldest of his
father’s ei^teen childrra and so was nwAnimnnnily nised to the
throne. He ai^)ear8 to have already been nominated for succession
when he was allowed in 151A to issue coins in his own name, (CCIM.
Bengal, No. 811), a privilege usually enjoyed by the crown-prince

^ ParafiJi MahiUiteU, iinotod in Sco. op. at. p. 1S8, Bijagw Gupta;
and Jaaoraj Khaa: Ptduotii, ibid. Itt. Chaktavarti, B. K.:

Oounr itOuu, ii. lOt; Bajnuia, IS Gfaoah, 8. Aimya JVunaT Chariti BatkaiV
ChaUa^t Life md' Teatltmga, V. 10; Seu. ep. cit !«.

®. .Seu, op. dt. ISO, Baaeiji n, MM. MiUhnuBr Bean was hr
Husain to tnnalate the BUoMNrts into Baufili; 8an, opi sit. lOa.
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in Bengal. He possessed fine human qualities and strong family
affections. Instead ci putting all his brothers to death as was the
custom, he increased their allowances and raised their dignities. He
inherited his father’s good qualities to the full and by his apprentice-

ship in important administrative and mlitary work, had acquired a
thorough graq> of political i»oblems. In addition, he possessed an
unusual amount of diplomatic ability of which very soon he had to

give clear proof.

(t) AwU-Mttghal confederacy and agreement with Sdbur.

Husain’s non-aggression pact with Sikandar Lodi had only

partially solved a problem. It gave him peace but held out a threat.

By their hold on the western approaches of Bihar the Lodis con-

trolled the entrance to Bengal—a situation which was fraught with

dangerous postibilities. His subsequent occupation of the North
Hlhar country protected only one flank, for no political or military

barrier separated Delhi from Monghyr. Within two years of

Nusrat’s accession, however, the Lodi Empire began to crack. By
1522, the Ix»hani State was set up in Bihar, and the country from
Jaunpur to Patna became virtually independent. Common interests

of security bound the new State to Bengal, and this friendship became
a cardinal point in her foreign policy. Nu^rat appears to have
entered into an active alliance with the Eastern rebels and received
a large territorial share when the Eastern provinces fell off from
Ibrfthun Lodi’s control. While the Loh&nls and FarmOlIs appro-
priated the country from Jaunpur to Patna, to Nu^rat fell the
districts north of the Tons river. Husain’s conquests in North Bihar
were rounded off by the annexation of the whole of Tirhut over
which he placed his brothers-in-law, ’Alauddm and MakhdQm-i-’Alam
(RB. 1S6). Hajipur, on the Gandak-Ganges confluence, where the
lattw established himself, thus became a strategic base and controlled
all the river entrances into Bihar. Across the Gandak, the hold
on Saran was widened to include the riverain tract on both sides of
the Ghogra, as far as Axamgaib* within his military control.

^th such military and pcditical safeguards, he could wait calmly
for the*consequences of Babur’s victory at Panipat. As the
Afghan dhiefs flocked to the East, Nusrat (ocerted himself to build
up an Eastern entente and make Bihar a centre of resistance against
the Mughals. In August, 15IM, the Afghans suffned their first

reverse when Humayun drove Ma’rOf and Naflr LcdiSal horn Qaiuraj

* An fasedptioB te Sikaodatpar, «a die Ghe^ dated ia die year 1527,

saeaede die aeeliaa of a aaeevae hy Nsfnt’e eemmaadant (Har-Hadilraf), ef the

tnapa ataHeaai et iOm yem ti Xhasld} JA8B, Itn, 2M.

M
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and Jaunpur and annexed the Gangetic tiact up to the Ghogra south

of the Tons. Prudent as he was to realise the strength of his

adversary and the fickleness of his allies, Nu9rat Shah took care to dis-

arm Mughal hostility by professing neutrality. For more than a

year he maintained Babur’s envoy at his court and evaded a direct

answer as to his attitude. And just when the latter’s suspicion was

being roused, he sent him back with his own envoy, with presets

and assurances of loyalty. It had the denred effect and Babur in

December, 1528, decided that “to go to Bengal would be improper.”^

This diplomacy only served to cloak Nu^rat’s real policy which

was certainly in accord with the actions of the Afghans, who early

in the same year had made their first attempt on Qanauj, but had

retired on Babur’s approach. What active help they received from

Nu^rat we shall perhaps never know, for the relevant portion of

Babur’s memoirs—our only contemporary source for these details—

are irretrievably lost. Babur’s advance on this occasion along the

Ghogra and his bestowal of Saran on the Shaikhzada ? Shah

Muhammad Farmiil! (Babur, XU, 675) however, affected Nusrat’s

territory directly, and we may well suppose that his garrisons west of

the Gandak tried to defend their positions by force of arms. The
death of Bah&r Khan Lohfini early in the year had deprived the

Eastern confederacy of one oS its strongest supporters, and the

victorious advance of Babur across the Ganges to Buxar now ah^ost

completely disorganised it. Sher Khan Sur accepted a Mughal jagir

in South Bihar and with the assistance of the govemor of Jaunpur
now pursued his own interests at the cost of Afghan unity. The
Loh&ni State under the boy king, JaBd Khan, was hardly in a posi-

tion to continue the leadership and to Nu^rat, thoefore, fell the
task of re-organising it and at the same time keeping up his diplo-

matic friendship with the Mughals.

His hand was immensely strengthened by the arrival in Bihar
in October of the same year, of a Lodi pretends Mahmud, whose
family prestige was able to rally the Afghans once again under his

standard. His seizure of the Bihar kingdom from the poweriess

Jalftl was perhaps countenanced by Nusrat who had to look to the
Mterest of the coalition as a whofe, but it had a most unfortunate
effect. It cost the confederacy the sui^rt of the Loh&nis. Dqiend-
ing on his father’s friendship with Nusrat, Jalfil and his party fled to

Hiijqmr to ask for his armed intervention, which if granted, would
have meant, the comifiete dissolution of the entente. Being pwhaps

^
1 JUbm, m, M*. ets, m. Thm Mn^ euwef, Mnlla doQf^
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apprised of the Bengali ruler’s real attitude, the Loh&nis sought the

earliest opportunity to make contact with the Mughals. This, how-
ever, had to be prevented by all means. By threat or persuarion

Jal&l, whom, as Babur notes “the Bengali held as if eye-bewitched,”^

was therefore, detained at Hhjipur, while preparations were set afoot

for Mahmud’s grand military enterprise.

This, however, proved a debacle. Mahmud’s prestige and

Nusrat’s active inspiration regenerated the coalition in which

Sher Khan was also persuaded to join, and a three-pronged attack

on the Mughal position was set in motion in February, 1/120.

Mahmud and Sher led two Armies along the two banks of the Ganges

to Chunar and Benares, while Biban and B&yazid moved north

across the Ghogra to Gorakhpur (Babur, m, 652) . Nu^rat’s part in

this campaign, curiouriy enough, appears to have escaped Babiir’s

notice, but this was probably the force which, according to Salim,

(RS. 1S8) was despatched under Qutb Khan across the north of

Bahraich, with the obvious plan of attacking Lucknow from the

rear. The whole strategy, however, was frustrated by Mahmud’s
personal incompetence. While Sher succeeded in taking Bmares and

Qutb Khan fought several engagements, Biban and B&yazid failed

to keep to the time schedule and were still in Saran when Mahmud
at the news of Babur’s approach fled to Mahoba without risking a

ringle engagement. On Sher Khan’s consequent withdrawal the

whole southern front completely collapsed, leaving Nusrat alone to

hold the northern riparian tracts across which Babur now plaimed to

move in pursuit of Biban and B&yazid. Sher Khan submitted to the

Mu^ials within a month ; other Afghans who had fled north across

the Ghogra wanted to follow suit and had to be kept back with

force by Makhdum-i-Alam at Hajipur; Jalftl and his party even-

tually succeeded in evading tiie Bengalis and sent in their submisrion

to Babur’s camp at Buxar (Babur, nz, 66S-4, 659, 676).

Nu^rat’s diplomacy was now sordy tried. Having been deserted

by all his allies, he was nearly exposed and was now required to

give a concrete proof of his neutrality by signing a formal agreement.

IVom his camp at Buxar, early in April, 1529 Babur dictated to the

Bengali envoy, lanail, three draft articles one of which demanded a
free passage across the Ghogra. A special Mughal envoy was sent

with the draft to obtain Nu^rat’s early approval.* Now tiutt the

grand anti-Mughal front had collapsed there was no dboioe f<w the

* AUmm in EOiot hr. S49. Babor, Si, 664.

* Balwr, 661, 676.. 71w artide* am aovlieR apedSed and Aa aeateaM

is iaeomtUte in tba fast. OiSy one of the tama amaniariNd on y. 666.
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latter beyond armed resistance. And yet probably to give Biban

and Bftyazid time to get away he delayed his answer, while Makhdum
was instructed to erect defences along the Gandak and post troops

on the Ghogra-Ganges confluence. Babar waited for nearly a month,

sent another envoy with Ismail Mita demanding, on pain of war,

the withdrawal of troops from the Ghogra, and Anally decided to

use force. In the resulting three days’ battle, fought for the Ghogra

ferry, the Bengali forces—infantry and cavalry supported by boats—

gave a good account of themselves and were ultimately driven off

by superior tactics. The Mughals crossed over into Saran ; at his

camp at the village of Kundbah in the Nirhun parganah Babur

received the submission in person of Jal&l who had ** succeeded in

getting away after some flghting,” and who was now reinstated in Bihar

as a tributary vassal. Nu$rat’s political and military defeat was
complete, but thanks to his diplomacy, Bengal was still at peace with

the Mughals. A few days later, the Mughal envoy returned and
brought letters from the **La9hkar~Wazir Husain Khan and the

Shahzada of Monghyr” who signified their consent on behalf of

Nu$rat, to Babur’s terms of agreement.^ The first phase of his

diplomacy was thus concluded.

It is difficult to assess precisely the territorial loss which this

defeat meant for Bengal. Babur promised to respect Nu^rat’s

dependencies, and an inscription at Kharid testifies to his rule over

at least a part of the Ballia district in 1529. And yet Babur is

known to have bestowed Saran and Gorakhpur on his new Afghan
partisans and to have visited Kharid and Azamgarh. The agree-

ment further demanded the withdrawal of troops fron^ the Ghogra
which amounted in effect to a cession of the area west of the

Gandak. In any case, the agreement, so far as Bengal was con-

cerned was never meant to be observed, for her interests ran

counter to those of the Mughals, and conflict was inevitable.

Nusiat immediately set to work for organising another coalition.

The Tx>h5nis had been irreparably alienated and with the wi^ and
self-seeking Sher in control of Bihar, it must have taken him and
Mahmud a great deal of persuasion and threat to revive the earlier

partnership.

Babur’s death in 1580 presented an opportunity and in June
next year with Biban, Bftyazid, and the unwilling Sher^ on his side,

Bfahmod moved out of Bihar. The Muf^ial garrison was driven out

I Ibid, fii, 080-74^ 7S. Amoog Uie camlties m Nafrat*# foioes was one
‘BMant Bao^ a pagan of repala.*

^ ^ler^i oollaboiBtioo with the' Afiduuie and his idtunale tiaechaj is amn-
tioasd Igr Abbas, B. ft D. hr, 840, and Ahmad YadOsr, llrihMAhhl, 184 #. Ihbb
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of Jaunpur and Lucknow was threatened. What part Nu^rat’s

forces played in this campaign is nowhere mentioned but Mahmud
must at least have received large material assistance from Bengal.

For the crushing defeat at the battle fought at Dadrah, his incom-

petence, however, was less responsible than Sher Khan’s treachery.

With the death of Biban and Bayazid on the battle-field and

Sher accepting a Mughal vassalage for Chunar, the confederacy was

now fairly dead. Nu§rat’s real attitude could no longer be concealed,

and Humayun was now rumoured to be preparing to march against

him. Realising his inability to face the Mughals alone he had now

to look about for allies and found one in Bahadur Shah of Gujrat, a

powerful enemy of Humayun. A proposal for friendship and alliance

was sent to him through Malik Marjan. Before the proposal could

take concrete shape its author was removed by the hand of death,

and the whole diplomatic plan was frustrated. Yet it did have the

immediate effect of compelling Humayun to postpone his invasion ol

Bengal and turn to meet the reported hostile moves of Bahadur.

(n) War with the Ahoms.
The conclusion of peace with Babur in 1529 was fortunate.

The year saw the opening of a protracted and at the end, costly war

with the Ahom king of the Upper Brahmaputra valley. Husain’s

ill-fated expedition had left bitter memories and its disastrous end

may have encouraged the Ahoms to take the offensive. To what

extent they followed up their victory can however, never be known,

for the Muslim accounts make no reference, and the Buranjis are

confused and sparing in significant details. According to the latter

(Gait, 88) , the war was opened almost suddenly, by the

Ahom King advancing in 1529 along the Brahmaputra against

the Muslim headquarters at Hajo. No engagement is reported to

have taken place, but ^he Assamese established a military base at

Narayanpur, north of the river, an obvious threat to the Muslim
town across the frontier. In what manner the latter reacted to this

clearly hostile act is not known, but two years later they are stated

to have taken the offensive, and advanced with artillery, infantry

and boats into the Ahom district of Darrang. In a naval engagement
fought at Temani ( ? Trimohani ) , the Bengali forces were ultimately

defeated and compelled to fall back on Silmrup. In order to bar
their future advance, the Ahoms thereupon erected fortresses at

Sal& and Singiri, south and north of the Brahmaputra opposite
Hajo. Singiri was subsequently attacked by the Bengalis under

however, oonfiiM the two events. Quiimgo, op. cit. 74-5, disputes the aecmncy
of the stataneiit, but on this point see Bsaciji: Hwmagfm BMak, b 4446L
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Bit Malik (or Mit Manik), but they were agdn defeated and

driven back with heavy losaes in men» horses and cannon.

After Nu^rat’s death the attempt was renewed next year by a

general who, according to the Bwranjit, bore the name of Turbak.

The son of the Ahom King who was detailed to hold the fortress,

offered battle north of the river and was signally defeated. With

the fall of Singiri, and Ahoms took shelter in Sala, but were forced

to evacuate the fortress after heavy artillery fire. This success,

however, was neutralised by a subsequent defeat suffered in a naval

engagement. Turbak was now reinforced by Husain Khan with

whom he pushed eastwards and engaged the main Ahom forces on

the Dikrai river (Sibsagar district) but was again defeated. The
Assamese superiority in river battles was once again demonstrated

when they infiicted another defeat on Ttirbak’s retreating army on

the Bharali river (Tezpur district) in which he lost his own life and
a large number of elephants and artillery pieces. (Gait, 80>01).

Thus ended Husain Shih’s attempt to subjugate the Upper

Brahmaputra valley. Its failure was largely due to Bengal’s weak*

ness in naval power. The hold on K&mrup, in any case, could not

have long survived this defeat, for the political revolution that

followed soon after in Bengal was taken advantage of by Biswa.

Singh, the founder of the Kuch dynasty who extended his conquests

about this time at the cost of both the Ahom and .the Muslim terri*

tones and established the Kuch Bihar kingdom. (Gait, 45-48).

The districts of K&mrup and Goalpara had to be reconquered before

the Mughal forces could advance on Assam proper.

Nu^rat died at the hands of an assasrin, one of his own slaves

whom he had punished while paying a visit to his fathers tomb at

Gaur. The latter part of his life is said to have been sullied by
^rimt Salim calls "dissipations and sundry obsesrimis to detail

whidi would harrow the fediugs of aD." This, if Uue, would be a
sorry oondusbn to an otherwise successful and enl^tened reigB. Hi
his dealu^ with the Mughals he proved hims^ an astute diplomatist

and a far-s^ted statesman. Babur’s supnior stiat^y, his own
undependable confrere*, it is true, weakened his hold on the trans-

Gandak country, and frustrated his political plan, but he had
certainly the satisfeethm that as long as he lived the frontiers he
had inherited from his father, remamed immune frmn vidation.

A true disdple Husain ISilh,, he mamtuned a liberal outlook*

was Iblfy expressed in the eompodtimi of hb govemmoit smd

* 8m 8m: op. oit. tat m miIHimwiii Bmgifi oo>qil«> irtiidi is mpposed to

wtim to Ibrnt’s fcadsp tommide- YaUtoBfeAe dMae tom.
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anngr. Like his father he continued to watch with- sympathy the

progress ot Bmigali literature. He himsdf is said to have ordered

a Bengali translation of the Mahabharata, which would perhaps be

the earliest of its kind. It was to the active interest of one of his

ofScers, Chhuti Khan of Chittagong, that we owe Srikara Nandi’s

translation of this epic. Another of his officers, named Kaviranjan,

was himself a poet of repute and has made affectionate mention of

his sovereign.

IV. ALAUDDtN FmvK, 15SS-SS

From coins, Nupat’s younger brother, Abdul Badr (Mahmud)
appears to have been declared heir-apparent as he is found using

the royal insignia aa early as 9S3 a.h. 1596.^ As the sequel

suggests, the nomination was probably opposed by an influential

court-circle, headed by Makhdum, the governor of North Bihar,

who on Nuarat’s sudden death raised his young son to the throne

with the title of Alauddin Firuz. He was able, however, to rule only

for a few months.^ Beyond a few coins and a solitary inscription

at Kalna (Burdwan), no record exists of his short reign. Bengali

literature, however, had reason to remember him with gratitude,

for he demonstrated, at an early age, a keen interest in letters. It

was at his request, while still a prince, that the poet foidhara

composed the versifled love story of ^dyS-Sundara.* His depon-

tion and ultimate death at the hands of his uncle thus put an end
to what gave promise of an enlightened reign.

V. GHiTASxnmiN Mahmud and the Afghan oonquhst
15SS-15S8

Li view of his earlier nomination, Abdul Badr had perhaps a
technical right to the throne, but in supplanting his nephew he
created enemies whom he not only failed to reconcile but tactlessly

1 See his inacriptian at Sadnllepar. XA8B, 18M, S14-S. It esphins the

hhhcfto uninteDigible woeda Baiar SAoH CmbmI ht eonie of his eeriitr eahw:

OCIM, ii, pp. ITaaa, aoe. MS-C7.

ass is the eeiflest date IbaBd oa hie eoios iHoad from Vhthabad and N—atahad

mfaita: CdM, H, Hop|4eBient, p, TIh noa tit and SW. ISS, alalea that Mmmt
had sailed him to the Ogaltf of aa dadh.

* B8k pciated tnt, hae them “ymm' hot ffiifnaet Cmad it them menthe

hi hie manmaipt. Mo somsd of Ue le^ b kamia «a mimd hb nda htynkl UH.
The Xahm taacdSpthm b dated b Mimli of tbtt yam.

• 8m, Srimswi Mifll 88M»ep ffhlH M
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drove into open hostility. The governor of Hajipur, an immensely

powerful man refused to recognise his accession and on the pretext

of avenging Firuz’s death, he allied himself with the deputy-ruler of

Bihar and prepared for rebellion.

This was most unfortunate for Bengal. Nu$rat*s proposed

alliance with Gujrat was not given effect to and a valuable chance

was lost of striking at the Mughal power when Humayun was busy

with Bahadur. There was still just a chance of reviving the Eastern

coalition for neither Sher nor the Lohanis were at heart loyal to

the Mughals. But Mahmud lacked imagination and failed to make
a correct appraisal of the situation. He over-estimated the advantage

of an open alliance with the Lohanis whose fickleness and political

impotence he failed to notice.

Afghan historians have left few details concerning Mahmud,
but it is almost certain that the despatch of the governor of Monghyr,
Qutb Khan, in 1533 for “ conquering the country of BiKar^
although said to have been directed against Makhdum had really

the destruction of the latter’s ally Sher as its immediate objective,

and had the secret support of the Lohanis. It was a fatal slip and
snapped Bengal’s ties with the Eastern chiefs. It caused a realign-

ment of forces, for it strengthened Sher’s friendship with Makhdum
and the two were now violently opposed to Bengal and the Lohanis.

In order either to save himself or avert the consequent political

crisis, Sher is said to have tried his best to dissuade Mahmud from
this course. But prudence was a virtue foreign to the Bengal
Sultan’s nature and Qutb Khan pushed on with his forces. Sher
defeated and slew Qutb Khan and obtained valuable stores and
treasure.^

For Mahmud it was a great defeat and immensely damaged his

military prestige. His blind adhesion to the Lohanis prevented him
from saving the situation even now by recognising in Sher a far

more powerful ally than the factious Aflghans of Patna. But wotmded
pride clouded his judgment and besides he could never compromise
with an ally of Makhdum, a rebel from his authority. An army
was now sent to punish the latter, and the Lohani faction, perhaps
according to plan, refused to allow Sher to come to his help. Before
the engagement, however, Sher’s envoy reached H&jipur and
Makhdum entrusted to him all his treasures to be held by his
friend in safe custody pending the result of the battle. The battle,
however, went' against hini and he was slain.

^ trails, n, ISS: B8^ 140.
« Ateid Yadsw» ep. A ii0i Abiwa sp. elt Ott.
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Malimud’s authority was no doubt vindicated, but the process

instead of weakening Sher vastly added to his strength. Makhdum’s
accumulated treasure went to increase his prestige and military

power, for whose destruction the discomfited Lohanis now planned

a radical move. The conspiracy to assassinate him having failed,

Jal&l now decided secretly to accept Mahmud’s suzerainty and

thereby obtain open asristance against his over^bearing minister.

On the pretext of leading his army into Bengal—a country which

was ostensibly at war with Bihar, Jalal and his supporters crossed

the frontier and throwing themselves under Mahmud’s protection,

accepted vassalage.*

Nu^rat hfid met an exactly similar situation by detaining the

Loh&nis in ffijipur while Mahmud Lodi took possession of Bihar.

Such a course of action did not appeal to his short-sighted falrother

whose political ambition, incidentally, was immensely fiattoed by
the proqpect of adding Bihar to his dominions. It ^ve him, in

addition, a technical right to crush Sher Khan, the hated servant of

his vassal. His preparations were accordingly accelerated and eariy

in 15S4 a powerful army in command of Ibrahim Khan and accom-

panied by the Lohini king, moved out of Monghyr. It was a

formidable force consisting of artillery, cavalry and the redoubtable

Bmigal Paikt, and Sher handicapped by his lack of artillery and
foot-soldiers, had to rely on surprise tactics. After holding Ibifihim

for nearly a month in the narrow plain of Surajgarh, a few miles

east of Barii, bounded on three sides by the Ganges, the Kiul and
the Kharagpur hills, during which the latter vainly tried to draw
him out or by-pass him, Sher came out and offered battle. The
Bengalis got over their initial surprise and fought well, but Sher by
his brilliant use aof cavalry decided the issue, and by day-break

Mahmud’s great army had been routed. Ibifthim Slhan was slain

and Jal&l inade an ignominious flight to his protector.

IVom the political developments that followed directly fri>m it,

the battle of Surajgarh has been rightly regarded as one of the most
decisive in medievsd India. The territorial loss to Bengal was not

extensive,’ but its political and military consequences could not

remain obscure even to Mahmud. While it destroyed his military

prestige, it placed Sher firmliy on the road to kingahip. Mahmud
and Sher wete now confirmed in tiieir hostility to ea^ other and

z AUmm^ cp. 888: Ahmad Yadgw, op. dt. 181.

* It de« not appoar that Sher occiiplad the ImtiloileB east of the B3al lirer.

Star dotaSa of Oo hMt of Banjfaili, Ahboo, 88844S. Qaiinfo dataa tho halUo

is JImA 1888.

ii
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both detennined to pursue the struggle to the bitter end. For the

former, blinded by fury, the Mughals did not exist either as an

ultimate enemy or as a possible ally. To the cautious Sher, how-

ever, Humayun’s attitude still determined his movements, and the

latter’s continued residence in his capital till February, 1535, pre^

vented him from pursuing his military plans in the east. The
renewal of the Mughal war with Gujrat, however, removed his

anxiety and before the rainy season he completed his annexation of

the Bihar territory as far as Bhagalpur.

Whether this annexation was uncontested we do not know, but

Mahmud’s preparations were evidently incomplete when Sher opened

his campaign. Surajgarh appears to have placed him on the defensive

and all his preparations were based on holding the Teliagarhi Pass.

With the help of the members of the Portuguese mission who had

been imprisoned on their arrival at Gaur in 1534^ and who were

now released for the purpose, Mahmud prepared to defend the pass

and sent most of his army and fleet there. At the same time he opened

negotiations for greater military assistance from the Portuguese

viceroy of Goa.

The campaign was opened in 1536 by Sher advancing along the

Ganges to force his way to his enemy’s capital. Teliagarhi, howevet,

justified its position and the defenders refused him passage. Realising

their strength here, Sher left a detachment under his son Jal&l Khan
to keep them engaged while he turned aside, entered the difficult and
hitherto unexplored country of Jharkhand and took his enemy com-
pletely by surprise when he appeared suddenly before Gaur.^

^ About the year 1534 a Portuguese mission landed at^Chittagong and asked

for trading rights. The request was coupled with threat and the high-handed

seisure of Muslim trading vessris on the high seas. In trying to imprison them
the governor of the port had to fight them in course of whkdi a number of the

Portuguese was kQled. The rest, along vdth their leader, Martim Jusarte, were

sent to Gaur where Mahmud kept them in confinement. A second request for

their rdease, also coupled with threat and pillaging of the Chittagong port could

not obviouriy be complied with. It was only in his desire to obtain Portuguese

military assistance against the aggresuon of Sher in 1585, that Mahmud began to

treat his prisoners as allies and through them opened negotiations with Goa, (see

Campos, qp eU, 88-38. The author’s bias against the Indian ruler’ is quite obvious)

.

^ Ahmad Yadgar, op. cit. 188, says he took with him ninety thousand two-

horsed cavalry, while the Portuguese accounts magnify the may to forty thousand

cavalry, sixteen thousand rieffiiants, and two hundred thousand men with a fleet

of 800 boats. See^ Campos^ op. eft. 88.

No historian has cared to describe the route whidi Sher took on this occasion.

Ahmad Yadgar, qp. iU. 188, merely statea'that he took a nmto wldeli no one had
traversed. Hrikh-i-Daudi, onty hints at it by mentioning the inni^. As Owniio^
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Although the Bengal am^ hastened back to defend their capital,

Mahmud who was frightened beyond measure by the boldness of his

adversary, lost heart and opened n^tiations. His Portuguese friends

advised him to hold on till at least the breaking of the monsoon when
his fleet could cut off Sher’s return across the Ganges and thus anni-

hilate his invading force. But he was not made of the stuff of H&ji

HySs or Sikandar and sought an easy way by offering indemnity.

According to the Portuguese accounts, he offered thirteen lakhs of

gold, which Sher, aware of his possible difficulty if he tarried longer,

was glad to accept and withdrew.

Sher Khan Sur attains to Supreme Power

Mahmud’s discomflture was now complete. He lost all territories

west of Rajmahal and had in the process demonstrated his cowardice.

Unless he could buy off his enemies or obtain powerful allies, his

fate was well-nigh sealed. Teliagarhi in Sher’s control was a dagger

pointed at the heart of Bengal, and he could never hope to regain

his initiative of action. To his request for help, the Portuguese

relied in 15S7, pleading inability to send it immediately, but promis-

ing to do so next year. (Campos, 40)

.

Sher was determined to forestall his enemy. The Portuguese

were probably expected soon, and so disregarding Humayun’s stay

at Agra in the autumn of that year he marched possibly through

Teliagarhi and on the pretext of non-payment of the annual tribute

which, the Portuguese add (Campos, 40) Mahmud had never

undertaken besieged Gaur. Humasmn, roused at last by these un-

doubtedly aggressive proceedings, now hurried to the East. A
straight march into Bengal would have, even at that late hour,

relieved Mahmud, who with a courage bom of despair now prepared

to stand a siege. But Humayim fell in with Sher’s plan and
proceeded instead to lay siege to Chunar. To keep the Mughals
detained there sufficiently long to enable him to complete the

conquOt of Gkiur, Sher left the operations agunst Gaur to his

generals, Khaw&s Khan and JtJil and hurried to Churutr to strengthen

its defences and removed his family and treasures. Both the sieges

dragged on fdr months and on the eve of Chimaris fall Sher sent a
new general to Bmgal to force a dedrion. Mahmud who had
readied the end of his perseverance and was faced with the prospect

UCMM, has ihaini, thse oosld be ns other aaprateeled or UDjr loote than the
oae ICr Janla took ia IMS, namOr, oie Seatal Fwpaaha BfaUmm and Manhhhk
had. ctoorina the Gaagee pariiaiw aemovhwe near Godageri.
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of famine, now sallied out, gave battle, was wounded and fled with

a few followers to North Bihar. The besiegers then carried out an

assault and on the 6th of April, 15S8 (6th Zil Qad, 944), on the

second centenary of her independence, Bengal’s capital admitted a

foreign army.^

Mahmud at last remembered Humayun and decided to seek his

help. Following his capture of Chunar, the latter was on the point

of concluding peace with Sher by recognising his recent conquest of

Bengal, when his envoy arrived at his camp at Baharkunda.

(Qanungo, 169). Humayun was urged to break off negotiations

and resume his march to Bengal, most of which country was

asserted to be still under Mahmud’s control and from where the

combined Bengali and Mughal forces could easily expel the Afghans.

Humayun agreed 'and immediately decided to march. On his way
at Darweshpur, near Maner, the fugitive Sultan of Bengal joined him
and according to Jauhar^ was comforted and assured of all possible

help. How the Mughal race for Gaur was halted at Teliagarhi, and

how on his eventual arrival Humayun found the city of Gaur

emptied of all Afghan troops and treasures by his clever adversary

are, however, details which belong, more appropriately to the next

chapter. The interest which independent Bengal had in this march

ceased when on his arrival at Kahlgaon, Mahmud heard of the

execution of his two sons by their Afghan captors at Gaur and in

grief and affliction, “in a short time, pined to death.” (RS. 144)

.

Little'can perhaps be said in Mahmud’s defence, to whose utter

incompetence, the extinction of Bengal’s independence was in a large

measure due. He had inherited an illustrious throne and a sound

foreign policy, but proved unworthy of both. The Portuguese

accounts picture him as a gay debauchee whose women alone

numbered ten thousand. (Campos, SI). In the conduct of his

state affairs he showed an utter lack even of common sense, for it did

not require any great statesmanship to realise the necesrity of

implementing Nuerat’s alliance with Gujrat. It was a fatal miscal-

culation when he threw in his lot with the LohSnis whose capacity

to do harm had already been demonstrated. With a lack of fore-

sight that, for a king was nothing short of a crime, he precipitated

^ AS, 14t. The Portuguaie aoooonta add that the tity was horat and that

Sher carried with him Wt milUoiis in gM.*
* AS, 14S. roahirafat W^qiat, puoted by Qananso, op. eit. MS. Ahbaa

op. eit. see; however, m^lieitly states that Homayan did not receive him kindly

or pay him the respect he enpeeted, so that Idahmnd repented that he had coaae.*

The meeting took plaea aoeordhic'-to AS. at Darweshpur, hut Abhaa i^aoes it at

Maner.
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a quarrel with the ablest of the Afghan chiefs and with an
exaggerated notion of his own power, he ignored the Mughab in

order to destroy Sher. In judging him allowance should be made
for the genius of his adversary who had no match for political

cunning and resourcefulness in the whole of India. But even without

Sher as his rival, Mahmud’s conduct of foreign policy, his imprudence
and pusillanimity, would have sealed Bengal’s fate. Even a victory

at Surajgarh could have hardly prevented Humayun’s ultimate

occupation of Gaur.



CHAPTER Vm
BENGAL UNDER AFGHAN RULE :

House of Sher Shah Sur

The sudden rise of the Afghans to the imperial position in the

15th century, their contest with the Mughals throughout the 16th

and their infiltration into eastern India form a stimulating chapter

of Indo-Muslim history. Enlisted in the army of Muizzuddin

Muhammad bin Sam,^ they came into prominence during the reign

of Balban when they were placed as garrisons in Bhojpur, Kampila

and Patiali, the three principal centres of Hindu disaflPection in the

Doab. During Sultan Muhammad bin Tughluq’s reign they rose

in arms under their leader Malik Shahu Lodi in Multan, Qazi Jal&l

in Gujrat and Ismail Makh in the Deccan. But their elevation

from hirelings and mercenaries to the throne of Delhi was due to

Bahlul Lodi who united the tribal chiefs into a confederacy. Within

a quarter of a century of his death, however, the Afghans became
divided among themselves and yielded the sceptre of India to the

hands of the Chaghtai Turks miscalled Mughals.

This change of crown was followed by a bitter Afghan-Mughal

contest during which there appeared a man of genius in the Afghan

ranks, who once again bulit up a transient Pathan empire. The son

of a humble assignee, he rose by successive steps to be the tutor and
guardian of Jal&l Khan Lohani, the minor ruler of Bihar, and finally

the master of that kingdom in 1534 a.d. Thereafter his rise was
rapid and striking ; he annexed all the territory of the Bengali Sultan,

west of Teliagarhi and made a bid for the crown of Bengal in 1536 aj>.

The astonishingly swift rise of this Afghan soldier became a
matter of concern to the Mughal Emperor Humayun, who set out from
Delhi in July 1538 (045 a.h.)^ with a large army and a flotilla to sub-

due him. He first turned his arms against Chunar, an ancient castle

crowning a low range of hills, that jutted out into the Ganges.
Having captured it after a siege of six months he marched to Maner
where Sayyid Mahmud Shlh the fugitive Sultan of Bengal came to

invoke his protection against the aggression of the Afghans*. Imme-

1 Firishts, tort. p. 58.

8 RiydM ti# Salatm, tort, p. 14S, vide chronology in the appendix.
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diately Humayun broke off the negotiations that he had begun
with Sher at Baharkunda and harried to Bengal.

In this crisis Sher fell back upon his inner resources to save

himself and his army. Master at that time of only a thin strip of

land from Baharkunda to Rhotas, he found that he could achieve

his deliverance by the seizure and removal of the treasures that had

fallen into the hands of JalftI and Khaw&s Khan, his lieutenants at

Gaur. So he raced towards Bengal with only 500 men by the route

along the Ganges, by-passed Humayun near Patna and rowed away
from Mungir to Gaur in only 48 hours, long before the Emperor’s

arrival at Colgong.^

PrasT Afghan Conquest of Benoau. March 1838

Immediately on his arrival Sher assumed the sovereignty of

Bengal by striking coins in his name,^ and detached JalAl Khan and

Haji Khan Batni to hold the pass of Telia garhi against the Mughals.

Thereupon he applied himself to the conveyance of the treasures

which were so vast that “60 millions in gold” were estimated by
the Portuguese to be th^ir value.’ At first Sher was very much
handicapped by the want of a suflicient number of horses and pack-

animals required for their transit to Rohtasgarh. He was, however,

helped out of this difficulty by the capture of a large number of

elephants, horses and mules by Jalal Khan who, on the removal of

the treasures joined his father at Sherpur in modem Birbhum
district and Humajmn entered Gaur the capital of Bengal without

opposition.

Situated at the junction of the Ganges and the Mahfinandi,

lat. 24* 83’, long 83* 14’, Gaur was a famous city during the 18th

and 16th centuries. Sprawling over an area of 20 sq. miles and
fortified with a rampart and a moat, 180 ft. wide, adorned wKh
splendid mosques and minarets (Baradarwazi, Sona Masjid and
Firuz Minar), reservoirs and lakes, the largest of which was Sigar-

dighi, an ornamental piece of water, measuring 1600 by 800 yds.,

1 Akbar Nama, Eng. trans. p. SSS, when Hunuisniii reached Mungir hft

reonved intellifence of the occupatkm of the peeree at Geihi hgr Jelil Khna.
* The eurlieat coin of Sher bem the date of Mff a.*., Idamie liM,
* Campoe, HUiBtrp of the Freftiguawr, p. 40, the fabuloiie treelth the

Mailiin Suhaiie of Aengd ia eomhoiidad hgr oihir anthoritiaa. Maarigai who
irilad the latna of Gear in 1641 lefna la the dbeeveisr in a hoBeaed ef S
enpper awreUi, Oiled with gold eoina and pieeiooa atonea worth three cmaa of

lapeea. IVavda of Schaatiaa Maarigae^ 1610*1646, BUlggrt 8ode^, IftT, aoi. lit

pp. M6-Mh 660M aba in linnebi gf Ohnr and Jbndao p. 46.
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this metropolitan city and for( was thronged by a medley of races

and peoples,—Arabs, Abyssinians, Afghans, Portuguese and
Chinese who poUred in by land and water, from the east and the

west in the 16th century. But during the year 15S7-1638 aj>., the

city had become the cock*pit of contending armies, when swarms
of dark and white-skinned warriors, including the Afghans and the

Portuguese fought in its streets and on its walls. The worst of the

misery befell the citizens of Gaur when Sher pillaged and scorched

it with fire during the siege and evacuation of it on the approach of

Hunutyun (Nov. 1638 to April 1639).

Muohal Conquest of Gattr

Immediately on his entry, Humayun took steps to bring it back
to life. He cleansed the roads, repaired the walls and villas and
than took up his residence in the palace (Jauhar, Eng. Trans. IS)

.

It was the month of May ; nature was now in a very gay mood
in Bengal ; her woods were decked with luxuriant foliage ; the rivers

swollen with rain water, banks of clouds raced over the sky. The
heat of the day was no doubt unpleasant, but gusts of wind accom-
panied by showers would often arise and then there would be. a
glorious freshness in the air. Such an agreeable place with its quiet,

pure sir enraptured Humayun who in a mood of ecstasy confemd
upon Gaur • (meaning graveyard) the name of Jinnatabad (the
heavenly city).^ He apportioned the different parts of the country
among his oflBcers, placed garrisons at important points, and then
abandoned himself to pleasure (Jauhar, Eng. Trans. 13)

.

During the period of his luxurious repose in Gaur, unexpected
developments came, however, to pass. The Afghan chief nam*^ out
of his retreat, occupied south Bihar, and began to range across the
Mughal territory from Benares to Bahnuch ; flying columns of his
cavalry approached the neighbourhood of Gktur and preyed upon
the convoys of supplies to the capital. They worsted a body of
6000 hfughal horse under Yaqub Beg, but were driven away by
Shaikh B&yazid. More than that, Humayun’s brother Mirza Hindal
seized this opportunity to rebel in Agra ; Humasrun’s own troops
were enervated by the moist climate and his officers corrupted by
the richness of the soil of Bengal. When the Emperor required of
his brother Mina Askari whole-hearted exertion in his cause, he was
indined to press for such perquisites as the muslin, eunuchs and

* Akbtr ATosm^ test, p. ISS, tot, pk SIA Ttb. Aftfcadk teal, lA
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dq>liants of Bengal,* while hia (Askari'a) officers denunded in>

creased salary, higher rank and payment in cash ; the indiscipline

that had grown among his officers during the period was equally

shocking. Zahid Beg who was connected with the Emperor’s con-
cubine Byke Begam, on being nominated to the viceroyalty of

Bengal declined the proposal saying “Ah ! Your Majesty could find

no better place to kill me in than Bengal (Jauhar, Eng. Trans.

13-14).

Such an alarming state of affairs at last awoke the Emperor from
his sleep. He appointed Jahangir Quli Beg with a body of 5000

horse, governor of Bengal and hurriedly left the capital during the

height of the rains in July. He joined his vanguard under Askari

at Mungir, and then marched along the south bank of the Ganges to

Maner in full assurance of overawing the enemy by a di^lay-of
force.

Autocrat of a lai^ empire, young and inexperienced, Humajrun
again underestimated his enemy. A thick-set personage, with a

sharp pointed nose and large flashing eyes, Sher possessed wonderful

resourcefulness and fertility of mind and never bound himself to any
hard-and-fast course of action. Humayun failed to see that the

shrewd Afghan had bowed his head, even as the cane-branch of

Bengal bands before the breexe, only to lift its head after its fall.

He had allowed him to enter Ciaur, and to march back unopposed,

only to meet him at an hour suited to him and on a ground of his

own choice. Consequently as soon as Humayun placed his feet

in the Shahabad district, the lair of the Tiger-lord, Sher crouched

for a spring.

Batxui or CoAVBA

Fw four days during the march of the Mughals westward from

Maner, Sher harassed them by flank attacks. But when the Emperor
readied Chausa, situated on the east bank of the Karman&si, 4 miles

west of Buxar,* Sher boldly marched forward from the east to inter-

cept the enemy. At this Humayun was forced to turn round and

meet Sher who pitched his tents at a distance of two miles, on the

east bank of the Thorunadi described as "a swampy rivulet** in the

meFno"* of Babur.* The hardships of the march and the loss <ff his

1 Sir JoAuMth-b UB, MdAoufi-AfaghMa, IV- >840. Dom. HMaqr d tfo

p. lie, MMIrhiflMW, tMl, p. MS.
s imp. Gm. val. X, pi ms.
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guns did not encourage Humasnin to make an immediate attack

upon the enemy. He pinned his hope on the arrival of effective

reinforcements from Delhi and was not stimulated to action, even

on the arrival in his camp of Baba Beg, Mirak Beg and Mughal Beg,

the commandants of Jaunpur, Chunar and Oudh respectively. (6ul-

6adan, text, 41)

.

During this period of tense waiting at Chausa Sher evolved

a plan for crushing the enemy by a mixture of finesse and arms.

Schooled in the hard realities of life, Sher shrank from an open

engagement before being perfectly sure of his ground. Accordingly

he assumed the mask of fidelity and wrote to the Emperor, saying

**What am I but the humble Farid, a servant of Your Majesty, and

where could I find resources enough to measure swords with the

ruler of Hindustan (Tar. Shahi, 196) . He proposed that if he

were only permitted to hold Bengal under- the Emperor’s suzerainty

he would relinquish all his othr possessions.^ Oppressed by the

scarcity of com and diffident of any help from his brothers, Humayun’s
prestige condescended to accept these terms but on one condition.

vol. 8. Tlie description of the disposition of the rival armies given in the CHI. voL IV,

p. 88, and Banerji's Humayun is refuted by the contemporary chronicles. 1st. Accord-

ing to Abbaa, Elliot, vol. IV, p. 870, and Badauni, text, p. 850^ a narrow stream lay

between the two camps.. If It is taken to be the Karmanaaa, Sher’s and Humayun’s
camps could very wdl have been pitched on the west and the east banks respectively,

but Abbaa saya that this stream was only 85 yds. wide. But according to Thcniton,

the Karmanaaa attains to a breadth of 100 yds. during the rains, (Thomton’a

Gai. p. 548) , so the encampment could not have takmi plaoo on the opposite banks

of this river. Then what could possibly be the river that separated the two camps ?

Dr. Qanungo rightly points out that there is the Thoranadi between Chausa and

Buxar which was also crossed by Babur in 1580 aj>. Secondly, it is a very narrow

stream and fits In with the siae mentioned by Abbas. So if this is the stream

where the rival armies encamped, Humayun faced Sher from the west. This dis-

position is support^ by Tab. Akbari, vol. n, p. 88, and Makh. Sir Jadunaltk’a MA
p. 80. According to them Sher came to the vicinity of Humayun’s camp but did

not pass beyond it. Thirdly, that %er marcbed from the east is also supported

by factual evidence. Aoeoiding to Jauhar, (Sir Jadimath’s MS. pp. 85-80 quoted

also in Dr. Qanungo’s Sher Shah, p. 187) . Sher marched from the east to overtake

Humayun. The same story is told by Ni’amatuUah (Desm. Eng. trans. p. 118).

According to him, Humayun on hearing of Sheika inarch loat no time to return

(turn round). Ahbaa also aaya that Humayun retraced hb steps and tamed in

the doection of Shet^a smy. From theae fheta it b diAcnlt to resist the eonda-

don that Shar approached Humayan from the east and was encamped on the

Theianadi, whib Humaiyim fmed him tom the west.

t Abbas^ Elliot IV, p. 870^ Badauni, text, p. 400, TA. text, p. 48. Firishta,

text, p. 888, Briggi Eng. trana. that Sher wanted Bengal or Bihar b out warianted

by the sentence in the NJC. text Aeooidiiig to Jiaidiar, Ebg. ttansi p. 17 Sher

demamM Chunar but thb sNIemmt b at variaiioa with the anthoiilbs e'tod ahom
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viz., that Sher would make feigned flight and allow the empeior to

make a mock pursuit of him for one or two stages ; after whidi the

emp«ror would turn round and go back to his capital, granting to

Sher the necessary /onium for the administiatjon of Bengal.

Hiere was a very eminent personage in the Mughal camp*

named Shaikh Khalil, descended £rom Shaikh Eariduddin Ganj-i<

Shakkar and commanding great veneration in both the camps by
his suntliness. He was now deputed by the Empeior to communi*

cate his message to the Afghan chief. Sher became inwardly bent on

war, but he cloaked his real dengns beneatii an increased flirtation

with the Mughals. He ratified the treaty with his seal and emit it

to the Mughal camp. A friendly atmosphere now prevailed. The
deadly rancour and hatred that had divided tiie Afghans from ^e
Mughals gave way to a bland familiarity. The Mughals began to

visit the Afghan camp and participate in their entertainments.

(Mokh. 81). Having thus enmeshed the memy, Sh» resolved to

encompass his ruin behind the smoke-screen of a faked attack on
the Cheio chief.

In the hilly forest-clad areas of the modem 9iahabad district,

there lived an aboriginal people named Cheros. Having waged a

long warfare with the Harihobans Bajputs from their settlemnt at

Bihiya, during the eleventh and the twelfth centuries, they migrated

to the country about Bihar city and rose to power under a leader

named MahSratha, about the thirties of the 10th century (Smhbad
dist. €kiz. 17, 10) . He organised a body of infantry and cavalry out

of his hardy clansmen andmade attacks on the neighbouring people

of the plains {Makk. 81) . Iluring the period of Humasnin’s struggle

witii Sher, he had greatly increased his power and <^>enly defied

Sher by cutting off supplies to his camp, so that the latter had been

obliged to detach Khawfts Khan with a body of cavalry agunst him.

As soon as the ratification of Uie treaty was inade by Sher,

(according to the Mutual sources : Badauni, 1, 88) with the oath

on the Quran, he raised an alarm of the Chero chi^s impeadmg
attack on his camp. For two successive days, he made marches in

the threatened direction; on the following night too, at about

2 o*clo(^ he sallied foiQi with the pick his army in the same

< AeendiBS to AUwa BBol. vol. IV. p. Snt Anlwr, Bi^ Umh. p. IT.

HaoMpaa seat Bhaikh Khalil, bat aeectdiBg to Nioaaiaddta, (TA 9, 4S) VUihta,

(Klb. ed.) pk SSn HadBaal, Ar teat, |k SSI, MM. Skt SmiaaMUZ p. 40,

Bhaikh XhaQ vaa oaat hgr Sher. lha tiathawqr of Ahhoo hoc beaa laafcnad hgr

os to other aathocitlea aot aaljr on aeeant of Oa aatralkai of aangr lalaaSttw

detaub ahoat the aenaUalioB anrewadid he oar odur AeDaUa hot dm d the

epecMe enteMial of Me ipuletanat ty fltor la Me ewelcn Met, Vr,p.9n.
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direetioii, leaving the guards and camp-followers as a made behind.

After advancing 5 miles or so, he brought his army to a halt, divulged

his plan tn his commanders and turned round with his forces.

Having g ped them in three divisions, one under JalftI, anothw
under Khawfts and the third under his own command,^ Sher pro-

ceeded in secrecy and under the shadow of the night (Akbamama,
text, i, 150).

Sher's army had long been trained to ambuscades ; the victory

at Surajgarii and the capture of the elephant Shyam Sundar

belonging to the Raja of Jharkhand had been effected by the same
stratagem (Tsr. Shahi, 198). It was early dawn as the Afghan

columns approached the Mughal camp. The Mughal soldiery were

then either locked in de^ or in the performance of their morning

duties. The Emperor himself was just out for ablution, preparatory

to prayer when the news of the enem3r*s approach was commu-
nicated to him. But even the extremity of the crids failed to

produce any marked change in the temper of the monarch who went

on with the routine duties, ordering the army to attack. As Abbas
says, *' the Emperor directed his army to the attack, saying that after

a short delay and having performed his ablutions he also would
foHow” (Elliot, iv, 875).

In the meantime, the Afghans came and fell upon the foe like

the thunderbolt.* They made their attack from three sides, and as

they dosed in th^ shut out all meaiu of escape. They destroyed

the bridge across the Ganges and their flotilla which had been

dragged up to Chausa kept up a discharge of arrows, stones and
shot on the Mu^ud camp, whfle on land their cavalry plied their

swmds indiserimiimtdy, allowing the Mughals lit^ time either to

dm thdr armour or to gather in any regular formation ; soon wave
aftor wave of Afghan cavalry surged to the Emperor^s quarters. The
alarm was sounded and 900 horse rode up to his assistance, but an
enemy elqd>*nt at the very moment penetrated into his tented

quarters (Jauhar, Eng. TVsns. 18). The danger to his life called

forth the courage <d Humayun. His bodyguards Gurg Ali and Tatta
Beg stood dumb-feunded before him with a double-bandied gun
and a spear, whmeupon the Emperor wrendied away the ttpenae frmn
Tatta Beg and assdled the defdiant with it. At this moment the
oitire camp, sdiich was a vswt city, accommodating 17,000 servsmts

in the personal service , of the Emperor akne,* was ttuoam into

* IttoikhiltMiMi, >BC. tnoM. p. Of.
* tMtAwp at CUm b MVportd tp Afehaa. MmW aid Vnrtagam

sertasa >1. ^nnsriftn «• AMbaa Bfot, vol. IV. ^ 9H, 8hw ht mmm «t m
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indeseribable oonfuBion, with shrieks and waib of the wounded and
the runaway Mughals, and the shouts and roars of the charging

Afghans. At length the Emperoris voice rang out for closing with

the enemy, but nobody reqmnded to his call. He nobly stood his

ground, but as the enemy converged upon him, a faithful Mughal
rode up to him and seizing his bridle, urged him on to flight (Jauhar,

Eng. Trans. 18).

This is the true story of the Afghan coup and Mughal slothful*

ness, called the battle of Chausa, that occurred in Sept.(?) 15S9 aj>.

According to Abul Fazl, 8,000 Mughals including Mirza Muhammad
Zamfin, MaulCna Jalftl of Tatta and many other doctors, perished

in the water of the Ganges in their attempt to escape (A.N. text, i,

160, Firishta, SS6) . The Emperor’s consort with her ladies-in-waiting

and slave-maids, concubines and other ladies estimated at only 4000

fell into the hands of Sher, who treated them with great respect (6ul-

badan, Eng. Trans. 136). The Emperor himself was saved from a

watery grave with the support of the inflated bag of Nizftm, the

water-carrier who was allowed by the grateful if eccentric Humayun
in return for this service, to wear the diadem of India for rix hours.

The rboonq'iist or BmroAi. bt Sher, Ocr. 1639 a.d., 946 a.h.

After the flrst round 61 the fight was over, Sher hastened to

Bengal to deal with the Mughal viceroy, JahAngir Quli. It appears

that he took his post at Garhi, while his son Jal&l made a diver-

rionary movement from the south-west. JahAngir Quli held out with

his forces, but being worsted in several engagements, he sought

refuge with the local chiefs. Sher inveigled him to a private inter-

view and then dispatched him along with his followers (AJf. text,

1, 160 ; Rijmz, text, 147) . Ihe fall of Gaur and the murder of

Jahtngir Quli was followed by the capitulation of the Mughal
garrisons in other parts of the country. The port of Chittagong

vdiich had become the rendezvous of the Portuguese at this time,

was still held by the officers of Sayyid Mahmud Shah, Khudabakhsh

•dditMi to the Af^ua ehiefi; esid "I break off the treaty ; Makhsan-i-Afighana,

p. Mb alio aqra that the treaty wae eotemidy ratified. 9. Aeoordinis to lanhar,

Hanayaa erUe eAectins hie brother lliiaa Ifodal to make a eomiHOB etaml

asakist the aaid, "Ltt, oa be wwahnona and devim meaae to repd Sher

Shah and the Afl^baae oiio after eancladiBS peace irith Ine at Chaam, acted

tteaehewwdy. attacked ma at aight and hare aoir safated peeeeewoii of all aqr

tenitariea.** Whaaarffla aim aw% test, pi. 4ft that the Empsier was tompeeed at

hewt after the latHlrathai of the treaty eAea Sher IcB open Ram^iron'a arnur.

Badaoai. teat, pi. SSI, aad Caapoa p. 41. go futter and elate that Hier latflad

the treaty by aa oath ea the Qaaaa.
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Khan and Amirza ? Khan. Taking advantage of a dispute between

them, Sher’s deputy named Nogazil ( PNawfizish) Khan by the Portu-

guese, captured the place, but he himself was taken captive by Nuno
Femandiz Freire, chief of the Portuguese colony at Chittagong.

Nogazil later on managed to escape and perhaps reconqu^ed the

port on the withdrawal of the Portuguese admiral Sampayo to Pegu

at the end of the winter.^ Thus Sher’s authority was reestablished

over the country comprising Gaur and Shatifabad, S&tgibiw

and Chittagong. In the far-eastern comer of Bengal the stretch of

country between the Brahmaputra and the Surma was outside the

pale of his authority. In this region known in popular parlance as

the Bhatti, a chief named Barbak Shfth, son of Humayun ShSh struck

coins in his own name and exercised independent sway. If the

find-spots of the coins can be taken as an index to the jurisdiction

of his rule. Eastern Mymensingh and Sylhet were not then included

within the ambit of his territory.’

Battlb or BrLOBAM

In the interval of making administrative arrangements for

Bengal, Sher hastened on his preparations for the inevitable contest

with Humayun. He collected a fiotilla of boats and commenced
operations against Mahiratha, the Chero chief, in order to pluck out

the thorn in his rear. Against the Mughal he fdanned a double

fisted blow ; o^e was delivered by Qutb Khan from the south-west

of Agra, but his death in fighting against Qasim Husain Sultan and
Yadgar Nasir Mirza left Sher alone to undertake the campugn
against Humayun. He reached Blanouj in April 1040 and had the

first tussle with the enemy at the Bhojpur ferry, 81 miles nmth-wesi
of Kanouj, where he foiled the Mutual attempt to cross the river

by the destruction of the bridge.' Thereupon Humayun readied

Ibnouj by marching along the west bank of the Gaines, and ^er
confronted him on the other ride the rivor.

Humayun again waited for sometime before striking the blow. In

the meantime, many eminent warriors e.g. Muhammad Sultan Mirza,

his sons Ulugh Mirza and Shah Mirza deserted and the defection of the

corps of three thousand auxiliaiies fbmiahed by Kbnifia thieatczwd to

Ombsm, ffMofs* sf Ok0 Parffwa ZP* 4M8.
* niQ Tol. n, !». aSk p. lasi Brngai, nut amd Praaamt, toI. XXXV,

My ISSSv p. 18. N. B. Boy. Tha amveamara of 8km- Bkak, p. 88.

* AN. Bag. tnak p. MMO. Iho Bag; tmn oa p SW “tho pha at the

omzrim «as that etc.* enuwtae • Mam ewy UMawat ham that aaweyed by
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dissolve his army. (AJ^. Eng. Trans. 1, 850 ; Badauni, Eng. Trans. 1,

468). As Mirza IBhudar says, "everybody began to desert and the

most surprising part of it was that may of those who deserted did

not go over to Sher Khan. An excited feeling ran through the

army and the cry was, "let us go and rest in our homes.” (Tail.

Rashidi, Eng. Trans. 474). To arrest the desertion the army was

taken across the river,* but unluckily for Humasrun, the rains

began unusually early that year, flooding the Mughal camp pitched

on a low ground and compelling its immediate removal to some
elevated ground near by. Mirza Haidar marked out such a site on
reconnaissance and a very, discreet plan was formed to carry out the

evacuation of the baggage and stores. It was agreed upon that the

army should march out in full complement on two successive days

to a certain point and wait there until mid-day when the tranqmrta-

tion of baggage would take place. The tenth day of Muharrum,
(17th May, 1540) was chosen for carrying this plan into execution,

in anticipation of abstention from hostilities on the part of the

Afghans on that auspicious day. (Tar. Rashidi, Eng. Trans. 475, A.N.

Eng. Trans. 1, 851).

Accordingly the mighty army computed at 40,000 by Mirza

Haidar, exclusive of camp-followers and servants, and 90,000 by

Jauhar (Eng. Trans. SO), issued out of the camp. Grouped in four

divisions the van under Mirza Hindal, the right under Mirza Askari,

the left under Yadgar NSsir Mirza, the centre under Humayun and
his Doat Mirza Haidar, and the artillery consisting of seven hundred

swivel-guns, each drawn by eight bullocks, placed before the centre,

the army looked formidable, surging, in Mirza Haidar’s words " like

the waves of the sea” and easily out-matched the Afghan force

reckoned at only 15,000 men. (Tar. Rashidi, Eng. Trans. 476)

.

As the Moghul army came out to effect the planned manouvre,

Sher at once gave the signal for an assault, and Jalftl Khan who
commanded the van flung himsdf upon Mirza Hindal, before the

Mughals could take up their appointed places and draw up the

artillery.* In course of this attack Jalftl was unhorsed and pushed

back. About the same time Yadgar Nftw Mirza charged the Afghan

right commanded by Mubfttiz Khan, Bahftdur Khan and Rfti Husain

Julwftni and pressed it back.

1 Aeeoidiiic to the Afshaa seuw Homozb womiJ the river on h chaUcnse

hem Sher but Mim Hnkkr who rmnnelly condneted the battle tdU a different

uliidi liif bMn aooeiitad Iiqt ute

* IWOh-i-Baahidft ^ 475 MoU US. p^ 8M7, Dorn ffMofr of tke Afyhmt.

p. itr.
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It was a critical moment for Sher, but that tried general kept

his head and promptly seconded the distressed divisions by rein*

forcements from the centre wd by a personal charge. (A.N. Eng.

Trans. 1, Sfii) . This timely succour steadied the retreating divisions

which again rolled onward driving in a mass the Mughal officers

and their followers upon the centre. Meanwhile, the left wing of

the Afghan army commanded by Khawfis Khan, Baramjit Gaur and
other chirfs, pierced their way across the right into the rear of the

Mughal camp, driving the hordes of ctunp followers that had been

busy packing and loading, to the centre which alone stood firm

behind the barricade of the artillery carriages. But under the

pressure of the immense mass of runaways from the rear, the right

and the left, the centre also gave way. Thus the impact of the

multitudinous hosts of ghtdama and retainers (whose number can be

measured from the fact that the Emperor himself was attended by
1,000 of them on the day, of action) broke the centre and rendered

the massive artillery infructuous. No wonder in these circumstances

Mirza Haidar’s indignation mixed with grief broke out in such words

as these : “the Chagtai army 40,000 strong was defeated by 10,000

Afghans on a battle-field where not a man, either friend or foe was

wounded ; not a gun was fired and the chariots were useless.”

There now ensued a headlong flight of the Mughals ; swarms

of them ran helter-skelter to the Ganges which was at a distance of

four miles. They hurried the Emperor along with them, and yoiid

of all thought plunged into the Ganges men and horses, officers and
troopers, together. An immense number of them perished, the

Emperor reached the other side cd the stream on the back of an
elephant, but had to be lifted on the steep bank by means of a hand-

hold improvised by binding together several turbans. He then

mounted a horse and rode away to Agra bare-headed and bare-

footed. (Jauhar, Eng. Trans. S1-S2) . Such was the battle of Bilgram

that transferred the sceptre of India to the hands of the Afghans.

Sher who had been the ruler of Bengal, now became the Emperor
of India,.and his doings henceforth fall outside the scope of out

narrative. It deserves mention, however, that Bengal was the jHvot

of Sher’s power and offered him the crown of India, as it did to the

British later on. It was Bengal which Sher claimed in his negotia-

tions at Chausa ; it was the treasure of Bengal that enabled Sher

to maintain an army “as numerous as ants and locusts it was again

the Boigaii fleet that towed up to Kanouj and intercepted the

passage of the Mughals at Bho^pur. Hence, the inclusion of the

Chausa and Bilgram campaigns within the compass of the inovindal

history of BengaL
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Benoai. unobs Stni SxjIiTAMs of Delhi

After his accession to the throne of Delhi, Sher’s attentUA was

again called to the aflaiis of Bengal in March 1641 aj>. on aloqount

of the pretensions of Khizr Khan Turk, governor of Bengal, who

married *he daughter of Sayyid Mahmud Shah, the late Sultan of

Bengal and gave himself royal airs by ascending an elevated seat

(Told) in the manner of the independent Bengali Sultans (Elliot,

iv, 390-01). Sh» quickly marched from the Salt Range to Gaur

and forced Khan to submit ; he was deprived of office and

put in chains and a new order was inaugurated in Bengal by its

partition into many amsll units. Ever since the commencement of

Muslim rule, Bengal had been the most intractable of the provinces

;

its capital was nick-named Bulghakpur (the Rebellious City), very

difficult to be kept in the leading-strings of Delhi. Sher endeavoured

to cure this political malady by dividing it into a number of fiefs

(jagirs) under his favourites, and vesting the general superinten-

dence over the whole province in a Muslim doctor of Law, Qazi

Fazilat. There is thus hardly any justification for the statement

that Sher’s political divisions corresponded to the 19 sarkars of

Akbar’s time. It may not however be wrong to infer that the jagirs

created by Sher became the nucleus of those petty principalities

that waged a stubborn warfare against the Mughals, during Akbar's

and Jahangir's reigns. Bengal had a share of the general tranquillity

that prevailed in India during his time. The Grand Trunk Road
that stretched up to the Indus began at Sonirganw, but the erection

of aarau, separately for Hindus and Muslims and mosques at the

interval of a koa is, so far as Bengal is concerned, surely pure fiction,

like the story of the old decrepit woman carrying a basket gold

ornaments on her head uiunolested.

Bengal, particulariy the eastern part of it, had become a land

of adventure and romance in the 16th century. The Afghans, the

Maghs, and the Portuguese all sought here the field for their enter-

prise and energy. During the reign of Islam Shah (1646-1653 aj>.)

one <rf such adventurers who came to Bengal was K&lidfts Gajd&ni,

a Bms Rajput converted to Islftm under the name of Sulaiman Khan,
who carved out an independent principality in the Bhftti region

comprising the north-eastern portion of the Dacca and Myiuensin^
districts. His royal pretensioiu provoked Idftm Shah to send Tij

and DariyA Khan who tracked him to his inaccesrible base and
fneed him to snbmit after hard fighting. Sulaiman could not long

remain quiet ; the abundant fertOity.of Bengal again bred ambitious

derigru in his brain, sriiereupon Tlj and DariyA Khan returned alt

fiS
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the head of an army, treachetously murdered him at a private inteiv

view, and made an example of him by selling his sons Is& and Ismail

to Turani merchants.

JI the Assamese genealogies and buranjis are to be trusted,

Tgsla.pths.r (Black rock) brother of Silmndar Sur during this reign

launched upon that career temple-breaking which has made his

name a by-word of terror. It is said that he invaded Kbnrup
m 1547-1549 aj>. (?) and demolished the temples oi HBjo and
ia.in«lrAyS This barbarity is said to have been avenged later on

(about 1568 Am.) by an invasion of Gaur by Naranftiftysn, the

Kuch King of idunU.



CHAPTER IX

LAST AFGHAN SULTANS, Jff5S-157<

I. Benoai. trNraR the Svbs, 1539-1564

At the end of the year 1539, Sher Sh&h had made Bengal once

again a dependency of the Empire of Delhi ; but this political con-

nection remained unbroken only during his short reign of five yean
and his son’s rule of eight years. After the death of Isl&m Sh&h Sur

(30th October, 1553) came the dissolution of the new Afghan empire

and Bengal was one of its first limbs to break off. Id&m Shih’s

boy-son Firuz was murdered after a few days of kingship by Sher

Shfth’s n^hew Mubfiriz Khan, who seized the sceptre under the title

of Muhammad Sh&h *Adil (popularly called 'AdUt) . It was beyond

his power to control the turbulent Afghan nobles. There was a

faction fight at his Court in his very presence, with heavy mutual

slaughter among the Afghan chiefs. Of the survivors many took to

flij^t to save themselves and broke out in rebellion in their respective

provinces. (Makh. 102-108)

.

House or Shamsuddin Mitbammad Sub

The Sur viceroy of Bengal at this time (1553) was Muhammad
Khan (of the same clan). He declared his independence, took the

title of Shamsuddin Mohammad Shfth Gh&zi, and raided Arracan,

occupied Jaunpur and advanced towards Agra, but was slain by the

royal general Himu at Chhapar-gh&t (Chhapar Mau) , 30 miles east

of Kalpi, e. December 1555. After this victory 'Adfli appointed

Sh&hbSz Khan as his governor of Bengal. But Shamsuddin’s son

Khizr Khan, immediately after his father’s death crowned himself

at Jhusi (opposite Allahabad), took the title of 6hiySs-nd-din

Bafaftdur ShSh, and later in the srear (1556) invaded Bengal, over*

oommg Shihbiz Khan and making himself master of that province.

During thia year eventa were happening daewheie in Tn^ whieh

were ultimatdy to diange the political destiny of Bengal, thou^ no
soldier or diief from that provmce took pert in them. The Tfanmld

heir Hnm&yun FBdishih aftor recovering the Paajab and Ddhi ftom
the Afghan Snltin ffikandar Sor, died on Mth January, 1656, and
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his son Akbar crowned liimsdf Emperor of Dettii three weeks later.

Then came the final trial of anns, when at Fftnipat on the 5th of

November, *Adili's general Himu was defeated and slain and the

Mughal sceptre placed be3rond challenge. Of the Sur leaders, Ibifihim

was driven into Bundelkhand, Sulaim&n was blockaded in the Siwfilik

hills, and *Adili himself, now without a Himu to guard him, was

defeated and slain by the Bengal Sultftn Ghiyfisuddin Bahftdur Shfih

at the village of Eathpur, 4 miles west of Suiajgarh (April, 1557)'.

Well could Abul Eazl exult at *‘the wonderful fortune which occurred

to the Mughal Empire from the mutual ccmtentions of its (Afghan)

enemies." {Ah. ii. 00).

The vict(wious Bengal Sultftn puriied on towards Jannpur, but

was defeated and plundered of his camp and baggage by the

Mughal general Ehftn-i-Zamftn, then posted in Oudh. (A1 B. ii. 18)

.

Tbeneeforth he kept within his own limits, till his death in 1560.

He had the wisdom to make friends with Khftn-i-2^miftn, the

Mughal representative on his north-western frontier, in the Jaunpur

province.

The last years of 6hi^s-ud-din I (Bahftdur Shfth) * were spent

in peace, broken only by unremembered campaigns against the

petty local chiefs who had set up for themselves in many districts

of the dismembered north-eastern provinces of the Sur empire after

1558. (It was all over India, as Riyds> P*

has aptly put it). His brother Jalftl-ud-din Sur, or JalU Shfth,

succeeded him with the title of 6hiyfts-ud-din II (1560) and conti-

nued his ^se policy of not provoldng the Mu^ud mnpire, as his

own position was precarious owing to the restless turbulmioe and

duplidty of the Elartftni family who had wrested a hoine for them-

selves in Bengal and Bihar. In 1568, this 6hiyfts-ud-din died, and
his son (name unknown, no coin issued), was murdered after seven

months by a man calling himself 6hiyfts-ud-din HI, who rrigned for

a year, i^er whidi he was killed by 1%] Ehftn EaniKni and the

bfeod-dripping sceptre of Bengal passed into the hands of the

Eanftni famify (1564). The provincial anarchy was stamped out

by the new dynasty. (Ah. ii. 477).

1 Daritg Oe lelpi of GUyaMid^ Bahadur Shah, a Jamt* madid iiaa hriH
at lUJiMhii. a ateand amaqaa at Smomba hi tha BajdMhi dtatiiet, and a «Ud at

Xalnai’ (Buidwaa Ailtiel). hi Ua haolhir JaBI-ad.diii*a tiam Xhaa Jahaa bidt a
•atawagr to tha ihrfaa of maaiaUiDah at Gaor and at Shaapar Maadm (Bo^ dia>

IrfeO a.Anid* amsfid waa aaaeled (MO am.):
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n. Tbb EjuBAia DrNAsrr

The SenAnis (better known in Afghanistan by the name

Koffdaia) ate one of the principal branches of the Path&ns, and their

eponymous progenitor was the first coura of the founder of the

famous TSrin dan. Their home was in Bangaah (modeni Kurram),

and here the tribesmen later became devoted followers of the Rodia-

niya heresy. (Hose’s Qloaaary, ii. 476. iii. 223. .Hiat. of Afghana, by
Dorn, ii. 64^66).

Tftj Ehan .Kanftni was one of the chief officers of Sher Sbfth.

When anarchy and murder broke out in the Court of ’Adili at Gwalior

(1563) , he fi^ from that city and set up for himself in the Gangetic

Doab. 'Adili gave him chase and defeated him at Chhibrft-Mau

(18 miles south of Farrukh&b&d) . The defeated Khan turning east

by way of ChunAr, joined his brothers Tmld, SulaimAn and Ilyfis,

who held jdgira in Khawftspur’ Tanda and some other villages on

the bank of the Ganges. They strengthened themselves by seising

the public revenue, plundering the villages and capturing a hundred

dephants of the Sult&n which were stationed in the sub-divisions.

Large numbers of Afghan adventurers joined these rebels, but near

Chun&r, ’Adili’s general Himu by a sudden and vigorous attack

crushed the rebel army (1564). T%j and Sulaimfin fled to Bengal,

whoe in the course of ten years, by combined force and fraud they

gained possession of much of western Bengal (Gaur) in addition to

the south-eastern districts of Bihar, which had fallen into a state

of anarchy owing to the eternal internecine wars among the now
kingless Afghan chiefs. (Makh. 116-120).

T&j Khan died within a year of his gaining the Bengal throne,

which then passed into the hands of his brother Sulaim&n, who had
been already governing Bengal as his deputy.

ni. SmLAlMAN KARRAm

Snlahnfin Kantini rrigned over Bengal for right srears (1565-

1572) . The Bengal Sultanate acquired an unwonted strength under
this dynasty and became for a time the one dominating power in

north-eastern Ladia, fimn the Such frontier to Piiri in Orissa and
fcom the Son to the Brahmaputra. The extinction of the various

brandies of the Sur royal house left Sulaimin KAwant without any

* Kkawtapm to M adks wwt of'te aibotli of the TeUlsnhi paee aad one
fle wafa of WhlenH, whae the Kai bile hito the Genaw bom the north.

OfaBad. pL nail to ahoat IS adtoe eoatlMnat of MUda toaa.
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potMihlg rival in Iffindustan beyond tbe eastern of the

Empire which had then halted at the Son river. His

watchful opportunist policy and riirewd use of aggression and diplo-

matic suppleness alike—^which Abul Flazl miscalls his "h3rpocritical

manner and fraud,”—carried out through a long and internally

tranquil reign, broui^t to him a remarkable increase of territory,

treasure and
.
armed forces. Delhi and Oudh, Gwalior and Allahabad

having fallen to the Mughals, the Afghan soldiery found their sole

refuge and means of subsistence under their fellow-cisnsmen in

Bengal. Hence there was a vast gathering of the last survivors of

Sher Sh&h’s veteran army under SulaitnSn's baimers. He bnflt up

a rich treasury by raiding Orissa and Kuch Bihar, and extatded his

hold over the unsubdued Benj^l districts north and east of his

capital at TKndi (south of Gaur).

His ownership of the home of the best elephants in Hidia

enabled him to increase his force of these animals to more thsn a

thousand. Nothing could oppose these huge moving battering rams

except the Turk! mounted archers following Parthian tactics and

the improved musketeers of Akbar mounted on other dephants.

Witness how the Bengal Afghan army defeated and made captive

of the ever-victorious Kuch prince Shukladhwaj.

With these irresistible troops SulaimHn made himself supreme

over North-eastern India.
.
The peace which he was able to enforce

on this fertile province rapidly increased his revenue, and he devoted

his leisure to promoting his subjects' happiness by doing justice,

patroniring Muslim scholars and holy men and enfornng the QniSnic

law of conduct by his personal example and regulations. (Al. Bad. ii.

tr. 166. JIfakh. 12S)

.

In his foreign relations he was equally successful. He took

care to avoid giving the least offence to the Mughal Emperor and
placated Akbar’s viceroys on his western border, like E[hBn-i-

ZamSn and E3iBn-i-Kh£nSn, by means of friendly communications
and rich presents. SulaimBn had Akbar’s name read ftom the

pulpit as his suzoain and himself never sat on the throne nor
stamped his own coins, nor assumed any other mark of royaIty,r—

though he styled himsrif AU Hagrat (His Exalted F^esoice) and
behaved to others with the dignity of a king.

Tbe success of his reign, espedally in diplomacy, was mosQy
due to his jewel of a wasir, Ludi Khan, who combfaied the greatest

fidelity to his master with Imen political insight, wm moderation
and unfailing tact. ‘So long as Ludi lived, he kept tiie unruly
^orant Afghan captains out of foolish adventures that would have
ruined their Bengal monardiyl (Ak. ii. 478-’B).
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The great Orusa kiiigs Furushottam-dev and Prat&p Rudta-dev

of the Gajapati dynasty had been followed by weak successors,

under whom that kingdom became a scene of baronial revolt,

palace murders and usurpations of the throne which tempted Muslim

invasion from Bengal. Chakra Pratftp-deva had been poisoned

(1557) by his son Narsingh Jenft who was soon afterwards killed,

and another son, Baghuiftm Jen&, placed on the throne by the

•minister Harichandan Mukund-dev, better known as Telinga

Mukund-^ev. In 1560-61, the king-maker threw off the mas^
assumed the crown and began to reign in his own name. The

usurper’s strong and able hands kept the anarchy down for a time.

Ibrfthim Sur, the luckless rival of ‘Adili, after his failure every-

where, had finally wught asylum in Orissa about 1550 and lived

there on some lands granted to him by the Bajah, who steadily

refused to surrender him to the Bengal Sultans. In 1665, Mukund-
dev' had welcomed an embassy from Akbar, sworn allegiance to the

Mughal throne, and promised to send Ibrfthim on an invasion of

Bengal in case Sulaimftn Katiftni rose against the Delhi Gk>vemment.

The Bajah had once penetrated to Sfttgftnw (near Hugfali) in South

Bengal and there built a ghdt on the Ganges.

Li the winter of 1567-68, while Akbar was engaged far away in

the siege (ff Chitor, Sulaimftn sent an expedition to Orissa under his

son B&yazid and a valiant deserter from the Mughal side named
Sikandar XTzbak. This force advanced through the jungles of

Chota Nagpur and Mayurbhanj. Mukund-dev had rdazed his

enogy by this time ; he dqrated two oi his officers, Chhota Bai and
Baghubhanja to meet the attack ; but these traitors seduced the

troops from their loyalty^ and turned to attack thrir own master.

Mukund-dev took rcfoge in Kotsama fort and bouj^t the aid of a
FSathan contingent from Bftyazid. In the battle that followed with

the rebds, both Chhota Bai and Mukund-dev were dam. Bftm-
c]iandra4>hanja (the commandant <ff Sftrang-garfa) ,—in some books
named Durgirbhanja, now sdaed the throne, but Sulaimftn Kanftni

got possession of his person by treadiety and killed him. In the

same wiQr he induced Ibtfthim Sur to surrender and murd^ed him
too (1568). Orissa now passed into Mndim possession in spite of

local risings here and there.

Worn the hdghbonrhood d Jftjpur (the then caintal of North
Otissa), the invading Af^ian anpy sent off a strong detadunent
under Kftlftpfthftr (oiiae ^ju) to raid the tmnple oi Jaganuftth which
was famous Iw the wealth accumulated in it. Tliis bo^ of hardy
pidbed cavafay made sudi a rapid dadi throndr the country that

the surprise was complete; the royal house of OiisMt had then fallen
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into confusion and weakness, military defence was nei^ted, no

outpost on the way was held in force or offmed the least resistance^

and the people of Puri themselves were so lulled into security by

centuries of freedom bom foreign attack on their holy city that they

disbelieved the first reports that the Muslims were coming ; they

replied, “What sort of strange creatures are these Musalman pec^le ?

And can they have the power to harm this god ?*' A large number

of Brahman women, with all their ornaments on, who had taken

shelter in the temple, were seized without a fi^t and dragged into

captivity. NiamatuUah tells us that “Sulaim&n dismantled the

temple of Jagannath (probably a part only) and ordered the image

of Krishna, which was adorned with many kinds of ornaments and

jewels, and all its limbs were made of gold and its two eyes formed

by diamonds,—to be broken into pieces and thrown into a filthy

place. Seven other idols of gold, of various shapes, placed around

it and each weighing five Akbati mmmda, were brought away by the

raiders .... There was none among the partakers in this campaign

who did not bring away as booty one or two gold images.”

(MaJehzan, 121-122).

Half-a-century before Sulaim&n’s accession a new Power had
been bom in the extreme north of Bengal. Bishwa Singha had

founded the present dynasty of Kuch Bihar and assumed the title

of Kftmateshwar, as if he continued the traditions of the lately

destroyed ancient dynasty of Kamatapur. He extended his kin^
dom right and left, but took care to be on good terms with the

Bengal Sultans on his south and the Ahom Hajahs on his east. His
second son Nara NSrftyan (e. 1538-1587) and third son Sinkla-

dhwaja (sumamed Chilli B&i or "the Kite Prince”) q>read his

conquests far and wide.

Encouraged by a long succesaon of victories in the north-

eastern comer, the Koch king invaded the dominions of SnUmin
Kanfini (1568), but Fortune at last deserted him, the Afghans
defeated his hitherto invincible general Chilfi B&i and held him
prisoner. "The Muhammadans ascended the Brahmaputra as far

as Tezpur, but they made no attempt to take permanent possession

of the country and returned to Bengal, after demolishing the temples

at K&niakhy&, H&jo and other places. All local traditions point to

the redoubtable Brahman renegade and iconoclast, KBlftpBh&r, as

the leader of the Muhammadan army.” (Gait, 54). After some
years of captivity, the Koch prince was set bee, evidently idien

the Pathan wazir Mifin Lodi decided to secure a stnaig friend on
his northern ^ntier in view of the inevitable contest with' the

Mughal Empire which was coming n«uer and nearer. The counter
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attack had carried Sulaiia&ii to the very gates of the Kudi capital,

which he besieged, but the nem of a rising in Orissa forced him to

withdraw with his army. (Riyag, 159).

Sulaintftn Sjma&ni died on 11th October 1572, and was succeeded
by his eldest son B&yazid, who quickly estranged the proud sdf-

willed Afghan nobles by his insolence, haorshness and eitortions.

(Rtjfda-iu-alildtin, p. 158, by a dharacteristic mistake, has trans-

ferred B&yazid’s low character to the wise and pious Sulaimin).

A conspiracy was formed, and Hansu, the nephew and son-in-law of

Sulaimin, in concert with the malcontented Lohinis murdered
B&yazid, but was himself seized and lulled by Miia Ludi, the wazir

of Sulaimin, and other loyal nobles.

IV. Dattd Karrani

They raised Sulaimin’s younger son D&ud to the throne. Both
B&yazid and Daud, puffed up with vanity from their father’s vast

treasures and strong army, cast off their allegiance to Akbar and
had their own names read from the pulpit and stamped on coins.

D&ud in particular was a foolish hot-headed soisual youth, sunk in

drunkenness and low pleasures. By oppressing and insulting the

nobles and treacherously removing every kinnnan who might prove

a rival for the throne, he raised a host of memies at home. SeWdi
nobles like Qutlu Loh&ni and Gujar Kan&ni poisoned his mind
against Mi&n Ludi, whom even Abul Eazl admires as “the rational

spirit of the country," and he made a fatal breach witii this great

and faithful smvant of his house by killing laidi’s son-in-law Yusuf

(the son (ff Tftj Khan). Hie disruption of the house of Katiim
now b^^. (Makh. 128).

Whai D&ud crowned himself in Boiipd, Gujar Khan, the

supreme general of the Afi^ans, set up the son of Bftyazid in Bihar.

Dftud deqwtdied Ludi Khan with a laj^ army from Bengal against

the i«etender. But as the Mughal general Muni'm Khan (Khin-i-

KhinBa) had now by <wder of Akbar advanced to Bihar in order

to possesrion of that province, Lodi and Gujar made up their

quarrel and bou^t Muni’m Khan off witii presents and delusive

promiaes of loiudty.

Dind’s murder of Ludi’s s(m<4n-law had set that great minister

against him; so the Sultan marched from Bengal to pot Loifi down,

and succeeded in seducing many of the rdbel partisans. By this

time the Gnjrat campaign bring ov^r, Akbar had returned to his

capital (Agra) and he sent re-inforoemeats to Muni’m Khan trim

M
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marched into Bihar up to Tri-mohSni (just south the horse-shoe

bend where the Dew& or Saraju falls into the Ganges, about IS mfles

north of Anah town) . Just then, Daud under the tuition of Qutlu

Loh£ni and Gujar Khan made a humble and pathetic appeal to

Ludi Khan’s fidelity to his dynasty, and thus luring him into his

own camp had him murdered. Dissension broke* out among the

Afghan' nobles which ruined their chance of strong opposition to the

invaders. The Mughal army advanced by cautious and methodical

matches to the neighbourhood of Patna, where Dftud had shut him-

self up.^ Akbar himself arrived at the siege camp with a large fiotilla

carrying guns and huge war elephants, on Srd August, 1574.

The quick eye of the Emperor perceived that the capture (rf

the fort of H&jipur (facing Patna, on the north bank of the Ganges)

would make Patna untenable. On the 6th H&jipur was taken after

a few hours* assault and set on fire. In that blaze the garrison of

Patna read their doom ; and that very night D&ud slipped out of

the fort and fied to Bengal by boat while Gujar Khan (his c-in-o)

with all the troops retired by the land route. So great was the

terror and confusion of the fiight that many of the Afghans perished

in the watm*.

The Mughal army entered the deserted fort of Patna next

morning and secured “abundant booty in money, goods and especially

noted elephants.” A pursuit headed by Akbar himself immediately

started, and in one day DariySpur (40 miles eastwards, midway
between Patna and Mungir) was reached. On the way S65 el^hants

and huge quantities of abandoned "propertgr and treasure the

fugitive army were secured. But while Akbar returned, Muni'm
Khan was sent on at the head oi 20,000 mm, on ISth August, to

push into Bengal and crown the campaign witii success without

giving the Afghans time to rally. The vanqui^ed am^ was too

much cowed to make a stand. Surajgarh, Mungir, Bhagalpur,

Kahlg&on fell in succesaon without a fight, and the Mughals
reached Gun& (probably Ounmdd) west of the Teliftgarhi pass,

which D&ud had entrenched and held in force. But the Delhi
cavalry, guided by the local zamindars made a detour tiirough the
Bftjmahal hills and turned the Ghirhi pass on its southern side,

while another force made a demonstration in front of it. Again
the Afghans fied without,a fight, and Muni'm iniaw mtered T&ndft
the capital of Bengal, unresist^, on 26th September. (Ak. iii.

150-158).

» Dwd's campi^ : Ak. Hi. SS-100. 115, 155-145, Al. Bad. «. 181-184, MM.
1*4; ra&9«t (N. K. te«t), 8144M. Krinhu (N. K. test), H. SOS-SOI,



CHAPTER X

FIRST MUGHAL CONQUEST OP BENGAL

1. CONSEQTTEN'CES OF THE MoOHAZi CONQUEST ON BeNOAL

When the conquering Chaght&i Turics struck at the centre of

the Sultanate of I^lhi, they generated forces which completely

dianged the ethnic character of the Muslim population of Bengal

and subverted the political life of Orissa. This violent impact sent

the ruling Afghan population flying to the eastern octremity of the

Ludi empire. Neither Babur during his busy four years on the

ludian throne, nor Humayun during his hectic flrst term of ten

years (1530-1540) succeeded in driving the Afghans from upper

Hindustan into Bengal, because Bihar remained the easternmost

home of the Afghan princes till the triumph of Sher Shah. It was
Sher Shah who first read the future aright, and in his far-sighted

political wisdom decided to make Bengal, with its proverbial wealth

as a support and its equally proverbial bad climate as a barrier, the

citadel of the last Afghan power, with the province of Bihar forming

a shield on its western border. The forts of Rohtas and Chunar

and his own revived city of Patna,—on the strategic point where

the Ganges the Gandak and the Son meet together, entirely domi-

nating the great river highway,—formed a screen of the strongest

defensive power. If to these Jaunpur could be added, Bengal’s

western line of defence would run almost up to the Himalayas.

Sher Shah seized the capital of Bengal in June 1538, and the last

Afghan ruler of the province yielded up his realm to the Mugfaals

in 1576, and the last independent local chieftain of that race was
killed in Sylhet in 1618. But during this interval Bengal became

dotted with small baronies created by Afghan fugitives from upper

Lidia and the descendants of the princelings and ministers of the last

Afghan Sultans from whom the Mughals had wrested the sover^^nty

of Bengal. The same Mughal push from the North drove the stiD

nnconquered martial power of the Bengal Afghan rulers into Orissa,

and that province had at last to see the extinction of its long fine

of ffindu kings and the establidimmit of a new Plathan dominion.

Thou{^ Afghan rule in Orissa was extinguished by Miln Sn^
(1598), the Afghans who had taken rehige there remamed mos^jr

in residdioe m their hamlets and towns, and today m the moalli
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of the Orissa people the general name for a Muslim, of whatever

race, is Pathan.

Another very large stream of the defeated Afghans flowed from

Orissa, by way of the coast and East Bengal, into the province of

Sylhet and greatly augmented the existing rural population of the

same faith who had been converted to Islam centuries ago by

Shah Jalfil and other missionaries of the crescent. Thus, we And

among the old landed proprietors of Bengal even today such historic

Afghan clan names as Ghaznavi and Pani, Yusufzai and Sur.

Up to the middle of the 16th century, Orissa had been a purdy

Ilmdu country, both in its royal house and in its population. A
light is thrown on the territorial demarcation betwe^ the two

creeds by the Life of Chaitanya, where we read that at the time of

that saint’s journey to Jagannath-Puri the last outpost of Muslim

rule was Pichaldah on the Mantreshwar river, while south of it

Kggan Hindu Orissa without a single permanent Muslim settler. All

this was changed by Sulahn&n Kan^ni’s invasion in 1568 and Oie

southward ru^ of Islam into Orissa was intensifled after Akbaris

victory over Dftud in 1576.

Mughal conquest opened for Bengal a new era of peace and

progress. It re-established that contact with upper India,—and

through upper India by the land-route with the countries of Central

Aria and Western Aria,—which Bengal had lost flrst when Buddhism
became dead in the land of its birth and next when its MusBm
vicmoys threw off the overlordship of Delhi. The narrow isolation

whidi thus afflicted Bengal about ISSO was broken once a year by
the visit of a ship or two from Malay and far more rarely from
Zanzibar, which brought to our riiores the commodities and cultural

envoys of the outer Muslim world. But with the opening o/t the

16th century this sea-borne trafflc was endangered and all but
stopped. Goa became the seat of a European Power planted on the

Indian soil (1^10) and the Portuguese fleet soon imposed its

dominaiMx on the Indian Ocean, subjecting Arab and African,

fiidian and Malay riiips to harassment and tribute. Less than a
century after tiie Portuguese conquest of Goa, Portuguese adven-
turers and thor half-breed progeny,—no longer acting as authorised

agents of the GovOTunoit of Lirilron, but pirating for thrir own
sake^r—secured a lodgement in Arracan and Sondip and mfested the
Bay of Bengal and the lower estuary of the Ganges and tiie Brahma-
putra. Tins all but scared away the entire Ariatic trade wiQi
Bengal by the sea-route.

It was <aly in 1666 that a Mu^ial viceroy Inolce up Umc
fbieign inrates* nest by conquering Cbitgaon. He imperial peace
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wliidi liad by this time setUed on Bengal led to an immense

increase of Uiis ptOTince’s maritime trade, but almost entirely

throu^ European agency. Thus Bengal gained a second line of

ficee communication with the vast outer world, while officials,

scholars, preachers, traders, artisans and soldiers continued to flock

by the land-route from the heart of the Mughal empire into >diet

had now become a regular weU-admhustered province of that empire.

The return current, generated by the same imperial peace and

regular administration, was represented by the Vaishnav pilgrims

and teachers who went from Bengal to Vrindavan, and beyond

Vrindavan even to Jaipur and Kurukshetra ; and also by the much
thinner streun of Bengal “candidates” for the public service or

ambitious cadets of landed families or discontented litigants defeated

in the provincial law courts who sought to improve their fortunes

by a visit to the royal Court at Agra and Delhi.

The renaissance which we owe to English rule early in the 19th

century had a precursor,—a faint glimmer of dawn, no doubt,—^two

hundred and fifty years earlier. “These were the fruits, the truly

glorious fruits, of Mughal peace.”

n. DaOD EARRAm RRPEIXXD TROM BeNGAIi

Dftud fled to Orissa by way of S&tgiinw (Hughli) , and the Afghan

eaptuns scattered to the north-east and south of Bengal. Frimi

his base at Tftndft Muni'm Khan sent out strong detachments to

S&tj^w (Hughli) , Ghoraghat (Dinajpur-Bogra) , BaUa (Bakarganj)

,

Sonftri^nw (Dacca) and Mahmudabad (Jessore-Earidpur) to estab-

lish imperial authority. In the Ghoraghat snb-divinon, Sulahnln

Mankali the Afghan jagirdar was defeated and slain by Majiran

Khan Q&qriiftl and the broken remnants of his followers were driven

into Kuch Bihar. In the south, DAud's chief adviser Srihari (the

fathtf <A PraUjAditya) parted company with his master and took

refuge-m the maritime wilde^ess of Khulna. Thus in west, north

central and south Bengal, "no organised Pathan power was 1^,
though M yet no Mu^al force or colleetor was posted in PUma,
Bangpur-IMnajpur, Mymensin|h< BhAwal (north Dacca), Jesstne-

Khulna orlSarisal. Nor in the wilds of Bankura-Bhbhum.
Bordwan was made' the advanced base of the invade^ but

their sninreme commander took post at TbidA, near the old dty of
Ganr in he Malda district.

Thim the victors tired thrir exertions and “thought only of
taking thdr ease in that connhy.” But Rajah Todar M»l came to
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them Irom head quarters, and urged them to foUow iq> Diud into

Orissa and end the war decisively. The army led by this Bajah

advanced from Burdwan to 6arh>Mandftran, in the Arambagh
sub-divi«on of the Hughli district, midway betweoi Goghat and
Basudevpur, and some eight miles due west of Arambagh. Bbre
spies brought the report that D&ud had faced about at Odbra-
Kasari (not Eaaari, 99 miles south-west of Midnapur city).

Todar Mai called up reinforcements from his chief, and on their

arrival marched from Mandftran to Koli&.^ Dftud then fdl back

on Garh-Haripur, eleven mOes south-east of the Dantan station on
the B. N. Railway.

The Rajah halted with his army at Midnapur. Here
Muhammad Quli Barlas died, the Mughal troops were disheartened,

disorder broke out among them as they objected to continuing this

jungle campaign. So, Todar Mai beat a retreat to Mandftran.

Meantime, the KhSn-i-Kh£nftn, on being informed of the detadi-

ment’s retreat to Mandaran and the dissensions in the camp there,

had pushed up reinforcements from Burdwan.

Todar Mai was now in a position to resume the offenrive. From
Mandaran the entire army advanced to Cheto, where the Ehftn-i-

KhftnBn himself joined it. It was now learnt that Dftud had
fortified his camp at Haripur by digging a deep trench around it

and throwing up breastworks, in Afghan fashion. He had also'

barricaded the regular road from Midnapur southwards at strategic

points, and as Ais road ran through a jungle the advancing Mughal
army could be easily ambushed anywhon. The imperial soldiery

were didieartened and refused to fight, clamouring for peace with

the enemy. Todar Mai and the l^ftn-i-KhAn&n harangued and
argued with them and cajoled them into a fighting mood. It was
dangerous to go straight forward upon DSud’s positkm, and there-

fore the Mughal chiefs, helped by mmi with knowledge of tlfo

locality, discovered an obscure circuitous path. Tlus route was
improved by pkmeers, and that the atmy> nuiking » wide detomr

I Movemen before buttle of INikatoi,— iii. isa>174 ; Tebqat Sf4 ; AL Bed.

a. IM. BetUey-A*. Si. ITO-ISO. Tebqrt, SSS-StS. Tbe folleet eMf of tattle

witb » iMSe aeap of the nte it given in my paper in Benpof IVt( end Anrent. No. M
(ISSS) pp.1-4. Tbe Udeondy miqirinted Tcbaqat^AtAari (Newnl KUhote Fkcm fitbo-

ffapbed Ibnfoa Int) givne tbe name at Goaliar,—deady • imetaka for JTafib.

Tbm ir a place apcit aa CaOiak in Bemidl, rbeet 7, SS mBes noctb-eaet at

**"*»»-p*— ead alttost midway between Mandaran and MMnapor city, fliniilady,

Nm^mm baa been admpdt aa KIMmaa, Baeftora cte. in Tabaqat and A1 Badaynnb

and Habra Kaaarf aa Dm Kami, JUa JEaaarf eta.
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by thdr left, ie., south-eastwards, arrived at Nanjura, a village close

to the Contai-Midnapur road and 11 miles east of the Dantan
railway station.

Thus D&ud’s flank was turned and his rear could be cut by

one day’s march. He had already sent off his family and mvpedi-

menta to Katak and lightened his force. He now advanced from

his camp to ciiaUenge the enemy at their halting place. The
encounter took place on the plain of Tukaroi, nine miles south-east

of Dantan and 3 miles west of Nanjura, t.e., 10 miles south of

the angle formed by the B. N. Railway line and the branch road

to Contai.

m. Thb Battle of Tukaboi Described

3 March, 1676

The Mughal chiefs had decided not to flght that day, as the

stars were inauspicious. They had merely sent out the usual

vedettes in front of their camp, when they were surprised to see the

enemy rapidly advancing in full force. Muni'm Khan hurriedly

ordered his troops to be drawn up in battle array. l%ud pre-

cipitated the battle with a furious charge of elephants in a long line

under Gujar Khan, upon the Mughal vanguard. “As the tusks and
necks of the elephants were covered with black yak-tails and the

skins of the animals, they produced horror and dismay; the horses

of the imperial van were frightened on seeing these extraordini^

forms, and hearing the terrible cries, and turned back. Though the

riders exerted themselves, they were not successful and the troops

lost their formation.” (Akbarnamah, iii, 170). Khan-i-‘Alam was

riain and his division was scattered. The impetus of the victorious

Afghan van rimilarly broke the imperial UUnuh and even swept

away the centre itself. Muni'm Khan and other officers fought

desperately, receiving repeated wounds, but their followers “did not

bdutve wdl.” At last, the tide of fugitives swept away the com-
mander-in-chief up to flve miles behind the front. The Afghans of

the vanguard, after pursuing him for half-a-mile, turned aside to

plunder his camp; they even went beyond it and disposed in the

attempt to overtalm the Mughal camp-followeTs who woe tiying to

escape with thrir padc animals.

Hiis ruined the Afghan cause. Diud dnrst not follow up
Gu^ Khan*s snccesafnl dharge by pmjjbmg into the <^>eDing made
by him in the Mughal oentze'Huid taking the inqiojal left' wing in
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flank, as he feated that the retreat of the Kh&n-i>KhSn&n was merely

a ruse for luring him into the jaws of death between his enemies*

two wings. The Afghan right wing under Sikandar moely made a
half'hearted frontal demonstration against the Muj^al left wing,

but “fled without coming to blows,” because here Todar Mai and
other officers held their ground firml^and presented a bold front.

When Daud himself arrived in support of his right wing he could

do no better. Meantime, the severely shaken Mughal divisions had
been tallied ; everywhere brave men had formed themselves into

small knots and facing round were attacking the Afghans with

arrows from horseback in Turk fashion. One of these missiles killed

Gujar Khan, and thereafter the Afghan vanguard melted away in

a minute. Muni‘m Khan himself returned to the field and com-

pleted the rally of his side.

At the other extremity, the Afghan left wing had attacked and

somewhat shakes the imperial right division; Shaham Khan, the

conunander of the latter, himself “lost firmness on hearing of the

boldness ot Gujar and of the confusion of the imperial (central)

army, and was turning back.” {Akbamamoh, iii, 178). But he

was heartened by his braver subordinates, and this wing turned and

fought the Afgluuis boldly. “In a short space of time the enemy

(in front of them) was driven off and the victors proceeded against

the (Afghan) centre.” Hireatened in front and left, with his

vanguard diqtersed beyond recall or sight, Daud could not maintstin

the contest long; his ruin was completed when news came of the

fall of Gujar 'iHiii.n and the flight of his division. The ratire Afghan

army now broke and fled in hopeless rout. The Mughals gave

chase slajring and plundering without opposition. “The plam be-

came a tulip-garden from the blood of the slain.”

Next day, the Mughal generalisamo, then in his 82nd year and

suffering from senile decay (according to Abul Eazl), v^ted his

wrath by killing all the prisoners taken and making "eight sky-high

minarets with their brainless heads,**—in humble imitation of his

master’s progenitor Timur, who had "built his ghastly tower of

el^ty thousand human skulls.”

The battle was a decisive victory for the Mughals, though so

many of thdr higher officers were slain and wounded. D&ud Khan
fled to Katak, unable to make a stand anywhere before the pursuing

cohimn under Bajah Todar MaL On 12th April he came out of

that fort and made a complete submission to the Khfa-i-Khfinfln.

(Ak. iii. 188-186. Tobaqat. 826).

yfhen Dftud Kaixini laid down his sword at the feet of Muni'm
Khan in (be dubar tent at Xatak, dia eeraaony moely prodaimed
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the de jure annexation of Bengal to Akbar’s empire; but the actual

imposition of imperial peace and orderly Mughal administration on
Bengal was still far off. That province remained for many years a
scene of confusion and anarchy. The Mughal military officers held

a few towns in Bihar and fewer still in Bengal, but these places were

only the head-quarters of subdiviinons {sarkara) and even in them
the ’mperial authority was liable to challenge and expulsion from

time to time. Outside these towns lay the vast no man's land, a
constant prey to roving bands of dispossessed Afghan soldiery and
Akbar's officers out on. raid for their private gain. The local land-

lords utilised the eclipse of regular government to encroach on their

neighbours’ estates or to satisfy old grudges. There was a Mughal
subahdar (aipah-aalar) for Bihar and another for Bengal, but the

authority of each was paralysed by the inadequacy of his forces and
the disobedioice, greed and mutual jealousies of his subordinates.

The history of the years 1575-1594, is a sickening monotonous tale

of local offeninves with varying results but no final decinon, and
the temporary expansion and retreat of the imperial power, while

the weak and the innocent suffered at the hands of both the parties.

The most successful of these enemies of peace was Junaid

Kartiini (the first cousin of D&ud) , who, acting independently from

his base in Jharkhand, long troubled south Bihar and formed Uie

rallying centre of rebels and malcontents.

Muni'm 'Khan, after his triumph over Dfiud at Eatak, had to

hasten north in order to recover Ghoraghat, where the Mughal out-

post had been driven out by K&l&p&har, B&bu Mankali and othra

Afghan chiefs who had come back from Kuch Bihar during the

viceroy’s absence in Orissa. But the discomfort of life in toits in

the swampy plain of T&nd& during the heavy monsoon of Bengal,

induced the aged viceroy to reoccupy the ancient capital, Gaur.

The damp unhealthy old buildings of that long deserted city bred

an ^idemic of which his officers and men died in hundreds, while

others fled away to Bihar to save their lives. At last, conquoing
the lure of the fatal city, Muni'm Khan returned to Tbidfi, where

he died ten days lat», on 83rd October, 1575. The conqueror of

Boigal was over eighty years of age and his faculties had of latie

ceased to be in operation. Wild terror broke out among the surviv-

ing Mughal officers in Bengal and intended thdr former lack of

union. Enemies advanced a^unst them horn evoy side, and all

the Mu{^ud detachments first fell back on Gaur and thm abandoned

Bengal altogether,' retreating to Bhagalpur sn route to Ddhi I

1 At. UL MMM. Al. Bad. U.JMO Bapaiial campaiga ia A Bihar, Alt, iU, 188,

ta N. Bihar ISMOO (andw MumBw Bh.)

89
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IV. KHAN-I-JiHAN’S VtCaStOTAUTT, 1575-78

Akbar on hearing of Muni'm Khan’s death had confOTred the

vacant viceroyalty of the province upon Husain Quli Beg entitled

Khfin-i-Jahan, and sent him off with Baja Todar Mai as his

lieutenant (e. 15 November, 1575). The new viceroy ruled for

three years ; but though he gained many signal victories his regime

was troubled by serious internal discord. He was a Shia and a

Persian,^ while most of the other imperial officers in Bengal were

Sunnis and Turks. They refused to take their orders from a heretic

(rafizi), but Todar Mai with his persuasive tongue, tactful dealing

and more potent money gifts, patched op a working truce among
them which ensured the reconquest of Bengal.

The new viceroy on his arrival found the situation truly alarm-

ing: l>aud had risen in Orissa, taken Bhadrak and Jaleshwar and
reoccupied the whole of Boigal. Isa Khan had drivoi away the

Mu|^al flotilla (under Shah Bardi) from the East Bengal rivers.

Junaid Kanini was as usual most active in mischief in south-east

Bihar, and Gajapati Shah (the laird of Jagadishpur) had taken to

hi^way robb^ in the Amh district. In Bihar, Muzaffar Khan
Turbari alone held his own in the Hajipur district by means of

strenuous and bloody flghting. Khan-i-Jab&n had great difficulty

even in persuading his terrorised offices to turn back faom Bhagid-

pUT towards Bengal ! However, his personality and Todar Mai’s

diplomacy at last bore fruit. (Ak. iii. 229-281)

.

The Mughals advanced ; Teliagarhi was easily recovered and
its Afghan commandant slain in cold blood. l%ud fell back on
Bajmahal and Khin-i-Jah£n lay for months facing him in carefully

jn<q>ared trenches. The stalemate was ended by Akbar ordoing
his Bihar army to go to the aid of his Bengal forces and sending

boats laden with treasure and war materud to SHiSn-i-JahBn. The
land line ci communication across the Son and throuf^ Bhojpur
was cleared by detaching the famous general Shahbaz Khan from
Court to suppress Gajapati. (Ak. iii. 289).

On 10th July, 1576, the Bihar army joined Khin-i-Jah&n in the

canq> before Bajmahal, and two days later was fought a stubborn

and kmg-waveting battle in which the Afghans were utterly defeated

with the loss of all thrir leaders : Junaid was killed by a cannon-

ball, Jahan Khan (the governor of Orissa) was slain, and Oflud

was taken inisOner and beheaded as a ’‘treaty-breaker;” EABpkhir

* Baalbr a QhriWiiJi, or amabar of a Ttakfah tribe loos settled ia ,Paris
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fled away wounded, and so did Qutlu Lohant, tlie sole survivois.

Thus **Bengal came once again into imperial possession.” {AKbar*

namah, iii, 256) . In south-west Bihar, Shahbas was equally success-

ful ; Gajapati was chased from place to place, and forc^ to abandon
his guns, boats and other goods to plunder. The imperialists cut

down the Bhojpur jungles and devastated Jagadishpur, capturing

Gajapati’s family and household property, as well as many of hu
mud-forts, and the campaign was crowned by the surrender cH

Bohtas fort to the Emperor on terms. {Ak. iii. 260-266)

.

Li Bengal, E[hftn-i-Jah£n pushed on to S&tg^w (Hughli) and

crushed the Afghan bands roving there, especially that of Mahmud
Khan Ehas-khel (popularly, called Matt) who kept possessicm of

D&ud's treasures and family. Internal discord broke out among

the vanquiriied, and one leader Jamshid was killed by his rivals.

At last Dftud’s mother Naulakha and other members of his family

surrendered to Khin-i-Jahfin in Goas parganah (north Murshidlsk-

bad). Mati, too, came to offer submission, but was put to death,

evidently to enable the viceroy to appropriate Dftud's treasures

then in his keeping.

The viceroy had to advance to Bhawal (the north Dacca

district) as his admiral Shah Bardi had turned defiant and two

Afghan diieifs,—Ibifihim Maial and Karim-dad Musasai,—^had

begun a fresh rising there. All three submitted when Kh&n-i-JahSn

reached the scene. A detachment from his army moving up the

Tjilrbia to Egatasindur, defeated Isa Khan, who fied away after

abandnning much material and wealth to the victors. An attack

by Majlis Dil&war and Majlis Qutb (misprint PraOap) ended in a

rout of the Mughal flotilla, but the fugitives reached safety through

the help of a loyal zamindar named TOa Ghazi. After this Khfo-i-

Jahftn returned to Sihhatpur, in the suburbs of TSndft, where he

had founded a city, and there he died after a long illness, on 19th

December, 1578. (Ak. iii. S27-S28. S49, S76-S81.)

V. MtTUHAI, captains MUTINT IN BiHAR AND BbNOAL

In April, 1570, a new viemy* reached Bengal ftom Akbaris

court. He was Muzaffar Khan Turbati, already known to us for

his herrac deeds in Bihar. But evidently his mental powers had

1 Dnrins the interim Beafd had been sovnned bgr Irinafl Qnli, the brether

of the deeeeeed Xhln-Ualilii. Mnaalhr Kh. TVobati in Bencdr-^h. Bi. S8S (new
ondel cadre, 41S), 417-4SS (Bihar oAoem rebd), MS-MS. (canete of mntfaip agiinst

Mnaftw), M7-484, 4M4M (Bengal Meaif revolt.) 4n-4S4, MO (Khar eventa

dnring mnOipO Al. Bad. B. S8S40O.
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now deteriorated and he had lost his former dearness of vision and
rapid power of dedrion. The sad tale of his viceroyolty ended in

his murder at the hands of his own mutinous officers after one

year only.

Muzaffar Khan’s administration was doomed to tragic failure

by a political convulsion whidi arose from circumstances beyond

his control, but whose evil effect was aggravated by his habitual

wavering and want of tact. The Mughal empire had now reached

a most imiwrtant stage in its evolution. The wisdom of Akbar

perceived that the age cff conquest was over and the more beneficent

and enduring work of administration must begin. He decided to

divide his empire into twelve provinces, called aubaha, and give to

eadi the same type of regular administration, under the same

necessary classes of officers with division of functions in specialised

departments. Along with the new viceroy {avpah-adar, later called

atibdhdar) Muzaffar Khan, he sent from his capital a staff of depart-

mental heads.—Diwan, Bakhshi, Mir ’Adi, Sadar, Kotwal, Mir

Bahar and Waqa’navis. These were charged to build up the new
administration and to establish official routine in the place of the

arbitrary personal rule which necessarily marks every period of

conquest and martial law. They were also to settle the revenue by
the new method now ordered to be adopted all over the empire- and

to protect 'the interests of the State by resuming unauthorised

alienations of land smd stopping the usual military fraud of false

mustm for which the remedy was the branding of the horses in

every officer’s due contingent.

During the rule at the Karrftnis Bengal had enjt^red a fair

amount of internal peace and great wealth had accumulated in the

hands of the ruling classes in consequmice. All this now became

the prey of the Mughal conquerors. The various imperial generals

posted at different places in Bengal and Bihar gathered an immense

amount of treasure by plunder and extortion and their one thought

was, as Abul FazI admits, how to carry away their pile of gains

from this pestilential clinaate. In fact, their conduct exactly re-

sembled that of Napoleon’s marshals in Spain. The work of tiie

Emperor suffered from their selfirii greed and disobedience to the

locad viceroy, who was not strong enough to coerce them. And now
within a few months a storm burst over Bengal and Bihar from the

attempt of the neiriy arrived dvil officers to bring the imperial

captains there to accoont and stop their illq{al gains. The laudable
reforming z^ of these officers was rendered barren of result by their

prec^itatkm, insolence of office, lack of moderation and tactless-

ness,—to' which Abul Flazl rightly adds the love of corrupt gain on
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the part of many of the pay and branding officers themselves. Hie
result was a mutiny of the military officers in these two provinces.

—

some overt, others concealed,—against the attempt at muster and

branding and the restitution of unauthorised revenue collection and
land usurpation.

The men in Bihar set the first example. The Bengal officers

bent on rebellion left T&nd& on 19th January, 1580 and nine days

later openly declared their rebellion. They were secretly backed by
the partisans of Akbar’s brother Mirza Hakim, the ruler of Kabul,

whom the malcontents conspired to place on the throne of Delhi as

a more orthodox Muslim and a softer tool than the strong and free-

thinking Akbar. Muzaffar Khan sent a large force against the

rebels, and the two armies lay facing each other across the Ganges

at Rajmahal for some time, after which the Bihar mutineers, alarmed

by reports of the approach of fresh troops from the Emperor’s Court

formed a league with their brethren in Bengal. They got possession

of Teliagarhi through Muzaffar Khan’s supine delay. A Bengal

rebel force crossed the Ganges at Rajmahal and joined the new
arrivals from Bihar.

After daily skirmishing for 19 days, one morning the imperialists

were completely defeated through the superior numbers of the

enemy and above all by the imbecile hesitation and inaction of

Muzaffar, who had "lost the thread of counsel and became foolish

from suspicioumess and want of heart. He neither would himself

arrange the troops, nor would give pmmission to engage to the

officers who were everywhere ready for service.” The result was a

military disaster ; Muzaffar took refuge in the fort of Tfindft, but

all deserted such a hopeless leader; and next morning the rebels

swarmed into the fort and began to plunder the enormous accumu-
lated treasures of the imperial officers lodged there. C)n ^9th April,

1580, Muzaffar Khan Tuibati was put to death by the rebels. The
lehutha was read in the name of Muhammad Hakim Mirza, and
new offices, high titles and fiefs were lavishly distributed among the

mutiny leaders on behalf of the new sovereign. "Countless vaga-

bonds” were given the title of Khan with fiags drums and nominal

commands rising up to the grade of 10,000 horse I Baba Qaqriial

was appointed viceroy of Bengal and Ma'sum Khan Kabuli, as regent

plenipotentiary (tooftiT) on behalf of the absent Hakim. Tlins

Bengal and Bihar wm formally cut off from the empire of AJcbar.
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VI. Axbar becx>vx!R8 Bikah, 1580

The rebels hoped that they would now "q>end their days in

pleasure/’ but retribution was dose at hand. Ibe loyal troops first

recovered Bihar.^ There Bahadur Badakhshi (son of S’aid) had

usurped the government of Tirhut, seized the public treasury and

prodaimed himself king under the title of Bahadur Shah. But the

loyal and brave Muhib AH Khan of Rohtas, defeated Arab Bahadur

and recovered the fort of Patna from rebel hands. At the news of

the coming of a fresh army from Akbar’s capital, desertion and
flight broke out among the mutineers, while loyal officers and
penitent rebels joined the advancing royalist army everyday. A
vast force of loyaHsts thus came together near Patna and concord

was established by vows among the nobles. Tarsun Khan and
Todar Mai were their supreme commanders. Marching very

cautiously, in constant readiness for battle, the imperialists reached

Mungir (e. 19th May, 1580). The Bengal rebels advanced from
Garhi to give battle. But Todar Mai, not being sure whom he
could really trust, decided to stand on the defensive, by fortifying

his camp round which walls were raised and a moat dug (S8th May)

.

On 7th June the rebels appeared outside and began skirmishing.

The first success of the imperialists was their capture of 800 enemy
boats laden with munitions west of Mungir, and thus thmr connec-

tion with Patna was kept open. Loyal officers harassed the enemy
by cutting off their convoys of grain and cattle out at grass.

Meantime, Akbar had despatched a fresh army from his sde on

86th June. When it arrived in Bihar, the rebd army facing Tarsun

Khan and Todar Mai took to flight (85th July) . Mungir and PSatna

were automatically relieved, but the monsoon now stopped the

campaign for some months.

In south Bihar, an imperial detachment marching from Patna,

against Ma’sum Khan Kabuli, took Bihar city, Gasra and Shorghati

(end of September). Then Azam Khan Koka, whom Akbar had

sent to Bihar joined the army after defeating Dalpat Shah, the

successor of Gajapati of Jagadishpur. But jealousy And discord

broke out between the two heads of the imperialists here,—Azam
Kbiwi and Shahbaz Khan, and the rebels gained some successes

The imperial army however was now too strong, and many Bihar

rribels began to flee to Bengal in search of safety.

1 Beeovwy of BOmt, Ah. iB. SSf-gn. MS-MO. For Gafrud. AL BsA B. tO,
OM-IW. Bcnewal of leralt (X/UO, Ah. m. SM. ass
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Todar Mai’s &«t task was to restore peace and order in Bihar

and then only advance for the reconquest of Bengal. But this

necessary preliminary was delayed and Mughal arms were paralysed

by the presumption and pride of Shahbaz Khan who refused to obey

Azam Khan and set up an almost independent Ck>urt at Patna,

while Azam Khan and Todar Mai stayed at Ilajipur. Thus the

latter were forced into inactivity and the recovery of Bengal was
delayed by two years.

In Bengal, during this eclipse of the imperial authority, Murad
Khan, the faujdar of Fathabad, died and his sons were murdered

by a local zamindar (Mukund). Qiya Khan Hasan was poisoned

in Orissa and the neighbouring landlords broke out in anarchy.

Qutlu Lohani, a leading officer of D&ud, attempted with some success

to revive the lost dominion of his master and for some years created

a principality of his own in Orissa. He defeated Muhammad Nijat

Ehan (the faujdar of Hughli) at Salimabad and drove him to seek

refuge with Pedro Tavares, a powerful Portuguese captain. Hie next

defeated a second Mughal force near Mangalkot (north of Burdwan
city). Another Kiya Khan (sumamed Kank) who had hitherto

kept Orissa out of the mutiny, was at last attacked and killed by

Qutlu, and that province was lost to the empire.

But fate was no kinder to the rebels either. Masum Khan
Kabuli poisoned his rival Sharafuddin Husain who had moved into

Bengal. Also, near Mungir the Bengal leader Bahadur Kheshgi

was killed by S&diq Khan, a loyal commandant ; Baba Qaqshal died

of cancer. The rebels’ real hope of success grew faint when Shahbaz

Khan crushed their most powerful ally Masum Khan Earankhudi

near Ajodhya (January, 1581), and it died out altogettier when
Akbar’s troops entered Kabul (Srd August) and forced Mirza Hakim
to flee to the hills.

Vn. Caicpaioir ca I5fte

On 6th April, 1588, Akbar sent off Khan-i-Azam as governor of

Bengal.^ Orders were also sent to the royal armies in Bihar and

Oudh to co-operate with him. Meantime, the Bengal rebels had

poshed into Bihar and taken Hajipur and several other parganahs

horn, the agmits of Khan-i-Azam, then absent on a visit to Court.

Bahadur Kuruh, at the head ct « band of QuUu’s Afghans, appeared

near TBndi and was joined by the local rebels. S&diq Khan bravriy

^ IQk Asns hi is. 50T, MOaCC.
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Patna fort, and even marched out in force to Hajipur,

where he fought the rebels (led by Jabbari, Khabita and Tarkhan

Diwana) for forty days. An Afghan night attack was defeated on

2-S April, and next morning Sadiq crossed over to the east bank of

the Gandak and d^eated the enemy aft» an obstinate battle,

—

2000 imperialists being here opposed to 5000 of the enemy. Khabita

was slain. Tarkhan Diwana’s son, Nur Muhammad, had made a

dash from Bengal, by way of Tirhut, to the Saran district, but at

the approach of the imperialists he decamped and was caught and

beheaded, while another rebel leader Khwajah Abdul Ghafur in

trying to retreat was cut off by a jungle tribe (probably the Sanitals)

.

The i^mrABT onocatAPHT or medusvai. Benoax<

In order to follow clearly the strategy of the Mughal campaigns

in B^gal, it is necessary to bear in mind that in early times rivers

presented a greater barrier to man than mountains ; especially the

mighty Ganges and Brahmaputra in all the rage of the flood season

defied all attempts at crosring them. Not so the low jungly hills of

the Santal Parganahs or Chota Nagpur. Thus, while the two forts

of Teliagarhi and Sakrigali rendered the route to Bengal along the

south bank of the Ganges impassable except to the lord of a mighty
fleet armed with naval guns, this porition has been again and agw
turned succe^ully by a body of picked hardy cavalry making a
detour through the hills south of it and strikhig the Gkinges once
more beyond Birbhum.

We must also remember that the souUi and west of the

Midnapur district was covered by a wild jungle and formed a terra

meognita even in the days of Bennell's survey (177S) . This jungle

was pierced by a single narrow militaiy foot-path running from
Burdwan to Katak, fringed on the west with jungles and savage

tribes and yielding no food for man or horse. This route corres*

ponded to the track of the B^igal pilgrims to Jagannath Puri so

well-known before the age of steam locomotion.

The Tista river which in that age used to flow into the Ganges
(i^., the Padma) through the Pabna district, and the mighti»

Brahmaputra long kept East Bengal outside the range of effective

Mughal occupation and as the home of unsubdued Afghans and inde-

pendent local Bajahs. This was q)ecially the case wiUi its southern

portion. Mughal rule did not yet tou^ the following areas: the

whole of East Boigal ; the entire coastal region south cff an east-west

line drawn through Hughli; the Chota ’Nagpur jangles; the south-
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eastem part of the Pabna district which was intersected by a
labyriuOi of channels formed by the lower Karatojna and the ^en
mighty Atrai river and the boundless lagoon called the Chalan BU;
the north Rangpur and Jalpaiguri districts.

The easiest and most frequoited route from Bengal to upper

India was by land from the Dinajpur or Maids side, along the north

bank of the Ganges, across the eai^ Kosi and Gandak to Chapm,
Tirhut, and even Jaunpur. The very name of the district Darbanga
(gate of Bengal) is significant of this fact in our provincial geography,

and Tirhut was long in the possession of the rulers of Bengal, while

South Bihar was during the same poiod held by quite another

power. Thus the cities of Patna and Hajipur, facing each other

across the Ganges, often owned two different sovereigns.

During the Mughal campaigns in Bengal before Man Singh’s

time (etroa 1590) , their official capital and military base was 'mnd&,

about 15 miles south-east of Malda town. From this point it was
easy to control the centre north and east of the province through

Bogra-Dinajpur (then, called the Ghoraghat district) , and the

south through Burdwan up to S&tg&nw (Hughli). South-west of

S&tgfinw lay the Arambagh sub-division (included in what was then

called the Mandftran aarkar, corresponding to onir Bankutap-

Bishnupur), which formed the gateway to Midnapur and Orissa.

But the northern sub-diviuon of the present Midnapur district,

namely Ghatal, belonged to the subah of Bengal, and its southern

portion from the city of Midnapur downwards forined part of the

subah of Orissa, being included in the Jaleshwar district (aarkor).

No district in that age bore the name of Midnapur.
Behind the impenetrable shield of the Brahmaputra, Isa Khan

had built up a great power by practising unfailing tact, suppleness

of diplomaoy, and purchase of the Mughal viceroy’s forbearance with

friendly offers and costly presents as long as posable. It was only

in 1602 that the q>irited Man Smgh, with a weU-equii^ied flotilla

at his command, crushed the independence of this deceitful rd>el-

leader*s son and successor, by attacking his river home.

VTif. Tbb TBnm cxmQonsr or ^nroan, 158S

During 1582, bdbte Khan-i-Azam’s arrival, the local afficers

had broken the back the rdbeDion in Bihar, and now during the

^ifMnng months of that year strenuous preparations wctc made for

the reccmquest of Bengal.^ The Mughal fief-holders of Allahabad

* Bosgd rsmpsiins ia latOf-Mt. iO. 00040t, (Bhahbss Xh. t^).

M
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Oudh and Bihar assembled near Hajipur, forming a vast army.

Kban-i-Azam advanced via Mungir and Kohlgfinw to the Kftti^ng

(a navigation canal near Rajmahal). The rebels came up, on 27th

March, 1588 to face him under Masum Kabuli who had made pacts

with Qutlu of Orissa and South Bengal and the Qaqshals of North

Bengal (Ghoraghat). Khan-i-Azam had already recovered Telia-

garhi on 20th March. But the imperialists were overawed by the

vast numbers of the enemy, and frantically appealed to Akbar for

fresh aids. “For nearly a month the two armies lay facing each

other and discharging guns and muskets only.” On 24th April an

Afghan flotilla-leader who had come up from Faridpur was killed by

a cannon-ball, and soon afterwards the sword-arm of the rebels was

broken when K&l&pah&r “who was singular for his skill in river-

flghting” fell in battle. Dissension broke out between Masum and

the Qaqshal clan, and many of the rebel leaders were induced by
imperial diplomacy to desert to Khan-i-Azam. The Afghan army
melted away. Masum tried to wreak vengeance on the deserting

Qaqshal clan by ravaging their seat, the town of Ghoraghat, and
attacking their entrenched position near it, but 4000 imperial horse,

detailed by Khan-i-Azam, rapidly arrived on the spot and raised

the siege.

Khan-i-Azam detested the climate of Bengal, and at his constant

pressing Akbar on 18th May, 1583 ordered his transfer to Hajipur

where his flefs lay, and the appointment of Shahbaz Khan thra in

Patna as his successor in Bengal. Azam at once left for Bihar

without waiting for his relief to arrive. Bengal was then left in

charge of a subordinate officer, Wazir Khan, for nearly flve months.

Qutlu seized this opportunity and broke off his delusive peace parleys.

Therefore, the impoialists marched from Sherpur (south of Bogra
town) to Burdwan, crossed the Damodar river to its south bank,
and stood in battle array facing Qutlu's entrenchments (md of

June). Here the Afghan commander Bahadur Kuruh was defeated

o. 15th July, but the imperialists had not the spirit to follow up their

victory by a pursuit into Orissa.

From T5nd& two detachments had been sent out, one north-

wards to Ghoraghat to protect that home of the now loyal Qaqshals

and keep out rebel bands coming once again from the Kuch Bihar

side or the Mymensingh district, and another southwards to Burdwan
and beyond to Sstginw, to watch the Orissa frontier where the

Pathan power had revived under Qutlu Lohani. Early in October

1583, the northern army under Tarsun Khan, then occupying Tajpur,

was threatened by-Masum Kabuli w;ho had advanced from his refuge

in Isa Khan's country, and raided up to within 14 miles of Tindft
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(then defended by a depleted garrison.) Tarsun was beleaguered at

Tajpur, but Shahbaz Khan now at last hurried up from Patna and

drove Masum away (end of October) . The new viceroy recalled to

his side a part of the Orissa detachment. Admiral Shah Bardi had

died and SOOO of his artillery-men (including Portuguese mercenaries)

entered Shahbaz’s service. Shahbaz advanced from Tfindft; a rri[>el

force under Baba Bhakari which was threatening Mahi Santosh (south

Dinajpur) dispersed at his approach. Even Masum Kabuli, who
had been holding delusive parleys with him from the east bank of

the Jamuna fled away (c. 15th November). The fugitives were

pursued, overtaken and defeated with the loss of their elephants and
other property. The imperialists reached Ghoraghat ; Masum took

refuge in Bhati and Jabbari in Kuch Bihar, and Shahbaz plundered

their homes in Sherpur making prisoners of their families and 150

noted men among the Fathans. Some more desultory flghting

followed.

IX. CAiiiPAiaN OF 1584

Shahbaz Khan, followed up his success by entering Isa Khan’s

country of Vikrampur,^ though the violence of the rainy season was

not yet over. He. wished to force him to keep his promise of

surrendering Masum Kabuli whom he was harbouring. Advancing

by way of Khizrpur (one mile north of Narayanganj) , the Mughal
viceroy took possession of Sonfirg&nw and plundered K&tt£bhu, the

home of Isa Khan, “ a populous city ”, and then marching up the

Lakhia river to its point of junction with the Brahmaputra, took

Ef^iasindur, and established a fortified base at Tok, opposite to

E^basindur and on the vestem bank of the Brahmaputra. Isa

Khan who had come back from Kuch Bfliar, and Masum Kabuli
faced him, and there were daily skirmishes on land and water. A
weak detachmrat sent by Shahbaz under Tarsun KTiati to make a
demonstration against Bajitpur was surprised by the enemy and cut
off; Tarsun was captured wounded and beheaded.

For seven months Shahbaz Khan lay at Tok, in the bend formed

by the Lakhia, the Brahmaputra and the BanSr rivers. He sent to

Isa Khan denumding either the surrender or the expulsion of Mahiw
l^buli, but the ruler of Bhati only gained time by drinnve promises.

Shahbaz Khan’s inordinate pride alienated all people, his (MSoers too

* Ak. iiL ats-m, ssseso, ses. (Im Xh. and Eart Beogri war.) Xw Xh's
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practised violence; brace the rebellion flamed up again. Then came
the floods. One dark night the Afghans cut the embankment of the

Brahmaputra in 15 places, so that Shahbaz's camp and batteries

were submerged. After a stubborn fight he just managed to beat
this attack off. Isa Khan next made a prisoner of Sayyid Husain
the imperial thanahdar of Dacca, and proposed terms through him.
Sbahbaz then fell back to Bhawal, halfway on the road to Dacca.
The negotiations were again broken off and a battle took place on
SOth September, 1584, in which Shahbaz on being deserted by his

discontented and envious subordinates was forced to leave Bhawal
and retreat towards T£nd&, abandoning all his accumulations and
many of his men as prisoners.

Aftra this disastrous end of the first Bhati campaign of the

Mughals, Isa Khan prudently stayed at home, while Masum advanced

to Sherpur (Bogra) and other Afghans raided up to Malda city.

The southern division of the Bengal army under Wazir Khan,
had meanwhile continued facing Qutlu near Burdwan. When that

Phthan chief at last retreated, the Mughals pursued him up to

Tukaroi ; but Qutlu made his submission by sending a present of 60

elephants with his nephew. These reached Akbar on 11th June,

1584. Wazir Khan was now ordered back to T&ndfi, and Sidiq Khan
to Patna. (AA;. iii. 658.)

CAMPAraw or 1585

Akbar, on learning of the failure of Shahbaz Khan in Bast

Bragal, sent strong bailiffs to urge his Bengal and Bihar officers to

act m close concert and put Isa Khan down. Shahbaz was turned

out of his fief in Bihar and conducted to Bengal, arriving at Tftnd&

im 88th December, 1584. Masum was easily driven away and the

country up to Sherpur recovered (end of January, 1585) , that rebel

leader bong compelled to take refuge in Pathabad parganah.

Another great rebel Dastam Qaqshal was chased back to Shahzadpur

in the Pabna district. {Ak. iii. 678-674.)

At the beginning of March 1585, the irreconcilable Bengal

officers were by order of Akbar divided into two armies—Wazir
•gliati and Sadiq Khan being sent off against Masum Kabuli, while

Khan renuuned in North Bragal for keeping the local evil-

doers down. On the last day of that month, Masum was defieated

m » naval battle and put to flight, his two forts at IVimohani—Qie

juncHon of the Ganges the Jamuna and die Saraswati {ije., IVibrai

near Hn^li) (AK. ni. 698) being takra. Tahir Bandiaq, the dis-
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turber of Tajpur (west Dinajpur), scored a success over the im-
perialists, and Tarkhan Diwana raided up to Tftndft and tried to fire

its suburbs, but was driven away, (dying later in Morang). But
Yusuf bin Mati Afghan cut off young Habib Ali, the son of the brave
Muhib Ali Rohtasi, in a small encounter.

In fact the inordinate pride and mutual jealousies of the

imperial commanders in the eastern provinces prevented cordial

union among them in suppressing the rebellion. Akbar’s repeated

admonitions had no effect. So, at last, he clearly separated the

two charges ; Sadiq Khan got Bengal and Shahbaz was given Bihar.

The latter at once left Bengal in anger, and so also did S*aid Khan
and other Bihar generals. This depletion of the imperial strength

in Bengal encouraged Isa Khan to put off his actual submission,

though he prudently sent to Akbar the elephants and guns that

had fallen into his hands during the late disaster to Shahbaz Khan.

The officers of the extinct house of Kanani again advanced from

their base in Orissa, moving bands of Afghans out of work gathered

round them, and they began to plunder the Burdwan district. An
imperial force under Sadiq, Wazir Khan and Muhib Ali advanced

to the bank of the Ajay, forded it and defeated the enemy on 10th

June, 1585, slaying 1300 of them, mostly in the pursuit. Dastam

Qaqshal had reappeared and laid siege to Ghoraghat, but was

defeated and driven away. (Ak. iii. 675, 693-698.)

X. Secahbaz Khan pacifies Ben<iai< : 1586-87

Clearly the campaign of 1585, though conducted by a new set

of officers, had achieved no better result than before. Therefore,

under fresh pressure from Akbar, Shahbaz Khan returned to Bengal*

on 80th January, 1586, and this time by following a policy of con-

ciliation and liberal gifts he won over most of the Afghans. Isa

Khan, when threatened by a detachment from Shahbaz’s army, had
no longer the heart to fight, and made peace by restoring the territory

which Sadiq Khan had surrendered to him in the previous peace,

and sending rare presents and using soft language. Masum KjibuK

sent his son to Akbar’s court and was himself directed to go to

Hijaz on pilgrimage for a time. Many of Qutlu’s followers

abandoned that chief and he was left to enjoy Orissa in peace, as

Shahbaz was not prepared for a long war yet. The official history

* ShahlMS lOi. m Bengri (lUtD^—Ak. IS. 7S1-7M. Said Kh. ported to Bcngrt
and Mb 8. to Khar, 801.
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of Akb«r records that **010 conquests now eoitoided tq;> to the ptwt

of SltgKnw*'—and no doubt the d» jure authority of the imperial

Government over all Bmigal was acknowledged. Even the Burmese
ruler Arracan sent many presents.

Wazir Khan died of dianhoea on 1st August, 1587, and S'aid

Khan was (on the S6th of that month) ordered by the Emperor to

go from Bihar and take charge of the Bengal subah. The province

of Bihar was put in ehatge <it Kumar Man Sin^, and he was givmi

his congee for his new province -on 17th December, his jagirs in the

Panjab being replaced by others in South Bihar, especially ^e
Bohtas region. PSjdnda Khan Mughal, from whom these Bihar

fiefs woe now tah^ away, was givra an equivalent in Ghoraghat.

With the year 1587, a new chapter opened in the internal history

of Bengal. By a royal decree of S4th November, 1586, Akbar ordered

for each province of his empire the same uniform cadre of official

heads, namely a governor (called eipah-^alar) , a dqmty governor (to

hold charge during his chief’s absence at court) , a revenue minister

(dkoan) , and an inspector-general of forces (bakhehi) , besides a civfl

judge (Sadr), a criminal judge (q<asi) and a police prefect (kotwal).

The first officers in Bengal woe Wazir Khan and Muhib All (gover-

nors), KaramuUah (diioSo), and Shfihb&z (bakhehi), and in Bihar,

S’aid Khan and Md. Yusuf Khan, Bai Patradas and Abdur Bazzfiq

M’amuri respectively. (Ak. iit 779.)



CHAPTER XI

RAJAH MAN SINGH KACHHWA VICEROY

I. Man SmoH governor of BraAR

The work done by Man Singh in Bihar is admirably summed
up by Akbar*s official historian in one short but fully eloquent

sentence : “The Rajah united ability with courage and genius with

strmiuous action; he administm«d the province excellently; the

refractory became obedient.” {Akharnamah, iii, 872). His hand
first fell upon Puran Mai the ^jput Rajah of Gidhaur, who had
declared independence during the recent eclipse of Government in

the province and whose lands lay across the eastward route from
Patna. Man Singh marched upon Gidhaur, and easily captured its

mud-fort with all the Rajah’s treasure. Puran Mai then submitted
and gained his pardon by offering a tribute of many noted elephants

and valuable articles and betrothing his daughter to his conqueror’s

brother Chandra-bh&n Kachhwa. Sangr&m Singh, the Rajah of

Ehargpur (near Mungir), was next cowed into making submismon
and paying tribute.

Prom this point, Man Singh returned to Patna and marched
south against Anant Chero of the Gkiya district, from whom much
plunder vras taken. During the viceroy’s absmce his eldest son

Jagat Singh ably guarded Patna. Taking advantage of Man Singh’s

pre-occupation in thp southern districts, two Muslim rebel leaders

from Bengal made raids into Pumia and Darbhanga and penetrated

to fourteen miles of Hajipur. Young Jagat Singh boldly advanced

at the head of the local militia against the invaders, who fied away
abandoning their collected booty to the imperialists. Man Singh

sent the most valuable portion of the spoils of these wars and 54

elephants to the Emperor, who received them at Lahore <m Srd

April, 1590. {Ak. iii. 872.)

n. Man SnraH’s nwr oonqobw or Oebma

After thus "ably settling the province of Bihar and reducing the

lefeactory to obedience,’* Man Sin^ in Aprfl 1500 set out for the

con^iuest Orissa, bes^ reinforced by the Bengal artillet]^ on the

way. By the route of 3hagalpur and Burdwaiq' he readied Jaha^
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nabad (now named Aiambagh in the west of the Hughli district)

on the then frontier of Orissa, that is the modem Midnapur district,

and encamped there in view of the early rains of Bmgal. Qutlu

Khan Lohani, the Afghan ruler of North Orissa, smt up a large force

under Bahiidur Kuruh to the fort of Baipur, some fifty miles west

of the imperial camp.

The leader of the Mughal advanced division, “the inexperienced

youth” Jagat Singh, was entirely deluded by the Afghans and

resigned himself to drink and neglect of business, so that on 21st

May, near sunset, he was suddenly surprised by the enemy in over-

whelming force ; the careless and ^sordered imperialists after a little

fight fled away ; Bika Bathor, Mahesh Das and N&ru Charan

bravely sacrificed their lives, but could not stem the rout. Jagat

Singh was wounded but saved from capture by the loyal Bajah

Vir Bambir taking him to his fort of Vishnupur (in the Bankura
district), and even a ramoiir arose that the Kachhwa prince was
dead.

But after ten days Qutlu died, his young son N&sir was placed

on his throne by his wazir Khwajah *Is&, who wisely made terms

with the Mughals, promising to read the khutba and stamp coins

in Akbar’s name and live as his faithful vassal, and also to cede the

temple of Jagannath (at Puri) and its surrounding district to the

Emperor. On 15th August, the Afghan boy-king made his bow
before Man Singh, and presented his tribute of 150 elephants ai^
many choice articles. After this success Man Singh returned to

Bihar. {Ak. iii. 879-880.)

The Afghans are a faithless passionate race; aftm* the death of
' Is& Khwajah, the wise regent of their boy-king, there was none who
could keep their nobles in check; they broke the treaty, seized the

temple of Jagannath from its Mughal custodian, and attacked Bajah
Vir Hambir for his loyalty to the Delhi throne. Mim Singh was
therefore called upon to proceed against them again. Leaving Bihar

on Srd November, 1591, he marched in two divisions by land and
down the Ganges and was joined by the local landhdders and the

Bengal troops tmder their viceroy S'aid KTiaw- Th^ conquered the

country up to one day’s march of Jalediwar. The Afghans met tiie

threat by advancing to their northern frontier. After months
qpent in talk and daiiy skirmishes a sev^ battle was fought with
the entire Afghan army which had crossed the river (Suvama-xeUA)

t MSb Siam’s (Mm cutpaigB jal ISSft-AJk. IB. 8SS487, 940M1. Thoplan
when tlie fimt Mo^mI Tictaiy took plooe is moMd in tho Bniunt tnt Miowbr M
SmapiK' and MOnSfm. It vaa only ono digr’a naidt. aajr IS nflea north oT Jalwb-
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"at the forest of Benftpur simounded by a stream,” (10th April,

159S). There was a lack of real co-ordination betwem the Bengal

contingent and Man Singh’s troops, and at first the enemy’s charges

threatened to rout the imperialists. But supports were pushed up
from the rear in good time, and the Mughal artillery and archers

did Lsvoc among the Afghans and the elephants on whom they-

chiefly relied. At last the enemy broke and fied leaving SOO dead

on the field, including one divisional commander iOiwajah Wais,

while another commander Sultan Sur was taken captive. Man
Singh’s own clansmen, especially his sons Jagat and Durjan, took

a <H>nspicuous part in charging the enemy and turning the dubious

tide of the battle.

N»t day the victorious general arrived in pursuit at Jaleshwar,

where he had the khutba read and coins struck in Akbar’s name.

The Afghans retreated and he continued to advance further south

into Orissa, "digging up the roots of disaffection” and accepting the

submission of the local zamindars. S’aid Khan, in a mean ^irit

of jealousy, gave up his partnership in the campaign and returned

to Bengal, in q>ite of Man Singh’s earnest attempts at conciliation.

At Bhadrak the Kachhwa Rajah learnt of the Afghan concen-

tration near the fort of Sarang-garh (Cuttack district). Leaving a

garrison in Bhadrak, he marched to Cuttack which feU to him
without a blow. This success led to further successes: the fort of

Aul was peacefully surrendered ; the Tila Rajah joined near KMkftl-

gh&ti, but the greatest of the Orissa rulers, the Rajah of Khurda,
still held out at Sarang-garh. From Cuttack Man Singh made a

pilgrimage to the famous shrine of Jagannath at Puri, and thereafter

took post near Pipli (midway between Cuttack and Puri), raiding

the Khurda territory. At last the Khurda Rajah, Ram Chandra Dev
submitted and sent his son Birbar with presorts to the Mughal
viceroy. Man Singh next moved to the neighbourhood of Sarang-

garh. Meantime the dispersed Afghans rose in his rear and wrested
the town of Jaleshwar from his lieutenant Babui Mankali, but a
Mu^ud detachment from Cuttack recovered the post. On SOth
May (or a month later) the fort of Sarang-garh capitulated to

Man Singh.

But the Khurda Rajah continued to evade waiting on Man
l^ngh in person. An expedition was therefore sort into his territory

under Jagat Sn^ and other oflkers. Rajah Bam Chandra Dev

war town, and at a loop of Uw SwamaNUi iWw or soBM fasder of it Tho mom
hmam Btmipw b M adlaa Mrth of JalaAwar (ludilNljr), aid tliiipio Ula batllo

obo vas aeoM obaono vHlafa PmSpur, M oo It nflaa ftoa JaMnw.
ff7
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shut himself up in Khurda, but many of his other forts and cities^

rapidly fell to Mughal arms (1699).

Akbar disapproved of this rigour to an ancient dynasty tiiat

had acknowledged his suzerainty. Man Singh now received a

censure^ from his master and recalled his troops from Khurda

territory. Then, at last, the Khurda Bajah personally waited on

Man Singh (Slst January, 1693) and gave him a daughter in

marriage. The conquest of Orissa was thus completed.®

But the conquest of Orissa did not bring peace to the Mughals

in the eastern provinces ; it only shifted the disease to another part

of the body politic. Man Singh had seen too much of the Pathans

both in Afghanistan and Orissa to trust them implicitly. He
removed their surviving chiefs Sulaiman and Usman (the nephews

of Qutlu Khan) and three others from the soil of Orissa altogether

and assigned them fiefs in the Faridpur (Khalifatabad) district of

East Bengal. But before they could arrive there, he realised that

it was unwise to plant them so close to the border of Orissa where

they had many adherents and a long local connection, and so he

wrote cancelling their new grants and recallmg them to his camp.

At this they broke out in open rebellion and went plundering up to

Sfttg&nw, and on being repulsed there turned to Bhushna (in the

Jessore district). Here they killed their host Chand Rai (the son

of the local zamindar Kedar Rai) who had tried to seize them (11th

February, 1693). They captured and jobbed BhushnS fort and
made off to -join Isa Khan Masnad-i-ala, the greatest of the Bengal

zamindars, who ruled over the Dacca district. Thus the Afghan
royal power, subverted in West Bengal and Orissa, was established

anew in East Bengal, beyond the Brahmaputra river.

At this time Man Singh took the fort of BhUnpur (text reads

M&npur), situated between Orissa and Telingana and gave it to

^Ram Chandra Dev. Then he returned to Rohtas (in South Bihar)

and stayed there till a summons from his master took hhu to

Lahore. On 93 February 1694, he presented at court three sons of

Qutlu Khan and two great nobles of Orissa namely K&shi Parija and
Purushottam. (Ak. iii. 968-969, 997.)

* Akbartumah, iii. 067, namei these conqtieets thoe: Sahejpsl (t SikhigoiMl.)

Khangerii. Kelupeta (on the 'weit ehoie of the Chilks lake) , Kahnan (f Kannaae)

.

LcmgRrh and Bhunmal.
* Ak. iii. 941, 907, Sharif Sannadi, .tha Bakhahi of Bengal, wrote m long Per-

aian aooount of Mbi Sini^’a oonquaet of lagannath-Puri, the onl^ mannseript of

which is ptesarved in the Brittth Mnseumr* No. Mu§. Or. fTg
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m. Man Singh as vicerot of Bengal—
HIS CAMPAIGNS IN EAST BeNGAL

On 17th March of the same year, Prince ^lim was appointed

to a nominal command of ten thousand horse, with Man Singh as

his guardian. Five thousand of the Prince’s troops, including Jagat

Singh, Durjan Singh and Sakat Singh received jagirs in Bengal,

while Himmat Singh, Bhau Singh, Rajah Ram Chandra Dev (of

Khurda) as well as many Bengal Pathan chiefs (of the Lohani and

Sur clans) were granted fiefs in Orissa. “Rajah Man Singh, whose

ability and loyalty were conspicuous, was made Ataliq (guardian)

and his maintenance-jagir was allotted to him in Bengal, of which

province he was now made viceroy,—^in the place of S’aid Khan,

transferred to the subahdari of Bihar.’’ On 4th May, 1594, Akbar
sent Man Singh off to his new province with many wise counsels

as to the administrative policy to be followed there. (Ak. iii. 998,

1001 .)

On arriving at Tand& the ancient capital of Muslim Bengal,

Man Singh sent off detachments to subdue the various districts.

One of these, led by his son Himmat Singh conquered BhushnA
fort (2nd April 1595) .

(Ibid. 1023.)

On 7th November of this year, Man Singh laid the foundations

of a new capital of Bengal at Rajmahal, as .a place “which could to

some extent be safe from attack by boats’’ and named it, after his

master, Akbar-nagar. Soon “a choice city sprang up here,’’ at a

much healthier site than Gaur or Dacca and nearer to Bihar. (Ibid.

1042.)

FVom this rising capital, Man Singh set out on 7th December,

1595 to conquer Bh&ti or the East Bengal delta from Isa Khan.

The Afghans retreated before him to beyond the Brahmaputra and

Man Singh encamped at Sherpur Murcha (in the Bogra distrist)

for the coming monsoons, and there built a mud-fort which he

named Salimnagar. Much of Isft Khan’s territory fell into Mughal
hands. In far-off Orissa, his son Durjan Singh Kachhwa captured

the fort of Kakruya, the zamindar of which had sought to make an

alliance with the Sultan of Golkonda. This young general also

recovered after much fighting the fort of Bhushni (on 20th June,

1596), which had been wrested from its negligent imperial com-
man^bnt by Khwajah Sulaim&n Lohani and Kedar Itid. A gun
burst inside the fort during the siege, killing SulaimAn and wound-
ing Kedir RAi, who fled away to ‘ Isft Khan. (Ibid. 1043, 1050.)

In the rainy season of 1596 (July-September) while Man Singh

was cantoning at Ghoraghat (in North Bengal) , he fdl so ill that
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the physicians began to despair of his life. This tempted Isa Khan,

T>if«imiii TriiMfi Kabuli and other half-suppressed rebels to rise again

advance to within S4 miles of the viceroy’s camp in their war-

boats, to which ‘arm the imperialists had no adeqiute reply. But

the river level having falloi the rebel flotilla was forced to hurry*

back downstream and thus escape the fate of being stranded in tiie

shallows and captured by the Mughal horse and artillery. Man
Singh immediately on his recovery, sent a select force under Himmat

Singh, whose approach drove the rebels into the jungly interior of

Mymensingh (EgSra-sindur) , and he plundered their territory freely.

{Ak. ui. 1068.)

lAkaJimi Narayan, the Rajah of the friendly kingdom of Kuch

Bihar, on being attacked by Us cousin Raghudev in alliance with

Isa Khan, begged for Akbar’s protection. Man Singh hastened to

his aid from Salimnagar to Govindapur, where Lakshmi Narayan

came and welcomed him on 28rd December, 1896 and give him his

sistar in marriage. The two enemies of the Kuch Rajah having

taken flight on hearing of Man Singh’s prompt advance, he sent his

deliverer back with honours and gifts. Thus a«.new vassal State was

created on the north-eastern frontier of Bengal. But very soon

Man Singh lost two great lieutenants : his son Himmat Singh ’’dis-

tinguished for courage and power of management,” died of cholera

in Bengal (16th March, 1897) , while his eldest son was sent off on

an expedition to Nagarkot in the far off north Panjab hills (April

1897 to June 1898).

The pretender Raghudev having collected a force again, seised

some portions ci the Kuch Bihar territory and drove the old

Lakshmi Narayan into a fort for shelter. A detachment sent by
Singh defeated Raghudev (on Srd May, 1897) , but as soon as

these Mughal troops returned to Bengal, Isa Khan set out to help

Raghudev. Man Singh countered this move by detaching a force

by land and river, under his son Durjan Singh, to attack Katrabhu,
the very seat of Isa Khan. A discontented kinsman of Isa Khan
offered to guide the imperialists. On 8th September, 1897, twelve

mfles from Yikrampur (Dacca), the flotilla of Isa Khan and
Ubsum Khan surrounded the Mughal detachment in overwhelming
force, slew Durjan Singh and many of his troops and took some
prisoners. Isa Khan, however, thought it wiser to make peace; he
set the ptiaonos free, gave iq> his attack on Lakdtmi Narayan and
offered submission to the Emperor, (/btd. iii. 1067, 1081-1088, 1008.)
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IV. Man SmoH absent in Ajmer

—

TROUBIAiS RENEWia) IN BeNOAL

No doubt saddened by the loss of two such brilliant sons and

shaken by the Bengal climate, Man Singh begged permission to

live in Ajmer (close to his long unvisited home) and govern Bengal

by deputy, (1598). Isa Khan died in September 1599, and one

standing menace to the peace of the province was removed. Man
Singh’s eldest son, Jagat Singh, was ordered by the emperor to go

to Bengal and officiate for his father; but the young man died of

heavy drinking near Agra on 6th October; grief for him pros-

trated Man Singh. Maha Singh (the son of Jagat Singh)

though a lad in his teens, was sent to Bengal to lead the Kachhwa
contingent there and serve as deputy viceroy.

Seizing this long absence of the veteran viceroy and despising

his boy substitute, Usman, Sajawal and other turbulent Pathans

who had made a deceptive submission, rose in revolt. On 29th

April, 1600, they defeated an inferior imperial force led by Maha
Singh and his guardian, . Pratap Singh Kachhwa (a younger son of

Rajah Man), The Afghans recovered north Orissa.

Dangers thickened round the Mughal throne ; the Bengal rebels,

finding the field vacant, infiicted defeats on several small imperial

detachments and even captured the Inspector-general of the provin-

cial arm}', Abdur Razzaq Mn’muri. {Ak. iii, 1133, 1140-1141, 1151,

1174.)

V. Man Singh returns to I^noal ; his vigorous measures

These reverses forced the hand of Man Singh. He hastened east

from Allahabad, halted for some weeks at Rohtas to make prepara-

tions, and then pushed on to face the rebels in East Bengal. Near
Sherpur Atia in a single field he routed them with heavy loss (12th

February, 1601) ,
pursued them for eight miles and rescued his captive

Bakhtki from threatened death at their hands. (Ibid. iii. 1174, 1180.)

Next year, Man Singh marched to the Dacca district and induced
Kedar Rai, the zamindar of Sripur (South Dacca) to promise loyalty

to Akbar. Then, hearing that Jal&l Khan of Baz-Ghogra was loot-

ing Malda and Akra, the Rajah sent orders to his grandson Maha
Singh to march from Ghoraghat against this new rebel. The young
Kiachhwa prince overtook the enemy (500 horse and 5,000 foot) as
they lay sheltered behind the Kalindri river (nortiiwest of Malda
dty). ‘’Maha Singh impetuously forded the river on horse back
and clambered up the steq> ofqposite bank, though loring about a
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hundred men by drowning, and put the rebels to the rout like the

wind.” The victor next proceeded to the Pumia district, to put

down Q&zi Mumin, a local rebel, who had made a fort on an island

protected by a dense jungle. This leader was killed. (Ibid. iii. ISIS.)

Next Usman, the nephew and successor of Qutlu Khan, crossed

the Brahmaputra and drove back Baz Bahftdur Qalmaq, the Mughal

thanahdar of Mymensingh, to Bhawal. Man Singh hurried up from

Dacca to Bhawal in one day and night and attacked Usman on the

bank of the Banar river. Many Pathans were slain and much booty

in the form of boats and artillery obtained by the victorious Rajah.

After re-establishing this outpost, Man Singh returned to Dacca

(about February 160S) and sent a detachment across the IchhSmati

against Mus& ^an (son of the dead Isa Khan) and Kedar Rai,

the rulers of ^^krampur and Sripur, respectively, who had leagued

in rebellion with Dftud, the son of Qutlu Khan’s late wazir, and

other zamindars and were blocking the river crossings. This obs-

tacle held up the detachment for many days, on hearing of which

Man Singh himself came up from Dacca t^ Shahpur, and imme-
diately on his arrival drove his elephant into the Ichh&mati river.

Many of his brave retainers followed him by swimming their horses.

The river was crossed and the enemy routed and pursued up to

nightfall, when Man Singh reached two small places between
Narayanganj and Surajadi.

Sher Ghazi, a powerful local zamindar, now waited on Man
Singh, who next proceeded to Sripur and Vikrampur, but Daud and
other Pathans having retreated to Son&rg£nw, he retiimed to his

base at Dacca. (Ak. iii. 1214-1215.)

A fleet of the Arracan pirate.s (called Maghs or Burmese)

invaded the Dacca waters and invested the fort at Tri-mohani

(junction of two rivers). The imperial captain there, Sultan Quli

QalmAq, had a fracas with the Kashmiri garrison of this fort and
was wounded and fled away at night. The enemy thus emboldened,

advanced plundering many Mughal posts on the way. A force sent

by Man Singh under Ibrahim Beg Atka, Raghudas, Askam, Dalpat

Rao and other captains, chastised the invaders after a stiff flght,

killing many of them. The Arracanese then withdrew from the dry
land to their boats and opened a hot Are with their mudcets and
cannon, but the Mughals sank some of their gun-boats (ghuribs)

about August, 160S.

Kedar Rai now joined the Maghs with his own powerful fleet

and attacked the Mughal outpost of Srinagar, to which Man Singh
had to send r^ief with artillery. Near Yikrampur a great battle

was fought, in which l&dar Rai was'wounded and captured. 'When
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brought befoK Man Singh hia life ebbed out. Many Portuguese

pirates and Bengali sailors in his service were killed. With the

death of this active and turbulent zamindar the flames of disturbance

in deltaic Bengal were quenched. After this Man Singh started

from his base at Bhawal agsinst the Magh Rajah who fled away to

his own country. Back at Bhawal once again, kbm Singh turned

his military preparations against Usman, who too fled away. The

Bengal viceroy then returned to Dacca, and later went into canton*

ments at Nftzirpur for spending tiie rainy season (July-September)

of 1604. (Ak. iii. 1231, 1235-1286, 1240.)

At the beginning of next year (1605), Akbar felt his own end

approaching and summoned his most trusted ofiicers to his side.

Man Singh arrived at Agra shortly after 11th March, and continued

to stay by the Emperor till his death, on the 15th October following.

(Ak. iii. 1256-1261.)

Jahangir, a fortnight after his accession sent Man Singh off to

Bengal as subahdar of that province once more (e. 10th Novembier,

1605). But the Kachhwa Rajah’s third viceroyalty of Bengal was
short and uneventful. Jahangir was disconsolate ; his home was
dark, because she who was coveted as the Light of his Harem

—

and was destined afterwards to blaze forth as the Li^t of the

World (Nur-i-Jahan) was then illuminating the humble tent of her

lawful husband Sheivafkan Istajhi, a petty Turkish jagirdar of

Burdwan. The royal sorrow found a sympathetic listener in his

foster-brother Qutbuddin Khan Koka, who was appointed on 2nd
Sq>tember, 1606 governor of Bengal, with whispered instructions as

to the means of procuring the healing balm for the afflicted royal

heart. The service required of the new subahdar being too delicate

for a man of honour, M|m Singh was recalled from Bengal and
transferred to his old diarge of Bihar. Here he took up his residmice

in the salubrious hill-fort of Rohtas, overiooking the Sone river,

which he and his clansmen greatly liked. This viceroyalty, too,

soon ended, and he was recaUed to court, arriving at Agra in

March 1608. (Tumk-t-Jahangiri. tr. Rogers, i. 15, 78, 187-138.)



CHAPTER Xn

TRANSFORMATION OF BENGAL UNDER MUGHAL BULB

1. Thb Chief Factors.

It was only in the reign of Jahangir that Mughal adniinistiation

really started in Bengal, because Akbar’s time and the first eight

years after Jahangir’s accession were the age of conquering generals,

when the province was not yet ready to accept and work a settled

civil government. It was only Islam Khan’s success in crushing

out—and not, as under his predecessors, merely defeating in

skirmishes—the old heads of local rebellion, that made regular

peaceful Mughal rule in this province possible. Though Bengal had
been included among the eleven subahs to which Akbar in November
lfi86 sent out orders for setting up his new type of uniform provincial

administration, the order took a quarter of a century to be actually

enforced. Hence the beginning of the reign of Jab&ngir is a
convenient place where we can pause in the narration of events and
take a general survey of the Mughal age in Bengal and its effect

upon the province. The subject has been briefly touched in

Chapter X section I ; it will now be studied in detail.

The period of Mughal imperial rule over Bengal witnessed the
working of certain new forces which have completely tranrformed
Bengali life and thought and whose influence is still operating in the
province. In one word, during the first century of Mughal rule
(1575*1675 AJ>.) , the outer world came to Bengal and Bengal went
out of herself to the outer world, and the economic, social and
cultural changes that grew out of this mingling of peoples mark a
most important and distinct stage in the evolution of modem
Bengal. Indeed, there has been nothing in our province’s past
history at all comparable to it except the modernisation which we
owe to the British influence.

Thie, the Mughal Emperors did not deliberately introduce
these forces, but the political change which accompanied their
conquest and the administration which they imposed on the
conquered land made the triumph of the new forces possible and
easy. These two forces were the growth of a vast sea-borne trade
and the organisation of the Bengal Vaishnavs into a sect.
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II. European trade and its effect

The first of these forces originated many thousand miles away.

The Wars of Religion in Europe ended with the Peace of Westphalia

(1648) and the flight of Charles II, after Worcester (16S1). And
the energy and enterprise of Europe, released from ruinous

conflict at home, felt itself free to go out and impinge upon this

fabled land of gold. Even while the Wars of Religion were still

raging, salt-petre (an essential ingredient of gun-powder) was so

much in demand all over Europe that it was keenly sought after

and largely exported from its chief souree in North Bihar (L'lga ij)

by the river route through Bengal. Next cam: a rapid development

of Bengal’s export trade in silk stuffs, indigo, fine cotton goods and

coarse cotton textiles (the last being for Asiatic consumers). The
volume of Bengal’s trade in the outward direstion can be judged

from the fact that in the four years 1630-1683 taken together, a

single European nation the English, imported into Bengal silver worth

£200,000 to pay for their purchases. The Dutch annual investment

in Bengal was at least as large in amount as this, because they were

firmly set in this province earlier than the English. Now, this

English investment, at the then rate of exchange, amounted to 4

lakhs of rupees per annum, when the rupee had twenty times its

purchasing power of our own days (taking the last prewar year,

1938). Thus the equivalent of eighty lakhs of rupees was thrown

into the Bengali market every year by only one European Company,
in the form of silver bullion coined into rupees at the Mughal mints

of Rajmahal and Dacca. (In 1681 the total value of the Indian

products exported by the English E. I. Co., from Bengal alone,

reached £230,000, or. 18] lakhs of rupees, equivalent to over three

and two-thirds krors of rupees in the money of our own day).

This huge influx of silver effected a sudden and profound

change in Bengal’s economy. During early Muslim rule, the

products of our fields and looms could be sold for money only to a
very small extent, as the sole foreign purchasers were a few Chinese

(importing silver), Malayese, Arabs (from the head of the Persian

Gulf) and Portuguese voyaging to Bengal once in a year or two;

we had besides these, a small amount of coastal trade with our

equally poor neighbours Orissa and Teieguland. For internal

consumption barter was the practice wherever possible, and prices

in terms of m^ney were exceedingly low. This is proved by the

universal use of small conch-shells (courier) as the money unit and

medium of exchange, except at the top level and for very large

transactions. The use of cowries as the people’s currency lingered

in Calcutta itsdf as late as 1880 mid in the villages for 20 years more.

28
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Witness also the incredibly low price of the menu at the dinners

given to the Vaishnav saint Chaitanya by his devotees at Puri about

the year 1520, as recorded in his biography by KrishnadSs Kavir§j,

{Antya, viii. 38, 51, 85).

All over Orissa and in many parts of Bengal too, the land-rent

could be collected only in the form of grain, and the collectors had

the greatest difficulty in paying the Government revenue in cash,

as the conversion of crops into rupees involved heavy losses.

For many years the only tribute which the Mughal Emperors

used to get from Bengal was in the form of elephants and art

objects manufactured in the province, but no cash. Only just

before Jahangir’s death (1627) that Emperor bound his viceroy in

Bengal to send him five lakhs of rupees from the province every

year as a personal offering {khasah) for himself and the same amount

for his queen,—^but no surplus revenue was even then paid into the

Central Exchequer of Delhi. How long even these ten lakhs were

really paid we do not know;> certainly not^ during the costly and

chronic warfare with Assam which filled Shah Jahan’s reign and

one-half of Aurangzib’s. In 1682 ShSista Khan began paying 5

lakhs annually.

But the ^owth of European trade by bringing huge quantities

of silver into the country and passing the money on to the Bengali

peasants and artisans, at last enabled the Mughal viceroy to send

tribute in money to his master in Delhi. Thus the surplus revenue

from Bengal came to be the mainstay of the Emperor’s family and
army during the latter years of Aurangzib's reign and all through

the first forty years of the 18th century.

Again, by providing Bengal with an universaUy accepted

medium of exchange, the European traders enabled us to buy the

products of other provinces and countries to an extent inconceivable

in the earlier times, when barter was the chief method of our trade.

1. The only record of such a cash payment is under 8 May 1635, when the

Emperor received from Azam Kh. the ex-subahdar of Bengal, in addition to

elephants &c., (worth seven lakhs of Rs.), five lakhs of rupees in cash
—“which

had been paid to the subahdar by the zamindars of that province, it being a standing

rule that the zamindars should once (ek martaba) pay that amount as peshkash
to whomsoever was appointed subahdar of the province and that the latter should
said it to the Emperor along with his own tribute [really, tKU<ar or present ] before
his removal from that oflke.” [Abd. Hamid, L B. 100.1

Therefore the flive lakhs of rupees in cash demanded by Jahangir for himself
&om Bengal wi^ payable by each subahdar only once during his tenure and not
every year, though the continuation of the Tiuiik-l'JtAantlrl (Sy. Ahmad’s ed.

p. 420) wrpngly says hnr sal (annually).
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True, in this way money prices and money wages rose sharply

in Bengal from the middle of the 17th century, but that did not

necessarily mean any increase in the real wages of labour, as every

student of economics knows. The upper classes of our society certainly

grew richer, and came to possess more articles of luxury than before;

and the Government officials and revenue-collecting middlemen made
money on a very much larger scale than in Akbar’s days.

At the same time the European exporters gave a tremendous

impetus to industrial production in Bengal. Here was a vast market

for our saltpetre, cotton goods, silk yam, and indigo; the buyers

stood ready with unimaginable cash in hand for almost any quantity

that our peasants and artisans could offer. These foreign exporters

also organised our industrial production with a view to ma^g it

more efficient and economical. By their chain of agents at every

mart, by their system of advances (dadm) to the workmen, by

their setting up of workshops for Indian labourers in their factories^

(where they could work under European supervision), and by their

bringing out from England dyers and “twist-throwers” who taught

the indigenous artisans better methods,—^they raised Bengal’s

industrial production to a higher level of quality, besides immensely

increasing its quantity.

Bengal’s economic isolation was now* broken. Closer contact

was established with her western neighbour Bihar, from which all

the saltpetre and some of the indigo for shipment abroad came
down the Ganges to our ports of embarkation.

The new trade began also, but very imperceptibly and slowly,

to sap the foundations of our cultural isolation. The European

commercial settlements—Calcutta (1690), Chandemagar (1690),

Chinsura (about 1650) were destined at the end of the 17th century

to be fortified and thus to provide havens of refuge to the oppressed

and the affrighted rich in the Mughal dominions, and serve as

seed-beds of a new and richer culture. But that was long in coming.

The influence of the Protestant missionaries on Bengali society

and literature in the early nineteenth century is well-known, and
these teachers are gratefully remembered as the fathers of the

Bengali renaissance. But of the work of the Portuguese missionaries

2. Bernier wrote (about 1666)
—"The Dutch have sometimes seven or ei^t

hundred natives employ^ in their silk factory at Kasimbazar, where in like manner
the English and other merchants onploy a proportionate munber I have been

sometimes amazed at the vast quantity of cotton goods vdiich the Hollanders ahme
export." ^.439). Tavernier wrote, "Qasimbozar can fUmish 22,000 bales of silk

annually,” weitf^ 50 seers eadi D. 2.] "The Dutdi invest at least £200/X)0

yearty fin Bengal and the East Coast]**- acc.i to Balesoie Eng. hctors* letter of

Deew MS4.
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in Bengal in the 17th century the historian gets only a few tantalising

glimpses. From Du Jarric’s account of the visit of two Jesuit

Fathers to the Court of Raja Pratapaditya (1599—1600) we learn

of’ the high estimation they had won by their purity of character,

but we know nothing definite about their civilizing influence upon
Bengali society. Except for enriching the stock of words in the

Bengali language, the Portuguese in Bengal have left no cultural

trace and exercised no influence on the literature of the province.

The mass converts baptised in Southern India by Roberto di Nobili

and Francis Xavier, degenerated in three generations into a caste

which did no credit either to India or to Christianity. The

Portuguese half-breeds and poor Christians of pure Indian race,

shepherded by the Catholic priests in East Bengal, Chittagong and

North Orissa (Balasore) belonged to the latter class and have failed

to add anything to Bengal’s heritage.

III. The Spread of Vaishnavi^

During Mughal rule the entire religious life of Bengal was

transformed by Vaishnavism. The basic principle of this creed is

bhakti or personal devotion to God (as Krishna Vasudeva) with an

intensity of emotion akin to conjugal love. The theory of it had

been known long before and in other parts of India too. But

Chaitanya (1486-1533) by his teaching made it a reality to the

masses of Bengal and Orissa. He, however did not found a churbh,

and his spiritual influence would have ended with the death of the

last of his personal disciples, after which he would have been dimly

remembered as one of the thousands of God-intoxicated sadhus of

India who had through the ages inspired and elevated their respec-

tive generations and then passed into the mists of oblivion. Such

would have been the history of Jesus Christ but for Peter and Paul

who created a Church and a theology after the passing away of

their Master.

The permanence of Bengali Vaishna\ism is due to the organisa-

tion of a sect—its ritual, its rules of life, its discipline, and its financial

basis, by NitySnand and the creation of a special theology by the

Seven Fathers of the Church (Sapta-Goswami)’ It is they who
gave fixity and material form to the pure light which had emanated

form the lips of their Master, though the word Church as undmstood

in Christian Europe, is inapplicable to the countless loose groups of

local subsects comprehended under the general name of Vaishnavs

in Bmgal, wlu^ sote bond of onion is a conunon spiritual heritage

and diffmentiation from all othm sects in the land. But despite

diis lack of disciplined organisation and of ccmtticd by a hknuchy
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of priests acting under one conunon supreme pontiff, the new

religion of Chaitanya has made Bengali Hindu society what it is

today. It has all but extinguished (except among the lowest

classes) the worship of the Divine Creative Energy in its female

form {Shakti) which used to prevail all over Bengal before the

advent of Chaitanya. Shakti-worship which is better known under

the name of Tantrikism—^has declined almost universally in West

Bengal and in a less marked degree in East and North Bengal; the

new movement has left many of the lower castes unconverted,

especially those living in the fringe areas covered with hill and

jungle. But Vaishnavism, in the vast spaces of Bengal which it

dominates, has produced two wholesome fruits: we owe to it the

present-day almost total abolition of the ritualistic sacrifice of

animals and the drinking of strong wine (karan-bari) as a religious

duty. The unabashed prevalence of drunkenness in our polished

society is now a thing of the past; witness the orgy of blood and

wine in the Court of Raja Pratapiditya on the day that Basant

Ray was killed (circa 1600). Where the drink habit is now found

among the Bengali Hindus (above the lowest castes), it is admitted

as a vice and is practised under the veil of secrecy. This is the

homage that, the vice pays to Vaishnavism.

Even greater than this moral reformation of the upper and
middle classes, has been the work of Vaishnavism in uplifting the

lower ranks of society and the illiterate masses, by carrying religion

to their doors through the device of Nam-sankirtan or chanting

processions—which is spoken of as the unique contribution of

Chaitanya to the spiritual life of the modem age. The new creed,

like Methodism in England bora two centuries later.-^ias opened a
new life of knowledge and spirituality to the lowmr castes, and under

its life-giving touch they have produced many Vaishnav saints and
poets, scholars and leaders of thought This was not possible in the

.<dd days of orthodox Brahmanic domination over society. Thus

Vaishnavism has proved the saviour of the poor; it has proclaimed

the dignity of every man as possessing within ^mself a partide tff

the divine soul (Jiv-atma). One of its greatest poets has sung :

—

Listen, brother numl
Man is die greatest thing in the world.

Nothing dse is so great

The female sex, though to a lesser extent than the men,—have
shared in the cultural iqriift among the Vaishnavs and the dow of

knoMedgge'has been <q;iened to them Ity allowing them to read.

The new life breathed into Bengal Hinduism by Oiaitanya’s

need, buist ftwth in another direction. The Vaishnav Ooslins set
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themselves to converting the aboriginal tribes and thus brought a new
light into their lives after ages of neglect, contumely and superstition.

Sanskrit literature is the root of our general culture, no less than

of theology, throughout Hindu India. A revived and widespread

study of Sanskrit among all castes—(and not confined to the

Brahman and physician castes) and the creation of a new Bengali

literature with a marked popular appeal, are among our gains from

this creed during the Mughal age. It has vivified and sweetened

Bengal’s intellectual life, no less than the spiritual,—and greatly

broadened the basis of our culture. The Vaishnav leaders (including

Chaitanya himself) were passionate collectors of Sanskrit manus-

cripts from the other parts of India.

The educative effect of this creed was helped and enhanced by

the pilgrimages from Bengal to Jagannath Puri and Mathur&-

VrindSvan, which became extensively popular with the establishment

of Mughal peace, and which brought Bengal into close contact with

the life and thought developed in the heart of this rich Empire, at

the capital cities of Benares and Allahabad, Agra and Delhi (—the

last place en route to Kurukshetra). Vrindivan became a cultural

colony of greater Bengal. In short, Vaishnavism is our abiding gift

to Orissa and Assam.

The spirit of the new Vaishnavism had the closest affinity to-

the dreamy and emotional Bengali character and intensified these

natural tendencies of our race. Wherever it spread it generated, d

deeply felt tenderness for children and the weak, which gave a new

tinge altogether to our domestic life and popular literature. But

at the same time by its exaltation of pacifism and patient suffering,

—

“humility lower than that of the trodden grass, endurance greater than

that of the felled tree,"—it sapped the martial instinct of the race

and made the people too soft to conduct national defence.

Vaishnavism has taught millions of Bengali Hindus to abstain from

meat and even fish, and live on a purely vegetarian diet. The Vairagis

of Rajputana, like the Vaishnavas of Bengal who bore the same

popular name of Vairagis, were householders and nuurried men, but

they formed a sect of fighting monks and hired themselves and their

weapons out for the defence of kingdoms and temples. So also did

the NSgS Gosains, famous in our 18th century history, who how-

ever were worshippers of Shiva and vowed to celibacy. Hence the

spread of Vaishnavism in Assam naturally alarmed its kin^ : In

the reign of SupatphS (Gadadhar Singh» 1681—1696), “the country

was full of neo-Vaishnav preceptors and their followers, who daimed

exemption from the' universal liability to fight . . . This caused

serious inconvenienoe . . . GadSdhar siigh feared the physical
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deterioration that might ensure if his people obeyed the injunction of
the Gosains and abstained from eating the flesh of cattle, swine and
fowls, and from indulging in strong drinks ... He therefore resolved

to break the power of the Gosains.'* (Gait, Hist, of Assam^ 168,

also 184.) The same was true of Bengal Vaishnavism; it relaxed

the ^bres of the national character in the fleld of action, though it

undoubtedly prompted holy living and noble thinking.

Sanskrit learning, except in the form of dry logic and barren

philosophical wrangling, had been greatly crippled in Bengal by the

disappearance of Court patronage at the fall of Hindu independence

at the end of the 12th century. In the 16th and 17th centuries it

greatly revived under the influence of Vaishnavism; but this

renaissance was the work of the people themselves. The direct action

of the Government, however, fostered our education in another and
quite unexpected direction. Todar MaPs organisation of the State

revenue service had forced the Hindu clerks and account-keepers

to learn the Persian language, in which all records of this department

had henceforth to be written. In Bengal Todar Mai’s elaborate

land system {mbti) was never applied; but ambitious local Hindus
and Muslims (of both of whom the mother tongue was Bengali)

were now forced to learn the Persian language in order to get some
share in the vastly extended secretarial work of the Mughal provin-

cial administration. In Bengal, the Stptc revenue was collected

through middlemen or zamindars in the lump (and not as in Upper
India from the cultivators directly); hence the accounts were kept

in Bengali (the sole language of the peasantry and of the army of
local revenue underlings), and therefore before the Mughal conquest
very few Bengalis had any occasion to learn Persian. Under Mughal
rule the higher posts in the revenue, accounts and secretariat

departments were reserved for Muslims and Hindus from Upper
India, such as Khatris from the Panjab and Agra and Lalas from
the U. P. It was only when Murshid Quli Khan established a local

d3aiasty in Bengal that these high posts passed into the hands of
Bengalis, many of whom were Hindus well versed in Persian

compositibn. Unlike the independent Sultans of Bengal, the

constantly changing subahdars of the Mughal times had no occasion

to learn Bengali, and hence the agents {vakils) of the local zamindirs
at their Courts had to be masters of Persian. Gradually (and notably

in the 18th century) Persian culture inflltrated from the subahdSr’s

Court to that of the great Hindu Rajahs—such as those of Nadia
and Burdwan. This is best illustrated by the varied learning of
Bhfirat Chandra R§y Gunftkar, the Court poet of Nadia.

But the Mughal provincial administration was so much more
developed than that of the foregoing Sultans and ramified into so
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many branches with the advance of civilisation, that an adequate

number of hands could not be imported from Upper India, and a

latse number of Bengalis had to be employed in its middle ranks, and

these had to master the Persian language as a qualification for oflBoe.

Thus Persian literature and a special school of Sufi poetry spread

in Bengali Hindu society no less than in Muslim.

The local study of Persian helped to bring the higher minds

among the conquerors and the conquered together in Sufi brother*

hoods. In the 18th century there was a fairly prolific crop of Sufi

verses written in Persian in Bengal; though worthless as poetry,

they are of value as illustrating the fusion of cultures.

IV. Changes in Musum Society

Islam in Bengal, too, experienced a new birth in consequence

of die Mughal conquest. Apart from the highly cultured subahdSrs

and generals-^ome of them of the royal blood and some intimately

connected with the Emperor,—and learned chancellors and secretaries,

who were deputed to Bengal in regular official succession and who
brought into the local Muslim society the fresh breath of a higher

culture from the imperial capital,—^numbers of scholarly Muslims

from Upper India made their homes in this rich province after it had

become a permanent and well-administered part of the Empire of

Delhi. The great increase of oceanic communication tetween

Bengal and the western lands due to the vast expansion of our

sea-borne trade in the middle 17th century, tempted cultured Shias

of Persia—scholars, physicians, traders—to come and settle in Bengal.

A voyage from Bandar Abbas or Basra to Hughly was much cheaper

and easier than the land-journey across Upper India, either through

the Afghan passes or via the port of Surat. This immigration of

eminent Persians into Bengal was accelerated when in the late 17th

century the Safavi royal house of Persia fell into rapid moral decay,

and misgovemment and official tyranny made life in the homeland

intolerable to many a worthy son of IrSn. The climax of the

movement was reached after Murshid Quli Khan had established in

Bengal what was practically a Shia dynasty, ever ready to welcome

and honour the wandering talent and piety of the centre of that creed.

Wandering saints and preachers had been used to visiting Bengal

long before the Mughal conquest. But this stream became ampler

in volume after the annexation of the province to the Empire of

Delhi. In the wake of the officials and troops who marched from

the west to the east regularly once every three or four years, came
religious teachers, Sufi philosophers and religious mendicants catling

themsdves darvbius and aultyas. The wealth of this province—
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"hell well'Stocked with bread,” duzakh pur az nan,—also attracted

flrom abroad passed scholars in Arabic, in search of some less crowded
market for their talents. Muslim society in Bengal derived full

advantage from this infusion of fresh light from the west. What
the Vaishnav religion did for the Hindus of Bengal, was done for

their Muslim neighbours by the Mughal conquest; this province

was intimately joined to the general religious and cultural movements
of the rest of India; its narrow isolation was broken.

V. The enemies of Mughal peace and unification—
. THE Bara Bhuiyas.

A false provincial patriotism has led modem Bengali writers to

glorify the Bftra Bhuiy&s of Bengal as the chanqnons of national

independence against foreign invaders. They were nothing of the

sort. Firstly, they were nearly all of them upstarts, who had in their

own persons—or one generation earlier—grabbed at some portion of

the dissolving KarrSni kingdom of Bengal and set up as masterless

Rajas in their different comers of the country, especially in the

inaccessible regions of the sea-coast in KhutnS and Baqargaqj or

beyond the mighty barrier of the Brahmaputra in Dacca and the

still remoter jungles of North Mymensingh and Sylhet. These

mushroom captains of plundering bands have been likened to the

hereditary chieftains of the Sisodia and Rathor clans of Rajputana

who fought the Mughals in defence of the homes they had bou^t
with the blood of their ancestors through centuries of struggle.

The height of absurdity is reached when our dramatists call

Pratapaditya of lessor as the counterpart of Maharana Pratap

Singh of Mewar. It is therefore necessary to debunk the Bengali

"hero” by turning the dry light of history on him.- His father was

Srihari, a Kayastha writer in the service of Daud Karrani, who
rose to be that chieFs confidant after the murder of the worthy

wazir Ludi Khan [Ak. iii. 172]. On the fall of Daud, Srihari fled

away with his own wealth and the Government treasure in his

custody, and set up for himself in the extreme south of the Khulnfi

district—^to which the sea was very much closer then than now. In this

marshy land intersected by a maze of channels, he built a home for

his family and a safe refuge for fugitives from the advancing tide of

invasion. The ex-amla took the grandiloquent title of the Indian

Charlemagne,—Maharaj Vikramaditya, and could give his son and

heir a no lesser title than Pratipfiditya,—^reminiscent of the CflBdal

designations of the great Gupta Emperors of antiquity. Pratapaditya

never once defeated any Mu^ial army in pitched battle; Us son

and general Udayfidi^ took to flight at the first sign of a losing

29
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naval battle (at StUka), and PratfipSditya himself tamely submitted

to the Mughal general without holding out till he was assured of

safety to life and honour. If we call such a man “the PratSp

Singh of Bengal,” then we must admit that the great hero of

Haldighat. in his transit to Bengal

Had suffered a sea-change

Into something mean and strange.

As for Kedar Rai, his son Ch&nd R3i allied himself with the

Afghan freebooters who had broken out of Orissa and were ravaging

South Bengal, but he was killed in making a treacherous attack on

his dear allies. The father, in a wiser alliance with Tsa Khan,

fought well and died in action. But where was the nation in all this?

We must not confound the BSra BhuiySs with the RSjahs of

Tipperah K&mrup and Kuch Bihar, who were representatives of

long established tribal chieftains. Pratipaditya and Kedar R3i,

Ts3 Khan and AnwSr Ghazi were not tribal heads, nor scions of any

old and decayed royal house. They were at best bloated zamindars,

who whould have been glad to save their estates by paying annual

revenues if the Karrani dynasty had not been subverted and a

strong Sultan like Sulaimin had filled the throne of Bengal. The
eclipse of royal authority at the centre of the Government of Bengal

was the opportunity of these usurpers of neighbours’ territories; they

had their brief day in the twilight between the setting Afghan

kingship and the rising Mughal empire in Bengal; and when the

Mughal power came out, under Islim Khan, in full splendouil, they

vanished into the obscurity from which they had risen.

If the Mughals who came in 1574 must be called foreign

invaders, so were the Karrfinis who came in 1560 and the Lohanis

who were mere servants of the Karrfinis.

VI. East Bengal’s isolation broken.

We know really nothing definite about the state of civilisation

and the condition of the people in East Bengal in the Hindu period.

.

There were no doubt rich Courts with a developed culture and art

of their o«m in the southern and more civilised portion of it, such

as Dacca, Comilla and Chittagong. But no detailed or clear account

of these capitals, not even complete genealogies of their kings, have
come down to us. As for the common people, especially those

living in the back villages, the huge fertile sandbanks (c/tor-land),

and the deltaic swamps of BSqarganj and KhulnS, their unceasing

strife with the capricious forces of- nature and labour to wrest a bare
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Uvelihooil from the soil, left them no leisure to develop any notioe-

able civilisation, art or commerce.

But one thing seems certain. The force of Aryan colonisation

(however meagre in volume) and Aryan culture (however diluted

with Dravidian cult and culture) was all but exhausted when they

reached the country east of the Brahmaputra and old TistS rivers

and north of an east-west line drawn through the middle of

the Pabna district. In these regions the people up to the foot-

holds of the hills were Mongoloid by race, spirit-worshippers

by religion, and speakers of many local dialects which had no written

literature and were foreign to ^e literary Bengali of Gaud, Varendri

and R£rh. By the inexorable force of geography, the people of

west Bengal, especially in the Gangetic valley were more largely

and more deeply subject to the Aryan or Aryo-Dravidian influence

that filtrated through Anga (Bhigdpur) than the natives of East

Bengal. In an earlier age Buddhism had dominated the country

from Kimrup to Chittagong, and evidence of it is still to be found

in literary references and antiquarian remains. But at the time

of the Muslim conquest (1230 A.D.) and for some centuries before

it, the religion of the masses in East Bengal—and indeed of many
of the gentry too—was Tintrik Hinduism, which could be hanlly

distinguished from the spirit-worship and magic of later Buddhism, as

still found in Tibet In the Hindu period, Sanskrit scholars, Hindu
physicians, and eminent Brahman priests from the west freely

crossed the river barrier and settled in East Bengal; and, in the

opposite direction, pilgrims from East Bengal used to visit the

Courts and famous sluines of west Bengal. But they represented

only the thin upper crust of society, and were concentrated in the

huge towns and rich monasteries of Banga-desh. But on the fall

of Nadia and Gaur to the Muslims even this little interchange of

cultures ceased. For some time after, the mass of the people east

of the TistS and the Brahmaputra remained Hindus, but their religion

was not akin to that of the Hindus of Gaur or RSrii. They had no
learned BrShman priesthood, no Sanskrit scriptures, no Vedic rituaL

Their worship was almost everywhere conducted by illiterate

animistic priests or more properly witdi-doctors.

Despised and neglected by the educated Aryan priesthood, with

no lesidoit BrShman dergy to look after their religious instruction

or conduct their rites properly, the Hindu masses of East Bengal

remained as sheep without a spiritual shefflieixl, just like their

Mongoloid Buddhistic brethren of Klinnq|> and Atakan. Henoe,

when Shfih JaUl (fd Sylhet) and other missionaries of the Ckesoent

arrived to preadi Islam to them, oo wortiqr priests of Hiwdiikiii
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came forth to accept the challenge, and the masses of East Bengal

were easily converted to Islam en masse from spirit-worship (call

it later Buddhism or Tantrik Hinduism as you please, these are only

two names for the same thing). This is the underlying meaning

of the legeoltls still current about the early missionaries of Islam in

Sylhet and R&jgir (south Bihar) and their success in defeating the

local Hindu priests (called jogis) by superior miracle-working power.

Even after the last Hindu royal house in Dacca had been

extinguished, the Islamic power in East Bengal was often at war

with the Islamic power of Lakhnavati or S&tgaon.

This isolation was finally and fully broken when Mughal rule

was established in Bengal and that province was made a normal

subah of the Empire. The trans-Brahmaputra country was hence-

forth closely connected westwards with the rest of Bengal and the

whole of Upper India. The civilising of East Bengal (if I may be

permitted the expression) began with Islftm Khan’s conquests from

Dacca as his base, and the process was completed when the later

viceroys made that city the seat of their government. But we had

to wait for Murshid Quli Khan before Mymensingh and Sylhet,

Barisal and Jessore were made regular tribute-paying districts

of the Bengal subah.

VII. List of Mughal Viceroys of Bengal

Conquering generals :

—

1. Mim’im Khan, Kh-i-Kh., appointed 1574, died 23 OcL 1S7S

(of illness.).

2. Husain Quli Beg, Kh-i-JahSn, appointed and given congee,

15 Nov. 1575, died of ilhiess 19 Dec. 1578. Ism’ail Quli

(brothers of no. 2) officiated for four months after, him.

3. Muzi^ar Kh. Turbati, arrives Apr. 1579, murdered by

mutineers, 19 April 1580.

Usurpation by imttimus officers, 1580-1582.

4. Kh-i-‘Azam (Mirzi ‘Aziz Kokah), given cong^ 6 Apr.

1582 “for subduing Bengal,” enters Teliagarhi,. 20 March
1583,—^from Bengal sent off to N. Bihar» 18 Miqr 1583.

Wazir Kh. officiates during interval.

5. ShShbSz Kh. given congee 18 May 1583, reaches Bengal,

end of Oct. 1583—absent in his Bihar fief, Oct-Dec. 1584,

—

•transferred to Bihar, c. 3 Mar. 1585.

6. Sftdiq Kh. appointed c. 3 Mar. 1585. Shihbiz Kh. returns

to Bengal, 30 Jan. 1586, is removed Nov.

7. Warir Kh. app. subahd&r 24 Nov. 1586 dies of illness.

eaiiy Aug. 1587.
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8. Sa'id Kh. app. 26 Aug. 1587,—May 1594.

9. M&n S. Kachhwi, app. 17 March 1594,—^leaves Court at

Lahore on 4 May 1594 for Bengal. End of 1599, M2n S.

permitted to live at Ajmir,—Maha S. acts as deputy

during his absence. End of 1600. Man S. hastens back to

Bengal. Feb. 1605, leaves Bengal for Agra. c. Sep. 1606,

transf. from Bengal to Bihar.

10. Qutbuddin Kh. Kokah (Shaikh Khuban). c. Sep. 1606.

—

c. May 1607, murdered.

11. Jahingir Quli Beg (orig. a slave) app. c. May 1607; died

in Bengal April 1608.

Regular administrators :

—

12. Islam Kh. (Shaikh ’Ala-ud-din Chishti) app. in May 1608,

reaches Rajmahal early June 1608. Dies 21 Aug. 1613.

Shaikh Hushang officiates.

13. Qasim Kh. Chishti (also entitled Muhtasham Kh. younger

brother of No. 12) app. mid, Sep. 1613, took over charge

6 May 1614. Recalled April 1617.

14. Ibrahim Kh. Fath-i-Jang, (br. of Nur JahSn), joined at

Rajmahal, early Nov. 1617. Killed in battle, e. 20 Apr.

1624. Interregnum-. Shah Jahan’s viceroy DSrSb Kh.

15. Mahabat Kh. appointed early March 1625, left Bengal

early Feb. 1626,—his son Kh£nazad Kh. officiates.

16. Mukarram Kh., Chishti Shaikh, app. mid. 1626. drowned

early Feb. 1627.

17. Fidii Kh. (Mirza Hed&yet'UUah) app. late March 1627.

dismissed, 4 Feb. 1628.

18. Qasim Kh. Juyini (son of Mir Murid) app. at Agra 4 Feb.

given congee 6 Aug. 1628. Died 19 Sep. 1632. (Married

Nur Jahin’s sister.)

19. ’Azam Kh. Mir Md. Baqar, (also Iridat Kh.) app. end of

Oct. 1632, removed 12 Mar. 1635.

20. Islam Kh. Mashhadi, given congee, II Apr. 1635; recalled

(Jan. 39), reaches Court 23 Oct. 1639. Saif Kh. officiates.

21. Prince Muhammad Shuja’, given congee, 23 Feb. 1639, is

granted subahdari of Orissa also, May 1642. Reaches

Court in Kabul, on recall, 19 May, 1647. I’tiqad Kh.

officiates during Shuja’s absence. Shuja’ again given

corvee for Bengal, 16 Feb. 1648; in July gets Orissa in

addition. Reaches Court in Kabul 17 April 1652.

Leaves for Bengal, 21 July 1652. Is given Bihar by

Aurangzib, July 1658—leaves Patna for Agra Oct. 1658;
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is defeated at Khajwa (5 Jan. 1659) and pursued into

Bengal,—abandons Dacca and Bengal, 6 May 1660.
22.

Mu'azzam Kh. (Mir Jumlft), Kh-i-Kh. app. June 1660

—

dies at Khizirpur, 31 Mar. 1663. Interval—Dilir Kh. in

charge, pending arrival of DSud Kh. who arrives at

Khizirpur 27 Sep. 1663.

23. ShSista Kh. (br. of Mumtiz Mahal), Amir-ul-umSra.

app. May 1663, reaches Rajmahal on 8 Match 1664,

—

reaches Dacca Dec. 1664. Gets Orissa in addition March
1676. Recalled from Bengal, reaches Court May 1678.

24. FidSi Kh. (’Azam Kh. Kokah, MUzaffar Husain), app.

early in 1678 (?), is dismissed but dies at Dacca 24

May 1678.

25. Prince Muhammad ’Azam (Orissa also)—app. June 1678,

reaches Dacca 29 July 1678; leaves Dacca on recall 12

Oct. 1679. ShSista Kh. reapp. 9 Sep. 1679, reaches

Dacca Jan. 1680. Leaves Bengal on transfer to Agra,

c. June 1688.

26. Kh-i'Jahan (br. of No. 24), reaches Dacca in July 1688.

dismissed c. May 1689.

27. Ibrdhim Kh. joins at Dacca June 1689. Leaves Bengal,

Jan. 1698.

28. Prince ’Azim-ud-din (later ’Azim>ush-sh5n) app. c. June

1697, reaches Burdwan, Nov. 1697. In Jan. 1703 gets

Bihir also, and under orders of Aurangzib removes from

Dacca to Patna, which he was allowed to name
’Azimabad. Held in absentia the subahdfiri of Bengal,

till his death (8 March 1712). His son Farrukh-Siyar

held the post of deputy subahdSr on his behalf, till July

1710, when Khan-i-‘Alam (Khan-i-JahSn II, SipahdSr

Kh.) was appointed deputy subahdSr of Bengal, while

Farrukh-Siyar held a similar agem^ for his father in

Bihar. During JahSndar Shah’s short reign (1712)

Kh-i-’Alam continued as substantive subahdir of Bengal,

but was removed from that office on the accession of

Farrukh-Siyar (Delhi, 9 Jan. 1713) and the viceroyalty

of Bengal was conferred on paper on the new Emperor’s

infant son Farkhunda Siyar, with Murshid Quli as his

deputy. The infant died in a few months (2 May 1713)

af^ which the Bengal subahdSti was ooafhrred on Mir
Jumla OUbtiduIIah, Muzaffar Jang, Khln-i-KMnln,

Mu’tamid-ul-mulkX in absentia, with Murshid Quli as

his dqnity. Mir Jumla continued to stay at Court, and
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was given congee for his charge on 4 Dec. 1714, but

after reaching Patna on 18 June 1715, did not proceed

ftirther and finally sneaked back to Delhi (10 Jan. 1716.)

29. Murshid Quli Kh. (name Md. Hfidi, titles Kftrtalb Kh.

1697, Murrhid Quli Kh. 1703, Ja’far Kh. 1714,

’Ala*ud-daulah Ja’far Kh. Nasiri, Mutaman-ul>mulk,

—

latterly known officially as Ja’far Kh.) formally appointed

subah^ of Bengal before Aug. 1717, and continued as

such till his death on 30 June 1727.

30. Shujft’-ud-din Md. Kh. 1727—1739 (d. 13 March 1739.)

31. Sarfarftz Kh. 1739—1740 (d. 9 Apr. 1740).

32. AUwardi Kh. Mahabat Jang, 1740—1756 (d. 9 Apr. 1756)

33.

f.Sit«j-ud-daulah, 1756—1757, (d. 4 July 1757).

Vni. List of Mughal governors of Orissa.

The province was placed in charge of the Bengal subahdSr for

Mme years after its first conquest. The line of its separate

subahdars begins in Jahan^r’s reign.

1. Hashim Kh., 26 Sep. 1607—24 May 1611.

2. Rajah Kalyan (son of Rajah Todar Mai) 1611—1617.

3. Mukarram Khan 1617

—

4. Hasan Ali Kh. Turkman, 1620

—

5. Mirza Ahmad Beg Kh. (son of Nur Jahan’s brother),

1621—1624. Interregnum

:

Shah Jahan’s rebellion,

1624—1628.

6. Baqar Kb. Najam*i-Sani, 1628—1632.

7. Mu’taqad Kh. (Mirza Maki), 1632—1641.

8. Shah Nawiz Kh. 1641—1642.

9. Prince Muhammad Shuja’, app. 7 Mar. 1642, govMns by

his deputies

—

(a) Md. Zaman Tehrani, 1642—45. Mu’taqad Kh., (a

second time) 21 Nov. 1645—^26 July 1648. Prince Muhammad
Shuja’ given Orissa again, July 1648, governs by bis deputies

—

(b) Jan Beg Haravi, 1648—^51.

(c) Muhammad Hayat, 19 Nov. 1651

—

(d) Mir Samsam'Ud-daulah Anju app. 3 Oct. 1654; dies

Mar. 1655.1

1 or Mir SamsaiiMtd^aulah wc leani rrem the himfot-i-Hasan (p. 228 of nqr

at.) that bediedoa tbck way at Jaipur before reaching Cuttack <to awume his

oOje). Of Rashid Kh. (son of IfUkhar Kb. and grandson of Asalat Kh.) we learn

only of the appointiiiaat bat there is no reforenos at all to him in the Mireage’l.
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(e) Rashid Kh. app. 14 Apr. 16SS?

(f) Tarbiyat Kh. (Shafi’-ullah BarUs)? 165^-1637.

10. Ihtish&m Kh. (Shaikh Farid Chishti, also entitled Ikhlas

Kh.) Nov. 1659—Sep. 1660.

11. Khan>i-DaurSn (Sayid Mahmud, son of Kh. Daurftn

Nasrat Jang Naqshbandi), Sep. 1660—Sep. 1667; died

in Orissa, news of his death reached Emperor on 7th

Dec. 1667.

12. Alawardi Khan (J‘afar Saljuq, eldest son of Alawardi Kh. I.

who was slain by Shuja*) app. at Court 7th S^. 1667.

13. Tarbiyat Khan Barlas, 1667—Oct. 1669.

14. Safi Khan, app. Oct. 1669, (Af.A. 90).

15. Sa’dullah Kh.?

16. Rashid Khan?—Mar. 1676.

17. Shfiista Khan, Amir-ul-umara, March3.1676—^Dec. 1677.

18. Prince Md. ’Azam, through his deputy Nurullah, July 1678

—Oct. 1679. Shaista Khan again, Jan. 1680—Jan. 1688,

governs through deputies : Buzurg Ummed Kh. (hia

eldest son), Iridat Kh. (s. of ShSista), app. Oct. 1682,

but cancelled. Abu Nasar (s. of Shftista) app. 14 Jan.

1683, (after some time made substantive subahdir).

19. ? 1689—1698, probably Ibrihim Kh. (Subahdir of Bengal).

20. Ghaznafar Kh. June 1698—^Aug. 1700, dies in Orissa.

21. ’Askar Kh. Sep. 1700—Dec. 1702, dies in the province.

22. Murshid QuU Kh. 1703—1710.

23. Khan-i-’Alam (also Khan-i*Jahftn II.) Jan. 1711—6th

May 1714? Murshid Quii Khan a^dn. May 1714—1727.

governs through his deputy Shuji’>ud*din Md. Kh. c.

nn—mi.
24. Shuja’-ud*din Md. Kh. 1727—1739, governs through his

deputies Md. Taqi (who died 1734) and Murshid Quli

Kh. II. (Mirzi Lutfullah, Rustam*i>Jang) 1734—1741.

nor his actual joining and removul in Waris; his was evidently a paper appotaitment

which was soon afterwards cancelled. As for Tarbiyat Kh. we learn from the

Masir-ul-umara, i. 494. and .from no other source, not even Wads, that in Shah
Jahan’s 29th year (29 Mar 1635—16 March 1656) he was app. deputy subahdar
of Orissa as agent of Prince Shiya*. He was serving in these ea.stern provinces

when Mir Jumla was appd. imperial wazir (July 1656); but on 20 Dec. 1657 T. was
appointed subahdar of Oudh, being then present at the imperial Court at Agra,
(Kambu, Bib. Ind. iii. 271)—his Orissa tenure Having ended before that dale.

Alawardi Kh. No. 12 as governor is mentioned In the iSMAararonly, tyMch are

silent about Tarbiyat .Kh.l The AkUtarat incidentally mention a Saf Shilum Kh.
gs a-predeceeror of Shaista Kh. in the govmnment of Otiesa,
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98. Sufens Kh. 1788^1740. Munhid Quli n. ctmtinuet as
his deputy.

86. AUwardi Kh. (hfahftbat Jang) 1740—1746, governs through
his deputies Sas^d Ahmad (Saulat Jang) 1741, Shaikh
Ma’sum 1742, and Baja Durlabh Bftm 1746. Double
Govenunent till 1761, when ceded to the Marathas by
treaty.



CHAPTER Xm
STATE OP BENGAL UNDER JAHANGIR.

1. Broad fbatttres of Bengal history under Jahangir.

The reign of Jsh&ngir forms a definite landmark in the history

of Bengal. Under Akbar, Mughal rule in Bengal was more like an
armed occupation than a settled administration. The governors of

Akbar’s time, notably RajA Man Singh, contended themselves with
securing the nominal submission of the old independent Afghan and
Hindu zamindars, the ‘ B&ia Bhuiyas ’ being the most important of

them, and did not make any serious attempt to subjugate them and
bring them under the direct control of the Govemment. It was
early in the reign of Jahangir that organised and effective steps were

taken to crush all the independent zamindars and impose a uniform

administrative system over the entire territory. For accomplishing

this task, a new policy was adopted, which proved eminently

successful. While the governors of Akbar’s time adopted a ample,

straightforward, and uniform policy in regard to the zamindars and
allowed them to enjoy practical independence so long as .they

professed loyalty and paid tributes to the Emperor, the governors of

Jahangir’s reign especially, Is^m E[han, followed a more diplomatic

and tortuous line of action. The zamindars, big and small, seon to

have been played off one against the others, with promises of imperial

favour and reward, sometimes in the shape of territories, obviously

with a view to preventing a unified and concerted resistance, until all

of them, one after another, were deprived of their independence and
reduced to vassalage.

The reign of Jahangir also witnessed the greatest eztenrion of
the political influence and authority and the territorial limits of the
Mughal empire on the north-eastern frontier. Kuch Bihar was
subjugated (in 1600) , and K&nmip conquered and made a part and
parcel of the Bengal subah (in 1612), so that the frontier of Mughal
India reached as far as the bank of the river Bar Nadi.

II. Bara Bhuitas and other Local Potentates

A r^iew of the political geography, and, particulaify, of the
distribution o>f political power in Bengal at the beginning of Jahftngir’s
reign if necessary if we are .to understand the gradual process of
conquest and consolidation.
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PoUHedl Oeogra/phy : The subah of Bengal proper at tiie

beginning of Jali&ngir’s xeign formally comprised a larger tract

territory than is included in the present-day Britidi jMOvince of

Bengal. On the north and the west it included a few mahals now
belonging to the Bhfigalpur and Pume& Districts of Bihar, while

towards the east it included Sylhet, now forming part of the Assam
province. OrissA, though included in the rent-roll of the Bengal

subah in the Ain^i-Akhari, remained, to all intents and purposes,

a s^arate administrative unit with its own governor. The frontiers

of Bengal at this time seem to have run from the famous pass of

Teliftgarhi in the north-west to JogdiS, occupying the south-eastern

portion of the Noakhali District in the south-east
;

(Chittagong

remained really outside the control of the Mughal Emperors till its

conquest by ShAista Khan in 1666) ; and from Patgong (west of

Kuch Bihar) in the extreme north, and BaritalA opposite ^tsil&h,

in the Kari Bfiri hills in the north-east, to Hijli (south-eastern

portion of Midnapore) on the south-west.

The effective control of the Mughal Emperor was, however
confined to very narrow limits, and did not stretch far beyond the
capital city and the few fortified posts set up by the imperial faujdars

throughout the country. Rgj-mahal (which was established by
Raja MAn Singh in 1505) continued to be the capital at the beginning

of Jahangir’s reign. As regards the fortified ih&naha of the Bengal

subah of this period, the'A^hamaTnoA and the Baharistan mention

the more important amongst them. Ghorftgh&t, on the right bank
of the Earatoyft, at present included in the Rangpur District, was
a fortified post of great strategic value, standing on the south-western

border of the Kuch Bihar State. As the rd)ellious Af^ans
frequmtly sought asylum in Kuch Bihar throu^ 6hoiA|^t, this

region was parcelled out amongst faithful Afghan vassals, and
attempts were also made to establish friendly relations with th'e

kings of Koch Bihar. At Sherpuri, in Mymensingh, was another

fort made by Raja M&n Singh, and nuned, aftor Prince Safim,

as Salimnagar, Alapsing, a well known pargana in Mymensingh,

facing Bok&inagar, the stronghold of Khwaja ’Usman, was another

important th&nah. A number of ihOnaht ven made around the post

of Dacca : Bhaw&I, about 16 miles north-east of Dacca, Tok, about

62 miles north of Bhawal, opposite Egarasindur, and TrimohAni,

markhig the confluence of the Ganges (i. e. the Pkdnta) , DddiyA and

the Brahmaputra (MegnA) near Narayanganj, w»e the moat

1 ms ww Skmfm AW. ml to be ooaltoiiiAeA wRb Jlweftl to the
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important. Outside these ihSnaht lay the domain of numw>u8
aamindars holding practmally independent sway.

From the Boharittan, we get a fair idea of the prominent

aamindars who flourished in Bengal at the beginning of JahKngir's

reign. On the west, three noted aamindars aire mentioned whose

territories lay adjacent to one another—^Bir Hamir, holding sway,

in Birbhum and BSnkurft, Shams Khan in Pachet on the south-west,

md Salim Khan in EQjli, to the south-east of Pachet. All of them
seem to have tendered (mly nominal subndsrion to IsUhn Khan .

For they did neither attend the viceregal court nor render personal

service like the other vassals. Again, all of them iq>pear to have

shaken off their vassalage during the interregnum following IdBm
Khfin’s death, and a punitive expedition sent by Q&sim KhSn against

them, did not yield any satisfactory result. After S&Iim KhlSn’s

death, his nephew Bahadur Khan proved to be more refractory

than the rest. He openly rebelled in the time of Ibrihim Khan
Fath-jang, and was disarmed after a good deal of fluting. A flew

small aamindars are also mentioned, ruling in territories now induded

mostly in the Midnapore district : Birbhan or ChandrabhlBn,

zamindar of Chandrakona, his minor relative Dalpat, zamindar of

Barda and Jhakra (Jharagrftm ?) , of whom the former seems to

l^ave followed the neighbouring zamindars in their frequent deflance

iff the imperial authority.

East of the territories of BTr Handir, Shams Khfln and SaXSm

Khan, bur the domain of three other zamindars stretdiing along the

Ganges, now forming part of the Rajriuhi and Pabna Districts:

Ktambar, the progenitor of the Putia Baj-family, and his nephew

Aiumta, ruling in Chilajuwar, forming part iff the patgana iff

Bhaturiabazu, and Bah Bakhsh son of BarUrOrdar, rula of Aliipur.

south-east of Putia, all of whom submitted to the Mughab after

some resistance.

p^irther to the east, three other zamindars are mentioned,

ruling between thmn the greater part of the Pabna District : Mtea
htOmin, son of Ma'sQm Kta&a KAbuli. who was a powerfiil ally of

*lsa Khan and had fought hard against the officms of Akbar till his

death in May, 1599, with Chatmohar as his seat of powm, Dariya
Khan, son of Khan 'Alam BahbGdT, and Madhu Bay, zamindbr of

Khalri. All of them were dose followers of MOsa Khan and fought
agunst TsBm Khan under his inspiration and guidance. Closdty
assodated with them in their hostflity to the Mm^bab was Binod
Ray, zamindar of Chandpratap, a wrdl-known patgana in the Mlnik-
ganj subdivishm of the Dacca District. Another noted
ruling in SlAhaadapur in the north-east of the Pabna Dbtibt was
Raja Bay, who was one of the earliest to submit to TAm 'K‘fca»

,
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Fathabad, modem Faridpur, was the seat of Majlis Qutb, who
was in close alliance with Mlls& Khan and fought hard to presc|rve

his independence. A very prominent zamindar of this region was

Raja Satrajit, son of Raya Mukunda. He was the mler of Bhushnl,

and his territories covered portions of modem Jessore and Faridpur.

Satrajit also was one of the earliest to accept the imperial vassalage,

and his eventful and chequered career forms an important part of

the history of Bengal under Jahangir and Shiah Jahan for more than

a quarter of a century (1609—1636) . He played a prominent part

in the consolidation of the Mughal authority in Bengal, and played a

no less conspicuous part in the Mughal conquest of Slamrup and in

the administration of the conquered territory. He also participated

in the Mughal expedition against Assam.

Closely associated with Satrajit in his services to the Mughals

was Raja Raghunath, zamindar of Shushang, whose territories

covered the north-eastern border of the Mymensingh District. He
readily submitted to the Mughals, obviously to seek their help in

recovering his family who had been kept in confinement by the

Kftmrup king Parikshit Narayan, and when this was accomplished,

he rendered long and devoted service to the Mughal cause in Bengal

and K&mnip, partic^'pating, particularly, in the campaigns, against

Mtlsa Kh&n, Bayizid KanianT of Sylhet and Parikshit Nai&yfin of

K&mTup, and also in the administration of Kanurup after its

annexation.

Raja Pratapaditta of Jessore : was known to all as one of

the most powerful zamindars of Bengal of this age. The Baharistan

and the travel-diary of Abdul Latif and the contemporary European
writers, particularly, the Jesuits, all testify to his personal ability,

poilitical preeminence, material resources, and martial strength,

particularly, in war-boats. His territories covered the greater part

sf what is now included in the Jessore Khulna and Backerganj

Districts, while his capital occupied a strategic position at the

confluence of the Jumna and Ichhamati rivers and was popularly

known as * Dhumghftt ’, a strongly fortified post. A careful study of

the old sources in the light of the Baharwtan enables the modem
historian to clear much of the legend, obscurity, and confusion that
has gathered round Ptatapaditya’s life and career.

Adjacent to Pratapacfitya’s kingdom on the east lay the domain
of a second powerful Hindu zamindar. Raja Rftmchandra of BUda,
which now forms part of the Backerganj District. He was the
son of Raja Kandarpa Narftyan and son-in-law of Raja FratfcpAditya.
Though a minor, his ability, intelligence, and political power was
great, and the Jesuit missionaries who visited his court and kingdom
all qpeak of him in high terms. He is reputed to have defeated and
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captured Lakdtman M&nikya, the most famous of the Rajas of

BhuhiA.

Though the eairly history of the chiefs of BhuluS. is obscure,

it seems fairly clear that the fortunes of the House of BhuluA, at least

in the 16th century, were linked mostly with those of Tippeift on

the north-east, and some times with Arakan on the south-east and

BakbL on the south-west. Lakdbman Mfinikya’s son, Ananta
M!&nikya, was the ruler of Bhuluft at the beginning of Jlah&nglkr's

reign. He ruled over a lai^e territory now forming the Noakhali

District, which was of great strategical importance as commanding
the route to and from Arakan, particularly, Chittagong, the realm of

the powerful Arakan (Magh) king, who, along with his subjects, the

llfaghs, and his proteges, the Feringi pirates, proved such a serious

enemy of Mughal peace in Bengal. Consequently Bhulu& was one

of the earliest tracts to feel the weight of the Mughal arms and to

be annexed to the Bengal subeh. Two fortified posts in the

conquered tract, one at Bhuluft, the capital, the other at Jogdift, on

the eastern frontier, supplied the Mughals with convenient bases

of operation against the Arakan king and the Magh and Fearingi

pirates who so frequently raided Bengal. Mfisa Khftn

Masnad-i-*Alft was undoubtedly the most powerful and formid-

able of the zamindars of Bengal at the beginning of Jahftngir’s

reign. He had succeeded his father, Tsa Khftn, in -September, 1599,

and he continued his father’s policy of unrelenting hostility to the

Mui^ials, only. with this difference that while ‘Isa Khftn professed

iip-deq> obedience to the Mughal Emperor, Mfisft Khftn cast off

such outward professions of loyalty, and openly fought for his

indepoidence as long as he could.

Mfisft Khftn inherited from his father a vast territory compruing
about a half of the present Dacca District, half of modem Tipp^,
almost the whole of Mymensingh, except Sushang (the domain of

Raja Baghunftth) and a portion ceded to Khwftja ’U^fnan, wd
perhaps some portions of the present Districts of Rangpur, B<^ra,

and Pabna. The centre of Mfisft Khftn’s political authority was,

however, the strategic region south-east of modem Dacca, where

the Ganges (l^dmft), the Lakhiyft, and the Brahmaputra (Megnft)

foimeriy met. According to the BohSrUtdn, MOA Khbi’s fort of

Khisrpar stood near the oonfluoice of the river Dalai and the

Lakhiyft, commanding the <mly water route to Dacca from this sade.

Ofipoaite Khisrpur on the river Lrichi;^ stood Kfttrftbhu, the family

tesideiiee ct Mfisft Khftn, and opposite modem Naiayanganj stood

Qidam Basal, another fmrtified post M MfiA Khftn. About ttree

miles east of Khisrpur and rune miles south-east of Dacca stood

SoaftigKcn, the c^[ntal. It was also stroni^ (ortHle^ and served m
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an important port. Another important post of Mfisu Kh&n was
Jl&tEftpur, which at that time stood at the confluence of the channel

where the Ganges, the Dhaleswari and the Ichhhmati met. It

comnumded a strategic position of great importance, the J&tK&pur

route along the Ichh&mati being the usual water route from Dacca

to Bajmshal, the capital of the Bengal subah. After the death

of Kedar Ray in 1603. Mlisa Khin seems to have acquired control

over the territories of that Hindu Raja, particularly, over the two

fortifled posts of Stipur and Vikrampur, which we And him defending

against the imperud forces in his last campaign. MOsft Kh&n was

ably supported in his stubborn struggle for independence by his

cousin ‘Al&ul Khan, and his younger brothers Dfiud Khfin,

Abdullah Kii&n, and MahmOd Kh&n (another brother, IlyAs Khfin,

having submitted to the Mughals after the first defeat of Mus&
Khfin) . Of his officers, three were noted : one Khwaja Chfind, the

minister, the second Hftjt Shamsud-din Baghdadi, his chief officer,

who held charge of his capital, and the third ‘Adil Kh&n, the admiral

of his powerful fleet.

The greatest strength of MuiA Khan lay in the * Twelve

Bhuiyfia*, who were his dose associates in his struggle against the

Mughals. Though the Baharistan repeatedly mentions Mus& Khan
and the Twelve Bhuiyfis, it does not definitely tell us who the Twelve
Bhuiy&s were. In only one passage it supplies a string of lumies

(Ms. 19 b). In addition to the names of the cousin and youngs
brothers of Musfi Khan, we find the following mimes :—^Bah&dur

Gh&zi, Sunfi GlAzi, Anwfir Ghazi, Shaikh Pir, son of H&ji Bhakul,

Mird Mumin, Madhu R&y (zamindar of Khaln), Binod R&y
(zunindar of Ch&ndpratap) , Pahlwftn (zamindar of Matang), and
H&ji Shams-ud-din Baghdfidi.

Bah&dur GhAzi undoubtedly belonged to the well-known Ghfizi

funily of ffiiawfil, which had originally settled at Chaura, on the

western bank of the Lakhiyfi, about a mile north of the present

Kiliganj. The Baharutan fiiequenty mentions him as the zamindar
of Chaura. He possessed a large number of war-boats with which
he took a prominent part in MuS& Khan’s fight against the Muj^uds,

and he tendered submisrion to the Emperor only after the final

drfeat of his diief. Later on, he served in the train of the
imperialists in thrir campaigns against Jessore and Kimnqi. Anwfir
Gh&ai seems to have bdcmged to Bah&dur Gh&si’s family, and was
imbaUy the mm oK his younger brother, MSfihtib Ghfizi.

Sunfi Ohisi was the zamindar of Satfiil (a wdl-known paxgana
aa the northem egtiemHiy of the Tippofi District), and possessed

a large number of war4)00ta. He does not seem to have taken any
notevorthy part in Musfi Khan’s defenrive campaigns, and ho
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probably took the earliest opportunity of tendering submission to
the Mughals. The Baharialxin depicts him as taking a prominent
part in the Mughal campaigns against Khwiaja ’Usman, Bftja
Pratapaditya, and Raja Parikahit Narayan, as also in the numerous
campaigns against the rebel elements in Kamrup, and the Raja of

Assam.

Pahlwan of Matang was another powerful aUy of Musa Khan,
ruling a territory named Mlatang, north of Saiiail and south of Taraf,

probably on the border between the present Districts of TippeiS and
Sylhet. The Bakaristan describes him as the most valiant among
the zamindars, and he offered a stubborn defence, fighting the

Mughals till his death in the field of battle.

The whole of modem Sylhet was the stronghold of the Afghans,

the most important of them being Bayizid Kanani, who (with his

brother Ya’qub) held sway over the heart of the country. B&yizid’s

strength lay in the large number of smaller Afghan chiefs who foUowed
his lead (the

* Sarhangs ’ of the Baharistan) , and in the numeious
elephants which were the most convenient instruments of fighting

in the hilly and forest-clad tracts of Sylhet. Bayizid was j!n close

association with Khwaja 'Usman, and, like him, fought strenuously

to maintain his independence, submitting to the Mughals only after

’Usman’s fall in battle.

Baniachang, included in the present Habiganj subdivision

occupying the south-western portion of the Sylhet District, irois

in the possession of Anwar Khan, whom the Baharistan (Ms. p. 43)

describes as the chief of the zamindars, in no way less powerful than
Musa Khan Masnad-i-'Ala. Anwar Khan and his brother, Husain
Khan, at first made a show of submission to the Mughals, but soon
escaped from their custody and organised a dangerous conspiracy
against them in alliance with Musa Khan and Khw&ja ’Usm&n.
When this miscarried^ they fought hard but were ultimately com-
pelled to surrender after the first defeat of ’Usm&n and his flight

from Bokainagar. To the south-east of Bani&chang and north of
Mifttang, lay the hilly tract of Taraf, which was in the hands of
Mumriz, son of ’Usman, and Malhi, the younger brother of ’Usm&n.
The capital, Taraf, was a fortified place, and it enabled the Afghans
to offer a stubborn oppK>sition to the Mughals.

Khw&ja ’Usman,—son of Is& Khan Loh&ni Miftn Khd, was
probably the most romantic figure in the history of mediaeval
Bengal. He proved to be the most valiant and redoubtable champion
of Afjghan independence, and, as such the ihost formidable enemy
of the Mughal peace m Bengal. Though he did not possess
political authority, territorial strength, and militaiy resources ofMuA Khan, ’UsmAn seems ta have excelled him in personal vahmr.
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dash and vigour, and tenacity of purpose, and, above all, in the love
of freedom, all of which combined to inspire and sustain him in his
defensive warfare against the expanding Mughal power till his death
in the field of battle. Driven out from Orissa, ’Usman had established
himself in the region east of the Brahmaputra in the Mymensingh
District, with the city of Bokainagar as his stronghold ; in alliance

with ‘Isa Khan Masnad>i-‘Ala, he had fought more than once with
Raja Mansingh, and eluded Mughal subjection. He continued his

political alliance with ‘Isa Khan’s son Musa Khan, and proved
always eager to attack the Mughals in the course of their campaign
against Musa Khan. Usman maintained friendly relations also with
the Afghan chiefs of Sylhet, such as Bayizid Karrani, and Anw|lx

Khan of Baniachang, and this enabled him to seek shelter in Sylhet

after the Call of Bokainagar, and to create in the hilly tract in the
southern part of that district a new centi*e of authority, with Uhar
as the fortified capital, and also to establish his son and brother in

the neighbouring tract of Taraf.

The strength of ’Usman lay in the ungrudging support of his

younger brothers, Wali, Malhi, and Ibrahim, and his two sons,

Mumriz and Ya’qub, and in his citadel of Bokainagar, and two other

fortified posts, one at Hasanpur, the other at £gs\rasindur, both on
the eastern bank of the Brahmaputra, which v/as the dividing line

between the territories oC ’Usman and the Mughals, and in his large

number of war elephants, which enabled him to reduce the Mughal
army ^o great straits in the final battle at Daulambapur.

III. Independent Rajas beyond the frontier.

Of the kings ruling over the frontier tracts of Mughal Bengal

at this time, the first to be mentioned is Lakshmi Nanaytan, RUja
of Kftmta or Kuch Bihar, which comprised the territory bounded by
the Karatoya on the west and the Sankosh on the east. A long-

standing family feud with the neighbouring king of K&mrup Ivid

already led him to seek the help of the Mughal viceroy. Raja Mian

Singh in 1696, and the same trouble made him finally acknowledge

the Mughal suzerainty in 1609. From this time till his death he

scrvi^d the Mughals as a faithful vassal.

The next important ruler was Raja Parikshit N&ifiyan of

Kamrup, a new State which had been carved out of the Kuch Bihar

kingdom by his father Raghu Dev* during the reign of the Kuch
ESng Naia Nftifiyan, the father of Lakshmi Nfiifiyan. He was |he

ruler of a large tract of country bounded by the river Sankosh on

the west and the Bar Nadi on the east, with Gilah, on the Gad&dhar

81
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river, as the favourite rojwl residence, Baranagar, on the Manas, as

the official capital,, and Dhubri, on the Brahnuiputra, as the main
stronghold. He possessed a strong army, a huge number of

elephants, and a large fleet, with which he fought hard to preserve

his independence against the Mughals. He was ultimately defeated

and his kingdom annexed to the Mughal Empire.

The Raja of Assam: The conquest of Kamrup, followed by
its incorporation into the Bengal subah, brought the Mughals, for

the flrst time, into direct and immediate contact with the Ahoms in

Assam, thus opening a new and eventful phase in the history of

Bengal in relation to the north-eastern frontier, lasting for about

three quarters of a century (1612-1682). The reigning Ahom ruler

Susengpha (better known as Pratap Singh, 1603-1641) was strong

and capable, and he naturally grew alarmed at the rapid expansiim

of Mughal sway towards Assam, and gave ungrudging and ample

help to all the rebellious elements in Kamrup, and, particulariy, to

Bali NSifiyan, brother king Parikshit Nar&yan of Kamrup, whom
he installed as a vassal ruler in Darrang. The result was that

hostilities, often open and undisguised, but mostly secret and indirect,

continued between the Mughal Emperor and the Ahom ruler

throughout the greater part of the seventeenth century.

The most noted ruler on the north-eastern fri>ntier, bordering

on Sylhet, was Raja Shatrudaman of Kiehar. He was a Very

ambitmus and powerful king, who had successfully invaded Jaintik,

and, later on, defeated the Ahom king, celebrating his succes^ by
assuming the title of Pratap N&ifisran and changing the name of his

capital from Maifcung to Kirtipur. He was naturally alarmed at

the Mughal invasion of ^jdhet, and sent help to B&yizid KanSni.

When his turn came, he offered strong resistance from his two
strongholds—the hOl-fort of * Asuratekar ’ and the fort of Prat&pgarh ’,

and thou^ compelled to submit for a time, he ultimatdy freed

himself bom the Mughal yoke.

The greatest of the border kings was undoubtedly the BAja of

Tippeift, who ruled over an extenrive territory, hilly and forest-clad,

on the south-eastern frontier of the Bengal province. Both the

Akbariumah and the Bahariatan testify to the large dominion and

abundant resources in men and wu equipments, particulariy

riqphants, of the ruler of TiigieiA.

The TippeiA kings had {flayed a prominent part in the history

of Bengal in the sccteenth century. Bfyiya MAnOcya (o. 1540-71

A. D.) mentioned in the Am, was a powerful ruler who teoorered

ChittagMig horn the Muslims, and led a daring raid into Eastmn
Bengal. The name of the caifltal was dianged frenn BingiinAti to

'ITdaypnr* during the reign of the next ruler, Udi^ MQbiikym
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(c. 1572-76) . Perhaps the greatest and most famous ruler was
Amar Manikya (1577-86), who succeeded in establishing his

hegemony over a good portion of south-eastern Bengal by successfully

invading Bhulua, Bakla, Sarail, Sylhet (Taraf) etc., and offering

asylum to 'Isa Khan, the zamindar of Sarail. Amar Manikya,
however, suffered a severe defeat at the hands of the king of Arakan
(Sikandar Shah), who overran Tippera and even plundered his

capital. The downward stage in Tippera history began from the

reign of Bajadhar (1580-1600), and reached its nadir in the reign

of Yasodhar or Yaso Manikya, son of Bajadhar, (c. 1600-1618), who
fell a victim to Mughal aggression, during the viceroyalty of Ibrahim

Khan Fath-jang, when his fortified capital Udaypur (about 19 miles

due cast of Comilla town), was taken and made the seat of a

Mughal thdnah.

South of Tippein lay the territory of the Raja of Arakan

(invariably termed ' Rakhang* in the Baharistan and the Fathiyya).

[ts rulers took advantage of the internal troubles and political

complications following Akbar’s nominal conquest of Bengal to

extend their authority over a large portion of south-eastern Bengal.

The Arakan king Meng Phalaung (Sikandar Shah, 1571-1593)

brought the whole of Chittagong under his sway, and also occupied

a large portion of Noakhali and Tipper^. His son, Meng Radzagui

(Salim Shah, 1593-1612), was equally capable and ambitious, but

Meng Radzagui’s son, Meng Khamaung (Husain Shah, 1612-1622),

proved to be the greatest and most successful conqueror, and the

father and the son, between them led a number of campaigns against

Bengal, and, by their policy of open war and secret help to the rebel

elements, proved to be a serious menace to the Mughal peace in the

countiy.^

Another, and a far more troublesome element, had already

appeared in Bengal. It was the Portuguese sea-rovers, a race of very

competent seamen, commonly known as the Feringi pirates. They were

not lawful subjects of the king of Portugal and owed no allegiance to

the Portuguese viceroy at Goa. Nor did they fully submit them-

selves to the authority of the Arakan king, though they had two

strong settlements in his domain, one at Dianga, 20 miles south of

Chittagong town, south of the mouth of the Kamafuli river, and the

other further south, on the Arakan coast, at Syriam, now a noted

^ The Bakairittaii^ the FatKiya Continuation, and Bernier’s Travdt alt testify

to the spacious country, politics! pre-eminence, great splendour and labge forces of

the Arakan kings (tem^ as the Magh Raja). Aooocding to the BokariitoK

the Arakan king possessed one milliod infantry, fifteen himdrad elephants and ten

thousand war-boats, while the says—’their caimon are beyond numbering,

thehr fiotOla eaceeds the waves of the sea (in number).’
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port in Burma. They often fought under the banner of the Magh
Raja, principally against the Mughals in Bengal. A few Portuguese

adventurers also entered the services of some of the Bengal samindars

like Chand Ray and Ked&r Ray of Sripur and Vikrampur and

Pmtap&ditya Jessore, and figured prominently in their warfare.

Chittagong, the hilly tract lying midway betvreen Bengal on
the northwest and Arakan on the south, was the greatest stron^old

of these Feiingi pirates, and, from Chittagong, they constantly led

plundering nuds into the coastal territories of southern and eastern

Bengal, ranging from Hughly, Jessore, Bhushnt, and Baklk, to

Vikrampur, SonargSon, and even Dacca, passing first by> the island

of Sondip on the left and Bhulu& on the right ; their earliest raid in

Akbar’s reign occurred in the spring of the year 1603 (Akbamamah,
rn, l*Sl-8«)

.

The Fbringi pirates of Dianga and Syriam were often involved

in quarrels with their political overlord, the king of Arakan, and one

such quarrel culminated in a general massacre of the colonists at

Dianga in 1607 A. D. Sebastian Gonzales, one of the few Portuguese

who escaped from that massacre, captured the island of Sondip in

1600, and setting himself up as an independent ruler, carried on
plundering raids into the coast tracts of Backerganj. About 1611,

he treacherously murdered the younger brother of the Arakan king

who had sought shelter with him, and seized his family and treasures.

Later on, he sent his brother, Antonio Carvalho, to join the Arakan

king in a raid into Bengal in the year 1614. In short, Gonzales played

a prominent part in the history of Bengal for more than a decade

in Jah&ngir’s reign (1607-17).

The Portuguese ' freebooters carried on their depredations into

Bengal in dose alliance with the local people of Chittagong, commonly
known as the Maghs, who were a race of equally competent seamen,

equally cruel and adventurous, and living a rimibr piratical life. The
quaint features, manners, and customs of these half civilised

Mongoloid hordes, the frequency, severity, and ruthlessness of their

raids, ^e serious damage and desolation caused by them, and. their

harsh and brutal treatment of their captives, all combined to make
the Maghs an object of great hatted and terror to the imperial

officers and people of Bengal, as is testified to by the author of the

Fathiya (Continuation) and the European travdler Bernier. The
deso!ati<m caused by the Maghs is especial^ emphasised in the

Fathiya
" The Maghs did not leave a bird in the air or a beast on the

land (from Chatgaon) to Jogdik, the frontier of Bengal.

. . . Not a housdiolder was left on both the sides of the

rivem on their trade from Dacca to Chatgaon **.
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VI. DiFFICUUTIES of the MuGHAIi POSITION.

From the above review of the political condition of Bengal, it

would appear that the situation had by no means improved since the

death of Akbar. Ma’sum Khan Kabuli (died in May, 1590), ’Isa

Khan Masnad-i-’Ala (died in Sept, 1500) , and Kcdar B^y of Sripur

and Vikrampur (died in March, 1603) , the three redoubtable enemies

of the Mughal peace had no doubt disappeared from the political

arena, but other persons were not wanting to step into their places.

The mantle of ’Isa Khan had fallen on his son Mus5 Khan, who
inherited his father’s ability, ambition, and military talents, though

not his ripe judgement, cautiousness, prudence, and foresight

(qualities applauded even by Abul Fazl.) He and his Twelve

Bhuiyias proved to be a greater source of trouble to the Mughal
government than Tsa Khan. This explains why Musa Khan stood

foremost in the Mughal imperialist programme and why he was the

first to be subdued and disarmed. The inroads of the Arakan king

and, particularly those of. his proteges, the Feringi and Magh pirates,

had only begun in the reign of Akbar, and they grew more serious, more
frequent, and more penetrating during the reign of Jahangir, mainly

because of the fact that the territories of Jessore, Bakla, Bhulu'i,

Sripur, and Vikrampur, which had served so long as buffer States,

were gradually merged in the Bengal subah, and the two parties

came into more direct relations than before.

The task of conquest and consolidation was rendered more
complicated owing to insuperable difficulties arising out of the nature

of the country and its peculiar geography. The peculiar physical

configuration of East Bengal, its numerous rivers, streams, niUdhs,

creeks, and swamps, its damp and moist air, and its prolonged rains

for at least half the year, its peculiar vegetation—absence of barley

and wheat, its no less peculiar language, foreign to Urdu and Hindi

alike,—all these made the Mughal grandees intensely dislike service

in Benagal.

The adverse influence of physical features was more directly

felt in~the conducting of military operations. The cavalry, hitherto

the mainstay of the Mughal army, proved practically useless in

traversing the numerous rivers and streams, of south-eastern Bengal,

and fioot soldiers (pdiks as they were popularly termed) so useful for

the riparian tracts, were difficult to recruit by the alien oonqueron.

Reinforcements trom the Central government also were no less

difficult to obtain in the distant eastern province, and the Mugihal

commanders l^ul to rely mainly on the local levies with a natural

leaning towards the old zamindsrs. Above all, the Muf^ials were

weak in war-boat^ the only effective instrummt of war in Bengal—
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and weaker still in trained sailors, and they had to depend on the

war-boats of their allies and vassal zamindars, who did not prove too

loyal. The time for campaigning also was strictly limited to the

winter and spring months—^roughly November to April—^no warfare

being possible during the prolonged rains, lasting practically from

May to October, when the rivers were in flood and turned the wh<fle

country into a vast sheet of water.

These difiiculties mainly explain the slow progress of the Mughal
arms in Bengal, in sharp contrast with the rapid successes achieved

by them in other parts of India. The Bengal zamindars also delayed

the work of conquest by avoiding open and deci»ve engagements as

far as possible, and taking to guerilla warfare or making frequent

surprise attacks with their war-boats at night. But, happily for

the Emperor the Bengal chiefs failed to offer a united and organised

opposition (the case of Musa Khan and his associates being the only

exception) to the Mughals and so they went down singly and sepa-

rately. The absence of the spirit of nationality, the bitter feeling of

rivalry, jealousy, and hostility amongst the zamindars on the one nde,

and the skilful separatist or ' divide and rule
*
policy initiated by the

Mughal viceroys on the other nde, account for this political tragedy.

Vn. Three short UNEVENTFUi. vicerotalties, 1605-1608.

The Mughal Emperor Jahangir ascended the throne on October,

24, 1605. The history of Bengal under the flrst three viceroys off

JahSngir, covering roughly a period of about two years and a half,

was uneventful.

Raja Man Sinoh (1605-1606)—^who had rendered such distin-

guished services to Bengal during the rule of Akbar, was reappointed

governor of Bengal by Jahangir immediately after his accession.

But the Emperor took the earliest opportunity of removing him and

sending out to Bengal an offleer of his own choice (e. Sept, 1606)

.

QcTB-tro-DTN Khan Kokah (1606-07)—^The next governor of

Bengal who had an equally brief rule (c. Sept, 1606—May, 1607)

was Qutb-ud-din Khan Kokah, the foster-brother of Jah&ngir. But

he was soon killed in the course of a conflict with Sher^aflean, the

rebellious Turki faujdBr of Burdwan (SOth May, 1607)

.

Jahangir Qm.! Khan (1607-08)—On the death of Qutb-ud-din

Khan Kokah, JahAngir Quli Khan governor of Bihflr, was apfwinted

governor of Bengal. He was originally a slave, but he steadily rose

to high oflite owing to his natural ability. He was fairly old and

could not stand the climate of the- province, but died within a year

of his assumption of office. Hie news of his death readied the

Emperor on 6th Miay, 1606.



CHAPTER XIV

CONQUESTS OP ISLAM KHAN, 1608.1613.

I. Islam Khan's preparations and plans

Shaikh 'Ala-ud-din, entitled Islam Khan, the grandson of the
famous saint Shaikh Salim Chishti, was appointed governor of Bengal
as soon as the report of the death of Jahangir Quli Khan reached
Jahangir. He had grown up with the Emperor since his childhood, was
about the same age, and was especially honoured with the title of son.

Though young and without much experience, the new governor
possessed certain traits of character wich fitted him pre-eminently

for his office. He was personally brave and temperate in his habits,

and showed great vigour^ resoluteness, and sincere devotion to duty.

His tenacity of purpose, coolness of judgement, and resourcefulness

in moments of crisis, were particularly laudable. What characterised

Islam Khan most was his imperious manners, autocratic bearing,

and overpowering ambition. He made a firm resolve to put down
the Bengal zamindars and impose Mughal authority over the whole
province ; and, during his five years' rule, succeeded in realising this

aim in a remarkable degree. Uninterrupted success only added to
his natural insolence and haughtiness, and he gave himself royal
airs and often defied even the orders of the Emperor.^

1 IVmik R & B. I. SS-88, 14S, 808), Iqbalnamah, 84^ Hisiofy Jahangir, 105.

108^ 158, 801, 807.

Tlie details of the Mu^al campaignB in Beogal are availalile in the contem-
poraiy narrative of MiisA Nathan, named the BahdrutSnH^kaibi, which deeb
eadnsivdy with the histoiy of Bengal. It greatly supplements the meagre account
of the activities of Islixn Khan and of his successors previously available in the
official duonklea of JahSngir'a reign, paeticulaiily, the Tumtk and the IqbaJnamdh,
and thiQwa much lii^t on the administrafion, court life^ and the social and economic
condiUoil of Mu^ud Bengal. It is mainly because of the abundsnee of material

and minute details avadafale in the BahaHatan, that the history of Bengal during

the age of Jahangir attains a fullnius, unity, oontumity, and initeiiest, unknown
before.

The Bahamian is divided into fofur daftara or books, the first of udiidi*

with the events of Tdim Xhsn*s vioeroyalty, and has been alter the
govontar, the IMnndmah; the second treaU of the viceiuyalty of QUn Khan,
the third that of Ifacihim Khan Flath-jang (titled IbrdhmaSmah)

,

while the fourth
tieala of the usopathm of the Bengd govemment fay the idnl prince Rhih Jahin
(named WdqiaMahBa 8hdk or the Ghronklei of Shah JahaiO.
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From Bihar, the new governor proceeded to Rajmahal, and
assumed charge of his office early in Ji^e, 1608 . All the incompetent
and dishonest officers were sent away, and the Afghan chiefs of

doubtful loyalty, such as, the sons of Ma*sum Khan Kabuli, and
Lachin E[han Qaqsh|ll (the Qaqshals of Ghoragh&t being noted for

their disaffection and disloyalty since the time of Akbar) were sent

away to court. Attempts were also made to recover the forces and
war-equipments, particularly, the guns, heavy artillery, and war-
boats, that had been removed from the province by the previous

viceroys.

At R^jmahal, Islam Khan awaited the arrival of the new
diwan, and particularly, of the new admiral (mirbahr), Ihtimam
Khan, who proceeded slowly down the Ganges and joined Islam
Khan only at the end of the rains. During the stay of Islam Khan
at Rajmahal, two important events occurred. The first was a surprise

attack on the imperial thilnah of Alapsingh (the seat of a big

pargana along the right bank of the Brahmaputra in Mymensingh,
in Rennell’s Bengal Atlas, No. VI) by Kwaja *Usman of Bokainagar
who, captured it and killed the unsuspecting thanahdar Sazawal Khan
Niyi&zi, and occupied the entire region. Islam Khan took prompt
action. He sent a strong force under the command of his brother

Shaikh Ghiyasuddin, (later created Tnayet Khan)> and recovered
the thanah.

The other event was the submission of Raja Pratapaditya of

Jessore, who sent his envoy Shaikh Badi and his youngest son
Sangramfirditya with suitable gifts to the governor. The prince was
left behind as a hostage on the agreement that PraUlpaditya would
personally attend on the Bengal governor at Alfiipur with sufficient

war equipments and aid him in his war with Musa Khan^.
At Rajmahal Islam Khan settled his political programme as well as

his plan of military operations. He realised that his foremost enemy
was Muaa Khan, the acknowledged leader of the Twelve Bhuiyas
and that these lesser chiefs would never submit so long as their

leader was not finally disarmed. From Rajmahal to Sonargaon, the

^ This is the earliest mention of Prat&pfiditya in Mughal histoiy—-the

Akbamamah, the Am^Akbari, the Twsuk, all maintaining complete sUenoe about

him. The fanciful achievemenjts of IVatifiaditya, and the halo of romance, valour,

and that gathered round him as a great national hero, and the confusioi^

regarding his .career, particularly, his fall from power, have been faiity deaied by
Sir Jadnnath Sarkar (articles in Bengali in IVsbak ISMb 1327, 1328) and Dr. N. K.
Bhattaidiali {Bsngd Chiefs Struggts, in Bengal, Past & Present, 1928), and need

not be repeated here. It may noted in
'
paasinig that Frofessor Satidi Chandra

Mitra’s treatment of Pratiqpadit3ra {Hieterg of Jessore and Kkidna, B. 8. 1828)

has been too qmpatbetac and
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eapi^ of Must Khan, was a far ciy, and the way layi through the
territories of hostile zamindars, who must either be subdued by force
Or cajoled mto submission, The necessity of maintaining communi-
cation with the headquarterSt protection of the rear and flank against
surprise attack, and of the establishment of safe and convenient
bases for encampment, particularly, in the rains, during the long and
tedious journey through the heart of Bengal, made almost continuous
compaigning inevitable. Judged from this standpoint, the numerous
e9q[>editiO'ns sent out by Islfim Khan in the course of his -advanefe

from B&jmahal -towards Dacca seem to be not haphazard raids, but
regular and aiystematic campaigns, well planned and well-executed,

with due regard to time, place and circumstances.

When the rains ended, Islam Khan started for the Bh&ti region,

with a large army and an adequate fleet which numbered S95,

including 70 transport boats at Rajmahal, and then marched
cautiously on land closely followed by the artillery and war-boats

in charge of the admiral Ihtimfim Khan. At Titulii. in the M&Idah
Dis^ct Ihtimim Khan got disquieting news from the revenue-

collector of, the pargana of Chila Juwar (forming part of the pargana

of Bh&turi&bfizu, stretching over the Pabna and Rajshahi Districts)

that the neighbouring pargana of Son&bazu, (both the parganas

being, among others, granted to Ihtim&m Khan as jagir.) had been

seized, the local agents killed, and Chatmahar (10 miles north of

F&brui town), the seat of the agents captured by three zamindars

who had so long been holding sway over that pargana—Mirzft

Mumin, Dariy& Khan, and Madhu l^y. Ihtimam Khan at first

sent a small force of his own against the rebels, but when this proved

ineffective, he appealed for help to Islftm Khan.

As soon as Ihtinulm Khan joined Islfim Khan at Tipurft, the

latter marched forward and encamped at a place in the pargana of

Gaur (BCftldah), whence he sent a force of 2000 cavalry and 4000

mudeeteers, under the command of Shaikh Kamfil, to subdue Bir

Hamir, Shanm Khan, and Salim Khan, the zamindars of Birbhum.

Packet, and Hijli respectively. Bir Hamir not only submitted

without resistance but led the Mughal commander Into the territory

of his neii^bour. Shams Khan of Packet, and tried to persuade him

to foOow suit. Shams Khan, however, fought hard for a fortni^t,

but was at last forced to submit when the Mughals occupied the

skirts the Dami hill and threatened to storm his fortified post on

its top. Next came the turn of Salim Khan, who accepted the

impethd vassalage vrithout fitting.

Isitan itTiRii continued his march till he reached the pargana of

Gofish in NaurangfibAd (Gois in Bennell’s Bengal Atlae, VI, stands

oath of the Ganges^ midway between the towns of Murshidaba'd
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and Jellinghy in the Murshidabad District), on the bank of the

Ganges, early in Januaiyi 1609. Marching by way of Gofish, Islftm

Khan crossed the Ganges (Padma) and reached Alaipur (on the

Ganges, 12 miles south-east of Putia in Rajshah^), IhtimAm Khan,
with the fleet, joining him afterwards. The Bengal governor

encamped at Alaipur and halted there for about two months.
During this long stay a strong force was despatched under the

command of Iftikhar Khan against Raja Satrajit zamindar of

Bhushna. His father Mukunda had treacherously murdered the

sons of Muifid Khan (Akbamamak, III, 469), and had, for a time,

extended his sway over Fathabad. Mukunda appears to have
tendered a nominal submissoin when Raja Mian Singh sent a force

against him under his son Himmat Singh (Akbamamah, III, 102S),

and continued to exercise independent power, with BhushnS. for his

capital, which was strongly fortified. Satrajit apparently had to

give up his hold on Fathabad, but he kept his authority intacit ever

Bhushna. and determined to offer a tough resistance. At the

approach of the invading army, he gathered a strong force, proceeded

to the bank of the Ata Khal (at present known as Mlalu&r Khal,

branching off from the Chitra river and falling into the Bhairab,

about a mile east of the subdivisional town of N&mil, in. District

Jessore), and built a strong fort thereon, and attempted to prevent

the crossing of that Khal by the enemy. But when the Mpghal
force, with the help of spies, succeeded in crossing the Khal by a
convenient 'ford, the Raja submitted to the Mughal commander,
Iftikhar Khan and was enlisted by Islam Khan in the imperial

service, with the restoration of his lands.

At Alfiipur the zamindars of Birbhum, Pachet, and Hijli, arrived

in the company of Shaikh Karnal, and tendered personal submission

to Idam Khan, who. dealt with them very leniently, allowed them
to hold their own territories as jagirs, and exempted them from

personal service.^

^ According to Abdul Lolif. Praban, p. S5S, this event took place not at Alaipur

but nt Rana Tandapur. Abdul Latif al^o confuses *the names of the samindars,

making Indra Narayan zamindar of Pachet, and omitting the name of the zamindar

of Birbhum altogether. Dr. Borah (Baharigtan, IT. 800-01) quoting approvingly

Abdul Latif, and, (relying on what appears to be a mistaken reference of Mina
Nathan, makes Bir Hamir zamindar of Pachet, and Shams Klian, zamindar of Hijli.

According to local chronicles and traditions, Bir Hamir was a wdil4aiown figure

in Bankura and. Vishnupur, and there need not be any doubt or confusion about his

seat of power. Mirza Nathan definitely names the zamindars and their territories m bis

headlines of Ddgtdn four, and though he does not repeat the same fai the course of his

actual nalnatiYe of the invasion, his description, pariicularly, regarding tbe order of

attack, leaves little doubt as to the individual zamindars and their territories,—-first the
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n. Hai/to at Alaipus and Ghoraohat; first militart
AND DIPLO^CATIC MOVES.

From Alftipur. Islftm Khan in reqionse to the appeals for help

from Ihtim&m Khan for recovering the jagir pargana of SonhUlau
from the hands of the rebel zamindars. sent Mirsft Nathan with an
adequate force to deal with the situation. The latter first mardied
to Chilfi and then proceeded towards Chatmahar, which he recovered

without any figting, the enemy having already vacated it for a more
convenient base near the confluence of the river Atrfti and the

Karatoyfi. 'Thinking it unsafe to stay at Chfttmahar, Minsfi Nathan
proceeded towards the southwest and encamped at Shahpur (Rennell’s

Bengal ASae, VI. shows Shawpur, about 10 miles south-west of

Pabna town)
,
on the bank of the Atr&i, made three forts, and waited

for further reinforcements from Isbm Khan. The latter sent

Iftikbftr Khan and Baja Satrajit with a second force to make a

joint effort to dislodge the enemy from the new stronghold near

Ekdanta (on the bank of the Ichhamati, 7 miles north-east of FSbnA
town) . The reinforcing troops first marched from Alfiipur to

Nazirpur (a pargana in the FViridpur thanah of the . Pftbnft

District)^ and thence proceeded to Ekdant& where Mirzft Nathan

soon joined them from Sh&hpur. The imperialists, however, found

that the enemy had already given up the new stronghold as wdl,

and sought shelter with Mu^ Khan at Sonftrgaon.

On the bank of the Atihi, opposite the th&nah of Shfihpur, Raja

Pratftpiiditya came to tender personal submission to Islftm Khan.

It was arranged that immediately after his return to his kingdom.

Prat&p&ditya should send 400 war-boats with his youngest son

Sangrftmiditya to join the imperial fieet under Ihtimftm Khan, and

that he himself should, at the end of the rains, proceed along the

river Aii&lkhan (in Faridpur District), with 904)00' pftiks, 1000

cavalry, and 100 war-boats, to attack MuA Khftn’s ptossessions in

terrifaMy of Bir Hamir was attacked—nest that of Shams Khan (Padiet wUk its

hOIs and hill fort), nest that of Salim Khan It is easy to note that geograpbically,

Birbhnm comes first, then the hilly tract of Ftehet to its aonthwest, and lasQy

Hifii, to the soath.«ast of Pachet.

1 Some conftiBim) based obvkNisly on Abdnl LatiTs oasnal leBoaika gathered

regarding the location of this place, (see Prabaii, Bhadra, ISSS, p. SM foot note:

Dr. Borah. .1^ 808). The test of the Baherirtan dwwa that Nbbpnr waa silaatad

in a central position, very doen to ftBipar on the one aide^ and CSiik, Chfitmahar.

Bkdantl. and Shllqmr on tim other lede, and this can only he soma place in dm
MUrpnr pargana of' the Plfana District. Acoerding to the dthomosieft II, IMOl

Baja Min 8hi^ ht May IWM, spent the tahis at Ni^pnr, ‘whhli was • dmica

ipot; and eentraUy eetnated m Bengal '.
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Sripur and Vikrampur (on the east), at the same time that Idtm
Khan would march (from the west) towards the Bhftti region from
Ghorftgh&t.

At the approach of the rains. Isl&m Khan had to make necessary

arrangements for holding the territories already subjugated and for

maintaining his army and the fleet. He himself, with the land

forces, proceeded to Ghorfighfit, which was reached on the Snd June,

1600. A large number of thatched huts were constructed in which

the governor with his forces lived during the rains.

Inspite of all precautions, some of the Mughal officers were
reduced to great straits in their jagirs by the local zamindars.

Tuqm&q Khan, who had withdrawn from the thinah of Alapsinj^ to

his jagir in Shshz&dpur on the bank of the KaratoyA about 20 miles

east of Chatmahar and about 26 miles north-east of PftbnS. town) was
suddenly attacked by the local zamindar Raja R&y with a large

number of war-boats and closely besieged in the fort of Sh&hzftdpur

for three days, but he drove away the enemy. Another officer,

Mirak BahAdur Jala‘ir. had to face a more severe and organized

attack on his jagir of Chftndpratap (a big pargana stretdiing over

both banks of the Dhaleswari in the northern part of the M&nikganj
subdivision of the Dacca District) made by the local zamindar,.

Binod Bay, a close follower of Mus& Khan, aided by three other

petty chiefs Mirza Mumin, Dari3r& Khan, and Madhu Ray (all of

whom, on being dislodged from the pargana of Sonfib&zu, had taken
shelter with their leader at Sonfirg&on) . The rebel zamindars, with

a large force of cavalry, infantry, and a large number of war-boats,

fell upon the fort of ChAndprat&p. Reinforcements commg .from

ShAhzftdpur, forced the zamindars to hastily withdraw. (Baharittan,

lOb-lla).

There was a long-standing hostility between the two branches of

the Kuch royal house. Lakshmi NKrSyan the R&ja of Kuch Khar
and his nephew Parikdiit N&iftyan the RAja of E^mrup (called by
the Mughals Kuch Hajo). The former now smit as his envoy to

Isifan Khan. RAja RaghunAth of Shushang (who had already

accepted vassalage,) and stated that he would gladly hdp in the

Mughd conquest of KAmrup by attacking it from his side. Idim
Khan at once despatched a large force undw the command <d

*Abdu-l-TVAhid agamst KAmrup; but that worthless general was

easily defeated by Parikshit NArayaa. F^om GhorA^iAt lajim

ICTiim sent a force under his brother. Shaikh Habibullah, against

B^dlis Qutb, zamindar ci EatlAbid (FVmdpur) , who ^s a ^erM
ally of MusA Khan. He directed Raja Satrajit to aid the impend

army by a nmultanequs attack m FlathAbAd Ikom tiie aide
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of BhushnA. The impoial force, proceeding southwards akmg the

Karatoyft laid inege to the fortified capital city of FhthiUUl. In

great distress, Majlis Qutb appealed for help to MusA Khan, who
readily responded, and sent Mirz& Mumin, with a large force and
200 war^boats, to his relief. A tough fight followed. MirzA Mumhi
nude three daring attempts to capture the fortified post of

Habibullah. and, particularly, that of Raja Satrajit (across the river

MAthAbhangA, near its confluence with the Ari&l IQi&n), but was
finally repulsed and compelled to flee across the Ganges (PladmA)

to Musi Khan.

m. Campaigns against Musa Khan and the Raja or Bhulua.

About the end of October, 1609. Istlm Khan struck his camp at

GhoiAghat and marched southwards along the Karatoyi to

Shihzidpur, whence he proceeded to Balia*. Here he settled the

details of his campaign against Musi Khan. He himself, with the

main army and the fleet would attack Musi Khan, moving by the

J&ti&pur route from the west, while an advance force was to be sent

straight towards the imperial thinah of Dacca, situated close to

Musi Khan’s capital and other fortified posts, so as to distract the

attention of Musi Khan and weaken his defence by compeOing him
to fight on two fronts at the same time. So Shaikh Kamil, Tuqmiq
Khan, and Mirak Bahidur JalA'ir (the last two possessing intimate

knowledge of local conditions) were sent to Dacca with 20 war-boats,

2,000 musketeers, 60 pieces of artillery, 100 maunds of gun powder,

and 100 maunds of lead etc., with instructions to repair the. old

fortificatjSans and build a new fort, and get ready for war. Thegr

reached Dacca in six marches and finished their work.

From Balia Islim Khan marched in two stages to a strategic

point near the confluence of the three rivers, the Ganges (Piadmi),

the Ichh&mati, and the Dhaleswari. which the Bahariatan calls *the

mouth of Katasgaih * and which may be roughly identified with the

great confluence of rivers at Jafarganj, (Rennell’s Bengal AUae, XVI)

.

and entrenched on the bank of ihe PadnA. Ihtimim Khan with

the fleet and the artillmy closely followed him, after making thice

fwts at a similar stratepc place in the vicinity—^Trimohani KhU

* Him hM been identiiled with Bovleeh (BenMO’e Bmtgd ASae. VD six oAei

aontli-wcet of StuduadiNV. Bnhh the eonteit, thin iderttiftcetieo doee not wema to

be MlMfoetoijr (tee Borah, n, 811) and it aitpenrs thnt BoJera (Sanrejr of Indie,

1”—4 mike Mhpk ebeet No. TB 9, nbont 10 mikt toath rait of Hinhrad|iar, k
IMofaeblr the ideee meant.
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Jogini’ (probabty rqwesented by the confluence near Singiflsani

Rennell’s Bengal Aiiaa, XVI).
The immediate objective of the imperialists was the capture of

the almost impregnable stronghold of Mu8& Khan, situated on the
Ichhftmati, * upon the entiy of the great channel' (of the Gangea
the Ichhamati, and the Dhaleswari) at JAti&pur^ (about 25 mOes
west of Dacca), a little down the imperial entrenchments at

Katasgarh.

Islftm IChan decided to advance with the land army from
Katasgarh towards the enemy fort by making block-houses all along

the route, while the fleet was to move down the IchhBanati under
cover of these block-houses and the protection of the land army, and
make a combined assault on Jfttr&pur.

MusB. Khan had sent three of his ablest lieutenants, MirzB
Mumin, DariyB Khan, and Madhu fifty, to defend the fort of

Jfttrftpur. Mirzft Mumin continued to hold it along with Madhu
fiajy. Hearing that Dariya Khan had been murdered by Mumin.
Musft Khan, with his faithful vassals.^ 700 war-boats, hastened (along

the Ichhftmati) to meet the enemy, and launched an immediate

attack on the imperialist entrenchments at Katasgarh.

At the end of a day’s fight. Musft Khan thought it necessary

to strengthen his position by making a big fort at a strategic point'

on the bank of the Padmft, not far from the enemy camp, named
Di&kcharft (Dhakjera, three miles northwest of J&tr&pur, is probably

meant) . In one night, a high mud fort was raised with a deep moat
around, and with bamboo spikes fixed into the ground all round the

moat, from which next morning, Musft Khan resumed his assault on

the imperialists with renewed vigour. In the beginning. Musft

Khan's artillery wrought great havoc on the imperialists. Islftm

Khan was then taking his meal ; the first shot destroyed aU the

utensils and the crockery, and killed 20 to SO of his table-boys, while

the second one struck his standard-bearer. The imperialists soon

tallied, and began a vigorous counter-attack, killing among others

1 Jatnvur in Van den BMWcfc’e Map, 1660, and in ’ntvemier’s Tfowle. k
located near tbe conflnenoe of the time gnat channek, unlike its positioa. pnftty

far to the east m Bofadl’s Bsagsf fttfas, XVI. See N. K. B. in Bengaf PAP.
Vel. U. Fnt l-MOO.

a Hie aaoAidan ifained (Bahmrittm lOh) an tftland-Khan (oonain of

Mnah Khan), ’Abdallah Khan and Mahmud Khan (younger heathen of Muift

Khan). BtftMur GhU (of Oiani*), Saaft ^isi (aenindar of Sariil). Anwir

Ghisi (samindar of BanMiang; Ssdhet), Shaikh Tir. son cf Hlji Bhaknl

(unidentilied). Mini MunJa, Madhu My of KhaU. Biwid Bfar of CiiSad|ieati|»,

Fkhhdfa, aamfaidar of Matai» and Hlji Shams^ftdin BarfidRdi (dM sOeer of

Mnel IQmui)*
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A son of Madhu Rfty and a brother of Binod R&y and wounding a
good many men on the enemy’s war-boats, and sinking a few of
them. Nat morning the fighting was more severe and long-

continued and proved more decisive. Madhu Rfty and Binod BSy
fought deqyerately. Repeated attempts were made to break into

the imperialist entrenchments and a severe hand to hand fight ensued.

At the time of the third assault, the imperialists gained the uppa
hand with the result that a large number of the enemy were either

drowned or trampled to death by the war elephants. Mua& Khan
was forced to withdraw to his strongholds of Dakchaift and J&trftpur.

Islam Khan’s next move, to take DAkcharfi by assault, failed,

and so a naval attack was planned by digging a dried-up canal near

the imperial entrenchments. MusA Khan, at this stage, made
overtures for peace, obviously for the purpose of gaining time in

order to make better preparations for war. He visited Islim Khan’s

camp and carried on negotiations for three days. The peace move
soon broke down as Islfim Khan saw through the designs of MusA
Khan and did not take him seriously.

Islam Khan now seems to have changed his plan of war, and made
a m'ght attack on JatiApur while holding Musa Khan in play at

D&kchara. This sudden attack was completely successful. In

obedience to the orders of Isl&m Khan, Shaikh Kaml&l remained in

charge of the fortified th&nah of Dacca, and sent Tuqm&q Khan to

guard the mouth of the Kudfiliya (identification doubtful. Is it

Kudaliya, miles S. W of NarAyanganj, or Char KudaHj/a, on the

northern bank of the Dhaleswari, north of Fl&thaigh&ti& and south

of Dacca ?) At the same time the commandant at Dacca

sent Mirak BahAdur with 20 War boats to the mouth of the

KutharuiyA, (apparently the confiurace of the KuthAruiyA, with the

Ichhamati, KuthAruiyA being the old name of the KirtinashA. or that

portion of the PadmA which passes through Vikrampur and joins

fiie^'MeghnA.) IslAm Khan reached this last position in the last

watch of the night from Katasgarh. The imperial forces began to

cross the IchhAmati forthwith. When only a small portion of tliem

had crossed ova, MusA Khan received the news and rushed to the

scene, but only to find that the whole Mughal army had safely

landed and already launched a vigorous assault on the fort of

JAtiApur. After some fighting MusA Khan evacuated the fort, which

was promptly occupied by the victors, (e. early in June, 1810)

.

lalAm l*^«n now concentrated all his energies ou the capture of

the fort of DAkduuft. Its conquest, however, proved to be a very

tonnidable tadc, and the operations dragged on for a considerable

time, becsuise of the strong natural defences of the fort and the
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deaparate resistance ofFoed by the enemy. Idtufi Tninn first triied

hard but unsuccesrfully to prevent the passage of the imperial war-
boats at night through a newly made canal, and a serious fight

followed, resulting in heavy losses on both sides. But the imperial

fieet forced its way at midnight to the Ichhamati (e. 9th June, 1610)

.

Isl&m Khan had to face greater difficulties and suffer heavier losses

in the course of his operations for the actual capture of Mua& Khan’s
stronghold. The guns from its turrets poured forth unremitting fire,

while the artillery in the Bengali war-boats on the river ^dm& proved
equally effective. At last a highly concentrated effort was made to

enter the fort from the most vulnerable side where the mud and mire

was least thick, and the infantry> began to move forward under cover

of their shields, but a large number of men were killed. For the

greater protection of the troops, the wagons (gardunhd) which used

to be arranged as a sort of moving bridge on the war-boats at the

time of reviews of the fleet, were then brought down by Mirzft

Nathan and used as the back support of an artificial barrier made
of heaps of straw mixed with mud, under cover of which further

advance was made with smaller losses.

In this way the environs of the fort-wall were reached. But
how to get across the deep moat, bristling along its edge with fixed

bamboo qHkes? Another experiment was made and with better'

results. 10,000 boatmen were ordered at n^ht, in two groups, to

bring 6000 bundles of straw and 6000 basketfuls of earth and deposit'

them first all round the bamboo spikes so as to completely cover

them up, and then use them to fill up the surrounding moat, thus

providing an easy passage for men and elephants. The boat-melh.

under the inspiration of Mirz& Nathan, Wished their work by
midnight, and the imperialists just before dawn broke down the

rampart and entered the fort of Dskehara after a siege of more th«i

a month (e. 16th July. 1610).

The conquest of JStrfipur and D&kchai% ended the first stage

of Isl&m Khan’s campaign. The fall of the two fortresses was a

heavy blow to Mus& Khan. His losses in men and war-boats wrne

great, but greater still was his loss of confidence, prestige and

authority. His hold on the confederacy of the Bhuiyfts was shakmi.

a tangible pgoof of which was the desertion of his own brother

Ilyfts Khan.
latlm Khan’s next step was to mardi to Dacca for attaddng

the centre of Mus& Khan’s power and hu capital Sm&igBon. By
way of Kuth&ruiy&, Balift (64 mfles west of Dacca) and KUUmpfi
(on the Ichhftmati, one mile north ot NawSbganj). he readied

F&thar^t& (on the south bank of tiic Dhaleswari, about six mfles

south of Dacca) with the entire land army* while the fleet transporting
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the artUleiy, under Ihtim&m Khan, moved between the two wings
of the land forces. Hie viceroy reached Dacca (o. the end of

July 1610.)

At Dacca, IsKm Khan made fresh postings dt officers to the
strategic p<mts around for their protection during the rains. He
himself *^ook up his quarters within the fort of Dacca (obviously

the new one built by Shaikh Kamal and Mirak Bahadur in advance
of his entry into the city) . and stationed Ihtimftm Khan and his son

Mirza Nathan at two fortified posts in the city on either side of the

point where the river Dulai, on which Dacca stood, bifurcated, one
branch running into the LakhiyS. through DemiA (4 miles north of

Narayanganj) , and the other joining the same river near Khizrpur

one mile north of Narayanganj) Islam Khan sent Mirak
Bahadur and other officers to Sripur, and Bayizid Khan to

Vikrampur.

MusS Khan made ample pr^nrations for his second fight.

Leaving his capital in charge of his chief officer, H&ji Shams-ud-din

Baghd&di, he came out to fight, making the Lakhiyft, which was at

that time a large river, more than a mile in breadth with strong

currents, his main line of defence. He took post at a central strategic

point at the mouth of the Bandar Canal, which flowing by his capital

joined the Lakhiyi. opposite Narayanganj, (at present the Tribeni

Kh&l runs from the pargana of Sonargaon into the Lakhiy&

near Bandar opposite Naraiyanganj) . Throwing up two earthwork

forts on eadi side of the canal, Musfi (supported by Mhrz& Mumin
in the rear) held one while his cousin ’Ala-ul Khan guarded

the other. Of his brothers, ’Abdullah Khan was placed in charge

of the fortified, post at Qadam Rnsul, opposite Narayanganj,

Dftud Khan in charge of IC&tiftbhu, their family residence, north of

Qadam Rasul, Mahmud Khan in charge of another post at the point

where the Dulai joined the Lakhiyfi at Demra four miles above

Narayanganj, while Bahfidur Ghazi, another trusty zamindar, was
statiemed with SOO war-boats further up the Lakhiyfl, near his

ancestral residence Chaurft one mile north of modem K&liganj. Only

a few outposts were retained at Sr^ur and Vikrampur. and the

majority of the Bengal forces were concentrated on the several

strategic posts on the left bank of the river. It appears that

1 It shoaM hew be noted thst the river Burisensa is never nentloncd fay

Mine Nethen, and the river on which Deoee eteade, is iJways named as the Dntti.

Farther, the DnBU in those daya joined the Ihhhiyh directly at Khistpar, and the

preent Dhakswari mouth of the river Burigangi did not then erist, aa will

be seen in Van den Braucke's Map at 1660. See N. K. B. (B. P St P. Vol. U.
PlMi I. 6046).
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Khizipur, at the confluence of the Dul&i with the Lakhij^ Ij^ing on
the right bank, was voluntarily evacuated by Mus& Khan.

In the diiqwsition of his forces, Isl&m Khan strictl|y conflned

himself to the r^ht bank of the LakhiyS, while MuslL Khan held

the left bank only. Khizrpur. on account of its strategic position

as commanding the two enemy strongholds of Kitifibhu and Qadam
Rasul was strongly fortifled. and was first entrusted to Mir^ Nathan,

and then to his father, Ihtimam Khan, and made the base of. the

imperial war-boats and artillery, the war-boats being stationed at

a safe place in the narrow waters of the Duhli. Just to the noifth

of Khizipur, a post was made opposite the enemy fort of K&tifibhu in

charge of Daud Khan and placed under the command of Mirz&

Nathan. Shaikh Rukn was stationed further up the LakhiyS. at

DemiS opposite Mahmud Khan’s post, and Shaikh ’Abdul WiShid

higher up at Chaura facing BahSdur Ghazi’s fort. Towards the

south. Shaikh Kamjl was stationed at Kumfirsar, li miles south of

Narayanganj (Coblenesser of Rennell’s Bengal Allas, XII), and

further south, Tuqmaq Khan was sent to his old post near the mouth
of the Kud&li& Canal (probabliy at its confluence with the Lakhiya,

the site seems to be marked by the village of KudaM, 9,\ miles

south-west of Narayanganj). Still to the south, Mirak Bahadur

Jal&*ir was stationed at Sripur, while Jah&n Khan Pani and Bayizid

Khan were posted at Vikrampur, facing the enemy forts. .The

actual outbreak of hostilities was delayed till the advent of the New
Year and the celebration of the New Year’s Festival (of the

year 1020 A. H., c. March. 12, 1611).

On the very first day of the New Year, Mirza Nathan started

the campaign with a night attack on DSud Khftn’s post at Kiatr&bhu.

The attack was boldly planned and firmly executed, and the Khan
was soon compelled to evacuate the fort and flee to Musg Khan.

The capture of this fort was speedily followed by that of Qadam
Rasul. Emboldened by Mirzi Nathan’s surprise action, IhtimAm
Khan came out with the entire fleet from the river Dul&i into the

Lakhiyft, and attacked ’Abdullah Khan’s post. Tuqmaq Khan
from the fort of Kud&lifi joined in this attack. Unable to withstand

this sudden assault ’Abdullah Elhan vacated Qadam Rasul. This

eaqr success intoxicated the imperial fleet, which began to

pursue the memy boats in a diso^erly manner without wiuting for

the orders and guidance of IhtinAm Khan. The enmny fleet at

once turned round and made a counter attack, reducfag victors

to serious straits. Mirzi Nathan, who had already arrived to

the aid of His father, now saved the situation by diverting the

attention of the enemy by a sudden attack, furUrn south, <m MusS
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Khan’s two fortifications near the mouth of the Bandar Canal. The
enterprise was completely successful. Musa Khan, taken by surprise,

fled ; Mirza Mumin in his rear also followed suit. Mirz& Nathan,
Icavmg his boats behind, then easily forded the eanal which was in

ebb-tide, and captured ’Alaul Khan’s fort without a blow.

These successive defeats so thoroughl}' unner\'ed Mus& Khan
that he thought it unsafe to stay even in his capital. He evacuated
SonSrgfton and retreated to the island of Ibrahimpur (another island

in the Meghn& which cannot now be traced), whence he summoned
Mirz& Mumin to meet him with all his family and belongings. Hftji

Shams-ud-din Baghdadi, the officer in charge of Son5rg&on, then

submitted to IslSm Khan and formally handed over the city to him.

With the fall of Sonargaon (c. middle of April, IGll) the war
with Musa Khan practically ended. The surrender of the capital

broke the back of his opposition and symbolised his final acknowledge*

ment of failure, and though he made a few desperate attempts to

recover the lost ground, these did not alter the main issue; on the

other hand, the fresh reverses only served to*, hasten his final

surrender. But his brother Daud. continued to fight for the

recovery of K&trabhu. His activities were, however, cut short by
the Feringi pirates, who suddenly made a night attack and killed

him unrecognised. This new reverse made Mus% Khan writhe in

grief and rage like a snake ; his wounded spirit found vent in a fresh

attack on the imperialists, whom he held to be the instigators of the

Feringis. Ihtimim Khan and MinsU Nathan bore the brunt of this

attack. Musa Khan laid hold of a deserted fort once raised by the

Arakan king in one of his raids during the viceroyalty of Baja Man
Singh, made necessa^ repairs, and then marched with his land army

and fleet towards the Bandar Canal outpost. But the vigilance of

the father and the son saved them. After a skirmis, Musfi Khan
again retreated to IbrShimpur.

After a week, Musa Khan launched .mother assault and this

time on the neighbouring thanah of Kudalin. taking advnntai^e of

the negligence and incompetence of the new thiinahdar. Shaikh Rukn.

a hard drunkard. The enemy disembarked from their war-boats,

took the intoxicated thitnahdSr totally unawares, and were about to

capture the thanah, when help from the Bandar Canal outpost came

and this saved the situation. Musa Khan hastily gathered his men
and boats together and retreated. After making a futile but a very

bloody attempt on the Bandar Canal outpost on his way back, he

finally reached his island refuge of IbrShimpur. His cause was now
lost, and one by one, his followers deserted him and joined the

imperialists. Bahidur Gh&zi of Chaurfi and Majlis Qutb of
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Fath&biild waited on Isl&m Khan, who appropriated thdr war-boata

but spared their zamindaris.

About this time, Isl&m Khan received an important political

mission from the son of Anaporan. governor of Chatgp&on and
the younger broths of the Arakan king Meng Radzagui (Salhn

Shah, 159S—1612), who had after a quarrel with his brother, sought

refuge with the Portuguese adventurer, Sebastian G<nizdes, the

master of Sondip, but had been treaeherously murdered by that

pirate. The nephew of the Arakan king was apparently thirsting for

revmge. and he sought the help of the Bengal governor against

Sebastian Gonzales, through an envoy. He proposed to meet Isl&m

Khan in person at Daeea. keep his sons as hostages, and, with Mughal
h€lp, recover Sondip and hold it in faithful vassalage. But IslSm

Khan refused to be diverted from his main task.

A more formidable trouble soon appeared. ’Ali Akbar, a petty

mansabdar, suddenly rose in revolt in Malda and carried on looting

and plunder of private and State property. Iftikh&r Kluui hastened

from his thfinah of Sherpur Murchfi to his jagir of Jaipur in Pumei,
and succeeded in killing the rebel after a hard fight.

IsUlm Khan now felt himself free, and sent a large expedition

against R&ja Ananta Mlinikya of Bhuluft, under the command of

Shaikh ’Abdul W&hid. assisted by H&ji Shams-ud-din Bagh<Kdi* (the

chief oflScer of Musft Khan, who had just submitted). The Bhulu&

chief prepared to offer a strong opposition. He appealed to the

Arakan king (Salim Shah) for help, and the latter, realinng the

common danger with which they were threatened, readily reqx>nded.

Ananta Mfinikya strengthened the fortifications of his capital,

Bhulufi, and, thence moved northwards, and, after marching five

stages reached the bank of the Dakatift river (which rises from the

hills of TippciA and fiowing westwards joins the Meghnft near

Chfindpur), and raised a strong fort there.

Meantime the Mughal commander advanced to a place opposite

the' new fort of Ananta M&nikya. Hostilities commenced forthwith

;

the invaders sent out plundering parties to coerce the common
people, but these bore no fruit. Iri&m Khan at this stage sent

reinforcements, but still matters did not much imi»Dve. At last

the Mughal commander ’Abdul VVhhid had recourse to treachery.

He made tempting offers to Mir^ Yusuf Barits, the chief ofBcer of

the Rtja of Bhuluft. and induced him to join the imperialists. Ananta
Mftnikya hastily evacuated his fort at night and fdl back upm his

capital. As he was hotly pursu^, he failed to make a stand even

at Bhuluft, and finally fied to the Arakan kingdom. The impeiialnts

seized all his elephants and otherwise* secured a ridi booty. Bhuluft
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was annexed to the Bengal subah, and the fortified capital was made
the seat of an imperial thSnah. Another thSnah was made east-

wards at Jagdia» which occupied a strategic point at the confluence

of the Big Feni river with the Meghna and marked the south-cHstem

boundary of the Bengal province.

The rains were now approaching, and Islam Khan made necessary

arrangements for protecting his thanahs against Mus& Khan. But
being dispirited by the defeat of Ananta Manik;\'a and the success

of the imperialists. Musa Khan finally decided to surrender. He
opened negotiations for peace through Shaikh KamM. and ultimately

tendered submission to Islam Khan at Jahangimagar, along with his

brothers and his remaining confederates.

The Mughal governor showed his prudence and foresight in

dealing with his greatest enemy. Musa Khan and his followers were

only nominally given back their estates as jagirs but were actually

deprived of them and compelled to render personal service in the

ranks of the imperialists. Their territories were occupied and their

armed forces probably disbanded, but their war-boats were all seized

and used as an auxiliary to the imperial fleet. Musa Khan himself

was naturally most sternly treated. He lost hns persona] freedom

and was kept under strict surveillance at the viceregal court. Thus,

after a year of sternuous warfare (July 1610-July 1611), the first and

most formidable task of the new governor was accomplished.

It may be stated in passing that in carrying out his militargr

programme, Islam Khan made a notable departure from the previous

practice. While the governors in Akbaris reign had general]}'

conducted all their campaigns in person, Islam Khan * d{d not

himself lead even a single campaign, but took great pains in

organising his expeditions, shaping the plans, and guiding thfe

operations at every important stage, from the base or capital. Hk
occasionally visited the outposts in the neighbourhood of Dacca, and

otherwise kept himself well informed about the progress of the

operations by means of swift messengers and spies. In short, though

he did not actually lead, he proved to be the life and soul of all his

campaigns and supplied also the brain power. He was truly
* the

organiser of victories.*

IV. The First Attack on *Usman Afghan.

Towards the beginning of October, 161 If IslSm Khan gathered a

large army for the campaign against *Usmiii. The land Ibrce

consisted of 1000 picked cavalry and ^5000 musketeers (exclusive of

those in the fleet), with SOO war-dephants, while the fleet was
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composed of 300 imperial war-boats, besides the entire navy of Mus&
Khan and the other loyal zamindars. The operations were actually

conducted by Islam ibian’s two favourite officers, Shaikh Kamfil
and Shaikh ’Abdul Wfihid, who with the entire land force, marched
from Dacca to Hasanpur* in three days and encamped there.

IhtimSm Khan, with the fleet, and Mirz& Nathan from the thfinah

of Qadam Rasul, afterwards joined the land army, moving via

figSrasindur (a wellknown place on the eastern bank of the

Brahmaputra, 10 miles from Hasanpur and opposite Tok.) The
Mughal plan of operation, however, miscarried, owing to delay in the

assembling of the whole force, particularly, some of the war-eqi^-
ments and the fleet, at Hasanpur. By the time the work of cutting

the river bank began at Hasanpur, the flood water so quidcly

subsided ,that within three days the water level sank to its normal
limit and it became impossible for any vessel to reach Bokftinagaf.

The project of a naval attack having failed, Isiftm Khan fell

back upon an attack by land. This proved to be a difficult and
slow process owing to the absence of a suitable land route and
facilities for transport on the one hand and the dogged hostility of

the Afghan chief on the other. Under orders of Isl&m Khan, Shaikh

Kam&l and ’Abdul WShid marched cautiously from Hasanpur towards

BokAinagar, making blockhouses all along the way, and keeping the

Une of communication open, while Ghiyfts Khan stayed at ShAh
Bandar (midway between Alapsing and Hasanpur)

,
with the entire

fleet, ready to face any emergency.

At this stage an event occurred which appeared in the beginning

to be very promising but actually resulted in a serious conq>iraey

against Islam Khan and the Mughal government in Bengal. The defeat

and submission of Musa Khan and his confederates, followed by the

campaign against ^Usm&n, had naturally alarmed the zamindars in

Sylhet, amongst whom Anwftr Khan of Baniachang held a prominent

place. The latter not only voluntarily surrendered to Isl&m Khan
at Dacca but with his brother, Husain Khan, promised him active

support against *UsmAn by an attack on his partisans in Sylhet,

and. especially, on Taraf, held by his sons and some of his brothers.

IsISm Khan wanted to take full advantage of this favourable tui^i

of affairs. He permitted Anwftr Khan to hold his territony in fief,

and sent him with his fleet to carry out his promised attack. But

as soon as the wily Anwir reached '%g&ra»ndur on his way back from

Dacca, he entered into a secret plot with Mahmud Khan and

Bah&dur Gh&zi, who were in the imperial camp, according to which

> Oa the eaetem bonk of the Brahmapotfa, 4S mflee eouth of BokAhiagur.
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thcgr would, in alliance with ’Usman, make a combined attack (they
(tom within and ’Usman from without) on the forces at Hasanpur
and kill or capture them ; while Anwin on his part> would try at the
same time to imprison the leading mansabdars and carry them off

to Baniachang, after which he would try to imprison Islam Khan
at Dacca.

The ambitious conspiracy attained little success. Though
Anwar Khan invited a large number of imperial officers to a banquet,

he could entrap only two of them, Islam Quli, in charge of the

personal war-boats of Baz Bahadur Qalmaq, and ]^ja Ray, zamindar
of SiahzBdpur, with whom he fled to BaniAchang. *rbe more
important part of the plot could not be carried into effect. The
secret activities of Mahmud Khan and Bahadur Ghazi were soon

detected and the whole conspiracy was divu^ed.

Islam Khan, who had reached Tok, took prompt measures. He
put Mahmud Khan and Bahadur GhAzi in fetters and kept them
under strict watch. Next, he sent Baja Satrajit and afterwards

Mubariz Khan, along anth a few other zamindars, against Anwftr

Khan, and then turned his attention to the prosecution of the war
with ’Usman.

The advance of the invaders with the help of small forts was
opposed by ’Usman almost at every stage, and skirmishes occurred

pretty frequently. When the imperialists encamped at the nineteenth

fort, the month of Ramzan (S8th October to 26th November, 1611)

came and hostilities were suq)ended till the end of the final festivity.

The triumphant march of the invaders, the strength of their

numbers, the abundance of their equ^ments, and, above alb their

firm ambition to push forward at all costs, soon broke the back of

the Aff^ian oppontion and created divinon and dissension in the

ranks ot *Usman. Nfisir Khan and Dariya Khan, two Afghan diiefs

iff lljpur (five or siz miles north-east of BoUjfnagar. where the

ruins of an old fmt still exist) , lAt ’UsmSn and jiffned the imperialists.

Alarmed at tins desertkm and apprehensive of farther depletion of

his tanks, ’Usmftn decided to evacuate BokSinagar and seek refuge

in ^Ihet with Bkyisid Kantni.

The imperial commanders. Shaikh Kamil and Shaikh ’Abdul

Wihid, resumed thdr march after the cdebration of the Baroain 'Id

FesthraL and occuined the vacant fort of Bokihiagar and halted

there.

When Idim iGiim teemved the news of the retreat of ’Usmin

of the dnsenskms ammigst the imperial officers, he ordered the

commanders to meet him at Tok, and restored unity and solidarity

in his army.
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The fall of Bok&inagar (e. end of November, 1611) , marked the

end of the first stage of the campaign against ’Usmftn. The Al^an
chief had bemi exp^ed from his donum and driven into exile, and

the security and safety of the imperial territories along the right

bank of the Brahmaputra had been attained. But a renewal of the

war seemed certain, and the rei^ite gained could' best be utilised

in disarming the brothers and allies of 'Usm&n. IsUm Khan accor-

dingly decided to launch a double campaign,—one against Khw&ja
Malhi and Khwaja Mumriz, brother and son of *Usm£n, stationed at

the fort of Tanf. and the other against PahlwAn, zamindar of

Matang (who had, after the fall of his former leader, Musft Khan,

obviously transferred his allegiance to ’Usm£n)> as also to expedite

the campaign already begun against Anw&r Khan, zamindar of

Baniachang.

Anw&r Khan was the first to surrender ; Islam Khan sent a strong

force under the command of H&ji Shams-ud-din Baghdfidi against

the Afghan ssamindars of M&tang and Taraf. After much fighting

the two places fell to the Mughals. Thus one by one Baniftchang.

Matang and Taraf came into the possession of the imperialists, and

with these strategic regions as the base of operations, success

in the final campaign against Khw&ja ’Usra&n seemed almost

assured.

V. PRATAVAoirrA OF JcssoBB CnusHsa), 1612.

As there was no sign of the renewal of hostilities by ‘Usm&n,
and there was still sufficient time for carrying on military operations,

Isl&ra Khan decided to utilise it in subduing B&ja Prat&pfiditya of

Jessore. The latter had broken his pledge of military assistance and

personal service in the war with Mua& Khan, and had thus proved

guilty of disloyalty and disobedience as a vassal. When the Jessore

king found that. Isftm Khan vras determined to crush all the

zamind&rs and had already made substantial progress in this direction,

he hastened to make amends for his folly, and sent his son, Sangi&mft*

ditya, with 80 war-boats to Isifim Khan, with expressions of regret,

[sl&m Khan took up a stem attitude and decided to punish him by
conquering his kingdom. He ordered the war-boats sent by the R&ja

to be destt03red, and prepared for war.

Islftm lUuin took all posrible steps for ensuring the success of

the Jessore campaign. The powa*, wealth, and military resources of

Prat&p&ditya were considerable, and a prolonged and severe contest

appeared to be certain. A large expedition was accordingly organised.

Hie land force included 1000 picked cavalry and 6000 matchhxkmen.
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and a number of tried and experienced officers, such as MiraS. Makjci,

son ot Iftikh&r Khan, Mirsft Saif-ud-din, Shaikh Ismail Fhthpuri,

ShAh Beg Kh&ksAr and Lachmi B&jput, while the fleet was composed

of 300 imperial war^boats, besides the war-boats of the vassal

samind&rs, particularly, those of Mus& Khan and BahAdur GhAzi of

Chauift. The conunand of the entire force was given to the viceroy’s

brother Ghiyfts Khan (titled ‘ In&yet Khan) , who had rendned long

and valuable services as thonabdiU* ot Alapsingh, and the imperial

fleet and artillery was placed in charge of MirzA Nathan, son of the

mirbahar IhtimAm Khan (who was retained for service against

Khw&ja ’Usnt&n).

Another force was sent at the same time against Ram Chandra,

son of R&ja Kandaipa NAiAyan of Bsklft and son-in-law of

Pratfipiditya so that no assistance might reach the Jessore king from
this side, and that in case BakUL was speedily conquered the imperial

contingent might be free to proceed against Jessore from the southeast

and completely overpower Prat&pfiditya. An equally strong force

was employed for purposes of defence, particularly, against ’Usman.

A number of veteran oflicers, such as Shaikh 'Abdul WAhid, Shaikh

KamAl, and MubAriz Khan, were posted at BgArasindur with SOOO

musketeers while IhtimAm Khan himself, with 400 war-boats, was
stationed at the same strategic point.

Tliere was some delay m the assemblage of the imperial pfficm
and forces from the different thAnahs. GhiyAs Khan with the land

force at his disposal started from Alapsingh, and after several stages

of match, south-westward, crossed the PadmA near AlAipur. and then

moved along the banks of the Jellinghy and its tributary, the Bhairab,

till he reached FAkhwAn (on the Bhairab, SO miles north of Krishnagar

city), then known as Mahadpor-BAghwAn (Mohatpur, six miles

north ot Krishnagar city, Bennell’s Bengal AUae No. I), where he

encamped, awaiting the arrival of the other officers, particularly,

MirzA Nathan, with the fleet.

MirzA Nathan’s arrival at BAghwAn was delayed owing to a

rebellion in the jigir FUrgana (ff ChilAjuwAr of two zamindars,

PJtAmbar (progenitor ot the PuthiA Raj family of RAjshAhi) and his

neifliew, Ananta. Unable to cope with MirzA Nathan , the rdliels

sou^t sheltw with the neighbouring zamindAr, Rah Bakhsh of

AlAipur, who gave thmn ready asylum, and fought hard fw some
time to shake off Mughal tutelage. The Mu^al elephants ffiially

succeeded in breaking open the enemy forts, and the tdbels

were compdled to diqierse. MirzA Nathan resumed his march with

the fleet, and soon joined GhiyAs S3ian at BAghwAn, moving along

the Games, the Jdlin^q% and the Mmirab. About the nuddle of

M
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December, 1611, the entire army marched south-eastwards towards

Jessore along the Bhaitab and the Ichldbnatl and passing by Bongong
(Rennell’s Bengal At&w—Bongong about 86 miles south-east - of

Bllghw£n), reached a place named S&Ika about 10 miles south of

Bongong, near the confluence of the Jamun& and the Ichhgmati.

Here the first engagement with Pratftpftditya took place.

The advance of the Mughal army put PratfipSditya on his mettle.

He equipped a strong army and a fleet and placed them under

expert officers, including Feringis, Afghans, and Pathans and decided

to defend personally his fortified capital Dhumgh&t (about 10 miles

south of Mukundapur, at a place where the united stream of the

Jamunft and the IchhAmati again separated in two different channels

—see S. C. Mitra’s Jaahohar-KhulnSr Itihaa, Vol. II. 158-54) , and he

sent his eldest son, Udayiditya, with the greater part of his land

army, elephants, artillery, and the fieet (500 war-boats) to hold the

strategic point of S&lka. Uday&dHya made a big fort at S&Ika. It

had natural barriers on three sides which rendered it almost

impregiMble. Uday&ditya was assisted by two able officers, Jamftl

Khan, son of Qatlu Khan, who was placed in charge of the cavalry

and the elephants, and Khw&ja Kama!, who acted as the admiral of

the fleet.

The imperialists proceeded towards the enemy fort in a very

cautious numner, with two detachments of the land force, one on

each bank of the IchhAmati, immediately supported by two divisions

of the imperial fleet and with the general support of the main fleet

moving along the river. Udayftditya suddenly appeared on the

scene and launched a vigorous attack on the imperialists. Leaving

Jam&l Khan in charge of. the garrison and the elefdiants at S&Ika

fort, he advanced with the entire fleet, putting Khw&ja Kiam&l in the

van with the stronger and more powerful war-boats and floating

batteries (ghurfibe), and himself leading the centre with the other

boats.

In the engagement that followed, the Jessore fleet by its

overwhelming numbers gained an initial advantage and pressed the

imperial na^ very hard, the SO war-boats of ^e advance guard

bearing the brunt of the attack. But the active and steady support

of the imperial detachments on both banks of the river not only

saved the advance guard but the entire fleet, and soon turned the

course of the battle. Finding the enemy war-boats almost surrounding

the snoall advance guard, the Mughal archers and mudeeteers from

the banks of .the IchhAmsti began action and succeeded in checking

the advance of the enemy. MirzA NathAn, who, played a conspicuous

part in this aflhir, further distinguished himsdf by cutting off the
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raemy fleet and making a breach in its ranks by a rapid march

along the western bank of the river to a point where he found the

van under KhwAja KamAI behind him and the centre under

CJdayiditya in front and on his flanks. This daring enteri»ise of

hfirsA Nathan broke the unity and discipline of the Jessore fleet, and

in the melee that followed, iniwAja KamAl was killed. The fall of

the admiral dedded the battle. UdayAditya lost heart and hastily

fled to his father, narrowly escaping capture. JamAl Khan also

evacuated the fort of SAlka and followed UdayAditya with all the

elephants. The imperialists secured a rich booty, the greater part of

the fleet and the artillery falling into their hands, land only 4t

war^boats escaping with Udayaditya.^

The battle of Salka, whidi closed the flrst stage of the Jessore

campaign, had 'important consequences. The imperialists secured

here a valuable base of operations and could have easily captused

the Jessore prince if they had not succumbed to the temptation of

looting the valuables in the personal boats left by him. PratApAditya’s

naval arm was broken.

The defeat of the Jessore fleet at SAlka inspite of their superiority

of numbers seems to be surprising. The causes are not far to seek,

ft was a naval battle only in name, and it was reaHy decided on land.

The Mughal archers and musketeers posted securely on the high

banks of the IchhAmati, wrought a great havoc on the hel|dess sailors

of the enemy fleet passing below them. Further the very numbers

of the Jessore fleet and the heavy build of some of the warJioats,

particularly, the ghurUbe, proved to be a cause of their defeat. They
were cramped for space and could not sail freely and in proper order

in the IchhAmati, which was not only narrow but full of bends and
turns. The sudden death of the admiral completed the disaster.

The imperialists qient the night at the fort SAlka, and
marching southwards next mining along the western bank of the

fchhAmati, reached the fort of Buihan (Buriianhatty, Rennes
Bengal AUae. No. 1. on the IchhAmati, at the western comer of

SAtkhiiA subdivisbn in KhuInA District, 38 miles east of Fwt
William in Calcutta) and encamped there.

Meantime the eiqiedition sent against RAjA RAmchandra had
triumphed and reached the skirts of the Jessore kingdenn. Thou^
this ruler had barely passed his teens, he decided, under the admse
of his %ahmin nunister, to offer reristance, and came forward to

* BdkekUm. 4Sb4tb. Baamm Ban’* PntapeiUee. (1801), ISM. Tha
lattar eatwhAalM die Baherbtm, and malm Khwaja Xmall to the death for

aana dagra. fodaaaUi Saihar ia tha Fnbed. Kutfli. 1MT.
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make a fort near the iii4)erial entrenchments, and for 7 days fought

hard to hold it. But the fort was captured and the imperialists soon

penetrated into the heart of the country. Hie mother of Rlmdumdra,
who had all along been averse to fighting, now threatened to take

poison unless hostilities were suspended, and the young BfijI was
soon compelled to tender submimion. According to the orders of

Islftm Khan, BA|& Satrajit escorted Rftmchandra to Dacca. The
latter v^as deprived of his kingdom and also of his personal liberty,

like Musi. Khan and Anwftr Khan, and kept confined at Dacca.

After the conquest of Baklfi, the expeditionary force, according

to previous arrangement, moved towards Jessore to join the army
engaged in fighting PratApAditya.

This new danger stirred PratApAditya into fresh activity^ He
decided to fight a second time from a new base, about 5 miles north

of his capital, near the confluence of the KAfllarglriLt carnal and the

JamunA (wrongly termed the “BhAgirathi” in the BoAomtan).
He made a big fort at a strategic point, similar to the fort of SAlka,

and gathered all his available forces, war-boats, and other war-

equipment there. After three days, the imperialists left the fort of

Burfaan, and, proceeding south-eastward along the JamunA (or

IchhAmati, the same river is known as the IchhAmati from the

confluence near Hbi i.e. ^ka, to Basantapur, and as the JamunA
from Basantpur to DhumghAt—S. C. Mitra’s Jashohar-Khnindr

ItUnSt, n, S84), reached the ford of KhArawanghAt after thrM
marches.

Eariy in the morning of a day at the beginiung of January 1619

MinA Nathan, with his own forces and the war-boats, began the

battle by an attack on the enemy fleet stationed *t the cbnfluenee of

the KAgaigldlt canal and the JamunA, and pressed H so hard as to

compel it to seek shelter beneath the fort, ^t his farther advance,

as also the advance of the main imperial fleet b^fond the confluence,

was Peeked by the heavy cannonade of the Jesscne artfllHy. An
GhiyAs Khan, commands, could not cross the JamunA to join Mitdl

Nathan, the latter, along with Lachmi BAjput, had to play a

prominent part in the battle. In the midst of a heavy fire, thqy

succeeded in moving along the KAgargMlt canal to a p<nnt in front

of the enemy fort across a quagmire.

The next problem was how to cross the KAgarf^iAt canal so as

to storm the enemy dtadel in the face of the combined resistance of

the enemy fleet and fort artillery. MirsA Nathan decided to divert

the attention -of the mimuy artillery towards him by an attempt

to otMs the caiuil by means of elephants protected by coats of mml,

taking advantage of which the imperial fleet was to shoot forth froan
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the confluence into the Jaraunfl and overpower the Jessore fleet now
bereft .of the help of their artillery. This plan attained complete

success. As MinA Nathan began to cross the river, the Jessore

artillery opened fire on him and was kept so busy as to be unable to

come to the relief of the Jessore fleet, vriiich was suddenly attacked

by the imperial fleet and completely defeated. The ' imperial

fleet was then free to turn to the help of Mirz& Nathan, who soon

crossed the canal and fell upon the enony fort with the elephants in

front. A severe hand to hand fight followed, and a large number of

men were wounded and killed on both sides. At last Prat&pftditya

felt compelled to retreat, leaving the fort in the hands of the

imperialists, who then encamped at Kftgargh&tft.

The second defeat snled the fate of PratilpAditya and ended

the Jessore campaign. Jamftl Khan, who had so long fought loyally,

now abandoned Phit&pAditya and joined the imperialists. The BAjA
fell back on his capital 'with a dejected heart and eyiess brimming

with tears.’ Here in consultation with UdayAditya, he decided to

give up further resistance. By voluntary submisrion, he hoped to

secure favourable terms from the Bengal governor.

PralApAditya lost no time in tendering submission to the

imperial commander Ghisr&s Khan at KAgarghAtil. The latter was

convinced of the Jessore king’s sincere desire for peace, treated him
very courteously, and ordered the suspension of hostilities. It was
arranged that GhiyAs Khan should personally escort PralApAditya to

Dacca to meet IslAm Khan, and pending his final orders, the

imperialists should remain at KAgarghAtA, and UdayAditya should

continue to hold the capital.

PratApAditya’s hope of securing a favourabTe treatment from

IslAm Khan was not realised. The Jessore king was put in chains,*

and his kingdom was annexed. His sons also appear to have riiared

his fate, and were later on sent to Court, from which they were

ultimately released owing to the intercession of IbiAhim Khan
Fathjang. GhiyAs Khan was placed in charge of the conquered

country, and KhwAja TAhir Muhammad Bakhshi was sent to assess

the revenue of Jessore and arrange for its due realisation. Adequate

arrangements were also made for the direct administration of BaklA.

* Mo auUMutie infamatiaii is avaiialiie icteMdbig the lest jreaM of

Roll^iAdityo*» Kfe. Ihcee may be mbm bath m the traditioo that the Jceeiiia khg
aae hept oonfined in an hon cage at Dacca, and died at laat in Beihnee, on the

aagr to Dellii, ae a prteoner.

Bakmktm, Ma-dTK <1: JadmiaUi SaHur in Pnibad, ICartik, 1M7, 1#
Safidt Chaadia llilia-Jo(MhmJrholiiA> UHUb. II. MM.
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Thus the ctuiquert of Jessore and Bakift was fin&hed in about

a month’s time (e. middle of Dec., 1611—^middle of Januaiy, 1612),

and Islftm Khan was now free to take up the unfinished fade of

disarming Khw&ja ’Usmftn.

But just at this moment, he had to face a double rud of the

Arakanese, which fortunately did not assume serious proportions and
lasted for a short time only. Takmg advantage of the withdrawal

of the garrisons from the frontier thftnahs of Sripur and inkiami^r
in the south and Bhuluft in the east, the Arakanese lunched, almost

simultaneously, two attacks, one on Sripur and ^^krampur, Und the

other on Bhulul. Shaikh Yusuf and ‘Abdul W&hid, the thfinahAra

of Sripur-^krampur and of BhuIuA respectivdy, wore unable to

offer any effective reristance owing to their paucity of troops, and
particularly of war4>oats, and the Arakanese, who had suddenly

fallen upon Sripur with 800 waivboats, carried on thdr plundering

activities with impunity, looting and burning a good many
villages and hamlets and carrying away a large number of captives.

The villages and the people round Bhuluft shared the same fate.

Islftm Khan sent a rdieving force under Shaikh Ashraf Hansiwftl and
Mirzft Nur-ud*din to Sripur and Vikrampur, but it arrived after the

raiders had left. The Arakanese hastily withdrew ftom Bhuluft also;

leaving desolation and distress in their train. (BahariHan.

68b—60a.)

APPENDIX I

It is necessary to clear some misconception that prevails

regarding the time-table of Islam Khan’s appointmoit as governor

of Bengal, his assumption of <dBce at Bajmahal, and of hu subsequent

marA fkrom Rajmahal to Dacca, at the end o{ the first stage of hia

war with Musa Khan. Dr. Borah (Baharistan, II, TBl-92, 81^14)
and Dr. N. K. B. (B. P 6 P., Phrt 11, 48-40), rdying on the dates

given in the Baharistan (1H>, 8a, 21b) in preference to the dates

cfedncihle from the Tuxiik and the Iqbalnamah and the dates

definitely mentioned in Abdul LatJTs Diary (Prabari, 1826, Aawin.

p 662-4), has suggested that the date of Islam Khan’s appointment

as governor dioald be pushed back by a year ftom May 16M to Bby,

1607. and that the date of Islam Khan’s arrival at Dqcca should 1m

shnihrly pudied ba^ by two years from the end of July, 1610, to

the «id of July, 1608.

Apart from the acknowledged fact that the Baharistan iavetydeft*

cieBt m dates, in diarp omtrast with tiie other contempwniy Peisisa
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chioniclea» paiticulariy, the Tuzuk. in which ahnost every important

event is dated, the definite dates mentioned in the Baharistan on
which Dr. Borah relies cannot at all be fitted into the time-table of

events narrated in detail in the text. According to these dates^

Dttimam Khan was granted by the Emperor leave to start for Bengal

on the fth Babi-ul-Awal. 1016 AJI. (SOth June, 1607) and he

actually started after the Emperor had reviewed his fieet on the 0th

Babi-ul-Awal, 1016 A.H. (4th July, 1607) , and the iittperial

fleet oxtered the Ichhamati through an excavated canal with a view to

attacking Musa Khan’s fort of D&kchatfi on the 07th Bfibi-ul-Awal,

1017 AJS. (11th July, 1608). It means that the whde aeries of

events—•Ihtimam Khftn’a long journey from Af^ to Bajmahal through

the Ganges, with frequent stoppages, Islam Khan’s activities at

Bajmahal prior to his dqmrture along the Ganges for Lower Bengal

his slow march through the hostile country, his campaigns against

numerous zamindars on the way, his kheda (^xoations at Nazirpur,

his encampment at Ghoraghat for the rains, his resumption of

warfare against the zamindars, his encamimxent at Shahzadapur and
celebration of the Bamzan festival, his prolonged conflict with Musi
Khan culminating in the capture of DikchaiA fort after 85 days of

fighting, all these are to be crowded into one year only. That this

did not actually hajqxmi, and that at least two nainy seasons, instead

of one, actimlly elapsed between Ihtimam’s starting from Agra and
the conquest of Dikdmii, is evidoit from the Baharistan. In p. 5a

we find that Ihtimam Khan reached Akbamagar from Agra on the

day fixed for marching towards Bhati, on the same day on which

Pratapaditya’s envoy also came, obviously at the end of the rains

when campaigning was possible, and in p. Oa we again find Islam

Khan marching from Shahpur towards Ghoraghat to qxend the tains

there, with a view to resuming his march towards Bhati after the

appearance ot the Canopus. That Ihtimam Khan, who had started

with a large fleet from Agra on 4th July, 1607, could not reach

Akbamagar or Bajmahal covering a distance of about 270 miles

through the Ganges, with a haltage at Patna for a week, with an

additional haltage at Allahabad, a pilgrimage at Jhunsi, a fi^t with

pirates at Chajuha (probably 25 miles down Jhunsi), and then a
trip from Patna to Bhotas and back, covering an additional distance

of about 200 miles, with a foesh haltage of 12 days at Bhotas^ before

the beginning of October, 1607, appears on^ too probable. It meaner
therefore, that the rains of 1607 were passed by Ihtimam Khan pn
the way to Bajmahal and those of 1608 at Ghora^iat. If this be
coriect, the date of entry of the imperial fleet into the Idihamatl

mnst be pushed forward at least by a year, tonally to sonm timo hi
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July 1600, even on the assumption that the date of Ihtimam Slian'a

move from Agra to Rajmahal was 4th July, 1607. Hiis assumption

also appears untenable. That Ihtimam Khan was ai^inted
mirbahar of the Bengal fleet about the same time, if not on the same
date as Islam Khan was appointed subahdar, is quite clear from the

Tlizuk (B. & B. I. 14S-44), and that the date of Idam Khan’s

appointment was on or after the 20th Muharram, 1017 A.H. (6th

1608), and not 1014 A.H. as the Aligarii edition of the text erf

the Thsuk wrongly has it (pp. 67, 68) , can also easily be establidied

by a scrutiny of some <rf the dates befmre and irfter this particular

date in .the Tuzuk itsdf [ 8rd Safar, obviously of 1016 'AH. (80th

May, 1607),' date erf Qutb-ud-din IQian Kokas’ death at Burdwan,

(R. & B. I., 86. 113), 14th Zil Hijja, 1017 (21st March, 1609), ^te
of esdebration of the Fourth New Yearns Ftest after the aescesshw

by the Emperor (R. & B. I. 164)] substantiated by the evidene» erf

the Iqbalnamah and Abdul LatiTs Diary, so that the ae;tual dates

the appointment of Islam 1^*" and Ihtimam Khan to their reapeeH:ive

etffices in Bengal were 6th May, 1608, and that the elate erf entry erf

the imperial fleet into the Ichhamati was after the lapse oC two rainy

seasons ftom this date, that of 1608 qient by Islam Khan at Rajmahal

and that of 1609 at Ghoraghat, sometime in July, 1610. In the l^^t

erf these remarks there is hardly any reason to hold that the dates

deduced from the tocts of the Tuzuk and the Iqbalnamah seem tq

be wrong and that the eVielene^ of the Baharistan is to be prdferred

to other authorities.



CHAPTER XV.

LAST ACHIEVEMENTS OF ISLAM KHAN.

I. Faix or TJsman Afghan.

The final expedition against Khwfija Usnifin was organised on
an imperial and not a provincial scale, and many high officers

from outside Bengal were employed in it. Its importance can be
judged bom the fact that it is ^e only Bosgsl afllair desmbed in

detail in Jahangir’s autobiography. Shujft’at Khan, a membn of

the family of the venerable Shaikh Salim Chiriiti and a great

lavourite of the Emperor, was summoned bom the Deccan and

entrusted with the chief command. He with his rider brother Shaikh

B&yizid, a nephew named Shaikh ‘Itft, and a son named Shaikh Qfirim,

was the first to reach Dacca and meet Isl&m Khan. At firri it was
decided to try peaceful measures to win over *Usm&n and an urgent

message was sent through a courier in which the Afghan leader was

advised to give up his obstinacy, arrogance, and lust of power, and
voluntarily tend» submisaon, so as to save himself and his thousands

of followers. ‘Usmftn sent a spirited reply. He retorted that after

many vicissitudes of fortune, he had retired to a quiet comer of the

country where he wanted to live in peace, leaving the Mughals
masters of the entire region, and that if the latter were determined

to oust him evm from that comer, he would have no other alternative

than to take up arms and try his luck again.

Islftm Khan knew well that Sylhet was the stronghold of the

Afghans and that Bfiyizid Karr&ni was thrir acknowledged leader.

It was he who had given asylum to 'Usnffin, and it TTsmlfai was to

be fina4y crashed, Bftyizid also must be subdued. Two expeditions

almost equal strength must therefore be fitted out and sent at

the same time, one against Bftyixid in Sjdhet, the other against TJsmSn
in his new ritadd of DlAr, in the southern extremity of the Sylhet

district (indentified by % Jadunath Sailcar, in Praban, Agrahayan,

ISfiS^ p. 14^ with Patan VthOr, one mile north-west of Sri Shniya or

Brinji, 16 miles east of the north-east comer of Hm in the

Manlavibfiair subdivision of Sylhet).

The fnoe under Shnfi'at Khan consisted of a huge body of

horse and foot, including 600 pidced cavalry of Islam Khan, and

4000 musketeers, with s large number of etephants and the whole of

86
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the imperial fleet in charge of Ihtimam Khan, together with the
war-boats of Sonii Ghfizi, the vassal zamindar of Sar^l.

The command of the expedition against Bayizid was given to
Shaikh Kamal. This army comprised a large number of foot

soldiers, 1000 picked cavalry of IsKim Khan, 4000 musketeers, with
100 war-elephants and the entire fleet seized from Musa Khan and
his confederates. Starting from Dacca, Shuja'at Khan encamped at

the fort of Sarail, now an inland place, 7 miles north of .the sub-

divisional town of Brihmanbaria, but even in Rennell’s time a river

flowed by Sarail into the Megna. (Sheet No. VI.) As it was not
thought advisable for the fleet to move any further, it was stationed

at Sai&il in charge of Malik Husain, nephew of Ihtimam Khan, lind
the land force then resumed its march along the banks of the Megnft
towards the north-east for about 34 miles and reached the fort of

Taraf in nine marches.

Shuja’at Khan re.sted for a day at Taraf, and leaving a smalt
garrison in that fort, marched next momihg northwards till he came
near the foot of the hill-pass of Tup% or Putin {Putyajury, about
5 miles north of ‘Tarroff,’ skirting the Satgaon hills—Rennell’s

Bengal Atlae, VI, is probably meant) and encamped there. At this

strategic point, the first engagement with the enemy was to be
expected. Khwaja Wali, the third brother of Khwaja ’Usman, was
guarding the hill-pass with two forts, a bigger one made on the top
of the pass, and a smaller one, a block house, made in. the middle.

But the advancing Mughals found both posts abandoned. The
Baharistan commenting on the cowardice and incompetence of

Khwaja Wali, says that “he gave up a post which could be defended
even by an old woman, not to speak of iron-clad warriors arid

artillery men,” thereby doing the greatest disservice to the cause

of ’Usmin and paving the way for a cleavage in his ranks.

Shuja’at Khsin halted for a day at the fort of Putia for celebrat-

ing the festival of Sacrifice (’Id-i-Qurbdn, Srd Pebruajry, 161*) and
resumed his march next morning. The imperialists formed their

battle array in the following order. The centre was led by the

commander-in-chief himself, aided by Mu’taqid Khan and Ihtimilm

Khan : the van was placed in charge of MirzTi Nathan, aided, among
others, by Sayyid Adam, Shaikh Achhk, Mirzk Qftnm, and Son&
Ghftzi, zamindar of Sar&il: the right wing was entrusted to Iftikhllr

Khan, and the left to Kishwar Khan: the command of thei atdvance-

reserve was given to Shaikh QKshn, son of Shujk’nt Khen. At Hiiis

stage, reinforcenients in men and material sent by Islbn Khan
arrived, in the form of one thousand cavalry, a large number of

musketeers^and a large quantity of food stuff.
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At the news of the steady advance of Shujfi’at Khan towards
his capital, ‘Usman marched forward to face him in the following

order. He hhnself led the centre with a force of 3000 picked cavalry

5000 infantry, and 40 war-elephants. Khwaja Wali was placed on the

left wing with 1000 cavalry, 3000 infantry, and SO elcphantsi, and
Shir-i-Mayd&n, a trusty slave, on the right wing with 700 cjavalry,

1000 infantry, and 30 elephants. The van was entrusted to Khw£ja
Malhi and Khwaja Ibrahim, younger brothers of 'Usman, and Khwaja
Dftud, his nephew, with 1500 cavalry, 3000 infantry, and 50 elephants.

From his capital, Uhar, TTsman pi'oceedcd eastward for about 13 or

IS miles, covering the distance in two marches, and reached the

village of DawlambUpur in the "Forty-four Pargnnas” (exact

place not yet fixed—probably a village about a mile or half a mile

north of HSil HSor, four or five miles south of MaulavilbaKair, and
six or seven miles east of Putyftjury—vide Prabaei, Agrahayan, 1338.

p. 148) and entrenched there. The place was well-chosen. It was
at a distance of a mile and a half from the camp of the imperialists

and separated from the latter by> a big quagmire, which was fringed

by a large and thick row of arcca-nut trees. By means of planks

fastened to these trees, a sort of raised battery was made on which

guns were mounted. From this well fortified position behikid the

quagmire, 'UsmAn bade defiance to the imperialists.

Shuj&’at Khan fully realised the difiiculty of the situation. 'Usmiln

had selected an almost impregnable position for defence, compelling

his assailants to take the offensive and fight in an inconvenient position.

The Mughal general moved forward and made his entrenchments near

the bog at a distance of half a koa from those of ‘Usman.

Hostilities commenced in the morning of Sunday, the 13th

March, 1613 (9th Muharram, 1031 A.H.); the imperialists opened

the attack on the right wing of ‘Usmfin, (under Shir-i-MaydAn) , on

being falsely informed by an officer of the van that the enemy right

was about to fall upon them. This false alarm disturbed the order

of the imperialist forces. The solidarity of the van was broken.

While one division oi the van swerved towards the left to the aid

of the left wing under Kishwar Khan, another division turned to the

right and advanced towards the row of areca-nut trees bordering

this side of the bog. ‘UsmAn readily took advantage of this

confusion in his enemy’s van and sent a body of infantry aeross the

bog to attack the second division of it. A severe hand-to-hand fight

followed and the small imperialist division was about to be overthrown.

As both parties got mixed up in the close combat, Mirril Nathan,

the leader of the van, could not use his artillery for fear of killing*

his own men. To make matters worse, the Imperial artillery, which
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was posted at the main entrenchments at a distance of more than a
koa, opened fire from behind, killing one of their own officers. Shaikh

Achhi, and diq>er»ng the rest.

The confusion in the van also affected the right wing under

Btikh&r Khan. As soon as his soldiers saw the second division of

the van moving towards the right, tiiey became festive, brcfiie their

ranks, and rushed forward. The disorder hoe grew worse when
one imperial elephant became heated and charged another. Iftikhar

Khan was soon cut off from the rest of the force, and, with only 42

horsemen and 14 foot soldiers, crossed the bog and fell upon the left

wing of *Uunfin led by Wall. This sudden attack unnerved Whli

and he was about to be overpowered. At this critical moment,
‘Usmfin rushed to the help of Wali, rebuked him for his cowardice,

and feO upon the small body of imperialists led by Iftikhfir Khkn
and completdy) surrounded them. Most of the soldiers were

wounded or killed, Iftikh&r Khan himself being slain.

While the right wing of the imperialists was thus utterly

broken up by ‘Usm&n, the left wing under Kishwar Khan, which had
launched an attack on the Afghan right, aided by a division of the

van, fared no better at the hands of ‘UsnAn's favourite slave,

Shir-i-Mayd&n. The latter nuule a vigorous countercharge with his

elephants in front, and, after a short fight, succeeded in. ovier-

whelming the left wing, killing Kiriiwar Khan along with Sfyyid

Adam (an officer of the van), wounding many, and compeUing the

rest including Sont GhAzi, zamindar of SaiAil, (who was also in the

van), to retreat towards the main camp. The victorious Af(^n
commander pursued the fugitives till he came upon the mah
imperial entrenchments. His further advance being here checked

by the artilleiy, he fell back striking the rear of th'e Imperial van

(under Mirza Nathan) now much reduced in number.

Mirza Nathan for a time made a stand against the Afghan

commander and compelled him to retire, but the latter was soon

'joined by Mumriz (the son of ‘UsmAn) and renewed the attack.

In this CDgagement two Afghan elephants, BAz and BakhtA, wrought

great havoc on the imperial van, the latter elephant narrowly missed

crushing MirzA Nathan to death by lifting him bodily wfth! his

horse and then dadiing him against the ground. Mirdl Nathan was

wounded and carried unconscious to the camp. This accident

completed the discomfiture of the van whidi gave up further

fighting and fell back on the advanee-teserve and also on the centre.

A dose and bloody combat continued tor some time between, the

prominent officers of the advance-reserve and those of the Afghan

vanguard, the latter pr^flmg in the aid.
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The cause of the imperialists appeared to be lost. Their right

and left wings had been thoroughly defeated and the commanders
of both slain. Their vanguard also had suffered a similar reverse

and had retreated discomfited^ The one ray of hope lay in the

centre which was still unassailed.

The centre under ShujS’at Khan had now to bear the brunt of

the attack of the triumphant enemy. A severe fight ensued in which
the Afghans succeeded in breaking the centre smd isolating the

commander-in-chief. An attempt was then made to capture or kill

him along with his standard-bearer with the help of ‘Usmiftn’s raging

elephant named Bakhta. This elephant tried to seize Shuj&'at Khan
and pin him to the ground; it succeeded in throwing him off his horse,

and only the personal valour and cool judgement of Shujft’at Khan
together with the timely help of his faithful personal attendants

saved him. Another elephant charged the standard-bearer mounted

on a horse, and bore him with the standard down to the ground.

Shuja’at Khan hurried to his rescue, and mounting him on

another horse, made him unfurl the standard again. The elepbakit

Bakhta was ultimately killed.

When the imperialists had thus been reduced to a perilous

position, as the result of bitter fighting from early morning till

mid-day, and the victory of the Afghans seemed certain, the tide

of fortune rolled back owing to an unforeseen accident. This was

the infliction of a mortal wound upon KhwSlja ‘Usmftn'by a Mughal

horseman, named Shaikh ’Abdul Jalil, a devoted follower of Iftikhftr

Khan. Determined to avenge the loss of his leader, ’Abdul Jalil

rushed towards ‘Usman, who was compelled to ride on an elephisat

owing to his corpulence, and shot an arrow at him at so close a range

that it passed through his left eye into the brain. ‘Usmhn pieieed

his assailant through with his javelin, and then drew out the arrow

with his own hand, but in so doing, he lost alsokhis right eye (which

came out of its socket) , and became totally blind. Nothing

daunted, the valiant Afghan covered his eyes with a handkerchief

with his left hand, so as to conceal his fatal wound from' the gaze of

his followers, while, with his right hand, he beckoned his elephant-

driver to proceed towards Shuja’at Khan. But he rapidly lost his

speech and died. The news of the death of ‘Usmin wa4 catcTully

concealed, and Mumriz, his son, promptly conveyed the body of the

dead chieftain on the back of his dq>hant to the camp), and himself

returned to the fidd. But the life and soul of the struggle for

independence was gone, and the Afghans, defntved of thdr great

leader, continued desultory fighting till the end of the day, and then

decided to fiee to Uhir at night.
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The imperialists, who were yet unaware of this favourable turn

of affairs, returned to their camp at dusk, dejected and dispirited

owing to their heavy loss of officers and men, and passed the night

with great vigilance. Sometime before day-break (Monday, the ISth

March, 1612), some of the soldiers, who were mounting guard

advanced towards the Afghan camp but found no trace of. the enemy
and reported the welcome news to the commander-in-chief. But
in view of the dearth of officers and men, and, particularly, of the

uncertainty regarding the fate of ‘Usman, ShujA’at Khan did not

think it advisable to pursue the enemy.

Thus the battle of Daulambapur, which had began so well for

‘Usmftn and the Afghans, finally ended in disaster to them, and

the imperialists blundered into victory. The battle, which was a

brief morning’s affair and was practically finished by mid-day,

evinced the definite superiority of the Afghans to the Mughals in

generalship, tactics, and discipline. In fact, the Mughals failed to

make a stand anywhere, and were defeated at every point, and the

Afghans, and, especially, their well-trained elephants, carried

everything before them and wrought great havoc on their opponents.

The Mughals finally snatched victory out of defeat, but it was solely

due to an act of Providence, the fall of ‘Usman in battle ‘ struck by
the arrow of Fate ’ which left the Afghans without a leader.

The sons and brothers of ‘Usman, in consultation wHh 'Wali

Mandu-Khcl, the minister, left the camp quietly for Uhar after

midnight. The body of ‘Usman was to be buried there, and the

members of his harem were to be killed, lest they riiould fall into

the hands of the imperialists, and, with Mumrijs, the eldest son of

‘Usman, formally installed as their leader, the war of independence

was to be resumed. The body of ‘Usman was accordingly conveyed

to Uhir within S4 hours and buried in a secluded spot between two

hills, while a false tomb was prepared in the yard of his palace

(which was locally termed the Big Bungalow) , by the side of which

all his wives, and daughters, except one, already betrothed and now
given in marriage to his nephew DAud, were buried, after they had

been put to the sword. All the Afghans then gave the turban and

the sword of ‘Usn^n to Mumris and swore allegiance to him. and

then prepared for renewing the war.

Bn* .!»*» project *>0 aniHwnt of new divisions and

dissensions amongst the Afghan leaders and the’'* scrambles tor

power. With ‘Usman, the soudarity and unity of .. ; . Afghans was

gone, and the machinations of Wah to supplant Mumris from power

spelt ruin^to the Afghans. Wali had already showed his cowardice

and incompetence by his hasty letrMt from the fort of Putfl as
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alao in the battle of Daulamb&pur, and he now gave proof of hia lust

for power by intriguing with his father-in-law, Wali Mandu-Khcl,
minister of ‘Usm&n, to overthrow Mumriz and step into his place.

Though Mumriz made a laudable attempt to keep up unity by a
voluntary abdication in favour of his uncle Wali, the latter failed to

win the support of the Afghan chiefs, and even of. his own brother,

Mialhi. Instead of trying to win over Malhi by peaceful means,

Wali put him in chains and kept him confined in his house. Tliis

cruel and tactless conduct disgusted all the Afghan chiefs who
refused to serve under Wali, and the Baharistan justly remarks

that ‘owing to the evil ways of Khwilja Wali, the whole of the

Afghan army fell into disorder*. Unwilling to part with power, and
eager to maintain his leadership even at the cost of his own
independence and the interests of his clan, Wali betrayed the cause

of the Afghans by opening negotiations for peace with Shuj&’at

EChan.

Meantime, the position of the imperialists had much improved

with the arrival of reinforcements under ‘Abdus Salftm and Mirzfi

Maqsud. Shuj&’at Khan marched towards UhUr, but near the

capital, Wali Mandu-Khel came to see him along with Ya’qub, the

younger brother of. Mumriz, and prayed for a week’s respite to

bring in Wali and the other Afghan nobles for tendering submission.

Shuj&’at Khan agreed to wait on condition that all the elephants

except 85 female ones, exempted for purposes of transport, were

surrendered within two days. The demand was complied with, and

the imperial commander resuming his march, encamped at Ainiyft

(not identified) and awaited the arrival of the Afghans.

On the eleventh day of the month of Muharram, 4th March,

161S, Khwaja Wali, Khwaja Malhi, Khw&ja Ibifthim, the brothns

of Khwftja ‘Usm&n, Khw&ja Daud (nephew) , and Khw&ja Mumriz
and Khwftja Ya’qub, sons of ‘Usm&n, along with Wali Mandu-Khel
and other Afghan notables totalling 400 men, tendered their

submission, and were given robes of honour and lavishly entertaineH

by Shujft’at Khan.
The commander-in-chief posted troops to hold Uhftr, and then

started on his return journey to Dacca, holding in custody the

brothers and sons of ‘Usmftn and the leading Afghan nobles, and

leaving garrisms in the strategic forts of Taraf and SaiAil. At the

latter idace, Ihtim&m Khan, the Mirbahar of the Bengal flotilla

suddenly died. At Satftil, the imperial fleet rejoined the army, and

the whole body entered Dacca on the 7th Safer (SUi April, 1612).

Ld&m Khan annexed the domain of ‘Usmftn, disbanded hb
army, ordered hb brothers and sons' to be kept in confinement
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pending their deq>atch to tbh Imperial Court, and sent a full rqwrt
of the whole affair to the Emperor. The Emperm’, vdio was then at

Agra, heaved a sigh ai relief that * through the unstinted mercy of

the Almighty Giver, Bengal had been freed from the disturbance of

‘UsmAn, the Afghan ’ (Tuxuk, R. B. I. 207, 214), and es e reward

for this good service, he promoted IsUm Khan to the rank of 6000

personal, honoured Shuj&’at Khan with the title of ‘ Rustam of the

Age ’ (Ru$tam-i-Zamdn) , and also increased his rank by 1000

personal and horse.*

II. Conquest or Stlhbt

The tragic end of the war of independence waged by 'Usmftn

ultimately determined the fate of the struggle led by B&yizid

Kanftni against the Mughal expeditionaiiy force commanded by
Shaikh Kamill. This general on reaching the outskrits cf Biyizid’s

domain, began a series of plundering raids in order to terrorise the

inhabitants into submission.

Isl&m Khan decided to strengthen the force against Bayizid by

sending to Shaikh KamAl a laige body of reinforcements received from

Bih&r with the necessary equipment and rations. That general had in

the meantime, reached the bank of the river Surma, at some distance

from the fort of Sylhet, the capital of Kyizid.

Apprised of the rapid advance of the imperialists, BSyizid ^t
his younger brother Ya’qub at the head of a large number of Afghan

chiefs to make a fort on the bank of the SurmA outside the environs

of his fortified capital, and check the further progress of the enemy.

At this news. Shaikh KamSl de^tched Raja Satrajit, with

other vassals, to make n fort on the bank of the SurmA, opposite

* 'ntsuk (K. B. I. M8-15, CSO) : fobidnunah, SOUS : BaharuUm. MS.

SftipTSbb 97»«6a, also Dr. Bonh’s Thuulation, I. lOO-IIS, lS7-tOS, tOO. ei5 and

J. N. Saritar, Pnbasi, Agmhojfoit, 18S8, 14ff>lSS : Makhsan>i-Afghani in Dom’a

Tnutdation, Fart I. 18S-84, and in Bloehmann's Ihanalatkm of (lie Ain-i>Akbari, I.

SS041 ; Bolieit's TtmeU (London, MSS), p. 77, Rigiui (Abd. Satfan’a tr.) 17S.79;

Stewart, 1$04S : Beni Piaaad, History of Jahangir, SOS-IS

:

In the li^t of the detailed and hudy accurate account supplied in the

Bahairiitan by Mink Nathan, who waa the leader of the Mu^ial van at the battle of

Danlamhl^Nir, conflimed generally by tbe TwaA and Uakhaum-Mffkani, nany

misoonoeptions still current regarding sonw of tbe important details of the *Uainan

epimde may be corieeted, tM- the site of the Anal bottle, the eaintal of

'Danan in fijdhrt, Uw pteciee manner of his death, tbe treatment accorded to bis

aons fmd brothms, etc.

‘Uimia’s cigAive brothers and sons were produced before Jahingir on ISth

September, 1419.
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the fdH of Ya’qub, and ’ in front of KadamtilA (unidentified)

which was outside the town of Sylhet’. The Baja crossed the

SurmA under cover of the artillery and fell upon the fort of Ya’qub,
and after a week’s fighting, captured this fort. When the first

rumour of 'UsmAa’s discomfiture was found to be baseless, BAyiaid

and Ya’qub renewed the operations with greater vigour. The
position of the Afghans was at this time strengthened by the arrival

of a large force from the Raja of KachAr.

Raja Satrajit, who had to bear the brunt of this renewed attack

failed to cope with it. After a feeble resistance, he gave up the

captured fort, and fell back upon the fortifications on the other ride

of the SurmA. At last after some more fighting in which the

imperialists were sorely pressed, the news of the fall of *UsmAn and
of the final victory of ShujA’at Khan came as a fatal blow to BAyizid

and his men. Their resistance collapsed and they begged for peace.

BAyizid handed over all his elephants to Shaikh KamAl, and arranged

to accompany the latter, with Ya’qub and the leading Afghan chiefs

and his whole family, to Dacca for tendering submission to the

subahdar.

Leaving a trusty officer for the administration of Sylhet, and
placing MubAriz Khan in charge of the imperial forces. Shaikh

KamAl proceeded to Dacca with the Afghan vassals and the

elephants, reaching the capital after ShujA’at Khan’s arrival there.

IslAm Khan received the new vassals with greater pomp, and
treated them with greater severity than in the case of ’UsmAn’s

sons and brothers. Sylhet was formally annexed to the Bengal

subah, and the administrative arrangements made tentatively by
Shaikh KamAl were approved. BAyizid, his brother, and the leading

Afghan chiefs were deprived of their personal liberty and kept in

close custody. (BahariHan, 6Sa-64b, 06b-67a, 75a-76a, 98a : Tuzuk
and Iqbelnemak are siloit on the Sylhet war).

m. Kachab invadbd

l^m Khan next turned his attention towards KachAr, and smit

Shaikh KamAl for the conquest of that country. The latter first

came to Sylhet, made it the base of his operations, and with

additional <^c«8 and men, including MubAriz Khan and 88 Amirs

bom Bihar, proceeded against the KachAr lung.

Tlie KachAr king, Satrudaman, aUtu PratAp NArignan (e. 1808*

88), who was noted for his ability and ambition, determined to offer

a stxui^ resistance. His capital, Maibung, situated in the midst

of the North KachAr hills, about 50 miles north of Silchar town,

80
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was inaccesible to the invaders. He strengthened his defences by
making two forts, at two strategic points on the western frontier

of his kingdom, one on the north-western border at Asur&tekar

(probably modem Haritikar) and the other probably on the

south-western border at Pratapgarh, about 20 miles south-west of

Asuratekar, situated in the midst of a dense forest.^

The Mughal commander marched south-westwards for about

35 miles and reached the vicinity of the fort of Fratapgarh, and
attempted to take it by assault. The Kacharis, who were expert in night

attacks and guerilla warfare, made repeated night attacks and also

otherwise harassed the Mughals by cutting off stragglers from their

camp. After a month’s stubborn opposition, they were, however,

compelled to give way and retreat to the hill-fort of Asuratekar.

The imperialists occupied the fort of Prat&pgarh, and then

proceeded towards the north-east, and probably encamped on the

left bank of the Barak opposite the fort of Asuratekar. After more
stubborn fighting this fort too was taken.

The loss of the two frontier forts cooled the military ardour
of the Kachilr king, and he offered to come to terms with the

Mughals. Shaikh Kam&l readily responded to his appeal for peace,

and sent a report to Isifim Khan. The latter approved of Shaikh
Kamal’s action, and a peace was patched up with the Kachar king.

But Islfim Khan was thwarted in his design by an interference,

probably for the first time, from the Emperor, who had received

repeated reports of his autocratic and arrogant conduct, particularly

towards the officers sent from Court, and of his partiality for his

own men. The measures which Jahangir had taken to rectify the
abuse, including a seventeen-point /armdn* had not proved effective,

and the Emperor felt it necessaiiy to openly intervene and send a
peremptory farmdn disapproving of Islam Khan’s hasty peace with
the Kachar king, and asking him to renew the campaign under the
command of Mubariz Khan, an imperial officer, in the place of Shaikh
Kamal. The Bengal governor was compelled to obey.

^ AJl«n, Assam Disiriet OoMetteer, Vol, II. Chap, 1. p. 62, vefen to the remaint
of a mud fmrt, 9 miles north-east of the Fathaikandi Police Staiimi, in

subdivision and m pargana Fhitapgarii, Sylhet, of Raja P^atSp Singh, whom he
describes as a local chiltain, but who appeaid to be Raja India Fhilfe NUvan
of Kachir.

2 TuMuk (R. B. I. SOS) : BakwrkUm, lOSb-lOSa. Thoo^ the farmOn was
issued for the guidance of the subahdaTs in general, almost eveiy danse appears
to have been aimed at IsUhn Khan, who was more than an.v onie of hit coUeegues.
guilty of breaches of the rules framed.
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Mub&riz Khan established a thfinah at Asuifttekar and then

proceeded towards the capital of the Kach&r king. Alarmed at the

determined attitude of the imperialists, the Kachir ruler now
definitely tendered his submission and sealed It with the payment
of a suitable tribute. {Bahamian, 101a, 105a-b)

.

IV. Dacca made Capital

About this time, some changes occurred in the government of

the Bengal subah, Mirza Husain Beg, the new diwftn, reached Dacca
and took charge of his ofiice. A new ofllce of wagfa-navit (a news*

writer) was created, and Aga Yaghmn Isfahani, who was appointed

to this post, reached Dacca soon after the new diwftn. The
rcaqi'anavU was appointed to watch the activities of the subahdar

and send regular reports to court without reference to him.

With the submission of the Kachftr king about the end of May,
1612, the process of conquest and consolidation initiated by Isiftm

Khan practically reached its completion, and the whole of Bengal,

including Sylhet and Kachar, was now brought under the effective

control of the Mughal government. Islam Khan now rignalised the

final establishment of imperial authority over the entire province by
the inauguration of Dacca, the scene of his activities for the last

two years, as the new capital, in place of B&jmahal. He renamed

the city Jahftngimagar, in honour of the reigning sovereign.

This transfer of the capital was not the outcome of a preconceived

plan on the part of Isiftm Khan, but rather the result of mcigencies

of circumstances. Dacca grew into political and military importance

owing mainly to its strategic position. As a result of the prolonged

stay of the Bengal viceroy I^n Singh (1602>1604) here, a town

sprang up round the old imperial outpost of Dacca, serving as the

nucleus of the future capital. Mftn Singh seems to have strengthened

the fortifications of Dacca, so that it soon came to be regarded as

one of the four fortresses of the Bengal subah. The same military

and political exigencies attracted Islam Khan as well to Dacca, and

his continued residence there finally determined its status. Worn
a military settlement, Dacca became the seat of the civil govomment,

and ultimately emerged as the official capital of the Bengal subah,

and it also became a busy c^tre of trade and industries.

Isl&m Khan himself contributed much to the devdopment of

Dacca. A new fort was built, inside which a new pdace was

constructed, no vestige of whidi now exists, and new roads were

laid down, a|l skirting the river which is at inesent known as the
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BurigsngA. The defences of the city were improved by means of

two forts made on either side of the point where the river Dulai

bifurcated (one branch joining the Lakhiyft at Demift and the other

at Khiztpur,) described by the author of the BahariHan as the forts

of MuiAd Khan, and also by means of artificial canals, the

course of some of which may still be traced.

Rijmahal, the old capital, on the other hand, was gradually

abandoned. A change in the course of the Ganges on which this

city stood had set in, by which the river finally receded neatly a koa,

making the city inaccessible to war-boats and unsuitable for strong

defence. Further, as the centre of political interest had now
definitely shifted from northern and western Bengal to southern

and eastern Bengal, the political importance of R&jmahal was bound

to diminish. A number of other issues besides the decay of Bftjmahal

were at work in regard to the transfer of the capital, foremost of

which was the determination of Isl&m Khan to subdue Mus& Khan
and the Twelve Bhuiyfis first and Khwftja TJsm&n of Bohfimagar

next, for the fulfilment of which Dacca was most favourably situated.

Another important motive appears to have been the suppreraon of

the Magh and Feringi pirates, for which a convenient place was

required from which a close watch on the usual routes followed by
the pirates could be kept.

The estabK^ment of the capital at Dacca by Isl&m Khan early

in April, 1612, Vas an event of great importance in the history of

Mughal rule in Bengal. For nearly a century, with a short break

about the middle, Dacca continued to hold its proud position of

the provincial metropolis. During this time there was an all round

development of the city. It extended in territory, its trade and

industries developed, its commerce flourished, and it also attracted

a large number foreigners whose accounts throw mudi light on
the wealth and general prosperity of Daooa in the seventeeSiUi

century.

V. Conquest or Kamrup, 1613

Now that the hands of Isl&m Khan were free, he determined to

renew his attack on K&mrup. The dynastic jeaktusy between the

rival houses of Kuch Bihftr and Kftmrup, had'prompted an unprovoked
attack on the Kuch frontier districts of B&hiiband and BMtaiband
by Bsrikshit by. which his sway had been pudred up to SalkonB in

the south-west. Raja Raghu;^th of l^udMng was a Mugb<^ vawl,
but Paiikshit had captured this Raja’s fsmOy and the Bengal
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vicetO|y> now promiaed to recover the captives by ctmquering

IC&mrup.

Early in November, 1612 Islftm Khan sent a large expedition

against Kftmrup under Mukarram Khan, with Shaikh Kam&l as

second in command, and R&ja Raghun&th as the guide. This force

included 1000 picked cavalry, 5000 musketeers, 300 state elephants,

and 400 imperial war-boats, berides 100 war-boats of MusS. Khan
under his admiral ‘Adil Khan. A large number of imperial officers,

including 22 officers of Bih&r, and vassal zamindars, including Afghan

mansabd&rs of Bftyizid and ‘UsmAn, joined the expedition.

From Dacca the invaders marched by way of Bhftw&l, Tok
(8 December, 1612), Bajrapur, and PatladA (south of the Karib&ri

hills) till they reached SalkonA, on the left bank of the Brahmaputra

;

midway between Patl&d& and H&tsilft. Here the K&mnip flotilla

(300 war-boats) offered battle, but after a hard flght was overpowered,

leaving most of its boats to the victorious Mughals.

From SalkonA the army (reinforced in the meantime) proceeded

northwards very cautiously along the banks of the Brahmaputra,

skirted by hills and dense forests, and arrived near Dhubri. Before

attacking this stronghold, it was d^ided to secure the line of

communication by conquering Parikshit’s newly acquired territories

of B&hirband and Bhitarband (covering the entire right bank of the

Brahmaputra between PatlAdA and Dhubri). This was achieved by
MirzA NAthan after a brief campaign.

The fort of Dhubri was reputed to be the strongest of the forts

in the entire Kuch region, and its siege dragged on for three months

and a half. Finally, one morning, the Mughal artillery commenced
a heavy Are simultaneously from the main battery and the three

smaller ones, and kept the garrison busy, while the belddn (sappers

and miners) took advantage of the enemy’s preoccupation to proceed

under the shelter of the nearest earthen mound, across the surrounding

moats, to the base of the inner wall of the fort and make a breach

there wide enough for an elephant to pass through. By midday, this

was completed, and through this opening, the Mughal infantry from

the four erections rushed into the fort, with their war elephants in

front, putting the garrison to flight to GilAh (GilAhjhAr. on the

western bank of the GadAdhar, about ten miles north of Dhubif),

the fortifled resid^ce ot ParikriiH. Fath Khan SAlka, the

commandant of Dhubri fort, however, out of affection for his son

taken captive, surrendered to the Mughals, (e. middle of April, 1613)

.

The moral effect of this defeat was tremendous; Raja Parikshit

lost confidence in hhnself, gave up further resistance, and .beciame

eager for peace. On a promise at bring allowed to retain his personal
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liberty and his kingdom, he agreed to acknondedge tlie imperial

overlotdriiip, and aouj^t to appease the victors with rich presents,

including a sum of 80,000 rupees for Shaikh Kamftl, and a large

amount of money, elqdumts, and tUngan ponies for the Emperor
and the Bengal viceroy^ with his daughtw and sister req>ectiTely

for the last two dignitaries. FUrikshit also prmnised to release

Raghun&th’s family. The Mughal commander accepted the terms.

But the Viceroy at Dacca proved ine«>rable. He sternly rqected

the. peace offer, and dmnanded the surrender of Parikshit’s person

as well as Ot his kingdom.

Hostilities were ther^ore resumed. Raja Lakshmi Nftiftyan

of Kuch Bihar, who had already tendered submission to Islftm Khan
at Ghoiftghftt in 1600 and promised to aid him in his campaign against

Parikshit, now fulfilled his promise and attacked the parganah of

Khonthighftt on the western border of K&mrup. Parikshit marched
from Gilfih to oppose him and fought him so hard for seven days

that the Kuch king had to appeal for hdp. An adequate force,

with fiOO war-boats, was sent under the command of Baja Satrajit to

take Raja Parikshit by the rear. Satrajit marched to ^arborilgh&t

(in MechpAiA mauza, Dt. GoUp&r&), south of the Brahmaputra,

and on his close approach, Parikshit gave up the fiight with Lakshmi
Nllr&yan and withdrew to GilUi.

The imperialists then decided to attack GiUh, and sent Bahadur

'

Ghiai and Son& Gh&zi, with 400 musketeers and 850 war-boats, up.

the river Gadidhar to make a fort at a cemvenient point in bont Of

Gilih so as to' prevent the transport of ratk>ns to Farikshit’s

oqiital. The vassal zamindars achieved their task. Threatened

with starvation, the K&mrup king decided <hi a deqsmate night

attack, by land and water, on the imperialists in Dhubri fort. He
directed his sm-in-law, the Diin&ru& Baja, with his entire fieet of

700 baehOri boats, and 50 dephants, to seize the imperial post on

tile Chuttdhar river, and then to join him in the assault on Dhubri,

iriiither he himself mardied at dusk with his entire land fnee. The
coadmied assault was only partially successful. The Dim&ndl Baja

finished his task pretty well. He completdy overpowered the tiny

garrison in the fort <m the Gad&dhar, and captured almost the oitito

fleet of the zamindars, BalAdur Gh&ri and Son& Ghim escaping

with only 48 war-boats. The vicbw tiim moved down to IBiubri.

Be leadM there before dawn onfy to find that the land army had
not yiet arrived, oiring to unforeseen mishaps on the way.

The S3fanrup kmg, to make the best a bad bushieas, at mice

attacked the fort, ndiile his son-in-law led an assault on the hnpdial

fleet. The Ximrup army earify defeated a divirion ai Afi^han and
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Rajput forces led by Jam&l Khan Mankftli and Lachmi Rajput
respectively, wounding both the commanders, and then advanced

towards the second small erection which was gallantly defended by
the Afghan archers *Usm&a, who were soon reinforced by some

imperial troops. To overcome their resistance, Nitii, who was the

standard-bearer of the Kamnip king, rushed with four or five

thousand Kandi archers, and was on the point of overpowering them,

when his elephant, struck by an arrow, suddenly ran away, dropping

him down. Though Nit&i narrowly escaped capture, this accident

caused confusion in his ranks, and his soldiers retreated. Raja

Parikshit rallied his forces and came to the field. A fierce engage-

ment followed in the intense heat of the sun. Parikshit made three

attempts to recapture the fort, but was repulsed each time.

Indecisive warfare, however, went on all da|y long.

The Kftmrup fleet, under the Dinuirua Raja, gained more soli<I

success in the naval battle. The fleet of the zamindairs, alarmed

at the disastrous d^eat of the previous night, failed to make a stand,

while the imperial war-boats also were about to be overpowered.

At this critical moment a cannon ball struck the Dim&rua Raja in

in the breast and he was killed. This accident totally paralysed

the K&mrup navy, and it hastily withdrew. Hostilities were

suspended for the night ; the K£mrup king decided to give up
fighting altogether and fled hastily, after midnight, to GiRh, leaving

behind all his war-equipment, particularly cannon, with the whole

army following him in utter confusion.

Once again fate favoured the Mughals, and they gained an

unexpected victory. They pursued the fugitive to Gil&h, but before

they reached it, they learnt that Parikshit had evacuated that

city and fled towards Baranagar, his capital, which stood cm the

Manis (a stream which rises in the Bhutan hills, and, after a winding

course, joins the Brahmaputra opposite Goilpfiri.). The victors

occupied Gil&h and seized an immense booty, and next marched

to the left bank o( the Little Sankos (a stream joining the Gad&dhar

2 or S miles above Dhubri) , where Raja Lakshmi N&rftsran met them.

In this way, the land army continued their relentless pursuit of

Parikshit for 6 days, while the fleet, under Mirzft Qftsim Khazftnehi

and Raja Satrajit, moved along the Brahmaputia to intercept his

passage of the Miaiifis. Worn out in bod^ and mind by his

precipitate fli^t, the Kftmrup king at last decided on an almost

unocmditional surrendtf. He appealed to the imperial commanders.

Mukamm Khan and ShaiUi ibmtl, to qMXe his life and personal

liberty, and surrendered all his belonghigs^ his wnr^^qdumts, and
his kingdom (e. end of July, 1618) . Etmrup thus lost its short
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existence as a separate State and was annexed to the Mughal
Empire.^ But when the successful imperial commanders in their

return journey reached Tok, they learnt the news of Islam Khan’s

sudden illness in the course of hunting in the forests of Bhawal, and

they hastened to Bhawal only to find that the' viceroy had already

died (21st August, 1613)

.

The death of Islam Khan meant the disappearance of a diynamic

personality who for five years had dominated the arena of Bengal

politics, waging unrelenting warfare against the zamindars, reducing

them to subjection, or suppressing them altogether and annexing

their kingdoms. It was Isl&m Khan who really conquered Bengal,

organised a unified administrative system, and establidied the

Mughal peace in the country. From this standpoint, he 'should be

regarded as one of the makers of the Mughal Empire, and the

greatest viceroy of the Bengal subah.

1 Bahariftan. lOSh^USb; Padighahnamah, Vol. IX. 64t4>7; Purana Auma
Buranji, 100.



CHAPTER XVI.

TWENTY YEARS OP STAGNATION AND REVERSE,
161S—163S.

I. Qasim Khan’s inooi^cpbibncb and wrong acts.

Islftm Khan was succeeded as governor of Bengal by his younger
brother, Qfinm Khan, who was then in charge of Mungir. Thou(^
the new governor was appointed about the middle of September,

161S, (in the month of Sha‘b&n. 102« A. H. IqbdlnSmah, 7«), he

did not actually take charge of his office at Jahjftngjimagar till the

6th May, 1614, (67th Rabi-ul-Awwal, 1066 A. H., Baharitian, 146b)

t. e. about eight months later, and Shaikh Hushang, son of Isl&m

Khan, Mirzft Husain Beg, diwan, and Khw&ja T&hir Muhammad
Bakhshi, with the concurrence of Aqft YaghmA, the newswriter,

jointly carried on the government during this interregnum.

^sim Khan preseneted a striking contrast to his great brother

in almost every way. He did not possess the ability, energy, honesty

and diligence of the latter, nor his coolness of judgement and
resourc^lness. On the other hand, he displayed to an excess the

autocratic instincts, violence of temper, arrogance, and nepotism of

Isl&m Khan, adding to these, a lack of dignity, decorum, and tact,

and a covetousness all his own. Perhaps the most fatal defect of

his diaracter was his quarrelsome spirit, as a result of which he lost

the sympathy, advice, and co-operation of all the experienced officers

in Bengal and he had to depend on his own favourites, very few of

whom were experienced or efficdent. Consequently the period of

Q&sim Khan’s rule, lasting for about three years (May, 1614-April,

1617) , proved to be angularly barren. Internal disputes and
revirfts, eqieciaHy, in the newly acquired territory of Kftmrup,

engrossed the governor’s attention, while the two iwincipal expeditions

that were sent,—one against the king of Assun and the other against

the king of Ankan, ended in disastrous failure.

The first important event ci Qkim Khan’s rule was bis quaiird

with Mini Husain B^g, the ffiwlo, The latter had during the last

interregnum cxerdsed amne viceregal functions and also enj<qred some
rights and privileges of the kotwfil of the caintal dty, and when the

new kotwil afqiointed by QBsIm Khan took charge^ diqmtes arose

between the kotwfil and the diwfin vdneh culminated in a flay in

which a few of the govemor^s men were wounded and killed at the
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hands of the sons of the diwan. Qftsini Khan made it a personal

affair, and imprisoned the diw£n along with his sons, and though

they were mbsequently released through the intervention of some

of the o£Scers, the entire property of the diwan was confiscated*

Jahingir deputed a trusty ofiicer named S'adat Khan to investigate

the whole affair. When the guilt of Qasim Khan was established,

he was compelled to restore all the property of the diwan and also

to pay him a compensation of 100,000 rupees.

Another action of the new governor proved to be equally

indiscreet, and probably caused greater harm to the government.

It was the act of depriving Lakshmi Niiftyan and Parikshit

N&t&yan, the kings of Kuch Bihar and Kimrup respectively, of their

personal liberty and of putting them under close surveillance, in

clear contravention of the solemn pledge given to them by his

predecessor and himself. Later on, both the Kuch kings were put

to further humiliation when they wi^e removed from Jah&ngimagar

and practically exiled to the distrat court of the Emperor. A
formidable revolt broke out in Kuch Bih&r and K&mrup as a protest

against this action, which shook the newly established Mughal
authority in the north-eastern frontier to its very foundations, and

which was quelled with great difficulty.

Another censure was in store for Qasim Khan. The latter had
not only alienated the diwan but also the bakhshi and wiq'a-iiiavis,

and all the three combined to complain against the governor. Hie
Emperor now sent a very responsible officer named Ibifthim ICalfil,

entitled Ihtamftm Khan, in order to settle mattms, and also to

realise from Qasim Khan all the propwties of Islfim Khan, along

with the revenue of the crownlands, which he had appropriated.

n. KaCHAB CAMPAION FAlIiS

The first important campaign of Qftsim Khan's govonment was
directed against the people living near the south-western border

of the kingdom of the Raja of Kachir, adjoining the ftonl^r fort

of Pratftpgarh (c. November, 1614). According to the Baiharittan,

these people living in the tract between the KhUsiHs (rather the

JaintiSa) and the Kachiris and qieaking the Kachfiri language,

differed widely from them in thdr features, and mannras and
customs and cbdmed to be Mughals, being the descendants the

soldiers left in diarge of his ccmqttests by Timur, who had in the

course of time mqirated to thU
'
part of the country. Mubftrii

Khan, who hdd charge of the th&nah of Bmdi^ on the eastern
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border of Sylhet, inarched towards the south-west and attacked

the self-styled Mughals, and, after severe fighting, succeeded in

subduing them and occupying a part of their territory.

Q&sim Khan was gratified atjthe success of Mubiriz Khan and
exhorted him to lead an expedition to Kach&r, the king of which

had evidently shaken off his allegiance during the late interregnum.

Mubariz Khan soon returned to Sylhet, whence he proceeded to

mvade Kachar, in company of Mirak Bahfidur Jat&ir,

The Mughal commander who had accompanied Shaikh Kam&l
and taken a prominent part in the first invasion more than two
years before (e. April—^May, 1612), followed the same plan of

attacking first the south-western frontier fort of Prat&pgarh,

adjoining Sylhet, and next falling upon the fort of Asurfttekar on
the north-western border.

The Kachar king Satrudaman offered as strong a resistance

as he had done last time, causing a heavy loss of men by his repeated

night attacks. But Mub&riz Khan’s persistence at last bore fruit,

and the fort of PratSpgarh was stormed. The Mughal commander
followed up his victory by proceeding north-east and attacking the

fort of Asurfttekar. As it could not be taken by assault, it was

subjected to a close siege. Unable to bear the privations of the

siege, the Kachar king again sued for peace, offering more favour-

able terms than he had done before. He gave up the fort of

Asurfttekar, reaffirmed his allegiance to the Emperor, offering him

40 elephants and a tribute of 100,000 rupees in cash, and prayed

for exemption from personal attendance at the court. He also sent

presents for the subfthdar and the Mughal commander. These

terms were accepted by Q&sim Khan. Unfortunately Mubftriz

Khan suddenly died, and, at this occurrence, Mirak Bahftdur

” became utterly confused and lost all courage”, and hastily

evacuated the thftnah of Asurfttekar and the country and withdrew

to Sylhet. Q&sim Khan punished Mirak Bahftdur by replacing him

by a really competent and experienced officer named Mukarram
•Khan who had conquered Kftmrup (Bakarittan, 165a-166a). Hius

the Kachftr campaign ended in failure, and the IDichftr king who
easily regained his independence, appears to have maintained it for

a pretty long time.

The next important event was a punitive campaign against

Bir Hamir, Shams Khan. Bahftdur Khan, (whO'was the nephew, and

successor of Salim Khan), and Birbhftn. the zamindftrs of Birbhum,

Pachet, Hijii, and Chandrakonft (about 92 miles north of Midnapore

touii) respectively. These vassals who had not rendered personal

service but had continued to be loyal in the time of Idftm Khan,
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apparentiy fell off from thdr vassalage taking advantage of the

weakness and lack of vipluce displayed by the new governor, and

it became necessary to force them again Into submission. Though
the expedition directed against Bir Hamir and %ams Khan was

conducted by an experienced officer. Shaikh Kamil, it was not

adequately equipped owing to Qisim Khan’s peorsonal antipathy

against the Shaikh, and so it does not appear to have led to any

tangible result. The task of reducing Bahidur Khan and Birbhin,

which was entrusted to Mirzi Makki, son of Iftikhir Khan, the

faujdir of Burdwan, also was not achieved satisfactorily. Few the

governor, instead of encouraging co-ordinated action between Shaikh

Kamil and Mirzi Makki, seems to have discouraged it in order to

discredit the Shaikh (BaharUtan, 166a-166b).

m. Arakanesb invasions or bbulva, 1614-1615

Soon after this, Qisim Khan had to face the first and the most
formidable foreign invasion of his rule. It was a combined attack

on the frontier thinah of Bhului by Meng Khamaung (Husain

Shah) the king of Arakan, and the Portuguese freebooter, Sebastian

Gonzales, the master of Sondip, who had for a time composed their

mutual differences in order to fight their common eneiny.

With an army of 80,000 infantry (most of whom were

musketeers, only 10,000 being paik», with swords and shields, according

to Bocarro, and 800,000 in all accordmg to the BaJumHan)

,

and
700 war-elephants, the Arakan king marched from Chittagong towards

Bhului on land, while he sent his large fleet consisting of ghwdba
(floating batteries), JaJiy&t, Kutda, Machudt etc. (160 JdKyd* and

50 big war-boats, and 4000 expert sailors, according to Bocarro)

to join the fleet of Sebastian Gonzales.

The moment was very opportune. ’Abdul Wihid, the thinahdir

of BhultA, had gone to Jahingimagar to see the governor, while

his son had proceeded towards the north-east to attack the terrihory

of Tipperah, and Bhuhii was practically without any defence. ^Inm
Khan was at last roused to action. He enuuipej at Khizrpur and

prepared to tnnqx>rt the army across the MeghiA and other rivers

by means of cargo boats, and at the same time summoned the

thinahdirs to assemble their forces. ’Abdul Wihid the feeble-

hearted thinahdir, at the news of the approach of the enemy,

inspite of the protest of his valiant son, not only evacuated Bhulufl

wiAont fighting but retreated north towards the DfeUtil i|ver.

Tliough pressed by Qisfan Khan , to make a stand at that strate^
p(dnt, 'Abdul Wihid decided to withdrew stfll further into the
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narrow waters of the Mfichwft-khfil to be out of rea^ of the big

war-boats of the enemy.

This left the Arakan king and his Feringi ally masters of the

situation. While the land force crossed the Big Feni and the Little

Feni rivers and occupied BhuluA, and plundered and looted the

inland territories with impunity, and then marched northwards in

pursuit of the th&nahdar, the Feringis, with their war-boats, proceeded

up the Meghni. to the Dftkitift river, carrying on similar depredations

on the territories lying on the banks.

At this critical moment when all seemed to be lost, an unfore-

seen event occurred which turned the tide in favour of the Mughals.

The alliance of the Arakan king with his traditional enemy, the

Feringis, was too unreal to be lasting, and it broke off in the middle

of the war, owing to an act of treachery on the part of the Maghs
(according to the Baharistan, but on the part of the Feringis

according to Bocano). As the Arakan king had never been able

to cope with the Feringi fleet, he now imprisoned the nephew of

the Feringi admiral, Antonio Carvalho, and a few other noted officers

who were fighting on land in his company, with a view to coercing

Carvalho and his associates into submission.

But the plan of the Arakan king did not succeed. At the news

of the capture of his comrades, Antonio Carvalho took severe

reprisals. He looted and plundered the Arakan fleet in his charge,

captured its admiral and other officers, seized all the artillery and

treasures, and retired to Sondip, leaving the Arakan king to shift

for himself. The Mughal commander ’Abdul WShid did not fail

to take advantage oi the miserable plight of the Arakanese. He
was heartened by the arrival of the advance force under Shaikh

Farid as well as the forces under Shaikh Kam&l and Mirz& Makki, to

recross the Dftfc&ti& river and fall upon the Arakanese land force. The
latter were totally unprepared for this counter-attack. The Arakan

king retreated hastily across the two Feni rivers to Chittagong,

hotly chased by the victors and leaving behind him a number of

his elephants and troops.

Thus the first serious attack of the Arakan lung on Bengal

ended in disastrous failure (o. December, 1614). That the Mughals

came unscathed out of this great ordeal was solely due to an act of

Providence. The subahdftr sent a false report to court ascribing

the defeat of the enemy to his son Shaikh Ihrid, for which he was

censured by a farman.*

> BtkariHmt, 14M»-ieSa: A Botano—Dteada IS da HUMm da India. parU

t, pp. 440444; Phyaw BUdarff of Bmma, p. ITS; Otawart, HiHarp of Btagd,
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The repeated reprimands did not prove effective, and the

Emperor at hst Qiade a new experiment. He decided to send a

new diwAn who would be nearly of the same rank as the subahdftr,

so that he would not prove subservient to him, and would, on the

other hand, check his actions. Further, the new diwftn would be

allowed a free hand in the selection of the bakhshi and waqia -navis,

so that the trio would act as a counterpoise to the ^bahd&r.

Mukhlis Khan, one of the confidential servants of the court; was

accordingly appointed diwfin and sent to Bengal ' (Bchorutan,

18Sa-18Sb : Tuzuk B. B. I. 306), about the middle of December,

1616.

Soon after this change in the personnel of the government, the

Arakan king, Meng Khamaung, made a second attack on Bengal.

He had so long been busy combating an attack made on him }>y

the Portuguese viceroy of Goa at the suggestion, and udth the

co-operation, of the Portuguese freebooter Sebastian Gonzales.

But Gonzales did not arrive in time, and the Portuguese fleet, acting

singly, failed in its attack on the Arakan capital, and its admiral was

killed. The Portuguese flotilla retired in disgrace to Goa, while

Gonzales returned sullenly to Sondip (e. Oct., 1616) . Forced from the

Portuguese menace, the Arakan king appears to have patched un a

truce with his great enemy, the Burmese king, Mahft Dhamma Bfija

(Anankpetlum, 1666-28), in regard to the diq>ote concerning the

cession of some border islands, and utilised the respite in renewing

his attack on the Mughal frontier tract of Bhulidl. (Phyare, History

of Burma, pp. 176-77 : Harvey, History of Burma p. 186)

.

The Mughal faujdar ’Abdul W&hid (now entitled Sarhad Khan)
again evacuated BhuluA with his family and took refuge in the

DSlAtiA river, without waiting for the reinforements 'despatched

by the viceroy, who had taken post at Khizrpur. Once more the

Arakan king occupied the whole of Bhuluft unopposed and began a

relentless pursuit of the retiring imperialists. But Mirrtl Nur-ud-din

(the son of ’Abdul W&hid) and some other brave officers, turned

1S7-S8: Caraposiilirfonr af the Portugveie in Bengid, 87. Sir ladwialli Saikar,

Ftabaii. 1880, Fbigira, 888-07. A« Sir Jsdimatli has poiated out, thoe k aoiM

diffcna|Ge in the aceoonto of Miiah Nathan and Boeams partkulatljr rezarAng

tha twachaiy amensrt tho invadera. According to Boeanob Gonsalea took part in

the attadt and. tnadietoaly moidend the Atakanen naval oSleera after calling

them to a oonenkation in hk boat. But according to MMt Nathan, Antonio

CSarvalho, hrother of Gonaaka, led the Ferinria, and the Arakan king 6rat nwndeiud
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at bay and delivered a de^rate cavaby charge upon the pursuing

enemy. Fate once again came to the rescue of the Mughals. It

so happened that there was a large bog near the place chosen for

this sudden counter-attack, and the victorious Arakanese, taken by
surprise, were herded precipitately into that bog. Though a small

section of them managed to cross it witliout any loss, the Arakan
king and his nephew, with their elephants and the rest of their troops,

got stuck up in the bog and were easily surrounded by the Mughab.
In the confusion that followed, a good many of the Arakanese were

killed or captured, and the Arakan king was force^d to sue for an

ignominious peace. He appealed to the Mughal commander to spare

his personal liberty, and in return for this favour, he agreed to

surrender all his officers, including his nephew, and also his men and

elephants and other equipments.

The Mughal commander agreed to these terms, and the Arakan

king was allowed to escape almost alone at night to Chittagong.

In the morning, 'Abdul Wahid gathered all the officers and men
and the war-equipments left by the fugitive king, and returned

triumphantly to Bhulufi (c. early in January, 1616).^

IV. The Assam War, 1615,—Disasster

The conquest of K&mrup had at last brought the Mughal
Government into direct contact with the Ahom kingdom. The main
factor which led to the first war between them was the political

ambition erf Qftsim Khan to cany his brother’s forward policy in the

north-eastern frontier a step further by the conquest erf Assam.

Though the political issue was isredominant, it was complicated by
benmelary quarrds and traeie diqmtes as suggested by the Ahom and
Assamese chremides. The Mughal bounelary in ^mnq> did not

extend east of the Bar Nadi, but the Muf^ls appear to have erften

poietrated mudi fiirther, even as far east as Tejpur, inq;>ite erf the

protest erf the Ahom frontier erfficers. Further the rich natural

resemrees erf Assam, ivory, mutfr, aloe weKxl, silk, etc., encouraged

mudi illegal trade, particularly smuggling, which embittered the

feelings erf both parties and predpitated the war.

Sayyid Ab& Baqr, the most faithful erf Qftsim Khan's e>fficers,

* Bahanitm, ISSa-Utt. Thoodi the Portagseee dmnklen and the Arekeiwee

aanda eie eBcnt on. lUe poiat, there ie ao icseoa hr dhibeMenag Ifitii Mathaa,

wha oCoa a detailed aceoast of tta emat. The Taaoh b piaetkalljr bleat easardiaa
dHM lla|h iwdn and la ealjr oaa panafe mgaebr aUndea to them (R ft B. I. p SOS).
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was selected commander, and a force of about 10 to 18 thousand

cavaliy and infantry, 8000 musketeers, and a fleet of 400 boats in

which the war^boats of the vassal Bengal zamindto predominated,

was assembled. Ab& Baqr marched towards Bamagar, the old

capital of K&mrup, and next moved to Hftjo, the new headquarters,

and established thanahs in the surrounding region. He decided to

spend the rains, June—September 1615, at H&jo and r^rted his

activities to Q&sim Khan.

The Bengal governor now displayed his habitual impatimice and

shortsightedness, and pressed Ab& Baqr to proceed forward even

during the rains. The latter was compelled to march to KohUtU
(a frontier town on the Bar Nadi, midway between Srigh&t and

Pandu, probably the same place as modem Kulh&ti near the Chendift

hills between Hajo and Kajali), whence he could not move further

owing to heavy rains. The place was octremely unhealthy* and

.sickness carried away a large number of his men during this enforced

halt. About the middle of November, 1615, Sayyid Abft Baqr, with

his ranks much depleted, began the war by a sudden attack on

Kajali, the Ahom frontier post on the south*west, which he easily

took, capturing a large number of war>boats. The Muf^als

followed up their success by a series of plundering raids into

the interior.

These .aggressions enraged the Ahom king, and be made earnest

efforts to check the further progress of the invaders. He strengthened

the defences of his next important stronghold of Samdh&iA, at the

confluence of the Bharali and the Brahmaputra. He sent his chief

officers, the Hati Baruft, RSikhawa, and Kh&rghukfi (Kh&rghariS)

Phukan with a large force to hold Samdh&ift ; Abft Baqr

encamped opposite Samdh&ifl. He chose a sandy piece of ground

for his entrenchments, and did not take the trouble of clearing the

jungles around them. He underestimated the strength of the enemy
and passed his time in negligence and indolence. His arrogance and

haughtiness completely alienated his subordinates. The Ahoms
readily took advantage of the blunders of the Mughal commander

and prepared for a night attack. At the end of a wintry night

(e. middle of January, 1616), three bridges of boats were speedily

thrown across the river Bharali, over which the Ahom army 300,000

strong, with 700 war elephants, fell upon the unsuspecting Mughals

and easily overpowoed them. The Mughal fortifled camp was

stormed, its arsenal destroyed, ito elephants seized, and a large

number of officers, including Sayyid Hakim, Sayyid K2su, Japiil Khan
Mankali, and Lacbmi Hajput, and Sayyid Abft Baqr, the commander,

were killed.
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The imperial fleet, particularly, the war*boat8 of the zamind&rs

fared no better. At first they made a bold stand and fought the Ahom
fleet, but the news of the fall of Sayyid Abh Baqr, and the capture

of the fort so much unnerved them that they gave up further

resistance and fell an easy prey to the enemy. Almost the whole

of the fleet was captured. Of the naval ofBcers, MirSn Sayyid

Masa'ud, the imperial officer in charge of the zamindfirs’ war-boats,

Son& Ghizi, and Raja Satrajit, alone narrowly escaped in their own

boats, while Ilahdid Khan Dakhini, B&ja R&y. and Narsing Bhy

and others were all wounded and captured.

Thus the first aggressive war of Q&sim Khan on Assam ended in

disaster. The losses in men and material were heavy, but heavier

still was the moral loss—loss in military prestige and political power.*

V. Invasion of CuiTTAaoNa fails

Undismayed by the disastrous failure of his Assam war, Q&sim

Khan quickly launched on another aggressive expedition directed

against the Biftja of Arakan, with Chittagong as the first objective.

The governor himself advanced to Bhulu&, (February 1616) ,
whence

he despatched ’Abd-un-Nabi with a force of 6000 cavalry, 5000

musketeers, 200 war-elephants, and a fleet of 1000 war-boats, towards

Chittagong.
. . • . .j j

The Arakan king, Meng Khamaung (Husain Shah), decided

to check their advance by making a fort at a strategic ^int about

20 miles north-west of Chittagong named K&thgar (a village south

of Sitikund, and two miles off from the next railway station of

Barabakund, B. A. Rly). He sent his chief officer, •Karamkiri’

(command&nt or superintendent), with a force of 100,000 infantry,

400 elephants and 1000 war-boats, to complete the fort and

hold it. He personally started from his capital Mrohaung

(Mrauk-u) for the defence of his stronghold of Chittagong, with an

army of 900,000 infantry and 10,000 cavalry, besides a large number

of elephants and war-boats.

Informed by his spies that the new fort was not yet complete

and that the garrison in the fort of Chittagong was also v^ small

as the Arakan king had not yet reached it with his force, ’Abd-un-
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Nabi hastened to Kfttbgar, leaving behind Sarhad Khan thid ^aikh
Kamfil to make a fort and hold it for the puqwse of- keeping up
communication and food supply to the invading army, and delivered

a vigorous assault on the unfinished fort in the early hours of the

morning. The Arakanese were taken by surprise, and though -they

greeted the Mughals with a heavy shower of shells, bullets, arrows,

bombs, and stones (from ballistas), the latter quickly o-vercame the

resistance and pressed the garrison so hard that the fall of the fort

seemed imminent. At this stage, the Mughal commander, owing id

his want of experience and judgement, was easily induced bjr some

of his officers to suspend hostilities for the day, and this single

mistake turned the tide of the whole war.

While the attack was resumed next morning, the position was
entirely changed. The garrison had fully recovered from the shock

of the sudden assault and offered such a determined resSstance that

the idea of storming the fort had to be abandoned, and a siege was
decided on. But the siege operations dragged on and the besiegers

themselves were soon reduced to the position of the besieged as a
result of the activity of the commandant of the enemy fort. At the

threat to the food supply of the main army, the Mughal commander
raised the siege and retreated towards Jahangimagar, leaving behind

his heavy artillery and destroying about 600 maunds of gunpowder
(c. May, 1616).

. Thus th.e invasion of Arakan also proved a complete failure.

The unrelieved succession of reverses at last proved too much for

Jiahbngir’s love of his utterly incompetent foster-brother. QMm
Khan was recalled and a new governor, Ibrahim Khan, sent to Bengal.

But, alas, already the grand work of Islam Khan had been :uiidone

by his brother. Qasim Kluin did not succeed even in maintaining

internal
.
order. There was dironic rebellion in K&mrup with which

his. favourite officer ’Abdul B&qi could not cope, and most of the

punitive expeditions against the rebel zamindars. in Bengal also; failed

in their object.

VI. Ibrahim Khan Fath-i-Jang governor : :
conciliatort

poijicr, GOOD administration, peach and pbospertt

The next subahdfir of Bengal, Ibrfthim Khan Fath-i-Jang took

charge at Jahgngimagar at the beginning of- November, 1617 after

having been delayed about seven months since his appointmoit by
the retiring' governor. Indeed a fight between thb ifid and the pe#
governor had once seemed imminent- near Jfitiftpurj but 'mediattm
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averted the conflict. The new governor was the brother of Queen
Nur Jah&n and enjoyed the confldence and trust of the Emperor.
Hie had held important posts, including those of Paymaster of the
Royal household and governor of BilAr, and had already evinced

his administrative ability and military talents. In Bih&r he had
conquered the tract of Ebokharft and acquired valuable diamond
mines there, for which his matuab was increased and he was enlted
with the title of Fath-i-Jang.

His character offers a pleasant contrast to that of his predecessors,

Islam Khan and ^sim Khan. He was free from the vices of both,

while he possessed the ability, energy, discretion, and resourcefulness

of Isl&m Khan, and added to these some noble traits unknown to him
and to his brother, an honesty of purpose, a mastery of temper,' a
spirit of moderation, conciliation, and compromise, and, above all,

an innate nobility of character and dignity of bearing, which

endeared him to friends and foes alike.

The period of Ibi&him Khan’s rule, lasting practically for about

six years (from November, 1617, to November, 162S) is marked by
a peace and tranquillity unknown before. Though he had to face

more than one attack of the Ahom king and his protege Bali

Nfii&yan, brother of the ex>king Parikshit NArftyan, on the newly

acquired territory of Kamrup, Bengal as a whole, remained free from

any serious invasion from without and revolt from within till the

advent of the rebel prince Shah Jahan in November 164S. The
Arakan Raja, of course, led more than one raid into south-eastern

Bengal, and the Feringi pirates too raided Jessore, but these incursions

proved to be no more than passing evils, and did not involve any

serious challenge to the Mughal government. Ibiihim Khan
organised only two expeditions, one against Tipperah and the other

against Arakan. both of short duration. In regard to hitemal

administration, he initiated a new policy of political conciliation and

release of political prisoners which had- a beneficent effect. It

promoted peace, security, and good government.

For the first time since the Mughal conquest. Bengal now settled

down to enjoy the blessings of the Mughal peace. Agriculture and

commerce were encouraged, and the manufactures were carried to a

degree of perfection they had never attained before. The delicate

muslins of Dacca and the silks of Maldah constituted the diief part

of the dress of the imperial ‘court, and these industries received an

impetus unknown before. Bengal had every prospect of enjoying an

undisturbed state of felicity. But the rebellion of Shah Jahfln and

his march into Bengal broke the short spell of peace and made it again

the scene of bitter strife and bloody warfare.
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During the interval between Ibifthim Khan’s ftnmal qqpoint-

ment and his actual assumption of ofiBce at JabSngimagar, two
important evmits ocenned. One was a successful punitive campaign

led by MirzS. MaUi, entitled Maniwwat Khan, warden of the pass

of Gariii and faujdir of Akbamagar and Burdwan, against Bir Bh&n,
zaraindar of ChandrakoidL The latter had been causing great

annoyance to traveOms passing by his territories, and the Emperor
ordered that he must be’ suppressed (October, 1617. Tvtsuk, R 6 B.

I 892 and footnote 2)

.

The second event occured in Kamrup. Shaikh IbrShim, collector

(Urori) of Kamrup, had misappropriated a sum of rupees seven lakhs

out of the State dues, and, to escape punishment, entered into a

treacherous pact with the Ahom king, and soon openly revolted.

Minft Nathan tried to suppress the rebel, but he did not succeed,

and the operations dragged on until Ibrfthhn Khan arrived and

quelled the revolt.

Next followed more serious troubles created by Raja Bali

N&rftyan, backed by his suzerain, the Ahom king. Bali Nftil&yan

suddenly captured P&ndu, and proceeded to attack Rftjo, the capital

of Kamrup (c. January—February, 1618). Though the enemy
osring to his superior numbers, at first prevailed over the imperialist's,

he was ultimately drivra back with great loss.

The governor now felt free to initiate his new administrative

policy. He had already represented to the Emperor that the sons

of Raja PratSpAditya of Jessore who had been sent to Court during

the time of IsBm Khan, and Kuch Rajas Lakshmi Nfliftyan and
Parikdiit Nftrtsran who had been sent thither by Qftrim Khan, riiould

an be released and sent back to Bengal, as this act of dmency was

likdy to ease the politieal rituation. His recommendations were now
accepted. He adopted a similar condliatory policy with regard to

the prominent zamindars. headed by MusA Khan, who had been kept

nnder snrvrillanee at Jahingimagar, since the dasrs of IslSm Khan.

An these persons were released from confinement and restored to

Gberty.- (e. middle of Match, 1618) . The beneficent effects of this

policy of political clemency were soon feh. Raja Lakshmi NftiAsran,

restored to his kingdom, rendered valuable services to the Mughal
government in KAmrup tiU his death, while MuA Khan displayed

rimilar faithfulness and loydty in serving the Bengal government,

distininilshing himself eqiedany in the 6onauest of ^npperah.

About the middle at March, 1618, Madhnsudan, a nephew of

Raja Lakriimi NAiSyan, and one of the younger brothers of Fanikshit

NAiiyan. suddenly revolM^ and srized the pargana of KiatibitT. on

the southwestmn border of Kamrup. MusK Khan suppressed the
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revolt and brought Madhusudan to terms. In pursuance of his

libera] policy, the subahdftr treated the new vassal kindly, and
secured his services for the government of Kamrup.

VH. Conquest of Tipfebah, 1618

The next important event of Ibi&him Khan’s rule was the

conquest of Tipperah. He had been definitely commanded by the

Emperor to subdue the king of Arakan, and the conquest of Tipperah

was aoc(»nplished by him as a preliminary step in that direction. The
moment was opportune. The reignmg Tipperah king Jasomftnikya,

was known to be a devout Vaidinava, and, as such, averse to warfare,

and was not expected to offer much renstance.

The Viceroy made elaborate preparations and also settled the

plan of campaign. The land army was organised in two divisions,

one of which, under the command of Mirz& Isfandiy&r, was to attack

the Tipperah kingdom by way of K&liftgarh on the north-west (near

modem S^sba and Kamalisfigar, in the Brahmanbaria subdivision of

the Comilla District, about 26 miles north-west of Udaipur, measured

in a straight line), while the second division, under the command
of Mirzft Nur-ud-din and Musi Khan, was to proceed eastwards

towards Udaipur, the capital, by way of hfeherkul (close to modem
Comilla town, which is about 19 miles due west of Udaipur), while

the fieet under the charge of the admiral Bahadur Khan, was to

remain in the middle and proceed up the river Gumti by way of

Comilla towards the enemy capital which stood on the river. The
Tipperah king decided to fight the army divisbns separately and

first turned against Mins& lafandiyfir who had made the greatest

advance, across the hills of K&liagarh, towards Udaipur. Though
the Tipperah force was far superior in number, its equipment and
organisation were inferior to those of the Mughals, and it formed an

easy target to the expert hfughal musketeers and artilleiy. An
obstinate engagement followed in which a large number of men were

wounded and killed. Finally the Tipperah king was defeated and

compelled to retreat to Udaipur with heavy loss, including 70 war
elephants.

Meanwhile the second Mughal drririon under Minft Nui^nd-din

and Musi Khan had been proceeding leisurely and rather carelessly.

The Tipperah king suddenly came across this di^dnon, as he was
falling back on Udaipur after his defeat at the hands of IHrsi

IsfandiySr, and made a despemite attadc. But he was again defeated,

and hastily withdrew.
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Defeated in successive engagements on land, the Tipperah king

now turned to his fleet, with which he attempted to prevent the

advance of the imperial navy upon Udaipur. But inspite of the best

efforts of the Tipperah fleet, the advance of the imperial navy could

not be stopped, and this was soon followed by the triumphant march
of the two land divisions into the enemy capital.

The fall of the capital ended the campaign. The Raja while

trying to flee to Arakan was hotly pursued by the Mughals and
captured with his family and personal effects, including jewels and
other rich treasures. Udaipur was made the seat of a thinah and
placed in charge of Mirzft Nurullah, and the Mughal commanders
then went back to the subahd&r with all the captured elephants and
the royal captive (c. end of November, 1618) .*

For about two years after the conquest of Tipperah (e. November
1618, October, 1620), peace and tranquillity reigned in Bengal, and
towards the end of that period, Ibrfthim Khan, attracted by the

report of the wholesome climate and natural beauty of Tlpponh,
paid a visit to that country.

VIII. Ftght with thb Araranese; Hiju revoi/t crushed

But during the same period, Kftmrup suffered a good deal froiR

the incursions of Bali NArftyan. Aided by ShumUm PUrk&yeth and

the numerous hill chieftains of Dakhinkol (the region south of the

Brahmaputra, included in the modem Goalpara and KAmrup
Districts) , and backed by the enormous resources of the Ahom king,

Bali Nfii&yan made more than one daring and organised effort to

overthrow the imperial authority in Kilmnip, but Ibifthim Khan
succeeded in frustrating his designs and suppressing all the rebel

elements.

Soon after his return from the pleasure-trip to Tipperah, IbrShim

Khan had to meet an attack of the Arakan king Meng Khamanng
(Husain Shah). The latter had in the meantime strengthened his

positkm by conquering Sondip from Sebastian Gonzales (who hence-

< BBAorirfMi, SSIa, CMa-b, t4Sb-M7a: KtimmtU. meteird veidon, Cli«idi«day

1^4jwvinod*. MM48: N. K. BhatUdiali. ea Thipcnih Raja JawBMnifcya.

VftoMtbania, Aahaa, ISM. 8S4S. Aa Dr. Bliattaalialt baa pabtad ant. the aeeamit

of the Bakaritlam is reoHKluUy oocidbantad Igr the Jta/aoiali. Aa laiuda the

Ada of the cenqimt of llpiietah. Dir. Bhattadidi has wsuRded lOSl AL D. Hw
Bahediftm does not idve any data of tide event, hnt ftom the aeqnence of events,

wamt e( nhieh ate dated, bodi haCeto and after tUa eri**^ k aaeoM dear that

tho lipptnh nar took plaee hi the wfarter of ISIS aail nat hi ISSI.
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forward passed into obscurity) . With a large fleet composed of 700

ghurilibs (floating batteries), and 4000 Jaligfi boats, the Arakan

Ipng had suddenly fallen upon the villages skirting the river Megnh,
plimdered them with impunity, and reached as far as the island of

Bfighch&r threatening the capital Dacca.

As soon the news of the raids reached Ibrfihim Khan at night,

he, hastily collected the war-boats near at hand, (only 82 in number),
and started for ^e scene at the last watch of the night, reaching

the yipinity of the enemy camp next morning, with a small personal

following, including his nephews Mirzft Ahmad Beg and Mira& Yusuf,

the rest of the nmnsabdars and the Bengal zamindars, including Mus&
Khan and Baja Baghun&th, joining him afterwards with the land

force which included 7000/8000 cavalry, and the war-boats which

now reached the total of .4000 to 5(H)0.

The: prompt and effective steps taken by the subahd&r, and,

e.q>ecirily, his personal courage and initiative, saved the intuation.

The Arakan king did not dare to proceed further, nor did he think

it advisable to engage in a naval battle. He hastily retraced his steps,

leaving 1000 JcHj/A boats for the protection of his frontier.* Ibr&him

Khan strengthened the fortifications of the frontier thanfths and

put additional garrisons in them, and also stationed a division of the

fleet for the safety of the pargana of Phuldubi (in the Faridpur

district), and then returned to JalOngimagar (October 1690).

A few months afterwards (sometime in March, 1691), Ibrfthim

Khan launched his long-deferred Arakan campaign, with Chittagong

as his objective, from the new base at Tipperah. The route was

more direct no doubt, but it lay through a hilly r^on clad with

dense forests, wHh a bad climate, and involving considerable diffi-

culties in regard to tranqiort and food supply. Ibrfthim Khan was

ill-advised to adopt this new route, and the expedition failed, primarily

because, of this initial mistake in regard to the choice of route.

Leaving the fleet in the Big Fmi river the Viceroy proceeded with

the land army slowly along the new route towards Obittagonff,

^euusg- the fereste as he passed by. In some places the forest was

so thick Cimpassable for an ent*) that even the horses and the

elqdiants could not move without great difficulty. Scarcity of food and

' 1 BaikaMAi Cna. AppaNaUy tUa mid of tlw Aiakaa kinf opto tlw vicinity

of tho Mniftol enpiul, foOowod by a cfanilar mU into the poiauin of Dnkhin

Bhohhnipiir, Dt. Badmannca^ iwfiMUii fagr the Amkaaem dmalde into the

'ecoqneat of the middle lend* miried naym (ffiitory of Amno, 177) to engpet

that Mans Khamnnng *
oitended hie taciteiy in Bengal by oeeniqring a pert of

vdwt ie now the district of BaUignnj, and for a that the^ of Daeen,'
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pestilence in his camp forced IbrShim Khan to withdraw, with the

ranks much depleted and the morale of the army much shaken.^

The weakness of the Bengal Government encouraged the

Arakanese to indulge in repeated and gradually more daring raids

into Bengal.

Not long after the Arakan expedition, Ibrahim Khan had to deal

with an internal revolt which, for a time, assumed a formidable

character. Bahadur Khan, xamindar of Hijli, emboldened by his friend-

ship with Mukarram Khan who had been transferred from Bengal to

the post of governor of Orissa, openly defied the authority of the

governor of Bengal. The latter appointed Muhammad Beg Ab&kash,

who was related to him, faujdar of Burdwan, and directed him to

proceed against Bahadur Khan. A fieet of 200 war-boats from

Musa Khan was sent for his use. Meanwhile Bahadur Khan had

strengthened his position with the armed help of 1000 cavalry from

Mukarram Khan, and this enabled him to thwart all the efforts of

the Mughal commander to subdue him or dislodge him from his

fortified post of Hijli, which was afterwards besieged.

Before the revolt of Bahadur Khan could be quelled, news of

repeated raids by the Feringi pirates on Jessore reached the subahdSr.

Suhr&b Khan, the local faujdiir, was too much addicted to wine to

take the necessary steps, so that the raiders used to appear almost

daily and carry away, without any opposition, a large number of men
and women as captives.

Ibr&him Khan decided to take the field in person in order to

deal with this double danger. His idea was first to proceed to

Jessore by the shortest water route, and after the repulse of the

Feringi pirates, to foree Bahidur Khan into submission. But he

missed his way in that labyrinth of channels and for five days

wandered about in a region rendered desolate by the Feringi and

Magh raids, in extreme misery and privation, till he chanced upon

the right route and reached Kftgargh&ta, three koa off Jessore

towards Hijli.

At Jessore he reprimanded the negligent faujd&r and strengthened

his hands against future raids by placing a fleet of 00 war-boats at

his disposal, and then sent a strong force under his nephew Mirzft*

Ahmed Beg against Bah&dur of Hijli.

Unable to resist the combined attack, Bahftdur Khan gave up

hostilities and sued for peace. He personally came to Jessofe to

< Bahmiitam. tnbi contfarastim. ins, bricfo aBadn to this IStSe

campaign, OstaBad in tba BakaHaUm.
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tender submisnon to the subahcbr, who imposed a fine of Bs 300,000/-

on him for his disloyalty, but reinstated him in his jAgir, (beginning

of June, 1631).

During the rains (e. middle of August, 1631), the Arakan king

made another raid, this time on some villages in ^khin Sh&hb&xpur,

an island near the mouth of the MeghnA (now included in the

Backetgunge District). Ibi&him Khan took immediate action. He
started at midnight with a fleet of about 4000/3000 war-boats and
reached Vikrampur early next morning. Towards the close of the

day, news came that the Arakan king had hurriedly returned to

meet an attack on his kingdom delivered by his enemy, the Raja of

Burma. Thus the danger passed away. Ibiohim Khan left his

bakhshi, MiraA Baqi, with a fleet of 600 war-boats for cruising along

the MeghnA river, and returned to JahAngimagar.

For more than two years after this event, (e. August, 1631, to

November, 1633), Bengal enjoyed another spell of peace and quiet,

though Kamru^ continued to suffer from periodic and isolated

revolts which were duly suppressed by the local officers.

Some changes in the personnel of the Bengal officers and the

nobility occurred during this period. About the beginning of March,

1633, Shaikh Kamal one of the most experienced officers of the

government (serving in Bengal since the beginning of IdAm Khan's

rule), died in harness in KAmrup. IbiAhim Khan assigned Shaikh

Kam&l’s jAgirs to his eldest son. Shaikh Shah Muhammad, increased

his rank, and sent him for service in KAmrup. The other change

was of greater political importance. Sometime in April, 1633, MusA
Khan died as the result of a serious and long continued illness.

IbiAhim Khan chose his son Ma’sum Khan, a youth of 18 or 10, as

his successor, and treated him with extreme kindness. IbiAhim Khan
also retained the services of the old officers of Mu^ Khan—^KhwAja

ChAnd the minister, ’Adil Khan the admiral, BamAi Lashkar and

JAnaki Vallabh, the commanders of the land army.

IX. Shah Jahan rebels, invades Bengal:
Ibrahim Khan slain

Towards the end of 1633, prince Shah JahAn the ablest among
the four sons of Emperor JahAngir, rebelled in the Deccan againtt

his father, mainly because his hopes of a peaceful successkm were

frustrated by the machinations of his ambitious and powerful

motiier, Nur Jahan. The rebel prinM at first made an attempt to

captwe Agra, the'cqiital, but he was defeated and driven back into'

39
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the Deccan, closely followed by the imperial general Mahabat Khan
and prince Parvez. Unable to maintain his hold on the Deccan,

Shah Jahan, decided to leave the country and create for himself a

new centre of influence and authority.

This was found in Bengal, which, on account of its peculiar

physical features, geographical isolation, rich natural resources,

coupled with its chronic political confusion, had afforded a tempting

field to many a daring adventurer and an asylum to many a political

refugee. The internal situation at that moment seemed to be

favourable to the rebel prince. Inspite of Ibrahim Khan’s generous

treatment of Ma’sum Khan, this son and successor of Musa Khan
proved to be a hot-headed and fickle youth, anxious to throw off

the shackles of vassalage, and in fact he became an easy tool in the

hands of Shah Jahkn. The external situation also appeared to be

inviting. The rebel prince could readily make an alliance with the

king of Arakan in fighting their common enemy, the Mughal Emperor.

The Portuguese settlers and officers in Bengal might be won over

by a promise of trade facilities, while the services of Portuguese captains

of war, with their war-boats, might also be utilised. So Shah Jahan

decided to go to Bengal not only to recoup and replenish his

resources, but also to secure fresh recruits, fresh allies, and a fresh

base of operations for the final war.

In October, 1623, the rebel prince left Burhanpur, crossed the

flooded Tapti into Golconda, passed to the coast town of Masulipatam,

whence he turned towards the north-east, and entered the Mughal
province of Orissa, the whole journey covering nearly two months.

The Emperor had anticipated this change in the plan of the

rebel prince, and in order to meet it had ordered prince Parvez and

Mahabat Khan to hasten from Burhanpur towards Allahabad and

Bihar in quest of Shah Jahan, and also sent farmdns to Mirza Ahmad
Beg Khan, nephew of Ibrahim Khan, who had been, appointed

governor of Orissa, in place of Mukarram Khan early in June, 1621

(Baharistan, 27Sa, Tuzuk, R. &.B. II. 210), and Ibrahim Khan,

asking them to be on the alert and prevent the rebel prince from

securing a foothold in Orissa and Bengal.

Ibrahim Khan and Mirza Ahmad Beg were placed in an

embarrassing situation. It was a quarrel between the Emperor and

a prince who had long been regarded as his heir-applarent, and in

such a quarrel it was difficult for a mere servant to follow the right

course of action. Though Ibiifthim Khan stuck to the side of the

Emperor till his death, he failed to take effective and organised steps

to chWk the progress of the rebel prince at the first opportune

moment and allowed him to enter Midnapur and Burdwan practically
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unopposed, leaving the local officers to shift for themselves. In fact,

Ibifihim Khan’s surprising inaction was mainly responsible for Rhah
Jahan’s almost triumphant entry into Akbamagar. MirzB. Ahmad
Beg fared worse than his uncle. As soon as he heard the news of

Shah Jahan’s arrival near the fort of Manpur (between Telin{^&n&

and Orissa, Akbamdmah Vol. III. 969), commanding the strategic

ChatarDiwar Pass which could have been easily defended by a small

contingent against a large army, the distracted governor gave up the

campaign, hurried to Pipli, the scat of his government, collected

his family, and then moved to Katak, whence he retreated to Burdwan,
and finally halted at Akbamagar. Owing to his singular cowardice

and incompetence, Orissa passed into the hands of Shah Jahan

without a blow.

Shah Jahan first marched to Khurda, where he received the

homage of Raja Pumshottam Dev, and smaller zamindars, and then

proceeded to Katak for making necessary ^arrangements for the

administration of the occupied area. Here he . received a friendly

mission from Miguel Rodrigues, the Portuguese governor of Hugli

and Pipli, who presented various costly and rare gifts to him. From
Katak Shah Jahan proceeded northwards to Midnapur still unopposed,

whence a few stages of march brought him to the vicinity of Burdwan.

At Burdwan, Shah Jahan for the first time experienced

opposition; the faujdar, MirjS Salih, a nephew of Asaf Khan had

rejected the overtures of Ahmad Beg to accompany him in his

flight, and subsequently refused an offer of ’Abdullah Khan (Piniz

Jang) to join the ranks of the rebel prince. He strengthened the

defences of his fortified post and prepared for a gallant resistance.

Unfortunately he could not keep up his spirits for a long time in

the face of the close siege of the city by the officers of Shah JahBn,

and was ultimately compelled to surrender. Burdwan was occupied

and given as a fief to Bairam Beg, after which the rebel prince

marched due north towards Akbamagar or Rajmahal. After he

had reached Akbamagar, Ahmad Beg sent swift couriers to the

Bengal governor at Jahftngimagar informing him about the move-

ments of the rebel prince and his own evil plight. Ibrahim Khan was

at last roused to action. He first made arrangements for the defence

of the frontier posts, especially against the depredations of the

Feringi and Arakanese raiders, by strengthening the garrisons in the

new thanah of Fuldubi and Other thftnahs in Jessore, Bhulufi,

Tippetfth and Kachftr. Suitable arrangements for the protection of

the capital city were then made and Khw&ja Idtftk was entrusted

with the task with a force of 500 cavalry and 1000 miidceteets. With

the rest of the army, including about 6000 cavalry (Herbert, 80)>
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and 100 elephants, a large park of artillery, and a fleet of SOO war-

boats under the admiral Mir Shams, besides a large number of

boats belon^g to a Portuguese named Manoel Tavares

(Campos, HiHory of the Portuguese m Bengal, SO, footnote), and

the war-boats of the premier Bengal zamindar Ma’sum Khan, son

of Mus& Khan, the viceroy hastened to face the rebel prince at

Akbamagar.

The old fort built by Baja M^n Singh at the time of the estab-

lishment of the capital at Akbamagar was still strong, but had lost

its strategic value; the river Ganges having receded nearly a koe,

the city was no longer accessible to war-boats and cpuld not be

defended on land and water. So Ibr&him Khan abandoned the fort,

moved further down the river to a place where his son lay buried,

enclosed the tomb by a strong wall, and garrisoned it with nearly

4000 troops, including Portuguese gunners, commanded by his

younger nephew Mirzft Yusuf, assisted by JaUL’ir Khan, MinS
Isfandiyftr, and Mirza Nurullah. He himself, with his elder nephew,

Ahmad Beg, at the head of the remaining forces and the elephants,

crossed the river and entrenched at a place named Alcbarpur (now
included in Malda). The fleet remained midway for co-operation

with both the forces.

Meanwhile the rebel prince occupied first the old fort and next

the city. He attempted, through an envoy, to win over Ibi&him

Khan, and gave him the choice of continued service in Bengal ^der
the nominal control of the young prince Aurangzib, or a free and
safe passage back to the court with his family, in case he preferred

to stick to the side of the Emperor. The Bengal governor gavie a

prompt and dignified reply. Rather than dishonour himself, he

would die in the service of the Emperor.

Peace measures having failed, Shah Jahan prepared for war.

INilly conscious that in his position delay was dangerous and that

his success mainly depended on swift and sharp action, he arranged for

a rimultaneous assault on the new imperialist fort and the main
entrenchmmt of Akbarpur. Dfliftb Khan was sent with a large

train of artillery, under the command of Khidmat-parast Khan and

Rumi Khan, to storm the new fort, while DariyUit ^an Bohilla knd
other Afghan manaabdftrs were at the same time told to cross the

Ganges h^lher up, at an obscure ford near Pointee (about 80 miles

due east of Rajmahal), and attack Ibiflhim Khan’s camp.

The Bengal governor, <ni his part, tried his best to prevent the

crossing of the river by ikt Afghan contingent under Dariyfl Khan,

but the attempt failed, and Dariyi Khan crosring the Ganges

marched towards the Mughal entrendiments. The task of DAitb
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Khan inoved to be more difficult and protracted. An attempt to

storm the fort having failed, Dar&b Khan prepared for a siege.

Under cover of artificial barriers, the rebel’s general proceeded

cautiously towards the fort wall and then laid mines under it in

three different places, his progress being hampered at every stage

by the unremitting fire of the artillery of the garrison.

Shah Jahan now tried to force an issue ; he sent his commander*

in>chief, ’Abdullah Khan, at the head of 1500 cavalry, with Raja

Bhim and his Rajput levy, across the Ganges to reinforce Driiriy&

Khan, and make a combined assault on the Bengal governor.

Ibifihim Khan tried his best to dispute the passage of the river

by the reinforcing army. He deputed his admiral Mir Shams with

the entire imperial fleet, asristed by the war>boats of Ma’sum Khan
and Manoel Tavares, to oppose ’Abdullah Khan and Raja Bhim.

But these persons were already in secret correspondence with

the rebel prince, and made only a show of fight, with the result that

’Abdullah Khan and Raja Bhim crossed over at night without much
opposition and joined DariyS. Khan. The now-united > forces

marched all night and came upon Ibr&him Khan early next morning.

They were at once drawn up in battle array, in a position of great

advantage, with the river on one flank and a dense forest on the other.

In the engagement that followed, the imperialists laboured

under various disadvantages, ariring not only from the defeats already

sustained, but from the depletion in their ranks and especially the

death of tried and experienced soldiers. The force under Ahmad
Beg who held the centre had been reduced to 700 cavalry, that

under Sayyid Nurullah in the van numbered only 800 cavalry, while

IbrShim Khan, who commanded the rear, had only about 1000

horsemen, mostly raw recruits, as the veterans lay scattered, some

garrisoning the new fort of Akbamagar and others embarked in the

fleet under Mir Shams.

Yet for a time the battle was well-contested, mainly bedsuse

of the personal bravery and steadfastness displayed by Ibifihim

Khan. But the superior numbers and vigour of the rebel forces

ultimately ensured their triumph. The van under Nurullah first

gave away. Then came the turn of Ahmad Beg who was wounded

and compelled to retire from the centre. Ibilliim Khan ahme

continued the desperate struggle, bat gradually his soldiers deserted

him, and, with only a handful of followers, he fought on till he was

slahi unrecognised, (c. April, tO, 1684).
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X. Princb Shah Jaham bvvbs Bengai., 1624

The defeat and death of the Bengal governor was quickly followed

by the fall of his fortified post at Akbamagar which had so long

baffled all efforts at its capture. The mines already laid in three

different places under the fort wall were now set fire to, all at the

same time, and in the explosion that occurred two turrets were blown

up and a wide breach was made in the fort wall. Still the garrison,

reinforced by the officers who had escaped unhurt from the battle

of Akbarpur, continued their gallant defence, quickly raised a mud
structure to fill the gap in the fort wall, and repeatedly repulsed the

besiegers, taking a heavy toll of them. At the end of the day the

news of the fall of the subahd&r and the desertion of the imperial

fleet, arrived, and this finished the struggle. All resistance was
given up, and the fort was easily occupied. A large number of the

garrison were wounded and killed, and only a few escaped to

Jah&ngimagar, including Ahmad Beg, MirxS, Yusuf, and Jal&’ir Khan,

along with the treacherous admiral Mir Shams and his accomplices,

Ma’sum S3ian and Manoel Tavares.^

From Akbamagar, the rebel prince proceeded triumphantly

towards JahSngimagar, the capital, in order to seize the immense

treasures and war-materials deposited there and make necessary

arrangements for the administration of the country. He left Raja

Bhim in charge of Akbamagar, and issued peremptory fartnana

demanding 'the allegiance of the imperial officers in Bihar and in

Kftmrup, and after a journey of nine days, reached Dacca (e. early

in May, 1624). From GhoraghAt he had sent an officer in advance

to arrange for the peaceful submission of the widow of Ibrfihim Khan
and the leading imperial officers, and the latter gave Shah Jahan a

cordial reception.

The stay of the rebel prince at JahAngtmagar was only for a

week, but this brief stay was crowded with important events. A
sweeping change was made in the personnel of the government.

DSiSb Khan, son of KhAn-i-Kh&nfin ’Abdur Rahim, who had long

1 TtiMuk (B 4 B. n. M8-«0) : tqbdiiamah, ai7-Ml E 4 D. VI, 408-10) :

Bakaridmt. Mlb4M: K. Khan. I. 844-40: M. U. (Baveridae), L 15S.M.

8T», 4S5: J^n (A.6.) 108-180, 100-108: Gladwin, 80-78: ManrhiiM tr. Lnard,

ii, Ons-’iS ; Campoo-JnMofy «f tka Portqgtma in Banoal, 80 iootanta^ 188.

In the light of the detalM and syataatatie namthw of the Bakariitan, many
ehaentitlao and mheoneepUene lesaiding the wlnia aiUr, enhnhating h the

dedilve battle of Ahhaipar, may he demd, aa has been attempted by the pieaent

mriter fa Mi artide oa 'BebiDiaB of Shah Jahan and hb caiaer In Bengd* faf the

Indian Bitttrieal Gaoftwfy. Vol. X. No. 4,’Dec.. 1084.
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beeo suspected of treachery, but had subsequently rendered faithful

services in regard to the siege of the fort of Akbamagar, was rewarded

with an increase in his rank and appointed governor of Bengal.

Khwfija Mulki who had been selected paymaster of the Bengal

army, at the same time that Muhammad Rizft Ji&biri had been

appointed diwfin^ (e. December, 1620), but had recently joined the

rebel prince, was now made diwan in place of Muhammad Risk

Jabiri, while Mirzft Hidayetullah was chosen paymaster and news-

writer, and Malik Husain, treasurer-in-chief. ’Adil Khan and Pab&r

Khan were, however, retained as admirals, the fo''mer to stay at

Jabfingimagar, and the latter to accompany the rebel prince, along

with the artillery commander Khidmat-parast Khan. Mirzft Mulki

was afterwards replaced by Jawhkr Mai Dks as Diwkn. Mirzti Nathan,

who had been honoured by the Emperor with the title of Shitfib

Khan (c. November, 1622) for his services in the pacification of the

Dakhinkol, and had subsequently joined the ranks of the rebel prince,

was transferred from KSmrup and put in charge of Akbamagar in

the place of Raja Bhim who was sent to Patna. At Jah&ng^agar,

Shah Jahan seized a large amount of cash, totalling rupees forty

lakhs, besides a large quantity of clothes, and the almost entire war

equipment of the Government, 600 elephants, 400 horses, and the

whole of the artillery and fieet. His resources were greatly increased,

and the war-boats were particularly useful in his subsequent warfare

against the Emperor.

Another important event was the arrival of a friendly mission

from the king of Arakan. Mcng Khamaung (Husain Shah), who
had proved such a source of trouble to the Bengal subah since the

days of Islkm Khan, was now dead, and his son Thiri HiudMLmma
Raja (1622-38) also followed the same hostile policy. Common
hostility to the Emperor obviously induced the new king to

conciliate the rebel prince by this friendly gesture, which the latter

fully reciprocated. No tangible result, however, followed, and the

whole thing proved to be nothing more than a dipbmatic game.

Master of Orissa and Bengal, Shah Jahan was not the man to

sit down idly. His next task was the conquest of Bihar which was

easily accomplished. From Bihar he decided to proceed westward

and occupy Jaunpur, Benares, Chunar, Allahabad, and Oudh, and

then to march towards Agra, the capital, the entire programme to

be finished before prince Parvez and MahAbat Khan who were still

1 Md. RiA WM appobtad dhrSa viee Wssir Khan iHia had aaeeweded MiikMw

Khan aa dbrfn aboat tlw cad of loae 1410, and ffled that port til hb dMth ia
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in the Deccan could move forward and check his advance. He was

not, however, allowed to complete this programme. By the time

Jaunpur was occupied, Oudh overrun, and the forts of Allahabad

and Chunar closely besieged, the imperialists appeared on the scene

and turned the tide of affairs. Oudh was vacated, the ueges of

Allahabad and Chunar abandoned, and Shah Jahan finally met the

imperialists in a severe engagement on the bank of the river Tons

at a place named Kanti in the Mirzapur Dt. U. P.,' in which he was

thoroughly defeated (about the end of October, 1624) and compelled

to abandon Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa, and seek shelter in the Deccan

again.

No details are available regarding the history of D&r&b Khan’s

brief rule in Bengal. It appears that the Khan for a time faithfully

obeyed the orders of Shah Jahan. When the latter marched from

Jaunpur to face the imperialists near Bahadurpur (in Benares Dt.,

about 32 miles south-east of Allahabad), prior to the battle on the

river Tons, he masked D&rab Khan to send the Portuguese chiefs

Manoel Tavares and others with their war-boats to his aid, and this

was quickly done. But DarSb Khan again turned faithless and
began secret negotiations with the imperialists. Inspite of repeated

orders to join Shah Jahan with reinforcements prior to the battle on
the Tons, the Khan made excuses and did not leave Jahebgimagar,

though he sent his younger son to Shah Jahan with 100 cavalry and
200 war-boats.

The Arakan king appears to have taken advantage of the

pre-occupati^s of Shah Jahan to belie his professions of friendship

and indulge in a raid on Bhulua. Though the thfinahd&r, Mirzft

BAqi had. previous experience of naval engagements, and was
supplied with 700 cavalry and 300 war-boats, he could not check

the enemy who carried on their depredations with impunity and
retired with a rich booty (Baharistan, S14b. Fathiya, Continuation,

176a).

Dftr&b Khan’s disloyalty became clear in regard to his attitude

towards the Bengal zamindftrs, headed by Ma’sum Elhan, and the

Portuguese chiefs who had deserted the rebel prince on the eve of

the battle* of the Tons and withdrawn with their war-boats to

Jahangimagar. Far from fighting with the traitors, Dfiifib Khan
openly joined them, and thus the cause of Shah Jahan in Bengal was
totally lost.

Owing to the loyalty and devotion of ^itab Khan, the officer

in charge of Akbamagar, Shah Jahan, however, retained his hold

on that place even after his disastrous defeat in the battle of the

Tons. Tha{ officer maintained a strict' censorship of all letters pasring
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through Akbamagar and furnished a regular Supply of moDey»
munitions, and other war materials to the prince, and it was due to

his continued faithfulness that Shah Jahan could return to Akbar-
nagar early in January, 16Sf, and recoup himself for about 24 days

and gather all his war-materials and baggage prior to his final

departure for the Deccan.*

XI. Jahanqib’s rule restored in Benoai., 1625—^1627

Under orders of the Emperor, prince Parvex soon left for the

Deccan in pursuit of Shah Jahan, placing Bengal in charge of Mahftbat

Khan, assisted by his son Kh&nahsftd Khan (e. early ^ Miarch,

1625).

For about a year, father and son ruled Bmgal. Very little is

known about the history of their rule. One of the earliest acts

of Mah&bat Khan was the execution oi D&r&b Khan in compliance

with the orders of the Emperor. Further activities of the new
subahdftr, whose ability, e^qierience, and military talents^ were

undoubtedly of a high order, were dbecked by the machinations of

Queen Nur Jahan, backed by her brother Asaf Khan. They were

determined to discredit him and to detach him from his close

association with Prince Parvez, so as to improve the changes of

succession of the Queen’s worthless son-in-law, Shahriyfir. At their

instigation, MahAbat Khan was declared guOty of various misdeeds.

He had not yet sent to court the elephants obtainable in Bengal,

nor had he deqiatched the State revenue, with full accounts,

and an imperial officer was despatched to deal with the wh<de matter,

with instructions to bring him to court if the inquiry did not prove

satisfactray.

Mahibat Khan deariy saw thtoud> the evfl des^ns of his enemies

and was determined to counteract them as early possible. He
first sent the dqdtants, and then personally visited the Emperor
and thus removed him ftom the control of the fhctkm opposed to

him; but the success of his coup de mam was not lasting, and he

was utthnatdy driven to Tatta whence he marched to the Deccan

to join the rebel prince Shah Jahan (e. June, 1626) . Mahibat Khan's

(qien revdt was followed by his supersession in Bengal and the

consequent recaD of his sim Khinahald Khan. As Mahibat Khan

1 BtImMm, no»«14«, SIMISS^ SS0b«MK SM«Ma, It b the wdr
Mlimilgr fcr Os Urtaiy of tihs mM pAw lhah MmTs htM nle b Bmpi mad

ft miB mOMr ahnplljr with Shdi Mm’s ImI depMtvs boai AOmnapa far

the OMsas mdy fa Mnsiy, MW.
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during his short viceroyalty was involved in political compUcathms,

the actual task of administration devolved on KMnahz&d Khan, a

lazy pleasure-seeking youth, who left the governmental affairs in the

hands of his two favourites, Mulli. Murshid and Hakim Haidar.

These two officers failed miserably to check an incurrion of the

Arakan king. The latter proceeded unopposed from Khizrpur along

the Dul&i to the environs of the capital city, defeated the officers

who had at last come out to face him, entered the city, burnt and

looted it, and retired with a laige number of captives. Alarmed

at this raid, the subahd&r made a feeble attempt to bar the passage

of the Arakanese war-boats by means of iron chains thrown acrow,

the river DulSi.^

This was the last raid of the Arakan king in the reign of Jahfingir

and the impunity with which it was carried on, and the ease with

which even the capital was plundered, shows how the administration

in Bengal had deteriorated since the days of Isl&m Khan. Rightly

does the author of the Fathiyah remark after narrating the abject

flight of the two deputies of the subahdar in the face of the Magh
attack that ‘flghting requires bravery and is not the business of

Mullfts and Hakims ’.

On the recall of Khanahzad Khan to court (c. middle of 1636),

Mukarram Khan, an experienced officer of the Bengal subah, who
had next served in Orissa and Delhi as governor, was sent to

govern Bengal. His period of rule was brief and uneventful, and he
died of accidental drowning early in February 1637.

The Iasi governor of Bengal to be appointed by Jahangir (late

in March 1637) was Fid&i Khan. He was also an experienced officer of

long standing, and rose to prominence owing to the patronage of

Mah&bat Khan. Very little is known of the history of his rule

besides the fact that he stipulated to remit yearly from Bengal, in

the shape of presents, a sum of rupees five lakhs for the Emperor
and an equal amount for the Queen-consort Nur Jahan. From this

time, the personal tributes of the governors of Bengal were fixed at

that sum. Soon after the death of the Emperor Jah&ngir (October,

39, 1637), Fidlii Khan was replaced by Q&sim Khan, the nominee
of the new Emperor Shah Jahan.

The twenty-two years of Bengal history in the reign of Jah&ngir

proved to be a formative period. The leading tendencies of the

* FtMftik, Continnatioii, 164b, 176b^ PlMjrK, HMorg cf Bmmm, 177 and
Harvajr, fftiSofy of Bwrma. 148, only cami^ refer to this laid wbidt ^Dee«md
proboUy dnnng tbe rains of 1M6.
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subsequent history of Mughaf Bengal, and the directions in which

the currents of political life and' foreign relations mainly ran, were

determined during this period. As a result of the exertions of a
few" noted governors, particularly Isl&m Khan, the whole of Bengal

had been brouf^t under the effective rule of the Mughal Emperor,

and. the province had attained a geographical and political iMuty

unknown for a long time before. But in the process of rounding off

the territories of the new province, the government had been brought

into direct and immediate contact with two powerful frontier States,

the Ahom kingdom on the north-east and the kingdom of Arakan on

the south-east, with both of which it had to wage severe and prolonged

warfare of which only the beginnings lie in the reign of JahSngir.



CHAPTER XVn

BENGAL UNDER SHAH JAHAN

I. CaABAcnsisnc fbatobbs or thb histobt or BENOAti.

DTTRma 162&—1727

During the eighty years that covered the reigns of Shah Jahan

and Aurangzib, the history of Bengal followed a course clearly

marked off from that of earlier ages in two important respects.

Within its borders the province enjoyed unusually long peace. Apart

from small expeditions against refractory vassals in the ill-subdued

fringe-area, there was no rebellion to be subdued, nor any invasion worth

speaking of to be beaten off. The strong arm of Isl&m Ehan Chishti,

and the still more potent statesmanship of Ibr&him Khan Fath-i-Jang

had done their work effectively, and for over half a century rebellion

durst not raise its head in Mughal Bengal. The renewed strength

of the ruling power overflowed in the form of successful expansion

in the north and the south, into Assam and Orissa.

This happy change was mainly due to one remarkable fact

:

during a period of 68 years (1639-1707) there were three very long

viceroyalties in the place of the average short term of three years

enjoyed by the Emperor’s other representatives in Bengal. Prince

Muhammad Shujft* ruled the province for 21 years (1639-1659) , with

a caretaker during his absence for two years in the middle; Shldsta

Khan the premier Peer of the Realm (Amir-ul-nmai£) governed for

23 years (1664-1688) with a two years* break under two short-term

successors; and Prince Muhammad 'Azhn (later created ’Aram-us-

shin) fw tmi years (1698-1707), mostly through his son as deputy.

Berides bidding the provincial rule continuously for such long periods,

these three viceroys were near kinsmen of the Emperor and their

position was stronger than that of the ordinary servants of the Crown
who had governed before them. Hence they could enforce obedience

at home in full confidence of bring backed by the Sovereign. Local

opposition soon found itself powerless against them, rivals felt their

intrigues at the imperial Court against these Bmgal viceroys fhtile.

The world recognised this fact by a timid and respectful attitude

to them as to- royalty Hsrif.

The next diaractcristic feature this period was the policy

of trans-frontier expanrion which began in 1635 in an attack on
Assam, reached its h^-water mark in Mir Jhmla’s double triumph

of 1662, but immediatriy after his death next year recrived a sharp

set-badc that caused a stalemate. But the Mughals were defeated
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in Assam by Nature and not by man, and at last they were finally

expelled from that province in 1682. When this end ciame, the

imperial power had already begun to decUne from the senith all over

India, and a decade later the Empire began to break up from. the

shattering blows inflicted by the Marathas in the south. Its actual

extinction in Bengal was, however, delayed by the extraordinary

ability and long lives of the two subahdfirs Murshid Quli Khan
(1703-1727) and Alivardi Khan (1740-1766), who between them
administered Bengal for 41 years.

In Shah JalOn’s reign there were only three occurrences of

sufficient importance to deserve a long notice. These were the

capture of Hughli port from the Portuguese, the invasion of Assam,

and the war of succession among Shah Jahan's sons. The Assam
war was also the great foreign war in which this province was
engaged during Aurangzib’s reign. It ended by definitely crippling

the imperial power in the north-east, though as a set-off to it Shtista

Khui could point to his permanent conquest of ChfttgAon (1666)

and the second Mughal entry into the Kuch capital as conquerors

in March 1684. The most notable event in the internal history of

Bengal in Aurangzib’s time was the struggle with the English and

Dutch merchants which served to expose the real hollowness of the

imperial power and forced the Emperor in the end to patch up a

peace with the unconquerable rulers of the waters. The rising of

Sobhfi Singh and Rahim Khan was a temporary fire which was

quickly put out.

Jahangir's last governor of Bengal, FidAi Khan was removed

by Shah Jahan immediately after his coronation (4th Feb. 1628).

The new Emperor sent QAsim Khan Juyini as his own nominee there.

On 16th January 1632 the imperial Court received from this viceroy

presents worth two lakhs of rupees, consisting of 33 elephants, 27

hill-ponies, some shields of riiinoceros hide, 40 maunds of aloe wood
and other special products of the province. Later in the same year

followed the news of a resounding victory achieved in the same
province. This was the capture of the port of Hughli from the hands

of the Portuguese (on 19th September). As it was the first land

battle in India in which indigenous troops and methods of warfare

triumphed over European troops and European leadership, however

poor, it will be studied here in detail.

n. Hpohu and rrs PoRTtraonaB sbttusra

Some twenty miles north of Calcntta the river Ganges receives

two <mce-mighty feeders, the Saraswati from the sonth-west and
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the Jamuna from the east. Their point of junction has been named
by Hindu piety as Tribeni, or the union of the three braids of hair,

in remembrance of Prayig (modem Allahabad) the holy city of

three rivers. South of the Saraswati in the loop formed by it before

it falls into the Ganges, stood the ancient city of Sfttgfion (Seven

Villages), the greatest port of Bengal for ocean-going ships in the

middle ages. Its wealth and population are the theme of old Bengali

poetry and legend and early travellers* tales. But in the course of

centuries the mouths of the feeders of the Ganges became choked

with sand and their water supply diminidied till at last the tidal

Ganges alone remained navigable, while the Saraswati and the Jamunft

dried up into narrow channels on which even the smallest craft could

not ply except for a few weeks in the monsoon. This spelt the

doom of S&t^n as a port, and the site of this once flourishing city

has become a fever-haunted wilderness of jungle and morass, broken

by some rice-flelds,—^whose condition is picturesquely deseribsd by
its modem name of BAnsber^ or ‘ the Bamboo Grove ’. This

change in the river-bed had been completed by the time when the

Mughals conquered Bengal.

The Portuguese, who were the first among the Europeans to

vint the Bay of Bengal for trade, at first used to come and sail

away every year when the trading season was over. Their trade was

so profitable to both sides and their naval power so welcome an

asastance to the local mlers, that the Bengal sultans encoura^ied

them to make settlements of a more permanent character and even

to undertake the collection of the custom-duties of the port, first

of S&t^Lon and next, when S&tg&on declined, of Hughli on the main

channd of the Ganges, some three miles east of Sfttgion.

The superiority of the European races in the use of fire-arms,

thrir doll in navigation and the laiyer sise and heavier armament
of their ships made the Portuguese the dominant sea-powm: in the

Indian ocean in the 16th century. Hence, the sea-borne trade of

Bengal, and through Bengal, of Uppw India also,—deserted SAtglon

and favoured the new Portuguese port of Hughli ; it passed into

Portuguese hands except for a few Arab and Malaya ships. This

natural change could not be understood by the Mughal Court-writers,

who caDed it the stealing away vt the business and wealth of the

nyal port of Sttj^bm by the treachery of die Perinps.*

« Abdd HsnM lahok* etrites VM. iA. 4S4)—“Dariaa Hw rafe of the Beageli

(MSm) e bo4r et Vhrinai tisdaM. inhabitadU of Sondip, uaad to vMt
aad papdbtad (i «ifaidsed)i a piooe on the haak of tte cnek oao hat Jwyend
Bttgta fw theMahrea; bare thay boift aaaaa inaiiahiia with the patiahaiaa of
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Towards the middle of the reign of Akbar, in May 1578, a Feringi

named Pedro Tavares, who was the chief of the Portuguese at Hughli,

visited the Emperor’s camp by invitation, and so highly pleased Akbar
by his polidied manners and intellectual talk that he received

permission to found a city in Bengal for the Portuguese, who were

promised lull religious liberty, including the right to preach their

religion, make converts, and build churches. (Akbamamah, iii. 849,

Campos 52.) The fruit of this mission was the establishment of a

Portuguese colony at Hughli* (e. 1570), a place on the right bank

of the Ganges, 2 miles or so east of Satgaon. Here the great

Augustinian monastery was built in 1599 two miles north of Hughli

at a village which came to be called Bandel (a Portuguese corruption

of bandar or port) , and also the College of the Jesuits (in a north-

western suburb of Bandel), besides a poor-house and some other

minor religious edifices.

HI. GoVERNIttiBITT AND SoCIBTT OF THK PoRTUOUESB

AT Huanu

Here at the end of the 16th century grew up the first real

settlement of the Portuguese in lower Bengal. But the place was

not politically a European colony. It did not form any portion of

the dominion of the Portuguese sovereign, governed by an agent

of that king, but was simply the residence of a small body of

foreigners situated in a Muslim territory ; and though these foreigners

administered their parochial affairs themselves by the sufferance of

the Muslim king of the country, they were bound to execute his

the Bengali (SulUhu) on the plea of a home being neoeanuy for thw baying and

BeDing. In the coune of time, owing to the atupidity and cardeMncM of the

mien, many Feringis asiembled here and buQt extrandy lofty and strong mansions and

atrengthened them with cannon, mnskela and other armaments. Ini a short time

a large town (ma'nMiro) grew op bei^ and it got the name Hu^i Bandar. It

became Ihe practice for ships from Firaag to call at tins port and cany on thmr

trade; and so the mariwt of Sltidan port hut its sphndonr and use”.
* Before the Fortugaese settlement, the petty i^Dage of HngUi contained

only a nnmbw of straw-hnta and bamboo stodmdss in whidi tbe vidtlet Portugoesa
shi^ naed to sdl thalr coigo of salt tram HiJIi and whIdi thoy avacnatod whan
the transaction was osar. It was oaUod • gm! or mart (wUdi Fwalan word is

diagnisad m ehandaii gandja in Gabaol’s Bamthrob Loaid, IL 6N). A store hoass of

salt (or any odiar nomiiodity) is oaDod iai Bangall a gala, and tUa word In the

aaimlli of the PortagMao bosamr OdiOUM. (0 bdag tha ddhUa artUo h the

Fortagosao langoagi and • aaaol anfls boing added to most Indian plaoMwaasr

by theaa psopb.) The BangaWa Iwnad fhfsft Into BnfB.
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orders, submit to his law courts, and pay his taxes. They did not

enjoy any extra-territorial right.

The position of the Portuguese at Hughli was really very weak.

The power of their home-country, then annexed to Spain, had sunk
to its nadir. The Spanish king Philip IV was a fool and a sluggard.

His empire in the Indies, as the viceroy the Conde de Linhares

reported in 1635, was then suffering from an utter want of money,
ships and even men to work the ships. Their Indian trade had been

seized by the Dutch, who now dominated the Indian Ocean.

Hughli itself could not expect any help from Goa, as it was under

the administrative control of the governor of Ceylon, and the

Portuguese power in Ceylon was bleeding to death in consequence

of a ruinous war with the Raja of Kandy.
Van Linschoten observed in 1589, that at Ch&tgaon and Hughli,

" the Portuguese have no forts nor any government, nor policy, (such)

as in India (t. e., in Portuguese India or the Goa and Daman territory,

they have), but live in a manner like wild men, and untamed
horses, for that every man doth there what he will, and every man
is lord (and master). Neither esteem they anything of justice,

whether there be any or none ; and in this manner do certain

Portugals dwell among them . . . and are for the most part such

as dare not stay in India (t. e. Portuguese India) for some wicked

things by them committed (there) ”. Eighteen years later, Pyard

de Laval, generalised from his observation of Ch&tgaon, “A large

number of Portuguese dwell in freedom at the ports on this coast

of Bengal; they are also very free in their lives being like exiles.

They do only traffic without any fort, order or police, and live like

natives of the country: they durst not return to India (t. e. Goa
territory) for certain misdeeds they have committed. ” Gonsales at

Sondip is the aptest illustration of this.

This was the condition of Hughli in its primitive stage. But

as the 17th century advanced, the growing prosperity and population*

of the port secured for it some sort of recognition from the authorities

in Portugal, without the full status of a colony. Hitherto the

people of Hughli had been allowed by the Mughal Government to

* la IMS Father Cabral, a parUeipaat in the aicfe, wrote, "Of the varioua

trading porta of the Portuguese in Bengal, the richest, the most flourishing, and

most populous was that of Huidili. To it vessels of India, Chfaa, Malaooa and

Manila repaired in great numbers. The Hindustanis, the Mogola the Peraiana

end the Armenians-came there to fetdi goods . . '. They paid yearly to the custom-

houses of the Muriial above a hundred thoqsand taagoe (mpem) hr dutim on

the salt trade of the kingdom of HijU whidt they oarried on”. Luaed, Mimregna ii.
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manage Uidr local affairs, including defence, provided that the
Emperor’s oveilordship was not denied. The king of Spain and
Portugal now nominated to Hughli a Captain Conuidor, as a sort

of Mayor with four assistants yeariy elected by the citizens, and
placed the port under the protection of his governor of Ceylon, as

Goa was too distant.

The political disorder of the town is best illustrated by Esther
Cabral’s naive admission : “The Captain was obeyed by the

common folk, at least ; sometimes, too, he would enforce his authority

on the gentry of the place. ’’ For, the dominant white guitry of the

port led rich, lazy, free lives, keeping oriental harems and pursuing

their jealous quarrels about dignity and mortal feuds.

The moral degeneration of the Portuguese in Hughli was evoi

greater than their military weakness. Inside the town the population

did not form a happy family or even an orderly civil society. The
small body of pure Europeans stood aloof from the numerous half-

breeds (mestizoes), while the black peasants and slaves formed a

third and depressed caste. At the top of the social ladder, the

priests out-number^ the able-bodied male laymen of European
race, and these two classes were divided by pride, jealousy and
conflict of material interests. Hence a united opposition to any
attack from outside was impossible. Moreover, all the manual
labour of fortiflcation, entrenching, rowing the ships and aerving

the naval guns,—^was done by Indians, mostly Bengalis of the

peasant class mixed with purchased slaves. These men did not form

part of the city population, but lived with their families in huts in

the defenceless villages outside, so that the arrest of their wives

and children in tiie suburbs by the Mughal invadm at once forced

the sailors of Hughli to submit to the invaders, and thrir defectkm

paralysed the defence of the port through an absolute diortage of

labour. The vast Indian population oil Hughli, made up of

mechanics, tradesmen, and servants, merely wanted to live in peace,

they had no heart in resisting the Mughals to the bitter end, and
so the fighting for the port fell solely on the Europeans and

mestizoes, assisted by a small band of loyal black Christians.

IV. CAU8BB or THB MuQHAL ATTACK OH HUOBU

The Portuguese settlers of Hu|^ did not themselves commit

piracy in the Mu^l territorial waters, nor raid Bengal villages for

capturing slaves. But they shared the odium of thrir fellow

eountiymeh who lived in Arafam as allies of the king and

made annual raids in the rivers of lower Bengal, committfag
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unspeakable atrocities on the Indians who fell into their hands. The
innate cruelty of the southern Latin races and the inflamed lust of

seamen in foreign parts, made the entire Feringi race a terror and

abomination to the Indian people. Their periodical incursions stopped

the inland navigation of deltaic Bengal by the local people in their

raiding season, and turned many a river-side village into a manless

wilderness. A lurid picture of the forms of cruelty whJ(^ they

practised on their Indian victims has been drawn by Shihabuddin

Tfilish in his account of Shaista Khan’s conquest of Chatghon.

These Feiingis from outside used to call at the port of Hughli,

fraternise with their compatriots there, and sell their captives in the

local market. The Indian people naturally could not distinguish

between the Portuguese of Hughli and their kith and kin in flxing

responsibility for the plunder, rape and enslavement committed by

the same race.

The second cause of public feeling against the Portuguese was

that by hook Of crook they converted to Christianity many Bengalis

of the villages of our riverine tract, which they took on lease from the

Bengal rulers.

Lastly, the growing population and armament of Hughli, added

to the known superiority of the Portuguese in the use of fire-arms

and their unchallenged sea-power, threatened the creation of an
vmpermm in imperio at the mouth of the Ganges, so that the Mughal
Emperor “ could not but conceive great fears {and they were -not

unfounded) lest His Majesty of Spain should possess himself of the

kingdom of Bengal ”, as Father J. Cabral himself admitted.

(Manrique, ii, 395).

Hence, the far-sighted Shah Jahan personally instructed Qasim
Khan at the time of appointing him to Bengal, to take possession

of Hughli, crush the Portuguese power, and make captives of the

white men, women and children there to be sent to Court and made
Muslims or slaves. This was in reprisal for the misdeeds of the

Feringis living in Bengal. Father John Cabral. S. J., in his report

on the capture of Hughli written only one year after the incident,

mentions three charges (which he piously calls pretexts) as brought

by Shah Jahan to justify his attack upon that port: First, that

he had received in Bengal several affronts from Manoel Tavares . . .

when he was in revolt against his father Jahangir. Secondly, that

the port of Hughli had sent him no embasqr or customary presents

at his accession to the throne. Thirdly, that the port of HughK
was supplying the Magh king, the enemy of the Mughal Empire,

with men for his galleys and with ammunition. (Ibid, ii. 894-395)

.

Now, the second charge is diown by Cabral himself to have
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been true. As for the first, the contempomiy history of MiwtS

Nathan proves its truth in every detail, while (^ral makes a brief

general admission of it. We learn that in 1024 when Prince Shah
Jahan then in rebellion against his father, conquered Bengal and
Bihar, the Feringis of Dacca and other places in Bengal wi^ their

boats and those of the East Bengal zamindfirs, joined him for gain^

and proceeded up to the junction of the Ganges and the Tons.

Their leaders were Manoel Tavares (corrupted into Monmil in the

Bah&rittan ms.) , Miguel Rodriguez (corrupted into Rodris, Durzistut,

or Zarrims in the Persian ms., tr. p. 736, 750), and some others.

Seduced by Prince Parvez, they treacherously deserted Shah Jahftn

(in concert with the zamindars’ flotilla) and sailed down the Ganges

to Bengal, sacking the city of Patna on their way, but were repulsed

at R&jmahal by Mirs^ Nathan. The desertion of his entire fleet

ruined the cause of Shah Jah&n and he had to flee back to the Deccan.

Shah Jahftn’s wife Mumtaz Mahal had been sent to the fort of

Rohtas, to be delivered of her youngest son Murfid Bakhsh there,

and two of her female attendants left behind at Patna were kidnapped

by the Portuguese and subjected to outrage worse than death.

(Manucci, Stom do Mogor, i. 170, 182).

As for the third charge, it was the usual practice of European

adventurers in foreign parts to sell arms to the “ Country Powers ”

against the orders of their own national Government. Thus, in 1661

while Shivaji was besieged in Panhala, some English factors of

BAj&pur sold mortars to his enemies inspite of their Preadent

ordering strict neutrality. Again, the first Burmese War was preci*

pitated by some English officers in Chatgaon selling munitions to

rdbels against the Burmese king, though the E. I. Co. was then at

peace with him. (See Capt. W. White’s Political History of the

Extraordinary Events which led to the Burmese War, 2nd. ed. 1828.)

y. Thb sieoe of Hughli, 1632

Qlsim Khan was a man of exceptional ability and experience.

He knew his own side’s weakness in firearms and naval skill, and

made his preparations very cleverly so as to concentrate an over-

whelming force against the enemy and at the same time throw them

off their guard. His chief object was to block their path of retreat

^ TUs dbptovM Maariqae’s boast that Mtgnel the eaptain of the port and

duistiana' at Dacca, loyally refnaed to jobl the Frinoe in his icbaDion against

the aoigdiiig sevaiaigB. (Maariqiieb ii. 88. 811).
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down the Ganges to the open sea and prevent the arrival of

reinforcements to them by ship.

He formed three forces which were to move by different routes

at different times and converge at the time of attack. First, he
sent under BahAdur ICambu (his chief lieutenant) a division including

his persona] contingent of horse and foot, to Makhsusfib&d outwardly

for taking possession of the Crownlands there, but with secret oiders

to wait for the other forces. A second force was got ready under

the subahd&r*s son Fnayetullah as its nominal chief, but with Alayfir

Khan as the true commander. To deceive the Feringis it was

publicly announced that the expedition was designed against the

zamind&r of Hijli island. This force on reaching Burdwan halted.

The actual attack on Hughli was put off till the flotilla (navnodra) of

the imperial government (under KhwAja Sher) and the numerous
war-boat! of the loyal zamindArs under Ma’sum IQian (the son of

MusA Khan and grandson of the famous I’sA Khan Masnad-i-'Ala)

had advanced from Sripur (south of Dacca) to Sankrail

(some 10 miles below Calcutta) and closed the channel of the Ganges.

On the 14th June 16S2, the flotilla reached this spot. Immediately

on getting news of it, the division at Burdwan by a rapid march
of one day and night reached Haldipur, midway between SatgAon and

Hughli, and a few days afterwards the first division from MakhsusabAd
arrived and joined them. The combined land army hastened -south

to SAnkiAil and helped the fleet in throwing a bHdge of boats across

the Ganges at the narrow straits. They also began trendies on

both banks of the river. These earthworks in the course of time

extended for many miles between Hughli and Betor, and when in

August the big guns arrived from Dacca, Burdwan and Rajmahal
and were mounted on these batteries, and more chains were drawn

across the Ganges at different places, the doom of Hughli was sealed.

The attacking forces appeared before Hughli on SOth June

and the place was captured on 15th September.* after an investment

* Father Cahral gives the following dates, which I have here converted from

hb New s^de to the Old style or oarefbnned calendar observed thronghoat thb

volume, bgr deducting ten—it may be deven days. The invaders made their

first demonstratioii befoM Hu^i on fiOth June and thdr first real attach oxt

Mad June; the Fbrtngaeae deciding on the evaeuaUon of Huf^Ii embarked at

ni^ on 14lli 8e|it and the Mu^uds took the port nest day.

The Coortdilstorian of Shah Jahta says that the fanperialiste set their faces

to atta^iqg the enemy on find Zihifla (slO June; but if dmm b emended as

dshom, the date would be 18 Jme). Tlw last mine was fired oni lOth Babi*-sil-«wwnl

(=18 Sept) ; hot if we emend dMar-dakam into eheharwm, the date wonid be
8 Sept, and the eetnd evacnation would follow 4 or 8 daya later. Such emendations
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of nearly three months, but there v^as nothing heroic in the victory

of the imperialists.

The first portion of the invading army was sighted about thMe
miles from Hughli on 16th June. Some days were passed in parleys

started by the frightened people of the port. Soon the second

division arrived, and on the 20th and 21st the imperialists made
demonstrations before the city, with a view to discovering the location

and strength of the defences. The grand attack was delivered on

the 22nd ; the Mughals in full force advanced and captured the

suburbs. The defenders were a little over SOO whites, with a large

number of Indian Christians, mostly slaves (a very unreliable

corps) , and four thousand Bengali sailors for manning the war-boats ;

their captain-general was Manoel de Azevcclo. “The city had no

walls nor artillery of any kind. What musketry they had—there was

much of it and of good quality—^was distributed and (sub) captains

appointed. ” (Cabral, ii. S99) . The severe loss which the invaders

suffered on this day from the musket-fire of the Portuguese concealed

in a garden, entirely damped their ardour for open assaults, and for

the next two days they fought from afar and feebly.

Negotiations for peace were now opened by mutual desir<\ the

Portuguese troops being overborne by the clamour of their peace-

loving property-owners, and the Mughals wishing to gain time for

their big guns and reinforcements to come from Dacca and other places.

At first the Portuguese defenders too were not without hopes of

relief by their fellow-countrymen ; but the Feringis of Arakan were

involved in a war with the Magh king (their strong ally in the

past), and the Goa Government was without ships, men or money.

So, in the end, Hughli was left to its fate unaided.

In their eagerness to buy peace, the civil population of Hughli

paid the Mughal general one lakh of rupees as contribution and

also surrendered many Muslims who had been made Cjhristiana.

besides giving up a number of boats. But the deceitful Mughal
commander, after these concessions, only raised his demand to seven

lakhs of rupees and the total disarming of Hughli. So, the whites

set their teeth and decided to fight to the end, and hostilities were

resumed.

Hughli was an open port; it had no fort, no protective wall,

no ditch round it. The nalaa intersecting the soft alluvial soil.

are reaeonabla in vteir of the notoriow eopyieU* errors in Persian him and the

mieprinta in the Bibliotheca Indioa Fenian series.

So there is no real conflict of dates between the two sides.
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when filled with tidal water or the monsoon fioods, acted as a sort

of natural fosse round the centre of it. Just before the Mughal
attack, the Portuguese had hastily run lines of barricades and
palisades from house to house to protect their own quarter. But
the bamboo poles were knocked down by the iron-plated heads of

the Mughal war-elephants, and the invaders’ artillery set fire to the

crowded native huts. The only defensible posts were two substantial

Houses of Religion and a few pucca private dwellings, held by
determined musketeers.

The daily firing from the Mughal guns made the suburbs of

Hughli untenable. The Portuguese abandoned the village of B&li

(close to the ditch in the north), which contained the College of

the Jesuits, and here the Mughal officers took up their quarters.

Justly afraid of muskets in European hands, Bah&dur Khan gave up
the attempt to storm the port, but followed a policy of attrition

which succeeded in the end. He began to raid the neighbouring

villages and places with a Christian population and dragged into

captivity the families of the 4000 Bengali sailors of the Portuguese

ships (called ghurSbit) and other servants of the Feringis who
lived there. This step coerced the men themselves into abandoning

the cause of the Feringis and coming over to the Mughals, and the

defence was paralysed by the utter want of labour to man the boats,

supply the troops, and dig the trenches.

Half way through the siege, early in the month of August, big

guns came to the Mughal general from Dacca and othor places and
also a party of Portuguese under the traitor Martin Afonso de Mello

with his own ships. This man now became “the engjineer and

Commissary General” of the besiegers and supplied the brain and

.>ipear-head of the Mughal attack, especially during the fatal retreat

down the river. Some naval attacks were made, but they failed

through the superior skill and courage of the defenders. Mines

were run under some of the well-defended buildings. The last of

them was fired on 9th September with heavy loss to both the

sides.

Thus in the end the situation within the beleaguered port became

intolerable. There was no relief within right. And at last on 14th

September, evacuation was decided on. AD the people, t. «., the

Portuguese and other well-to-do Christians, embarked in their

remaining boats with the utmost secrecy. Ibey could have made a

dash down to the sea in safety, but the retreat was mismanaged and

conducted without a common leader, or plan, eadi boat moving as

it fdeased at its own time. The 'voyage down was one long tragedy.

Many of 'the boats were sunk usually by the shore batteries, and
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some through the explosion of their powder.^ The surviving boats made
their way through the breaches tom open in the bridge of boats by
the eiploding ships, and fighting their last duel with Martb Afonso

near Betor (south west of Calcutta) reached safely at Sagar island.

Here they were met by relieving sh’ps from Dianga and Goa.

VI. The losses on the two sides

Those who thus saved themselves numbered about SOOO souls,

namely a hundred and odd Portuguese males and 00 to 70 white

women, the rest being natives of the country and slaves. But the

losses of the defenders had been heavy. A little over a hundred

Portuguese had perished during the siege, mostly in the retreat, the

Catholic priests and monks doing the most heroic service. The
Mudim Court historian boasts that “ ten thousand of the enemy

—

men and women, old and young, were slain drowned or burnt, and
4,400 Christians, male and female, were made captives. ” We learn

that only four hundred Feringi captives, male and female, from

Hughli were produced before the Emperor at Agra, on 8th July 1633.

They were offered the choice between liberty at the cost pt

apostatizing to Isl&m and lifelong slavery and chastisement on

refusal. “Some of them agreed to the conversion, but most refused

. . . Those who refused were kept permanently in prison ; most of

them died in captivity ”. (Pttdiahdh-ndmah, iA. 430, 334) . Their

sufferings'^ are described by Manrique, ii. 323>3SS.

Fkther John Cabral thus sums up the losses of the Chilistians,

“ Most ct the women were lost, many of them matrons of high rank.

Between killed and captives the Portuguese lost about a hundred

persons. Add four religious of St Augustine, three of our Society

(t. e., Jesuits) , six or seven secular priests, and 83 married soldiers

* The Fortugneae mBcied raqiritiiisly littk loei of life in mSimI fiditins

on lend or In pMched naval battlea dnihi( a Hcge of three nontha It waa only

when at the end of the etmgde they were attcnpting to clip aiway in their ehipn

down the river, that they kwt many nien and hoata from the fire of the Mughal trench

guna on both banlco of the river at the ilMrww tortnoua plaoea. But here the

attack euoeeeded mahily from the direetion and naval ambtanoe which one of

their cam dhbyal fiAciw«onnttymen, Martin Afonso de MeBo gave. He had foiw

over to the governor of Dacca adring for vengeance on nmie Portngncee of Hnddi
with whom he had a personal quarrel.

s “The chief Portngneee and the women who moat attracted him were biclnded

amonk Hwee kept by the Tmpreor.
,
Them women he ordered to be pnt in the

mnhal or acmi^ and Oe nnn fas ^ pnhlie jai”. (Manrlina fi. fifil^ am ako
Storis de Mogor. I. lOi^ 18SJ
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with their boys and giris. I do not speak of the daves, nor of the

coloured people, because I have no account”. (Manrique, ii. 418).

The most reliable figure for the loss on the imperial side that Father

Cabral could get by careful inquiry was 4,800 killed, including

Bengal troops, and 25 dhadi*. Rumour, no doubt, estimated the

number of the dead as high as 80,000 (ii. 410) . Abdul Hamid Lahori

quotes the official despatch of the imperialists, “ From the beginning

to the end of the campaign, a total of t«i thousand of the enemy,

men and women, old and young,—^were slain, blown up by gun-

powder, drowned in water, or burnt in fire; the imperial army lost

neariy one thousand dead”. (Pad. iA. 489).

VU. RliOONQXTBST OF Kaj^ot, 1687—*88

The Ahom war of Shah Jahan’s reign was not the effect of

imperialistic eiqwndon. It was a war forced on the Mughals lor

the defence of their district of Kgmrup against the ambitious policy

of the Ahom king. An exceptionally able and ente^rising ruler had
ascended the throne of Assam in 1608, in the person of SusengphA,

rightly sumamed Pi&tap Singh in memory of his splendid victories.

His long reign (1608-1641) covers the entire reign of Jahangir and
the first half of Shah Jahan’s rule before the latter Emperor became
involved in those wars in Balkh and Qandahar wluch diverted all

the strength and resources of the empire to the north-western frontier.

Pratap Singh set himself to strengthening his kingdom by
raising a chain of forts at strategic points, building embanked roads

(dlt), and drawing all the neighbouring rajas to his side by war,

marriage, friendly alliance, and extension of bis protective vassalage

over them. His growing power induced most petty chiefs of that

comer to save their estates by voluntarily accepting his overlordship

and making him their " adoptive father ” by a religious ceremony.

The expansive force of the new Ahom Monarchy as it spread west-

wards inevitably came into collision with Mughal power in K&mrup.

The younger branch of the Kuch Bihar royal house which ruled

over Kiftmnip (called Kuch IKjo in the Persian histories) lost their

independence with Isl&m Khan Chishti’s capture of Raja Parikshit

Narayan in 1618, (see ch. 15 sec. v) . The deposed ruler died in 1616.

His younger brother Bali Narayan (called Baldev in the Parian

accounts) fied to the Ahom kmg Susengpbft, with whose aid he was

set up as .the tributary Baja of Darrang and given the title of

Dhaima Nara3ran. After the Ahom victory over Abi Bakr (1615,

see ch. 16 sec. iv) the Mughals had constantly to fight to iiMintain

thdr precarious hold on the country west of the Bar Nadi and th^
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occupied Hajo town and a few other forts while disorder and anarchy
reigned throughout the rest of the district. (Gait, 106-111). In
the years following Shah Jahan’s accession, the causes of war quickly

multiplied. Every enemy of the Mughals, every rebel or revoiue-

defaulter in the north-eastern comer of the suboh of Bengal,

sought refuge in Ahom territory and found asylum with its king.

On that ill-defined frontier, disputes about smuggling, the harbouring

of run-away subjects, poaching on each other’s territories, and even
the killing of subjects, accumulated, as the Ahom king haughtily refused

to extradite escaped criminals or punish his subjects ’ alleged crimes.

(S. Mahant’s Buranji, paragraphs 123, 129. Gait, 112). When
Isl&m Khan Mashhadi, the new subahdkr, arrived ' in Bengal
(May 1635), Bali Narayan was instigated by Satrajit the dis-

loyal Mughal thftnahdB.r of P&ndu, to profit by the administrative

disorder due to the change of governors and push into Hfijo

and attack its faujdir, 'Abdus Sal&m. Under a rule made in

Jahangir’s last years, every new subahdar of Bengal was bound
to send to the Emperor caA and presents worth five lakhs of rupees

once in his viceroyalty as his tribute. This amount was expected

to be made up of the tribute payable by the local vassals and

landholders to the new viceroy in honour of his arrivid. Thus every

three years,—^the average duration of a subahdari in Bengal,—^the

screw was turned at the top and the leading men of the province were

squeezed for satisfying the throne. As elephants were the main and

most acceptable produce of Bengal, this role pressed hardest on the

vassals holding jagirs on the Assam frontier on condition of catching

elephants by kkeda there. These men had been exasperated by the

hardness of Qishn Khan.

’Abdus SalSm wrote to Dacca for aid; the governor sent him
reinforcements under Shaikh Muhiuddin (a brother of ’Abdus Salftm)

,

Muhammad S&lih Kambu, Sayyid Zain-ul-%bidin and other hi^
officers (e. July 1686) . But through mismanagement among the leaders

and the deceitful reports of Satrajit, the Mughals lost the post at PSndu.

’Abdus Sal&m held H&jo and the outposts near it and sent Zain-ul-

’nbidin eastwards to meet the Ahoms, who were pudied back to their

frontier at Sri^iSt. Desultory fitting contmued for some months.

IVesh reinforcements now arrived ftom Dacca under Iriim

Khan’s brother Mir Zain-uddin ’Afi, with 1500 horse and 4000 foot

(musketeers and archers), berides the contingents of the Boigal

samindars and abundant supplies and munftions. This expedftion

failed through the lack of concert anumg the imperial commanders.
’Abdus Salim in attempting to fsli bade bom Sri^iit to H&jo, was

attacked at ni^t by the Ahoms frith 500 wan-boats. Satrajit fled away

4fl
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with some of the Bengal camindars and thdr flotilla, and the

imperialists flghting on the sandy island ot Majuli were totally

defeated ; Sfilih Kambu was killed, Bfiyazid (zamindar of Dacca)

was taken prisoner and the Mughal flotilla and stores w^ captured

by the Ahoms.

Next Bali Nazayan advanced from SrigUlt and B&ndu and

besieged the Mughid force in I&jo. Starvation compelled the

defenders to capitulate; ‘Abdus Salto and his brother Muhiuddin
were sent as captives to the Ahom Court, but Zain-ul-abidin bravely

held out and fell fighting within his trenches, e. ^an. 1687 (S. Mahant’s

Buranji, para 18£)

.

This war had very evil consequences for the Mughals in the

future. It rudely broke the jealous isolation in which the Ahom
people and king had secluded themselves from Bengal and the people

of the Mughal empire, and it dispelled the fear which the Mughal
arms and soldiery used to arouse so long as they were distant and
unknown. It also proved that naval supremacy must dominate any
war in Assam.

In another theatre of war, however, the prospects of the

imperialists brightened. The corps under Mir Zain-uddin Ali

attacked Chandra Narayan (another insurgent son of Parikshit

Narayan) who ruled over ]&rib&ri on the north bank of the

Brahmaputra ; he fled away (98 Dec. 1980) and tiie Muj^uds
recovered Karibftri, and subdued places on the south bank of the

river. The traitor Satrajit was seized at Dhubri and sent to l^u^,
where he was executed.

Meantime, the Ahoms had pushed on to *Jopgoph& (near

Goalpara) and begun to raise stockades there; but the imperiaflsts

advanced from Dhubri and by repeated attacks drove the enemy
back bq^d the Banas river. The country south ci the Brahnuq>utra

was now fully subjugated. The Mughals reached Chandankot and
from that base sent out a detachment whidi was faced by Bali

Narayan on the K&lftpSni river near Bishnupur, in the midst of a
dense jungle. Both sides now received large rdnforcements, and at

last in the night of 80th October 1637 Bali Narayan delivered an
attack en maate. A long fight followed, in which the Ahoms were

defeated and their stockades were successivdy stormed; they lost

several chiefs and over 4000 soldiers killed, and three leading

captains raptured, berides much armament left to the victors. Similar

victories with large amounts of booty and high-ranking priscmem

were gained by the Mughals in the following weeks. Rndu and
Srighht were conquered (Dee. 1687) and the Ahom army was

scattered' and ne^y 600 of thdr war-boats and 800 gqos were
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captured by the victors. Tbe whole of Kuch Hljo was thus deared
of the Ahoms and the campaign was gloriously dosed by the taking

of fort KSjali, at the junction of the Kalang river with the Brahma^
putia which was the frontier post of the Ahom kmgdom. Bafi

Narayan henceforth led a fugitive’s life till he perished in great

distress among the hills.

During the next three months the whole district was padfied,

a revenue settlement was made with the landlords, and Gauhati

chosen as the headquarters of the governor. Finding all thdr
resources exhausted by this twdve years’ unsuccessful war, the

Ahom frontier governors induced their king to make peace with

Bengal through Alayftr Beg, the successor of 21ainuddin *Ali at

Gauhftti (Sep. 16S8). The Bamadi in the north and the Ashui4Ui

in the south were fixed as the boundary. (S. Mahant’s Bvranji, paras

139-142 : Abd. Ham. ii. 35-90.)

VIII. Anothbr comxTCT with Abakan, 1638.

While the army and navy of Bengal were thus entangled in

Assam, a great storm threatened the province from its soutii-eastem

comer, and detained the viceroy at Dacca in defensive watchfulness.

A new Magh king of Arakan sent his fiejet brom ChatgSon to raid the

Noftkh&Ii and Dacca districts, but happily the attack was not pushed

home.

After the death of the Arakan king Sri Sudharma-iftj (Thiri

Thudhamma Raja, r. 1622-1638) , his son and successor was murdered

by a servant, the dowager queen’s lover, who seised the throne.

The murdered Raja’s paternal unde, Mangat-iU, declared himself

independent in his viceroyalty of Chatgacm; but his attempt to

oust the usurper bom the throne of Arakan failed throucdi his naval

weakness, and he had to fiee to Bengal for safety along with his

leading partisans. He marched by land towards Bhnhiift and wrote

to the imperial thanahdar of the bontier post of Jagyfii for protection

from the pursuing Magh fieet. By IsRm Khan’s dommand the

thftnahdftr of JagdSt drove away by gunfire some 200 Ma|di jaKas

whidi were obstracting Mangat-ifti and ferried him over the Feni

river into Mughal territoiy.

Talring advantage of the confusion of civil war in Chatgaon,

over ten thousand people of Bengal who were being held in slavery

there by the Ferihgis, escaped to their homeland.

The Ferinfri settlers and pirates of Chatgaon, who had backed

Mangat-iti in his abortive rismg, now abandoned that atv. in fear

of the Miafdi king’s vengeance. Most ^ them migrated to the
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Portuguese possessions, and a few came over to the Mughals with

their families and boats; in the course of time most of the latter

embraced Islam and became merged in the local population.

Mangat-rfti’s family and supporters with 14 elephants and nearly

9,000 men (both Arakanese and Tailang), reached Dacca and were

welcomed and provided for by the subahdar. Then the Magh Idng,

after some preparation, launched a naval attack. A fleet composed

of over <00 jcUku, 150 ghwrdba and five ships full of munition,

entered the estuary between Bhuluft and Sripur. Isl&m Khan met
the threat by advancing from Dacca, some eight miles southwards to

Dhapa and rapidly, raising four earth and bamboo forts on the two

banks at the mohdnd of Khizrpur and planting heavy guns on them.

This bold front scared away the Magh navy and the attack did not

materialise, (end of September 1638). (Abd. Ham. ii. 117-121.)

The true cause of this escape of Bengal was the defection of

the Chatgaon Feringis from the side of the Arakan king ; their

gunners and sailors were the spear-head of the Magh raids into our

riverine tracts, and the Arakanese left to themselves durst not face the

Mughal guns by assuming the offensive. Twenty-eight years later,

the winning over of the Feringi navy of Chatgaon by ShAista Khan
ensured his easy conquest of that port of Arakan.

IX. Princb Muhammad Shuja' as governor

or Bengal, 1639—1660

With the coming of Prince ShujA* to Bengal as viceroy began a

long period of peace for this province. He himself lived at B&imahal
on the frontier dose to Bihar, while a deputy governed lower Bengal

from Dacca. His rule of twenty-one years (April 1689—April 1660)

was brokrni by two short periods of absence (Mardi 1647—Miardi

1648 and March 1652—September 1652) , during which he was called

to his father's side to assist him in campaigns beyond the

passes. And, between January 1658 and March 1659 he twice left

the province to contest his fatlier's throne, but had to beat a iq)eedy

retreat in discomfiture, and the provincial administration broke down
snd anardiy ensued, which was ended only by Mir Jumb's assumption

of the viceroyalty about the middle of 1660.

In March 1642 the provmce of Orissa* was johied to Shnjft's

* Amagrib after imprfMiAig bis fitlwr and adaing the thrana. in Jnna 1S58.

mada aai attempt to conegiate 8hn}a* Iqr ^apthg him Oie province of Bihar hi

adffitioB. Thna the old Tteddriy of Bugal, Khar and (Mma aa known in

Britkb Imfian Urtoty Itean ISM to Mil was Int fanned h ShnJK'a tfaw.
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charge. He immediately sent Muhammad ZanAn TehaiAni from
Dacca to administer Orissa for him, while Mir Abul Qftsim took up
the vacant deputy governorship of Bengal at Dacca.

During Shuj&'s viceroyalty Bengal had the dubious happiness

of being a country without a history, if history has been) lightly

defined by its greatest master in the modem world as ” little more
than the register of the crimes, follies and misfortunes of mankind. ”

[ Gibbon, ch. S. ] His position immediately below the Emperor, awed
intending rebels into submission and envious rivals at Court into

silence, and there was no foreign incursion worth notice in the province

during his viceroyalty. How the terror of his name worked can be

seen from the case of the kingdbm of Hijli. Bahadur Khan^ the

zamindftr of Hijli, held an extensive coastal district from the Rup
Nftrftyfin to the Suvama-rekh& river, and was the last of the Bftra

Bhuiyfts to be crushed. He still gloried in the lofty title of Masnad-
i-‘Ala of the age before the Mughal conquest and loved to regard

himself as an independent Sultan, or as Father Sebastien Manrique

was informed the hereditary Emperor of the country **. His estate

was geographically included in the unsubdued and uncared-for subah

of Orissa, and so he safely defied the governor of Bengal. But in

1651 when Shujft* Held charge of Orissa in addition to Bengal, he

quickly brought this proud Afghan to his senses. Waris, the Court

chronicler of Shah Jahan writes,—^“The zamind&r of Hijli used to

serve under the subahdfir or Orissa and pay tribute. When the

province of Orissa was assigned to Prince Mohammad ShujA* he

demanded an enhancement of the former tribute. The znmindAr

delayed payment. J&n Beg, who was administering Orissa on behalf

of Shuj&*, was ordered to arrest him and send a detachment to

conquer Hijli. This was done, and Bahftdur was kept in prison ** at

Dacca (?) , but in the confusion caused by the war of succession in

1659, he escaped- and recovered his estate. Mir Jumla had to subdue

him again. (Waris. 50 b. Foster, Eng. Faetoriea 1661-1664, p. 68).

Li a letter written to Shah Jahan about March 16.55. Shufi'

boasts of his administrative success :
" The zamindArs of Mbrang,

KachAr and other places, who had never paid tribute to any of my
predecessors, have sent me ambassadors with letters professing loyalty

and obedience and some elephants by wav of present. T have

promoted cultivation in both the subahs. Orissa, which had been

desolated by the oppression of my predecessors—has now turned its

face to improvement **.

The imperial peace maintained hi Bengal during these twenty

years led to a silent but steady growth of its wealth ; trade expanded

vastly as is proved by the inereased business done by the Diitch->
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and to a mi^-fesaer extent by the English, East Inifia Companies.

The harassment caused to the purchase and movement of goods by
greedy local officers at every road station or toll-boundary, was
got over by the English who secured from Shuji/ ai resc^pt

exemptmg them from all dues and tolls on the payment of a lump
sum of Its 8,000 once every jrear.

When adding Orissa to his charge, Shah Jahan wrote to

Shuj&*:— “As you prefer to live at Rajmahal, you ought to make
an official tour of your province by proceeding from Rajmahal to

Burdwan and thence to Medinipur. This last-named city is on the

frontier of Orissa you ought to call up there such of your officers

from Orissa as you like and receive their accounts and reports

about the country. From Medinipur you should go to JalAnAlAd

(modem Arimbigh) and thence to S&tgjton-Hughli and Makh-
suatbfid, and finally return to B&jmahal. This will enable you to

learn the condition of the country and the people, while enjoying

hunting and sight-seeing on the way”.
But Shuj&‘ was not happy in Bengal. He complained to Shah

Jahan that the climate even of B&jmahal was unhealthy and his

children were constantly ailing there. He begged that a few villages

of. the healthier province of Patna might be given to him, so that he

could leave his family there and administer Bengal in composure

of mind about them. Rftjmahal had very sad memories for him too.

On SOth January 1640, a fire broke out there while a violent wind

was blowing. The conflagration spread unchecked as the bungalows

in the prince’s harem area were built of wood and thatch for ensuring

coolness, and th^ were quickly reduced to ashes. Seventy-five cd

his harem wommt were burnt to death, and many others were wounded
in jnminng down from the roofs to escape the fire. All his furniture

and other property perished in the blaze.

Shujfi’s health was impaired by his twenty years* rendence in

Bmgal, and in the end he lost the spirit of enterprise and capacity

f<w perristent ezertkm for which he had been noted in early youth.

This decline was fnomoted by his love of mtellectual Refinement

and his aesthetic taste, till at last he ceased to be a man of action.

" His constant devotion to pleasure and the ea^ administration of

Bengal made him weak, mdolent, and negligent. Incapable of arduous

toil, sustained effort, v4tilant caution, or profound combination . . .

Smafi ttings like the chcmieB flower escaped his ^es, as a writer of

the thne pots it . . . ffis mental powms were as keen as before ; but

they required greet emergencies to call them forlii and shone only

by flashes ; he was still capable of vigorous action, but onfy fltfnlly.
**

(Saikar, Bistary of Aurmgxib. L di. 19.) It used to be said in
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Aufangzib’s Court dide that Shuj&‘ had turned Shi'a. Hie
accusation is not true; but like Akbar and Shah Jahan, this prince

also could not help appreciating the highly cultured and intellectual

society of the many able Persian scholars and administrators whom
he met with in Bengal, and his friendly association with them had
the natural effect ot softening any Sunni rigidity that he might have

once possessed. The names of many of his officers in Bengal suggest

that they were Posians and Shi'as. (Did they come bom Persia

by the now safer and more convenient sea-route directly to Bengal ?)

His staunchest adherents were some Sayyids of BArha, and these we
know were Indian Shi'as.

In addition to leading a life of luxury and idleness, ShujA* when
in Bengal set himself to accumulating treasure in order to be the

better able to contest the Delhi throne against his brothers. This

was exactly the policy of another princely viceroy of Bengal,

A'zim-ush-shAn the grandson of Aurangzib, at the beginning of the

next century.

X. ShCJa's nOHT FOR THB DkLHI TBRONB

The inevitable struggle for the crown came about even before

ShAh JahAn’s death. On 6th September, 1657, that Emperor fell

seriously ill, and though the doctors at last gained control over his

disease, he was doomed to live henceforth as a bed-riddor invalid, and

so he named DAifi. Shukoh as his successor before his ministers.

Immediately rumours spread throughout the empire that he was
really dead and that DAA had seized the Government and was using

the State seal to issue orders in Shah Jahan's name. Eadh oil his

three younger sons, ShujA', Aurangzib and MurAd Bakhsh in their

respective subahs of Bengal, the Deccan and Gujrat, now prepared

to fight for the throne. For some years before a common jealousy

of their eldest brother DArA and envy of the favours heaped on him
and his sons by their fatho’, had united the three in a correspondence

to oppose him. Aurangzib and MurAd formed a pact, sworn to

on the Quiftn, for uniting their armies, defeatmg DArA and thereaftM

dividing the empire between themsdves. The immense distance

separating BAjmahal bom AurangAbid prevented Aurangzib bom
making such a close alliance with ShujA', but a friendly understanding

in general terms was effected between the two.

Moreover, five years before this, udimi l%ujA* and Aurangzib

were traveDing together bom Kibul to Agra before parting for

thtir respective viceroyalties, they had talked of a dose union

of their hiterests in view the future dash with their eldest
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brother and had confirmed it by betrothing Aurangzib's

eldest son Sultan Muhammad to Shuj&’s daughter Gulrukh
Banu.

Muiftd, giving out that Shah Jahan was already dead, crowned

himself Emperor at Ahmadabad on SOth November 1657, marched
out of his province on 13th March 1658, and joined his army to

Aurangzib’s in Malwa on 14th April, and the two together routed

the armies of D&ift at Dharm&t (15th April) and Samugarh (29th

May), captured Agra fort and made Shah Jahan a prisoner in it

(8th June), while Dftr& ficd away to the Panjab and Sindh to be
finally hunted down there.

Meanwhile Shuj&‘ had crowned himself at Bftjmahal (late in

November, 1657) with the pompous title of Abul Fauz Na»r-ud-din

Muhammad, Timur II, Alexandar III, Sh&h Shuj&‘ Bahidur Ghizi.

Then he started from Bengal with a large but inexperienced army,

an excellent park of artillery, and the highly useful fiotilla of Bengal.

After overrunning the province of Bihar on his way, he arrived near

Benares by the river route about 24th January, 1658. Here his

path was blocked by an imperial army sent from Agra under D&ri’a

eldest son Sulaim&n Shukoh and the Rajput veteran MirzA Raja

Jai Singh Kachhwi. At Bahadurpur, on the steep right bank of

the Ganges, some five miles north-east of Benares and close to the

Mughal-Sarai end of the Dufferin Bridge, Shuj&* formed an entrenched

camp with his fiotilla moored at hand. Sulaim&n’s army halted thnro

miles further lyest.

The two sides spent some days in light skirmishes, during which

Sulaiman carefully studied his enemy’s position and habits and found

out that they did not take even the ordinary military precaution

of posting patrols round their camp and that Shiijil' was a grossly

negligent leader, who let things drift and slept till late in the morning,

"on a couch hung round with mosquito curtains”. Here early in

the morning of the 14th Febriiaiy, Sulaiipin made a surprise attack

on Shuj&’s sleeping camp with complete success. "'The Bengal

soldiers after rubbing their rieepy eyes found that the enemy were

already around them ; they had no time to put their tunics on, but

took the shortest road to safety”. In the wild panic that followed

no opposition could be offered. Shuj&* and bis family as weU as his

principal officers escaped in their boats, but the entire camp with

its tents, treasure, baggage, animals and field guns was captured by

the victors. The Bengal nawwdra alone saved itself and saved many,

because SulaimAn had no boats of his own. Shujfi’s own loss was

estimated at fifty lakhs of rupees ; his. chief minister Mini J&n Beg
lost six lakhs worth of property in addition to his horses and dephants.
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Even the humblest private had to abandtm evexything that he could
not carry away on his person.

While the Bengal fleet sped down the Ganges, the major portion
of Shuj&'s army fled on land by the chord line through SaseiiBm
to Patna, being plundered by the peasants and littering the road
with their abandoned property and animals. The fugitive prince

reached Mungir by way of Patna and Surajgarh, in April, and here
he barred the narrow road to Bengal lying between the river on
one side and the hills on the other, ffis stone rampart with guns
mounted on them and the flotilla lying close behind, pulled SulaimSn
up short, and forced him to halt at Surajgarh, IS miles west of

Mungir. On learning of Aurangzib’s victory at Dhaim&t, Sulaimin

quickly made peace with Shuja‘ (e. 7 May 1858) and set out on his

return to rejoin his father in Agra. It was agreed that Bengal,

Orissa and Bihar east of Mungir should be left to Shuj&', but his seat

should be RSjmahal, as his presence at Mungir on his western frontier

might act as a menace to the ruler of Delhi.

A month after this, Aurangzib who had by that time made
himself sole monarch of Hindustan by treacherous^ |!mi»isoning

Muiid Bakhsh (e. 25th June) and enthroning himself at Delhi, sent

a conciliatory' letter to Shuj&* addmg the province of Bihar to his

charge, and promising more favours in future. He wrote, " As you
had often before begged the Emperor Shah Jahan for the province

of Bihar, I now add it to your viceroyalty. Pass some time peace-

fully in administering it and repairing your broken power. When
I return after disposing of the affair of Dftnft, I shall try to gratify

your other wishes. Like a true brother, 1 shall not refuse you any-

thing that you desire, be it land or money”. Shujft* sent a polite

letter of thanks and prepared for war.

In the early autumn of 1658, while Aurangsib with his main

army was deeply engaged in the pursuit of DiiA Shukdi in the far

west, Shujft' decided to make a second bid for the Peacock Throne.

To the objections of his army-chiefs and ministers he answered,

“Aurangzib has left between this place and Agra no general strong

enough to oppose me. If Prince Muhammad Sultin bars my path,

I shall win him over, and by a rapid movement secure the persm of

Shah Jahan and restore the old government. And then I diall stay

at Court as my father’s obedient servant

At the end of October 1658 the Bengal army composed of 85,000

cavalry with artillery and a vast flotilla, set out westwards from

Patna. DitA’s officers in the forts on ^e way surrendered them

to Shnji* as instructed by their master, to prevent thrir falling into

Aursngsib’s hands. Biflitts, Chnidlr, Benares, and Allahabad opened

08
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their gates to the Bengal subahd&r, and even Jaunpur was captured

by him. Advancing three marches beyond Allahabad, Shuja' reached

Khajw& (in the Fathpur district, five miles southwest of the BIndki

Road station on the E. 1. R.) on SOth December 1658 and found

his path closed by Aurangzib’s army, which was joined by that

Emperor himself and his ablest general Mir Jumla in a few days.

Here on the 5th of January 1659 the decisive battle was fought and

Shuja’s last hopes crushed. The imperialists had a four to one

numerical superiority over him and their war-hardened and ever-

victorious troops nmde short work of Shuj&’s raw levies from the

Bihar and Bengal peasantry. The Shujaites made only one wild

charge, and when it broke down, they had no fight left in them.

During the battle, Mir Jumla, seated on an elephant just behind

that of Aurangzib as his right-hand man, offered him timely advice

on the tactics. And after the victory a strong detachment was sent

off from Khajwa. to pursue Shuji* and conquer Bihar and Bengal for

the new Emperor.



CHAPTER XVIII

MIR JUMLA IN BENGAL. I(t50—1663

1. Thb War on the Gancobs

The pursuing force sent against Shujft* by Aurangzib was placed

under the nominal leadership of Prince Muhammad Sultin ; bur Mir
Jumla was " the real commander, vested with the supreme power of

control, dismissal and appointment.” The luckless aspirant to the

throne of Delhi reached B&jmahal in his flight, about 27th March.
Mir Jumla arrived at Patna about 22nd February, 8 days after

Shujfi’s departure from that city, frustrated ShujA’s plan of making
a stand at Mungir (19th Feb—6th March) and at RAngAm&ti
(10th—24th March)—^first, by making a detour through the

Kharagpur hills with the help of Raja Bahioz and occupyfmg
Mungir (0th March) , and, again outflanking Shu by an-

other detour through JhAikhand with the assistance of Khwaja
Kamftl Afgh&n, zamindar of Birbhum, and passing throu^ Sun
(28th March). Though his army was depleted by the defection of

6000 Rajputs and two Muhammadan generals (end of March) on

account of the false rumour of Dftn&’s victory at Ajmir (DeoiAli),

Mir Jumla steadily advanced against Shu^', and encamped on the

bank of the Ganges at BelghAtA, only SO miles from Shujft’s base at

R&jmahal. That prince evacuated R&jmahal on 4th April, made
T&ndfi (4 miles west of Gaur) his headquarters and dollected the

flotilla of Bengal. Mir Jumla immediately occupied RAjmahal (ISth

April) ; the entire country on the west bank of the Ganges from

Rtjmahal to Hughli now passed into the hatads of the

imperialists.

Now, with the Ganges separating the rival forces, the war

became essentially a naval contest in which ShujA* had certain

manifest advantages over his pursuer. Mir Jumli's army was a purely

land force; he had no boats and could not expect to easily procure

any on account of the scordied earth policy of Shu^', who cbuld

command a powerful flotilla. Mir Jumla was also very weak In artillery,

having dragged only light pieces fri>m Khajwa, whereas Shujft* had

many big guns, admirably served by Portuguese and half-caste

gunners of Rughli, Tamluk and No&khSli. Hence Mir Jumla’s posts
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on the western bank of the river were vulnerable to Shuja’s flotilla,

mounted with artillery.

Undaunted by his new difficulties, Mir Jumla moved from

Bajmahal to DogBchi, IS miles southwards and collecting a few boats,

occupied a high island in midstream opposite the Shuj&ites.

But, realising the impossibility of a surprise landing.on the opposite

bank in the presence of a strong and watchful enmxy. he

distributed the imperial army along the whole western bank between

R&jmahal and Suti, with Prince Muhammad at Dogachi and himself

at Suti.

After a few successful ooupa on small bodies of Shuja’s men,

Mir Jumla met with serious failure on Srd May, at the hands of the

new Shuj&ite commander, Khftn-i-*AIam, who had concealed his men
and flerco war elephants behind camouflaged ambuscades, in attacking

which the imperial detachment and boats sent by Mir Jumla were

totally cut off.

Before he could launch a fresh offensive, Mir Jumla had to halt

and procure boats and materials from Hughli, Murshidabad and
Burdwan. He seized all boats coming down the river and made a

diplomatic use of his position as the Mughal general in his relations

with the Dutch and the English factors as a counterpoise to the

Portuguese support of Shuj&'. Finding that a frontal attack would

not succeed in dislodging Shuj&‘ from his entrenched positions, Mir
Jumla devised an encircling strategy against Shuj&*. Accordingly

he sent -suitable instructions to Dilud Khan, Governor of Bihar, to

recruit men, enlist the Mankali and Kakar leaders and some

‘pahoiwBma of D&ii>hSngft and Mchsi, to collect boats, and then to

attack ShujA' on the left bank of the Ganges and create a diversion

in his own favour.

But before this plan could mature, a blow fell on the imperial

army from an unexpected quarter. Prince Muhammad SultAn, left

his post at Dog&chi and fled to ShujS* on the night of 8th June.

The flight of the Prince was due to his love for Shujfi’s daughter

and to his resentment against Mir Jumla’s control. But Mir Jumla’s

bom leadership of men saved the Delhi army and prevented the

least disorder or disperrion. Firmly keeping his men pacifled at

Suti, the Mir rode to the Prince’s desert^ camp at DogMii,

harangued a council of war, and gained the willing obedience of

the troops there. Thus the army weathered the storm; it “lost

onl.y one man—^the Pthiee During the rainy season, Mir Jumla

witJidrew the posts at Dogichi, DunSpnr and Suti, and concentrated

his army only at two cantonments—one at Murshidabad (Ma’suma*
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b&z&r) under himself, and the other at Bftjmahal under ^Ifiqftr

Shan.

During the heavy rams and floods of Bengal, the initiative passed
to Shuji.*, the master of a fleet. The two imperial camps became
isolated by the rains. The exultant Prince of Bengal planned to

starve the imperialists by blockading Bftjmahal and inU^xsepting

supplies between it and Murshidabiad and between Murshidabad and
Hugh!}. Mir Jumla for want of boats could do nothing to relieve

Rajmahal. The ravages of flood and famine and the consequent

loss of their horses and draught-cattle, reduced Mir Jumla’s men
at Rajmahal to dire straits ; and the evil was aggravated by discord

among the generals there. They evacuated R&jmahal when a raid

was made on it by the Shuj&ites (S2nd August) . But during July-

September, 1659, Mir Jumla’s men occupied Hughli and Midnapur,

owing to his supremacy on land.

At the end of the rains the rival forces faced each other near

Belgh&t& and GiriyS on the bank of the Ganges. Here a strategic

retreat by Shuja* to dupe Mir Jumla was followed by the latter’s

detour to Shuja’s rear. The imperialists were, however, mown
down by the furious cannonade of the Shuj&ite artillery commander,

MirzS, J&n Beg. Without wasting his men and resources, Mir Jumla

retired towards Murshidabad, hourly expecting I>5ud Khan to effect

the planned diversion. To cut off the Mir’s retreat ShujAT crossed

the BhAgirathi and reached the ferry of Nashipur on the opposite

bank. But, in the night of 26th December, he received the grave

news that Daud Khan had forced a passage across the Kosi by

defeating the Bengal admiral, Khwaja Mishki, and was rapidly

advancing on TAndi.

D£ud Khan had sailed from Patna on ISth May to QAzi-KeriA

(opposite Bhagalpur), where, after some naval encounters with

KhwAja Mishki, he had been brought to an absolute halt by the

flooded rivers, the Kosi, the Kalindi and the MahanandA. After

foiling a move by ShujA’s admiral KhwAja Mishki and general FidAi

Khan to repel him, DAud Khan made a wheeling movement from

QAzi-KeriA to Mungir in December, occupied JahAngiiA, routed

ibiwAja Mishki near Colgong, forced a passage across the Kosi and

was joined by the ShujAite faujdAr of Pumca. Then, crossing the

KAlindi, the victorious governor Bihar marched towards BlAIda.

ShujA* retreated to Suti, being hotly pursued by Mir Jumla,

who had fong been waiting for this diversion. After an indecisive

skirmish the luckless prince crossed to the eastern batik of the Ganges

(9th Januaiy 1660). Mir Jumla promptly re-entered RAjmahal

(11th January) and that with 160 boats brou^t by DAud’s son
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crossed over to Samdah (17th January), which remained his head-

quarters for six weeks. From here he tried to surround Shuj&* from

the M&lda side and intercept his route of southward retreat. The
unsuccessful prince was deserted by his son-in-law Muhammad
Sult&n, who rejoined Mir Jumla and was doomed by Aurangzib to

l.'fe-long captivity, in Gwalior fort. While Shuj&‘ with sadly depleted

forces was solely bent on defending the Samdah front, Mir Jumla
frustrated his strategy by deceiving him by leaving a thin screen

of men opposite, and himself making a wide detour to the more
vulnerable eastern bank of the Mahfinandft, and reaching MAlda
(Snd March) 1660. His crowning stroke was the fording of that

river at an ill-guarded point though with a terrible loss of men in the

water. Shuj&' fled on 6th April from Chauki-Mird&dpur to Thidfi

and thence to Dacca. Mir Jumla left for Dacca on 10th April.

Too weak either to chastise the zamindars who deserted him or to

face the advancing imperial general, Shu}&' forsook his eastern capital

for ever on 6th May, in expectation of help from the Baja of Arakan,

and Bengal passed into Aurangzib's possession with Mir Jumla's

entry into Dacca on 0th May 1660.

II. Mir Jumla as Governor or Bengal

On receiving the news of Shujft’s flight to Arakan, Aurangzib

appointed Mir Jjjmla as Governor of Bengal in the mansab of 7000.

That province was now sorely in need of an able administrator of

the type of Mir Jumla, a man of lofty integrity, impartial justice

and devotion to the welfare of the subjects. Aurangzib asked the

Mir to efficiently administer the province, by pacifying the people,

chastising the unruly, regulating the artillery and especially the

nawu3&ra (flotilla) , securing the safety of traffic on the roads and issuing

well-planned regulations concerning various other matters, as well as

the effective chastisement of the habitually refhictory zammdan of

the province and particularly the rulers of Assam and of the Maghs,

who ill-treated and opprc.ssed the Musalmans. Fresh honours were

bestowed on him 'on the 44th birthday of Aurangzib (Iflth July.

1660). The new Viceroy received the titles of JDhm-t-JDiAndn and

Sipa/udlar and his rank was further enhanced by 6000 troopers of

his 7-hazSri command being made durdepa HMhfpa,
Mir Jumla held the vieerbyalty of Bengal for nearly three years

(0th May, 1660—Slst March, I66S). But he was present In the

province for barely a year and a' half, bring, absent on campaign in

Kuch Bihar and Assam from November, 1661. He revised Shuji's
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change, by transferring the capital of Bengal front BAjinahal to Dacca
for keeping the Arakanese and Portuguese pirates in check. While

at Dacca, he collected the revenue from the peasants with wisdom
and moderation. As the jdgirt of the maruabdars were situated in

different pargatuu, and there were many co-partners, the ryots there

were subject to oppression, the method of collection of revenue was
wasteful and the parganaa became desolate. Mir Jumla confirmed

in his own jSgin many virtuous freeholders (aimaddra) and stipend-

holders' and some others who had received farmdna from the

Emperor. But Qazi Rizavi, the Sadar, cancelled other persons’

vutdad-i-miidah grants and pensions in the crownlands and jdgira,

and resumed their lands to the State. The aimaddra were ordered

to till the lands and pay revenue. But as the hard-pressed aimaddra

did not cultivate the lands, there was no gain in revenue. The zakdt

(one-fortieth of the annual income) continued to be collected from

merchants and travellers and customs (hdail) from artificers, trades-

men and khuahnaahin (well-to-do men), Hindus and Muslims alike.

In many parganaa the officers of the crownlands or the jfigirdftr or

the wnundar used U» sdze the property and even the wife and
daughters of any person, ryot or newcomer, dying without leaving any
son. Suspecting Mull& Mustafa, the Qftzi of Dacca to be a bribe-

taker and the Mir*Adi to be a parasite, Mir Jumla expelled them
from the town and personally administered justice in both religious

and secular affairs.

He asnsted the Orissa governor Khan-i-Daurfin in subduing

Bahfidur Khan, the rebel zamindar of Hijii (fithfMay, 1661) who
had escaped from prison during the civil war. After the Mir’s death,

the Balasore factors observed (S8th April, 166!)) that the Governors
** in these parts ", on account of the

"
long absence and distance

”

of the Nawtb (Mir Jumla) have been insolent and illimitable in their

exactions that th^ had very much impaired the trade here. " They
expected a remedy of it if the Khan-i-Khfinfin had lived. Mir Jumla
put pressure on the Dutch to send a ship to Arakan in pursuit of

Shujft*. .Ftelly alive to the gravity (rf the Mlagh menace to Bengal,

he made a plan for undertaking a campaign to subdue them, but had

to postpone the project till the conclusion of his expedition against

Kndi Bihar and Amm.
Dnring Ifir Jumla’s absence in Assam a severe famine visited

Bengal, which hsted in some form for two yean. The price of grain

rose owing to the hi^ rate of zakdt or compulsory alms, the virtual

suspension of movements of mcrdiants on account of internal

insecurity, the gtaqiing haluts of the ekoufkkUn and the oCT»teswoa
of the fdkddra (toll-coneeton) . The distress of the pei^e became
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so acute that, in the words of Tftiish, " Life a|q>eared to be cheaper

than bread, and bread was not to be found

This warrior-viceroy could not deal effectively with certain

administrative problems of Bengal, the solution of which had become
urgently necessary, especially the rebuilding of the flotilla (tumnodm)

.

With a view to reorganising the navy, Mir Jumla abolished the old

system of management, but before he could start a new one, he had
to set out on the fatal Assam campaign. Many naval officers and
men died in the course of that war and the flotilla was utteidy

ruined by the time of the death of Mir Jumla. This led to an
aggravation of the menace of piracy of the Maghs and the Portuguese

and Shfiista Khan had to create a virtually new flotilla.

The basis of Mir Jumla’s fiiumcial system in Bengal was

monopoly. He endeavoured to become the sole stockist of all

articles of necessity and then sell them at enhanced prices. About
1660 he offered to supply the English factors every year with as

much saltpetre as they required. On the eve of the Kuch Bihar

and Assam campaigns he exacted Rs 26,000 ,(out of a total demand
of Rs 60,000) from the grain merchants of Dacca as something

like the excess profits tax of modem times, by adopting severely

coercive measures. The city bankers forewarned by such severity,

offered a sum of S lakhs.

A dispute arose between the government of Mir Jumla and the

English factors, as the latter refused to pay either the Rs SJlOO

demanded (.1668) by the Governor of Hughli in lieu of annual

customs, or the anchorage charges demanded in the next year by

the faujdir of Balasore. In 1660-1 the exasperated English agent

at Hughli audaciously seized a country vessel of the Mir as a security

for the recovery of their debts. The incensed Governor denunded

reparation and threatened to destroy the out-agencies, to seize the

factory at Hughli and expel the English from the province. However,

on the advice of the Madras authorities. Agent Trevisa restored the

boat and apologised to the Governor. But the latter continued to

exact the annual payment of Rs SOOO.*

Every year Mir Jumla used to utilise the services of the Enf^idi

and their ships in sending his articles (tf.p., gumlac) to Perria without

paying any freight or customs. By way of investing his ca]ntal and

getting goods in return he lent la^ sums of money (Rs 76,000) to

1 "Xtie Nabob (Mir Jumla) doth fandeavow to insrotM all oonmioditica In

Bengal (wbereor we hinted'aoniatbinz to yon two year ago Madras to Company

(SSth Jane, ISSS) E. R I. XL 67; we ConT. IffTa; his mmethm hi Dalch leewda,

quoted in Moidand, Akbar to daraapaib, tSS.
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Trevisa, the English agent in Bengal. A part of the loan was not

cleared before the death of the Governor.

While the Dutch offered help to Mir Jumla against Shuji', the

English factors followed a policy of * wait and see ’. The Mir ordered

the Governor of Balasore to send up Trevisa to Hughli and to levy a
duty of 4% on all English exports, besides anchorage duties on their

ships. By end of November, 1650, the trade of the English was
practically brought to a standstill. Finally, after an agreement with

Trevisa for the restoration of his seized junk and the settlement of

the question of compensation by arbitration, Mir Jumla granted him
a dastak or panoana (0th February, 1660) confirming the privileges

previously granted to the English by Shah Jahfin and Shah Shujll*.

As Governor of Bengal, Mir Jumla continued his earlier policy

of diluting firmness with opportunism in his dealings with the

English. He used the junk incident as a lever for securing the

English company’s help in his measures against the fugitive Shuj&*.

But, as his claims re : the junk were not satisfactorily settled, he
stopped their trade at QfisimbBz&r and in the Bay (middle of 1660)

.

At his command Trevisa met him at Dacca; and 15,000 mds of

saltpetre procured from Patna by the English but so long lying

frozen, were released for shipment in Bengal. He also used the

services of Englishmen, such as Mr. Dortson (or Captain Durson)

and Thomas Pritt, Dutchmen, Portuguese, and their ships for his

military and other purposes. Certain Muscovites (and Armenians
also) served in the Mughal army in Mir Jumla’s Kuch Bihar and
Assam campaigns.

HI. Mm Jumla’b conquest or Kuch Bihar
AND Assam, 1661—1668.

The Assam aq;iedition of Mir Jumla unfolded itself like a

Greek tragedy. Here all the wisdom and energy of a superman were

foiled by an invisible Fate. His splendid conquests of two large

and rich kingdoms within the space of three months were snatched

away from him and the thread of his life was cut off amidst misery

and chaos not by any human foe, but by the elemental ftnces of

flood, famine, and pestilence. The unbroken triumphs of his life

brought to him in the aid only dust and adies. Hence his admiring

hishnian Shihib-ud-din Mohammad Tilidi has tighGy named his

narrative of Mir Jumla’s last wars as FatlUpjfa-i-nfriyfia, or conquests

that serve as a warning about the emptiness of human gknry.

This district of Eimrup had once been an integral part of the

Kndi Bihar kingdom, but it was scfwrated from its parait State hi

44
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1581 in order to form an appanage for a younger branch of the Kuch
royal family. When that branch was expelled ftom Eftmrap and
the district was annexed by the Mughals (1612) , the Raja of Kuch
Bihar began to look wistfully at this lost possession of his house.

Hence, when the rumour spread that Shah Jahan was dead and
Shuj&‘ had left Bengal with his troops for contesting the throne,

and the province was threatened with a worse civil war and dissolution

of government than that during Shah Jahan’s incursion of 1624,

Prfin N&iayan, the Raja of Kuch Bihar (r. 1633-1666)' sent his

minister Bhabanath Klrji to recover Kamrup. iCrosnng ')the

Sankosh river on his eastern boundary, Bhaban&th attacked Durlabh

N&r&yan (the son of Uttam Narayan), a Mughal vassal and the

zamindar of Bamagar in the modem Gk>&lpara district, north of the

Brahmaputra. The latter was defeated, and fled away to the Ahom
kingdom. Mir Lutfullah Shir&zi, the imperial faujdir of Gauhati,

sent his son Jhftmn5 (2!§.kirullah ?) to oppose the invader, but

without success. Just at the same time the Ahom nobles posted

on the Bengal frontier, began to collect boats and build bridges for

an invasion at Kajali (where the Kalang river falls into the

Brahmaputra on its south side.) Lutfullah, too weak to meet the

attack of such immense numbers from two sides at once, fled away
to Dacca, and Gauhati was captured by the Ahoms without a blow.

Thus the Mughal authority was wiped out on both banks of .the

Brahmaputra. This happened in March 1659. After some months

of skirmishing and futile negotiations for a partition of conquests,

between the Kuch and the Ahom kings, the Kuch Bihar forces were

driven out of Kamrup and both banks of the great river passed

into Ahom hands, by the month of March 1660.

After the expulsion of Shuj& from Dacca, Mir Jumla was

appointed governor of Bengal (June 1660) and ordered to punidi

the kings of Kuch Bihar and Assam. He made his war preparations

on a grand scale, and left Dacca on Ist November 1661, with an
army of 12,000 horse and 30,000 foot, a vast flotilla of war boats

and supply vessels and a powerful artillery. Many European sailors

and gunners—^mostly Portuguese with some Dutch and English also,

accompanied him. On land and water alike the imperialists were

irresistible.

Advancing slowly by cutting the dense bamboo groves on- the

way, the Mughal army entered the capital of Kuch Bihar ou^iOth

December and found it deserted by its Raja and pepfde in tenor.

The kingdom was annexed to the Mughal empire, coins w«w strqck

in Aurangzib's name, and the city’s name was changed to Alamgii^

negar. After making anaqgements- for the peaceful administration
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of the Kuch country and leaving Isfandiyb Beg to garrison the

capital, Mir Jumla set out for the conquest of Assam on 4th January
1662. On account of the jungles and numerous ndids to be crossed

on the way, his daily progress did not exceed four or five miles.

The soldiers had to go through unspeakable hardship and fatigue,

which the viceroy*commander>in-chief shared with the meanest
private. The Ahom army, devastated by cholera and paralysed by
the jealousy of its other generals for a royal favourite (Bez Dalai

Phukan) who had been put in authority at Gauhati, continually

retreated before the invaders, and wherever it made a stand was
defeated with heavy slaughter. Several of the feudal barons of

Assam living on that side deserted to the Mughals. In a river-battle

fought in the night of Srd March 1662, the Ahom naval power was
annihilated and SOO of their boats were seized.

In this way, Mir Jumla triumphantly marched into Garh-gAon

the Ahom capital on 17th March. Raja Jayadhwaj, (r. 1648-1668)

had fled away to the eastern hills abandoning his capital and all his

property. The spoils taken by the Mughals here were immense

;

82 elephants, 8 lakhs of rupees in cash, 075 pieces of artillery, 1348

camel-swivels, 1200 RAmchangis, 6750 match-locks, 840 maunds of

gunpowder, over a thousand boats, and 173 stores of paddy.

IV. VicTosiovs Mughals besieged in Ahom capital, 1602

But by his lightning advance the Mughal. general had conquered

only the soil of the capital, and neither the king nor ihe country.

So, in view of the early and heavy rains of Assam, Mir Jumla halted

there. The fleet under admiral Ibn‘Husain had to stop at Lakhau,

some ^iteen miles north-west, where the anchorage was deep

enough foy the big gun-boats. Hie viceroy with the main army
went into quarters at MathurApur, a village on a higher ground,

seven miles south-east of Garh^n (31st March 1662), while the

Ahom capital with its countless spoils of war was held by a strong

garrison under Mir Murtaza. Many outposts were set up on land,

while from Lakhau the line of communications was kept open

westwards to Gauhati and from Gauhati south to Dacca. The
Ahom forces were concentrated in the mountains south of Gathj^on

and the huge iriand of Majhuli west of that city.

Early in hfoy the rain began to fall in torrents, the rivers rose

in flood, and Mir Jumla was cut off from his fleet and base <ff

supiflies. Di fact, during the entire rabiy season, tiie Mh^ial army

in Assam fived in a state of siege ; each of its posts stood like an

idaad snirounded by the flooded country, the few raised paths
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(dU) being held by the enemy. In their cantonments, on some days
the tents were flooded and horse and man had to sUmd knee-deep

in water. Eor lack of proper fodder, cavalry horses and draught
cattle alike perished by the thousand.

During this state of "siege by water”, the Ahoms drove out

several of the Mughal outposts, and then concentrating near GarhgSon
kept the imperialists there in perpetual alarm by their frequent

night attacks.

As the monsoon grew to its full violence, it became impossible

for the imperialists to issue from any outpost or send support to it.

Mir Jumla, therefore, withdrew all his thdnas. The Ahom king

recovered all his country east of Lakhau, and the Mughals held

only Garhgfton and MathurApur, besides the harbour of Lakhau.

Despair seized the hearts of the Hindustani soldiers thus stranded

in Assam.

The vigour of Ahom attack was now redoubled ; their king came
down from the N&mrup hills (in the oitreme east) and took post

only four days' march from Garhg&on ; he appointed the B&duli

Phukan as his prime minister and commander-in-chief and sent him
to destroy the foreign invaders. But his attacks on MathurApur
and Gaihg&on were beaten off—especially two assaults in force on

the capital on 8th July and lAth July, though the garrison had to*

be ever on the alert. But from the middle of July the defenders

began to make vigorous sorties and destroy the enemy posts in th^

neighbourhood. - The imperialists were thus gaining repose and
confidence again, when in August a terrible epidemic of fever and
flux broke in MathuiApur. Hundreds of soldiers and followers

perished daily; (Dilir Khan's corps of 1500 Afghans was reduced

to 450 men.) In the Mughal camp no suitable diet or comfort or

even medicine was available for the uck; all had to live on coarse

rice. The Hindustani and Tuiki cavafiers languished for want of

wheaten bread, thrir horses died of eating rice. At last fife at

MathuiApur became unbearable, and the army evacuated it for

GarhgAon (on 17th August), abandoning many of thrir rick

qomrades for lack of transport.

The exultant Ahoms renewed their attacks on GarhgAon and

there was fighting every ni^t outride that fwt. But Mu^ial

vigour triumphed in the and after the cmdrihg dcftat of a

ni^t attadc on 15th September the Ahoms grew qdet. But the

refugees from MathuiApur had infected the garrison of GarhgAon,

where the pestilence now reached its extreme, to whkh famine of

every foodstuff except coarse rice was added. Mir Jumla lived and

fed like the oommonest soldier, thon(d> he had a store of deficades.
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By the end of September the worst was over ; the rain decreased,

the flood went down, the roads reappeared, and in a few days the

long-suffering garrison received cheering news from their fleet at

Lakhau. In truth, through all these dark months of alarm, suspense

and despair, the Mughal navy under Ibn Husain had saved itself

and thus saved the army beleaguered in far away Gariigflon, by
maintaining its mastery of the Brahmaputra and safeguarding the

communications with Bengal. Ibn Husain reestablished the outpost

at Devalg&on (halfway to Garhgion) and Mir Jumla pushed up a

detachment under Abul Hasan which joined hands with the navy
at Devalgion. Large quantities of provisions sent from Lakhau
by land and water under escort, reached Garhgifton on 24th and
31st October respectively, and plenty now took the place of famine.

The land having dried, the Mughal cavalry again became irresistible,

and Baja Jayadhwaj and his nobles fled to the hills of N&mrup a

second time.

V. Miki Jumla's last movements and ihbath

Mir Jumla now resumed the offensive, to track the Baja down
to his lair in Nftmrup, moving by land and water. Leaving Garhgfton

on 16th November 1662, he reached the Dihing river in four days,

and then marched by way of Salftguri to Tipam on the other bank
of that river (18th December) . This was destined to be the furthest

point of his advance.

On 20th November he had a fainting fit, but he dung
tenaciously to his purpose and continued to lead the army. The
Bftduli Phukan came over to the Mughals and was made their

viceroy for Eastern Assam. More Ahom nobles followed this

dislojral example. But on 10th December Mir Jumla was struck

dowta by a burning fever to which pleuri^f was soon added.

soldiers and officers alike refused to advance further into that balefol

country and plotted to leave him there and return home. Dilir

Khan quieted them and at the same time induced Mir Jumla to

make peaqe with the Ahom king and return to Bengal. The terms

agmd to were : (1) The Ahom king would deliver immediately

a wnr-indemnity of 20,000 tolas of gold, 120,000 tolas of silver, and

40 elephants. (2) During the next twelve months he would deliver

the balance of t^ indemnity, vix., three hundred thousand toiss

of silver and 90 dqrhants in three eqnal instalments. (S) All

AAaih w^'of the Bhandi river on the north bank of the Brahmaputra

Aid irast (ff the Kalang river mi the south was to be aimexed to

the Muihal oiqHie. Urns the Mughals were to get more than half
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the province of Danang, so rich in dqphants, and Dim&ruft, Beltal&

and the kingdom of the N&k-k&ti B&ni adjoining the Gftro hills.

(4) Jayadhwaj would send a daughter to the imperial harem.

(5) From the second year after the treaty, he would pay an annual

tribute of twenty elephants. In addition, all Mughal subjects carried

off by the Ahoms were to be released, and the sons of the four

highest nobles of Assam were to be surrendered to the governor

of Dacca to be held as hostages for the full execution of the treaty.

The Ahom princess, hostages and some gold, silver and elephants

as part of the indemnity having reached Mir Jumla’s camp, he set

out on his return on 10th January 1663, travelling by pdfkt owing

to his illness, which daily increased. At Baritalft he embarked in a

boat and glided down the river towards Dacca, dying on 81st March
near Khizirpur, a few miles riiort of Dacca.

The Mughal thanas were safely withdrawn from the country

restored to the Ahom king, and the retreat of the army and navy
alike was effected skilfully and cautiously, without any loss.

On paper Mir Jumla’s last campaign was a success, though he lost

his life in it. The shock of the Mughal invasion impaired the fabric

of the Ahom State, the feuilatories became refractory to their Raja,

the population was woefully thinned by war, famine and plague,

and Jayadhwaj himself died a broken down man only eight rnontb*

after Mir Jumla’s return. But Kuch Bihar had been recovered by
its Raja and the Mughal garrison expelled while Mir Jumla was
isolated at Gerh^n.

For sometime after Mir Jumla's death (on 31st March 1663),

Ihtirii&m Khan continued to be in charge of the general administration

in Bengal and Rfti Bhagwnti DSs of revenue affairs. After

Jhtidiftm’s dqNuture for the imperial court with the late viceroy’s

property, Dilir Khan was ccnnnussk>ned to act as the Governor of

Bengal till the arrival of Dftud Khan from Bihar, and the last-named

to officiate as the Governor., pending the arrival of the permanent

incumbent, Shlista Khan. Mir Jumla’s death was followed by a
geneml wave of laxity and disorder in the government of Bengal.

Even the expedition for the recovery of Kuch Bihar was postponed.

The death of MSr Jumla, whose parwSna had regulated the EXCTs
affsiis both in Bihar and Bengal and protected the Eni^di traders

against all dums of custom*, naturally raised the questhm of the

l^fity of thdr ridit to this exemption, as his ponodna now ceased

to operate, and as the old farmdn of Shah Adum m whidt the^
based tbev claim had not bera confirmed and renewed by Aurangrib.

Freed horn the wholesome, restraint, of hGr Jumla, the offieem in

Bengal and Khar began to demand customs ftom the En^ish.



CHAPTER XIX

THE PORTUGUESE IN BENGAL

Vasco da Gama did not sail for an unknown land when he left

Belem with his valiant band in the summer of 1497. India was not

a terra incognita to the people of the west. For countless ages the

route overland had been used by scores of travellers and traders.

Only ten years earlier Cavilh&o,* a compatriot of Vasco, had sailed

from Aden to Cannanore, to find a passage across the sea, from

Calicut to Africa where he gathered valuable information about
Madagascar and a wide stretch of the coast opposite. He was not

destined to see his country again, but the results of his labours were

not lost to his countrymen. A faithful friend carried Cavilh&o’s

report to Lisbon. The once dreaded waters beyond Cape Non had
no longer any terror for the Portuguese seamen. Sailor after sailor

had dauntlei^' defied the perils of the unknown for six decades

and more, and crept along the west coast of Africa from cape to

cape, creek to creek, carefully noting the prominent hmdmai'ks,

rivers, islets and harbours as they pushed on further and further,

until the southernmost limit was reached, and the eastern shores

e!q>ied. The success of Gama’s voyage had be^n. amply assured

by the exploits of his precursors. The task set by Prince Henry
the Navigator was accomplished when Vasco cast his anchor off

Calicut.

Knowledge for its own sake, adventures for their perils alone,

had no appeal to Vasco and his friends. They were after the good
things of this world, and would secure, if they could, the blessings

of the next. They came to this country in quest of commerce and
Christians. Of Christians there were but few in this pagan land

and that mysterious prince, Prester John of the popular legends,

was not to be found in India. But the Portuguese were not dis-

appointed. If their evangelical seal met with a set-back, their

acquisitive instincts were more than gratified in the rich marts of,

Malabar. Vasco da Gama had his own standard of buriness morality.

If peaceful tiaflte proved less profitable, he readily indulged in the

use of sword and fire. Human beings and thrir manufactures were

to him equally hiciative and kgithnate articles of commerce. 'What

he and his countrymen wanted was a monopdy of the eastern trade

1 Ownm^ Tke PoHmewm 4» iedle, Vol. I, pp tS4t.
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and for twenty years Gama and Cabral, Almeida and Albuquerque,
ruthlessly exploited the region of their tot visit.

It was not long before other areas claimed their greedy attention.

The goods of Bengal were not unknown in the markets recently

captured by them, but they found their way to Malabar in crafts

other than Portuguese, and the profit went to swell unchristian

pockets. Albuquerque had already dwelt upon the bright prospects

that trade with Bengal offered in a letter to his king and master,

but it was left to his successor, Lopo Soares de Albergaria, to send an

expedition to the Bay, and in 1518, Dom Jo&o de Silveira appeared

with four ships before the bar of Chittagong. He had been shortly

preceded there by Joao Coelho, another Portuguese agent. In 1517

Pemao Peres d’Andrade had been commissioned tp explore the Bay
of B<>ngal and the neighbouring country, but lured by the reported

wealth of the Far East, he sailed first to Sumatra and thence steered

his course for the ports of the Celestial Empire, postponing his visit

to Bengal for a future date. On the return journey, he sent Joao

Coelho to his original destination, and Coelho arrived at Chittagong,

a passenger in a Moorish boat, a few days earlier than Silveira.

The first Portuguese mission to Bengal, however, proved a failure.

Barros and other Portuguese historians found a satisfactory

explanation of Silveira’s ill-success in the habitual treachery and
innate wickedness of the Bengalee character, but the Portuguese

had to thank themselves alone for the cold reception they met with

in Bengal.

Silveira had encountered two merchant-men on his way to the

Maldives, and promptly made prizes of them. One of the captured

boats belonged to a Muslim merchant, Golam Ali (Gromalle) , known

to be a relative of the Governor of Chittagong, who himself was

interested in the other. As he was apparently unfamiliar with the

waters he was to navigate, the Portuguese captain pressed into his

service a pilot from the boats he had seized and took into his

confidence a youngman, who introduced himself as the pilot's

brother-in-law. No wonder that his strange misdeeds on the high

sens, which ill-accorded with the peaceful character of his professed

mission, were no secret to the Governor of Chittagong when Silveira

arrived there, and the appearance of two Portuguese agents in quids

succession, from opposite quarters, gave ample room for suspicion.

The Muslim captain with whom Coelho found a passage, gave him
a good character, but Silveira's action, as reported to the Governor,

had all the appearance of piracy. He was according cnnsiclci^

to be an undesirable visitor, though Coelho experienced nothing

but kindness and courtesy during his brief residence in Bengal. It
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will be unfair to assume that the high-handed dealings of Gama and
Cabral had not been reported by the merehants of Western India

to their friends and partners in Bengal. The consequence was
inevitable. Silveira was suspected to be a pirate and treated as such,

and he had to fight desperately ”, as we learn from a Portuguese
officia! report,^ against the ‘“perverse” people of Bengal, who
obstinately refused to do any business with him. Silveira found
himself in an unenviable plight. He dared not leave the inhospitable

shores until the monsoon was over, and he could not find the

provision he needed by fair purchase.

It may well be asked why the Portuguese captain began his

voyage with a highly indiscreet, if not positively unfriendl^y

proceeding, which was liable to be unfavourably construed by the

very people whose good opinion it was apparently his interest to

cultivate. The answer is not far to seek. The sovereignty of the eastern

seas pertained by virtue of a papal grant to the Portuguese crown,

and the king of Portugal had solemnly assumed the title of ” Lord

of the Navigation, Conquests and Trade of Aethiopia, Arabia, Persia

and India”-. According to Poituguese way if thinking, every

Portuguese captain was not only competent, but obliged to exercise

the authority that the title connoted. It never occurred to them

that the papal Bull might not possibly have any legal or moral

sanction in countries outside His Holiness’s spiritual jurisdiction.

But in the Portuguese eyes, there was an additional justification for

the policy pursued by their officers in the east. Nothing was unfair

to a fanatical Christian, and fanaticism was the order of the day,

particularly in the comparatively less civilised lands of the west,

when a Moor or Muslim happened to be the victim. They had

waged a long and bitter war against the Moor in their native country,

and Portuguese patriotism and Portuguese piety equally demanded
the extermination of the hated Moor in the neighbouring tracts of

Africa. Commercial rivalry added further zest to racial hatred and

religious aversion, aqd a Moor was considered to be a fair prey

wherever encountered. The Indian export trade was, in those days,

mostly in Muslim hands and the Portuguese captains made it their

business to sweep the Muslim merchantmen out of Indian waters.

Moreover, the tradition left by the early Portuguese explorers had

a sinister influence on the naval practice of their successors, wbo
willingly emulated their pernicious example. Whil^ ,pavigating. ilif^

eastern waters of the Atlantic, the Portxupiesc captains often found

^ Sen, EaHy Career of Kanhoji Angria and .other Papen, pp. SCM;
s DanVen, The Berimeu^ m tndia, Vel. I, p. 77.
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it necessary to requisition the unwilling services of the natives of

the neighbouring coast. Raiding parties were usually sent to bring

captives of all ages and sexes, and the more intelligent of the

unfortunate prisoners were employed as pilots, guides and inter-

preters, while the rest were sold into slavery.^ In justice to the

Portuguese, it must be admitted that some of the Negroes .were

converted into Christianity, given a good education, married in

Portuguese famiUes and more or less imperceptibly absorbed in

Portuguese society. But it cannot be doubted that the great majority

suffered all the afflictions of exile and slavery for no fault of their

own. Silveira was, thercjfore^ behaving according to the normal

code of Cadamosto and Cao, Gomes and Dias, when he made prizes

of the Gujrat-bound boats from Bengal and pressed into his service

the pilot and his youthful relative, not suspecting for a moment
that they might not prove so submissive and obliging as the less

sophisticated and more helpless people of Nigeria and Gambia,

With a strange and perverse consistency, the Portuguese continued

to offend the susceptibilities of a civilised society and a cultured

court by their failure to conform to the higher standard of inter-

national conduct prevailing in India, and most of their misfortunes

in Bengal were due to lawless habits contracted with impunity in

the congenial climes of the “dark” continent.

To return to our story, Silveira sailed back after a season of

futile fighting and useless hostility, and nothing notable happened

until 1526, when Ruy Vaz Pereira Visited Chittagong and captured

a galliot owned by a rich Persian merchant, Khajah Shihab-ud-din,

(Cogc Sabadim) with all its cargo. It was alleged that piracy was

committed by vessels built and fitted up after the Portuguese

pattern and the blame was fastened on the unoffending Portuguese,

while the real culprit went scot-free. Khajah Shihab-ud-din*s boat

had all the appearance of such a corsair and Pereira professed to

have acted in the interest of his own countrymen and all honest

traders when he seized the wolf masquerading in a lamb’s garp.*

Ill winds brought the next Portuguese visitor of note in 1528.

Martim Affonso de Mello Jusarte was cruising off Ceylon with a

squadron of eight vessels when a violent storm scattered his fleet,

and drove his boat to the eastern shores of the Bay of Bengal. De
Mello found himself ship-wrecked on the coast of Pegu, and made
his way in a ftaU barque to a sandy bank where he and his men
suffered the extremes of hunger and thirst. At last some fidiermen

* WesUge. Th» PoiiugMM Pkmeen, p. 101.

* Campos, Hittoty of the Portmgueee in Bengid, pp. SO-Sl,
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offeird to guide them to Chittagong, but either by design or by
mistake took them to Chakaria (on the Matamuhari river. 50
mi’es from Chittagong under the Head-Quarters sub-divirion,

Caakaria still claims some importance, having a police station, sub-

registery and telegraph office) where Khuda Bakhsh Khan
(Codovascam) , the local chieftain unceremoniously threw them into

prison. According to the Portuguese accounts, Khuda Bakhsh offered

them liberty in lieu of their military services in a feud he had with an
unfriendly neighbour. The battle was fought and won but there

was no improvement' in the lot of the unhappy prisoners. Khuda
Bakhsh transferred them to his headquarters further inland in breach

of his plighted word. Meanwhile, two of De Mello’s lieutenants

arrived at Chakaria but their efforts to ransom him proved of no
avail, while an attempted flight resulted in greater rigours and De
Mcllo’s nephew, an immature youth of charming looks was permitted

to be brutally sacrificed by the local Brahmans. When things looked

their ugliest, relief came from an unexpected quarter. Khajah
^hihab-ud-din, that Persian merchant of whose ship Pereira had made
a prize at Chittagong, now interceded with the chieftain of Chakaria

rightly expecting that success would be rewarded with the release

of his boat and chattels. It was through his good offices that De
Mello was at last ransomed at the not inconsiderable price of £ lAOO,

and sent to Gk>a where he arrived in 1530, after two years of misery

and misfortune.

One good turn deserved another and Nuno da Cunha, the

Portuguese governor, readily agreed to send another trading and
diplomatic mission to Bengal when Shihab-ud-din approached him
with a request to that effect. The Persian had some difficulties

with the court of Gaur and would fain shake off the dust of Bengal.

He proposed to take a berth in a Portuguese boat bound for Ormuz,
and offered in return, to use his infiuence with the grandees of Gaur
to secure for his Portuguese friends the much coveted license for

building factories and forts at Chittagong and other sites. Da
Cunha appointed Martim Affonso de Mello Jusarte to head the

expedition, and he sailed with five riiips and two hundred men to

reach Bengal for a second time in 1533. He was received well by
the governor of Chittagong and started unloading his cargo. But

it appears that all his past experiences had been completely lost

on him and, instead of trying to win the confidoice eff the local

authorities by fair dealing, de Mello did his best to alienate them
by fraudulently smuggling his goods to avoid paying the excesrive

custom duties levied at the - port. He was equally imprudent

in the dioice of his presents for the Sultan. Duarte de Azevedo, his
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envoy, did indeed take with him fine horses, rich brocades and other

gifts to the value of £1200 to Mahmud Shah’s capital. If it was

his intention to create a sensation by the variety and wealth of his

presents, he achieved an astounding success. Barely is a king

expected to accept stolen goods and among the presents offered to

the Sultan were found several bottles of scented water known to

have come from a Muslim merchantman recently plundered by a

notorious Portuguese pirate, Damiao Bernaldes, and neither De Mello

nor Azevedo had deemed it necessary to take the elementary

precaution of removing from the offensive packets the labels of the

original owner.^ The Sultan drew the obvious conclusion, and

ordered the buccaneers, for as such Azevedo and his colleagues had
appeared to him, to be beheaded. The pleading of a Muslim saint

is said to have saved the Portuguese from that dire end and they

were consigned to a dungeon which Barros likens to the inferno

(hell). At the same time the governor of Chittagong had been

instructed to seize the Portuguese and their goods. He would have

been perfectly within his rights if he had called Dc Mello and his

associates to account for the frauds they had practised, but instead,

of placing them under arrest in a straightforward manner, the

governor preferred to resort to the safer, but more dubious methods

of those days. The unsuspecting offenders were invited to a

banquet, and all, but a few, who preferred the diversions of a hunt

to the pleasures of a feast, readily stopped into the trap. Despite

the desperate defence they offered, thirty of the Portuguese, including

De Mello', were neatly secured after ten had lost their lives and the

prisoners were sent to Gaur to share the fate of the envoy and his

staff. The Portuguese historians arc loud in their denunciation of

what they, in their wrath, describe, as a treacherous massacre of

innocent guests, but it cannot l>c gainsaid that De Mello and his

colleagues had richly deserved incarceration though the questionable

method of apprehending the culprits, and the consequent casualty

gave an altogether different colouring to the incident.

The masterful spirit of Nuno da Cunha would not brook such

an insult to the Portuguese power, and Antonio da Silva Menezes

was promptly sent to Bengal, at the head of a powerful fleet, to

demand an explanation of the extraordinary treatment that friendly

envoys had received at the court of Gaur, and to obtain the release

of Martim Affonso de Mello and his men by peaceful persuasion,

if possible, and by force, if necessary (15S4). On his arrival at

Chittagong da Silva Menezes sent an envoy to Gaur with his

* IVUteway—>rA« Rke ef the Partugtute Power m India, pp. CSM34.
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master’s message, but when a month elapsed before a reply arrived,

he set fire to Chittagong and put a large number of the Sultan’s

people to the sword. Violence was not calculated to improve the

embittered relations and Diogo Rebello who arrived at Sutgaoii

shortly afterwards (1535) tried a peaeeful blockade. His represen-

tatives received a better hearing at Gaur, not because the Sultan

had repented of his past policy, or the naval demonstrations of the

Portuguese had made any impression, but because Mahmud Shah

had for sometime past been anxiously looking for new allies against

the powerful aggression of Shcr Khan Siiri. Drowning men clutch

at straws. The Sultan promptly released his prisoners, and Martim
Affonso suddenly found himself in the honoured position of a trusted

military adviser of the king of Bengal. In the war that followed,

the Portuguese are said to have performed wonders of valour, but

neither their bravery, nor their skill, vitally influenced the course

of events and Mahmud Shah had to purchase peace on the terms

dictated by his inexorable enemy. Everybody knew that Shcr was

not likely to rest on his oars longer than was necessary, and Bengal

would once again have to experience the terrors of a cruel invasion

in the near future. Affonso Vas de Britto, who visited Bengal in

1538, brought the disappointing news that the Portuguese were too

much embroiled in Gujarat to be of any service to the king of Bengal.

The inevitable followed. Mahmud Shah was chased out of Gaur
iind died of his wounds. Humayun was outmanoeuvred and worsted.

Sher became the King of Delhi ami sovereign of Beng,nl.

But the Portuguese had gained their end before the final discom-

fiture of their ally. Mahmud Shah in his anxiety to enlist their

support had permitted the Portuguese to build factories at Satgaon

and Chittagong, the “ porto pequeno ” (little port) and the “ porto

grande ” (great port) of the Portuguese historians. The conclusion

of the war which proved so disastrous for their allies found the

Portuguese isecurely established at both the places with custom

houses of their own. In fact when the local nobles contended with

Sher Shah’s nominee for the possc.ssion of Chittagong, Nuno
Fernandes Preire, the officer in charge of the Portuguese custom

house, conceived the bold project of seizing the town and the harbour

in the name of his king, and Castanheda holds that had Freire

received the support he deserved from Vasco Peres de Sampayo
(who had arrived with nine vessels in 1588 too late to defend

Mahmud Shah’s cause) his scheme might have been successfully

carried out. After an armed skirmish with some Moors, Sampayo
left for Pegu and died there. With his passing away ends the first

chapter in the history of the Portuguese infiltration in Bengal.
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The next twenty yean foim a blank in our history. Not that

the restless spirit of the Portuguese knew any respite. Their trading

vessels continued to visit the ports of the east, and their Captains,

doubtless, made up for any deficiency in their legitimate profit by
their usual filibustering operations. The Portuguese historians found

nothing worth recording during these two decades and the chroniclers

of the country did not as yet take any notice of the new-comers.

But something must have happened in the meantime to demand a
revision and reorientation of the commercial policy of the Portuguese

in Bengal, for in 1559 we find a deliberate attempt on their part

to divert the trade of Chittagong to another port. Quite likely

the Portuguese were not pulling on well with the new masters of

Chittagong. Some light is thrown on this obscure point by a treaty

rescued from oblivion by the industry of that great archivist, Julio

Firminio Judice Biker. Ibe document was signed on behalf of a

Bengali prince, the Raja of Bakla (Parm&nanda BAy) by Ni'amat

Khan (Ncmatchao) and Gannu Bysuar (Kanu or Ganu Biswas?),

who seem to have made a journey to Goa to negotiate a subordinate

alliance on the part of their master with the Portuguese Viceroy

of India (Dom Constantino de Braganza) This treaty of the 30th

April 1559 provided for a mutual military and commercial alliance.

The Raja was to throw open his port of Bakla or any other suitable

port of his principality to the Portuguese trading fieet, trest the

Portuguese* tradesmen who might visit his country with kindness

and consideration, provide the visiting fieet with a full cargo

of the produces of the coast land stretching from Bakla to

Paigao, and refrain from raising the custom duties of his

ports. The Portuguese, in their turn, offered to discontinue

their trading voyages to Chittagong, to pay the lawful duties

levied at the Raja’s port and to grant license to four of his

trading boats for visiting Goa, Ormuz and Malacch every year.

The alliance obviously placed the Raja in a subordinate pontion.

While he was precluded from dealing with their enemies in any

way, the Portuguese retained the right of concluding nmilar treaties

with other ruling princes of this region. In lieu of the milita^

co-operation, which the Portuguese promised him in his wars against

his neighbours, Paramananda agreed to pay an annual tribute in a

specified quantity of rice, butter, oil, tar, sugar and the finger produces

of the loom. Obviously the Portuguese wanted to secure the monopoly

* Sen, Stadiw •» tniiam ffMory, pp. S-10.
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of the tiade of the coimtiy though the agency of the local Rajas,

whose weakness and ambition readily lent them to the new
plan.

The port of Bakla exists no more, and we do not know where
Paigao was. It was not within the limits of Paramananda’s domain,

for the treaty refers to other princes of this coast, nor is it certain

whether Paigao was situated on the Bay of Bengal. Bakla was a

riverside port far from the sea. It niay not be unreasonable to

identify Paigfio with Paigram in the modem district of Khulna.

The place is near the Bhairab river which might have been flowing

by it four centuries ago. If the Portuguese expected that Bakla,

with their backing, would one day rob Chittagong of its importance

as a centre of inland and overseas trade, they were sorely

disappointed. But they had no reason to repent of the alliance of

l/(59, for in Paramananda and his successors they found unfailing

friends in the darkest days of their adversity.

From Parmfinanda let us turn to one of his successors. Forty

years after the conclusion of the treaty a Christian missionary of

the Society of Jesus, Mdchoir da Fonseca, visited the court of Bakla

on his way to Chandikan (Ciandecan) . His account of his interview

with the king is worth quoting :
" I had scarcely arrived there,

when the King (who is not more than eight years old, but whose

discretion surpasses his age) sent for me and wished the Portuguese

to come with me. On entering the hall whem he was waiting for

me, all the nobles and captains rose up, and I, a poor priest( was

made by the King to sit down in a rich seat opposite to him. After

compliments, he asked me where I was gomg, and I replied that I

was going to the King of Ciandeca, who is ‘ the future father-in-law

of your Highness, * but that as it had pleased the Lord that I should

pass through his kingdom, it had aiq>e8red right to me to come and

visit him and offer him the services of the fathers of the Company,
trusting that his Highness would give permisrion to the erection of

CSintches and the making ot Christians. The King said, *I desire

this myself, because I have heard so much of your good qualities
*

and so he gave me a lettm of authority, and also assigned ja main-

tenance sufBcioit for two of us.”* The boy king of Bakla or

Cbandradwip has be«s rightly identifled by. Henry Beveridge with

Baja Hflinchandra,. son-in-hw of the great Ptttipiditya of Jessore.*

It is inteiqrting to-note here that his friendship for. the Portuguese

drew iqKm him the srrath of the King of Amldsn who *' suddenly

* BemiJBa DiMtt of pi 81.

S Beveridm INMMbC af Bahwswf. Vf- lT8-m.
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threw himself upon that of Becola, of which he possessed him-

self without difficulty, ns the king of it was absent and still

young.
”

Fonseca’s mission supplies an apt illustration of the faith

following the flag. But the missionaries were not alone in the field.

Fonseca’s prayer “ for the erection of churches and the making of

Christians ” was so readily granted because the boy king of Bakla

had in his service a captain, and other people of Portuguese

extraction and Christian faith. Nor was he the only prince to enlist

these foreign adventurers in his army. His father-in-law, for instance,

and the powerful chief of Sripur welcomed these daring sailors and
employed them to command their fighting fleet. Whether the

Portuguese adventurers in the service of the Bhuiyans of Bengal

tried, like their French and English successors of the eighteenth,

century, to further the political interests of their country white

improving their own fortunes, we do not precisely know. But some
of them certainly made the most of their opportunities and earned

by their exploits a permanent place in the history of their times.

Of these Domingo Carvalho was by far the ablest and did not miss

any opportunity of serving his country’s cause when one was

available.

Carvalho was a native of Montargil in Portugal. We do not

know when he came to India and in what capacity. He must have

entered the service of Kerlar R'li. the famous chief of Sripur, ^me-
time prior* to 1G02. He distinguished himself by the conquest of

Sandwip which, if Du Jarric is to be credited, belonged of right to

the Sripur Prince. The i.«land was in those days an important

centre of salt industry, and formed a battle-ground for the Mughals,

the Maghs and the Portuguese. Situated off the coast of Chittagong

its strategic advantages could not be overlooked either by the

Mughal rulers of Bengal or the Magh Raja of Arakan. When
Csesar Frederick vi.sited Sandwip in 1569 the island was inhabited

by the Muslims and he found “the king a very good man of a

Moore King.’’^ How it was annexed by Kedir Rai. and when
it passed into Mughal hands remain yet to be ascertained. In 1602,

Domingo Carvalho conquered Sandwip in his master’s name, but

unable to hold it against the natives of the place, he invited t.ho

co-operation of Manoel de Mattos, the Portuguese Captain *.pf

Dianga*. The island was then completely reduced and..divided

between Carvalho and Mattos. The annexation of Sandwip was
hailed ns a great feat of Portuguese arms and the two heroes were

* Pti,cha» Hit PUgrimet, Vpl. X, p; 1S7.
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rewarded by the King of Portugal with the knighthood of the Order
of Christ and the rank of the gentlonen of the royal household
(Fidalgot da Ca$a real)

.

Their triumph, however, proved short-lived.

The King of Arakan, who had extended his dominion to Chittagong,

led an expedition against Dianga and inflicted a defeat on Mattos.

Carvalho hurried to the rescue of his colleague and captured the

Arakanese fleet with all its arms and ammunition (Nov. 1602) . The
Magh King wreaked bis vengeance on the Portuguese citisens living

under his jurisdiction, and fitted up a second fleet to retrieve his

honour. Carvalho did indeed achieve a secoud victory, but this

pyrrhic success rendered his position in Sandwip utterly untenable.

He abandoned the island and retired to Sripur with some of his

followers, while the rest of the Portuguese and native Christiana

betook themselves to the friendly courts of Bakla and Chandikan.

While at Sripur, Carvalho had to fight a Mughal fleet of hundred
masts. With thirty armed JaUa boats Carvalho put the invading

armada to flight and saved Sripur from Mughal subjugation. We
next find him at Hughli where the Portuguese h.nd a flourishing

settlement. Obviously he wanted to enlist the support of his

countrymen of that colony in another enterprise against Sandwip.

While sailing up the Hughli river his fleet was, without any

provocation, assailed from the batteries of a neighbouring Mughal
fortress. Carvalho retaliated by storming the place and putting the

garrison to the sword. This was the last battle that the famous

veteran was destined to fight. Shortly afterwards he visited

Chandikan (Dhumghat ?) where he was treacherously put to death

by Pratapaditya, in order, it is said, to propitiate the Kng of Arakan,

whose c<mquest of Sandwip and Bakla had brought him perilously

near the tmritories of the Jessore prince.

Sandwip naturally recalls the exfdoits of a romantic ruffian whose

name has been written large in letters ot blood in the unhappy

annals of that island. His courage, cruelty and cunning placed

Sebastito Gonsalves Tibau (better known as Gonsales in Binigal)

in a class by himself. Bom in an obscure village near Lisbon od

peasant stock, Gonsales came to India in 1605 and enlisted as a

soldier. Before long he gave up the less remunerative profession

of arms for the more lucrative trade in salt. He seems to have

proqteted in his new venture, and his i»ofits soon enabled him to

putdiase a JaUa ot his own. We find him and bis boat at Dianga

in 1607. He somehow survived the masmcre of that year, and set

up as a foee-booter arith a dosen of his more daring eoualttymen.

The small islands of the ddtaic ttgkm provided suitable bases of

opemtkm from where he carried on {dundeiing raids against the

40
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Aiakan coast, not missing such defenceless menhantmen as came
his way. The Government of Sandwip had in the meantime passed

to Eath Khan, a Muslim captain formerly in Portuguese employ.

Unwilling to brook any rival, he murdered the Portuguese and the

Christian inhabitants of his island, and set out with a fleet of forty

sails in search of Gonaales and his pirates. While busy dividing

their spoils in the island of Dakhin Shahbazpur (in the District of

Bakarganj) they were surprised by Path Khan. Better seamanship

however prevailed over greater number, and Path Khan was

d^eated and slain. The victory gained for (Sonzales the unquestion-

ing obedience of his companions, and he was formaliy elected their

leader. Success added to his ambition, and he next made himself

the master of Sandwip (1600). In this enterprise, as in his earlier

buccaneering exploits, he relied not a little on the support of the

friendly Raja of Bakla. The spoils of his piracy used to be disposed

of in the l^ja’s country, though the treaty oi 1559 had positively

provided against such a misuse of his ports. The Raja sent two
hundred horsemen and some armed boats to help Gonzales in the

conquest of Sandwip on condition that the revenue of the island

would be equally shared by the two allies. Gonzales was not the

man to honour his promise once his object was gained. He ruled

Sandwip as an indepedent ruler and his fame soon attracted fresh

adherents until his forces swelled to one thousand Portuguese, two
thousand Indian soldiers, two hundred horsemen and eighty armed
boats. The unfortunate Raja of Bakla was now to feel the might

of his faithless friend, and was forcibly dispossessed of the islands

of Dakhin Shahbazpur and Patelbhanga. Fortune continued to

favour the bold bad man and the arrival in Sandwip of a prindely

fugitive of the Arakanese royal house, Anaporam, after an unsuccessful

bid for power considerably added to the prestige of Gonzales. His

intervention in favour of his new friend proved futile, and his troops

had to beat a retreat before the superior forces of Arakan. The
death of Anaporam paved the way for peace, and the progress of

Mughal arms in the south-eastern districts of Bengal provided the

motive for a close alliance between the rulers of Arakan and Sandwip.

Fidelity however was not one of the failings of Gonzales, and the

narrow straight course of rectitude was not to his taste. He not

only betrayed the king of Arakan while engaged in flghting the

Mughals, but seized his fleet and ruthlessly massacred his moi. This

treachery cost him only his nephew’s life. The unfortunate srouth

had been sent to the Arakanese camp as a hostage for his uncle’s

good faith and the king avenged his wrongs by driving a stake

through him.
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But the good stars of Gonsales were already on the decline.

His tyranny and oppressbn had alienated most of his adherents,

but his ambition knew no satiety as yet. In 1015 Gonsales felt

that he could add Arakan to his conquests, if his plan was supported

by the Portuguese Viceroy of Goa. He imm^iately offered to

return to the allegiance of the King of Portugal, and to pay him an
annual tribute if his proposals were favourably accepted. The
I^ceroy Dom Jetonymo de Azevedo readily agreed and a fleet of

sfacteen sails under the command of Dom Fhmcisco Meneses Bozo
appeared in the Bay of Bengal (October 1615). Unfortunately for

the Portuguese the King of Arakan was not so helpless as they had
imagined, and Menezes Bozo unezpectedly found himself confronted

with a Dutch squadron of superior number. The fight continued

for two successive days in which the Portuguese Commodore lost

his life. His successor in command Dom Luiz de Azevedo sailed

to Sandwip while the battle was still undecided and inspite off all

the importunities of Gonzales left him to his fate and returned to

Goa. He was accompanied by many of Gonzales' followers who
were glad to be rid of their hard-hearted master. Nezt year the

King of Arakan conquered Sandwip and Gonzales faded out of

history. His infamous career covered a brief period of ten years.

Gonzales had the making uf a great leader, but his training and

environments made of him a pirate of the lower type. For

unrelieved cruelty and treachery his record had hardly any parallel,

but with better education under more favourable circumstances, he

might have been a Baleigh or a Drake.

Here we may bid good-bye to the buccaneers of the Bay though

Gonzales was by no means the last or the worst of them. The
story of the Feringi pirates of Chittagong has been told in another

chapter by another writer.

in
Hie loss of Sandwip did not mean the loss of Bengal. The

Portuguese had many settlements ot greater or lesser importance

scattered all over the province. The prowess and professional skill

of their seamen had won for them pontidns of trust and reqionsibiflty

at the courts of the more prominent Chieftains (Bhuqras) . and

small Portuguese colonies flourished under their patronage at Bakla

(Bakarganj), Chandikan (Jessore), Stipnr (Dacca), niuhia

(NoakhalQ and Katrabo (Dacca and Mymendnffli). Some of these

settlements bad been viriM by Fonseca Fernandes and Sosa in the

dooi^ year ot the nztemth cmitniy. The King of Chandikan

IwoWded funds and a i^, and the first Christian diuidi in Bengal was
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constructed in his principality.^ The Jesuit fathers had full freedom

to preach the Goqpel wherever th«y went, and if thdr flock did

not live a truly Christian life, it was no fault of the local rulers.

The Portuguese, however, had not limited their commerdial and
martial miterpriae to the semi-independent region under the

government of the Bengali princes. They could not posriU|y ignore

the principal trading centres of the country and had their factories

at Dacca, Tamluk, Hijli and other convenient places. Two por^
however, demanded their attention most and absorbed the major

part of their investments. Deq>ite the abortive attempt of 1559

to rob it of its commercial eminence, Chittagong remained the

leading place of Portuguese trade in Bengal. Prom the beginnmg

to the end it was their Porto grande, the great port. Next in

importance was Porto pequeno the little port in west Bengal. When
Caeser Frederick visited Bengal in 1567 Satgaon was the little port

of the Portuguese. As early as 15S7-S8 the Portuguese built Aeir

factory and custom house at Satgaon with the permissbn of the

King of Bengal, and within thirty ^ars, it attracted aufficMht

business to keep thirty to thirty-five merchant-men fully emplosred.*

The Venetian merchant informs us-: *' In the port of Satgan every

yeere they lade thirtie or five and thirtie ships great and small, with

Rice, Cloth of Bombast and of diverse sorts Lacca, great abundance

of Sugar, Mirabolans dried and preserved, long Pepper, Oyle of

Zeraeline, and many other sorts of merchandise." The prosperity

of Satgaon, however, proved short-lived and when Ralph Fitch came
to this country bareley three deca^ later (158S-91) “ Hugeli** had

become the "Porto Piqueno"* of the Portuguese, though he found

Satgaon "a faire Citie for a Citie of the Moon, and very plentiful

of things".

It is not difficult to guess why Hughli was prefened to Satgaon

as an emporium of west Bengal trade. Satgaon owed its rise and

fall not to the whims of man, but to the freaks of nature. The b^
river, that made it a convouent meeting fdace for the meidiant

fleets from far and near,* had gradually silted op, and tndr

dwindled as the stream diminished. Even in 156S the Portuguese

found it necessary to build temporary quartern at a village down
stream during the tnding season as their bigger boats were unable

* PW«tes Wk HsriMa yd. X. p. sot.
a Fanhw Rb FMbw. yd. X, vf. IIS-U.
* PaNhst Hh PaphMs, yd. X, p. ISt.

* Aceoribs to Kavi yanian Matanilailw k awd to attiaeft m aratk tadsa
tnda that tfca —

d
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to reach Satgaon. Says Caesar Frederick : A good Tides rowing

before you come Satgan, you shall have a place which is called

Buttor,^ and from thence upwards the Ships doe not goe, because

that upwards the River is very shallow, and little water. Every

yeere at Buttor they make and unmake a village, with Houses and
shops made of straw, and with all things necessarie td thdir'uses,

and this Village standeth as long as the Ships ride there, and till

they depart for the Indies, and when they depart, everie man goeth to

his plot of houses and there setteth fire on them, which

thing made me to marvaile. For as I passed up to Satagan, I saw

the Village standing with a great number of people, with an infinite

numbers of Ships and Bazars, and at my return downe with my
Captaine of the last Ship, for whom I tarried, I was all amazed to

see such a place so soone razed and burnt, and nothing left but the

signe of the burnt Houses.” Making and unmaking of temporary

villages do not lead to comfort or economy, and the Portuguese were

naturally anxious to shift their “little port” to a convenient place

on a navigable river with sufficient anchorage and Hughli replaced

Satgaon as the principal Portuguese settlement in west Bengal.

The Portuguese settlement of Hughli is associated with the

name of the greatest Mughal ruler of India. A serious student of

comparative theology, Akbar wanted a competent interpreter of the

Christian faith at his court and naturally turned to the Portuguese

of Bengal about whose commercial enterprise he had heard so much.

At his request a Portuguese missionary. Father Juliano Pereira, and

a Portuguese man of affairs, Pedro Tavares (Partab Bar Fcringi

of the Akbar-nama) made their journey to the imperial court.

Although we do not know whether Tavares preceded Pereira to Agra,

it will not be unreasonable to assume that the worldly interests of

the merchant were suitably reinforced by the q>iritual influence of

the Missionary, and a formdn was in due course obtained and the

Portuguese removed their factory and custom house from Satgaon to

Hughli about 1580. Tavares was in all probability the first governor

of the new settlement. The new " Porto Pequeno ” quickly rose in

importance and became a flourishing buriness centre before long.

The settlement expanded and the Portuguese merchants acquired

landed property on both banks of the Ganges, if Father Sebaatiesi

Manrique is to be credited. The main articles of trade that Hughly
provided were rice, sugar, silk and cotton goods. Rice in particular

was exceptionally cheap in Bengal during the sixteenth century.

* Betar, amt Caleatta. hw bsaa twfea meatioMd m a pbn of hpportanfo

hy KM Kndna MnknKbiiai in bb Ckwmii
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Akbar doubtless expected that ‘the Portuguese would devote

their eneigsr and resources entirely to the improvement of their

commerce, and their armed fleet would prove a better instrument

for policing the Bay than any his government had so far been able

to provide. Jahangir shared his father's hopes and left the Portuguese

in undisturbed enjoyment of their rights and privileges at Hughli
Shflh Jahan however found it necessary to revise the policy of his

father and grandfather. Within flve years of his accesrion to the

throne, Hughli was seized (16SS) and a large number of prisoners

were sent to Agra where they suffered great misery.

The Portuguese had their own explanation of the implacable

hostility of the new mnperor. This point has been ftilly discussed

in Chapter XVII sec. IV in the account of Qftsim Khan's governorship.

A modem apologist argues that the Portuguese of Hughli were

neither in league with the pirates of Chittagong nor guilty of piracy

themselves.* But it cannot be gainsaid that the Portuguese of

western Bengal shared the evil reputation of their confreres of the

east for their lawless habits and predilection for piracy. A Bengali

poet of note’ pointedly referred to the dread with which a journey

along the Feringi coast was commonly viewed when he said that

the boat-men rowed ceaselessly night and day in fear of the Harmdd^
or the pirate-fleet. The Portuguese empire had expanded with

phenomenal rapidity, and the mother-country had not the necessary

surplus population for the development of the far-flung colbhies.

Convicts were, therefore, ipven the option of serving their terms at

home or seeking their fortune in the east, and it is no wonder that

some of the worst criminals found their way to Bengal. It is to be

noted that contemporary European travellers had not a good word

for the Portuguese, and Van Linschoten likened them to ** srild men **

and ** untamed horses. ” If some of the bad characters of Portugal

were annually drafted to India, the worst of them, according to

.Lmsdioten, left the more orderly and better governed settlements

iHi the west coast for the ports of the Bay of Bengal which knew

neither mdi^ nor disdpltne. Fernandes says that many of them
** lived in Krade and loose lusts. ”* It is, therefore, futile to argue

that the Portuguese settlers of Hughli were orderly people with a

healthy respect for law, who would scrupulous avoid any dulHOus

method of maUng money. It is admitted by all that if Huf^li was

* CMH|ios. ‘jn»f«r|r «f <k« ia Bmigii, pp. IMMISI.

* Kiwi Kaidnui IMtandriim Chikrawarti.
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not n nest of piiatea, it was a alave-nuirket to which both Magh and
Portuguese pirates had free access. It is there that they di^sed
of their unlucky prisoners. Slavery, it is true, was an institution

recognised by Muslim and Hindu law, but it is the elementary duty
of every State to provide for the security of life and property of
each and every one of its members. Shah Jahan could not permit
his subjects to be bought and sold like cattles in the slave-market
of Hughli, simply because his officers had proved unequal to the task
of defending their persons against the rovers of Chittagong and
Arakan. The Portuguese of Hughli undoubtedly shared their guilt

morally and legally when they trafficked with them in their offensive

spoils. If Shah Jahan found it impossible to clear the Bay and the
rivers of Bengal of these human sharks, the least he could do was
to close the market where they brought their victims, and to

eliminate their partners in this dismal business.

Into the military details of the capture of Hughli we need not
enter. Suffice it to say that the Portuguese had no chance against
the superior forces of Qarim Khan, but they stood their ground with
courage and resolution worthy of a better cause. The prisoners

should have been more humanely treated, but the standards of the
seventeenth century . required that an example should be made of
these unfortunate people because some of their compatriots had
made slaves of Muslim women and children of noble birth. But it

was not long before the Emperor relented. The Portuguese were
permitted to return to their old settlement in 168S. Urey had
felt the full weight of the Emperor’s displeasure and might be
reasonably expected to have a wholesome reqpect for his authority

in future. No miracle was needed to convert Shah Jahan to a more
merciful policy.

The fall of Hughli marked the beginning of the end. The pirates

of Chittagong were exterminated in the next reign, but the Portuguese
community still survives in Bengal. Even m the eighties of the
eighteenth century (1786) , th^ claimed qpeeial rights and
privileges on the strength of the established custom and their

contortion was accepted by the Gkrvernment of the day. The
later rulers sometimes found their services useful, and Baja Bajballabh
settled a small Portuguese colony at Pudri Sibpur in the district of

Bakarganj.* At Calcutta and Hughli, Dacca and Chittagong, the
Lttso-Ind^ dtiaens still form a link with the past, thou|^ they
enjoy ndther the prestige nor the prosperity of tiieir adventurous
forefathers.

* Celtwfar of Pmtim Ommponimm, Vol, Vll.-pp. IM4n.
Bcearidve, DkHtet of BOmfmJ. p. 1W.
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IV.

Our review of the Portuguese relations with Bengal has been

so far greatly to the discredit oi that nation. Their courage was
vitiated by cruelty, their inquisitiveness was marred by greed, and
their progress in the province was ordinarily marired by disorder and
lawlessness. But in fairness to the Portuguese we cannot leave the

credit side out of account.

In spite of all their shortcomings the Portuguese did not suffer

from the colour prejudice so common in the west, and freely inter-

married with the natives of the country. Some of them permanently

settled in this land and, if they failed to make any marked
contribution to our civilisation and culture, they tried their best

to improve the agricultural resources of the country of their adoption.

Good peasants at home, they had a keen eye for the useful plants

of other lands and a wonderful knack for acclimatizing exotic flowers

and fruits in countries far from their original home. It is seldom

realised that many of our common flowers and fruits were totally

unknown before the Portuguese came. “ The noxious weed that

brings solace” to many and now forms a staple product of Rangpur
was brought by the Portuguese as was that common article of food,

potato—which is relished by princes and peasants alike. Tobacco

and potato came from North America. From Brazil they brought

cashewnut (Anaeardium Oecidentafe)

,

which goes by the name, of

HijU badam because it thrives so well in the sandy soil of the Hijli

littoral. The' cultivation of this valuable nut is limited to a narrow

strip of the sea coast, bu| the papaya (Carica Papaya) and the pine-

apple have taken more kindly to the soil of Bengal and few are aware

that they are aliens of companttiyely recent domicile. We are indebted

to the Portuguese for Kamranga i^vsnhoe Carambola) which flnds

so much favour with our children. To this list may also be added

Psyara (Psydium Chiyava), which found an appreciative poet in

Monomohan Basu. The little KrishvakaU ^Mirabilu Jalapa) that

cheers our countryside in its ydlow, red, and wnltc is another gift

of the once dreaded Feringi. Tliis does not exhau^ ^e list of

plants that the Portuguese introduced in Bengal, but, incomifleta as

this inventory is, it fairly illustrates their zeal for the art and science

ot Agri-horticulture.

No less important is the Portuguese contribution to our

vocabulary.. About flfty Portuguese words have found a permanent

place in the qwken language of Bengal. Articles of common use

often go by their Portuguese names (e> g> Chabi, Belli, Perek, Saban.

Totdia, Atpm etc.), and sudi Portuguese words as vtranda and
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Ja$tria have completely replaced their indigenous synonyms. It is no
wonder that chairs and tables should have once bemi known as kadera

(Port. Cadeira) and mej (Port. Meta) for these furniture were

originally introduced into Bmgali homes by the Portuguese. They
have not only enriched our orchards but added to the wealth and
vigour of our mother^tongue.

When two races or nations intimately associate with each other,

as the Portuguese and the Bmgalees did, th^ naturally borrow from

each other’s vocabulary, and it is no wonder that so many Portuguese

words found currency in our language. But the Portuguese did

something more substantial for the development of our prose

literature. Eor the first printed book in Bengali we are indebted

to a Portuguese. It was a Portuguese who wrote the first Bengali

prose woric, and it was left to anothn Portuguese to compile the

first Bengali grammar and dictionary, an achievemmit of no mean
merit, an achievement of which any people mi^t rightly fed proud.

About 1599 Father Sosa translated into Bengali “a tractate of

Christian Religion, in which were confuted the Gentile and

Mahumetan errours : to which was added a short Catechisme by
way of Dialogue, which the Children frequenting the Schools learned

by heart. Sosa’s tractate has been unfortunately lost, but

another dialogue written by a Bengali convert has been preserved

for us. Dom Antonio do Rosario bdonged to the landed aristocracy

of east Bengal. In his early youth he was carried by the Magh
pirates to Arakan where he was sold as a slave (1668) . A Portuguese

missionary, Manoel do Rosario ransomed him and later converted

him to his own faith. It was und» Portuguese inq>iration that the

new conv^ wrote a. dialogue, the 8nt Bengali work of its kind that

has come down to us.* Dom Antonio’s work might have shared

the same fate as that of Sosa but for the devoted care of Bfanoel

da Assumpcio and George da Apresentaci. Manoel had Antonio’s

manuscript transcribed in Roman script, and sent the transcript to

Evora probably with a view to publication. He himsdf wrote a

dialogue in Bengali and compiled a grammar and dictionary of the

Bengali language for the benefit of his fellow workms in the province.

Manoel da Assumpcio was for many years the head of the St. Tolentino

mission of which Dom Antonio was the founder. Crepae Xastnr

Orth Bhed, for sudi was the title of Manoel’a dialogue, was printed

by Friindsco da Syhra at Lisbon in 1748. The same year iritneased

* PmdOu kh Figrimm, Vol. X. p. MS.
* 8m. Bwtwm Oetkdto Sembed, blnidaetiaa.
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the publication, of hia grammar and vocabulary.^ The Portuguese

had therefore to their credit two dialogues, a grammar and dictionary

long before any of our countrymen had attempted anything of this

kind. Even in recent times the Luso-Indian community has produced

teachers and scholars of Derozio and Percival’s eminence.

If their literary and scientific achievements in other parts of

India are taken into consideration, we cannot withhold ou^

ungrudging tribute to the valuable pioneer work done by the

Portuguese. The first printing press in India was set up by the

Portuguese at Goa as early as 1556.^ It was at Goa that the first

scientific work on Indian medicinal plants by a European author

(Garica da Orta) was published.* The Portuguese discovered the

all-sea route to India, they explored the western and eastern coasts

of this country, they demonstrated the superiority of the western

methods of warfare, they experimented in empfi^making by
commercial penetration and subordinate alliance, they exploited the

resources of the small indigenous States through Portuguese sailors

and soldiers in Indian employment. In short, they anticipated the

great pro-consuls of the East India Company in many reqpects, and
they may fairly claim that where Portugal led other European

countries followed, where she sowed others reaped, where she

laid the foundation others built a magnificent superstructure.

1 Sen, Brahman CathoHe Sambad, alao Sen. Earlp Carter of Kanhop Ahgria

and other Papeh, pp. 1S5-1S8.

^ J. B. Primroae, The fret Prett in India and Ht Priniart (‘The lilMty,

December, IMS. pp. Ml-MS.)
* The firet cation of Gnicia da Orta’s Cdtoquioe Dot SmtpfsM Drogat a Contat

Mtdidmait was printed at Goa in April, ISOS b>’ Joannes de Kndcm.



CHAPTER XX
BENGAL UNDER SHAISTA KHAN AND

IBRAHIM KHAN
I. Thb Interregnum, April 1668

—

^March 1664

The break-down in the internal administration of Bengal which
followed Shuja’s departure from the province in December 1667

to contest the throne, ended only six years later with Shaista Khan’s
entiy into RAjmahal as subahdar on 8th March 1664. The
remainder of Shuj&’s viceroyalty (two and a half years) was spent

in Bihar, when all his attention and resources were concentrated on
the struggle with Aurangzib, so that the government of Bengal

was starved of men and neglected. After Shuja’s flight from

Bengal, Mir Jumla passed a year and a half (May 1660-1 Nov.

1661) at Dacca in peace, but all his energies were absorbed by the

necessary preparations for the conquest of Arakan and Assam.

Then followed his sevrateen months’ absence on the Kuoh and
Ahom wars from which he returned a dead man (81 March 1668).

Between this last date and Sb&ista Khan’s arrival lay a period of

exactly one year, when this province was ruled by subordinates

without a supreme master on the spot, so that disorder and misrule

reached their extreme.

When Mir Jumla set out for Kuch Bihar, he left Ihtishfim Khan
at Dacca in charge of the military defence of Bengal, without

formally giving him the office and dignity Of deputy subahd&r; the

revenue administration continued in the hands of RAi Bhagwati

D&s (not to be confounded with the eunuch Khw&ja Bhagwin-d&s)

.

It took the officers at Dacca seven weeks to report Mir Jumla’s

death to the Emperor, who was then in far-off Lahore, en route

to Kariimir, and receive his orders on the vacancy thus created.

By these orders Ihtisham Khan was recalled to Court, and DAud
Khan (the subahd&r of Bih&r) was transferred to Bengal as acting

subiffidftr, while Dilir Khan was nominated to govern Bengal

pending the arrival of D&ud Khan. These orders reached Dacca

on 17th May 1668, and Dilir Khan held charge of the province

from that date up to 67th September, when Diud Khan rdieved him

;

and Anally Diud Khan was reli^^ on 8th March next year, by
ShAista Khan, who was to govern Bengal for nearly a quarter

centuiy.

The adndnistration of thiA prodnee in the period immediately

after the death of BCr Jumla resembled the r^n of mice hi a
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neglected barn. A disgraceful example of the political disorder

in the province was supplied at the I’d-ul-fitr, less than a month
after, the last viceroy's death. On that day the gathering of the

faithful in prayer and the ceremonious ending of the month of

fast, were held and the Emperor’s titles proclaimed from the pulpit,

not in full congregation at the Vd-gah, but at three different places

in the same village of Khizrpur by the three highest officers, each

in proud aloofness among his partisans, by Ihtisham Khan near

his office, Dilir Khan (his rival in poation, as the second-in-com*

mand of the army, immediately below Mir Jumla who was now
no more) in his camp, and Munawwar Khan (the grandson of

I’8& Khan of Bhiiti, and the chief of the Bengal zamindiftrs’ flotilla)

near his residence. (F. '7. Continuation, 106 a)

Shihibuddin TAlish, who had accompanied Mir Jumla in the

Assam war, has left a graphic picture of the condition of Bengal

as he saw it. First, all the experienced and able officers of the

former regimes had either perished in the war of succession and

the Assam expedition, or had left the provmce for the imperial

Court. The highly talented Fenian emigres rused to high office

by Shuji* were dismissed after Aurangzib's victory. A similar fate

overtook many of Mir Jumla’s proteges after his death, as they

were Shias like himself.

Next, as Tllish recounts his painful experience :

" The
temporary rulers, in the absence of a substantive viceroy, made

the most of thrir brief day of borrowed power by freely indulging

in those wicked desires which th^ had so long kept in check in

fear of Mir Jumla. Every one asked for every thing that he

fancied, and these officials granted it with the utmost liberality

like issuing an order on a river to supply water to a petitioner

!

'This they considered a cheap way of gaining fame. TTiose men.

including the author, who did not supplicate these upstart officials,

got nothing. They restored zamindSrs to their estates, of which

they had been deprived (for treason or revenue default). Some

zamindSrs, who had clung to their old homes by promising to pay

double their normal revenue, now got their old assessment restored.

My friends wittily called this interregnum, ‘ the Festival of breaking

'the RamzAn fast'! Tn truth, a strange confusion overtook public

nffiiii»^ (Cent., lOff.)'

The gami^ -of. the subordinate officials who thus found them-

selves freed from ahy og^seer during this eclipse of the

snbahdArriiip, . was to squeeze money'ftom the people as cruickiv

as possible. This they did in tsw> ways ; flrst by demanding revenue

from all men who had been enibving rent-free grants of land on
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personal or religious grounds and most of whom had lost their title*

deeds, though their names were borne on the exchequer rolls of

the provincial diwAn. The second device was a monopoly of trade

in the necessaries of life and in some valuable articles of import.

Mir Jumla himself had set the example in this evil practice. An
official monopoly strangled the retail trade in articles of daily use

like salt and betelnuts, while transit duties on the way and tolls

at the places of sale inflicted a double burden on the consumers

in the humblest market. The European traders who contributed

so largdy to the industry and wealth of the country, were harassed

by petty local officers at every ferry or toll-post, while the governor

himself attempted (but unsuccessfully) to make himself the sole

agent for the supply of salt-petre to these foreign merchants. Some
of his overzealous servants tried to rob the Europeans of their

legitimate proflt on the foreign articles which they imported, by
buying them wholesale at a low price, as soon as their ships arrived,

and then conducting the retail sale for the proflt of their master

at fancy prices.

n. Shaista Khan'b hvlb, ooNomoN or thb country

Sbftista Khan was already 68 when he flrst came to Bengal,

and his 82 years’ rendence in this climate completely sapped his

health and vigour. In youth he had been remarkable for his

military capacity and energy, especially in the Deccan campaign

of Shah Jahan (1686). But in Bengal he was a tired old man.

who left campaigning to his subordinates,—especially his many able

sons,—^while he himself sprat his days in ease and pleasure amidst

his numerous harem. In August. 1666 he had a severe attack

of illness. ’The English mra;hant William Hedges, who visited bin.

reported him as “old and very feeble” (Dec. 1688>, but that did

not prevent him from having a son born to him on 12th November

1682, when he was in the 82nd year of his age. We get from this

source a picture of Shflista Khan’s life in Dacca in an almost royal

style of luxury and splendour. He also sent from time to time

very costly presents to his master the Emperor. (A. N. 100. 167.

Akh.)

We possess details of ShUista Khan’s remittances to Autangzib.

In 1680. the Emperor took a loan of seven lakhs from him. Next

year, the nobleman h^lly wrote the dribt off, sajnng tfist he offered

the whole amount as his peshkadi. In Februa^ 1682. Bhiists

Khan promised to pay five lakhs annually as the tribute of Bengal

as long as the Emperor was out on his Deccan expedition (kherek-i-
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y'u6q.) We know that this annual aid continued till 1685 and probably

later. In June 1682, one lakh was sent to the Emperor as the

Jaziya collected in Bengal. In July 1678, on return from his first

viceroyalty of Bengal, he presented the Emperor with SO lakhs in

cash besides 4 lakhs worth of jewels.

Sueh extravagance could be maintained only by squeezing the

people. His subordinates were left free to raise money for him by
every means that they could think of ; merchandise was stopped

at every outpost and feriy and custom duty charged over and over

again in disregard of oflicial permits; cesses {<Shwdba) abolished by
imperial decree, still continued to be realised in practice. In

addition the Nawab practised a monopoly of the sale of salt, betel-

nut, and some other prime necessaries of life.* Thus, by grinding

the masses, be amassed a vast treasure, besides building costly

edifices at Dacca, the memory of which still lingers. Indeed,

Bengal’s only attraction for him was the ease of administering such

a soft population and the gold to be had here for the picking.

The English merchant W. Clavell wrote from Hughli on 15th Dec.

1676.—^“The Nawab Sh&ista Khan obtained Hughli as part of his

jilgir . . . His officers oppress . the people, monopolise most com-

modities, even as low as grass for beasts, canes (t. e,, bamboo) , firewood,

thatch etc. Nor do they want ways to oppress those people of all

sorts who trade, whether natives or strangers, since whatever they

do (at Hughli) when complained of to Dacca, is palliated qnder

the name gnd colour of the NawSb’s interest ... There is sent from

Dacca 20 or 40 thousand rupees yearly to be employed (by the

NawAb’s officers in Hughli) in merchandise, which is distributed

among the Hindu merchants of the town, for which they agree to

give 25 p. c. per annum . . . And yet the governor (i. e., faujd&r)

whenever he hath any goods on his hands calls for the Hindu

merchants and distributes among them what quantity he pleases,

at 10 or 15 p. c. higher than the market and they pay ready

money . . . The governor doth get quantities of gold and other

goods at under rates out of the Dutch warehotise . . . The goods

(are) distributed among the town merchants at extraordinary rates

as above mentioned. ” (Master's Diary, ii. 80-81)

.

Streynsham Master wrote to the English Company in London,

about Shfiista Khan as " a man who is everyday more covetous than

other, so that to relate the many ways that are continually invented

by his diwin ... to bring money into his coffers would be endless

> Salt and beaa* wax wcm {mperial. noaopelieB in Bmgal as aaily aa MM
(Maatcr’a Dimry, i. SSI.)
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On £8 October, 1676 Master wrote that Sh&ista Khan in his less

than IS yean’ govemonhip of Bengal had “ got so great a treasure

together as the like is seldom heard of now-a>days in the world,

being computed by knowing persqns at 38 krores of rupees, and
his income is daily two lakh rupees, of which his expenses is about
one half”. {Ibid., i. S2, 65, S«7n, 49S.) Madnr-vl-Vmard, ii. 705,

speaks of the marvellous stories about his accumulated stores.

An Assamese traditional history states,
—

“

Shfiista Khan used

to import by ship salt, betel-nuts and other articles and sell them
in Bengal on profitable terms . . . He accumulated 17 kron of rupees.

He also sold salt and aup&ri to the merchants in the city of Dacca.

The latter were thus debarred from making purchases and sales on
their own accounts. ” (Bhuyan, Annala, 167) . Prince 'Azim-ud-din

when governor of Bengal (1698-1707) carried on this private trade

(aauda-i-khda)

,

for which he received a sharp reprimand from his

grand-father Aurangzib. (Rijfdz-us-S. 243).

It is true that Shih&buddin T&lish asserts that Shi&ista Khan
on his coming to Bengal in 1664 abolished the trade monopolies

of his predecessors and the dinodba forbidden by imperial orders.

But the European testimony on Shiista Khan’s covetousness and

extortions is unassailable. I am inclined to ascribe TAlirii’s

contrary assertion not to his Abul Fazalian habit of lauding his

patron up to the skies, but rather to the fact that) T&Iish’s

Continuation stops abruptly in the third year of ShAista Khan’s

viceroyalty and that our author did not live to complete his book or

even revise it. It would be reasonable to suppose that ^lAista

Khan did at first issue orders abolishing the monopolies, but that

after a few years his subordinates took advantage of his supine rule

to feed his prodigal luxury by raising money in the old wicked

ways, and he asked no questions.

But though ShAista Khan himself lived at the provincial capital

in royal magnificence and ease he was no vieeroi fainiant; he

succeeded in enforcing peace and administrative control, because

he was assisted by four exceptionally gifted sons,—Buzurg Ummed
Khan the conqueror of ChAtgAon (1666) who left Bengal in 1682

to be the sobahdAr of Bihar; Shfar Khan who succeeded as

thAnahdAr of ChAtgAon ; Abu Nasar the deputy subahdAr of Orissa,

and Iridat Khan who conquered Kuch Bihlr (1686) and held

the faujdAri of Kueh Bibar and RAngAmAti.* One family ruled all

divisions of Bengal, and ruled them worthily.

> IW otte SOM an mnMmuA fat Rk|Ci Kk. <p. Ut.

m). KMi Banda Xh. 074, til), and Akdni MaVia 0«.)
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111. KuCH BiBAB and OTBKB IBONTIBB StATBS

When on 4th January 1662 Mir Jumla set out from the

captured capital of Kuch Bih&r on the invaaion of AsMm> he left

behind him Isfandiyftr Beg as the acting faujdAr of the country

pending the arrival ’Askar Khan, the substantive faujdfir. But
the Mughal officers by trying to enforce the revenue collection

system of Upper India, which was utterly strange and unsuitable

to the primitive population of Kuch Bihar, drove the country into

rebellion. There was also the plunder of the rich by the greedy

new officials, as soon as Mir Jumla’s watchful eyes were removed

from them. The result was that Raja Prftn Narftyan came down
from his hill refuge, the people gathered round him, killed

Muhammad S&lih the thAnahdar of K&nth&lbSri who was barring

their path, and forced Isfandiyar Beg to evacuate the capital by
cutting off his supplies. The detachment under ’Askar lUan fell

back to the GhoriglAt district beytmd the southern frontier of

Kuch Bihar, while Isfandiyar’s troops were absorbed at Baritala

into Mir Jumla’s retreating army (26 Feb. 1663). Mir Jumla’s

death followed soon after and nothing could be done to reconquer

Kuch Bihar for a year afterwards. (Con. 1106.) All that ’Askar

Khan did during the winter of 1663-64 was to occupy the ekaMa of

Fathpur, outside the embankment of Kuch Bihar but belonging to

that kingdom, and wait for the arrival of n new viceroy.

After Sh&ista Khan’s arrival at R&jmahal (March 1664), the

Kuch Raja heard of the new viceroy’s design of attacking Kuch
Bihar on his way to Dacca and immediately sent to him letters

of submission and apology, promising a tribute of lakhs of rupees

as the price of his pardon. The amount was paid by instalments,

and ’Adcar Khan’s force was recalled from the Kuch ISihar frontier.

(Cont. 121 b. Akk. yr. 8.)

We may here conclude the history of Mughal relations with

Koch Bihftr till the close of the Naw&bi. R&ja Peftn NftrAyan, who
had opposed Mir Jumla, died in 1666, and thereafter for neariy

half a century this little kingdom was convulsed by civil wars,

royal tyranny, and into*' disorder. From a despatch written by
ShAista Khan and received by Aurangzib on 19tb April 1685, we
learn—** Modh Nir&yan, the aamindir of Kuch Bihar had promised

ten lakhs of ropess as his tribute. But taking advantage of the

rainy season, when military operations in that country are iinpossible,

he defaulted in' payment. When the monsoon ended, I sent my
son IiAdat Khan (the th&nahdir of RAni^nAti) with 5000 horse

and 7,000 foot, to expel hiin. Modh NSityan opposed Um from
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fort £kduar, but wm defeated and driven to Kuch pih*r fort, which
waa next attained and taken by atom. The Baja fled away to fort
AhahBm, aituated on a hill, which wUl be next attacked by my son.
This kincdom yields a revenue of It lakhs of rupees {Akh» yr. tS.)

Kuch Bihar was now placed hi charge of an hnpnial faujdtr
and continued in occupation till the end of Aiuangzib’s reign,
the Baja holding cmly the jungly and inaccessible parts. The
Mugfaals extended their sway over the aouthem and eastern portions
of the kingdom, annexing much of the preset districts of Bangpur
and western Kamnip. “Iitdftt Khan occupied the cmitral chaldtu
of Fathpur, Qtsirh&t, and KKkint. The Baja’s officers in charge
of these jdacea as well as Tepi, Minthonk Jhori and other paiganas
consented to pay tribute to the subahdftr of Bengal. BBngk and
Baikunthpur transferred their allej^nce to the same authority. In
1711 the ehaldoM of Bod& P&tgc&m and Purbabh&g were ceded to
the Muslims”. All these cessions were confimed by the Baja in a
treaty in 1711. (H. N. Chaudhuri’s Cooeh Behar State, SS8-t41)

.

We shall now survey ffii&ista Khan’s relations with other
chiefs. (1) Bahkdur Masnad-i-’Ala, the ruler of Hijli, had been
imprisoned by 8hujl>*, had escaped during the war of succesuon, had
been captured again and conflned in Bantambhor fort. He offered

ShSJsta Khan one lakh of rupess for restoration to liberty and his

estate (Sep. 1667). (6) The Baja (rf Jaintik had raided Sylhet
town in Mir Jumla’s time, but in 1664 on hearing of Shffista Khan’s
arrival, he sent him a letter of submisrion and the best elephant
in his possesrion through the faujdkr of Sylhet, {Cont. 117a). But in

November IdM, the Baja renewed his raids and burnt the environs

of Sylhet town. Shiista Khan sent hia son Irkdat Khan to punish
him. (S) In October 1686, the Baja of Tippok led a predatory

expedition up to the dty of Sylhet. But he was soon afterwards

chastised and made amends by presenting three elqihants to the

Empmor. (4) Early in 1676, Shffista Khan sent an expedition

into the hill State <ff Morang (west of Kudi Bihar and north of

Pumea), which made peace by paying tribute (mostly in goods)

{MA. 160.) We need not notice here the tumult caused in certain

parts of Bengal and Bihar by a counterfeit Shujk* and a bogus Zain-

ul-%bidin (ffiiujk’s son).

IV. CowqunsT or Cbatoaow, 1666

The meat memoraUe work of Sbkista Khan in Bengal was the

conquest of Chktgkon and the breaking of that furates* nest, whidi
had long teirotised the water-ways of the Bengal ddta.
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A Burmese king of Arakan had wrested the ChitgSon district

from the independent sultans of Bengal in 1459. {In Jahiingir’s

reign the Mughals had recovered the country up to the Feni river,

which henceforth formed the. south-eastern boundary of Bengal

;

but the tract near the mouths of the Ganges and the Brahmaputra
knew no peace, on account of the weakness of the Mu^ial Govern-

ment at sea, the settlement of Portuguese adventurers in Arakan,

and their practice of piracy under shelter of the Arakan ruler. In 1617

the Arakanese conquered the island of Sondip from a Portuguese

usurper, and thus secured a halfway house for their raids into Dacca

and B&qarganj.

The Burmese people are noted for their skill in navigation and

river fighting. And now being allied to Portuguese daring and
superior firearms, they became irresistible in our eastern waters.

The imperial Government could do nothing to oppose them. One
subahd&r of Bengal, Khftnanfid Khan (1626) retired to Rftjmahal

in fear of the pirates, abandoning the defence of Dacca to his

subordinates. “ As these raids continued for a long time, Bengal

became day by day more desolated. Not a house was left inhabited

on rither side of the rivers lying on the pirates’ track from

Ch&tg&on to Dacca. 'Die prosperous district of Bakl& (Baqarganj)

was swept clean with the broom of plunder and kidnapping, so

that none was left to occupy any house or kindle -a light in that

region (Cent. 1236) . Latterly the Raja of Arakan c^sed to

send his -own fieet on these expeditions, and left the work to the

Feringis who shared their booty with him.

The pirates had a choice of two routes :
“ When they came

bom ChatgSon to ravage Bengal they skirted the imperial frontier

post of Bhului on their right and the island of Sondip on 'their

left, and reached the village of Sangrftm-gath at the southern apex

of the Delta of Dacca (some SO miles born Dacca) and the then

point of junction of the Brahmaputra and the Ganges. From this

place they sailed up the Ganges, if they wished to plunder Jessore,

Hughli and Bhushni, or up the Brahmaputra if Vikrampur,

SonArgSon and DScca were their objectives”. (Cont. 1.S0.)

The deep channel parting from a bend of the Ganges some

distance east of T%mluk and running eastwards to Dacca and
Ch&tg&on was called by the English merchants in that age as the

Roguea’ River, because “ the Arakanese used to come out thence

to rob and sailed up the river Ganges”. (S. Master’s Diary, i. 921,

map in I. '507.)

"The Arakan pi.'ates, both Magh and Feringi. used constantly

to plunder Bengal. TTiey carried off the Hindus and Muslims tiiey
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could seize, pierced the palms of their hands, passed thm str^ of
cane through the holes, and threw the men huddled together under
the decks of their ships. Every morning th^ flung down some
uncooked rice to the captives from above, as peofde fling grain to
fowl . . . They sold their captives to the I^tch, English and French
merchants at the ports of the Deccan. Sometimes thqr brought
their captives to T&mluk and Bftlesore for sale at high prices . . .

Only the Feringis sold thrir prisoners, but the IMbghs employed all

whom they could carry off in agriculture and other occupations,
or as domestic servants and concubines*'. (Con. Igflbw—^189.)

It was Sh&ista Khan’s task to put an end to this tenor. At
first the prospect appeared hopeless, because the Arakanese were
flushed with a long and unbroken course of victories ; and “ their

cannon were beyond counting and their waivvessris more numerous
than the waves of the sea ”, while the Bengal troops and sailors

were utterly terrified and the Bengal flotiDa (tiawwdra) had been
wofully depleted by ShujA's negligent administration and the losses

of the Assam war of Mir Jumla. But ShAista Khan’s energy and
persistence overcame every obstacle. A new navy was created,

manned and equipped in a little over a year. In the great dock-
yards that lined the channel passing through the city of Dacca in

the quarter known as TSnti B&zir, boats were built in large

numbers, and additional vessels were also procured at the minor ports

of Hughli, Jessore, ChilmAri, Karibfiri and B&lesore. Crews were
assembled, provisions and monitions collected, and expert officers

chosen for the higher posts. In a short time 800 vessels were got

together, ready in war-trim.

The first step in the campaign was the conquest of the island

of Sondip—only six hours’ sail from ChfitgSon. Dil&wwar, a

run-away captain of the Mughal navy, who had establidied himself

as king here, was defeated and captured by an expedition from
Dacca under admiral Ibn Husain (November 1665.) A still more
important gain was the seduction of the Feringis of Chitf^n from
the side of the Arakanese. Luckily for Shftista Khan, a feud had
just then broken out between the Magh ruler of ChAtffiton and
the local Portuguese. The entire Feringi colony of the place

escaped from it with their families and property in 48 jaKd boats

^December 1665) to the Mughal commandant at NoAMiKli.

SMista Khan gave their chief captain a bounty of Rs 8,000 and a
monthly pay of Rs 500, and their other leaders were all enlisted

in the Mughal service.

Li fact, the coming over of the Ferinii^ was really the kev to

the conqOest of Chit^bw. Their diief captain urged an immediate
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attack on Chitgion, before the Aiakanese oouM recover from the

shock of the desertion of their Feringi defenders and get time to

bring up reinforeements from Arakan. So, on Mth December 1605,

the expeditionary force, 6500 strong, started from DaooU, under

the command of Buzurg Ummed Khan, the eldest son of the viceroy.

The imperial fleet numbered S88 vessels of all kinds (out of whi^
21 were large gun>boats or ghurdbs and 157 fsst-rowing long and
slender ko$d»,) The Feringis with about 40 vessels of their own acted

as auxiliaries and bore the real brunt of the fl^t at sea. The plan

of the camiMugn was that the fleet under Ibn Husain diould creep

along the coast, while the army should march parallel to it, each

supporting the other. No&kh&U was the starting point. Crossing

the Feni river at Jagdifl, on 14th January 1666, the army entered

Arakanese territory. Fsrhid Khan leading the vanguard, advanced

cutting the jungle along the shore and making a way. The fleet

entered the Kumirii creek, only two nwrdies diort of CULtggion,

and landed a body of pioneers, who began to cut the jungle forward

in the direction of C^t^on and behind towards the advanemg
land forces. These last joined hands on the 21st, and the vanguard

moved slowly onward through the dense pathless forest.

The flrst imval battle was fought on 28rd January, when
admiral Ibn Husain sriled out of the Kumirii creek and attacked

the light squadron of the Maghs hi the open sea near the mouth
of the Kithilii diannd. The Feringis led the Mughal van and

thrir onset derided the day; the Maghs jumped overboard from

their heavy gun«boats (ghwllbt), which the imperialists captured,

while their liidit jaKas fled away. The advancing Mughals were

stopped by the main Ma^i fleet, conristing of large diips called

khitttu and dhums, which had come out of the Hurli creek. After

watching the enemy for the night, the imperialists, next morning

(24th January) advanced to the attack, "firing thrir guns and

idaring thrir biggest ships in the front line and thrir smaller and faster

boats in the rear. The hfagfa fleet, heavily outnumbered, again

took to flight, and retreated into the KamafoK river (about S P. M.>.

where they drew up thrir ships in line between the town of

ChXtgion and an island in nudstream. The opporite (or southern)

bank of the river was defended by three bamboo storicades filled

with nradceteers and artillery, who opened fire on the Mughal fleet.

Ibn Husam landed a narltv which took and burnt the stodndes after

a stiff firiit.'while his riihia sailed up the river and dadied them*

selves upon the Marii fleet. A great battle was fomrht. in which

the Feringis and the Btfiaal aamindirMunawwar Khan Astincuished

themselves. Several of tfie Arakanese dilps were sunk by gundlre
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or ramming, and the remainder (135 vessels) were captured.

The victors rested in their ships that night a little below the

town. Next day (25th January) the fort of ChAtgKon was
besieged and bombarded. The garrison, rendered helpless by the

annihilation of their navy, resisted bravely for one day. Early in

the next morning (26th) th^ capitulated to Ibn Husun.
the disorderly followers of Munawwar Khan, who had entered the

fort in search of plunder, recklessly set fire to the houses and burnt

down much of the town and its property. Next morning, the

commander-in-chief Buzurg TJmmed Khan, who had hastened by
the land-route with the army, made a triumphal entry into the

fort. The prize taken was of little money value. It conHsted of

three elephants, 1026 pieces of brass and iron cannon (mostly small

pieces carrying one lb or even smaller shot) , many match-locks and

camel-swivels, and much ammunition, besides two thousand Maghs
taken captive and sold as slaves. But the most glorious fruit of

the campaign was the rdease and restoration to home of many
thousand Bengali peasants who had been kidnapped before by the

pirates and held here in serfdom.

Chfitg9on became the seat of a Mughal faujdftr and its name
was changed to IsUlmibld by order of the pious Emperor.

V. Iim«VAi<: nmrcB Mithammao 'Azam
A8 SDBABDAS Of BbITOAL

The one year’s Bengal idceroyalty of Prince Muhammad 'Azam
ShAh (who came to Dacca .on 20th July 1678 and left it fina^
on 12th October 1679), reads more like a tale of the "Arabian
N^t ** than a page of sober history. This prince, the best-loved

son of Aurangzib, was mordinatdy vain, passkmate, and thoughtless.

IBs undoubted power of command and personal courage were

neutralised by his recklessness and incapacity for planning. The
popular story of the day was that he barged for tiie subahdiri of

Bengal, because he was a king's smi, and another king’s son, his

paternal unde Shuji*, had governed that province before ! The only

inddent recorded during his subahiBlri was the securing of GauhOti

fort by bribing its Ahom custodian (Fd>niary 1670) ; but thu nnidi-

lauded "conquest" continued ni Mughal hands for three years oniv.

having been recovered by the Ahom king without a blow from the

dyinc fanidUr Ibn Husain in mid Anaost 1682 (Akhbara**),

No vassal chid durst raise his head, no commoner durst

r 0. Makaat’s OWaag, tit, A arilbai aaow aUnddMB.
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complain to the Emperor, and no official news-reporter had the

imprudence to write anything against the maladministration of the

FftdishAh’s son. His lordly contempt for all other men is well

illustrated in the stories of his doings at Dacca that reached Assam
and were recorded there shortly afterwards. The Pddahdh Buronji

in the Assamese language, tells us, “Sultan *Azam destroyed the

quarters of Sh&ista Khan and erected his own residence on the same
site . . . There were emporiums of salt worth Rs 152,000 at several

places on the bank of the BangsAh river (? BurigangA) which

Sh&ista Khan could not transport (away.) . . . The kotwdl proposed

to the Emperor’s son about this salt, ’I want to d^ait the salt,

in the ro3ral store-house. The place will be cleared as the salt depots

occupy a large area of land ’. To this ‘Azam replied, ‘ Shldsta IQian

is a subject of ours. It will look odd if we appropriate his goods.

To transact business with his commodity by sale or distribution

befits a mean person.. So, you should destroy the depots and pour

the salt into the river’. Tlie kottoSl did so.’’ (TVo other cases

of unjust exaction by him are given here.)

The Assamese chronicle continues, “ The P&dish&hz&da appointed

Mir MaulA his diw&n and handed over his dutiesi to> the

diw&n and Malukcbftnd the huzur-navis, and passed his days in

hunting on horseback . . . Thus did ‘Azam rule in Bengal. He
neglected the duties entrusted to him by the Emperor; he simply

roamed about himting on horse-back’’. (S. K. Bhuyan, Anruda of

the DHM PddahOhate, 169-172).

The prince’s servants took advantage of such a supine master

and acted as they liked. The English merchants at Hughli wrote

(on 16 Aug. 1679),—“We heartily wish that your news of our

Prince’s going to (the) Deccan came out true, his officers in these

parts abusing all without control, the Prince himself being wholly

addicted to his pleasures, without minding anything, his coffers in

the hitetim filling apace, he having picked up in this last year’s

time, as is said, upwards of a niiliion of pound sterling” (=over 80

lakhs of rupees). The terror and disorder created by his officers

is best illustrated by the following letter of the Dacca factors,

arritten on ISth October 1679:—'“Prince *Azam Shih left the city

mi the Oth, and on the 12th b^;an his journey towards B&jmahal

;

’twas feared there would have been a general {dunder about the

time of the Prince’s departure, but H proved not so ; that Shiista

Khan was made snbah of Bengal, his son Buzurg Ummed Khan
bring sent his ojftaBe (f) or deputy to take possesrion of the

Govemmmit, and is on his way making great qieed to Dacca”.

(Master’s Diary, ii. 24Si»,'t68).
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VI. Sbaista Khan’s second Govbrnobship, 1679—1688

;

WAR WITH THE ENGLISH

SbAista Khan’s second term as subahdir of Bengal (Oct. 1679

—

June 1688) was disturbed by a friction with the English traders

which ended in their making war on the Mughal Empire. The
causes of discord between the two sides had been multiplying for

a long time past.

The English Ihist India Company had established their first

factory in Bengal at Hugh in 1661. For some years before it they

had been making their purchases and sales in Bengal from their

Agency or Head Factory at Balesore in Orissa (founded in 1642),

through subordinates who used to visit a few centres in Bihar and

Bengal periodically every year. At first their transactions in Bengal

were on a very limited scale and unprofitable. Before 1661, their

annual investment in this province was less than one-tenth of the

value of the Dutch Company’s. The Civil War in England

(1642-1648) and the war between Holland and England under the

Protectorate (1662-’54), ruined the business of the old E. 1. Co.,

and the London Directors of the latter Company at one time issued

orders for abandoning the trade in Bengal and “ the Bay ” alto-

gether. But after 1660, whm Aurangzib’s final triumph over his

rivals restored peace in India and the Restoration of Charles II

settled affairs in Great Britain, the English trade with Bengal began

to improve rapidly. By 1680 the Company’s exports from Bengal

had risen to £ 160,000 in value, and next year to £ 230,000.

But in August 1682, when William Hedges arrived at Hugli

as the first governor and Agent of the English Company in Bengal

(which was now removed from the control of Madias), he found

the trade almost brought to a standstill by the lawlessness and

greed of the Mughal officials. "The several afl^nts, .insolendes.

and abuses daily put upon us by Bfilch&nd (the customs-collector

at Hugh and Sh&ista Brian’s favoured instrument of extoration).

being grown insufferable, the Agent and Council made use of diverse

expedients for redress ct their grievances; but all means proving

ineffectual, it was agreed that the only expedient now left was

for the Agent to go himself in ptfson to the NawAb and DiwIn at

Daeca ... to make some settled adjustment concerning the customs ".

Hedges qxnt six weeks in Dacca, and his Diary, which ^ been

edited by Sir H. Yule (1888), gives a graphic account of the

life and court of SiAista Khan and the condition of the country

and the people as <d>served by hhn. But notiiing resulted from

this mission ; ShSista merely promised that he would request the
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Emperor to give the English a farm&n, and the local officials at

Hugh continued to stop the Company’s boats and sdase their goods.

At last the English traders lost all patience with the corrupt

and lawless Mughal Government. Hedges and others urged upon
the (Directors of the) Company that trade in Bengal would

never prosper till th^ came to a quarrel with the native autho*

rities, got rid of the growing exactions, and were established in a

defensive settlement with ready access to the sea”. This resolve

was to bear fruit in the foundation and fortification of Calcutta

before the 17th century was over.

The Court of Directors obtained from King James II permission

to retaliate their injuries by hostilities against Sh&ista Khan and

Aurangzib, and in 1686 ships with troops were sent to India from

En^and for making a vigorous attack upon both ndes of the Indian

posinsula. Only three of these ships reached Bengal. The English

troops arrived by driblets towards the end of 1686, and were

quartered in Hugli and near it. These preparations for war could

not be concealed from Sh&ista Khan ; he concentrated 8,000 foot

and 800 horse at Hugli to guard the town (Wilson, i. 90-96).

When feelings were thus strained on both sides, it was easy

for a small incident to precipitate war. On 28th October 1686,

three English soldiers of the Hugli factory, when viuting the bftzSr

of the town for making purchases, were attacked and wounded. The
English captain made a sally to rescue them, but his advance was

stopped and the hots surrounding the factory were burnt down by
the Mughal faui<ffir ’Abdul Ghani, who also opened fire with his

artillery on the En(^sh ships. But reinforcements '.arrived soon

after, and the English stormed the Mughal battery and advancing

into the town burnt down much of it. Their ships continued the

work, by bombarding the town and sending landing parties to sack

it. Early in the day the faujdbr fied away in disguise. The English

lost two men killed and several wounded, and thdr old factory and

its godown were burnt. But on the Mughal nde about 60 men
were killed and a great number wounded, while four to five hundred

houses and a great number of boats were burnt down. (Ibid, i. 67)

.

The Hugli faujdftr sought the meditation of the Dutch merchants

of ChinsuiA and opened negotiations with the English, but it was

a trick for gaining time to call up rdnforcements. The English used

the reqtite to pack their stores and prepare fmr evacuating Hugli.

Shftista Khan on hearing of the sack of Hugli sent vast detachments

of cavahy there and ordered the.Eni^sh to be sriaed. On 90th

December the English left Hugli with all their property, and

sailing down the river for 24 miles, halted at the hamlet of Sutiniti
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(the emtie of the coest-Une of modon Calcutta), ftmn which pl^
their Agent, Job Chamock continued the negotiations with

Sh&ista Khan, who mrady temporised. In Fdbruary 1687 ^e
Bubahdtr threw off the mask and threatened the Englidi antb

expulsion. On 9th February Chamock left SutSnuti and captur^

;he imperial forts at Thftn& (modem Garden Beach, facing Mifttift

Buij), a few miles west of Calcutta and down the Ganges, and

seized the island of Hijli, on the east coast of the Medinipur district

(Contfii subdivision), where the English established themselves after

landing their men and guns. Next month (March) a detachment of

170 English soldiers and sailors landed at Balesore, took the Mughal

fort and burnt down the two towns, called Old and New Balesore.

About the middle of May 1687, ‘ Abdus Samad, a lieutenant of

Shiiste Khan arrived before HijU with 12,000 men, to capd the

English. IVom the mainland in the west his heavy batteries fired

across the Basulpur river on the English position in the island and

drove their riiips from their anchorage. On 28th May, a body c)f

700 Mughal cavaliy and 200 gunners crossed the river above Hijli,

seized that town and set it on flire. But the deadly malaria of the

climate did *Abdus Samad’s work. Of the small Englidi army, two

hundred had died of disease, and only a hundred men, weakened

by fever, survived, while only five were left alive out of thrir forty

oflicers. Their provisions also ran out. But they tenadously held

on and continued the fight. At last ‘Abdus Samad sued for peace.

On 11th June, the English evacuated Hijli, carrying away all their

artillery and mpm’tions.

On 16tb August, 1687 Sh&iste Khan issued a letter permitting

the English to build a fort at tJluberift (20 miles south of Calcutta)

and renew thrir trade at Hughli. So, Chamock with his ships

returned, but halted at Sut&nuti (September) . But a new difficulty

arose on account of the English war on the Mughal shipping on the

Bombay coast (by Sir J. Child) and ShKista Khan finally withdrew

his concessions. A year was wasted in this way, and on 8th

November 1688 the English evacuated Calcutta a second time,

abandoning all their statkms and business in Bengal.

Heir new Agent, the naval Captain Heath (who had superseded

Job ChamodE), now sailed to Balesore, stormed the Mu^ial fort

(29th November), and seized New Balesme town, committing nn-

spealcable atrocities on the inhabitants, Christians and iion*Christians,

men and women alikew On 2Srd December, he sailed away to

fjlinsgaw
,
wishing to arise that town and make it an independent

fortffied base of the En^sh in the Bay of Bmigal. But at last

42
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giving up this idea, he sailed away for Madras (17th February 1688)

,

abandoning all bis Bengal projects.

By this time Shaista Khan had left Bengal (June 1688), and

Aurangzib, too, bad issued orders for conciliating the English and
restoring their trade in his dominions, which made a fair addition

to his customs revenue. The next governor of Bengal wrote to the

supreme Agency at Madras to send a discreet envoy to Dacca for

making a settlement with him. This letter was received on Srd

January 1689. On £nd July Ibrahim Khan, immediately after

coming to Bengal as viceroy (in the place of Khan-i-Jahan Kokah,

dismissed after eleven months’ tenure) , wrote to the Madras Council

inviting the English to return to Bengal and promising them fair

treatment, and this letter was received on 7th October.

At last in February 1690, peace was finally concluded between

the Mughal Government and the English on the West Coast, and

on 2Srd April the Emperor wrote to IbiAhim Khan to let the English

trade freely in Bengal as before. (Stewart’s Bengal, app. vii and vi.)

So, the Madras Council decided to send Job Charnock back to

Bengal as Agent. He arrived at Sutanuti on 24th August 1690.

This was the foundation of Calcutta. In the same year the French

made a humble but independent settlement of their own at Chander-

nagore, in a purchased village.^

VII. Shaista Khan’s fame in Bengal

Captain Charles Stewart, the first modern historian of Bengal,

wrote in 1813.
—

“ By the Muhammadan historians^ Shaista Khan is

described as the pattern of excellence ; but by the English he is

^ Foundation of Chandemaaore,—^F. Martin’s Mimtmt, iii. 93, 117, 149, 904.

Kaeppdin, 891.

Job Chamock’s death and family,

—

^Martin’s MSmoire^ iii. 906. Yule. Hedgttt

Diary, vol. 9, Imcviii. xc. also vol 1. 59 (Indian wives.)

6 Stewart’s sole authority here is the Riyd»’>tu~Sa!dtfn (written in 1788) which

adds, Shaista Khan governed Bengal with generosity, justice and care for the

wdiare of the peasantfy. He granted villages and plots of land, free of revenue,

to the widows of respectable men, to persons of good birth and the indigent. When
complaint was made to Aurangsib about this prodigality. Sh&ista Khan went to

the CkMirt and eicplafaied satiafactorily that these grants did not reduce the State

revenue far may way ’’—•(evidently he had given mway waste land that had yielded

no revenue befSore), pp 999-998. The Biblio. Indira Persian text is hopelessly

corrupt hers: I have ^en the sense of it. But in reality, Shiista Khan’s piohision

of expenditure did upset the Bmigd budget. At the end of his first term in 1978

the provincial diwia eeported to the Emperor that this subahdir had drawn and

spent one kror and thirty*two lakhs of rupees in excess of his Umkhd grauL Again,

durii« his second term (1688), it was reported that he had overspent 59 lakha

{MtfMr4^A!amgiri, 170 and 984.)
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vilified as the oppressor of the human race . . . During the Govern-
ment of Sh&ista Khan the commerce the English, notwithstanding

his harsh conduct to Europeans, continued to fiourish : . . . His memory
is to this day spoken of with the highest respect in that province. Itj is

related that during his government, grain was so cheap that rice was
sold at the rate of 640 lbs (i. e., eight maunds) weight to the rupee

:

to commemorate which event, as he was leaving Dacca, he ordered the

western gate through which he departed, to be built up, and an

inscription to be placed thereon interdicting any future govmior
from opening it, till he had reduced the price of grain to the same
rate : in consequence of which injunction, the gate remained closed

till the government of Nawab Sarfar&z Khan. Several of the public

buildings erected by ShAista Khan are still to be seen at Dacca.”
{Hiat. of Bengal, Sec. vi).

As for the cheapness of grain during his viceroyalty it need

not excite any surprise. About 16.32, Father Sebastien Manrique

during his travels in Bengal, found rice selling at five maunds to

the rupee (Luard’s Manrique, i. 54.), and Dacca being in the centre

of the “ rice bowl ” of Bengal, grain was naturally still cheaper there

than in central Bengal.

In fact, Shaista Khan’s fame in Bengal was due to the easy

Oriental way of gaining popularity with the vulgar,—by living in a

regal style of pomp and prodigality, supporting a vast parasite class

of useless servants and hangers on, and practising indiscriminate

charity to an army of pretended saints and theologians, loafers calling

themselves religious mendicants, and decayed scions of good families

who had learnt no trade or honest means of livelihood. This is

exactly the picture that we get of his policy when we rif^tly inters

prete ShihSbuddin TAlish’s uncontrolled eulogy of ShAista Khan’s

truly noble and generous soul. (Con. 1170-1216).

Vin. The Muorai. BtnuMNos or Dacca

It would be convenient to notice here the old Mughal buildings

of Dacca and its enrirons, many of which arc associated with ShAista

Khan. Twenty yrars after his final departure from Dacca, the political

capital was removed to MurshidAbAd, and then desolation and ruin

fell upon the mice proud city named after JahAnpr. Hie pitiless

forces of Nature hastened the process. -In a land where no building

stone is visible within 400 miles and no hard wood grows on the soil,

all structures had to be boflt of brick with lime mortar. Bn an age

when cement was unknown, and in a climate where 02 inches of rain

faD every year (mostly concentrated in three months) and the
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summer heat is excessive, and the frequent earthquakes of the Assam
hills often extend to it, the life of these structures was diort. As
Sir Charles D'Qyly has observed,

—

"

In the climate of Dacca,

alternately humid with excessive rains and the floods of the Ganges,

and gfowing with the fervors of an Indian sun, vegetation is rapid

and abundant. If a bird drop a seed, or the wind waft one where it

may find permanent lodgement among the chinks of a building, it

presently puts forth fibres which soon become roots and branches,

clinpng among the stucco and fissures, and finding nouridimenU

as it were, in the midst of sterility. The mosque of Saif Khan has

thus been o’er-canopied with the foliage of the banian, which will

one day perhaps bury it in the depth of forest gloom ... It was
originally surmounted by three domes ; but during the rainy season

of the year 1811, the damps and storms co-operating with the

superincumbent weight of foliage, drove in the roof”.

Besides mosques, no brick house was constructed for residence.

The usual type of brick building was the Katra, or square enclosed

by boundary walls on the four sides and entirely open in the middle.

Cloisters ran along these walls, under roofs of brick or lean-to

thatched covers. There was no separate brick building in the centre

for the viceroy or the grandees. They ran up bamboo and grass

houses, i. e., bungcHowa, some of which were very elegant and costly,

especially in the decoration of thmr walls and windows. Ip these

the great men and their families lived in summer and the monsoons,

while' they spent the dry season (winter and spring) in tents pitched

in the middle of the Katra'. The bungalows had to be repaired

every year before the monsoon started, and none of them lasted for

more than ten or fifteen years.

The natural min which overtook the edifices of Dacca at the

end of the NawSbi period has filled sensitive observers with

melancholy thoughts. Here are Sir Charles D'Oyly's reflections on
the Remains of a Bridge near the Dlntee BAsdIr.—'"To the noise of

mariners and ship-wrights which once resounded along the nolo—^to

the bustle and pomp of commerce and princely equipage—has

succeeded a degree of loneliness and silence : A sentiment of penrivC

serenity possesses the scene ... In the midst of sudi a scene

as this, passion is lulled ; and the imagination, willingly enthralled by
feelings of melancholy pleasure, is instinctively led to compare the

' Tnrenicr, wbo vUtsd Daeoa ia 1666^ wote, "As tor the wMeaee of the

SBvemor, it is eadeseJ hgr 1iiri> vaBs, ia the adM ol erUA then is a plsee

ruBSUiKteJ oatfaely of inod. It b anat to reoido aader teals, pMchad ia a
Isige eoort wHhia the eadoean".
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vicissitudes of human power and opinion, and the mutabilities of

human art, with the permanence of nature itself ! Here the Ganges
flows on, as it has ever flowed, with alent majesty, whilst the

multifarious works, which the art and industry of man have erected

on its banks and across its* channels, have successively fallen into

its stream, or are crumbled to dust. ” (^Antiq. of Dacca)

.

The same contrast struck the observant eyes of Bishop Heber
ten years later (1824) :— Two-thirds of the vast area of Dacca are

filled with ruins, some quite desolate and overgrown with jungle,

others yet occupied by Mussalman chieftains, the descendants of

the followers of Shah Jah&ngir and all the ' laons of War, Prudent

and Valiant Lords, Pillars of the Council, Swords of Battle,’ and
whatever other names of Khan, Amir, or Umra the Court of Delhi

dispensed in the time of its greatness ... Of the 8,00,000 inhabitants

who roost like bats in these old buildings, or rear their huts amid
their desolate gardens, three-fourths are still Mussalmans ”. (Heber’s

Narrative, 2nd ed. iti. 296).

Time and political change have almost entirely destroyed the

vestiges of Mughal Dacca, and their very names and appearance would

have been lost to posterity but for a happy chance. In 1808, a

highly pfted a^ist and sensitive observe of architecture. Sir Charles

DDyly went to Dacca as Collector and lovingly sketched the

architectural remains of the Muslim period. Very beautiful steel

engravings of his drawings b,v John Landseer, were published with

descriptive letter-press, in London in six parts, (1824-1880) under

the title of The Antiquities of Dacca, including " Some Account of

the City of Dacca ” in 80 pages, which latter was enriched with

vignettes after Chinnery. From this work the following list of the

old buildings, with the artist’s description and comment has been

compiled :

—

1. Hie Great Katra, '* a stupendous pile of grand and beautiful

architecture, situate on the eastern bank of the river, near the centre

of the city. . . The turrets are lofty, and of an octagonal form. It

is divided into a vast number and variety of apartments, in which

the poorest class of natives now take dielter.” The Persian

inscription in bold and beautiful semi-Tughra character set on it.

tells us—^”801180 Shah Shuj&* was employed in the performance of

charitable acts. Therefore Abul Qirim Tab&tabAi Husaini 41-

Samnini. in hopes of the mercy of God made a canonical tnoqf of

this buOding of ausmeious structure, together with 22 shops adjoining,

subject to the condition that the administrators of the wogf should

spend the income arising from their rent, in repairs and in relief

of the poor. If a poor man ali^rts here, no rent dionld be charged
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from him for his lodging This inscription was written by Sa’duddin

Muhanunad al-Shirazi, A. H. 1055" (A. D. 1645).

(2) Mosque of Saif Khan, said to have been begun by B&ji
Mohan Singh as a Hindu temple in the reign of Jah£ngir, but later

comi^eted by Saif Khan as a mosque. It is faced inside and outside

with flat tiles covered with sentences from the Quran in embossed

characters. "In the architecture of this edifice—^its panel-work,

pointed arches, and hexagonal minarets—a composed variety is

beautifully conspicuous. The ornaments are seen where the most

classical taste would probably have placed them ... It was originally

surmounted by three domes”.

(S) Mosque on the Burigangi, “ one of the most ancient

Muhammadan edifices in this part. Its octagonal, circular and

rectangular forms are contrasted with considerable taste ; and its

breadth of plain wall kept in a composed distinct mass by rows of

small pointed arches, fillets, and other enrichments. In the general

proportions and character of its architecture, the princiifles of

elegance and simplicity appear to be combined ; and the tout

ensemble can scarcely fail to impress the beholder with respect for

the taste and talent of its architect. This mosque rises immediately

from the margin of the river, with an effect at once stately and

picturesque.
”

(4) The Small Katra, situated about a quarter of a mile to

the east of the Great Katra. " Built by Sh&ista Khan (about 1664)

There *8 a small one-domed mosque within its enclosure, which

displas^s considerable architectural taste and talent. Its minarets rise

somewhat like the shafts of elegant octangular columns, and are

termuiated by capitals of oriental foliage and fruit. The base of a

large round column, which is placed beride the entrance, has a light,

singular, and fanciful effect, seeming to stand as if on a vase. The
dome is beautifully fluted.

”

(5) The palace called the lAl Bftgh was begun by Prince

Muhammad 'Azam (1678), but was never completed on the magni-

ficent scale of the original design. It was meant to include a

fortress, of whidh two bastions joined by a long line of embrasures

remained in Dt)yly*s time. "Shftista Khan made conriderable

additions to the building, and his descendants are still proprietors

of the Lil (in 1810).

(6) The- Fort, as it is now called, was erected by Ibrihim

Khan in 1690, It was formerly full of buildings, but "kheie is

little more than a rubied wall wifli embrasures remimiing " in 1814.

(7) The Rusaini Dftlftn, is a stately mosque, standing beyond

the Chauk or market, and was built in 1076.
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(8) A small isolated building, situated on a nM of the

Ganges near the centre of Dacca, was popularly said to have been

mected for measuring the height of the Ganges flood. Its notable

features are rectangular panel woric, arched perforations pointed

at the top, its four stories lessening upwards both in length and

breadth, which serve to lighten, in appearance, the massiveness of

its pyramidal form. To the eastward of it is the remnant of a

bridge which formeriy gave access to foot passoigers on that side.

The building and the bridge are placed in a quadrangular pool,

faced with a brick wall, and surrounded on three udes by a broad

brick terrace.

(I believe, it was really a jal-mahal or water-palace, and served

as a place of diversion and rest for the governor and his harem in

certain seasons. J. S.)

(9) A Bridge near Tinti B&z&r, in rum. " In its construction

is displayed a considerable degree of architectural taste and talent.

Its form and proportions are Arm and elegant; its arch noble, and

in its decoration, enrichment has been led on by simplicity.
**

(10, A Bridge on the Tangi.

(11) Hlglft Pul, a Bridge across the QadamtaUl river, with

towers at each end of it, described by Tavernier as *' a most elegant

structure”. Its rmnains struck DDyly as “still exceeding^

picturesque ”.

(18) A Mosque in the suburbs on the road to Tangi. The
Mosque on the Maj^ Bazar Road, drawn by DDyly appears from

its style to be later than the 17th century, but no comparatlively

modmn structure will be noticed in this section.

IX. InuAimK Khait sonaHnAB, Shova SmoH
AMD Rahim KetAW nano.

Shiista Khan’s immediate successor in Bengal was Khin-i-JahSn

Bahidur, a worthless sim of Aurangzib’s nurse, who was removed
from this oflice aftw oue year (July 1088—June 1089) . About him.

Francois Martin, the governor of Pondicherty writes in his Diary,!

—

“The Muf^ has sent orders to Bahidur Khan to quit the

vkerojralty of Bengal ; there have been many complaints at the

Court about the tyrannies and vexations of this noble. It is written

[ in letters horn Bengal ] that he has talran from the province during

his 18 months [stis] charge of it, 10 to 89 nullions of rupees. ** And
three months feter, November 1089, he records, “ Received lettem

litom Bengal Bahfldnr Khan has retired from Bengal at last. It is

oonflmied that he to(A away with hhnsdf 80 million rupees (i. e.,
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two krores) during the 18 months [ tie ] that he Was in the province.
”

[MSmoire, iii. 50 and 60.]

Next came Ibt&him Khan, a son of the famous ‘Ali Mardftn
Khan of Shah JahAn’s reign. He was a pure Persian by birth and
breeding, and had held the subahd&ri of one province aher another

unce 1668. When he reached Bengal he was already a weak old

man. His disposition was mild, bis habits sedentary, and his sole

passion was to read Persian books. Without military abilities, he
desired to administer justice with strict impartiality and to encourage

agriculture and commerce. The English traders called him “ the

most famously just and good nabob", and the Muslim historian

records that “ he did not allow even an ant to be oppressed ".

{Riydz, 82S.)

Immediately after reaching Dacca, he released the English

merchants who had been confined there by the Emperor’s orders,

and wrote letters to Job Chamock then at Madras, inviting him
to return to Bengal and resume the English trade in this province.

At last, on 84th August 1690, Agent Chamock with his Council and

factors, landed at SutAnuti, and was well received by the Mughal
officers of the district (Hughli). On 10th February 1691, an

imperial order (i. e., hasb-ul-hukm) was issued under the seal of

Asad Khan the wazir, allowing the English to continue their trade

in Bengal in composure of mind, on payment of Rs 3,000 yearly in

lieu of all dues. Thus was founded the Engh'sh settlem^t of

Calcutta, destined in time to be the centre of a British Indian empire.

“The French establishment of Chandemagar, too, was legally

constituted" at exactly the same time. Du Plesris had bought a

piece of land, on the bank of the Ganges, four miles south of Hughli.

at the village of Chandemagar, in 1674 ; but the Dutch out of jealousy

influenced the subahd&r to forbid the French to build any residence

there. In April 1690 however, the agent Deslandes, by bribing the

NawAb’s court at Dacca, secured full rights, and at once began to

erect enclosing walls, brick houses, and large warehouses, of which

the architect was the Jesuit Duchatz, and the estimated cost

Rs 86,000. By July 1698, most of the work had been completed.

By promising to pay the Emperor Rs 40,000 (one-fourth of it cash

down and the balance in six yearly instalments of 5,000), Deslandes

obtained (in January 1603) an imperial order giving the French the

right to trade freely in fongal, Bihar and Orissa, with the same

iwivfleges as the Dutch, and paying like the latter 3} px. custom

duty. (Kaeppdin, 381-388).

But before the century ended, the decline of the Mu^^ial

Goveimncnt had become manifest to aU. For over fiftom years
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the Emperor had been personally fighting in the Deccan, and could
not yet roturn to Delhi with victory. Crushing defeats were
infiicted on his armies and his highest generals by the Marathas,
and reports of these disasters reached every province and destroyed

the fear and prestige of the government. Everywhere the lawless

elemrats raised their heads. IbnShim Khan’s indolent unmartial

character and supine administration, encouraged 9 rising which for

the first time broke the deep peace that Bengal had enjoyed since

the accession of Shah Jahfin.

ShovA Singh, a zamindar of Cheto>Bard& in the Gh&tj&l-Chandra-

kona subdivision of Medinipur, took to plundering his neighbours,

about the middle of 1605. Rajah Krishna R&m, a Panjabi Khatri,

who held the contract for the revenue collection of the Bardwan
district, opposed the brigand with a small force, but was defeated

and slain (e. January 1606) . His wife and daughters were captured

by Shovft Singh, who took the town of Bardwan itself with all the

Rajah’s property. With the vast wealth thus gained the rebel leader

greatly increased his army, took the title of Raja, and began to

plunder and occupy tibe neighbouring country. Rahim Khan, the

lender of the Orissa Afghans, joined him and greatly increased his

military strength.

After Krishna Rftm’s death his son Jagat RAy had fled to the

viceroy at Dacca. IbiAhim Khan at first underrated the danger,

and neglected to take strong measures for restoring order, as he

fondly hoped that the rebds would disperse of themselves when
gorged with plunder.

Nurullah Khan, the faujcKr of west Bengal, was ordered to

march against ShovA Singh. But their unchecked success had greatly

swelled the ranks of the rebels, and heightened the terror of their

arms. Nurullah, whose main business had been private trade,

timidly riiut hmudf up in the fort of Hughli, which the rebels soon

surrounded. On Stnd July 1696, the cowardly ftiujdAr and garrison

fled away from Hu^ili by nig^t, and a detachment of Shovfi Singh’s

army entered the town and plundered it. But the Dutdi of

Chmsuri, at the appeal of the hnjdAr and the fugitive notables of

Hu^Ii, sent 800 of Eieir seddBers to attack that town on the land

side, while two of thdr sdfed up and bombarded the ramparts

from the river. At this the rebd garrison (600 horse and two to

three hundred foot) escaped from HaghK by the back door. But
the oonntiy on the west bonk of the Ganges continued in the hands

of the rdiels ; they made daily raids on the villages up to the very walls

of Qiandernagar, and fon^t the Government or jighdArs’ men who
opposed diem. In this way Siovfi l^ngh built up a State of his

60
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own some 180 miles in length along the bank of the Ganges, with

Hughli in its middle, and levied tolls and custom duties on the river

traffic.

After his expulsion from Hughli (end of July 1090), Shovi
Singh retired to Bardwan, leaving Rahim Khan in command. At
Bardwan in making an attempt upon the honour of Raja Krishtaa

Rfim’s daughter, ShovS. Singh was stabbed to death by that heroic

giri, who next plunged the dagger, into her own heart. His brother

Himmat Singh succeeded him, but he was a worthless voluptuary,

and the rebel army chose Rahim as their chief, who crowned himself,

taking the title of Rahim Shah. Rahim’s army had now increased

to 10,000 horse and 60,000 infantry^really a vast medley olf

vagabonds and adventurers of all kinds. By way of Nadi& he

advanced to Makhsusib&d (modem Murshid&bad) . In the suburbs

of the latter town, he was opposed by a loyal jagirdar named Na’mat
Khan, who died with his nephew Tahawwar Khan, after fighting

desperately almost .single-handed. After defeating a Government
force of 5000, Rahim took and plundered Makhsusabad, while the

neighbouring silk emporium of Q&simfaftsAr saved itself by paying

ransom (September 1096) . Smaller bands spread all over the

country, looting, burning, and forcing the people to join them.

Before the end of this year, he took Rajmahal, and in March 1697

Malda itself. Evidently Himmat Singh stayed in Qftnmb&z&r,' while

Rahim campaigned - further north. But the threat to HugMi city

and the disorder in the district around continued till April 1697.

Then' the tide began to turn. Immediately on getting full

reports of the riang and Ibrfthim Khan’s negligence, the Emperor
dismissed him from the viceroyalty and appointed his grandson

*Azim-ud-din to Bengal (middle of 1697). Pending the Prince’s

arrival, Ibrfthim Khan’s son Zabardast Khan was ordered to take

the field against the rebels, without delay. This eneitretic and

capable young general, getting together what men and guns he could

gather in a short time, arrived in the Murshidabad district. Rahitai

Khan formed an entrenched camp on the left bank of the Ganges

at BhagwftngoUl, which was suddenly attacked by Zabardast. 'Ke
imperial artillery, well served by Feringi gunners, made havoc in the

crowded ranks of the rebels and rilenced thdr guns. After a two
days’ figbt the Af^ans were routed and their camp captured, (May
1697) . Detachments of the imperial cavalry made a rapid detour

and recovered Rftjmahal and Mftldft, while &bardast Khan, after

his victory on the Ganges, resumed hia march and drove BQmmat
and Rahim successivdy out of Makhsusibftd and Bardwan back

into the jungle of Chandrakonft.
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The monsoon now put an end to the fighting ; Zabaxdast ICh^n

encamped at Bardwan and the Prince at Mungir for this period of

inactivity. In November, the Prince arrived near Bardwan.
Zabardast Khan, was received with so much coldness and alight

after his splendid victories, tiiat he resigned his command in disgust,

and left Bengal along with his father on return to the imperial camp
in the Deccan (January 1698).

'Azimuddin halted for nearly a year at Bardwan, without taking

any vigorous action. Zabardast Khan’s retirement greatly weakened

the Mughal army in Bengal. The rebris now came out of their

jungle retreats and renewed thrir raids on all rides. Rahim, aftef

again plundering the Nadi& and Hughli districts, arrived near

Bardwan. Here the Prince vainly tried to pacify him by negotiation.

But the treacherous Afghan lured the Prince’s chief minister

Khw&ja AnwHr to a friendly interview and there slew him. Then
at last the Prince sent his army against the rebels, who were defeated

near Chandrakonfi. and their leader Rahim was beheaded by Hamid
Ehan Qureshi (afterwards created Shamshir Khan BahRdur and
faujd&r of Sylhet, in reward of this feat). This battle was fought

early in August 1698 (Akhbarat, 11 Sep. ^limullah) . The leaderless

rebel army melted away; some of the men were taken into Mughal
service, the rest returned to their homes and tillage.

These disturbances had a consequence unknown before in the

history of Bengal, and which was destined to influence future events

in an unexpected manner. When public order disappeared and the

Mughal administration collapsed, the three European settlements

in Bengal—Calcutta, Chandemagar and Chinsurft applied to Ibrflhim

Khan at Dacca for permission to fortify their factories. 'The viceroy

in general terms ordered them to defend themselves. This was the

beginning of Fort William. Fort D,Orleans, and Cbinsntft ramparts. At
Calcutta the English merchants built walls and bastions round their

factory (in the modem Dalhousie Square) and certain works which

were dignified with the name of a fort, mounted guns on the ramparts,

and substituted a stracture of brick and mud for the old thatdied

house whidi used to contain the Company’s stores and provisions.

Further more,
"
’Azim-ush-slAn was lazy and covetous. In July

1698, for the sum of Rs 16,000 the Englirili procured Icstters patent

bom the Prince, allowmg them to purchase from the existing holders

tile ri^t of renting the three villages of Suttnuti (north) , Calcutta

(centre) and Govindpur (south) , and thus the security of Calcutta

was eomidetely assured”. (TlHlson, i. 147-160).

At dumdemagar, Primoois Martin in November 1606 vused

paHsadea round the PVendi loge and also a bastion of earth on the
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side fsdng the river; and in April 1697, he built a second bastion

for flanking the four curtains of Chandemagar which thus assumed
the aspect of a small fortress (Kaeppelin. 839-840) .Similarly, the

Dutch fortifled their fectoiy in Giinsuift with walls. All three

nations milisted temporary bands of Indian soldiers,—^Rajputs and
“Baksarias”, to augment their handful of white soldiers and sailors.

Then was seen a qiectacle which no Indian can remember without

shame : the sovereign of the country could not protect his subjects,

and every Indian of wealth and every Govemmmt ofiBoial of the

neighbourhood who could, took refuge in these forts of foreignm

to save their lives and honour. The same thing was witnessed about

the same time in Madras and Pondicherry during the anarchical wars

between the Mughals and the Marathas in the Eastern Carnatic.



CHAPTER XXI.

BENGAL UNDER MURSHID QULI KHAN

I. Influence of Murshid Quli and Alivaroi on
THE LIFE OF BbNGAL

Prince Muhammad ‘Azim*ud*din (later entitled ‘Azim*ush-s1i&n)

arrived at Bardwan and took charge of the government of Bengal

in November 1697. For the next three years he had a free hand
in Bengal, but thereafter a new force entered the Bengal adminis-

tration which was destined to oust the Prince in less than three

years and to leave an abiding mark on the history of our province.

This was Murshid Quli Khan, the new provincial diw&n, who came
here in December 1700 and died in June 1727, as subahdSr and
the founder of an independent provincial dynasty.

In the first half of the 18th century when disorder and revolution

were desolating other provinces of the dying Mughal empire, it

was the singular g'tod fortune of Bengal that it passed into the

hands of two rulers of exceptional ability, strength of character and

long life. For over half a century Murshid Quli and Alivardi Khan
between them maintained peace, increased the wealth and trade

of the country, and above all else cast the administration into a

new mould, which it retained long after the sceptre had passed

into British hands. The land revenue system taken over by the

English was in ita main features tiie creation of Murshid Quli Khan,

and it was continued in a more rdined but more rigid form under

Cornwallis’s Permanent settlement. For a century before the modern-

isation of Bengal society and administration by what we call the

Indian Renaissance, our ancestors lived worked and suffered in

many different lines as Murshid Quli Khan had taught them to do,

and our British governors only added something to the supcrstmclurw

while the basis remained the same as before.

Murshid Quli and Alivardi between them also gave this province

a peace unknown in that age elsewhere in India. No repercussion

of the dynastic revolutions at Delhi reached Bengal except in the

change of the name on the coin. Martthft incursion which convulsed

and transformed the face of Mftlwa and Guji&t, Kh&ndesh and
Beiftr, was fcH in Bengal as merely a pasting blast (174S-’52) ; it

touched the fringe of the province and at the veiy end (1768) only

tore away Orissa from Bengal.
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But though Munhid Quli and his successors greatly increased

the volume of the State income and gave it permanence and ease of

collection, though the foreign trade of the province expanded by
leaps and bounds in their times, yet in the light of after evmts
he must be pronounced a glraified civil servant only, a masteriy

collector and accountant, a brainy departmental head, but no
statesmanlike leader possessed of vision. He did nothing to give

permanence to his system, he! created no efficient dvil service, no
council of notables to serve as a check on the caprice of tyrants

and preserve the balance of the State in evil days to come. Above
aQ, his one absorbing pasnon for filling the State coffms made hhn
neglect the national defence and cut down the regular intmnal

security force of Bengal to 2000 cavalry and 4000 infantry. The
Buzar Rajputs and the Afghans of Bihar could have supplied him
with hardly musketeers and sturdy heavy cavalry. But he did not

tap this source of martial power. In the hour of foreign attack

his successor was to learn that an army cannot be improvised in

a day. The artillery (including the musketeers) was starved of the

powder and shot required in training and had to rust without practice

or improvement in the type of its guns.

Ibe gorgeous luxury of the Nawab’s court at Murshidabad and

the huge "surplus revenue*’ from Bengal which fed the imbecile

pauper Cburt of Delhi should not blind our eyes to the utter wmk-
ness of the Bengal Government when confronted with the my^ds
of light horsemen from the Deccan or the steady musketry and

accurate artillery of the handful of white troops and thtir Indian

puiffis, only a generation after Mnrshid Quli’s death. The incredible

contrast in numbers between the victors and the vanquished at

Plassey is a matter of shame to us, no doubt ; but still more

humiliating political blindness and administrative corruption

of the pieoeffing shears which made such a defeat of the Nawabi

Government posable.

n. MmuoiD Qmj*8 uns-sroaT and na nmumrcB
ovBB AunANOsm

Mutahid Quli Khan’s service-career in Bengal can be traced

stq> by stq> with exact detafis Imd dates fkom the Peiaiaii news^

lettm (akkUrU) of the hniMrial Court and Aurangiffir’s last

Seeretary’a lettma, vdiidi have been now disooveted, and tiie

ixrevittfing orors—smne of wliidi occur even in sudi modem works

as C. B. Wilson’s Barig Amah of iha EnglUk m Bsngok (1805-1900)

can be easily omrected.



i Murshid Quits service career ddd

1700, 17th November. Kir Talb Khan, then the diwftn of Haidatabad
and faujd&r of Yelkondal, is appointed by the Emperor
Aurangzib as diwin of Bengal (vice Ghairat Khan) and also

faujdir of Makhsusibid.
1701, SSrd July. He is appointed, in addition, faujd&r of Midnapur

and Baidwan, and on 4th August diwAn of Oriss& also. 10th

October, he is given the diw&ni of Prince ’Azimuddin’s

estates in Bragal.

1700, SSrd December, He is given the title of Murshid QuU Khan.
170S, Slst Janiuuy. He is appointed deputy-subahd&r (and soon

afterwards full subahdAr) of Orissi, in addition to his Bengal

posts. Visits Orissa, April-Dee. 1704.

1704, 18th January. He is given the diw&ni of Bih&r also, but

administers it through a deputy without visiting the province.

1707, 15th July. He is appointed deputy subahdftr of Bengal, in

addition, but loses this post on 18th November when Prince

Farrukh Siyar replaces him.

8th October. M. Q. is removed from the diw&ni of Bengal and

the faujd&ri of Makhsusftb&d, which are conferred on Zi&ullah

Khan, but he retains the subahdAri of Orissft.

1708, 19th January. M. Q. is removed from the subahdftri of Orissi

and ai^inted diw&n of the Deccan. (He was absent from

Bengal througbout 1708 and 1709)

.

1710, e. 90th January, Diw&n Ziftullah is killed by the naqdi

soldiers in Murshidabad. On 90th February, Murshid Quit

is appointed diwftn of Bengal and also rrumager of Friiu:e

‘Azim-ujdi-'sh&n’s estates, with the rank of a three hawOri ndt

(9,000 eatodf), but not subahdftr of Orissft.

1711, 11th September. M. Q. is appointed faujdar at Midnftpur and

of Hughii port vice Zift^ud-din.

1718, September. M. Q. made deputy subahdftr of Bengal,

1714, 0th May. M. Q. is also made subahdftr of Orissft, with the

title of JaYar Khan.

1717, 19th October. Emperor receives JaYar Khan’s naaatOna of

one fekh rupees on appointmoit as fell subahdftr of Bengal,

with the title of Mutaman-ul-mulk 'Ala-ud-daula JaYar Khan
Bahadur, Nasiri, Nft^ Jang.

1787, 80th June. JaYar Khan dies.

Mnrshid QuU Khan was by birth a Brahman. As a boy* he

was sold to Hiji Sbafl* Mishiai, who made him a Mudim with the

naiiiit of Muhammad Bftdi, brooi^t him up like a sem, and todE him

to l^sia. He there grafted the refinement, oidccliness and wisdom
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of the Persian race on the intelligence and industry of his Brahman
stock. I am tempted to imagine that he was a South Indian

Brahman, like another supremely exalted Hindu convert, Mnqbul,
whom Firuz Shih Tughlaq cheri^ed as the jewel of a minister, and
to whom much of the success of that reign was due. This Shaft’

Khan became diwan-i-tan of the empire of Delhi in 1668 and again

in 1680, retiring in February 1690. In the interval he had been

diw&n of Bengal (in 1678 and 1680) and of the Deccan (1683-89).

Thus Md. H&di learnt the work of the diwani department by
practice under the best of masters. When Shaft’ retired to Persia

in 1690, his adopted son accompanied him, but returned to India

after his patron’s death (probably in 1696) . Here he was employed
for a short time by another Persian, BSji ’Abdullah Khurasani

the diwAn of Berftr. His extraordinary ability soon became known
and the Emperor took Md. Hftdi into his own service and appointed

him diwAn of Haidarabad and faujdfir of Yelkondal (c. 1698). In

this po.st, directly under the Emperor’s eyes, he further heightened

his reputation, and when a highly capable officer was needed for

reforming the revenue administration of Bengal, Md. HAdi was

selected by Aurangzib for the post (Nov. 1700).

Thus Muhammad HUdi had forced himself up to the second

highest place in the richest province of the Empire by sheer merit

and in a very short time. Naturally he was regarded with envy,

tinctured with contempt as for an upstart, by the old gang of hzy
inefficient well-born hereditary official class. But the Emperoi^
unwavering trust stifled all opposition to Md. Hadi, and his power

was increased year by year. The older officers and even princes

of the blood learnt that to go against this diwan was to courti their

own disgrace at the hands of their supreme master.

Although Murshid Quii Khan was not officially either subahdSr

or deputy subahdAr of Bengal before 1713, his power was indisputable

from the outset. As diwin he was the supreme head of the revenue

administration in the province; in addition to which, as faujdflr of

Makhsusftbid, Midnapur, Bardwin (1701) and later of Hughli, with

his nominee in Sylhet, he exercised the executive functions of a

district magistrate and criminal judge (excluding only crimes triable

under the Muslim Canon Law and capital offences) over half the

province.

Murshid QuIi being a novum homo was at flrst disobeyed and
publicly slighted by the older class qf officials, even of lower rank,

especially the Kokat or sons of the wet-nurses of the Emperor’s sons

and grandsons. These men, on the strength of their personal

influence in the royal harem,, could always get letters of intercession
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from the princes and princesses to the Emperor against the diwAn’s

decisions. But Murshid Quii was a strong man and knew his

strength. The correspondence of Aurangzib presents us' with an
amusing picture of the Emperor forwarding these appeals to Murshid
QuIi but leaving hhn absolutely free to issue any orders be liked.

Thus in Bengal, Murshid Quii Khan was Mt dominant. TVhen
he came to Bengal as diwfin at the beginning of 1701, the far-flung

and never-ending warfare in which Aurangzib had been engaged for

the twenty years past had reduced the royal family, court and
army to starvation. Salaries, both civil and military, had fallen

into arrears for full three years, and the grain-dealers in the Deccan
camp had refused further credit. On such a background the regular

flow of one kror of rupees every year from Bengal which began in

1702 under Murshid Quli’s management of the finances, made the

new diwan appear as a life-saving angel in the eyes of the Emperor.

His boundless confidence in this officer is reflected in his letters.

Aurangzib to Murshid Quii.—^"You have written, ‘Partners in

my work and other selfish people are openly boasting that (in their

reports to the imperial Court) they would write whatever they thought

proper ; and the zamindars on the spreading of this news, are with-

holding the payment of their due revenue. If the Emperor does not

remedy it, lakhs of rupees would again be lost (to the State) .... I

have increased the cultivation of the country and gathered krors of

rupees in revenue. But as selfish men are destroying my work, I pray

some other servant may be appointed in my place.* (This threat of

resignation had immediate effect ; Aurangzib replied.—)
” I do not see

your point clearly. You are diw&n and faujd&r with full power, and
nobody’s allegation against you is acceptable to me. Why do you

entertain doubts (about my trust in you) prompted by Satan ? God
guard us from such wickedness ! Who are your ‘ partners * and
what is their object? Keep in view my favour and instructions,

give no place to apprehension in your heart, and exert yourself even

more earnestly than before in collecting the revenue”.*

Aurangzib’s admiration for Murshid Quli’s ability and honesty

was boundless. He wrote in 1704, " One and the same man is diwAn

of Bengal and Bihftr, and nisim and diwin of Orissi, with absolute

authority. I mysdf have not the capacity for doing so much work

;

perhaps only " a man diosen by God ” is gifted with the requisite

ability. You ought to get reports (about M. Q's adtual adminit*

* ‘birvtidUi’a AkhSm. tlS. 14* hum imihihw is lupMted ia aaothir letter

(IMd, ttOb), "llieiik God I Tm wu tlw obfeet st thu Bwpeior’s Anrusne and

yaa ehoidd aagane ia doia( year dutiea with periaet coiapaeBre of arfad. Ftolatt

n
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tiation) fhnn some impaitiid person by tactful persuaaim. Tbe
ntefm of the subah cannot breathe (at ease) on observing (sucli

accumulation of power in one hand.) ” (*In&yet. Ahhdm, 108.)

Substantial {woofs of the Emperor’s trust were recdved by Mmndiid
Quli during Aurangzib’s reign. Owing to the extension of his functions,

he recaved re{>eated promotions from his initial mansab of 900 zat

(500 troopers.) His nominees were appointed to faujdftries setting

aside the recommoidations of the prince; e. g., Abdur RahmAn was
appointed as d&rogha of the nauno&ra; two news-wxitars SalimuUah

and Md. Khalil were dismissed on his complaint; and a posting to

OtissA was cancelled.

In January 1704, fourteen relatives of Murshid Quli on migration

from IzAn reached Delhi, and at his request the Em{>eror granted

mansabs to eadi of them according to his capacity, in Bengal,

(liiftyet, AhhSm. 116a, S18b, SOOa, 116.)

m. 'AznC-tJSB-SRAN ANO MuBSHID QuU AT VABIANCB

Prince Muhammad ’Aximuddin (generally known by his later

title of ’Azhn-udi-diAn, 1707) was the ablest of the sons of Bah&dur
Sh&h I (the eldest surviving son of Aurangzib.) He had great

intelligence and a strong will, but lacked diplomatic tact, the ^iritl

<rf sustained work, and the power of managing a |>arty. His govemor-

diip of Bengal extended from 1697 to 1712, but during the last nine

years of this period he was an absentee and governed through agents

only. Here he was known as lazy and covetous, his sole aim bong
to amass money from this rich province for suf^rting his own
daim in the war of succession which, everybody knew, would break

out in the near future, as the extremely aged Emperor Auran|gzib

could not last much longer. This motive of the prince was clearly

detected by the FVench and English traders in Bengal.

The easie*t and longest-practised device for sacking the subject

people was to conduct, on behalf of the governor, a trade monc^ly
in most necessaries of life and in many {wecious objects as well. It

meant in effect the engrossing of mochandise at thdr places of origin

or at the ports of unloading, and fordng them on the retail dealers

at hei^tened {wices. This evil practice had {wevaOed in Bengal

from ShnjA's time ; Mir Jumla and Shiista Khan had indulged in it

;

and BOW 'Asim’s officers plunged into it without moderation or

duune. They called it satufae-hftds or tiie peratmal trade of Ks
Bzedlency!. The report of it readied Aurangob, and he smt the

following letter to the prince

:
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"My grandson *Azim, like me forgetful of Gk>d the Karim
(gradoos) ! It is not welT to oppress the people who have been

mtrusted to us by the Creator, particularly it is a very wicked act

on the part of the sons of kings. Ever bear in your mind the

Proidiet’s precepts on Truth— Death is an eternal verity (Haqq),

so is Besurrection, so is the bridge across hell, so is the reckoning for

your secret acts*. Conrider yourself every hour as one destined to

pass away, so that . . . the blossoms of your desires may not be
withered by the sighs of the oppressed. Whence have you learnt

this muida^i-khds (private trade), which is only another name for

pure insanity? Not certainly from your grand-father, nor ftons

your father. Better turn your thoughts away from it. ’* (Sauda in

Arabic means madness.)

His private trade being thus stopped, ‘Azimuddin could make
money only by laying his hands on the State revenue and squeezing

the people. His underlings continued to make illegal exactions on the

peasants and traders and thus reduced the legitimate income of the

Exchequer at its source. The prince also overdrew his sanctioned

pay and allowances. Murshid Quli Khan restored order to the

finances of B«igal by at once stopping such irregular action. He
had to save every rupee and create a surplus for remittance to the

starving imperial Court and army in the Deccan. The prince,

enraged by the strictness of the diwftn, inspired the rowdy cash-paid

horsemen (naqdi) of the capital to set upon Murshid ^li on the

inetext of demanding their arrears of pay and killing him in the

confusion. It is a fact that the new diwbi was at first unable to

pay the soldiers’ does, because, as he explained to the Emperor, the

collectors of the land set apart for this purpose had peculated the

r«st received by them, and Murshid Quli’s first care being to

accumulate a treasure for despatch to the Emperor, he had been

delayed in clearing the soldiers’ dues.

One morning as Murshid Quli was riding out in the streets of

Dacca to pay his daily respects to the governor, ’Abdul WShid,

the naqdi captain with a party of his men (secretly instigated by
'Azimuddin) crowded round him, clamouring for instant pasunent.

The diwKn, who was ever on the alert and travelled with an armed
escort, boldly faced the mob, broke through thrir line and riding

up to 'Azim-ud-din’s court, openly accused him of having in^iired

this plot against his life,' and defied him to do his worst then and

* Ha fed Uiat ea 1st Mjr ISPS, m aider was famed bgr the Easpator ladudag

•AdeuMde laak Cram nKhartri aSe (0,000 tr.) to OAeaM aOt (0,000 tr.) Bnt
It floald aot haew beea fas paiiMiinent Cor this plot, wUdi occmred S peaia later.
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there. Laying his hand on his belt-dagger, he cried out to the

prince, “AU this tumult is your doing. Abstain from such acts, or

here is my life and here your life. *' The prince, confounded by the

unexpected failure of his plot and trembling in fear of the Emperor’s

wrath, at once climbed down. He called up ‘Abdul Wfthid,

censured him, and tried to reassure the diwfin. Murshid Quli im-

mediately afterwards went to his office and calling for the accounts of

this corps, issued orders for the payment of their full dues on the

zamindars and at once dismissed the whole force from service.

He then caused a detailed report of the occurrence to be entered

in the official newsletter (wdqia’) and sent to the Emperor. In

order to find safety in a place fit a distance from the prince, Murshid

Quli chose for his residence the town of Makhsus&b&d, in the coitre

of Boigal and more conveniently situated than Dacca for keeping

in touch with aU parts of the province. Here he transferred his

office with the entire diw&ni staff and the agents of the zamindfito

in attendance on him. The name of the city was, many years later

changed with the Emperor’s permission to Murshii’Ohdd. The
Emperor censured the prince and warned him that if a hair of

Murshid Quli Khan’s head were injured, retribution for it would be

exacted from ‘Azim-ud-din. An imperial rescript informed the diwSn

of Bengal, “ The n&zim and other officers appointed to the subah

will behave more gently (to you) than before, otherwise they would

be reprimanded”. (Tnfty, Ahkdm, 155).

At the end of the year 1702, news was received of the death

of 'Askar Khan the subahdftr of Orissa. The vacant post was

conferred on prince 'Azim-uddin, but a fortnight later on the

representation of Murriiid Quli, the prince’s appointment was

cancdled and the Bengal diwftn (who was also the Oriss.a diwin)

was given charge of the mcecutive administration of the latter

province too, though his elevation was at first concealed by calling

him adib subahd&r and faujdir (or hdru, i. e., defender) of Orissi

(81 Jan. 170S). After some months the mask was thrown off, and

he was declared subahdkr. At the same time (81 January 1703) ,
prince

'Azim was given in addition the subahd&ri of Bihir vice Shamsher

Khan. Six months later (89th July) the prince was ordered to leave

his son Farrukh Siyar as his deputy in Bengal, with half his contin-

gmt, and himself remove to Khir. At first he went to Rijmahal,

but finding the royal quarters built there by Shujff in ruin and the

climate bad, he removed to Ffttna and made it his official capital,

lliis city he was permitted to name *A*inMdd after hiinseilf, 1704.

(Tmyet. IhhAm. 117b. 116b. 880a.)

From Patna the Prince wrote to his grandfather in a tone of
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injured virtue, “As my subahs are situated far away from the

Emperor’s presence, my calumniators get opportunities in various

ways (for traducing me.) If I am given charge of subahs near the

imperial camp, the truth or falsity of every man's words (against

me) would become manifest to His Majesty.
’’

But no injustice was ever done to ’Azim>ud-din. He was
commended in a farmdn and his rank was increased by S,000 troopers

for his success against Sudhisht (the son of Dhir Ujjhiniav a

refractory zamindar of Shahabad district) and other rebels of Bihar

(in 1705). When at the end of the year 1700 he left Patna for

the imperial camp, he carried away with himself about eight krors

of rupees which he had succeeded in accumulating during his nine

years’ rule over Bengal and Bihar.

IV. Career of Murshid Quli after

Aurangzib's death

Murshid Quli Khan enjoyed supreme influence with the imperial

Government while Aurangzib lived. He was then a commander of

1500 in nominal rank (zdt mansab) , and neither subahdar nor deputy

subah<Ulr of Bengal; but though Farrukh Siyar lived at Dacda as

the agent (ndib) of his father ’Azim-ud-din, the absentee subahdar

of the province, that young prince was under oiders of Aurangsnb

to obey the diwAn as his guardian. After Aurangzib’s death and

the battle of Jajau (8 June 1707) , the new Emperor BahUdur Shah T,

redistributed the offices of State. Hrs son ’Azim-ud-din was created

’Azim-ush-shan, and again appointed subahdSr of Bengal and Bihar

;

but he lived with his father for the rest of his life and governed these

two provinces through his sons Farrukh Siyar and Karim*ud*din

respectively as ndib subahd&rs. At the beginning of the new reign,

as a temporary arrangemrat, Murshid Quli had been made deputy

governor of Bengal (15 July to 18 Nov. 1707) . But ’Azim-ush-shin

soon began to dominate the will of his soft and aged father, and

paid his hated rival in Bengal fully back for all that he had suffered

silently in the days of his stem grandfather. Murshid Quli was

replaced as ndib nfizim of Bengal by Farrakh Siyar (18 Nov.), as

diwSn of Bengal by Zi&uUah Khan (18 Oct.), and as subahdir of

OrissA by Farrukh Siyar (19 Jan. next year, 1708). He was

transferred as diwftn to the Deccan and thus kept out of Bengal for

full two years, 1708 and 1709.

About 90th January 1710, Ziiullah the diwin of Bengal was

killed in the streets of MurAidibid by the mutinous naqdi troopers

and the diwinship was conferred on Murshid Quli (90. Feb.) with
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the high rank of a 8-hazftri z&t (2,000 tioopen) and the honotui

of kettlednuns (April).

Throughout Bah&dur Shah’a reign (which ended on 17 Feb.

1712) ’Azim-ush-sh&n remained officially subahdfir of Bengal, and

when he was killed (7th March 1712) and Jahftnd&r ShAh gained

the throne no new subahdftr reached this province, but Fatrukh

Siyar continued as deputy governor. Aftar Murdiid Quli’s dismissal

from Bengal, Sarbuland ^an had been sent by the imperial Govern-

ment to manage Bengal on behalf of the prince, (appointed January,

1709, arrived May, dismissed November, the same year.) Farrukh

Siyar was reappointed nSih nizim in Nov. 1709. Next came

Sipahd&r Khan (surnamed Khan-i-*Alam 11, Khan-i-Jahftn 11, DiUr

Jang, Tzzudaulah), appointed ndib Ndssim in January 1711.

During Jah&ndflr Sh&h's short reign (1712) Khan-i-Jah&n continued

to act as subahcBr of Bengal, but was removed from that office on

the accession of Farrukh Siyar (at Delhi, 9 January, 171S) and the

vicerojnalty of Bengal was granted on paper to the new Emperor's

infant son, Farkhunda Siyar, with Murshid Quli Khan as his deputy.

The infant die^ in a few months (2 May 171S)., and then the Bengal

subahd&ri was conferred on Mir Jumla (ITb&idullah Muzaffar Jang,

Khto-i-KhArifa, Mu*tamid-ul-mulk) , m abtetOia, with Murshid Quli

as his deputy. Mir Jumla continued to stay at Delhi Court and
was given eonyj for his charge on Dec. 1714, but after readiing

Patna an route (18 June 1715) did not proceed fiirther, and finally

sneaked back to Delhi (10 January 1716). Murshid Quli Khan
(now officially known as 'Alaulmulk Ja'far Khan, Nasiri, NArir

Jang, Mutaman-ul-mulk) was formally appointed subahdAr of Bengal

shortly before August 1717, and continued at the post till his death

on SOth June 1727.

BahAdur ShAh's death (Feb. 1712) was followed by a war of

succession among his four sons in Lahore, which left the throne

to JahAndAr ShAh, the sole survivor among them (oottered Ddhi
March 1712). But Farrukh Siyar, the son of 'Azim-urii-aliAn, then

at PAtna, made a claim to the Arone and sent an officer to Murriiid

Quli to demand the government treasure in Bengal. The diwAn
veiy properly refused, on the ground that as a servant he owed Ids

obedimice to that Timurid prince who was then ritting on the Ddhi
throne, and Farrukh Siyar was a mere eomperitor. Money was
urgently needed by Farrukh ffiyar for his suprane adventure, and
Bengal was the only mine of rilver left in the Muffiial Em{dre. So,

the fffinee sent a small detadtment from his contingent in Patna,

under Timur Beg, to march a^inst Murshid Quli and bring bade
rither his treasure or his head. This detachment reedved addHions
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on the way (under Mirzft Ja'far, Mirzh Biaft and Gfind&ra Singh)

making it 2,000 horse and 1000 foot. Their chief commander was
Rashid Khan (a brother of Mirzi Ajmeri Afiftsijdlb Khan, the Kokah
of Prince Md. Akbar) . In a long drawn and cfaangefiil battle fought

on the Karim&b&d plain outside MurshidabAd, about the middle

of May 1712, Rashid Khan was killed and his army routed by Mir
Bang&li (the diw&n’s general), though the latto^s colleague Sayyid

Anwftr fell on the field. To av^ge this reverse, Parrukh Siyar

detached another force (intended, to be 5,000 strong) from Patna
under Ibrfthim Husain. But that general was halted at the western

frontier of Bengal by reason of the Sikrigaii pass having been

blocked by KbAn-i-Jahfin. Meantime the threat to Farmkh Siyar’s

partisans near Agra by Jah&nd&r ShAh’s army under his son, forced

the former prince to recall IbiAhim Husain and proceed to the

western front with all his men, (left Patna on 12th September,

1712).

When Farmkh Siyar gained the throne (at Delhi, Feb. 1713)

Murshid Quli loyally sent the provincial tribute to the new Emperor.

He was confirmed in the diwSni of Bengal, and also (in September

1718) made deputy subahdftr of Bengal, while noct year (6 May
1714) the subahd&ri of OrissA was again conferred on him, with

the title of Ja’far Khan. But the full subahdBii of Bengal came
to him only in September 1717, as his thanks-offering for the post

(one lakh of rapees) was received at the imperial Court on the

19th October of that year.* Early in the third year of Farmkh
Siyar's reign (Jan 1715) we leam that Murshid ^li had already

remitted to the new Emperor Rs 2,40,68,000 in all, including the

land revenue due to the crown, the yidd of the jdptr* of Mir Jkimla

(a Court favourite and nomind subahdfir of Bengal), the reserve

in the provincial treasury, and the tributes received from aamin^rs.
(JUehbdrttt).

We shall now turn to Murshid Quli Khan’s work in the province.

After his reappointmeat as diwin in Febmary 1710, he moved the

imperial Court and secured (on 11th Sept. 1711) an order placing

the eolfectorship of customs at Hughli port and the faujdiri of the

Midnapur district, thm held by Zi&-4iddin Khan, again under the

provindal diwin’s control, from which they had been removed and
placed directly under the Central Government two yean before.

^ A pooaisr cmr most be cotiectod bm. MonbU Qnli was new eaheliilfc

or depg^jr enbefciBir ct BiUbv bat cnij diwIn of tbet pcovince, and that (o» wMm
Ammirat, vilb whose Us eoaMstion with Bibar eeasad. So kag as

*Ama«iMU «ao U BOAr a aw to the sad el 170Q, If. Q. dbl aot jiwnaslly

Thi Bihar ooM ease. Aib. MU.
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This Zia-ud-din was a nephew of Fazil Khan (Mulla ’Ala-ul-mulk

Tuni, a most learned Persian scholar and one of the highest ministers

of Shah Jahfin, who died as Aurangzib’s grand wazir in June 1663)

and a son-in-law of Burhan-ud-din (Fazil Khan II,) the Lord High

Steward of Aurnngzib. In pride of his high connections, Ziauddin

publicly defied and slighted the upstart diwan of Bengal. In this

foolish game his henchman was a Bengali named Kinkar Sen (his

head clerk) . When Murshid Quli’s agent Wali Beg approached

Hiigli, Ziauddin refused to give up his charge or to render accounts

of the custom collections during his tenure, but entrenched himself

with his followers. Wali Beg established his own camp near the

tank of Devidas, a mile and a half in front of his rival’s position,

outside Chandernagnr. Here the two parties remained quarrelling

for over a year, but only light skirmishes were fought by a few men.

Zia-ud-din secretly bought arms and hired mercenaries from the

French and Dutch traders of the neighbourhood. The English of

Calcutta wisely stood neutral, and repeatedly tried to effect a friendly

compromise between the two parties, but without success. On
10th November 171^, Mir Abu Turab arrived near Hugh at the

head of reinforcements sent by Murshid Quli, but could not dislodge

Ziauddin from Hugli. At last on 22nd April 1713, the dismissed

officer received news that the Emperor had appointed him diw5.n

of the western Karniitak, and he left Hugli at the end of June when
Murshid Quli’s representative got possession of the port.

,
When

Murshid Quli was firmly in the saddle, he crushed Kinkar Sen, like

a gravel (kankar) under his shoe,—to use his own simile.'

V. Murshid Quli’s Revenue System and its effect

When Murshid Quli Khan first came to Bengal he found that

the Government itself received no income from the land revenue of

the province, and all the country was allotted to the officers as jdgtr

in lieu of their pay. Thus the only money that came into the State

treasury was the custom duty ; hence, the pressure exercised by
the subahdars and tfiwans of Bengal on the European traders,

who were the biggest dealers in the province and bought and sold

goods worth millions of rupees every year.

Murshid Quli adopted a twofold plan for increasing the revenue,

1 *‘Ja’far Khan apparently fori^ve Kinkar Sen. but l>ope a finidge in his

hearU He appointed him TThdadar of the chSkla of Hugli, and at the end of

the year when he came to Murshidabad, confined him on pretence of malversation.

He ordered him to be fed with nothing but buffaloes' milk and salt, which

oosasioning a disorder in the bowels, he died soon after his return to Haglk".

(Salimullah)
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—^First, lo turn all the officers' jdgira in Bengal into khdUa, directly

under the Crown collectors, and give the dispossessed officprs in

exchange jdgirs in the poor, wild and unsubdued province of Orissa.

Secondly, to give contracts for the collection of the land revenue
(the ijdra system.) Before this the State used to get its dues from
the land in the lump, from the old landed proprietors of Bengal,

called zamind&rs. Some of them were decoyed scions of old Hindu
ruling houses, but most were the descendants of the hereditary local

officials and barons of the old Hindu and Muslim dynasties of the

days before the coming of Mughal sovereignty. Like all aristocracies,

these men had now fallen into indolence, negligence, and improvi-

dence, and the State could have no certainty of collection or

regularity of income from the land if the old zamindftrs continued

in charge of it. The direct collection of land-rent from the §cttral

cultivators by State officials, which prevailed in Upper India under
Todar Mai’s zabti system, was impossible \in Bengal. Hence,

Murshid Quli began to collect the land revenue through ijara-ddra or

contractors, like the fermiers genSrah of France, by taking security

bonds from them. This was his mdl zdmdni system. Many of the

older zamindars remained, but under the thumbs of these new
ij&ra-d&rs, and in time they were crushed out of existence. In the

second or third generation, these contractors came to be called

zamindars and many of them were dignified with the title of Rajas

and Maharajas, though not of princely birth, but merely glorified

civil servants paid by a percentage on their collections. Indeed,

under Murshid Quli and the Permanent Settlement of Cornwallis,

our hereditary landed families of historical origin (except a few

small fiy) were extinguished and their places were taken by new
men of the official and capitalist classes. In choosing his contractors,

Murshid Quli always gave preference to Hindus and to new men of

that sect, as most of the Muslim collectors before his time were

found to have embezzled their collections and it was impossible to

recover the money from them«^ He thus created a new landed

^ Sslimullah writeik—** Mnnhid Quli Khmn emplojed none but Bengali Hindui

in the coUection of the revenues, because they were most easily compelled by punish-

ment to discover their malpractices; and nothing was to be apprehended from

their posfllaiiimity.

Li the letters of AurangiBib drafted by *Jnfiyetullah we find the names of

some of the Muslim eollecton who had embeided Government revenue, ots., (11S6)

mill Rasa (the sons of Husain Khan) eK-fsuJdars of Ghodlgbit

and Httghli respectively (also £186), (£££6). Mukarramat Khan) (late diwZn).

Murshid Quli wrote to the Emperor (SSOs), "The mshsls which I had entrusted

to ****r*^b» oflioera for meeting the pay of the troops. . • have been unsorped (t. a.,

misappropriated) by them . . . local officiala of Bengal wiih to peculate the

money aangned for the payment of ihoae whdae miaiy is due from the State

M
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aiistodvcy in Bengal, whose position was confitmed and made
hereditaiy b3r Lord ComwaUis.

Yet another change in the Hindu society of Bengal began with

Murshid Quli Khan’s coming as permanent diwan, in 1710. Hitherto

all the higher offices in the Mughal administration, not only in the

army and law, but also in the revenue and accounts departments and

even in the supidy and secretariat branches of the army and navy

in this province, had been filled by men imported from Agin and

the Panjab, who did not settle in ^ngal, but came and went away

with the changing subahdftrs. (see, ch. 12, sec. S, p. 22S.) This

flow of talent from the west was interrupted and finally stopped

when after Shah ’Alam’s death (1712) the central power in Delhi

disintegrated through palace-revolutions and an independent

provincial dynasty grew up in Bengal, like those of Hyderabad and

Lucknow. Under Murshid Quli Khan and the succeeding Nawabs,

Bengali Hindus, by the force of their talents and mastery of

Persian, came to occupy the highest civil posts under the subahdar

and many of the military posts also under the faujdfirs. There had

been Bengali Hindu diwans and qfinungoes, well versed in the Persian

language and in Muslim Court etiquette, as early as the days of

Husain Shah (c. 1510). Under Murshid Quli such men grew

prosperous enough to found new zamind&ri houses. Such ennobled

civil servants came from the Bifthman, Vaidya, Kfiyastha, and even

the confectioner castes—whose progeny are now called ^ Rajas,

Under the later Nawabs, more ^an one Bengali Hindu held the

rank of Rdy^-Rdydn (the Sanskrit equivalent of KhAn-i-KhinSn)
with the function of the Chancellor of Exchequer. So many Bengalis,

of all the above three castes, claim descent from Rfiy-i-RAyRns that

these ancestors must have been “ chancellors ” only to district

mapstrates, like the local Nawabs of Dacca and Pumei.. Kfiyastb

Ghoshes of Gftvft (Bariaal) are called DastidSn, from having once

held charge of the lights of the Bengal fleet under the Nawfibi.. (Bd
official titles like Bakhshi, (pay-master), Sarkir, Qftnungo. Slifihna

(police prefect) , ChSklad&r. Tarafdfir, Munshi, Lashkar, and Khan (!)

are still borne by Bengali Hindu families, reminding us of their

ancestors* careers in the age of the Nawftbs.

Apart from his industrious attention to details and honest

control of the finances, Murshid Quli Khan owed his success in

enhancing the revenue collection to his practice of draconic severity

and bestial torture on the defaulters. Salhnullah, only one generation

after this' NawAb’s death, thus describes his methods

:

"On the but day of the memth he exacted from the KhSlsa,

jigir and other departments, Uie amount due. to uttermost, ddm.
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He put strict muha$Ua (bailiffs) over the muUuaddu,
qdnunfftfei and other officers, confining them in the haehari or in the

diwOn khdnah of the Chihfl Situn (Hall of Forty Pillats) in

Murshidabad, where they were refused food and drink, and not suffered

to perform the other necessary calls of nature.- To these severities

were added the cruelties of Nftrir Ahmad (his major domo) ; this

'man used to suspend the zamindars by the heels and bastinado them
with a switch . . . And he also used to have them fiogged till .they

omsented to pay the money . . . When Murshid Quli Khan dis-

covered that an tlmil or zamimterthad dissipated the revenue and
was unable to make good the deficienqy, he compelled the offenders,

his wife and children to turn Muhamnuulans.

“Sayyid Razi Khan (the husband of Murshid Quit’s grand-

daughter) was appointed deputy diwfin of Bengal. This man
exmcised several new species of severity on the zamindHrs and
'hmils who fell in arrears. He ordered a pit to be dug, about the

height of a man, which was filled with human excrement in a state

of putrefaction . . , The zamindftrs or ’fimils who failed in their

pa3rments . . . were ducked in this pit . . , Because in the Hindavi

language Vaikunth signifies Paradise, Sayyid Bazi Khan called this

infernal pit by that name”.
This radical change in the revenue system of Bengal was not

effected without opposition. Complaints were made'by the dismissed

collectors to the Emp«t>r. In one "letter by order” from the

imperial Government to the Bengal diwftn we read, " The Emperor
has learnt from an outside source that you are distributing the

patganas of crownland etc. in ijdra ,
—^which in the language of that

inovince means farming the revenue to contractors (mdf-aAmfnt)

and that these contractors are practising all kinds of oppresrion

on the weak and the peasantry, so that the cultivarion of the

parganas has almost reached the point of desolation, and that if this

continues for mie year more the peasants would be rubied ”. (Tniy,

AhhSm, filTb) . The diwSn in reply explained hu qrstem of revenue

settlement, how “ after readiing Ihusca he took security-bonds from

the contractors of the revenue-collection and fixed the perjodUsI

instalments payable by them at the prayer of the cultivators and

following the practice of the late diwftn Kifftyet Khan ”. The
l&nperm gave frill authority to the man on the spot, and assured

Mnrshid QuK, " Yon are diwftn with full power fr>r the three provinces

and also for the estates of the prince. Act to the satbfscljon of

the governor and with his advice, in any way that you know to

be most advisable, fwoper, and oondndve to econmny ... I have

heard that yon have administered Orimft better than poor
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predecesson and succeeded in collecting tribute from the zamind&rs.

You are highly praised for it”. (‘Infty, AhhSm, SSOa).

Salimullah in his Tdrikh-i-BangdIa (written about 170S) fully

describes how the new system woriced :— ” In order to make a full

investigation of the value of the lands, he placed the principal

zamindftrs in close confinement, and gave the collection into the

hands of expert *dmiU or collectors . . . He also ordered the whole

of the lands to be remeasured ; and having ascertained the quantity

of fallow and waste ground belonging to evei^i' village, he caused a

considerable quantity of it to be brought into cultiva^fon ; the

collectors were authorized to make money advances (fagota) to

the poorer husbandmen for purchasing stock and seed-grain. When
he had thus entirely dispossessed the zamind&rs of all interference

in the collection, he assigned to them a subsistence allowance called

nSmhar land, to which was added the privilege of hunting, cutting

wood in the forests (bankar) , and of fishing in the lakes and rivers

(jat-kar.) After some years, his agents, in order to enhance the

collection, resumed to the State the subsistence-lands of the zamind&rs

and by other kinds of taction raised the surplus revenue of the

province from one kror and thirty lakhs^ of rupees to one kror and
fifty lakhs. On his assumption of the diwAni he had made a careful

cadastral survey, by which he gained accurate information about

the total areas under the heads cultivated, fallow, and barren, and
also prepared a comparative estimate of the past and present

(ha»t~o-bud) revenue ^eld of every rural unit.
”

Another cause of the revenue increase was his administrative

economy, the collection-charges were cut down to the bone (which

meant in actual effect the still greater squeezing of the peasantry)

and the force that preserved internal peace over this vast province was
reduced to 2,000 horsemen and 4000 infantry only. Tliis sufficed

for the purpose, while he lived and his name held a fretful realm

in awe, but brought in chaos when the countiy^s sleep was broken

by rebellion or inva^n.
The year 1717 marks a turning point not only in tfie career of

Murdiid Qnli Khan, but also in the history of Bengal. He was

* Tlib was the theondeal or Standard total o( the revonna Maid) of

Boapd as we lad far the oOeial ananasb of the empire, called Psafar si sail.

BM in Jeaaaiy ins MmaUd QaU wu mlMMd hy Us head aseistsnt (peilihir}

that the leeaaas of the sdiah ww one htor and two lakhs of lapoes; oat of whidi

74 lakhs eame fmm the Crowidaadi^ 18 lakha Atom the of Mir Imhia (the

noBihial sUmhdir), and .ths baiaaoe was ths fawoiae of the of the maaashdlis

and ths feet or nowwlia. (lUlhWf)'
h OMt shore h two lakha (ds) a eopgriefs omor fcr tU4y hkho (eO t (d; S.]
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now at last firmly in the saddle as the supreme and sole authority

in Bengal. The faineant Emperors in faivoff Delhi were too much
entangled in palace intrigues and revolutions to have the power,

even if they had the wish, to actively interfere in the administration

of Bengal ; they left everything to the subahd&r so long as the annual

surplus revenue of the province (one kror and some lakhs of rupees)

was regularly paid to them.

Hence, Bengal was at last freed from the double set of leeches

who had been “ sucking the people *V one the temporary governor bent

solely upon making his own pile before being transferred from Bengal,

and the other the diwftn loyally trying to collect the revenue to

the last pice. The gross fiscal tyranny and illegal exaction of which

the French merchants at Chandemagar complain so often in their

letters during ‘Ainuddin’s governorship (1700-1706) and which
“ made the province depopulated, silver scarce, and trade difficult

(as they wrote), were now placed under check, because there was
only one master to be satisfied. Murshid Quli as subahd&r demanded
only the standard revenue. In realising the State demand under

this head, he was severe and even barbarous in his methods of

cimeltyf, but he collected only the regular or legitimate amount of

revenue but tormented only those contractors who had defaulted.

—

not every “ farmer of the revenue And he forbade all the illegal

cesses or extra-revenue exactions and trade monopolies practised by
his predecessors for three generations before. His own annual surplus

accumulations were modest sums, not comparable to Sh&ista Khan's

nine krores in 18 years, Khan Jahan Bah&dur Khan’s two krores in

one year, or Prince ’Azim’s eight krores in 9 years. Moreover, this

saving was effected b>y Murshid Quli’s economy in administrative

expenditure, his personal abstention from every kind of luxury and

pomp, and not by squeezing the rich by illegal exaction. Thus,

under his rule as well as Alivardi’s (1716-1766), the Bengal people

gained a breathing Ume and a chance of prosperity.

It must also be borne in mind in mitigation of our censure of

Murshid Quli’s severity that the intcmal peace which he sternly

enforced on the country increased the people’s tax-paying power and

therefore a larger revenue in his last ten years did not necessarily

mean any increased extortion.

1 Acaeh neidMUiU at Hnsli to tha Compagnia in Fwia, IS Dee. ITDI.^

‘La Sidtaa Aaiai-addia at la diraar-ae reenlaot
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VI. ZAMnnRABS or Bsitoaii

In his final revenue aettlement, Murdiid Quli divided the entire

land Bengal into IS circles (fihitkJa*) which were subdivided into

thirteen tracts under collection by jftgirdftrs and twenty-five areas

reserved as KhUUa (Crownland) farmed out to contractors. We
have seen how Islam Khan Chishti and his immediate successors

had made the Rajshahi and Pabna districts (covering north and
central Bengal) into regular fiscal units of the Mughal adminis-

tration ; so, too, in Murshid Quli Khan’s time, Mymensingh and
Alapsingh in the northeast and Jessore-Khulna in the ezrteme south

became regularly revenue-paying areas under the Crown.

Among the new aamintttrs created by Murshid Quli the most
fortunate was Baghunandan, a Brahman of the Vfirendta section,

who had been brought up in the house of another VArendra Brahman
the Raja (rf PuthiA (in the Rajshahi district), but after coming to

Murshidabad to seek his fortune got a mall post in the revenue

department. Here he diowed such intelligence, industry, suppleness

and skill in intrigue that he rose with phenomenal rapidity, till at

last he became Murdiid Quli’s most trusted counsellor in revalue

matters. He used this position to get mauy landed estates tirans-

ferred to his brother RAmjivan, especially the Bhushnft pargnna

after the fall of SitAiAm (1714) . Thus was founded the NAtor
rAj, vdiich rivalled the BardwAn lAj for the premier position among
the Bengal zamindArs in the last days of the Na^bi, but has b^
wodblly shorn of most of its Ihnbs since then throuf^ folly and
sloth. The ablest servant of Raghunandan was Das^biAm RAy
(of the ttB caste), who acted for his chief in the Overthrow of

ffitiifim, and enrldied hfanself in the sack of that Raja’s capital.

He was the founder of the DigfaApatiyA lAj (Rajshahi district).

Another officer xA NAtor got the pieldags when the NAtor zammdAii
broke up under the incompetent successor of RRni BhawKni, and
he founded the Naiiil lAj (Dakhin BArfai Kfeyasth caste).

Two samhuMlr houses of older ori^ than NAtor still remain

in Rajshahi, but now in a very dirunken condition. They are both

of the same VArendra BrAhman caste, and hold (1) TAhirpor, which

once churned to be among the Twdve BhuiyAs, and (A) PuthR.

Two more VArendra BiAhman families owe their elevation to

aristocratic tank to Mundhid Qufi Khan. Siikridina (title ffdUlr,

Aort for Hevladir) uhoae ancestor had gained the nmindlri of

Kami (in Taiaf, RAjshAhi, now included in Bogra district), and

took lease of the Sdbarsh pargana (c. 1710-15). As a ^^ungo he

giuned notable snocess in siqgiresiing rdkacUny aamnidlQi and

ooBeeting the Government revenne in fitH, and was rewarded irith tte
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title of Tal&pkitia and made Chaudhuri of Mjnnensm^ (c. 1718).

paigana Mominriighi. Hiat district was then in a primitive wild

condition, with no roads, no civilised population, no industry except

a rude form of husbandly and cattle-raising. The people were mostly

half savage Mongoloid tribesmen. But Srikrishna proved an

iminoving huidlord; he developed his estate by settling on it many
Brihman and K&yastha families from western Bengal by grants of

land and thus supplied teachors, priests and civilised administrators

to that wilderness. He cleared the jungle, dug canals, raised

embankments, planted agricultural colonies in the vast untilled areas,

and set up local marts for the produce. Thus the jrield of the

pargana greatly increased. Srikrishna’s eldest son Chftnd Bfty was
placed by Alivardi Khan at the head of his Khilsa department;

and he secured for his father the Zafar Sh&hi pargana, west of the

Brahmaputra (in the Ghoift^At ch&kla),—^which was rimilarly

devdoped by the same active and enlightened owner. His endow-

ments of land to Muslim saints and mosques, as well as to Hindu
temples and priests, were wisely designed to elevate the intellectual

and religious life of the people. (Died e. 1758.) The founder of

the MuktftgftchR family (now known as ^e Maharajas of

Mymensingh) was Srikrishna Achirya Chaudhury, another revenue-

official of the Nawftb and of the same VArendra BrAhman caste.

He secured the Alapringh pargana.

Of the great or old historical zamindtris that survived up to

Murshid Quli's time, two were preserved by him, namely Birbhum
(under AsaduUah Khan, who was universally respected for his high

character and acts of piety) and Bishnupur (under the Malla HAmbir
RAjas, whose country was too full of hills and jungles and too poor

in rwtural resources to be a profitable conquest). But TTday

'NAiAyan, the last descendant of the ancient lords of greater Sajshahi

(about three times the area of the present Bajshahi district) died

in this NawAb's time and his estates were parcelled out to new men.

As distinct fh>m zamindArs, three ruling houses were nude to

pay regular tribute to the Bengal subahdAr

:

(1) Kuch BihAr, which by the treaty 1711 ceded the three

chAklaa of Fathpur, QAziriiAt and KAnldnA, besides BodA FKlgtAm

and PutbabhAg, while tribute was promised for some formor Kuch
areas in the modem Bangpur ffistrict.

(8) Tipperah, whose Raja used foimecly to mmaee Mughal
Bylhet, now became snbmisrive. And so also (8) the hill Baja of

JahktiA. Bariy in his career in Bengal, Murshid Quli had suppressed
rebds in Chandrakorii (evidently the remnant of Rahim Alj^han's

partisans)' and in Morang (throui^ Pumia).
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But one among the zamind&rs cradled by Murshid Quli Khan
deserves our notice because his meteoric rise and fall has placed him
by the side of Prat&p&ditya as the foremost tragic figures in the

history and popular tradition of this province. Sitar&m Ray of

BhushnA, an Uttar Rfirhi Kayastha, and the son of the Hindu
collector under the Muslim faujd&r of Bhushna (16 miles east of

Magura in the KhulnA district), took a lease of the Naldi pargana

(modem Narail) from the Bengal subahdar, promising to pay the

revenue regularly and to suppress the rebel Afghans and bandit

gangs of that tract (c. 1086.) His strong and able rale greatly

increased his wealth and power and he formed the nucleus a|f a

kingdom, which grew up as he added more parganas by farming their

revenue from the Bengal governor. Many adventurers were attracted

by his fame as a successful leader and good paymaster and he formed

d fairly strong army under some yeiy devoted and heroic lieutenants.

At the same time he kept the governor at Dacca satisfied t|hraugh

bis tactful Court-agent, occasionally paying some..^ money and

reporting his suppression of robbers and rebels. He is even said to

have secured an imperial farman and the title of Raja by pasring

tribute to the Emperor of Delhi. To keep up his new dignity he

founded a capital at the village of BAgjani (10 miles from Bhushna)

and named it Muhammadpur (in honour of a Muslim saint.) This

place he fortified by means of long earthen embankments and a

fosse, while vast marshes kept invasion out on two sides, and ^e
river Madhumati formed a natural barrier on the east side. Here

be built many temples, palaces, offices and store-rooms and stables

and dug tanks of fresh water. In pride of power, he humbled and
robbed the smaller zamindfirs of the country round and stopped sending

aiqr revenue to the subahdftrs. His success was made easier by the

supine rale of Ibrfthim Khan (1689-1697) and the friction between

Murshid Quli and ‘Azim-ush-shftn, which lasted till 1710. At last

in 1718 when he killed Sayyid Abu Tuifib, the faujdiir of Hugli,

Murshid Quli could no longer overlook his audacity. A strong force

was detached under Murdiid Quli’s relative Bakhsh ‘Ali Khan
(newly appointed fsujdftr of BhushnA) ; and with the help of all

the neighbouring zamindArs* levies, SitArAm was overwhelmed and

captured with his family, and his capital was sacked (Fieb-Marcb

1714) . Thus fell the last Hindu kingdom in Bengal.

SitAiAm’s kingdom, which once covered about one-half of south

Bengal, has vanidied. His palaces have crumbled into undiapely

mounds of earth and brick completdy hiddoi under dense jungle;

mud and weeds have choked up his lakes ; and his family has been

scattered to the four quarters; even the gods he worshipped have
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deserted the fine temples he built for them. But the genius of the

greatest Bengali novelist has invested the name of SitAiSm Ray with

a halo of romance, which will cause it to be remembered as long

as the Bengali tongue continues to be spoken on earth.

Vn. Economic bitect or MciisHro Quli’s api^nistration ;

His cbasacibr

Aurangzib’s letters to *Azim show that the Bengal surplus

revenue was despatched to the imperial camp in coins, loaded in

carts, as bills of exchange could not be obtained for such vast sums
and the rate of discount also was high (‘In&yet, AhhSm, 1186).

This unceasing drain of silver from Bengal, amounting on an

average to one kior of rupees very year, kept the volume of true

money in circulation here extremely small and the price of local

produce veiy low. (Kaeppelin, 468 and 584, French reports from

Chandemagar) . Hence, it is no wonder that while Sebastien

Manrique about 1638 found rice selling at Murshidabad at four to

five maunds a rupee, ninety years later, in Murshid Quli’s time,

the * price of rice there was still commonly four maunds
(Salimullah.) This fact proves that the circulating medium had
not increased in a century’s time, in spite of the growth of production

and trade. The common people had no economic staying power,

no capital, because they could not accumulate any true money or

silver coins as savings, though the area under tillage had increased.

Was this condition of the people a proof of Murshid Quli’s

beneficence or of his want of true statesmanship ?

The land revenue was forced up so high only by the heartless

squeezing of the peasantry and inhuman torture of the contractor

collectors. The pressure applied by the NawAb at the top naturally

passed through the intermediate grades finally on to the actual

cultivators, who were left with the bare means of existence, but

eveiy portion of the annual increase of the fields and looms above

that minimum was taken away by the State. Thus, while the luxury

of Delhi and Murshidabad was pampered, and Murshid Quli every

year buried a new hoard in his treasure>vaults (Salimullah, tr. p.

48), the mass of the people browsed and died like human sheep.

The gold, pearis and genu piled up in the Treasure Chamber of the

Murshidabad palace, whkA dazzled the eyes of Cohmd Clive* when

* caw* told the 84set ComqdtlM of IWiaaMBt, “Coaddcr the dtaetfaa in

lAiA the vietoiy el Fleiy pleoed aw. A gieet piiaee ms dependent on aqr

pieasaiei an epdent eitr lagr at aer nweear; I mihed theon^ vaalts wUdi were

*58
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he entered the Nawab’s capital after his victory at Plassey, did not

enrich Bengal itself in any way. This fact only illustrates the truth :

jmuvrea payaans, pawore royaume;
pauvre royaume, pauvre roi.

The whole of this surplus national stock for sixty years was
whisked away to Britain in the days of Mir Ja’far and Mir Qisim,

and a generation later the gilded pauper in the Murshidabad palace

had to b^ the Calcutta Government for relief from insolvency.

That was the net gain of the Bengal people from Murshid Quli

Khan’s and Alivardi’s rule.

There was money in the hands of some people, but only under

the protective wings of the European traders in Calcutta and
Chinsura, and to a lesser extent in the neighbouring cosmopolitan

town of Hugli. The Surman embassy to the Court of Farrukh

Siyar (C. R. Wilson, ii. pt. i.) brought back from Delhi in 1717

a patent of rights (esp. that of unhampered trade on payment of

one fixed sum as duty.) This gave a great impetus to the growth

of Calcutta, though the English were long baulked of the permission

to buy 88 villages south of that city, through the Naw&b’s jealousy

and fear. “ Besides a number of English private merchants licensed

by the Company, Calcutta was in a short time peopled by Portuguese,

Armenian, Mughal (t. e., Persian), and Hindu merchants, who
carried on their commerce under the protection of the English fiag

:

thus the shipping belonging to the port in the course of ten^ years

after the. embassy, amounted to ten thousand tons, and many
individuals amassed fortunes, without injuring the Company’s trade,

or incurring the displeasure of the Mughal Government . . . The
inhabitants of Calcutta enjoyed, after the return of the embassy,

a degree of freedom and securit.y unknown to the other subjects of

the Mughal empire ; and that city, in consequence, increased yearly,

in extent, beauty, and riches ”. (Stewart) . Salimullah confirms this

description :

—

“ The mild and equitable conduct of the English in their settle-

ment, gained them the confidence and esteem of the natives; which

joined to the consideration of the privileges and immunities which

the Company enjoyed, induced numbers to remove thither with

their families ; so that in a short time Calcutta became an extensive

and populous city

Calcutta, after it had been made the seat of a Presidency

(independent of Madras) in 1700, began to grow fai importance and

tlnom o|ien to me ahme, piled on dllier head with gold and jewele I Mr. Chaimian,

this moment I stand aatoniehed at my own modention "^lle took only 40 lakhs

of rnpeti, at • time when it lequiied four maonde of rim to Imy one rupee.
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wealth, and by the year 1750 its population was estimated at over
one lakh as compared with the 15,000 of 1704.

“Ja'far Khan being sensible that the prosperity of Bengal
depended upon its advantageous commerce, showed great indulgence to
merchants of every description, but was, however, rather partial to

the Mughals (i. Persians). The encouragement which was given

to trade by him, who directed that nothing but the estiablished

rate of duties should be exacted, soon made the port of Hugh a
place of great importance. Many wealthy merchants who resided

there had ships of their own, on which they traded to Arabia, Persia

and other countries”. (Salimullah)

.

In fact, Hugh became a Shi*a colony and a centre of Shi'a

theology and Persian culture, before the full growth of Murshidabad.
And even afterwards, this cosmopolitan port was preferred to the

political capital as a residence, by those Persian emigres who had
no employment or family ties to keep them at Murshidabad. Not
only Shi'a teachers, but many Persian physicians and perfumers

settled at Hugli, attracted by the large number of rich patrons in

that town and in its neighbouring district, because the Arabic

medical science was then in high favour all over the east. The
stream of migration from Persia to India (especially to Bengal which

had a Shi'a dynasty on the throne) was greatly increased from the

beginning of the 18th century during the Afghan domination over

the Safavi Shahs, Nfidir Shah’s reign, and the confusion following

the assassination of Nddir (1747) . The historian Abul Hasan
GuIistAni (the author of MujmS-ut-Tdrikh Vad dz Nddiriya) was

among these gifted refugees (arrived in 1756), while his uncle had

migrated to Bengal some years earlier.

By this time the Dutch had yielded the pride of place in Bengal

to the English. In 165S they had obtained a &m footing at

Chinsuift, with sub-factories at Q&simh&zftr and P&tnft. These

were the centres of an exceedingly prosperous and profitable trade

;

their export of opium to Java and China brought them enormous

profits. "Something like 50 p. c. profit was regularly made on the

Dutch Company’s turnover in the seventies of the 18th century,

very largely owing to the enormous^ profitable trade of Surat,

Bengal, and Ceylon”. (Comb. Hi»t. of India, V. 57.)

The French East India Company was in a state of woeful decline

from 1700 till 1740, after which Dumas and DuplfGc-set about

improving their trade in Bengal. The causes were the War of

^lanidi Snocesskm and other entanf^ements in Europe, the. rotten

state of the Bourbon administration, the extreme poverty of the

Company, and the sdfishness and quarts of thdr agents in India.
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On the 9th January 1722 (New style), however, they secured a

farmSn placmg them on the same footing as the Dutch. The
partodma issued by Ja'far Khan Nasiri, in conformity with the

formdn, runs' thus

:

** The French Company having been obliged to suspend its

commerce and the despatch of its ships to India during certain years

because of war, . . . M. D’Ardan-court, Director of the Company,
has come to reestablish the commerce. As the Dutch obtained from

the Emperor Farrukh Siyar a farmdn reducing the duty to 24 p. c.,

M. D’ Ardan-court has sent his wakil to us, praying that he may
be granted a parw&na stamed with our seal, in which the duty of

84 p. c. would be reduced to 24 p. c., on the same footing as the

Dutch. For this he promises' to pay Bs 40,000 to the Emperor and

Rs 10,000 to the Nawftb of Bengal. Having received the said

Rs 10,000 we have given him the present parwana. Let none demand
more than 24 p. c. duty, nor stop tiieir boats and merchandise .

.”

(Lettre* et Cotwentiotu, ed. Martineau, p. 19.)

We shall conclude this section with an account of another

European Company, through it had a very short life. The Ostend

Company, formed in Austrian Netherlands, reemved a charter from

thdr Emperor in 1728, but in 1727 diplomatic pressure by rival

European Powers, forced the Austrian monarch to suspend its

privileges for seven years. Its diief settlement in India, at

BftnkiUheftr, three miles north of Barrackpur, hoisted the Austrian

flag and .continued to trade under its protection. (Hence it was

called the German Company.) But in 1744 the faujd&r of Hugli

(instigated by the Englitit and the Dutch traders) besieged

BKnkibAnBr, the small garrison fought well, and at last its handful

of survivors evacuated the place and sailed away in their riiip, taking

to a life of piracy in the Indian waters. (Cambridge Hist, of IndSa,

V. 115).

Murshid Quli Khan’s reputatbn stands very high among
members of his own sect. Salimullah rises to the levd of an Abul
Fad in eztdling him. He writes :

—

"Since the time of Shiista Khan there had not appeared in

any part of Hindustan an imir who could be compared witii JaTsi*

Khan for seal in the propagation of the faith ; fat wisdom hi the

establishment of laws and regulations ; for monificenee and liberality

in the encouragement and support given to men of faadly and
eminence; for rigid and impartial justice in redresdng wnmgs and
punidling offenders. His judicial decisions wme . rational and
proper. .

.

" From breakfast to noon he employed himself in copying tike
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QurSn, He maintained above 2000 readers, beadsmen and chanters,

who were constantly employed in reading the Qur&n and in other

acts of devotion. He always provided against famine and severely

prohibited all monopolies of grain, and also the exportation of grain.

"He despised all kinds of luxury, and particularly in dress and

food. He possessed very extensive learning, and paid great respect

to men who were eminent for their piety or erudition. During his

government, the meanest peasant was secured from injustice and

oppression . . . Two days in the week he administered justice in

person ; and was so impartial in his decisions, and rigid in the

execution thereof, that no one dared to commit oppression.”

To this the author of the Riydz~us-Saldtin, writing 25 years

after Salimullah, adds (288) :

—

“Never in his life did he take ai^y consort except his one

married wife. Such was his delicacy of feeling that he did not admit

into his harem ai^ eunuch or any woman who was not of known

character and trustworthiness, (‘nd-maharam) ”.

A puritan in his 'private life, strictly attentive to his public

duties as he understood them, gravely decorous and rigidly orthodox

as befitted a favourite disciple of Aurangzib, and a propagator of

his faith as ordained in his scriptures, Murshid Quli Khan presents

one side of his character in a brilliant light. But his heart was cold

and his sympathies narrow ; his calculating vindictiveness, his

religious bigotry, and his utter lack of warm all-cmbracing

benevolence denied this conscientious civil servant the right to be

ranked as a statesman or even as a truly great soul. (See Stewart,

sec. Vn.)
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SHUJA-UD-DIN MUHAMMAD KHAN

I. Early career and riIbb op Shuja-ud-din

Murshid Quli KhAit died without any male issue on the SOth
June, 1727, when his son-in-law Shujft*-ud-din Muhammad Khan
(sumamed Shujft‘-ud-daullah, Asad Jung) succeeded him to the

govemment of the two provinces of Beng:al and Orissa. Shujfi*-ud-

din was an Afshar Turk by descent. One of his ancestors named
*Ali YiKr SulUn was governor of Farah, a province of KhuiA^,
when Tahmasp was ruler of Persia, and his father held an important
post at Burhinpur under the Mughal government.* It was at

Buridbipur, to which place Murshid Quli JaYar also originally

belonged, that Shuj&*-ud-din came into close contact with him. He
married the latter’s daughter, Zinat-un-niA, and had a son through

her, named Sarfar^.

On the appointment of Murshid Quli as the Diwftn and Nftzim

of Bengal and Orissft, his son-in-law, Shuj&'-ud-din, was 'made the

Deputy Governor of Orissa. But the relation between .them soon

ceased to be cordial. This was due not only to their ' diffaences

in temperament but also to the dissatisfaction of Zinat-un-ni^, a

lady of pious disposition, with her husband for his profligate habits.’

Thus when Murshid Quli felt that his end was drawing near, he

tried earnestly to obtain imperial consent to the succession of his

grandson, Sarfarfiz, to the government of Bengal and OrissS.

Sarfaifta had been already declared dirvOn of Bengal by Emperor

Farrukhriyar, at the request of his grandfather, yho had also

putdiased for him, out of the income of his personal jdfir, the

taminddri of Qumat GhunBkh&li in pargcmd Kulharia in the

Murdiid&b&d district.

But Shuj&*-ud-din naturally coveted the government of Bengal.

On the advice of the two brothers, HAji Ahmad and ’Alivardi, he

took all posrible measures for gaining timely information of what

happened at MurshicHbAd and also tried his best to obtain support

for his cause at the imperial Court. On hearing from a reliable source

that Murdiid Quli’s days were numboed, he at once mardied from

> .TIUdh, HMofr «f UmMUbui. ISS.
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Orisaft for Bengal with a large army, leaving his son, Muhammad
Taqi Kh&n (born of a wife different from the daughter of

Murshid Quli), in charge of the government of the former province.

On the way he heard of Murshid Quli’s demise, and, arriving

in the vicinity of Midnapur, received the imperial patent

appointing him to the ^vemment of Bengal, which had been

secured for him through the influence of Samsam-ud-daulah Khi&n-i-

Dauran, a prominent noble of the Delhi Court then in the highest

cohfldence of the Emperor. After halting at that place for a while

and naming it Mubdrak-Manzil (the auspicious halting place), he

marched expeditiously towards Murshidabad and reached there

within a few days. He entered straight into the ChihU Satun (the

palace of forty pillars raised by Murshid Quli) and formally pro-

claimed his accession to the masnad of Bengal. His son, Sarfar&z,

taken unawares at this turn of events, was persuaded by his friends and

relatives, chiefly his grand-mother, to relinquish the idea of opposing

his father any more. He quietly submitted to him and retired to

his private residence at Nukt&khSli.

II. EarLT measures of SaUJA*-UD-DlN*S GOVERNBiENT

Shuja*-ud-din distributed the principal offices of the government

among his kinsmen and friends. His son, Sarfarftz, was retained as

the nominal diwdn of Bengal ; his second son, Muhammad Taqi

Khan, was appointed Deputy Gk)vemor of Orissa ; and his son in-law,

Murshid Quli 11, was made Deputy Governor of Jahangimagar

(Dacca). *Alivardi and his three nephews were elevated to high

posts. Alamchand, previously Sbuja*-ud-din’8 diw&n in the Orissa

government, was now appointed diwdn of the KhaUd at Murshidabad

and received from the imperial 'court a personal mansab of 1000

with the title of Rdy-i^ydn, which had not been conferred so long

on any ofllcer of the Bengal government. In the administration of

all important matters of State, Shuja*-ud-din was guided by the

counsel of *Alivardi and his brotlier, HAji Ahmad, who had rendered

him valuable services since their first acquaintance with him in

Orissa, of BAy-i-iftyan Alamchand, an able financier apd devoted

officer, and of Jagat Seth Fatehchand, the famous banker of

Mufshidibad, who being the owner of vast riches naturallbr exerted

profound influence over the Bengal Nawabs. As a matter of fact,

the Seths of Murshidabad henceforth played an important part in

the history of Bengal and were active participators in the mid-

eif^teenth century political revohitioos in the province.

Shnja^-nd-dtn took also other necessary steps to stengOien his
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newly acquired position. He tried to undo the wrongs of the previous

repme and adopted a conciliatory attitude towards the aamindftrs.

After having carefully investigated into the conduct of N&air Ahmad
and Mur&d FknAsh, the two oppicsive agents of Murshid Quli

Ja'far Khftn, he found them guilty of highhandedness, confiscated

their properties, and condemned them to death. Of the zanund&rs,

who had been kept in confinement since the time of his predecessor,

he immediately released those whom he found to be guiltless The

rest, who had been actually defaulters in the payment of revenue,

were made to execute written bonds prominng to be thmicefocth

obedient to the Nawab’s government and punctual in remitting its

dues through the Banking Agency of Jagat Seth Fatehchand. They

were allowed to return to this respective homes after being

presented with costly khilftts. He realised nazara from them worth

one kror and fifty lakhs of rupees, and sent the amotmt to the

Emperor’s treasury at Delhi through the Banking Agency of

Fatehch&nd. He conciliated the Emperor, further by occasionally

sending him various presents in elephants, horses and fine Bengal

cloths and by the timely remittance of the imperial tribute due from

the Bengal government. The Emperor rewarded him with the title

of Mut&man*ul*mulk Shujft'-ud-daulah Asad Jang.

In the early part of his regime, Shujft'-ud-din by being properiy

attentive to the affairs of his government and solicitous for the welfare

of his subjects,
“
evinced to the world that he was deserving of his

good fortune”. He was kind and bountiful towards bis officers,

civil and military, benevolent and hospitable towards those who
happened to visit Murshidab&d, and extended his charity to his

old friends. A God-fearing man, he had a scrupulous regard for

justice and dispensed it impartially. GhuUlm Husain, the author
of the Siyar, observes that “ the poorest suitor was sure of behig

in his presence upon a footing with his very son; and the fearful

sparrow, certain of finding in his bosom a shelter against the hawk,
fled towards him with a perfect reliance on his goodness. Pe<q>la

acquainted with history thought they lived in Naushirviin’s re^
(Trans. 1. 325.) He was respectful and generous towards men vi

learning and piety. In fact, peace and prosperity then prevailed in

Bengal as the result of his wise and beneficial measures.

Fond of pomp and qrlendour, Shuj5*-ud-din crarsidered

the buildings erected in the time tA his predecessor, unsuitable

for State-oflices. So having demoliahed these, he caused some
magnificent edifices to be cmistructed at Murshuttfaid. auch as a
Palace, an Arsetul, a high gatetfray. Revenue-court ,

a Public Audietice-Hall, a Private chamlier (AAifwat AMuA), a
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Farmdn-i»ari, and a Court of Exchequer (Khdtsd>-JUAilri.) b the

village of DShtpM, on the west bank of the river Bhigirathi, Ntair
Ahnuul, ah agent of Murahid Quli Ja’far Khftn, had left unflniahed

the buOding of a mosque in the compound Hi an extenatve gaidoi.

Aft«r his execution, Shuj&*>ud*din completed the mosque hi a superb

style, and laid out the garden most beautifully with a large

reservoir of water, running canals, artificial springs, flow«r4>eds and
fruit'trees. He gave the garden the name of FordhhUgh or the

Garden of Joy. The strength of the army was raised by hfin to

fi50JK)0 men, consisting of equal numbers of cavalry and infantry.

But some failings in Shujft*-ud-din*s private character soon got

the better of his prudmee. Though advanced in year% he could

not control his passions and became gradually addicted to luxury

and profligacy. As a natural effect of this he became more and
more neglectful of the affairs of the State, the management of which
consequently passed entirely into the hands of Hlji Ahmad,
Alamchtod, and Jagat Seth FatehchSnd. This body of advisers,

acting without any restraint from the supreme authority, soon

degenerated into a clique of self-seekers, eager to serve their own
(pterests even by fomenting intrigues and conqiiracies which began
to eat into the vitals of the Bengal government and iqade the down-
fall of the Nawabship only a question of time. The authors of
Btyds as well as Tdrikh-i-Bangdlah state how these mm caused a
temporary estrangement of feeling between Shuik'-ud-din and
Sarfaris and brought about an open rupture between SarfarSs and
Muhammad Taqi Khin, when the latter come to see his fhther at
Murshidftbnd. The two brothmn were prevented from resorting to
arms only by the intervention of the Nawftb and Saifsifix’s mother.
Muhammad Taqi Kh&n was permitted to return to Oriaah, but died
there in 1784 A. D.

in. Divinimrs op thb Brnraai, Stmau ard
thuk AnscnnsuBAnoir

&uji'-ud-din's deputy-governors did their best to secure the
obedience of the recalcitrant aamindhrs and chiefs to the authority
of the Nawtb’a government. Bihir was added to the Bengal Sidiah
by Emperor Mohammad ^ah about 1788 A. D. Thus Shoj&*>ud-
dte became the nbahdtr of the three prorinces of Bengal, Bihir
and Orisril, for the administration of which he created four divisioiia.

The central division comprised Western, Central and a portion
of Northern Bengal; another, that it, the Dacca division, of Eastern
and Sonthem Bengal, a smaD portion of Northern Bengal, ^ylhet

M
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*11/1 Chittagong; the third was the BQtftr divinon, and the fourth

the Oriaaft diviakm. The firat diviaion waa directly adminiatered

by the Nawib through hia Council of Adviaera, and each of the

other diviaiona waa placed under a Ndib Ndzim or Deputy Govnnor,

aubject to the general control of the tttbahddr. BihAr waa

efficiently govoned by ita newly appointed mftb nebtm^ ‘Alivardi.

The govmiment of Jah&ngimagar or Dacca had been entruated

by the late Nawib, Murahid Quli Ja’far Khftn, to Shuj&'-ud-din’a aon-

in-law, Murahid Quli II, who posseaaed a fine taate for poetical

compoaition and calligraphy. Murahid Quli II (poetically aumamed

MtMm/ar) received oonaiderable assistance in his administilationi’

from hia able and faithful deputy (ndtb), Mir Habib.^ By care-

fully attmding to minute details and enforcing strict economy, Mir

Habib reduced the expenses of the state fiotilla (natodra), artillery

and military departments. He enriched his master as well as

himself by reviving the practice of granting monopolies in certain

articles of trade, and is said to have seized the wealth of NuruUah,

samindir of ‘pargand JAJ&lpui^, after treacherously assassinating him.

Mir Habib also led an incursion into the kingdom of Tipperah in

alliance with A<^ S&diq, zamind&r of Patpasftr. Fortunately for

himself he was also able to secure the friendship of the discontented

nq>hew of the R&jah of Tipperah, who had been expelled by his uncle

outside the kingdom. Prompted by feelings of revenge, the youth

guided Mir Habib’s troops by the proper route so that thqr

advanced suddenly into the heart of the kingdom near its capital.

Absolutely unprepared for such an attack, the Bftjah fied to the

ndli^ibouring hiUs, whereupon the fort of Chandigarh, which

had been hia reudence, waa stormed by the invaders and the whole

of hia kingdmn fell under the latter’s control. It was given to the

BBjah’s nephew; Aq& S&diq was appointed its faujddr: and Mir
Habib went back to Dacca with a rich booty and many elephants.

When Murdiid Quli 11 informed Shuj&'-ud-din the conquest of
Tipperah and sent him a large share of the plunder, the latter changed
its naine to Raushan&bAd, procured for his deputy the title of

Bah&dur and devated Mir Habib to the peerage.

On the transfer of Murahid Quli H to Oiissfi aftm^ the death
of Muhamnuid Taqi Khfin, the deputy governorship of Dacca was
fbrmally conferred m Sarfaifiz KhAn. SarfarAz did not personally

* W» ditaifa abont Mir Habib’* aady earew rida Ynaaf. f. SS aad H9
(taHMi),.aS0.

* ^ SarMr KaUiafaU Mia, tiaaa, H. ISMS) aad aav
lilMttd u fhe BtCbmaabarib aulidiviaiQn of the T!|iparah district.
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go to the seat of his government, but sent them, as his deputy,

Sayyid Ghftlib ‘Ali Khin. Jaswant Rdy, formeriy a mmdii in the

government of Murshid Quii Ja’far Khftn and guardian-tutor of

Sarfar&z, was appointed his ditodn ; and Muiftd Khli^ a son of

Nafiril Begam, an uterine sister of Sarfaifts, was made the superin-

tendent (ddrogha) of the flotilla (tunodra). Trained in the art of

government under Murshid Quli Ja'far Khin, Jaswant Riy, by
the steady and conscienUous discharge of his duties, succeeded in

contributing to the peace and prosperity of the people of Daccb

as well as in securing an increased revenue for the state. T1i!e

various monopolies, introduced by Mir Habib, and the duties upon

grain, were abolished. The prices of articles became consequmtly as

low as in the days of Shiisti Khin, that is, 8 mounds of rice per rupee,

and the western gate of the city of Dacca, which had been closed

by Shiistft Khin with the injunction that no governor should open

it till he had reduced the price of grain to that level, was now
reopened for the flrst time.

But this happy state of things was not destined to continue

long. Through the influence of Naflsi Begam, her son Murid *Ali

Khin, married subsequently to Sarfariz’s daughter, was promote
to the office of Deputy-Governor of Dacca in supersesion of Ghilib

‘Ali Khin. Muiid *Ali promoted Rijballabh, a Vaidya by caste

and so long a clerk in the Admiralty department, to the post of

his peshhOr. These were indeed unfortunate changes, as the new
Deputy-Governor, devoid of tact and the softer feelings, proved to be*

so oppressive that the ehalda of Dacca was soon reduced to poverty

and desolation, and Jaswant Riy resigned his office in disgust.

Similarly, Mirsi Sayyid Ahmad, the second son of Hiji Ahmad
and niib faujdOr of Ghorighit and Rangpur on behalf of Sarfaifls

Khan, “ desolated those flve districts by his oppression **.

Strengthened by a body of troops, lent to him by the Nawib, ho

reduced to submission the Rdjaht of DmAjpur and Kuch ViUr, who
had so long evaded obedience to the Nawib’s government, and
seized their enormous wealth.

Baifi-uz-Zamin, the Afghin zamindir of Bitbhum, had abo to

feel the weight of the Nawib’s authority. Emboldened by the

luitoral defences of hillocks and jungles surrounding his Uffitory.

the Bitbhum zaminiftr had ceased to send to the Nawflb die

revenue of 1,400,000 bighSt of cultivated lands and rose in

faisnnection against him in 1780 A. D.' Sarfaits under orders of

* liui* f CTarib, a eeHscjtinS of Faniaa Itttm
liwswweJ at Maa. Ibr tmdtm dctaib akont

eesvM in 17M Ai mi
it vUa BhJbuHm Jtaafcav
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the Neweb fent a laige army into Birbhum under the command

of Mir Sharf-ud-din, the lecond Paymaster-General, and Khwija

Baaant, a eunuch of his seraglio. ‘Alivardi, the ndib ndMtm of Bih&r,

alim matched from Patna against that zamind&r at the head bf a

large force. Bad'i-uc-Zam&n readily tendered his submission, and

accompanied the Bengal troops to Murshidftbid to show his req;>ect to

Satftiite and the Nawfib. * Alivardi soon returned to Patna. Through

the interoesrion of Mir Shaif-ud-din, Badi*-us-Zamfa was granted an

interview by Shuj&'-ud-din, who pardoned his offences and permitted

him to return to Birbhum on his promising an annual remittance of

three lakhs of rupees to the Naw&b, besides the standard revenue

due from him and also proper obedience to his orders.

Orisaft flourished under its new Deputy Governor, Murshid Quli

yiuiti n. He received much valuable assistance from his deputy,

Mir Habib, who had accompanied him there from Dacca. The local

samindirs were tactfully brought under control, and the flnancial

condition of the government was improved, partly by curtailment

of unnecessary expenses and partly by the introduction of more
efficioit arrangements for the realisation of revenue. During the

administration of Muhammad Taqi Khan, R&mchandra DevalP
of Khurdih had removed the idol of Jagannftth from Puri to a place

situated b^imnd the Chilki Lake, which deprived the government

of revenue amounting to nine lakhs of rupees a year, collected from

the pilgrims. But Murshid Quli II conciliated him and broiii^t

back the idol to Puri, the restoration of whose worship stopped a
source of heavy flnancial loss to the Orissk government.

IV. Thu EuRoraAN ntaniNO CoigPAinEa ahd
THU BUnUL GoVUKfMUNT

The En^idi, the French and the Dutch were thea Gie diief

European trading nations in Bengal, besides a number of minor
European traders diyerae nationalities like Anstriaa, Foli(&,

Fiwtogiftse, Danidi and Swedidi*. The trade of the first three was,

on the whole, flonridiing in apite of occasional ^Bsturbanees. Thus
the Goundl m Calcutta wrote to the Court of IMrectors in En^and
on the IMh January, 178S : *'Ebive a prospect of despatching Bie

* AeesHha to StoOnn IBidi Knadiradm Dm II islad hom ITtr to 1740
(OfUiafc itswsuisi. V«l. XV. 404) hrt Meotdbg to Hnlw ham 1700 to 1700
mUanf of OHma, «!. It Aspndii, tOO).

•XMw to OMait UUb Dtossitoi. 1790, pstoi OV-Oft Ibtf, 00 imwaT.
IfNL
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•hqM in good Time notwithstanding them has beat a greater Demand
for Goods this jrear than ever was known, the IVoich adding home

five ships directly for Europe **. The English maintained strict

control over their ddUU (brokers) and merchants, took all posriUe

care to stop the abuse of d/utakt so that everybody having a doMtak

had to uga a " Note that the goods are for his own account ** as

well as to prevent " any private traders interfering with the (Company's

trade", and sometimes co-operated with the French and the Dutch
" in ail Legal Measures to prevent Interlopers from Trading They

had often to meet with difficulties due to currency-troubles, parti-

cularly when the Nawftb’s government prohibited the circulation of

Madras and Arcot Rupees in Bengal or permitted it at a high rate

of baHa (discount)^. The Council in Calcutta wrote to the Court

of Directors on the 80th Januaiy, 1788 :
" Strenuously solicited for

the currency of Madras Rupees, but it could not be granted, the duty

on foreign rupees being ordered from Court to make up the deficiency

in Mint Revenues". To obviate this inconvenience, the English

borrowed coins from Fatehchind, the leading banker of Bengal, in

exchange for bullion, which the latter liked to have because of his

control over the mint at Murshidftb&d. The selfish conduct of some
of their own officers (as for example of Mr. Barker at Qlsimbixir)

,

and the attempts of some of their ddldU and bankhu to bargain

as much as they could, occasionally put the English to great incon-

venience. But they always adopt^ a strict attitude in such cases.

The English as well as the Dutch soon became very jeakms of

the gradual improvement of the trade of the Ostend Company, wludi
had been permitted by Murshid Quli Ja'far Khto to estabUsh a
factory at BftnkibSriir, situated on the eastern side of the Hugli

rivCT at a distance of fifteen miles above Calcutta. Li 1780 the

English sent a squadron under the command oi Captam Gosfri^t
to blockade the HugH river. Of the two German sbipo, aachoted
between Calcutta and BinkibUfar, one was captured by the KngHsh,
but the other escaped to Binkibfagr. Soon after tiiis, the Dutek
and tKe Eni^ish ennbined and by bribing the fsujdSr of Hn|^
succeeded in persuading the Nawib to prejiibit the Ostenders " fkom
trading to Bengal". A body of troops, sent against thmn by the
fhujchlr of Hiif^ under the command ot an officer named Mir laTnr,

berieged their fsctoiy and chastised them. It is stated in the
letter fkom the Council in Calcutta to the Court of Direcffjpss, dated
the 10th January. 1788, that the EngUdi "agreed with the Dutch

*lallw to Coal, leUi

im, PM at.
fik nu, ni* itoiMtouim,
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to send a sloop each to give notice to the Guard-ships in case of any

Ostender’s arrival They, “ in conjunction with the Dutch “ then

paid two lacs of rupees to the Nawftb for his “ connivancse at their

taking the Ostend Ships”. The expedition against the Ostenders

cost the English Rs. 14,212.

Stewart writes that the factory of the OsSlend Company was

now levelled to the ground and its last ships left Bmgal in 17S&

But a dose study of some contemporary records of the English

East India Company clearly shows that the Ostenders still traded

in Bengal in their ‘ licensed ships * and the English remained jealous

of them. Thus the Council in Calcutta wrote to the Court ct

Directors on the 26fh December, 1733 :
" Shall prevent any

Dealings being carryed on with them (Ostenders) or other new
traders by those under their protection ”

; in May 1734 the Dutch

and the English had a conferencfe “ to consider about Mr.

Schonemil’s hoisting the imperial Flag at the Ostend Flaoftoi^”'.

It was in 1744 A. D. that Alivardi, "on some contempt of his

authority, attacked and drove the factors of the Ostend Company
out*' of the Hugli river.

Though the Dutch and French Companies sometimes co-operated

with the English against the other European nations, eadi of them
w.'is the jealous commercial rival of the other two. Both the Dutdi
and the FVench “gave great encouragement” to the merchants of

Bengal with a view to forestalling the English in procuring inve^-

ments, and the merchants of the English Company sometimes

complained that “they have not so much encouragement as the

FVench and Dutch give theirs”. The Council in Calcutta wrote

to the Court of Directors on the 20th December, 1733 :
“ Can not

but see with much concern the French otending their tralBek as

Aqr do . . . the great increase of the French private trade makes
thrirs hardly answer to the Risque (risk) of sending out ships”.

In 1735, aiq»rehending a war with FVance. they decided to be “wdl on
their Guard and not to suffer the least affront from the French dups to

pass by nnieiented ”. But on getting “ no further nesrs of a war”
they endeavoured “to keep on good terms with them”. Their

competition, however, became gradually keener than before. The
Council in CMentta informed the Court of IHrectora on the 23A
Novemb«r, 1735 : “ Have made some vigorous purites to defeat the

Fkendt in their trade to <me of the most conridonble Foi(ts, who
seem lesdved.to keep up thdhr number of private shqis ; the FVeneh

are leas burthened with Duties than they and fear in the end will

get the better of them”. In fmt, EngBdi investment, poitfenhuly

in eonse goods, was then “ affected by the Dutdi and the Wendi *.
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The authority of Shuj&'-ud-din's government wm itrietly

asserted over the European traders in Bengal. The English described

him as a ** rash and powerful subah, ” and did not think it proper

to ride an " <^n rupture with him, which, as the Council in Calcutta

apprehended, " will be a great advantage to their neighbours, who
would push their trade with the more vigour, and not unlikely undmv
hand assist the Govemmmit in order to supplant them, unless the

Dutch and IVench Companys would enter into an agreement to

resent all insults offered to either nation”. Very often thoy had

to conciliate the NawAb by the payment of large sums d money,

and their trade was sometimes interrupted by what they described

as the "avaricious temper of this Government”. They were also

subject to occasional interferences and impositions at the hands of

the Nawflb’s ofllcers in different parts of the province. Thus
Shuj&* Quli Kh&n, an intimate companion of Shuj&‘-ud*din since his

eariy days at Burh&npur and subsequently appointed by kim

faujddr of Hugli, once demanded high duties from the Englidi, the

Dutch and the French. On being resisted by the Eur(^>eans, he decided

to chastise them. He seized some bales of raw silk and cloths

belonging to the English, which were, however, recovered by a body
of troops sent from Calcutta to Hugli. But the fBujddr aoou

persuaded the Nawftb to believe in the necessity of punishing the

English, for which he secured from him a party of soldiers and soon

stopped all supplies to the English settlements in Calcutta and at

Qisimb&zftr. In this extreme situation the chirf of the English

factoiy at Qftsimbiz&r was constrained to conciliate the Nawftb by
promising him the payment of three lakhs of rupees as tuman. b
1788 the Nawab’s officers at Dacca and Jagdiii proved "very
troublesome” to the local English factors and "impeded their

affairs”. When in 1788 the faujddr of Balasore became “very
insolent”, the Council in Calcutta sent a sergeant and eight men
"to maintain the Company’s privileges”. Gradually howevur, the

Council in Calcutta avoided "engaging in diq>ute with the Govern*
ment when their privileges were attacked”. They expressed the

Pinnion that “ in relation to the impositions of the Government . . .

it will be most advisable to submit to the expenses by making furesents

now and thmi to the under officers of the Durbar and those that

have authority in several other places (to prevent them) from
doinf than fll offices”.

Under histmctions from the Court of Directms, the in

Galeutta tried early in 1788 to secure orders from the Delhi Court
iavourable to their trade in Bengal. But the hasb-MMwdws granted
to them not being " so fully e^nressed as they would have it ”, they
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aoit the draft of another, better suited to tjhdr denre, to thdr vaki

at Delhi directing him to obtain imperial consent to it by the

payment of the amount demanded for it by the Court. But as the

Council in Calcutta observed in November 17S5, the Na^b <rf

Bcn^ was '* too absolute to regard any orders from Court in their

Bavc^”. In fact, thqr had to qpend much to get back "the

cuncnqr of their business" by the beginning of 17S0. Even after

this the Nawib demanded in the same year " arrears of rmt
thdr towns”, reckoning from the date when it had been paid last

to Murshid Quli Ja‘far Khftn. The Dutch too were asked to pay

the same for their settlement at Bar&nagar. Mr Barker, Chief of

the English factory at Qftsimb&z&r, informed the Council in Calcutta

that the Nawftb was “ determined to have the mon^ at all events,
'

and that he apprehended an "open rupture ” if the Nawftb was not

soon satisfied. The Naw&b's demands were made on the grounds

of extension of English private trade and the abuse of their dattaka.

He complained that the Englidi were " screening immense quantitys

of Merdiant* Goods, thoeby defrauding the King of his customs”.

As a matter of fact, the * misapplication of dastaks ' in the private

trade of the English was already a growing evil, which could not be

stoiqsed fully in q>ite of some precautionaigr steps on the part of

the Company. The Council in Calcutta itself was opposed to the

abolition of private trade. It wrote to the Court of Directors on

the 81st December, 1787 :— " If with the Dutch the Compai^
allowed no Private trade* their servants must starve, whUe the Dutch
Live Great and Die Ei^ ; if the Private Trade was forbid still the

Government would want money sometimes, th^ annually having

something coming from other European Nations and yet do oftm
aqueeae them too, they will not see them lade even the Cbmi>anj^a

diipa only without some Acknowledgement, are not to be trusted

by agreeing for an aimual sum but might increase it. Confining

the Dustidcs to the Company’s Investment would be giving up
(never to be recalled thou^ desired) a great article in the

Phiimaund.”

The Naufib did not drop his demand, but passed orders far the

prevention of the sal^tetre trade of the En^ish at Patna and
"st(^q;>ed a great quantity of goods at Asirngfinj^ (mv
Murdiidibid). The Council in Calcutta thereupon decided on the

Mth January, 1786, " to give Mr. Barker etc a diseretkmal power to

aoeommodate matters with the Nawfib,” as the Dutch had already

deme. At last, throvji^ the mediatkm of Biji Ahmad, the Qbim*
biair factors were able to satisfy tiie Nawib hup the payment of

M/NW rupees, and on the 6th July, IIW, th^ obtaneed pansoHaihs
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for “ the currency of their trade*’. Since then the English remained
“ on very good terms ” with %ttj&*ud*din.

V. AnvriBB

Sbttjft-ud'din ranitted Bs. 1,25,00,000 a year to the Delhi

govonmoit*, and thus the total amount of imperial tribute realised

in Bengal and Bihftr, during his adnunistration of 11 years 8 months

and 18 days, and sent to Delhi amounted to Bs. 14,02,78,588.’ He
retained the arrangements effected by bis predecessor for the colleetion

of revenue through the zamindhrs. The * standard assessment

remained the same, that is, Bs. 1,42,45,561*. But a further amount
of Bs. 19,14,005 was realised by Shuj&'-ud-din through the inqwsitum

of ibwdba or additional imposts, in imitation of an old practiop

particularly followed by Murshid Quii. These dbtsdbt were of four

kinds,— (o) NoKortM Mokamai,, that is, “fixed pecuniary acknow*

lodgements paid by the zamindftrs as farmms-feneral of the King’s

revenue virtually for improper remissions, indulgences, favour and

protection; forbearance of huHabood investigatums, or privilege of

being freed from the immediate superintendence of ’imils; but

ostmiribly and formally to defray the charge of noaors sent to court

at the two principal yearly Mussalman festivals, and other great

ceremonial days, in like manner as the jtgirdirs or holders of assigned

territory were, as Mahomedans, with more propriety <fi>liged to

contribute their share ot the whole demand’’; (b) Zar Mdthoot
made up of four component dbw6b$ such as Noaar Pooniah or

presents exacted from the samindirs by the officers of the Exchequer
at the annual settlement .... Bohd4~KMFiit or price of the robes

bestowed at the. same time, on the most considerable landholdas, as

tokens of yearly investiture in their offices of farmers-general of the

Kh^s rent’’, Piuta-bandi "for upholding the river banks" in the

vidnity of liHb>|^ and the port of Murshidibfid, and Bussoom*
nawOrat or " commission ot ten annas per mile exacted by the nnasr

jamd'ddr or head peon, on the treasure brought from the Mofussfl "

;

(e) Mdthoot FiUehdttd, " a partial contribution .... to defkay the
expense ci feeding the elephants <ff both the ndolm and dhodn, kept

at MurshidAbOd, levied for the mos^ part on the interim districts.

1 Lsttsr to Coerl, Mth NovnlMr, 19M, poia 71.

• Onat woeU noks tUs osMest sonoolHa hoa 1. o. Bs. 11, tl. 40jm>14^
am»t» Jmthdt b flrmbeii'a F^tk JUpcrt, Vol. IS, MS4t.

• MbeSs 8km, dttai IStk Itmt, im. Sis Prnmdmt 8«Mlo>
mmt <f tmd* b tib Prouirnem in IW. p. 7. AhmAt is AW, ii.
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in excluiion of Bokinpur and those to the fiontien on the east and

west ”
; (d) FaujdSri abtcdbt or " limited permanent assessments on

the land” levied by the faujddrM on the frontier districts.

These dbtodbt were levied in general on the respective zamindftrs

in projMrtion to the standard assessment of each of them, but they

too wm authorised to collect these from thdr ryots in proportion

to their respective quotas of r^t. farther, nothing of this additional

income was ever sent by Shuj&'-ud*din to the Emperor of Ddhi. It

is also doubtful if any portion of it was spent for productive purposes.

Most probably the whole amount was consumed to meet the charges

of the Naw&b*s luxurious establishments.

According to some df^teenth century Indian historians,

Shu^'-ud>din*8 regime was marked by peace and prosperity. Shore

too observed in 1788 that it was ” moderate, firm and vigilant, and

seems the only part of the whole period (from Murshid Quli to Mir

Q&sim), with an exception perhaps of the last years of ‘Alivardi

Kh&n, in which the conduct of the government was in any respect

calculated for the improvement of the country But we have no

sufficient data to enable us to determine accurately the immediate

effect on the people in general of the impositions, levied on the

samindftrs by the Naw&bs, and the 'increased tactions* of the

former from the ryots. These may not have been then felt to be

very burdoiscnne, and it may be that, due to the growth of conimerce

and increased impmts of specie. ” the resources of 'the country ”, as

Mr. Shore points out. “ were, at that period, adequate to the nieasure

of exaction ”. But the same writer, who made a minute mquiry into

the cemdition of land-tenures in Bengal for several years, prior to the

introduction of the Permanent Settlement, aptly remarked that,

the "mode impontion was fundamentally ruinous, both to the

ryots and the samindArs ; and the direct tendency of it was, to force

the latter into retortions, and all into fraud, concealment and
distress”. There is no doubt that it set a dangrous precedent, the

imitation of which must have in future considerably strained the

resources of the peofde during the second half at the 18th century,

when Bengal had to pass through a very unhappy period due to

acute economic troubles.

VI. SAnfAUAl

Shuji'-ud-din died on the ISth Mardi, 1788, and his body was
inlttrcd in his favourite garden at DUhtpUi. His sm, SarCaiis,

entitled 'AU-ud-danlah Haidar Jang, soon aseehded the mamtad of

* BkmTt diktad ISIli Jww, 'm firmiiisw’s nftk JUpoft. Q, f.
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Bmgal without any diq>ute. Ac|ting acoordmg to' the death<bed

inatnictioiu of his father, the new subahdhr retained the old officers,

like Hiiji Ahmad, the diief dttodn, Rdjf-i-rSydn AlamchSnd, diwSn

of the KhBJkd, and some others, in the impMtant departments' of his

government. But he had not the capacity needed for keeping them
under proper control.

While observing merely the external fonnalities of religion.

Saifanfas was a man of low morals, too much addicted to the pleasures

of the hamm, and so he whiled away most of his hours in the company
either of sdf>seeking and idle theologians .or of the 1500 women of

his harem. Not to speak his want of strength of character and
administrative genius, he lacked all the essential qualiUes needed

for the rulw of a State and developed a foolish simple-mindedness,

unbecoming of the position he held. The administtation of the

province consequently fell into confusion and disorder. This state

of things emboldened the officials as weU as the magnates of the

province to augment their respective influence even at the cost of

the NawAb, who had ultimately to lose not only his throne but also

his life as the price of his inefficiency.*

* Holwall, htmeMea Hiriorkd Evm»U, 7S-77: Otim’* ledotten, ii. tS.

YomI *Ali (conaUntbr pmcnt with Uw Nnweb during hh gear of rule.)



CHAPTER XXm

AUVARDI KHAN

I. EabIiT cabbeb or Auvakoi

The ISth centuiy histoiy of India was connderably influenced

by the rise of Muslim adventurers of foreign extraction to exalted

positions like Subahd&rships, N&ib>Subahdirahips, etc.; thus there

was the Nusgan-ttl*muik Asaf J&h in the Deccan, 171S ; Sa'idat ‘Ali

in Oudh, 1723; Saif-ud*daulah in the Panjab, 1713. In Bengal we

And an example of this in the career of the immigrant Tuiko-Arab,

Alivardi, who belonged to a family of adventurers.

Alivardi’s original name* was Mirz& Band£ or Mitzk Muhammad
*Ali. His grandfatho', an Arab by descent, was foster-brother of

Aurangseb and was exalted by the latm as a Mughal mansabdkr. ffis

father MinA Muhammad began his career as a cup-bearer in the

service of *Azun Shah, the third son of Emperor Aurangzeb.

Mirril Muhammad's ddest son Mirzft Ahmad was bom during the

early years of Aurangseb's reign, and his second son Mirzi

Muhammad *Ali was bom ten years later in one of the citjes of the

Deccan, Mitsi Muhammad ‘Ali’s mother belonged to tke Turki

tribe of Afdiir, settled in Khurlstn, and was thus rriated to

Shuji'uddin Muhammad Khan, son-in-law of Murshid Quli Jafar

Khan and Deputy Governor or OrissA in the time of that Nawab.
MirzA Muhammad's sons were favoured by ‘Azam Shah when they
attained to the adult age. The elder, MirsA Ahmad, was placed in

charge of the dbddrkhdfia (pantry) at Delhi, and MirzA Muhammad
'All was appointed superintendent of the /UkhdTta (elephant-stables)

and was dso entrusted with the cha^ of the gmrdozkhana (depart-

ment of embroidered doths)

.

The members of Mirzi Muhammad 'Ali's family were reduced to

great distress after the death of their patron 'Azam Shah in the
bloody battle fought at Jijau near Agra m the month of June, 1707.

But Mirdl Muhammad 'Ali's adverrity could not damp his qririt.

It rather trdned him for his fbture eminence by compelling him to
try his Inek in the Bengal Subah, where in the court of ShujI'ud-din
Muhammad Khan at Cuttadc his father had already found a hosiflt-

able didtor; In llflO he proceeded towards Bengal iii a state of

* ju (iBaifaA iVans.) «Wi rMSi^Msy'Jdw. t as.
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eartreme penury with his wife and daughters ; but, on his arrival at

Cuttack, Shuj&*-ud-din recdved him cordially. Being endowed with

a keen intellect and a cai>acity for judging and transacting the

most ddicate aflkirs as well as with great prowess and bravery. Mirak

Muhammad ‘Ali soon made his influence felt in the government of

Shtti&*-ud-din. His brother Mira& Ahmad, now called B&ji Ahmad
after his return from Mecca, also came to Cuttack from Delhi, with

his family consisting of three sons named Muhammad Razk, Ag&

Muhammad Sa*id, and Mirza Muhammad H&shim. IBlji Ahmad
soon got an appointment carrying a monthly salary of Rs SO/-, and

his three sons were given posts on monthly salaries of Rs S0/>, 20/-,

and Rs 10/-, respectively.

Through industry and tact Mirz& Muhammad ‘Ali and HAji

Ahmad contributed in no small measure towards making the govern-

ment of Shuj&*-ud-din popular and respected, and gradually

strengthened ^eir personal influence in the State. They even

helped their master in securing the masnad of Bengal, and were in

return elevated to loftier positions. In 1728 Shujft-ud-din appointed

Mirz& Muhammad *Ali jaujddr of R&jmahal, (which because of its

strategic geographical position as the gate of Bengal was a place of his-

toric importance in different periods) , and conferred on him the title of

Alivardi. Hie efficient administration of the ehakla of Akbamagar
(R&jmahal) by Alivardi gave peace and prosperity to its people.

Hkji Ahmad remained at Murshidabad as one of the principal advisers

of Shuj&'-ud-din ; his eldest son Muhammad Rad (later on known
as Nawtzish Muhammad Khan) was appointed bakhthi (paymaster)

of the Nawab’s troops and Superintendent of customs at Murshidabad ;

his second son Aga Muhammad Sa’id (later on called Sa*id

Ahmad Khan) was appointed faujddr of Rangpur and his youngest

son Mini. Muhammad Hftshim (later on called Zainuddin Ahmad
Khan) was invested with tiie title of Khan*.

It would appear from the accounts of writers like SalimuDah.

Holwdl and Scrafton, that the two brothers asserted their influence

in Shujft'ud-din’s court through some ignoble and unworthy tractics.

Salimidlah writes that they engaged their begams to humour
Shuji'-ud-din. Holwell observes that Hftji Ahmad "soon found out

the great foible of his master, whidi was an ungovernable appetite

for a variety of women, and by indulging and feeding this passion,

quickly gained an ascoidant over his master, and had the disposal

of afl places, small or of importance; and as he .was observed to be
the growing fovourite, all suits and petitions were preferred through

> Twrim and fi.
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hit mediation.* Scrafton has gone so fat as to note that Hftji

Ahmad “ made a sacrifice of his own daughter to his master's lust

But these accounts do not seem to be rdiable. SalimuUah does not

always write about Alivaidi as an impartial critic, while the state*

ments of Holwell and Scrafton being baaed mostly on secbndaiy

sources are in many cases inaccurate. Their observati<ms, especially

those of Holwell, cannot always be regarded as historically true, unless

they are corroborated by othw sources. Hftji Ahmad was of course

cunning and tactful, and was not personally a man of sound morals,

but there is no evidence reliable and impartial enou^ to justify us

in asserting that he sacrificed numerous women, including some of

his own family, for the fulfilment of his own designs. Even if he is

accused as having humoured his master by pandering to his tastes,

the gradual elevation of Mirzfi Muhanunad ‘Ali was in fact the

outcome of his loyal and skilful services to his patron in matters of

administration.

n. Auvabdc- as Deputt-Govurhob op Bihar

Alivardi’s fortune took a brilliant turn with his appointment as

the Deputy Governor of Bih&r, when it was added to Bengal by
the Delhi Emperor about 17SS A. D. after the dismissal of its old

govonor Eakhr-ud-daulah, who being an uneducated, arrogant,

proud and self-indulgent man, had unwisely provoked Khfind-Daurfin

Samaftni-ud-daulah by insulting his brothm* Khwftja Mu'tasam who
was then leading a retired religious life at Patna. Alivardi started

tor ‘AsimilAd in 178S, wHh five thousand men, cavalry and infantry,

his two aOns-in-law, his newly bom grandson Mirzfi Muhammad
(later Nawab Sirftj-ud-daulah) and several other relatives. Shujfi'-

ud-din soon procured for him toom the Delhi court the title of

Mahfibat Jang, the rank of a 6’hazibri mansabd&r, and the honour
of posaessing a fringed pfilki (pahtiqiSn)

,

a standard and kettledrums.

The province of Bihftr was then in a greatly disturbed state

due to the weak and capricious government of Fakhr-ud-daulah.

But Alivardi faced the ntuation bravely. He reduced to submission

the refractory zamindars of the province, like the rajahs of Bettift,

Bhanwftrah, Bhojpur, Rajah Sundar Singh of Hkftri and XKmgilr
Khln Ma'in of Narhat-Samiti*, and compelled them to pay the

^ JMiraaShs HktoHttl EvmtU^ Itet I, p. SI.

* MgMimu m Ouvtnmmi of MigsCaa.
• Bhaaahialt It liaa tweal lasetioBid as a aialial oadsr Mikar TMiat in

flabali Khir in ^la (tniul). Tol H, ISS. Stewart («Mmv sf Wmgd, 478)
wNaiAr calls it fteslwaisli nalwart mm a staM ia BSMe.
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govemmeiit duea which they had withheld tot sevend yean. He
broui^t under control the chief of the ChakwAn, a brave Hindu
tribe who, with thdr stronghold at Sambho in the Begusarti

aubdiviakm of the Monghyr District, had long defied the authority

of the Subahdin of Bengal and "laid everything that pasnd the

river by Monghyr under contribution, and put the European settle*

mmts to an annual heavy expense of a large armament to eacwt

their trade to and from Patna He similar^ chastised the

tiubulent BanjarAs, who in the guise of traden and travellen had
been devastating different parts of Bihar. Peace and order returned

to the province as a result of Alivardi’s successful administration.

He thus found means both to secure Shuj&*-ud-din*s goodwill and
aogm»t his own power and influence.

Taking advantage of the weakness of Sarfaite, Alivardi and Hiji

Ahmad soon formed the design of srizing the govemmmit of Bragal.

Shrewd and ambitious, they realised that the time was an opportune
one for their aggrandisement, as not only was the Bengal subahd&r
an utterly incompetent moral wreck, but the indolent Delhi Emperor
too, then shorn of prestige as a result of Nidir Sh&h*s invasion, was
not in a porition to check their pretensions. Some self-mterested

counsellors of SarfaiAz like BAji Lutf *Ali, Mir Murtaza, Mardki
‘Ali Khan and others, who were not on good terms with the two
brothers, poisoned his mind against them and opened his qres to

their mischievous activities. The estrangement between them and
the Nawab thus growing wider and wider, they decided to strike

as quickly as posrible to realise their end. They were able to secure
the friendship of a prominoit official of the Nawab’s darbdir,

Alamchand, and that of Jagat Seth Fatehchand, whose changed atti*

tude towards the son of the deceased Nawab was due mmre to their

derire to exploit his distracted situation to their own advanthge than
to any other motive. There is no rdiable evidence for asserting that
the Nawab, though a dissipated youth, ever took any direct step,

calcuhted to tarnish the honour of the two brothers. His great

ef da
it at the Maria

NwhatF—lUa auundari eatended daat the sentbadtMae Oasa lUpaH, Val. D, S8B4S. Fbr aa
tnOf aide SA SS. 17A 181, SIS, SOS, SS4. SSOk SSI.

Bohedi, AtSnadbf BhMed ffasaSe OS40i Thb b eaiiabeeated hydhMM ta net MOhm CmmItMmu im«i A D. Cmmm, SA ISS tMtS^A SBS. SM. 8SS). The lata Bai Sahft BadAari flbzh af Chtear in the
tTmaeMel eddieiiioB af ISoBshjr rfahwed deneat Sma the Chahmua.

W. 1.^ E A D. Vbl. V, lA Eg (tnad).m Mare BtUbk MSA Val V, {St, Vft
w. «*. -i
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d^ect, however, was that he was devoid of far>sighted vision and

of the capacity to act rightly, which made him totally unfit for

the task of administration. In short, the conq>iiacy of 17S9>40 was

the outcome of ambition and ingratitude cm the one hand, and

disgraceful ;inefiBciency on the other. Its leaden decided among
themselves to call Alivardi from Patna and install him on the matnad

of B^gal. H&ji Ahmad, then present at the Murshidabad dcaha/r,

lost no opportunity to fan the flames of his brother’s ambition and

hostility against Sarfar&z by soiding to him true as well as distorted

rq>orts about the Nawab’s conduct and movements.

Alivardi also prepared himself most cautiously and tactfully for

the inevitable conflict. He had an old friend at the imperial Court,

named Ishhq Khan I, then enjoying the confidence and favour of the

Emperor Muhammad Shah. He wrote a private letter to him with

a view to obtaining patents granting him the government of Bmigal,

Bihilr and OrissA, in return for which he promised to send to the

imperial Court a present of one krore of rupees over and above the

usual annual tribute amounting to one krore and some lakhs. He
also requested him through another letter for an imperial order pormit*

ting him to wrest the maanad of Bengal from Sarfar&z Khan by force

of arms.

HI. Auvasdi sbizbs Bbnoai. thronb

Having taken all possible precautions, Alivardi marched from

Patna for Bengal, towards the end of March 1740, with about 7000

cavalry, a large body of infantry, and a strong artillery. Crossing

the RAjmahal hills, which stood as the natural defence of Bengal

against any external invarion ftom the north-west, through the

Shihib&d and Teliigarhi passes, he arrived within the jurisdiction

of the chakla of Akbanugar (B&jnwhal). Sarfatfiz had till then

no knowledge of Alivardi’s movements, as all means of communi-
cation horn Bihar to Bengal had been stopped by ’Atiullah Khan.
faujddr of Bfljmahal, under the instructions of his fh^ha-in-law

Hftji Ahmad.
In justification of his own conduct, and with a view to making

the position of H&ji Ahmad and his other relatives staying in

Murshidabad safe b^re actually striking against Sarfatfis, Alivardi

now wrote a letter to the Nawab to the following effect : — Snee,

aftw my brother H&ji Ahmad has been insulted in various wgya,

attempts have bear mode to-injure the prestige of our family, your
servant in ord» to save that family from further disgrace has been

compelled to come w f*r> but with no other sentiments than those
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of fidelity and submission. Your servant hopes, therefore, that H&ji

Ahmad would be permitted to come to hhn with his family and

dependants”. This letter came to Sarfar&z as a bolt from the blue.

He was at his wits’ end to decide what he should do with H£ji Ahmad
and consulted his officers on this point. On the advice of some of

them, he permitted the fli&ji to proceed to his brother. This was
indeed a great blunder on his part, as the two brothers were now
able to act directly in concert with each other against him. Shrewd
enough not to expose himself till he had come to his brother, Hftji

Ahmad decdved the Nawab, in the course of his journey, by false

professions of friendship and fidelity.

Alivardi’s advance into Bengal naturally caused intense anxiety

to Sarfaiaz, and his chastisement was considered necessary by the

generals of the Nawab. Sarfaifiz himself marched out of

Murshidabad on the 6th April, 1740, at the head of 4000 cavalry and
a large body of infantry, leaving his son H&fizullah sumamed Mirz&

Am&ni and his faujdar Yasin Khan in charge of that city. Marching

through B&hmanifi, Dewansar&i and Komriih, Sarfaraz reached

Giri&. Alivardi had in the meanwhile encamped in an area stretching

from Aurangabad beyond Suti to Charka BaliaghaUi. Each party

had nearly an ’ equal force ’, that is about 20,000 infantry and 10,000

cavalry* . Sarfarftz had 20 pieces of artillery but Alivardi too had
some. Further, the latter had 8000 Afghans in his cavalry and ” his

infantry levied in Bihar were much stouter than those in the army of

Sarfatftz Khan, who were mostly natives of Bengal”. After some
futile negotiations for compromise, Alivardi marched towards

Sarfarftz’s camp at two o’clock in the night of 9th April, 1740, and
fell upon it early in the next morning. A furiously contested

battle ensued, causing a stampede and heavy casualties in Safaifiz’s

army. A chance shot on his forehead killed the Nawab and his body
was carried to Murshidabad to be buried there at NuktftkhAli (now
known as Naginftbftgh) on the east side of the city, by his son

H&fizullah Khan and the faujd&r Yasin Khan, ^me devoted

Mudim as well as Hindu generals of Sarfar&z tried to avenge the

death of thdr master and rushed valiantly against Alivardi, but

* Soti lies about 94 nilea N. W. of Munbidabod cHy; Gbit ia aitaalad about

99 nilas to tba N. W. of Munhidabud dqr on tba alindnl plain aoutb of 8uti at

tbe ansfe fannad by tba enttinz of tba Bbigbuthi boa tba naan ataaa of tba

CHugan. Aatanvdad Ua about S idia to tba N. W: of Suti; CMa BMa&lilta
itihts to tbe tuo vBapa of Cbaaldl and Wlttd**** Ivbif doaa to oadi oUmv tbe

buaar about 4 aia and tba latter about 4 aila to tba aoutb of GMa. BUaanilb
is aitaalad about 4 aia. Hautnaiii about 19 aSa and tSoaulh about 90 alia
uorlh of Maabidabad oUy.

HoluaB, Jbfaailiay Hiiafarbaf BetmU, 99; Okaa. tmioaUm, YoL 91.

M
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their efforts ended in failure before the opposite party, now flushed

with victory.

The battle of 6iri& brought the masnad of Bengal within

Alivardi’s grasp. Two or three days after this battle he entered the

city of Murshidabad and tried to soothe the wounded feelings of

the relatives of Sarfar&a by showing himself penitent for his vile

deed. Snrfaraz’s sister NafisA Begam was allowed to take possession

of a portion of the khaa tdluq (personal demesne of Murshid Quii)

yielding an annual revenue of one lakh, besides keeping her own

property, and all the members of the late Nawab’s family were

granted allowances, due care being taken to maintain the dignity

of his infant son AkA BabA. After some time NafisA Begam was

taken to Dacca by NawAzish Muhammad, who respected her as a

mother and entrusted her with the control of his household affairs.

Alivardi seized the wealth of the late Nawab amounting to about

70 lakhs in cash an<l jewels, gold and silver bullion, and other

precious things worth five krores of rupees. Some additional wealth

belonging to HAji Lutf Ali, Minuchihr Khan and Mir Murtaza was

confiscated under his orders.

IV. Alivardi Khan as Nawab of Bengal,

Bihar and Orissa

Having formally ascended the mamad in the Chihit Satun,

Alivardi 'effected some changes in the officers ot the government.

His nephew NawAzish Muhammad was appointed DiwAn of Crown*
lands and Deputy Governor of Dacca with Husain Quli Khan as his

deputy. The Deputy Governorship of BihAr fell to Alivardi’s

youngest nephew, Zainuddin, who had married his daughter AminA
Hegam (mother of SirAj-ud-dauIah) . ‘Abdul *Ali Khan, maternal

uncle of the historian GhulAm Husain and a cousin of Alivardi, was
placed in charge of the government of Tirhut in addition to his

duties as the revenue-collector of the parganas of BihAr and BiswAk.

Mir Muhammad Ja'far Khan was made the paymaster of the old

army in the place of Alivardi’s brother-in-law QAsim ‘Ali Khan, who
was appointed faujddr of Kangpur, while the paymastership of th^

new army was entrusted to Nasrullah Beg Khan. MirzA Mnzar dliaa

Haidar ‘.4Ii Khan, a cousin of Husain Quli Khan, was appointed

superintendent of the Nawab’s artillery. On the death of the

diwAn Alamchand. his peshkAr Chin BAy was made diwAn of peshdasti

and diwAn of khAlsa with the title of RAy-i-RAyAn. JAnkiiAm diwbi
of Alivardi’s house-hold affairs, -became diwAn of the miscdlaneous

departments, ‘AtAulIah Khan, a son-in-law of HAji Ahmad, who had
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served as the fnujdar of Rtjmahal since the time of Nawab
Shujft‘*ud-din, was made faujdftr of BUgalpur also, and Ghul&m
Husain, an old follower of Alivardi became his chamberlain (hdjib)

in the place of Mir Murtazft.

It took some time for Alivardi to remove the bad impression

that had been created in the minds of the people by his ungrateful

conduct towards Sarfarftz. KhwSja ‘Abdul Karim tells us that “by
behaving kmdly and being on friendly terms with all, by distributing

money and by acting with discretion, Alivardi gained over to his

cause all men living far and near**. He also secured a formal

recognition of his new authority from the Delhi Emperor Muhammad
Shah by profusely bribing him and the principal nobles and officers

like the wazir, Qamruddin Khan, the Bakhshi, Asaf Jfih NizSm*ul*

Mulk, and others. It should be noted that though the Mughal

Empire had virtually collapsed by the middle of the 18th century,

yet the name of the Emperor and the fiction of imperial suzerainty

were sought to be utilised by almost all who were then trying to

build political supremacy in India. During the second half of that

century, the Marathas. the English and also the French, tried to use

this fiction to serve their own ends.

The Bengal revolution of 1789-40 was a significant episode not

only in the history of that province, but also in th.at of the decaden*!

Mughal Empire. It is a clear illustration of the grossly vitiated

atmosphere of the age, and of the effects of treachery, ungratefulness

and inordinate ambition. Alivardi*s behaviour towards Sarfanlz. the

son of his benefactor, was certainly abominable, so much so that oven

GhulAm Husain, with his usual partiality for Alivardi, could not

justify it wholly. A Nemesis followed it when his favourite grand-

son and successor Sirftj-ud-daiilah fell a victim to the same forces

which had worked to cause the ruin of Sarfarftz. It might very well

be said that the battle of Pllissey was the reply of divine justice to

the battle of Girift. To sanction such an act of usurpation in return

for a bribe was certainly an ignoble transaction on the part of the Delhi

Emperor and his court. The fact that the supreme head of a State

and its highest executive, could sell themselves for a mess of pottage,

was an ample proof of the growing moral bankruptcy of the Mughal
Empire, which was soon to bring about its tragic collapse.

V. SnimTaATioN or Omssa bt Ai.ivabdi

The battle of Girift brought Bengal under Alivardi’s control, but
Orissft. which 'for various reasons formed an important part of the
Bengal Snbab, still remained unsubdued. Its Deputy Governor,

Rustam Jkng (ot%ina% known as Mursbid Quli II), son-in-law of
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Nawab Shujft-ud-din, being goaded by his wife Dardina Began,

refused to recognise the usurper’s authority. With a strong deter-

mination to reconquer Bengal, he started from Cuttack towards Bala-

sore in the month of December 1740. Alivardi also mardied out of his

capital in January 1741, accompanied by his nq>hew Saulat Jang

and a large body of troops, with a view to opposing him. The
zamindftrs of Midnapur were won over by Alivardi, but, while

crossing the river Sul^marekh&, he piet with furious opposition at

the ferry of R&jgh&t, from Rajah Raghunath Bhanja of Mayurbhanj.

He was able to overcome this opposition quickly, and having crossed

the river fixed his camp at Ramchandrapur,, situated at a distance

of three miles from Rustam Jang’s camp at Phulw&ri (four miles

north of Balasore town). But shortage of provisions caused some
trouble to him. The zamind&rs of Midnapur and the neighbouring

areas failed to supply him with the requisite quantity of food-stuffs.

The little that could be sent by them, was intercepted on the way
by the other zamindars of Orissa, who out of their love for Rustam
Jang, were not well-disposed towards the usurper. In such critical

circumstances, Alivardi thought of coming to terms mth Rustam
Jang, but Mustafft Khan screwed him up and advised him to wait

during the rainy season in his entrenchments and attempt the

conquest of Orissft after its expiry.

The collision, however, came about soon. Mirz& Bftqar, the

youthful son-in-law of Rustam Jang, took the offensive by proceeding

against Alivardi’s troops, and a bloody fight ensued. But fortune

went against Rustam Jang, who was defeated at Phulwiri on the

Srd of March, 1741, and Mirza Bfiqar was severely wounded.

Rustam Jang fied with his wounded son-in-law to Masulipatam, his

family consisting of his begam, a son, and a daughter bring left in

a forlorn condition in the fort of B&rtb&ti. Tliey were fortunatdy

saved from being captured by Alivardi’s men through the timriy

aid iff the zamindftr of Khutdft, who was a friend of Rustam Jang.

His general Shfth Murid safely conducted them to Inchipur in the

Ganjam district, whence they were brou^t to Mini Biqar.

Th^ had to q>end their days in a destitute condition in the Deccan.

Alivardi remained in Otissi for a month fai order to consolidate

his authority there. He left his nephew and son-in-law Sa*id Ahmad
Khan, sumamed Mahim-ud-daulah Saulat Jang, as Deputy Governor

of Orissi and returned to Mnrdiidabad. But this was a bad choice.

Saulat Jang was quite unfit for governing a newly-acquired country.

His intempenuu^, folly and over-bearing manners ao<ni made hhn
unpopular and gave an opportunity to the old ofltem and partisans

of Rustam Jang to invite hHrril Biqar. After the soldims of Saulat
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Jang, newly recruited in OrissA and less faithful than the Bengal

troops who had returned discontoited from OrissA due to his

ill-advised policy of reducing their pay, had openly revolted against

him, MirzA BAqar reentered Cuttack with a batch of Maratha

infantry m the month of August 1741. Saulat Jang and his entire

family were captured and placed under strict confinement in the

fortress of BAiAbAti. Midnapur and Hijli also soon fell under the

control of MirzA BAqar.

This was a severe blow not only to Alivardi’s newly established

authority in OrissA but also to his prestige. Saulat Jang’s parents,

Haji Ahmad and his wife, requested him to secure the release of their

son by permitting MirzA BAqar to enjoy the government of OrissA.

But he decided to restore his prestige and power by effecting the

rescue of his nephew and frustrating MirzA BAqar’s aims. He left

Murshidabad for Orissa at the head of t0,000 cavalry, strengthened

by a good corps of artilleiy, and defeated MirzA BAqar at RAipur on

the southern bank of the MahAnadi in the month of December, 1741.

Mirza Baqar again ran away to the Deccan with his Maratha allies by
the road of ChampAghAti. He was able, through the help of MurAd
Khan, commander-in-chief of the Raja of I^urdA, to baffle the

attempts of some Afghan generals of Alivardi to capture him. Saulat

Jang was then rescued by some generals of Alivardi, like Mir Muham-
mad Ja’far Khan, Mir Muhammad Amin Khan (a stepbrother of

Alivardi and brother-in-law of Mir Ja'far) and others, and was sent

back to Murshidabad with a portion of the NawAb's army, and thus

only five thousand cavalry and some of his leading offleers remained

with Alivardi.

The Nawab stayed in OrissA for about three months with a view

to restoring order in its government. He appointed his friend

Shaikh Ma’sum, a native of PAnipat and a brave general. Depnt.v

Governor of OrissA. and DutlabhrAm. son of Rajah JAnkiiftm his

peshhdr, and started back for Bengal. On the way he halted at

Balasore in order to punish the Rajah of Mayurbhanj for his

unfriendly behaviour during the recent war. While he was at

Jaygaih, near Midnapur, one of his revenue-collectors in that

quarter reported to him the news of a Maratha advance towards

Bmigal.

Thus Alivardi was not destined to enjoy peacefully the kingdom
whidh he had gained by his cleverly engineered plots and hard

flirtings. The repeated incursions of the Marathas. oompBoated
by the idbeDions of the Nawab's Af^an soldiers in 1745.and 1748,

gave him no rest during the greater part of his rule, devastated hhi

provmee, .affected its trade and manufactures most injurioua^, paved
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the way for its economic decline which became so alarming after

1757, and also ultimately led to the establishment of Maratha

supremacy over Orissft. This subject will be treated in the next

chapter.

Alivardi concluded a treaty with the Marathas in May or June

1751 and thus became comparatively free to devote his attention

to the task of healing the wounds that had been inflicted o^Bengal

by the Maratha ravages. With a view to giving more efficiency to

the administrative machinery, he made some new appointments.

RAj&r&m Singh, hitherto head of the espionage departmenijt, was

appointed faujdftr of Midnapur and Karam Ali, the author of

MuzaffamSmah, faujdftr of Ghorftghftt. On the death of the Nawab’s

old diwftn Biru Dutt, Raja Kiratchand the son of R&y-i-Rftyftn

Alamchand, was appointed in his place. Kiratchand died after two

years when his deputy Ummid RSy succeeded him with the title of

R&y-i-Rftyftn. On the death of Raja J&nkiram, deputy governor of

Bihftr, in the year 1752, his office was conferred upon his diwan

R&mnftifiin*. DurlabhiSm, son of Raja Jftnkirftm, was elevated to

the post of the diwftn of the military department and also began to

act as the agent (vak3) of Rftmnarftin at the Murshidabad court.

VI. Last days of Alivardi
V

But the zeal of the Nawab, about 76 years old in 1751, for

ameliorative measures was not destined to contribute to the welfare

of the province much longer. Some premature bereavements in his

family made his last days extremely unhappy. Ikiftm-ud-daulah, the

younger brother of Sh&j-ud-daulah, who had been brou^^t op with care

by Shahfimat Jang as an adopted son, died of small-pox in the year

1754 A. D. Shahftmat Jang, overpowered by grief for the boy, died

frmn an attack of dropsy on the 17th December, 1755. His

* S. SSS; f. SSB. We a abort Mcoant-of Baammm'e
iamilY in the prclaee to the DiwM4-Iimmoom of Baja Bamananin eoaq^ed hy
Bai LachBMiii naaad ia 1870 A. D. and pvhlMied hgr the Nawd KMieee Freea in

the aane year. Baanarain^ iather BSag Lai, a Sdvaetava BDayastha, eriaindly

Heed ia the vgbfle of KUnaqmr ia pai«BBa BleaKhn of Hhahahad dbtriet Bang
Lai held aa hrfetiar post ia the Bihar gomamiat daring the Depatg^GoeenMaaldp
of ABvaidi. Blaniliiin first enlared poUie life aa a hWwarie darhig the
adaiiahliatioa .of Zahiaddia. BeeaMo of hia aacrit he was appointed ia a few yeaia

paifthfe of the OfeiSa and then INwfa aadar Bida Jfedthftaa. Btaanfitah was weB
vened ia Iferriaa. Be lemaiBed ia ehaige of tho Bihir gnsaraBwat far 11 peaia.

A tapMMBtatfee of hie fsAilp, Bai MathaA Ptaaad, BA. atB oeeapiea hfe oU
how ot UahMMilt ia
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brother, Saulat Jang, foUowed him to the grave on the 26th of

Fdbruaty, 1766.

These calamities caused a tmiblc depression in the mind of the

old Nawab and affected his health seriously. He was attacked by

dropsy on the 10th of February, 1766 ; the best efforts of llie

renowned physicians failed to cure him, and he expired at 6 A. M.
on the 10th April, 1766, at the age of eighty. His body was buried

near his mother's grave at Khushbfigh, on the west bank of the BhAgi-

rathi, opposite the Motijhil outside the Murshidabad city. Just

before his death he gave the following advice to Sir&j*ud-daulah :

—

"My darling ! the strength of youth has given place to the weakness

of old age ond the inevitable death is near me. Through the grace

of Gh)d, I have carved out a very rich dominion for you. Now my
last words to you are that you should try to suppress the enemies

of the kingdom and to elevate its friends, and that you should devote

yourself to securing the well-being of your riibjects by removing all

evils and disorders. Union brings forth prosperity and disunion

causes misery. Your government would be stable if its foundation is

laid on the goodwill of the governed. If you take to the ways of malice

and hostility, the garden of your prosperity will wither away”.

(Mitzaffamdmak, f. lOlh.)

Vn. Auvabdi's CHARAcnat and HABivrs

In his private life Alivardi was free from the prevailing vices

of the great in that age. .Trained in the school of adverrity in his

early days, he developed a puritanic temperament and was not

addicted to debauchery or drunkenness. Orme has justly remarked
that “his private life was very different from the usual mannm of

a Mahometan prince in Indostan; for he was always extremely

temperate, had no pleasures, kept no seraglio and always lived the

husband of one wife”. Though, as M. Jean Law, the then chief

of the French factory at Qisimb&x&r, observes “ deceitful and
ambitious in the highest degree”, he bad an impUcit faith in God,
and often utilised his leisure hours in studying books .on theology

and history.

R^lar in his daily habits, Alivardi apportkmed his time

in such a way as to enable him to pay proper attenUon to each duty.

He left his bed two hours before day-light and having finished the
usual ablutions, performed the additional prayos. After the first

obligatoty prayer he (bank ooffee in the oonqiany of some (dioice

friends, and next sat in his riarbdr at 7 A.M. to transact the affairs

of the State. Here he granted interviews to hu prindpal rivil and
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military officers and gave suitable replies to their queries. After

two hours he retired into a closet with some of his favourite friends

and his nephews, Shahamat Jang, and Saulat Jang, and his grandson

Sii&j-ud>daulah. For full one hour he amused himself by listening

to vases and stories. Fond of delicious food, he sometimes personally

supervised the preparation of his victuals and suggested new methods

of cooking to his cook. He always took his dinner in company with

a large numba of guests. After dinner he enjoyed a short nap, attended

by story-tellers and guards. He left his bed at I P. M., and after

finishing his noon-day prayers read aloud a chapter of the Quran

before devoting himself to his evening prayers. A cup of water

cooled with saltpetre or ice, according to the season, was drunk by

him to the dregs, as this answered his necessity for full twenty-four

hours. He next conversed with some pious and learned men, and

after their departure spent full two hours in transacting the affairs

of government. Early in the night he first attended to the necessary

prayers, after which his Begam, Siraj-ud-daulah*s Begam, and other

ladies of his family appeared before him. He hte only some fruits

and sweetmeats in their company before going to bed.

Alivardi was a brave warrior. He knew, writes M. Jean Law,

how to command an army. Ghulam Husain observes that “in

goieralship he had no equal in his age except Asaf Jah Nizan\-ul-

mulk. ’’ He had a great fondness for keeping animals, seeing

animalfights, and chasing wild animals. A letter from the IVwch
Council at Chandemagore to M. Le Vernier, the French Chief of Surat,

dated 11th January, 1746, states :— “ The Nawab has been requesting

us for a long time to have Persian cats. Can you send two of them

on the American vessels which will start from your place in May
for their destination in the Ganges? He has demanded white and

nwle cats In 1749 the English tried to please him by presenting

a fine Arab horse, and in 1754 also they sent him one Posian cat.

For his hunting excursions the Nawab went during the winter to

the hills of Rajmahal.

Alivardi was a kind and generous master, well attentive to the

interests of the officers of his government. He extended his favours,

in the shape of money or posts, to the relatives of his old friends at

Delhi, from whom he had received help during his early days of

adversity. He patronised arts and letters, and his court was adorned

by a number of scholars proficient in different branches of learning.

The more important of them were Maulavi Nasir *Ali iOian, his son

Dfiud 'Ali Khan, ZUdr Husain Khan, Mir Muhammad 'Alim,

Maulavi Muhammad 'Arif, Mir' Rustam 'Ali, Shfih Muhammad
Aniln, Sfalh Adham, Hj^t Beg, Shfih Khiar, Sayyid Mir Muhammad
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Sajj&d, Sayyid, ‘AlimuUah, (the grandfather of the historian Ghulftm

Husain), Shah Haidari (a matnecal uncle of Ghulftm Husain’s

patemri grandfather) , and Qftzi Ghulftm Muzaffar whom
Alivardi elevated to the office of the supreme judge ot Murshidabad.

Azimabad (Patna) was an important centre of Persian education and
some scholars from Persia came to settle there in his time. (Siyar.,

ii. 611-020).

Due to the constant engagement of Alivardi with the hiarathas,

during the first eleven years of his administration, he could not

undertake any productive work during this period. But with

comparative security after the treaty of 1751 with the Maraljhas,

he “applied himself with judgement and alacrity to the rqwse and

security of his subjects and never afterwards deviated in the smallest

degree from these". He turned his attention towards repairing the

towns and villages, which had suffered from the ravages of the

Marathas, and also towards improving the condition of agriculture.

“The custom then was to settle the mSlgtadri (land-assessment)

with the different zamindars on moderate terms ; the Nawab
(Alivardi) abided by this agreement; the zamindars had a natural

interest in their districts, and gave proper encouragement to the

ryots (peasant-cultivators), when necessary would wait for their

rents, and borrow money to pay their own milgtadii punctually.

There were in all districts shroffs (money-lenders, bankers) ready to

lend money to zamindars when requested, and even to the ryots,

which enabled many to cultivate their grounds, which otherwise they

could not have done^.

The masses of the people were not directly subjected to forcible

exaction of money by the government. But, under pressure of

eztraordiruuy finanrial needs due to the Maratha raids, the Nawab
took * casual aids ’ from European trading companies aiul some of

the chief zamindars of the province, like Raja Bftmkftnta of Bajshahi,

Raja Rftmn&th of Dinftjpur, and Mah&rftjft Krishnachandra of Nadift,

whose jurisdictions were free from Maratha ravages. Farther, like

Murshid Quli Ja’far Khan and Shujft*-ud-din he levied dbwdbt on the

zamindars, the total of which amounted to Rs. 22,25A64>’ and the

indirect effects of which must have been similar to what has bem
already noted about the impositionB of his predecessors.

Odmtdat cf PtnSm Cvnupmlmct, Vd. 11^ Ml ft IftT. 8bw, YoL O, MI
Lettir Itan Mir. Bidiard Bachw to tlw 8oa«t CmwiatWoo of the Ceort of Dhoctaw
doted ttth M^, ITM. quoted in Rciungr hhn'ii ittUng tf BfUbk Imdim, SMS,

s ptnaiDgv, FUA Report, Tol. II, tlT, 11.
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Vm. Bslation with thh Eubcwhan
TRADINO COIAPAITIBS

Alivaidi realised the importaoce of looking after the traders in

his province for its economic ptoq>erity. “ He understood perfectly

well”, rmnariced M. Jean Law, ”the interests of his government,

favoured the poor merchants and administered justice when
complaints succeeded in reaching him The council in Calcutta

observed in 1747 that it had been "customary at these doarhdn (of

the Nawab and the Deputy Nawabs) to allow merchants to settle

their accounts in a fair manner whenever it has been required by
eitha party”.* Mr. Scrafton writes that “he used to compare the

Europeans to a hive of bees tA whose honey you might reap the benefit,

but that if you disturbed their hive they would sting you to death

He did not harass them unnecessarily, but it was only in times of

extreme need that he asked them to render him financial help. Thus,

hard pressed by the Maratha invaaons, he exacted contributions from

the English, the French and the Dutch for the safety of the province of

Bengal, whoe " th^ participated of (in) the protection of his arms ”

and enjoyed the profits of trade. In July 1744 A. D., he accused the

English of asasting the Marathas and pointed out that " the English

(who now) carried on the Trade of the whole World, used (formerly)

to have 4 or 6 ships, but now brought 40 or 50 sail, which belonged

not to the Company . . . The Englitii were ordered not to carry

on their trade unless they supplied him with three millions of

rupees to clear off two months’ pay of his soldim and some of thdr

gumy&tkUu were actually arrested and military guards ware posted

at their gwrah aurungs (coarse cotton cloth factories) . After several

unsuccei^ul attempts to conciliate the Nawab through his friend

Jagat Seth Flatehchand, his nephew Sa’id Ahmad Khan, and one

his officers named Chin lUy, Mr. Forster, chief of the Enghah factory

at Qasimbazar, paid a visit to the Nawab according^ the instructioiu

of the Council in Calcutta. He was gracioudy received by the

Nawab was presorted with a saropH, (a full khiPat ot dress of

honour^, and was able to effect a settlement in the month of

September by agreeing to pay him three lakhs and a half. The
OisimbSair factors had to pay an additional amount Of Bs. 80,600

to the Nawab’s goierals and officers; the Patna factors had also to

presort Bs. 6,000 to the Nawab and Bs. 8,000 to his officers, betides

tigning a paper for the annual rent of the Chapra town at the rate

* SB, VeL la 16IK

Xattar to Coal, ttnd Wbmay, VtHt. pm 18S.
* Senftoo, RtfMioM ea <jU O&vt. of IndoHm.
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of Rs. 4^87 ; and the Dacca factors too were obliged to pa3r Rs. 5,000.

A fine horse was also presented to the Nawab which cost S5000

Madras rupees. The restrictions on the Company’s trade were then

removed and its gumaataa were released.

But more than four years did not elapse after this when fresh

troubles arose. In the year 1748 Commodore Griffin, or some men
of his squadron, captured some trading vessels of the Armenian and

the Mughal merchants of Bengal, who complained before the Nawab
for redress. The Nawab thereupon sent a parwanah to Governor

Barwell demanding the delivery of “all the merchants* goods and

effects ” and adopted various repressive measures against the English

Company
I

This obstructed the Company’s trade in the different

factories and added to its pecuniary troubles. After various attempts

the Company could at last persuade the Armenians to express

satisfaction regarding the losses sustained by them in a public darbar

held by the Nawab on the 15th October, 1749. The Engfish had

also to satisfy the Nawab by the payment of one lakh and fffty

thousand rupees, which they borrowed with great difficulty from the

Seths. He at last issued a parwAnah in favour of the Company’s

trade on 8th October, 1758.

Alivardi was always particular about exerting his authority ns

the subahdfir of the province over the European traders. “ He was
writes M. Jean Law, “ xsalous of his authority. He especially affected

a great independence whenever there was question of any affair

between himself and the Europeans. To speak to him of farmdna

or of privileges obtained from the Emperor was only to anger him.

He knew well how to say at the proper moment that he was both
King and Wazir ’’. In the month of July, 1745. he issued a parwAnah
asking the English, the French, and the Dutch not to carry on " any
hostilities against each other in his dominions ’’, during the war of

the Austrian Succession (1740-48). Point Palmyras was fixed as

the point whence neutrality should be observed. In spite of this

prohibition the English and the Dutch in Bengal allied themsdves
against the French, and their mutual relations continued to be
hostile till the suspension of their conflicts in Europe. But the
Nawab always tried to maintain a strict control over than so that!

they might not encroach upon the field of politics in Bengal as they
had already done in the Deccan. M. Jean Law writes that “he
saw with equal hid'gnation and surprise the progress of the .French
and the English nations on the Coromandal coast as wdl as in the
Deccan, for by means of his spies he was informed of everytl^g
that happened there .... He feared that sooner or later the
EoR^eans would attempt similar enterinises m his govemmoit’*.
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Thus, he did not allow the English and the French to build forti-

fications in Calcutta aiul Chandemagore respectively, just as

Murshid Quli Ja'far Khan had stopped the construction of forts by

the English Company in 1718. “ You are merchants ”, Alivardi

often said to the French and the English vakSt, ” what need have

you of a fortress ? Being under my protection you have no enemies

to fear”.

Thus Alivardi’s attitude towards the European traders in Bengal

was strict, but he was not oppressive towards them. He exacted

money from them occasionally under pressing financial needs due to

extraordinary circumstances, and not on “ groundless pretences ” as

the Council at Fort St. George wrongly reported to Admiral Watson

in August 1756. He did not certainly contemplate the expulsion of

the Europeans from his province or the destruction of their trade in

any way. A contemporary French writer observed that the Nawab
'* was very fond of tiie Europeans and they all feared the moment
of his death because of the disturbances which might then take

place”. The Dutch at Chinsura remarked in their petition to

Sir&j-ud-daulah, dated 26th June, 1756, that previously they had

“generally been befriended and countenanced by the Princes of the

land and, up to the glorious Nawab Shujfi’-ul-mulk Mah^bat Jang

(Alivardi) inclusive, always endowed with privileges”. About the

year 1755 the Danes were permitted by Alivardi to settle at

Serampore.

J. 'Z. Holwell’s charge that in his death-bed speech Alivardi

instructed his grandson Siifij-ud-daulah to suppress the Europeans,

seems to be a concoction. Holwell had the habit of inventing stories

or fabricating facts to suit his motives*. Further, his charge against

Alivardi is refuted by some contemporary documents. Mr. Matthew
Collet, second in the English factory at Q5simb5zllr, wrote to the

Council in Calcutta on the 22nd January, 1757 :— “As to Alivardi

Cawn’s last dying speech to his nephew (? grandson) I look upon
it as a specious fhble”. Mr. Richard Becher, Chief of the Company’s

factory at Dacca, remarked in his letter to the Council in Oalcutta,

dated the 25th January, 1757 :— “Mr. Holwell will excuse me if

I do not admit Alivardi Cawn’s speech as genuine till better proofs

are brought to support it than any I have yet seen. Such advice

if really given, it is reasonable to imagine, had few or no witnesses

so that it appears very improbable Mr. Holwell in hSs distressed

rituation at Muxadabad should have been able to unravel the

mysteries of the Cabinet and explore a secret never yet known to

* Beitgil But mtd Brmul, Jidy-Sq>t., ISIS. HOI, II, ISS ISS, fii: SSS:
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any one but himself”. Mr. Watts, Chief of the English Factory

at Qfisimbaz&r, wrote to the Court of Directors on the SOth January,

1757 ;
—

"

The last dying speech of Mahabat Jung or Alivardi Cawn
to his grandson neither he, or I believe any of the Gentlemen of the

Factory, ever heard of; neither have I since heard from any of the

country people; it seems an imitation of the speech of Louis XIV
to his grandson, and appears, as Mr. Collet aptly terms it, only a

specious fable”. Instigated by the Afghan general Mustafa Khan,

Alivardi’s nephews, Shahamat Jang and Saulat Jang, once proposed

to him the repulsion of the English from Bengal. But the old

Nawab did not support their proposal, and, after the departure of

Mustafa Khan from his court, gave them a significant reply :—^'Dear

children I Mustafa Khan is a soldier of fortune, . . . He wishes that

I should always have occasion to employ him and to put it in his

power to ask favours for himself and his friends; but in the name
of common sense, what is the matter with jrour own selves, that you

should join issue with him, and make common cause of his opinion ?

What wrong have the English done, that I should wish them
ill? Look at yonder plains; should you set fire to it, there

would be no stopping its progress; and who is the man then who
shall put out a fire that shall break forth at sen, and from thence

come out upon land. Beware of lending an ear to such proposals again ;

for th^ will produce nothing but evil”*

Hindu oiticbrs in Alivardi’s government

Alivardi could cleverly utilise the services of a few able Hindu
ofiScers in the task of administration. With a brilliant tradition of

administrative capacity since the early days of Indian civilisation,

the Hindus displayed a fine genius in the transaction of both civil

and military affairs under succes.sive governments like those of the

Turko-Afghans, the Great Mughals, the later Mughals and the

British.^ Among the Hindu officers employed in Alivardi’s govern-

ment the most prominent were J&nkiram Shorn, his son Durlabhiftm.

RSmnarfiJn, Kiratchand, TTmmid Ray, Biru Dutt, R&mrftm Singh and
Gokulchand. Orme wrongly asserts that the Hindus discharged only

civil functions. Ghulftm Husain tells us that many of them were
employed in the military service of Alivardi’s government and helped

* Sigar. ii. «I1.

* hi MBw anpablUMd popent diicorered in tlw Beeoid room of tlw Dblflet
Saiga of FMaa, I ftid the lauiies of majr eminent Benpdi Hfanla oileme beinf
enpkqrod in the tadi of adminblcriiic Bflur Atea the year ITfO A. D.
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him greatly during his Orissa expedition and in subduing the Afghan

rebels. The principal Hindu merchants and bankers were also

attached to him. As a matter of fact, Hindu support was an

important factor in his career.

But there remained at the same time an underKnment of

discontent among some Hindu zamindars, probably due to the

dbtodba, imposed on them. Colonel Scott, chief engineer of the

Company, wrote to his friend Mr. Noble in 1754 that **the Jmiiue

(Hindu) rajahs and the inhabitants were disaffected to the Moor
(Muhammadan) government and secretly wished for a change and

opportunity of throwing off their yoke**. This discontent of the

Hindu zamtndars openly manifested itself in the time of Sirftj-ud-

daulah, and their support and sympathy went to the English East'

India Company in Bengal.

Alivardi was no doubt a tactful governor, always solicitous for the

welfai'ie of his province. But his regime of sixteen years was not so

brilliant as has been described by Ghul&m Husain or Karam ‘Ali,

both of whom were indited to him in several ways and naturally

did not refer to the dark aspects of the period. A reflective student

of history will not fail to note that, in spite of almost sleepless

vigilance and care, Alivardi could not save his province altogeUier

from the influence of the same disruptive forces which were then

distracting the other parts of the decaying Mughal empire. Political

troubles like the Manitha invasions, the Afghan rebellipiis. and the

husursions of the Maghs from the Arakan side, disturbed the peace

and order of Bengal and seriously affected the different departments

of the economic life of its people.

Nevertheless, the period is instructive from two points of view.

It diows that retribution follows crimes even in political circles, and
thus an adventurer could not secure real peace, for himself or his

family, from a position usurped by him through force and treachery.

But it is at the same time signifleant to note fhat it was possible for

a tactful and active governor like Alivardi to utilize profitably the
services of officers belonging to both the Hindu and Muriim sects, in

the tadc of administration, even when there were various discordant

factors fai the polities of the country.



CHAPTER XXIV

llCABATHAS IN BENGAL

I. FniST Mar&tha. invasion, 174S.

On his return journey from Katak, Alivardi Khan learned at

Mub&rak Manzil (now called Shdhm^bdftdi) in the AMlmb&gh
subdivision of the Hughli district, and some lA miles south of

Bardwan, that a Maratha army from Nagpur had passed through

Pachet and was raiding the Bardwan district. By a forced march
he arrived at Bardwan, on the 15th April, 1742. Here, next morn-
ing he found himself encircled by the myriads of Deccan light horse.

The Nawab’s position . was very critical, as he had only three

thousand horsemen and a thousand more foot-musketeers with him,

but was encumbered with all his bag^ge, camp followers and

family, the main portion of his army having been earlier sent back

to his capital. He was forced to halt a week in Bardwan. The
Marathas cut off his grain supply, one party of them under

Bh&skar Pandit keeping up the investment and another party

plundering the country for forty miles around.

Driven by hunger, Alivardi attempted a break throu^ the

Mamtha otwdon in the rK>rth-eas|eni diredtion to MulMhidabad,

ti*a KatwA, 85 miles from Bardwan. But the plan was mismanaged,

as the camp foUowers adiom he wanted to leave behind, crowded

upon his troops in wild panic, and his march became a dow and
disorderiy movement. At last by four o’clock in the afternoon his ad-

vance was mtirely stopped in a muddv rice fidd. His baggage and
tei^ ccwaing up from bdiind wen looted by the enemy
hovermg round, and his army had to halt there without food or

didter. A day and two ni^ts passed in diis way, and then on the

S5th the Nawab cut his way through the Biaratha line, with the

he^ of his aitOleiy and mudceteers and the brave Afghan cavalry

undw Mustafa Khan. At Nigun SaiAi, 14 miles short of Katwft,

a deqwtate rear-gnaid acthm was foo^t in whidi Bbdttiib Khan
fdl, but the starvmg army readied KatwA in safety on the Mth.
Dining this retreat, vdienever the Bengal army halted, the Marathas
used to halt lOEenise; jnst faqromi the range of the long nunkets
while then roving bands phindeted and bamt the village for ten
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miles on each side of the track. I^visions and reinforcemaits soon

reached the Nawab at KatwA.

Mir Habib, a poor Persian pedlar from Shiraz, had made him-

self by his ability the right-hand man and deputy of Rustam Jang,

the son-in-laar of ShujA‘-ud-din, and been raised to the peerage.

He now joined the Marathas and guided their plans and operations

with all Us local knowledge, so as to wreak vengeance on Alivardi as

the »emy of his patron. His extraordinary ability and implacable

enmity to Alivardi Khan gave to the Maratha incursion into Bengal

its long-drawn and murderous character.

BhAskar Pandit, finding the Nawab safely escaped to KatwA,

at first wanted to return to NAgpur in order to avoid the rainy

season of lower Bengal, But Mir Habib lured him with the prospect

of boundless plunder, to make a sudden dash on the Nawab's

cap^l, during bis absence. With 700 select Maratha horsemen

the raiding party in one night covered about forty miles and reached

DAhipAiA, a suburb of Murshidabad (6th May 1742), burnt its

bA^, and then crosang over to Murshidabad itself plundered it

for one day without any opposition, taking three lakhs of rupees

from the house of the banker Jagat Seth alone. But Alivardi had

hurried up on the beds of the Marathas and arrived to save his

capita] in the morning of the 7tb. The raiders retreated to KatwA,

a line, of burning village marking thdr track.

From the month of June KatwA became the head quartos of

a Maratha army of occupation. Mir Habib acted as their diief

adviser and agent. Through his friends in Hughli, he secured that

town and port for the Marathas by imprisoning its drunken faujdAr,

Muhammad BazA (eariy in July), and a Maratha garrison undo
Shesh Bao was put in there. Thus, the districts west of the Ganges

passed into the hands of the invaders. “They set up outposts in

many places and occupied the country from Bajmahal to Medinipur

and Jalesar.” Shesh Bao was installed as their govtemor. Unlike

otho Maratha chiefs he was polite, considerate to others^ just and
kind. His good administration soon won the landholders and even

the European traders of these parts over to his side. Mir Habib
acted as the diwan of Bengal on behalf of the Marathas and sum-

moned the zamindars to pay him their land revenue.”

The Nawab’s rule ceased in West Bengal, but his authority was
maintained east the Ganges, though even thme subjected to

occasional ’ raida “All ridi and reqiectable per^Ie abandoned
their hmnes and migrated to the eastern side of the Ganges in order

to save the. honoqy of thdr women. ” (Salimnllah)

.
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II. The Mabatha Tbrr<» In Bbnoai.

CampaionSi, Shptemebr—Decbmbeb, 174S.

All over the country fH)m which the Nawab’s authiMrityi had

disappeared, the roving Maratha bands committed wanttm destruc-

tion and unspeakable outrage. An English factor reported in July

1742, “ The Marathas are plundering in Birbhum, which has put a

stop to all business^ the m^hants and weavers flying wherevor they

can.” Another English merchant, Holwell, writes, “They commit-

ted the most horrid devastation and crudties, fed thdr horses and

cattle with mun>erry plantations and thereby irrepasably inpured

the silk manufacture. A general face of ruin succeeded: Many of

the inhabitants, weavers and husbandmen, fled. The dranps (silk

and cloth factories and emporia) were in a great degree deswted;

the lands untilled The manufactures of the Hranga received so

injurious a blow at this period, that they have ever since lost their

original purity and estimation; and probably will never recover them

again. Evoy evil attending destructive war, was felt by this un-

haiq[^ country in the most eminent degree. A scannty of /grain in

all parts; the wages of labour greatly enhanced; trade, foreign and

inland, labouring under every disadvantage and oppression”^.

GangKifim, an eye-witness, thus describes the sufferings of the

peofipe: “Every class of pe(^le took to flight with their piri^erty,

. . . .rriien suddenly the bargu^ came up and encirded them in the

plain. They snatched away gold and silver, rejecting every,thing

dee. Of some people they cut off the hand, of some the nose and
ears ; some they killed outright. They dragged away the beautiful

wommi The bttrgia after thus committing all sinful acts, set

these WMnen free. After looting in the open, they entered the vil-

lages and set fire to the houses and roamed about <hi dl sides

plundering Th^ constantly shouted ‘Give os rupees, give us
rupees, give us rupees. ' When th^ got no rupee, they filled their

victims* nostrils with water, or drowned them in tanks. . . .It was
only after crossing the BhSgirathi that tire peo|de found safety.

”

tUmH, Mtrmtimt Bht. EvSsta, tnd ed. (17M). Ftet I. pp. 1«.1S1.
Alio Ictten ftoiD FondklMtfy to the IV. Companr, It Jma. 1746 and Slat Jan.
1747 (N. ft)

* tha aama hy dudi the Maratha laidni are IcnearB in Bensd, ia a
ewraptiOB of Md*'. taeanhis the looaet daw of Maratha eoniaaw eeldieea aAoto

rare anpplied by the State, aa eontiMled with idUdne, who
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Another eye-witness, Vfineshwar Vidy&lanfcSr, the Court pandit of

the MiiVni.Hi.jfth of Bardwan writes, “Sh&hu Bajah’s ,troops are nig-

gard of pity, dayers of pregnant women and inifonts, of Brihmans

and the poor, fierce of spirit, expert in robbing the property of every

one and conunitting every kind ot dnful act. . . .Their main strength

lies in thdr marvellously swift horses. If it comes to a battle, they

secretly decamp to some other county.** The sune tale is told by
Salimullali in bis Tarikk-i-Bangala (written in 1763) and by the

French merchants of Chandemagar and the Englidi of Calcutta.

During the monsoon recess of 1742, both sides waited for rein-

fmcemrats. Alivardi encamped outside his capital to guard it, and

recmved two large contingents from Patn& and Pum|&, while

Bh&skar Pandit sent two captains to his master in N&gpur to press

for firedi troops, but he waited in vain. Alivardi decided to attadc

the Marathas before the drying of the roads and the flail of tihe

river level would restore to the light Deccani horse its natural ad-

vantage. Bhftskar was celebrating the Durg& Pujft at Katwfi, in

the most lavidi style with forced contributions from the zamind&rs,

when Alivardi after a wide detour at night by the north and west

crossed the Ganges at Uddharan-pur, some five miles above Katw&,
and the Ajay river, a mile north of Katwfi, by two boait-bifdges

which he had constructed with great secrecy and speed. Early in

the morning of 27th September 1742 (the Navami or gr^nd Puja
day) two thousand and five hundred picked troops of the Nawab
forming’ his van, immediately on reaching the south bank of the
Ajay, formed and charged the sleeping Marotha oamp. Tlio sur-

prise was complete; the Marathas fied away without striUng a blow;
there was little loss of life on either side, but the Marathlas lost all

their camp and baggage.

Bh&skar recalled his troops from all their outposts in Bengjsl,

amd led the fugitives into the Medinipur district, where he lootied

and burnt BAdh&nagar (a famous silk-rearing centre) ^and other
large places, and took post at N&Ayangarh. A detadment ftom
this army captured Cuttack after slaying its governor Shaikh Ma'sum
at J&jpur. But Alivardi marched in person against them and re-

covered Cuttack, driving the Marathas beyond the Chilkii lake
(Dec. 1742). He returned to Murdiidabad in triumph on 9lh
February, 1748.
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m. SECOND Mabatba Invasion, 1743;

AijvAiu>t*B Pact With Tbi Fnshwa.

Early in March 1748, Raghuji Bhonsl^, the Rajah of Nagpur,

himself arrived at Katwfi along with Bh&skar Pandit. He was l^t
upon exacting the chauth of Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa which the

Mughal Emp^r had promised to Rajah Sh&hu, and Rajah Shihu

had assigned to Raghuji. But in the meantime the Delhi Emperor

had appealed to the Peshwft B&lfiji Rao, the rival and personal enemy

<d Raghuji Bhonsl^, and the Peshwi had agreed in the preceding

Novetyber to eject Raghuji from Bengal by force.

Early in February 1743, the Peshwft entered Bihar horn the

south with a strong force. His army was irresistible, and "Mong
his route those who gave him blackmail or costly presents, sr.ved

tiieir lives and property, while those who attempted defeside wero

killed and their houses were given up to plunder.” Ftom Benares,

he traversed iBihar by way of Saseram, IMudnagar, Hkftri, Gayft,

Mftnpur, Bihftr city and Mungir, and then issuing through the hills

and jungles of the Santal Paraganas on to the plain of Birfahum,

took the toad to xlurshidabad. After oaths of fidelity and friend-

ship had been exchanged between the two. Alivardi met the Peshwft

at the village of Chauria-gftchi (on the west bank of the Bhftgirathi

some 10 miles south of Be/hampur Cantonment) on 80th March.

It was agreed at this conference that the Nawab would pay the

chautA of Bengal to Shfthu Rajah, besides a lakhs (rf ropees/to

Bftlftji for the expenses of his army, while the Peshwft undertook to

effect a final settlement with Raghuji who would not trouble Bengal

in future.

Rai^uji Bhonsl^ mi hearing of these two allies advancing toge-

ther against him, decamped from Katwft to Bitbhum. Leaving the

s'ow Bengal army behind, the Pei^wfi made a _rapid cavulfjr dash,

overtook Ra^^uji on 10th April and drove him away into the wesb-

em hills with heavy loss of men and baggage. As Raghuji passed

through Mlabhum and took the road to Sambalpur, the PeAwft

after ipasNi^ through Pachet, gave up the chase and set out for his

return to P^.
The cdcbrated Maratha Ditdi of Calcutta was dug dnrfog this

year, to protect the exposed part of the town, at a cost of Rs.

raised by the local merchants. A mud wall was also raised round

^tnft city by its governor. The nine months from June 174S to

Fdbruaty 1744 passed m peace in tiiese eastern provinces.
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IV. Tamo Mabatha Incobbion, 1744.

At the begimung of March 1744, BhAskar Bandit a^un invaded

Bengal bi]r way of Oriasa and Medinipur. He wna furious at 4oaoig

all the 9oils of his raids in the two previous years, and his disappoint-

ment was heightened by the knowledge that his masteris

PcshwA had cleared twenty>two lakhs of rupees easily by a short

mwipnign in Bengal. The sufferings of the innocent people who

came in his way were worse than anything undergone by them be-

fore.

Alivaidi was utteriy bewildered by this revival of the Maratha

menace. He had paid BAlAji Bao twenty-two lakhs of rupees for

insuring Bengal against all the Bargi raids hi future, and )!here were

those human locusts back again after nine months. The reason was

that in the meanwhile these two Maratha chiefs had met together

at their king’s Court and ShAhu had imposed upon them a conopro-

mise dated Slst August 1748, by which the^portion of Bihar lying

west of PatnA and including ShAhAbAd and TikAri and yidding Iff

lakhs of rupees a year wa8,asngned to the PeshwA, wh3e Baf^uji

was to Boigd, Orissa, and the porticm of Bihar east of PatnA,

and eadi was strictly forbidden to int^ere with the other’s sphere

of influenoe.

The Nawab therefore found that in return for all his expendi-

ture he hi|d got not an assured protector, but only two blood-^(4cers

instead of one. His own situation was well nigh desperate. The
invasionsiof the past two years had halved his inccmie and doubled

his army expenses, while his coffiers had been exhausted by the

heavy tribute that he had to pay to the Delhi Emperor on his|bwn

sueeession and the subsidy exacted by BAlAji Bao in 1748. His
Govemmmit was bimkrupt; his soldim were worn out by the lat^e
of campaigning year aftw year; he hhnsdf was in poor health and
unable to take the fidd. Therefme, a new campaign against the

elurive Maiathas in the fferce summer heat just then beginning, had
to be avoided by all means.

The best means that suggested its^ to his mind was treacher-

ous anasrinatioB, which he had practised before with success agdnst
the Rajah of the ChakwAr tribe. (Holwell, i. /0ff-71.)

.

Advised by his leading Afghan cantain GhulAm Mustafil Khan
and assisted by the nerjured oaths of his nipple iHindn dtwan JAnki-
rAm. he invited Bhiskar Pandit 'and his cantains to an interview with
him for niaking a peaeehT .settleinent of the question of the ehauth'
of Bmcal. The meeting was to take place in a huge tent set up at
MAnkhiA, four miles south of the modern Beihamnur Cantonment
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statkm, and the date was the 81st of March 1744. On entering the

tent, the unsuspecting Maratha general and SI of his c^)tain8 were

all massacred by assasnns hidden in the double side>8Ci*Bens. OnlJjr

one captain, Baghuji Gaikwar, who had remained bdiind on the plea

of illness, galloped away with the troops, and all the Maratha de>

tachments vacated Bengal and; Orissa.

This political crime gave the three eastern provinces peace and

proa|>erity for fifteen months. The Rajah of Nfigpur was in no

pontion to avenge the murder of his graerals immediately; his money

itfiflicnlties had grown worse than before, and his old friction with

the PeshwS had recurred in many a quarter because each was viola*

ting the compromise of August 1748. The Bengal adventure had

only added to the Bhonal4*s load of debt.

But Alivardi’s Government too was at its wits* end for money.

The annual raids had destroyed the resources of the province, while

his army bill for defence had been more than doubled hnd now

amounted to one kror and eighty lakhs of rupees a year. So, he was

driven to raise money by any means, fair or foul.

In his financial distress Alivardi put premre upon the Euro*

pean Companies trading in Bengal. He complained that the English

"carried on the trade of the whole world; th^ formerly used to have

but four or five ships, but now brought 40 or 80 sails which belong

not to the Company.” He expected the rich merchants and refo*

gees in Calcutta to aasist him with a large war contribution for meet*

ing his army bill. The English at last settled his claim by paying

84 lakhs of rupees, besides Rs. 43,500 for his courtiers. The Flmch
at Chandemagar paid Rs. 48,000.

V. Atobait MormT, 1745; Racaoji Bsnnnrs.

A domestic revolution next year turned AlivardTs staongest
allies into his bitterest enemies, and so weakened the defence of
Bengal as to tempt the Marathas to return. The army of the

Nawab of Bengal, Bihar aUd Orissa in the 18th century was filled

entirely with Aftdians (mostly horn Bihar and even Mewat) and
Hindu foot*musketeer8 from Buxar, with some Ondh men. Of
thege the Afghans were the most numerous and effiddnt element.

Tlieir supreme leader was Ghulim Mustafl Khan, whn bad hitherto

been AIivardi*s right*hand man, and they nmnbered 0.000 cavaky
and a smaller hody of infantry. Alivardi had promised Mnstafll^
governorship ot Bihar as his reward if. he coold cwiy ont Ihe mu-
sacve of BhOskar and the other Maratha generals. But as Ae
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Nawab showed no sign of keeping bis word, MustafiL began, to

thieaten him. An armed conflict in the capital seemed imminent:

but Alivaidi seduced some of the other Afghan captains and even

a few the lieutenants of Mustafft. That general at last resigned

the Nawab’s service, and left Murshidabad with his own ‘contingent

in FAruary 1745, on his dues being paid up in fuU.

Ihitering Bihar, the revolted general stormed Monghyr fort and

delivered an assault on Patnft city on 14th March. His army was

now swollen to 14,000 troopers by adventurers from all sidles joining

such a noted freelance. Zainuddin Ahmad Khan, the son-in-law of

AJivairdi, defended the dapital of Bihar, and at first all seemed lost

for him whm a musket-shot killed Mustafil’s elephant-driver,

and that general leaped down from its back. His followers took

this to be a ngn of his death and they broke end fled away. Patnfi

was saved. Despairing of success against the fort. MustafS, with-

drew from ..its walls on 21st March, and retreated to the ShBhiftb&d

district. Alivardi soon came up from Bengal and chased the rebel

out of Bihar to ChuiAr, (April).

But in,the meantimie Raf^nji BhonsT4 had invaded Bengal at

the invitation of Mustafil Khan, and Alivardi had to haAen back

to that province. Seizing this ' opportunity, Mustafft Khan came
out of his refuge in Otidh territory, and entered the zamindftri of Ud-
wanlt Singh Ujjainift, the owner of Jagadishpur (in Shfth&bftd) who
had long been the enemy of the governors of Bihar. But .2Sainuddin

promptly issued from Patnft, and on 20th June attacked !the Afghan

army at Kaihani (12 miles S. W. of Koilwftr on the Son river)

.

Here Mustafft was diot dead and his army fled away to the village

of Miagror under Mustafft’s son Murtasa Khan.

In the meantime, Baghuji Bhonri^ had invaded Orissa, and
captmed Cuttack with its governor Durlabhrftm, the son of the

drvan JinkiitSm. All Orissa up to Medhiipnr passed into the hands
et the Maratbas (Ainfl). After some fhiitless negotMtkms for

feemM, Baghuji enteied the Batdwan district, where he s^sed seven

lakha of revehne. uid passed into Biibhnm to cantmt for the rainy

season, while Alivardi personally guarded Murshidabad.
In September, Raidniji passed into Bihar, nhindering on the

wav. After fording the Son river, he marched to Magror where be
was johied by the remnant of Mustafft Khan's army. He had now
1II.0M Maiatha light horse and 4.000 Afghan soldiers under him.
I.ootiiU[t Bhnhntr on the way. he moved on towards Patnft. liH he
came anon the NawaVs armv led by AKvnrdi himself at th* Bftnrs
tank near Mnhib-Afipar. The Bmigal vangnsrd Ted by Mir JaTsr
auprised the Maiatha Bajah in his camp, but the iattfv escaped.
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A numiiig fight continued for some days (14>20 Nor. 1745), but

the Nawab had to halt for some days to refresh his exhausted troops.

Then, the Marathas led by Mir Habib, doubled back towards

to sdze the chance of looting its now*d|tfenceless capital.

Alivardi followed close on their heds, his army sufloing terrible

privations as the Marathas had looted and destroyed all the food

supply along thdr track.

Following the shorter jungle path, Ra^uji appeared before

Murshidabad on 21st December 1745. Alivar^ arrived there the

next' day. T1ien,Ra^uji fell back on Katw4, but at the Bfini's

Tank west cA that town, he was defeated after a severe battle and

driven away with heavy loss of men and half their baggage. But

while Baghuji himself returned to Nagpur, Mir Habib remained in

the camp of Katwft with some 2600 Maratha horse and 4000 Afghans.

The Nawab and his soldiers alike were worn out by their two hard

campaigns and forced marches in Bihar during the last nine months,

and had to halt in Murshidabad. In April 1746, however, he set

out again and drove the invaders out of Bengal into Orissa, after

vdiich Bengal and Bihar enjoyed peace for a time.

But the Nawab’s Afghan captains, ^amsher Khan and Sardir

Khan, commanding between them 6000 Afghans, w«te found to have

been conspiring with the Marathas for overthrowing Alivmrdi’s role,

and sharing the three provinces with Raghuji. So, the Nawab
dismissed them in June and ordered them to go back to their homes

in the Darbhinga district.

VI. Auvabdi's Poucr Towards Thb Maratha Dbmaiiiib

In October 1746, the Delhi Emperor made a settlement with the

Maratha king’s envoy, ptomiring to order the payment of 25 and 10
lakhs of rupees annually to Rajah ShAhu as the thuuHh of Bengal
and Bihar respectively. Alivardi rightly argued that this payment
could be justified only if Sh&hu in return for this mon^ effectually

kq>t Raghuji %onsI4 out of Bengal, and not merely ordered his

Peshwa to expel Ra^uji after Bengal had Been raided. As he wrote
to the Mamtha agoit in Delhi, "Ra^uji is Rajah ShAhu’a -servant;

now call him back and restrain hhn. When a w»*w like the PeshwA
htmarif is iqqpiehmisive that Raghuji m4(ht again hivade Bengal,
how can I be expected to diriumd my army and hope to see my coun-
ti3» cultivated again f . . . The districts on the (western) bank of
the Ganges have been devastated and not a feouri is being coOeeted
there. If some five rupees ate realised ftom this side (the eastern
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baak), it has to be spent on my troops. Whence can a revenue

come for being sent (to Delhi) ? In tl<is state of things, if the Bhonsle

army does not make any incursion this year, then at the end ci the

year I shall disband my levies and whatever revenue is l^t (after

paying them off) I shall send to the Emperor Therefore, I am
determined to remain prepared for war.”

Li short, Alivardi chose the wiser and manlier part of basing the

defence of his realm on a strong army under his own control, insr

tcad of deprading upon a protective force, maintained at his cost,

to be sent out by the Peshwn for ddFending him in the event of

Baghuji’s invasion, probably after half the province had been deso-

lated and his subjects kept in perpetual alarm by the manifestly

defenceless condition of their ruler. He refused to pay a chauth for

Bihar (ten lakhs) to the Peshwft separately, when there was no
guacantce that Balaji B«o <hi being satisfied as to his own share and
the safety of Bihar, would not leave Raghuji a free hand to raid and
tax Bengal and Orissa, instead of defending the three ea^etrq pro-

vinces together,—which was the Emperor’s object in promising 85
lakhs to Rajah Shahu. The blackmail for the ,entire north-eastern

region must be one charge payable to one authority, and not two
separate amounts payable to two mutually independoit enemy chiefs.

Alivardi’s campaign for the recovery of Orissa from Mir Habib
could not start before the end of 1746, as^he had to wait for new
levies to replace the recently dismissed Afghan contingents of Steun-

sher Khan and Sard&r Khan. At last in ^ovembetr, his genedal

Mir Ja’far, at the head of about 7500 men, marched into the Medini-
pur district, and about 12th December, defeated Habib’s
lieutenant Sayyid Nur in a decisive battle near MedinipuP town.
But Mir Habib came up from the south of Balesar (about 20th
January, 1747) and was soon afterwards joined by a Maratha force

under Jfinoji Bhonsl4 (the son of Raghuji) from Nagpur t>io Cut-
tadc. At the news of this junction of his enemies, ,Mir Jn’far fled

precipitatdy back to Bardwan, abandoning the Medinipur district.

Soon afterwaris, a conspiracy between Mir Ja’far and ’Ataullah (the

faujd&r of Rajmahial) to murder their bmicfaotor and kibsman
Ab'vardi, was discovered and the two were dismissed. (Siyar, ii.

157).

Nothing daunted by these losses, Alivardi, now an old man of
seventy-<me, mArched out of his camp at Amftniganj and defeated
JAnoji in a Mverely contested battle near Bardwan (March 1747).
The baffled laiden fled back to Medinipur and the Murafai^Abod
And Bardwan districts were cl&ired of them, while the Nawab re-
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tumed to his capital for the rainy season. During the whde of ,this

year 1747, the Marathas remained in undisturbed possession of

Orissa up to Medinipur.

VII. AFCr'HAirs SsiZB Bihab Govebnmbnt.

At the beginning of the next year (1748) a tccrible storm burst

upon, the Mughal £mi^ and most tragically (m Bengal-Bihar.

Ahmad Sh&h Durz&ni, the heir to N&dir Sh&h’s power and army,

invaded the Panjab, while the Afghan a-soldiers of Alivazdi advan-

ced from their homes in the Darbh&ngft district in North Bihar,

took Patn& City, and treacherously murdered its governor Zain-ud-

din Ahmi^ (sumamed Haibat Jang), the son-in-law of Alivardi

(ISth January, 1748). The Nawab’s elder brother H&ji Ahmad
(the father of Haibat Jang) was tortured to death to mfdce him

divulge the hiding place his treasure, and Alivardi’s widowed

daughter and her children were dragged into Afjghan captivity.

Fat three months (IS January—16 April) , Bihar tasted) Afghan

rule. Afghan tribesmen from all sides flocked to Shamahw Khan’s

standard, “they swarmed out of the ground like white ants",—hop-

ing to restore their lost tribal empire in India.

On hearing the tragic news from Patni, Alivardi marched out

of Am&niganj (Murshidabad) on 29th February for Bihar. Near
BhAgalpur he defeated a Mantha force under Mir Habib who was

hastening from Orissa to join the rebel Afghans. At B&lft DiMt
(or BAni Saifli) on the south bank of the Ganges, 26 miles east of

Patn&, the Nawab crushed the Afghans and their Maratha |bllies,

on 16th April, and soon afterwards recovered Patna, releas^ his

captive daughter, and restored his own government in the province

of Bdhar. Thmr he returned to Murshidabad on SOth November.

For a whole year (April 1746--March 1749) Bengal and Bihar en-

joyed a req>ite from the bargi visitation; but all Orissa from Medini-

pur southwards remained in the hands of the Marathas.

Vm. Last STBoacOiU Wira Ten Makathas.

In March 1749, Alivardi set out. for reconquering Orissa. Alt

the news at his approach, Mir Habib set Are to his encjampment
near Medinipur and fled southwards. Fluting a few fight ricirmi-

ahes only, pa the enemy cmistantly fled further and further, the

Kiawbb. readied Cuttadc on 17th May, 1740. The foit of Biiibtti

ca^ttlated to him a moi^ later, •nd thus the reconquest of Orissa

99
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was completed. But no Bmgal noble would agree ,to accept tbe

govemorship of Orissa, such was their terror of the Maraiha power

and despair at their own military weakness. The worthless man
who was at last 1^ In charge of Cuttack by Alivpdi was defeated

and captured by the Marathas under Mir Habib only a week after

AJivatdi had marched out of that city, (June 1749). After under-

going terrible privations and hardships owing to the bad roads and

flooded rivers during the monsoon, Alivardi reached Murshidabad

at the beginning of Julyr—his work in Orissa entirdy undone and

his health broken down.

A kmg illness disabled him till the middle of October; there-

after he marched to Medinipur and formed a permanent encamp-

ment thoe in order to close the path erf Maratha mids from Orissa

into Bengal. Here his attempt to prevent frauds in his military

accounts almost caused another mutiny among his captains. At the

end of February 1750 the Marathas resumed their raids into Bengal.

On 6th Match Mir Habib arrived near Murdiidabad and plundered

the country round. So, Alivardi quickly fell back from Medinipur

to Baidwan, the raiders disappeared into the jungles of West Ben-

gal, and^the Nawab returned to Medinipur (April), whoe he built

permanent quarters for himself in order to guard that hpntier post.

But in June 1750 a mad attempt of his q>oiH grandson, the boy

^raj-ud-daulah to seise the govonment oS PatnA which his mur-

dered father Hiaibat Jang had held before, sent Alivardi hupotying

to Bihar in tropical rain and heat, and at PatnA the old Nawab fell

seriously iU. He returned to Murshidabad by boat, under medical

treatment (September.) But there was to be no rest f<» him. At
Medinipar his agents Mir Ja'far and Rajah DuriabhiAm were in

such mortal terror of the Marathas, that Alivardi, though far from

restored to normal health, bad to go thoe in person (Dedembtf)

and fi^t and drive away Mir Habib. He then returned to KatwA
in February, 1751.

Df. Peace Tbbatt; Obissa Ceded.

Both sides were now eager for peace. Mir Habib bad gained

nothing from the barren {Hovince of Orissa in these years and his

raids into Bengal had been alwiQrs foiled by Alivntdi’s vigilande,jan|d

vigour. -Alivardi himself was now 75 years old and felt the wd^t
of age and. many years of hard campaigning. His troops werb
droroof^y worn out and his treasury exhausted. So, after nego-
tiatioDs with Maratha agents the twins were settled ; the draft trea^
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waa (approved by the Court of N&gpur, and finally in May llfil, a

peace was signed on the following conditions

:

1. Mir Habib would now become a servant of Alivardi and act

as deputy-governor (ndib-nSzim) of Orissa on his behalf. He
should pay the surplus revenue of the province to Bagfauji’a anny

as their sakiy.

2. From the Bengal revenue twelve lakhs of rupees annually

would be paid to Raghuji as the chauth of that province.

3. The Maratha Government agreed not to set foot in Alivardi’s

dominions again. The frontier of Bengal was fixed at and including

the river Suvarna-rekhh near Jalesar, and the Marathas bound them-

selves not to cross it again. (Thus the southern part of the district

of Medinipur was finally joined to Bengal.)

A year after the conclusion of this treaty, Mir Habib was

muixiered by the Maratha troops of Janoji (24 August 1752.) Mir
Habib’s post as deputy governor of Orissa was given to Mus&lih-ud-

din Md. Khan, a courtier of Raghuji; Alivardi lost even his

theoretical control over Orissa, and it became a Maratha province

in deed, though according the theory of the tiiieaty fit was to $bie

held as a vast jdgir whose revenue alone was assigned to the

Marathas, without any change in its territorial sovereignty.

The loss of Orissa to the Mughal empire was the one permanent

result of the Maratha invasions. Another was that the Bargia

showed the way for the organised looting of Bengal and Bihar to

the Upper India robber bands calling themselves tannydsia ihind

selves not to cross it again. (Thus the southern part of the district

of Medinipur was finally joined to Bengal.)



CHAPTER XXV.

SIBAJ-UD-DAIJLAH.

I. SlRAJ-UI>-DAUi;.AH, HIS POSITION AND CHABACTER

Alivardi sank into the grave in the midst of darkness and

deqpair. His long years of striving with the Marathas had ended

in his admission of utter defeat. And now as be entered his eighty-

second year, with a constitution worn out by many years of hard

oampaigning, death dealt a quick succession of blows at his heart

;

in the course of one year he lost two sons-in-law and one grandson,

leaving two immature youths as his on^ possible successors.

Alivardi had no son, but three daught^ only. They had bera

married to the three sons of his brother the Hftji, who were known

from their seats of governorship, as the Dacca Naw&b, the Pum&
NmdUi), and the P&tni, NawSb. All his three daughters had been

widowed in his life time. The eldest Mihir-un-nis& (Ghasiti B^pim)

was childless. The second (she of Pumia) had a grown up son

named Shaukat- Jang and a boy named Mirza Ramz&ni. llie third

(AmiiA Begam) had two sons left, Siraj-ud-daulah, and Mirzft

Mahdi.

SiHlj was his grandfather’s darling, because he was bom just

before Alivardi gained the deputy governorship of Bihar (17SS)

which was for him the stepping-stone to the throne of these three

eastern subahs. His family regarded this new-bom child as the

bringer of good fortune to the beggarly advmturer from Perm who
had started life in Orissa on a monthly pay of Rs. 100 and ended

by becoming the master of three Idngdoms.

His grandfather’s superstitious affection proved a fatal boon
for SirKj-ud-daulah ; it led him through a riotous life to a tragic and
didionoured end. He was given no education for his ftiture duties

;

he never leamt to cuib his passionate impulses ; none durst correct

his vices ; and he was kept away from manly and martial oercises
as dangerous to such a precious life. Thus the apple of old Alivardi’s

eye grew up into a most dissolute, hauj^ty, reckless and cowardly
youth, and the prospect of his succesrion to the government of
Bengal, filled all pe<qde with alarm.

Al^t the character of Siiftj-ud-daulah the evidence of the
En^idi mttchants of Calcutta or that of the famous Patna historian
Sayyid GhoMm Husain (the tutor of his rival Shaukat Jang) might
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be suepected as prejudiced. I shall therefore give here the opinion

of M<niaeur Jean Law, the chief of the Frendi factory at Qisimb&alr,

a gentleman who was prqtared to risk his own life in order to defend

Siiij against the En^sh troops. Law writes in his Memoirs,*

—

“The character of Sirfij-ud-daulah was reputed to be one of

the worst ever Imown. In fact he had distinguished himself not

onty by all sorts of debaucheries, but by a revolting cruelty. The
Hindu women are accustomed to bathe on the bank of the Ganges.

Sirftj-ud-daulah, who was informed by his spies which of them were
beautiful, sent his satellites in little boats to carry them off. He was
often seen, in the season when the river overflows, causing the ferry

boats to be upset or sunk, in order to have the cruel pleasure of

seeing the confusion of a hundred people at a time, men, women and
children, of whom many, not being able to swim, were sure to

perish . . . Every one trembled at the name of Siifij-ud-daulah ”.

On the eve of Alivardi’s death Siraj and his cousin Shaukat
Jang stood face to face as rivals for the throne of Bengal, Bihar and
Orissa. But Shaukat Jang lived far away, in Pumia. Siraj’s nearest

and greatest enemy was his mother’s eldest sister Ghasiti Begam,
a childless widow. As the best-loved and most domineering daughter

of Alivardi, she had used her position of influence to amass a vast

fortune, which she kept with herself, in a castle surrounded by a
lake called the Moti-jhil, a few miles north of the city of Murshida-

bad, guarded by her armed retainers, as a threat to the ruler ,in the

capital. But she was a woman, unble to come into the field in

person. Hence she had to act through male agents, such as her
lovers and managers. It had been her ambition to raise Siiflj’s

younger brother Akr§m-ud-daulah to the throne, and rule the

country" as his regent from behind the veil ; but that boy had died

about a year before Alivardi. She then turned her eyes on Shaukat
Jang and invited him to invade Murshidabad. Thus every enemy
of Sirftj found a patron in Ghasiti Begam. In fact, the approaching
death of Alivardi threatened to provoke a war of succession, which
did not turn out so terrible as the war for Aurangzib’s throne AO
years earlier only because the claimants were two worthless youths.
But the most fomidable enemy of SirRj was Mir Ja’far Ali Khan,
the commander-in-d)ief of Alivardi’s army. By reason of his
mature a^, exp^ence of war, and official porition, he was the only
man whom Sirftj had reason to dread in a trial of strength ; Ja’for
Ali had omne to India as a penniless adventurer like his master, but
Alivardi had given him the hand of his half-sister (Shih Khftnam) , and

* IV. b BB. iU. Ifl.
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gruHnally taised him to a position next only to himself, as the BaMuhi

(literally meaning the Paymaster-General, but really the Captain-

General of the Forces.) Ja*far Ali had gained an undeserved repu-

tatim for valour by the rapid march which enabled him to resdue

Saulat Jang near Katak before his defeated and*fleeing captors could

murder him (1741), and later by a victory over the Manatbas in

1746 (Ch. *4, Sec. 7) . But his courage entirely ooaed out when in

February, 1747, he was ordered to make a stand against the Marathas

at Medinipiir, but fell precipitately back on Bardwan. The soldiers

had no confidence in a general with such a record. Worst of all, he

was so ungrateful as to conspire for the overthrow and mukdetl of

that Alivardi, who had raised him from the dust to .the sedbnd

positimi in the realm'. If Alivardi could kill his benefactor Shuj&‘-

ud-din’s heir and seize the throne, Ja‘far Ali had the same moral

right to kill Al'vardi (or his heir) and take the throne; that was

his argument. Sunk in gross sensual pleasures and weakened by his

addiction to bpium and the hemp drug (bhang), he had not even

the energy of Alivardi, who was twenty years older in age. In his

last years, in the ignominious repose of the throne of Bengal, as

“ Lord Clive’s jack-ass ”, he developed leprosy,—a loathsome end

to a loathsome life.

Thus Sirflj-ud-daulah came to his long-assigned throne in a house

divided against itself, with a hostile faction in the army and a dis-

affected subject population.

His first task was to disarm Ghasiti Begam by robbing her of

her wealth, which was the only source of her strength and influence.

Immediately after his accession, he sent a party of soldiers to seize

the Moti-jhil palace and its hoarded wealth. Ghasiti Begam bad
planned resistance, but her lover and captain Nazar Ali fled away,
her house was occupied without a blow, and its treasure removed
to Sirftj’s palace in Mansurganj. She herself was insulted and placed

in cmifinement.

The new Naw&b made a change of office, placing his own
parUaaitf in the important posts. The selfidi traitor Mir JaTar was
removed from the supreme headsh^ of the army (bakhthi) And
the post given to the brave and devoted Mir Madan. Another
faithfbl and ci^ble officer was Mohan Lai, the- Kashmiri, whom he
made pethhSr of his diwin-khSiudi, with the title of Mahatajah, and
a degree of influence which turned him in effect into the prime
minister. (April 1766).

Next month, Sirftj started for Pnmil, whose governor £0iaufcat
Jang h^ reftued to acknowliMige Sitflj’s succession and was known
to be intriguing with the Nawib’s enemies. On the way, at B&j-
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tnahal, about S2nd May he received a dutiful message from Shaukat

Jang and recalled the expeditionary troops in order ,to deal with

a danger in his rear. This was the defiance of the English merchants

ot Calcutta.

II. SmAj-un-nAunsH attacks CAnccTTA,

June 1756.

The causes of Sii&j’s rupture with the English can be now

clearly known from the published records and correspondence.

First, Mr. Roger Drake, the Chief of their Bengal factories had not

followed the usual practice of congratulating him on his accession with

a suitable present, as a foreign nation living in the land is bound to do.

Secondly, in Alivardi’s time when SiiAj had wished to visit the

country-house of the English near Q&simb&zar, the factors had refused

to admit him, as it was very like^ that the drunken disoa^dip^^

youth would have damaged and defiled it. But the provoking

cause was the question of arresting a fugitive harboured in Calcutta,

Kridina Ballav, the scm of Rlj Ballav.

ShahAmat Jang (the eldest son-in-law of Alivardi) had been the

governor ct Dacca for many years before his death (in Dec. 1755.)

Being a sickiy imbecile, he had Irft the managonent of his affairs

to his wife Ghasiti Begam and her favourite Husain QuU Khan.
SiiAi, who envied the wealth and power ot Husain Quli, accused him

planning to take his life, and as an alleged precaution in self-

defence, one day entered Alivaidi’s darb&r wHh his armed retainers

canying lighted matches for their muskets. The doting- (dd Nawftb
pacified his darling grandsm as best be could, and (according to

Yunrf Ali) advised, him to get rid his enemy in a less crowded
place. So, Siiftj caused Husain Quli to be murdered in the streets

of Murabidabad (probably about April 1754). The dead mab was
succeeded as the .Dacca Nawftb’s deputy by R5j Ballav, a Vaidya
of Vikiaiii|mr, who had made a name for efficient and eccmomical

administration as superintendent of the Bengal fleet establishmoit,

for the maintenance of which 14 lakhs of rupees a ycak wepo
assigned. He now- became all-in-all at Dacca and the chief agent

for Ghasiti Begam’s affairs. As sexm as ShahSmat Jang was dead,

Sili Inoui^t against Bftj Bidlav the duurge of having enibessled

pabUe money and called for an account of his administratioli ot the
Dacqs finances. The charge had a {dausible look, because bdh
after Mir Jumlah deaA a^ in the early years of Murshid Quli

Khan, the administiatoes o^ the jlgirs of the Bengal army and navy
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were known to have peculated their collections. Raj Ballav who

happened to be in Murshidabad at the tim^ was thrown, intn con-

finement (March 1756), and Alivardi, who was then on his death

bed, just maoiaged to postpone the beheading ot the Dacca diwfen

pending the auditing of his accounts. But men were s^t to Dacca

to attach Raj Ballav’s property and family. Krishna Balhtv (the

son of R&j Ballav) with the women and treasures of the family

escaped to Calcutta, on the pretext of a pilgrimage to Jagann&th.

He arrived there on 18th March 1756 and by bribing Mr. Drake the

govonor secured an asylum. Sir&j-ud-daulah naturally objected to

bis subject under trial being harboured, in defiance of his authority,

in a place within his realm. He sent Narfiyan DSs, (the brother

of the chief of his Intelligence department) to Mr. Drake with a

letter demanding the surrender of Krishna Ballav, and with instruc-

tions to spy out the unauthorized fortifications then going on in

Calcutin. Niftrlajjain D&s entered the town in disguise, and when
he was brought before the Calcutta Council, he could produaef no

diplomatic credentials. So he was at once turned out of the settle-

ment as a ^y, (16 April)

.

Besides Sir&j’s personal grievances against the English, there

was a more serious threat to the Nawhb’s power, namely the new
fortifications being ' built at Calcutta. Early in this year the

£ur(^>ean factories in Bengal received a warning from their head

offices at Home of the proltobility of a war soon breaking f>u|t bet-

ween! England and France. (The Seven Years’ War actually began

in Europe in May 1756.) The English immediately set themseivea

to repairing their long-dilapidated defences on the river side (west

(rf the present General Post Office), cleaning the half-ch<fired

Marfttha Ditch, and throwing up some earth-woriu in the northern

environs (eq>ecially a redoubt and a draw-bridge, called Porring’s

Redoubt, across the Ditch at Bagbbazar.) This was a dear vio-

lation of the terms under whidi the Mu^al Government had
allowed them to live in B^igal. Alivardi, justly alarmed by Bust’s
ascendancy over the Muriim Powers of the Deccan, had persistently

refused to allow the Europeans to fortify or arm their fadimiea in

Bmgal, tdling them, “ You are mmchants, what need have you of
a fortress ? Being under my protection you have no enemies to
fear. ” Thmefore, Sir&j had serrt a spy to find out the unauUunnsed
fortifications and armament of Calcutta, but this agent had been
summarily ejected from the settlement by the governor’s peons.*

* 8. G. BUI odb the Navib’s nrievaacM sgiiMt Um Englnh u **ptetH(te
for war”, bat adniU: (1) ngaiids fortMcaticiisb k is qnito doar that tbs
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The l^uwab had set uut fi'Om Muishidabad ou lOth May for

suppressing Shaukat Jang ; on the way at Bftjmahal he received on

the SOth, news of the disgrace of his messengers by Governor Drake,

and immediate^ decided to settle accounts with the English before

taming to the Purnia Nawab.

The Q&simb&zar factory of the English was invested by the

Naw&b’s troops on S4th IVfay, and the Englishmen were made

prisoners in violation of a solenm promise, when visiting the Nawab

some days later, A few of the factors escaped to thrir frieinls

houses. The factory was occupied and looted.

On 5th June the Naw&b started for the invasion of Calcutta,

and using uneqiected promptitude, covered 160 miles in eleven

days and arrived outside Calcutta on the 16th of June.

Calcutta was practioally in a defenceless condition, when

attacked by big artillery served by French deserters and Indo*

Portuguese mercenaries. The European portion of the garrison

consisted of 70 rick in hospital, S5 absent up^untry, and only

180 men available for duty,—of whom the majority were Portugue^.

To these must be added 260 men of the militia, consisting of 100

Europeans (most^- withdrawn from the ships) and 150 Armenians

and half-castes (Injdo-Portuguese.) The commanding officer

Captain Minchm and his second in command were extremely incom-

petent leaders, in whom their men had no confidence. " The guns

they had were old and neglected, and very few of them mounted,

... on the shaky walk . . . Most of the powder had become damp
and was useless.

***

m. Fall or CALcinrrA

On 16th June, an attempt of the Nawftb’s army to force the

Maifitha Ditch over the Chitpur' bridge by attacking Pming's
Redoubt which covered it, was foiled. But the ThhnS fort (near

BritUi (ia Gakntta) had eaoeeded thw ... (C) A* leavd* the abuie oC

tnale privOegM, it mnit be confeseed that the Britieh hod used the dartakt «r

paeici tor goods fcee of custom in a way never uontemidaled Iqr the formAu . .

.

(S) Ccamwing the protection given to the servants of the native Govonunent,
. . . the case of yriilnia Die, . . . the EndiA bad no right to shdter the awyants.

of Government horn the authorities in their own eountiyv—It will be seen, thorn

fare^ that SUii-ad-daidah had a show of reason in ril the pretests he eQagsd for

Us attack on the Britidi.’' (V«l i. liv--dvf.)

> On 11th Jane Mr. Drake found that he had at his duposal IW soldisiB (of

whom only 40 were Buepeans), SO Bnropean voinnteesn 00 European mlitia,

MO .Vtmeniaa and Pertugusse militia, SO Bnropean artfliasy men. 40 mlnatoum
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Mati&buruz) after being taken by the British fleet could not be held

for lack of men. Meantime, many of the Naw&b’s troops and the

looters who hung in the rear of the army, flocked into the town by

fording the Ditch. Sir&j himself took up his quarters in Amir
Chand’s garden, in the quarter known as Simla.

The Black Town or Indian quarter of Calcutta in the north

consisted almost entirely of bamboo and straw huts. The English

decided to defend only the European quarter, (Dalhousie Square

and east and south) , and first “ set on fire the straw-houses within

the Lines of defence, to clear the Town as much as possible. The
fire spread, and did much damage, ” (c. 14th) . Again, in the night

of the 16th, they set fire to part of the town in order to drive out

the Nawab’s men. Next day, the British destroyed all the

native houses to the eastward and the southward, and the Nawab’s
plunderers set fire to the Great Bazar, (the old Bara Bazar, north

of the modem Fairlie Place) and other parts of the Black Town,
which burnt till morning. “ All the British women were brought into

the Fort on the 16th, and next day the Portuguese and Armenian
women and children crowded into the Fort, (their relatives) the

militia declaring that they would not fight unless their families were
admitted. ” Everything in the Fort was thrown into confusion.

All the peons and servants of the Europeans, the porters of munitions
and gun laskars fled away in fear, till the British defenders began to

starve for want of men to cook their meals.

The attack on the line of defence began on 18th June. The
English prepared for it by a Council order to their soldiers “ to
give no quarter, as the Fort prison was already crowded.” The
Nawab’s nuin attack was made on the defences from the east and
south (Bowbazar Street Sealdah side, and Eq>lanade East.) By
occupying the strongly built and scattered European houses in these
directions, the invaders by their fire drove out the bodies of
the advanced English defenders and rendered the artillery of the
Fort ineffective ; and even the batteries outside the Fort had to be
abaoidoned to the enemy.

So the English fell back into a smaller and inner line of defence,
covering the old Fort William and a few yards around it (». from
Fairlie Place to the southern limit of the General Post Office, and
from the Ganges to Dalhousie Square West.)

In the night of the 18th as many women in the Port as could
be accommodated on board were sent to the ships. “The defenders
of the Fort were now wearied Out . .

.

The men at the ou^XMts were
left to starve as there were no cooks . . . TT»e supply of
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had run short. ” So, between 1 and S o* clock in the morning of

19th June, Mr. Drake “ held an informal Council ... It was deter*

mined to abandon the Fort, but how or when to make the retreat

could not be decided upon.
”

The 19th was a day of increasing confusion and agony. The
ships alongside Calcutta, on which the hope of a safe evacuation

depended, dropped down the stream. On shore the Armenians and
Portuguese half-breeds who formed the militia, were too terrified

to act. Even the pure European soldiers could be persuaded with

difiiculty to resume their arms. But on learning that all the remain-

ing powder was damp and useless, a stampede ensued for the boats.

The governor Drake and the commandant Minchin themselves

escaped in the last few boats. Some of the ships^ tan aground and

their inmates were made prisoners by the NawAb’s troops. The
ships that escaped “ set ashore all the refugees on board who had no

connection with the Europeans ” and then anchored at Falta,

(26 June)

.

Calcutta, thus deserted by its governor and military com-

mander, had still 170 white men capable of conducting its defence,

(not counting the unreliable Armenians and Eurasians) . They held

a council, suspended their two fugitive heads, and .appointed Mr.

J. Z. Holwell, the zamindar or magistrate-collector of native

Calcutta as governor and military commander, (in the afternoon of

the 19th) . Holwell tried to make a stand, but the enemy’s musketry

from the European houses they occupied took a heavy toll and made
it almost impossible to stand upon the ramparts of the invMted

Fort. This night saw all the houses around burning. The Britidi

soldiers now refused to obey their officers, broke open the houses of

the runaway members, and made themselves drunk with the liquor

found there.

Sunday 20th June began in otter hopelessness. In the night

before, 58 soldiers (chiefly Dutch) out of the small white contingent

left had deserted to the enemy. In the fighting from morning to

noon, the English lost 25 men killed and 70 wounded, and only 14

men were left to serve the guns, with no laskar or. porter. Holwell,

“hoping to amuse the enemy till nightfall, when a retreat mhdit

be effected, . . . hoisted a flag of truce. “ But about 4 o'clock in the

evening, the enemy sealed the walls from all sides and the little

river-gate of the Fort was burst open by a Dutch sergeant and

delivered to the enemy. Some of the defenders were cut down,

but Holwell now surrendered, the fighting ceased, and Sirij-ud-daulah

^ n» Prtmot Oeotft, Ntfttm*, CdaMm, mi DSifenet.
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entered Calcuttn as victor. But there was no arrest of prisoners:

“ the Portuguese and Armenians were allowed to go free and dis-

appeared, and several of the Europeans simply walked out of the

Fort, making their escape, to Hugli or the riiips at Surman’s

garden.**

IV. The Black Hole Tbagbdt

That Sunday evening, the British who had surrendered were

well treated. Their chief Holwell had three interviews with the

Nawftb and received an assurance of safety from him. The vic-

torious tnx^s “ had plundered the Europeans of thdr valuables, but

did not ill-treat them. But about sunset, some European soldiers

had made themselves drunk and assaulted natives. The latter

complained to the NawSb, who asked where the Europeans were

accustomed to confine soldiers who had misbehaved in any way.

He was told—in the Black Hole . . . and ordered that they should all

bo confined in it ... ” All the prisoners were crowded into this

chamber 18 feet by 14 feet 10 inches, with only one small window,

throughout that hot night of June, and in the morning many were

found to have perished of suffocation or their wounds. (Hill, I, xc)

Up to this point the evidence is clear. We see that the English

Council had begun the war by ordering their soldiers not to take

Hii|y prisoners, as they -had no safe place to keep them in. Neither

had the Mjirshidabad troops; but they did not follow such an

inhuman course, nor did they use their legitimate righit under

International Law which makes prisoners of war liable to be shot if

th^ assault their guards. With oriental humanity they merely put

restraints on the rowdy Englishmen, but in the unsettled conditions

of a fort taken by storm, with fires raging outside, they had no time

to sqwrate the sheq> from the goats, and the prison was left in

charge of the common soldiers throughout the night.

But the number of victims afterwards given out and accepted

in Europe (namdy 18S dead out of 146 confined^) is manifest^ an
exa^^rtftion. For one thing, after the death, evacuation, stealthy

aralking away already descril^d from authentic records and admitted
by HiD. 146 Britishers could not have been left in Shfii*s hands at

7 p.m. three hours after the surrender. This point was first

argued by Mr. Little. Headmasto' of the English High Sdmol in

Mundiidabad. Secondly, a floor area of 867 square feet cannot
eonlain 146 Enit^mia adults. TTiis {joint was establisihed by

to MO mes m tlM stoiy toM bjr amne KndM) aiieltmMl In
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Bholanath Chunder, who fenced round an area 18 feet by K, with

bamboo stakes and counted the number of his Bengali tenants who
could be crammed into it ; the number was found to be much less

than 146, and a Bengali villager's body occupies much less space

than a British gentleman's. It is nowhere admitted that a

list was made of the Britishers surrendering after 4 p. m. that even*

ing, nor even a count of heads made. At the same time as many of

the foreigners in the fort as could, escaped by walking away secretly

between the surrender and the time of putting the prisoners in the

Black Hole. Even Holwell was offered by a friend the chance to

escape thus.

Therefore, 146 Europeans could not have been left in the hands

of Sirfij's soldiers at 7 p. m. that fatal evening. The true number was
considerably less, probably only sixty. It is a very reasonable

supposition that all the former British residents of Calcutta whose
manner of death could not be clearly ascertained in that week of

confused fighting, administrative breakdown, and loss of home and
records, were aftenrards set down as “perished in the Black Hole ''»

and their names were blazoned on Holwell's Monument. Holwell

and some other leading servants of the Company were removed as

prisoners to Murshi>1abad, but a few days later they were set free,

and joined the English fleet at Falta. Only one white woman (Mrs.
Carey, the wife of a sea-faring man) entered the Black Hole and
she came out of it alive ; but “ almost all the white women and
children of Calcutta were on board the ships that escaped '' to

Falta. (Hin, I. xcvii).

The capture of Calcutta and other factories in Bengal, inflicted

a loss of 65 lakhs of rupees on the E. I. Company, besides 160 lakhs

on private persons, though Siiilj found only half a lakh in the
Company's treasury. Three days after the surrender. Sirftj-nd-danlah

left Calcutta, and after levying forced contributions from the Dutch
and the PVench factories (44 and 64 lakhs respectively), reenjtered

Mtirshidabad, on 11 July, in pompous celebration of his triumnh.
But a cloud began to darken the horizon : news came that

the Pumi& Nawiib was again preparing for a war of succession and
had started intriguing at the Delhi imperial Court. So, at the end
of the n'met month (September) an expedition against him had to be
launched by Siril|-ud*daolah.

* Hill, I. icir. n. gim M names, to which Lord Cmm added the aames of
KOTO wto had been killed in li^iUng. Hill admits (I. aevi), "In the careless
talk of Csieutta the BlaA Iloie and (old) ftol William seem to hare been often
coofeimdsd.

"
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V. Tbb conquest of Pubnia

Shaukat Jang, who succeeded as Naw&b of Pumi& on S7 March

1756, had all the vices of his rival Sir&j-ud-daulah,—^the same igno-

rant pride, insane ambition, uncontrollable pas»ons, looseness of

tongue and addiction to drink. He had no doubt greater personal

courage than his craven cousin and recklessly courted death in

battle, but his few loyal and capable servants failed to do him any

good owing to his capricious levity and insane obstinacy. SirS.)

treated his devoted partisans better, and thus could achieve some

success through them.

Soon after Alivardi’s death, Shaukat Jang received a secret

letter from Mir Ja'far urging him to invade Bengal and assuring him

of the support of himself and many other captains in Murshidabad,

who were eager for deliverance from Siraj’s tyranny. But the

Pumift Nawftb needed no prompting from others. In his unbridled

ambition he planned to dethrone Sirftj. With this aim he started

intrigues at the Delhi imperial Court for a jarm&n granting the

three eastern subahs to him, exactly as Shuj&*-ud-din had done

before Murshid Quli's death. The conspiracy became known and

Sirij started for the conquest of Pumift within a month of his acces-

sion, but on the way he turned aside to crush the English merchants

of Calcutta, in order to secure his rear. Calcutta having been cap-

tured, Sirftj set out for Pumift again when the monsoon ended (e. S4

September, 1756.)

Meantime, Shaukat Jang had secured from 'the unprincipled

imperial wazir Ghftzi-ud-din PmAd-ul-mulk permission to wrest

Bengal, Bihar and Orissa from Sirftj, by promising him a bribe of

one kror of Rupees,—^jnst the same game as Alivardi’s. He had
already assumed the title of 'Alampandh (Emperor). When Sirftj’s

agent Bfti Ras Bihftri reached Rftjmahal and sent to Shaukat Jang
the letter of Sirftj asking him to give Ras Bihftri peaceful possession,

the mad lord of Pumift wrote back ordering Sirftj to vacate the
throne of Murshidabad for him and go and live at Dacca as his

d^uty I

Siiftj’s forces were swelled by the junction of RSm ^rftyan
(the deputy governor of Patna) and many Bihar zamindftrs. and
outnumbered the Pumift army as two to one. But Shaukat Jang’s
diances of making any effective defmee were rained by his thought-
lesatess and pride.

The advanced division of the invading army, led by Raia
Mohan Lai, croased the Ganges at RSunahal, and by way of Hayftt-
pur and Basantpur Golft (i.e., skirting the eastern bank of the dd
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Kosi) eutcred South Puruta auU amveil at Manihari. The second had

oi the Bengal army and the Bihar auxiliaries under Baja Biun

N&rayau foLowed some distance behind.

Meantime Shaukat Jang’s forces had arrived and taken up an

entrenched position at Nawabganj, four miles north of Manihari.

Here the de -erted old bed of the Bosi river (known as the Sonra),

formed a hair-pin bend, about SO miles south of Purni& town and

ten miles north of the Ganges. This loop of stagnant marshes supplied

a natural barrier to the Pumia troops, on the north, east and south.

Shaukat Jang’s army was only half 'the size of his rival’s force, and

to add to his misfortunes, his past condud|t had so thoroughly

estranged his generals from him and the faithful old leaders from his

unworthy favourites that they encamped in distant isolation from

one another, thus making concerted action impossible. Shyam Sundar,

a Bengali Kayastha, commanded the field artillery of Shaukat Jang

;

but he issued from the jhU and took post in the plain without any

natural drfence before him, a mile in front of his side on their east.

Some four miles west of him, behind the jhUt lay the quarters of the

regular cavalry and other troops under the old captains of PumUl,

in a position where any help from their own artillery was impossible.

The Naw&b's tents were pitched in the centre, about a mile west of

the artillery and three miles east of his cavalry.

BATTiai OF MaNIHABI, 16 OcTOBEB 1756.

The clash of arms took place on 16th October. One-third of

Ihe day had already passed when the flags of Sirftj-ud-daulah’s

advanced division (under Mohan Lai) were seen moving into the

plain outside the village of Manihkri, about three miles south of the

PumUt troops. Leaving their tents and baggage on the bank of

the Ganges, in the rear, the invaders drew up their forces carefully

and in proper order. At first there was the usual futile long distance

cannonade. But after two hours bigger guns arrived on the Bengal

side and their shots began to fall near the trenches, and a few
occasionally inside them.

Shaukat Jang kept frantically sending courier after courier to

his captains, three miles away on his right, with orders to issue

from their trenches and charge the Bengal army, but they sent back
replies declining to make any sudi wild movement, as they would
be mown down by the Bengal artillery while trying to cross the big

swamp in front of them, without any artillery protection.

Some hours passed in this kind of wrangling. At last, some
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highborn Shia* captains, stung to the quick by Shaukat Jung’s

taunts, set out to deliver a charge. They had crossed only half

the jhil and were still struggling with the mud in loose broken

formation, when the Bengal artillery and musketeers began to shoot

them down from their safe position on the opposite bank. No
reply to this fire was possible. Many of the Pumi& troops were

slain and wounded ; many who had reached the other bank were

captured ; the rest broke, recrossed the jhU and fied away without

having once had the chance of drawing their swords.

The Bengal army now made a general advance and the field

was soon swept clear of the enemy. Shaukat Jang stood on his

elephant in a drunken and dazed condition, with only If or 10

attendants. But a musket shot killed him, his jewelled turban

rolled down to the ground, and the contest was over. By the time

the battle ended it was sunset, and so, there could be no pursuit. The
fugitives (including the historian Ghulfim Husain) escaped to their

homes without any molestation, f Siyar, text S15-224, eye-witness's

account. ]



CHAPTER XXVI

THE END OF MUSLIM RULE.

1. Rboovbrt of tbb English

Conqueror of Calcutta in June and of Pumia in October, 175G,

Siraj-ud-daulab now reached the zenith of his fortune, as the Patna
historian Sayyid Ghulam Husain observes (Styar. 224.) He was still

further gratified by the arrival of a farmin from the Delhi Emperor
confirming him in the subahd&ri of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, in

return few a heavy tribute. He continued to expect that the

English merchants would humbly petition for being restored to

their peaceful business, as th^ had done so oftoi before, after their

ruptures with the Mughal Government under Sh&ista Khan and
Murshid Quli Khan. But his dream was rudely disturbed when at
the beginning of December he received news of English reinforce-

ments coming to their refugees at Faltft for the recovery of Calcutta.
During this interval, the suprmne English Council in Madias

had decided to postpone military operations in Bengal till after the
unhealthy monsoon months. And now strong forces, military and
naval, the British king’s and the E. I. Company’s, led by Col. Clive
and Admiral Wqtsmi, began to assemble at Faith on the 16th of
December. On the 27th of that month the expedition started from
Fhltft, and two days later sailed past Budge Budge and anchored
between Makwfi Thhnah and Aligarh (a new mud fort smne three
miles east of Budge Budge and on the same left bank of the Ganges.)
There was a skirmish at noon (29th) between the land forces under
Clive and the Nawab’s troops coming down from Calcutta under
Mftnik Ch^ to reinforce the garrison of Budge Budge. A surprise
attack inflicted some loss on the English, but Mfaiilr Chand fled
away, whmi a shot whizzed by his turban. Budge Budge tort was
bombarded from the ships. In the ni^t fonowing, the enemy hadb^ evacuating Bodge Budget when near midnighh amnken English sailor named Strahan "ahme stormed the fort”
by climbt^ the breach and attacking the guards^ after which hew }om^ by his naval comtades. 'These initial victories damped
themorate of the Nawab’s troops. "What had most terrifled the

on the big ships. Nothing
so dreadftal had ever been known in Bengal, and the most extra-

01
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ordinaiy ideas were entertained oi what the ships could do” . . .

“The courage <rf the Admiral’s sailors is almost incredible. Three

or four with their cutlasses will attack fifty <w more of the enemy,

who are struck with such a pamck at the sight of them. . . the

sailors being determined neither to give nor to receive any quarter.

(Hill, Vol, I. cxzzvii and cxU). Budge Budge fortifications were

Hiammitlftri the nwct day, and as the British advanced, thqr found

the forts of Makwa Thfinah and Aligarh (opposite each other)

A land force under Clive marched up the left bank of

the river and reached Calcutta on the Snd of January 1767. But

tJiat. city had been already taken possession of by a party from the

aliip of Admiral Watson who had arrived before Fort William about

h%lf past tra in the formioon. The British loss was oniy nine men.

A manifesto was issued by Clive and Watson, deckkring war on

the Naw&b and giving the reasons for it, (Srd January.) A week

later Clive formed a fortified camp near Bamagore, and on the 10th

stormed the Mughal thanah of Hugh, the soldiers and sailors sacking

that town and laundering and burning the villages around.

The Nae^, roused by the news of the fall of Budge Budge,

reached Hugli on 19th January, and the English fdl back on

Calcutta to their Bamagore camp. On Srd February, Srfij-ud-

daulah arrived outside Calcutta and encamped in the nmrthem

suburb, he himself in Amir Chand’s garden^. Under him were

40,000 horse and 60,000 foot with SO guns. The British^ army
numbered 711 European infantry and 100 artillnymiim, with l,S0O

sepoys and 14 guns. Negotiations for peace were started but half

heartedly.

On 5th February Clive delivered a surprise raid on the Nawftb’s

camp eariy in the morning. The attacking fmce was composed of

500 British rank and file, 600 sailors, 60 artillerymen and 800 sepoy

infantry with nx guns. From the Bamagore camp, it started about
S a.m, and moving nearly parallel to the Maratha Ditdr ottered the
Nawab's canqt, .south of the village of Chitpur at daybreak. But
a dense fog covered the damp rice fields, Clive’s guide lort the way,
“ and the battle was fou^t in great confurion. The British after
repulsing one or two b<dd attacks of the Persian cavaby, fowied
their way through the enemy’s camp, . . . until they came oiqtonte
to the Nawab’s tents in Amir Chand’s guden. The Nawab . . .

escaped with great difficulty. About 9 a. rn., the fog began to lift,

-
OB the bank of the lleiatlk Dftd^ Jest ttMUk Cdeatla.

JSr ***'?-."'* aoeth sad aonUi hjr the eeatmed peokagetiou of the old Shove
•saw end Shemhaew etioete wepeetit^.
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and the British were exposed to a cannonade from the Mai&tha

Ditch.” This inflicted heavy loss on the British and threw their

whole force into confusion. But Clive crossed the ** causewagr!**

or elevated embanked road running eastwards over the fields from

the end of the modern Bechu Chattcrji’s Street, and pushing on

further south gained the road issuing eastwards from the Sealdah

end of Bowbazar Street. Thus, fighting all the way, he returned

to the old Fort William about noon.

In this action the British lost 57 men killed and 137 wounded,

besides aband<Hiing two guns ; the Nawab's side suffered 1300

casualties. But though ” this skirmish was much more bloody than

the decisive battle of Plassey, ” it was not fruitless. The Nawftb

felt fully insecure in the neighbourhood of the English, retired to

the salt Lakes (modem Dh&kuriJl) and renewed peace parleys in

earnest. Only four days later, a treaty* was signed, by which the

E. I. Company’s trade rights and factories were restored, and resti>

tution and money compensation promised by the NawAb for the

losses of the Company and its servants and tenants, and the English

were allowed to fortify Calcutta and to coin sicca rupees.

II. Capturb of Cbandrrnagori:.

Having thus neutralised the I^awAb, Clive in the development

of his far-sighted policy, promptly turned to crushing the French

power in Bengal, so as to leave no European rival capable of assisting

the Nawftb in future. SirAj-ud-daulah had neither the wisdom
nor the courage of Alivardi in .sternly forbidding any war betwemi
the foreign traders in his own dominion. He oscillated between his

8uq>icion of the French who had leduced the NizAm to a puppet,

and his fear of the English who might attack him if he openly stood

by the French. Like other weak men, he gave the evasive reply,
“ Your friends and enemies will be my friends and enemies when
Clive asked for his permission to attack French Chandemagore.
When the FVench governor aiq>ealed to the Nawab for protection

against the impending invasion of their settlement by the English,

he made no response.

^

The English lost no time, llieir land and sea forces moved up
against Chandemagore. On 12th March, Clive encamped two miles

from that town, and <m the 14th attacked and drove in their outposts.

> Fur detaib see BUI, vol. L csiviii, erheee additional nonqr iadaiii-
Sllhi Md pUBMOtv MB BMBtioosds b#t 90 BMOtSoB pf tlio Blidc HOI0 yfeliBifa
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Chandenagore was really in no defensible condition, though its

Director (chief) Mons. Renault had done all that was in hb power,

in his utter want of money, men, and trained officers. Hb garrison

was hopelessly inadequate against a European enemy. He had only

247 st^diers (including 45 French pensioners and wk), 120 sailors,

70 half-castes and private Europeans, 100 civilians, 167 sepoys, and

100 topasses or half-caste gunners,—forming a total of 794 fighting

men of all classes.

The fort within Chandemagore, named Fort d’ Orleans, was a

square, 600 feet on each side, built of tricks, fianked rith four

bastions of 16 guns, without outworks, ramparts or glacis. A part of

the south curtain and the entire north curtain, consisted of a wall

of earth and brick, a foot and a half thick and 18 feet high. Ware-

houses lined the east curtain which faced the Ganges. All this nde

had no ditch, and the ditch that surrounded the other three sides

was diy and only four feet deep. The fortifications of the Fort were

only 15 feet high, while the houses which commanded it foom the edge

of the counterscarp within musket range, had a height of 80 feet.

Inadequate as the fortifications woe, the difficulties the

defenders were increased by their " unwise wish to defend the town,

which led to a great waste of time in erecting outposts and barriers

in the prindpal streets at some dirtance from the Fort. The Fort

itsdf was commanded by a number of houses, from which the ]Mtish

musketeers could command the men srorking the batteries in the

Fort. ** Vessels had been sunk in a narrow part of the Ganges, bdow
the eastern foce of the Fort, in the hope of preventing the English

ships from coming up alongside; but this work had not been com-
pleted, and in the actual attack the English admiral overcame this

obstacle, by sending up small vessels and carefully piloting them.

Hostilities b^;an on the 14th of March, when Clive drove in the

outposts (at night), and then wuted for the coming of hb ships.

In the evening of the 17th, Sub-lieutenant Cossart de Twranean,
who commanded the FVmch artiHay, deserted to the Englirii, smd
the information whbh he supplied mbbled them to direct t&rir

bombardment with the greatest destructiveness to the vital points of
the drience works. ** He was the only FVendi arUlleiy officer, and
so his desertbn was a serious loss to hb countrymen. ** But the
Frmich frmn within fourist on regardless of the odda

Eariy in the mmning of the 28rd Clive stormed the IVciidi
battery which commanded the rhrw passage, and three British ships
of liriit burden passed the sunken ships without any difficulty. Fm
two hours or more there ensued a terrible cannonade between the
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diips with their 100 guQs and the hopelessly outclassed and out-

numbered IVench battmes. Two of the English ships were severdly

damaged, ” but the walls of Fort d’ Orleans were in ruins, the gunners

almost all killed, and the men were being shot down by Clive’s

musketeers from the roofs of the nmghbouring houses ... In this

angle day’s fighting the French lost two Captains and SOO men
in killed and wounded. About half-past nine Renault hoisted the

white fiag. ” Articles were signed by which the French lost their

military power and even independence in Bengal, and the English

were left without a rival in the province. The victors had lost fully

as many men as the French,*—almost entirely on the ships.

m. Mm Ja'FAa’s Conspiract

FVom the fall of Chandemagore to the battle of PKssqr lay a

period of exactly three .months, during which a relentless Fate

seemed to be dragging a blind Sir&j-ud-daulah on to destructioo.

Clive’s capture of C^ndemagore “ deprived the Nawab of his

natural (and only capable) allies against the Englidi; and nothing

can extenuate his folly in allowing their destruction . . . He changed

his mind again (and again), and in the end did nothing. No
conduct could have been feebler or more unwise. He gave open

display to his hostile feelings against the English, while allowing them

unmolested to destroy the French ... He proceeded to write to Bussy

to come to his help from the Deccan. ” (Dodwell.)

The Nawab’s mind was further confused by the alarming news
coming from Delhi, where the imperial city had been entered by tiie

agents of Ahmad Shah Abdili the Afghan invader, in whose name
the khutba had been read there on 21st January 1757. A month
Iat« Ahmad Shah had left Delhi and gone south to Agift and
Mathurfi. shying and plundering. There was reason to fear that he
would push eastwards to Oudh and Bengal. And therefore

Sit*j-ud-daulah courted the good will of the Englidi as the only power
strwg enough to oppose an Afghan invamon. But Abdtli retired

frnn Delhi on Srd April, this danger passed away, and Sitllj

now bogaa to inotect Mons. Jean Law and the Frendi fugitives

from Chandonagme at QfaimbteHr,. This poliqr ahrmed the

> 5a oOeU ntam dwmid that oat of aa origiDal obaagft of SM tVwJiaiwn
*ho fUD of Chaadnaooaa fcoad «t miip—

—

ir.ii«4 —MjiaS

haiiitsi (Ask h OTw 40 per oan.), 10 wleaaeJ oa panh sad 05 made
(BD. toL HL 40.)

akk io
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Englid), who now decided to overthrow Siifij-ud-daulah and set up

a friendly Naw&b on the throne, so that they would be Mire of thrir

defmce if a strong French force from the Deccan under a general of

Bussy’s capacity invaded Bengal to restore the French poweVi “ It

was becoming apparent (at Calcutta) that many persons besides

the English had cause to fear Sirft}->ud-dau1ah and desired a revo-

lution in the government. The chief people in this movement were

Hindus . . . Sirftj alienated all the principal men of the darbar. The

great Hindu bankers, the (Jagat) Seths . . . had been threatened

with circumcifflon, ” and Bfii ^rlabh the former dtiodin and Mir

.Ta'far the former balchthi had been deprived of their offices and

humiliated. The Seths took the leading part in organising this plot

for purifying the administration, as after the fall of Shaukat Jang

the Englirii were found to be the only power that could deliver the

country foom this insane and cowardly tyrant. Towards the end

of April, the Calcutta Council began to get promises of co-operation

from important personages, especially Mir Ja'far, and on 1st May
the Council agreed to a secret treaty with JaTar, promising to place

him on the throne on the following conditions :
“ an alliance,

offensve and defensive ; the surrender of all French fugitives and

factories ; restitution of all English losses, public and private, caused

by the capture of Calcutta ; the admission of all farmdn- rights

;

liberty to fortify Qftsimb&zftr and Dacca (factories) ; no fortifications

to be erected (by the Naw&b) below Hugli; the rect^ition of

English sovereignty within the bounds of Calcutta ; the grant of

territories for the maintenance of a proper military force; extra-

ordinary expenses while the troops were on campaign for the Naw&b
to be paid by him ; and the residence at the NawSb’s darbAr of one

of the Company's servants.

This conspiracy was conducted and completed in Murshidabad

by William Watts, the chief of the English factory in OSsimbAefir,

with remarkable diplomatic skill, secrecy and courage. On <th

June he visited Mir Ja'far in secret and obtained his oath to the

treaty. It was his good fortune that the secret of it was kept from
the NawSb’s loyal courtiers and from M. Jean Law, who jealously

1 b short, this tnoty totnod the snbshdir of Bengsl Bihar aad Oossa into

a medjatised bdiaa nder, sabjeet to British oontnl, encUy of the tjrpe created

by the mbsidiaiy aOiaiMe syston ascribed to WeDesIqr, srith two diffiHcnees. (a)

no land was politically ceded for the naintenance of a aabrtdfoiy eontiagent. and
(b) no baa was eqilichly pisced oa the employmsat of Baropeaa sanraats
by the Nawab. Bat no isfomice waa aiade to the Empmr of DHBi Ibr foe
ooa&iBiation of the “Eb^ish Kawih.*
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WBtdifid tbe IBwflli*!* from the Arench factoiy and had leady aeoew

to the Nawab's ear. On 11th June the treaty was ddivered to the

Sdeet Committee at Calcutta, and as arranged, on the .12th Watts

and his conqpaniona fled flrmn Murshidabad. (DodweU.)

On ISth June Clive began his match on the Naw&b's capitai,

with an army of 8,000 men ; of whom (mly 800 were EuropcaniH and

the rest sqtoiys and half-caste gunners.^ Leaving his camp in the

French Gardens outside Chandemagote (now in British oocupatMm),

he awed the NawAb’s faujdAr of Hugh into inaction, and sent a

letter ot complaint to the Nawab, in which he maintaineld sileace

about his intention to fl^t. His sq>oys marched by land, and white

tRK^ and Euraaans by boat. On the I7th the army reached Patli.

On the 10th a detachment sent by him under Major Eyre Coote

took EAtwA fort, which the enemy deserted at his ajqnoadi. This

place commanded the highroad to Murshidabad and it also contained

a very large quantity grain. The rest of the English army arrived

at KAtwk late that night and halted for two days.

Clive was filled with amiety as he gazed at an uncertain future.

“Up to this time he had receved nothing but bare promises from
Mir Ja'fsr, . . . and he hentated to risk the fortunes of the Company
on the bare word of.a man who was a traitor to his own sovoeign.

"

So, he at first thought ot holding his presmt position at KfttwA
(instead of crosnng the Ganges and advancing on Murriiidabad),
till the end of the rainy season. A council of war held by him on
21st June decided by a majority in favour of baiting thoe instead

advancing and seddng battle. But an hour after this council,

Clive changed his mind and decided to advance not day without
caring whether he received any assurance of junetum ftom Mir
Ja'fsr or not. On the 22nd the English army set out from KAtwA,
crossed the Ganges and after a hmg toilsome mardi in rain and heat,
readied PiKssey about midni^t. Here th^ made contact with the
enmny.

IV. FtASSBT, THK GrOTTNO AMO im RiVAI. HoSTS

divers ramp was a mango-grove called the LaMuibdgh (or the
Fark oi a hundred thousand trees), 800 yards by 800, with the
trees planted in r^nhur rows, and surrounded on four sides by an
••rthen embankment, whidi served as a good breast-work ; while the

I $$0

indoikt M IW
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thick branches gave protection from the enemy’s shots overhead.

The north-western comer of the grove was only 150 yards from the

Ganges, which thus guarded its left flank, while the village of

Plassey, 1,100 yards behind protected the rear. About 200 yards

north of the grove, on, the bank of the river stood the Nawab’s
hunting-lodge (known as “ Plassey House ”)

, a brick building sur-

rounded by a masonry wall which Clive immediately occupied hnd
the roof of which served as a good observation post. Four hundred

yards north of the hunting-lodge and again close to the river bank
stood a large tank, and 100 yards north of it a smaller tiank, sur-

rounded by high earthen banks, as usual in Bengal. Here were

posted about 45 French helpers of the Nawab, under Monsieur de

Sinfray with four light field-pieces, served by his men with remark-

able accuracy. Still further northwards, some 500 yards beyond
this French party and 400 yards east of the river stood a large dry
mound, covered with jungle, which was held by the Nawab“s own
men and guarded the main entrance to his camp, A redoubt in the

southern line of his entrenchments, a little west of this mound, formed
the defence of the main entrance on its western side. From this

point the trenches ran in a long line curving north-eastwards, with

many openings to allow the troops to issue for battle from their

respective quarters. The site of the Nawab’s camp is called

Mcrngor-pdra in a Dutch letter from Qasimbazar.

Between the shelter of the French tank and this big dry mound,
was massed the most effective portion of Siraj-ud-daulah’s army,

—

indeed the only men who fought for him, under the faithful Mir
Madan (Chief of Artillery), Mohan Lai Kashmiri, and other men
of honour. This was the vanguard of the Nawab’s troops and
numbered 5,000 chosen Mughal horse and 7,000 infantry (Bajputs
and Pathans), with two heavy guns, and these alone were actually

engaged in that day’s battle.

The vanguard formed a short north-to-south line, behind the
French tank. Making a sharp angle to this line, on the left of it the
other troops were drawn up in a huge semi-circle, to the east and
south in three vast columns, under Yar Lutf Khan, Rai Durlabh and
Mir Ja'far, placed further and further away from the English in this

order. But all these troops were “outside the combat” on that
eventful day. Each colunm had its own artillery placed on its two
flanks, instead of all the guns being grouped together in one strong
battery.

The Nawab’s forces made a most impressive show, as after
issuing from their camp they drew up on the plain north-east of
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the village of Flaasey, in a vast arc, over two miles in length, almost

surrounding the British army and threatening to drive it into the

Ganges which flowed on its Itft. Taking horse and foot together

they numbered nearly 50,000 men, but only some 12,000 men form-

ing the vanguard or the right wing and 12 pieces of cannon to<A

any part in the battle.^ The Nawab’s infantry possessed little or

no discipline . . . and most of the men were, armed with swords,

pikes, bows and arrows ! Hi.s cavalry was of a superior description,

both men and horses being of northern origin and large wze. (Broome,

14S)

.

Sir&j had 53 pieces of artillery, mostly of heavy calibres, 32.

24 and 18 pounders. These were mounted on large platforms

furnished with wheels, and drawn by 40 or 50 yoke of powerful

oxen, assisted by elephants ; an elephant followed each carriage,

pushing it forward with his head, whenever it came to any difficulty.

On these platforms were conveyed not only the guns and carriages,

but the ammunition, stores and gunners also. {Broome, 142.)

“ Their cannon moved along, and in front of their main body,

in such manner that their whole front was almost covered with the

bullocks that drew them.” (Clive.)

This huge many-coloured crowd of men, horses, and elephants

urns faced by a thin line of red coats and white cross-beltSI, some 600

yards in length, the white faces (950) in the centre and the brown
faces (2,100) in the wings with six very light guns in front.*

But there was. to be no clash of steel that day^ no hand to hand
cavalry fight, so dear to the heart of every Indian soldier of that age.

The Britidi portion of Clive's army was made up of 950
European infantry and 150 artUleiymen (including 57 sailors), with
a number of hukars to assist. His Indian troops were 2,100 sepoys.

^ Am Jen Law writes: the esDepikm of eonie 50 EuropeeiiB aIio

were with M. Smfny, ond two or three chiefe who commanded bodiee of cavalry;

all the rest of the army stood wHh folded arms or only showed that they were on

the side of Shaj-ud-daulah by the promptitude with which they took to flight. Fear

perx'aded the whole army before the action conimenoed. Every one was persuaded

that Siraj-ud-daiilah was betrayed* and no eoe knew whom to trust. (HU,
ill fllS). Except the vangnesd under Mir Madan and Mohan Lai, and its 18

guns, the icrt of the Nawab’a artillery (under the three tnfitora) did not Are a
•ingle ahot daring the day.

* Broome (p. 148) gh’ea 800 Rnopeana (infadtry, artflleiy and naval
gunners) and 800 Topasses i. s.* Portuguese Eurasiaaa serving with the British

infantry, a total of 1,100 berides Indian ladcan to assist the artilliTy : 8,100 sepoys,

eight six-pounder giuis and two howitaers. Hill (I. caevi) ledooea the nombera of the
Europeans and the Topasses by 100 cadi.
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all infantry, partly Madras men (called Teiiiigas) and partly the

Bengal Native Infantry (First Battalion) popularly called the Lai

Paltan. This last had been raised as recent^ as January, after the

recapture of Calcutta, by enlisting men of Bihar, Oudb, the Doab and

Bnhillrhftnd, and it contained Pathans, Rohillas, Jats, Rajputs and

Brahmans (the “Pfind^s” of the Sepoy Mutiny), but the majority

of the men in the ranks were Muslims, many of them disbanded

soldiers of the Indian princes. (Broome, 9S).

The battle line of Clive was thus formed : in the centre were

placed the Europeans, in four battalions, under Majors Killpatrick,

Archibald Grant, and Eyre Coote, and Captain Gaupp. On the two

wings the sepoys were posted in two divisions, with three six-pounder

guns on each flank of the Europeans, a little ahead of the infantry.

Th«|y were drawn up in the plain in front of the mango-grove, in a

line about 600 yards in length, from west to east with the river on

their left.

V. Battue of Plassey

Thursday the 83rd of June, 1767 exactly one year and two days

after the Nawab’s capture of Calcutta, witnessed a battle which was

destined to revolutionise the life of India, and indirectly and slowly

that of the eastern hemisphere, though when judged as a trial of

arms military critics are apt to slight it as a mere skirmish or distant

cannonade.

At eight o’clock in the morning both hosts were in position. The
first blood was drawn biy white men from white men. The French

opened fire from the big tank only 200 yards from the English line

and killed one grmadier and wounded another of the Bengal European

Regiment. This was the signal for the whole attacking force to join

in the action, and a heavy cannonade began from the Nawab’s line,

most of which was badly aimed and did little mischief. The English

at once replied with their six-pounders, which took effect on the dense
nmsses of the enemy and kept them back, but were too short in range

to silence the Nawab’s artillery. In half an hour the British lost 3(1

men in killed and wounded, and Clive retired his men to the grove,

where the trees protected them overhead and the embankment in front.

The smart and accurate fire of the English guns from the
embrasures made in the mud wall of the mango-grove, killed a number
of the ehemy’s gunners and caused several serious explosions among
their carelessly exposed munitions. Hence, the falling back of the
English line did not embolden the Nawab’s cavalry to (diaige.
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Huee houB passed in this static cannonade. And then, shortly

after 11 a.m a thundentoim burst with tropical hity, turning the

sandy plain of Plassey into a mud swamp. The Nawab’s artillery

was now put out of action as their uncovered gunpowder had been

damped by rain while the English had carefully kept their powder

dry. When the rain ceased, Mir Madan ordered the long-waited-for

gallant diarge in the hope of overwhelming the English bgr' numbers,

thinking that their guns had been similarly rendtted useless by rain.

But the rapid fire of grape-shot from the English guns at close range

wiought havoc among the advancing crowd of Bengal cavaliers.

Here at the head of the charge fell Mir Madan, Bah&dur Ali Khan
(the son-in-law of Mohan Lftl and commander of the bahalia

musketeers), I^auwe Singh Hazftri (captain of artillery), and some
other high officers. The advance was checked and the cavalry

turned their faces towards their entrenchment.

It was now two o’clock in the afternoon. Clive on learning of

the enemy’s fiinching, came out of the hunting-lodge and found that

their cannonade had entirely ceased and the men were yoking their

oxen and slowly retiring towards their camp. Treachery had been

at work in the Nawab’s army. On hearing of Mir Madan’s fall,

Sir&j-ud-daulah had called Mir Ja’far to his tent and appealed to his

loyalty, by lajying his turban at his feet and saying, “It is for you
to defend my honour. ’’ Mir Ja'far swore on the Quran to

fight the English, and advised the Nawab to withdraw his

troops from the field and fight with renewed vigour next morning
under his leadership. On coming out of the Nawab’s tent to his own
troops in the field, he sojt a letter to Clive telling him of the Nawab’s
helfdessness and despair and ui^ng the English to advance at once
and seize the camp.

His treacherous advice had begun to work. The troops in the
field, while shaken by Mir Madan’s fall and the repulse of their
vanguard, received orders that the engagement was suspended for
the day, and b^an a withdrawal. But the handful of Fkmichmen
kept their stand at the most advanced post facing the English. Such
was the sight which had made Major Killpatrick on his own initiative

order an advance by a small English detachment. Clive came upon
the seme innnediately after this forward movement had started; he
took the command himsdf,. and launched an assault upcm Sinftay’s
imhted position in force. The Frmdimm were outnumbered; but
Ihnbenng up their guns they retired in good order and made a second
stand in the redoubt guarding the entrance to the Nawab’s camp.

Having seised the French tanks, aive planted all his field-pieces
th»e and bagan to throw shots into the memy’s camp. Here he
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halted for about two hours, keeping a keen eye on the vast enemy
poation b^ore him and watching for his chance. Soon thme was a
return of the tide ; the Muslim retreat stopped. All the Botgal
army was not made up of Mir Ja’fars and Rai Durlabhs ; tiiere wme
in it many men of honour, Rajputs with their inborn contempt of

death and Shias nursed on the chivalrous traditions of Persia, who
would not yidd without one more stru^le.* ITje shower was over,

they had eaten thdr afternoon refreshments in the camp and now
began to come out again from the entrendiment with dry gunpowder
from their stores, to renew the combat, even though they had no
supreme leader to incite and guide them. But the ground beneath
them was rain-soaked. As their horses were floundering in the mud
and the clumpy wheels of their heavy gun-platforms were sinking

in the ground, and their draught oxen refused to make any advance
under the lash, the English cannon flred from only two hundred
yards* distance with deadly precision and rapidity, ploughed their

disordered and crowded ranks. The confusion passed beyond remedy
from the writhing of wounded men, horses and oxen, the stampede
of elephants, and the exploison of powder. But all was not

yet over.

'*Sinfray plied his guns from the redoubt with great spirit, and
the enemy's matdiloekmen from the oitrenchments and the hillock

east of the redoubt, maintained an irregular but unintermitting flre.

Hieir cavalijr also made several hold attempts to charge, but were

as often repulsed by the rapid and deadly flre of the British fleld

pieces. It was here that the contest was most obstinate, and on this

occasion the chief loss of the English was sustained. ” (Brooms, 148)

.

But, in truth, by this time the Bengal army was really spat.

In their centre and left, the vast cavalry hordes of hfir Ja'far, Durlabb

Ram, and Yar Lutf were seen retiring blither and further away with-

out having fired a riiot during the whole day, while Clive's mudceteen,

now lodged dose behind the nearest mounds, kept up vdley firing

with a precision and mindity unknown to our mdigenoas forces.

* “Ike Nawab*» aoMien eovld aot aadenUad how w nistt a Brilidi faew
ecndd overwhite ao powerful aa aniqr as their own ; ao, dedhing to aooapt defcat.

they hnuBA ap laqp bodte of caealqr, ete had aot hithtrfa taken an «*n«
poK ia the aasapsaiiiil; aad ate hawing ehtakiad thy powder tens thear eidieniih-

aaeat, pound a heawy fire on the anawi teidt Clhro had jnat captared from the
ftench.- (teNs, Bkt. of tewfol terope, Jtap.. SS).

"When Hir Xidar comaelled the Nawah to aaapend Ao fidd hr Aat day
aad lamO Ua tioopo from the fidd, Hbhah Lai fefaaad to nbeat an tha vmmd^ k wonid lead to a root. Bat Mir jrafrr stack to his owa adrfee and Mt the

I* Sfaai.- (8ter. test, «»).
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Many of their own comrades were seem to be on retreat behind

them.

The eagle qre oS the British General srized this peychologickd

moment. Clive sprang forward to deliver the deoirive blow. Hii

halt at the French tanks was over. He sent two strong detach-

ments to advance on his two flanks to dislodge the defenders of the

redoubt and the dry jungly mound east of it;' these were the

posts held by his enemy outside their camp. At the same time

the main body ^ British army moved forward more slowly in

support of the right or the left advance as might be found necessary.

At last the struggle was over. The Nawab’s army fled away

leaving their guns behind, and then the whole body of the victors

entered the entrenchments. Ail was confusion and flight within.

The Nawab himself had fled away soon after 4 p.m., thm was no

leader left to conduct an orderly retreat. The victory was complete

by 5 o’clock. Clive’s soldiers, with wonderful discipline did not

stop to plunder such an immensely rich camp, but pudiedi on to

Daudpur, six miles from the fleld, that night, in order to seise the

the Nawab’s capital b^ore he could rally his forces there.

In this historic action, the British lost only seven Europeiuu

and 16 sepoys killed, and IS Europeans and S6 sepoya wounded^

a total casualty flgure of 7S.* Eighl^r per cent of this loss fell on

their artilleiy,—evidently the feat of Sinfray’s men. On the

Nawab’s side about 500 men were killed and a due proportion

woundled* Among the wounded officers were Mohan LU, MSnik
CStand (a Bengali K&yastha), and Khw&ja Hftdi [fitiff, 11, 4M.]
But all his artillery (58 pieces), baggage, camp equipage^ stores

and cattle fell into the victor’s hands; nothing could be carried

away. But as there was no oppontkm, there was not after Plassey

the carnage that usually follows a root ; all the Bengal

losses were suffered in the open fleld.

VI. The CortmASTED Tacncs

The tactics of the battle of Plassey are quite eaqy to follow

when we bear fat mind the difference between the two rides in

' **1he (MUA) deUduuait at the int tank, njth aema Mpofa 4» fraal',

bafat ordeied, aeoetdiarir teehed on, Seed eo the eneaqr whea thar got to flia tepi
aad dtaee theai off with .. . pieeipitatiaB. ” (Cfiea ia J7% II. SSS).

3 Bfwm*. 140. Bat Hm (Vol. I, ceii) ghraa Eaiapeaaa 4 killed aad IS
wauaded ; aepoye IS killed. SB waaaded,r-4alal TO. lha oSIdal letam after die
battk eisaad hr Major of BrigMle. Joha Ptaaer, ri«w 1* killed aad wauaded aad
Urn a total of W. mm, II, m).
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annament and war training (especially the vitally importaht

demoits of discipline among the men and leadership among the

junior officers). Only 12,000 men with 12 guns fought 8,200 men
with 8 guns. Clive's policy after the first half-hour (in which he

lost SO men from the IVench-directed artillery) was to keep his

men under cover and fire his guns from embrasures fully shielded

by earthworks. Mir Madan, on his part, followed the stereotyped

Mughal war-plan of first making a big gun cannonade for ov^
powering the enems^'s inferior artillery, throwing the dpposite

cavalry into confusion, and if luck assisted blowing up their munition

in the field; then after such a preparation for about two hours,

launching his own massed cavalry in one charge, riding down the

enemy forces, and winning the day by one move.

Such tactics had succeeded in Indian warfare in the 17th century

and even in the 18th,'when both sides had indigenous annament and

leadm ; but they proved futile when opposed to the discharge of

grajM from smaller but very mobile and rapid-firing guns aimed

with deadly accuracy from close range, and highly trained musketeers

(not clumsy match-lock-men) firing by platoons wHh the shock

effect of machine guns.

Clive handled his small force (entirely infantry-men and foot

artillery) with judicious economy. After the first half-hour (when

they were exposed and suffered nearly half the casualties of their

«de for the entire day) , he cardFully kept them back from exposure.

And when in the afternoon, he did again issue into the open

plain, every step was taken under artillery protection, and every

advance was> made in the form of a dash from one protective

embankment (rotmd some tank) to another where a halt was made
undw cover and his artillery brought i<p alongside and employed

in pounding the enemy in their nearest post in front, so as to prepare

the ground for the nesd advance of his infantry.

Tie Nawab's troops, after the failure of their first old-style

diaige under MRr Madan at about 2 p.m.. learnt a lesson and

dhai^md their tadtics by using every ground cover available and
shooting dorm the Enirlish sepoys from behind such eovein as

long as th^ could hold them.

TMifce the Englidi, the Nawab's troops had no grape4ring

guns to support thdr htfantry, and. indeed, no artilleiy help what-
ever in the afternoon's fightinff. except ^fray's guns in the Redonbt
at the angle of th^ entrenched line. The musketry fixe Of the
%iti^led sepaye was far superior to that of the Nawab’s haksXku.
In the final stage of the battle, as the Sritish advance was headed
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Siraj-ud-daulah‘» flight

by the sqwys, their white infantry suffered no kwe, and their only

were among the sepoy infantry and white artillery-men.*

VU. Tbb End of SmAJ-vn-namuaH

From the lost field of Plassey, even before the last strugglu

had ended, the craven Nawab deserted his soldiers and followers

and fied away alone about 4 p.m., on a swift camel, with a few

servants and arrived at his capital at midnif^t. All was terror and

confusion in Murshidabad. No real attempt could be made to

organise a defence, as the soldiery had lost heart and gone utterly

out of hand. Above all Siraj-ud-daulah knew not whom to trust.

So, overcome by fear and urged by his women, he resolved on a

fiight to Patna. In the night of S4th June, he escaped unnoticed

from the city attended .by a trusty eunuch and his devoted wife

Lutf-un-nisft Begam. The capital of Bengal Vas left without a
magistrate or a master, because Mir Ja'far who had reached it on
the day after the battle, kept himself confined to his own house and

refused to assume the government. But Clive entered the city

on the 29th and took up his residence in the Mut&d-bAgh near

the palace of Sitij. Later, in the afternoon, he went to the palace

of Hir&jhil, where Mir Ja'far was in residence, and "there in

the presence of all the Rajahs and great men of the Court, he

led Ja’far Ali Khan by the hand to the royal seat (maanad),

seated him on it, and saluted him as Nawab of the three Subahs,

upon which his courtiers congratulated him and paid him the usual

homage.” (Clive, in Hill, Vol. II. 487.)

Thus ended Muslim rule in Bengal ; the foreign master of the

sword had become its king-maktf

.

The fallen Nawab fled by road to BhagwfingoUl on the Padmh
and there took boat for going up-stream and readiing Rttnft and
his IVench allies under M. Jean Law. A little below Ri^jlmahal,

he alighted from his boat (80th June) to ask for a meal to be
cooked for him. Though he had disguised himself in mean clothing,

^ Clive's letter—**Onr four gaam limn the top of the (Hist) tank, beins a

Mtmng gtonnd, plaped upon the many, (who coveted the plaiit with their numbwe
end at ho veiy gnat dietanee), with vast ameoem. Tbny (t.e., the Nawab's troops)

had got powwwom of tho second tank (really, the dqr mound oof one lido of the

main entnmoo to the Nawab’s camp) with home and bnrgandam or gunmen, or

many as oould oovac thimeJver bom our cannon, bdiind H, oad bom thaneo with
tihdr moikelqr wemulad eeeerai cd our men . . . Tbs enemy endmvenied to um
dnir gmn, but wo took omo to 8m on thorn parts wbick pat their bdlodte in anch
ecnAnien that we rsertead but fnr rtmt.* (HO, SI, 48g>.
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be was recognised by a Muslim &qir, named, Dana/ ShiJi, whose

ears nose he had ordered to be cut off in the days of his power.

This informed the governor of B&jmahal, who seizejdA Sira;^

ud-daulah and sent him under guard to Murshidabad. Here the

fallen monarch was brought with great secrecy at night on 2nd

July. Mir Ja‘far could not decide what to do with hm^ but

him in the hands of his son Miran and retired to sleep. This brutal

youth had Sir&j murdered in prison^ that veiy night without the

knowledge of the English.

Hiii executioner was Muhammadi Beg, a low fellow, whom
Sii&i’s father had brought up and mother given in marriage. The

fallen monarch abased himself to the ground, made frantic appeals

for mercy, and promised to live in harmless obscurity if only his

life was spared. But all his efforts proved futile. No time was

given to him to pray and prepare himself for facing the Great Judge.

Thm with his last breath he cried out, “I am being killed in

retribution for my unjust murder of Husain Quli Khan. ”

Next morning bis mangled body was placed on an elephant

and paraded through the streets of the capital as a mark of public

degradation (tash-hir). Men noted with horror that when the

elephant came to a halt for a few minutes at the place where Sitaj

had caused jffusiun Quli to be murdered three years earlier, some
drops of blood fell down from the dead body on the vmy same

spot. Thus was proved divine justice. When the corpse reached

the bazar in front ot Sirij's old residence^ and a public clamour

arose, a noble matron in dishevelled dress, without shoes on her feet,

without a veil to cover her head, was seen to rush out of the palace

and approach the elq>hant, beating her breast and uttering cries

of auguish. It was the mother of Sii&j. She learnt of her darling

son's fate for the first time from the noise outside, and ‘broke out
ot parda udth hw weeping train, to have a last look at his mortal

remains. But it was not to be. This daughter of a king, wife of

a vice-king, and mother of another king was driven bade to htf
home with blows by the niflianly guards of Khftdim Husain, a
General, who had been watching the semie from his balcony opposite.

And Khftdim Husain had been cherished in 3routh by Alivardi.

His gratitude to his benefactor only paralleled that ot hGr Ja^far.

text. 282.)

< Mbaa «lfo nmidMcd SiMij'’a aok MrririBZ bdrothar Mifaa aad hu
dtad hratlMr AkiamHaalaVa aon 'Monid-addanlali, tlnw axUngaUring tlia entke
aHle line of Alwaidi’s daseoadaBta. Wa know miifciin faiUMr of Mina Baaaaaai,
a yonagw l/teOtr of Shaakat Jang (of Pernio), nnartiBiiad in «ha 8^.
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ff IglUoble as the life of Siraj-ud-daulah had been and tragic

his end, among the public of his countiy, his memory has been
redeemed by a woman’s devotion and a poet’s genius. For many
years after his death, his widow Lutf-un-nii£ Begam used to lig^t

a memorial lamp on his tomb every evening as long as she livjeKt

The Bengf^li poet Nabin Chandra Sen in his master-piece The Battle

of Plaseey, has washed away the follies and crimes of Siraj by artfully

drawing forth his reader’s tears for fallen greatness and blighted

youth.

Vm. Rsflections

When the sun dipped into the Ganges behind the blood-red
field of Plassey, on that fateful evening of June, did it symbolise
the curtain dropping on the last scene of a tragic drama ? Was that
day followed by a night of eternal gloom for India, ” as the poet
of Plassey i^ginefi Mohan Lftl foreboding from the ranks of the
losers ? Today the historian, looking backward over the two
centuries that have passed since then, knows that it was the beginning,
slow and unperceived, of a glorious dawn, the like of which the histoiy
of the world has not seen elsewhere. On 2Srd June, 1757, the middle
ages of India ended and her modem age began.

When Clive struck at the Nawab, Mughal civilization had
become a spent bullet. Its potency for good, its very life was gone.
The country’s administration had become hopelessly dishonest and
inefficient, and the mass of the people had been reduced to the
de^>est poverty, ignorance and moral degradation by a small, selfish,

proud, and unworthy ruling class. Imbecile lechers filled the throne ;

the family of Alivardy did not produce a single son worthy to be
called a man, and the women were even worse than the men.
Sadists like Sirfij and Miran made even their highest subjects live
in constant terror. The army was rotten and honey-combed with
treason. The purity of domestic life was threatmed by the
debauche^ fashionable in the Court andfthe aristocracy and the
sensual literature that grew up under such patrons. Religion had
become the handmaid of vice and folly.

On such a hopelessly decadent society, the rational progressive
spirit of Europe struck with resistless force. First of all, an honest
and efficient administration had to be imposed on the country and
directed by the English, if only for the sake cl the internal peace
on whichthw trade depended and the revalue by which its necessary
detenoe force could be mahitahied. Ibus, while the rulers

es
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kg;>t protesting that they were merchants and not rulers in Bengal,

the civil administration, no less than the armed defence, of the

coimtry was forced upon them. In the space of less than one

generation, in the twenty years from Plassey to Warren Hastings

(1737-1776)

,

the land began to recover from the blight of medieval

theocratic rule. Education, literature, society, religion, man’s handi-

work and political life, all fblt the revivifying touch of the new impetus

from the west. The dign bones of a stationary oriental society began to

stir, at first faintly, under the wand of a heaven-sent magician.

It was truly a Renaissance, wider, deeper, and more revo-

lutionary than that of Europe after the fall of Constantinople.

Bengal had been despised and thrown into a cojmer in the Vedio

age as the land of birds (and not of men) , in the epic age as outside

the regions hallowed by the feet of the wandering Pandav brothers,

and in the Mughal times as “ a hell well stocked with bread.” But
now under the impiUst of the British civilisation it became a path-

finder and a light-bringer to the rest of India. If Perielean Athens

was the school of Hellas, “the eye of Greece, mother arts and

eloquence, ” that was Bengal to the rest of India under British rule,

but with a borrowed light, which it had made its own with marvel-

lous cunning. In this new Bengal oripnated every good and great

thing of the modem world that passed on to the other inovinces

of India. From Bengal went forth the English-educated teachers

and the Europe-inspired thought that helped to modernise <Bihar

and Orissa, Hindustan and Deccan. New literary types, rdTorm of

the language, social reconstruction, political aspirations, religious

movements and even changes in manners that origmated

in Bengal, passed like ripples from a central eddy, across provincial

barriers to the farthest comers of India.

Finally, aftw less than two centuries of rule the British have

left Bengal free, and better fitted to keep that freedom in the modem
world than the Romans had made Britain when thc^ abandoned
their imperial domination over the white island, more permanmtly
civilised than the Hellenistic world on the disscfiution of Alocander’s

empire, and more peaceful and progressive than the Ammcan
colonies of Spain when they shook themselves free of Eurq|pean

rule.

Has Q^v^eiq^al, unknown to herself, been working through the

ages to jpeim tMs consummation? Her storied past, as narrated

in these^gilies, idiows how the diverse limbs of the country and

waning^^bes imd sects of the people woe fused into one by the

dlent n^sAing time and a common political life till at the end of
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the Muslim period a Bengali people had become a realitjy^ But
not yet a Bengali nation, for the pre-requisites of a nation were

then wanting. Two centuries of British rule and the neighbouring

example of British society have now ground down large sections

of the Bengali people to that uniformity of life and thought which

alone can create a nation. It is for the future to perfect this good

work.

In June, 1757, we crossed the frontier and entered into a great

new world to which a strange destiny had led Bengal. Today, in

October 1947 we stand on the threshold of the temple of Freedona

just opened to us. May the course of the years 1757 to 1947 have
prepared us for the suprraie stage of our political evolution and
helped to mould us truly into a nation. May our future be the

fulfilment of our past history.
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No coDtinuous history of the province of Bengal was written

in the Per^ language before 1788, that is more than one generation

after the passing away of Muslim rule, and this book named

the Rn/dz-ua-^ohdUn is meagre in facts, mostly incorrect in detail

and dates, and vitiated by loose traditions, as its author had no

knowledge of many of the standard Persian authorities who h^
treated of Bengal as a part of their genoal histories of India. Again,

we miss during the Muslim period (1200-1757) the wealth and

variety of inscriptions whidi Oluminate the life of the province

during the preceding Hindu period. The extant Arabic and Pernan

inscriptions found in Bengal merely record the names of the builders

of mosques and tombs and their dates. During the many centuries

when Bengal was a part of the empire of Delhi, the only motion of

the province in the historical chronicles of Delhi occurs whep some-

thing abnormal happened there, as in fact Bengal affairs had no
** ne#s value ” to the royalty and courtiers of Delhi. In this barren

desert of historical ignorance, the only oasis is the reign of Jahangir,

for which a special Bengal history was written to the dictation of

Mirzft Nathan (entitled Shit&b Khan) who was serving there all the

time. This Persian work was brought to livht by me in 1019 and
it has been translated into English by Dr. Borah (Gauhati, 1090).

At the very end of our period we have the Life of AUvardi Khan
(Ahwal-i-Mahdbat Jang) by Yusuf Ali, and the equally valuable

personal records of Sayyid Karam Ali and Sa.vyid Ghul&m Husain

Tab&tabii. Only two Muslim travellers have left any description of

Bengal, however, slight; they are Ibn Batutft (c.18) and Abdul Latif

(1008).

Nor has Muslim rule in Bengal bequeathed to us any letttf-book,

sudi as are plentiful for Mughal India outride this province. No
history or memoir was written in Sanskrit or the provincial dialect

during this age ; hence one source of li^t familiar to us during the

PHndu period is totally wanting in oar second volume.

Therefore, the historical inquirer is thrown upon the histories

of the Coitial Government of Delhi for authentic information and
dates rdating to Bengal, however, scanty they mqd>t be. For long

periods, this source fails us altogether and our only resource is the

coins of the local Saltans. Tliese, for the eaiBer and more obscure

centuries are of crude wotfananfhip, and often mutilated by the
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marginal deletion of the date where clearness is of the utmost

importance, and a few inscriptions on mosques and tombs. For the

rest, the student is enveloped in the twilight of local traditions and

the legends of saints’ shrines (which came to be written down very

late, only in 18th century) . These require critical examination and

correction before they can find a place in a sober history.

After the middle of the 17th century, we begin to get light of

another kind from the records of the English factories in Bengal and

the diaries of their agents. Bengali literature, especially that produced

by the Vaishnavas, touches only the social side.

Subject to the above caution, the following Bibliography is

offered to the research-worker. It should be noted that I have not

wasted time and space by recording every article or book that has

been written on any topic of Bengal history during the Muslim period,

but ignored the heaps of dead leaves and the vapourings of ignorant

national pride*. Only such books and papers are listed here as rise

above the common place or definitely establish some true fact.

The first attempt to write a modem History of Bengal was

Captain Charles Stewart*!s "History of Bengal from the first

Muhammadan invasion until the virtual conquest of that country

bv the English A.D. 1757 ” (T.,ondon 1818) . Later. Pandit Rajani

Kfinta Chakravarti, in his Bengali History of Oaur made a useful

collection of all the traditions that were still current in and around
Maldnh and Gatir. but this work cannot claim the rank of a history,

though it supplies useful raw materials. (It has been pirated, ilrithout

acknowledgement by Abid Ali Khan.)

The Bandar lUhas, vol II.. written by Rakhal Das Banerji in

Bengali (Calcutta 1917) . is a land-mark in the growth of our historical

knowledge since the days of Stewart. Its value, however, consists

in its being rather a complete index-volume of Bengal inscriptions

and coins, learned dissertations, genealogical lists and extracts from
sources known up to the year 1015, than a history of the t3i>e aimed
at in our book. Moreover it ends with the Mughal conquest (1575)

.

and thus runs parallel up to page 186 only of the presort volume.

But for the period that it covers it will give «act referoices to

sources on any points on which a reader of our volume may wish

to make further inquiries or verification.

I cannot conclude my remarks without recording a wish that

*8bc1i m the aeKtiians i|Mde m 19Vf that PretepSiditye had ceaqaaeJ Amm
and hasp^ht aB the Bajaha and Sidtane of Ben^ under hie rnanuf^ or that

Mohan, Lai who war wounded at lUeeey waa a Kejraelhla of Bengal and that the

Lai Mtaa of dhre waa compaaed of g»n- bjr nee.
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weU>tndiied students Bengal Muslim numismatics should caiefuUy

study the dates and names on the coins the early Sultans of

Bengal, of which only defective specimens are to be now found in

India, but much mote comi^te and legible examples may be preserved

in the coin-cabinets of the British Museum and the India office in

London. Thus only can we hope to get decisive information where
Dr. Nalini K&nta Bhattaa&li has been baffled in his reading of the

coins preserved in India or has drawn wrong inferences. The new
light may entail a revision of our earlier chapters.

With the Mughal cfmquest (1575) we enter on firmer ground
and have also plenty of the flesh and skin-ras distinct from the bate

skeletonr—of Bengal history and accurate knowledge of our social

conditions. The curious inquirer may consult my other writings for

minute references which it has not been possible to give in this volume.

Of the independent Nawabs of Bengal from Murshid Quli Khan
onwards, we possess full accounts of all except the first in the

Siym-ut^nwMMuirm (1788) . Ail of them are treated more briefly in

the Rij/dz-uaSoldtin (1788) . AUvardi lOian has a long and valuable
contemporary biograidiy written by Yusuf Ali and entitled Ahwdlri-
Mahdbat Jang, and another in Karam AU’s Muzaffar-nSmah (written
in honour of Muhanunad BaxA Khan of the early English period)

.

Ghulam Husain Tab&tabfti, the greatest historian of later Bengal,
from Delhi to Murshidabad, aged five, in 1788 and therefore he totally

missed out Murshid Quli Khan, of whom he had no personal
knowledge. Therefore, our current knowledge of Murshid Quli
Khan is based on Captain Charles Stewart’s HiHorg of Bengal
(Dmdon, 1813), which is a mere translation of the RigdaiieSaUUin,
siqkplemettted by ^tracts frmn the English factmy records. The
RUfSa-ue-SalStm tor this period is not an <w^inal source, but has
mainfy ctqiied SalimuDah’s Tdrikh^BangOo (written in 1768-64 at
the mstance Henry Vansittart, Ckivernor of Bengal), and the
oopying hM been done so cardessfy as to import many gross mistakes,

Therefw, we must everywhere follow the correct text of
Sanmnllah in preference to the Rlgdt or Stewart. For the earlitf
yean of Murshid Quli Khan’s service in Braigal, SalhnnOah gives very
scanty hifKination and that is too often mcmiect. Hapidiy it is
possible to reconstruct the story of Murshid Qufi Khadb work in
B^Cal from 1766 to 1716 (e^ he became a frO-fledged snbahdir)
from («) the letter book of Anrangsib conqriled by his last Secretary
Muwhi ’Iniyetnllah (entitled IhlOnei-^ Alamgm), (b) the news-
Mtos of the inqwrisl court called IIMfOidUihrbar-i-MaJM
(o) on a number of pointy the records of tho En^rii freloiim in
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Bengal. These souices liable us to cMiect in many places the

cutient traditions about Murshid Quli and sup|dy exact dates

and details.

Coins

£. Thomas—Ciirontefos of the Pathan Kings of DsM (London 1871)

E. Thomas—On the ItiiUal Coinage of Bengal, t pts. {JASB. 1867)

Catahgue of Coins in the Indian Museum (new ed.), yol. II in

two parts, pt. S by Nelson Wright 1908.

Catalogue of Coins in the British Museum : Mughal Coins, by

Lane-Poole, 1892.

Catalogue of Coins in the India Office, London

—

A. W. Botham—Catalogue of the ProvimM Coin Cabinet of Assam.

N. K. Bhattasali—Coins and Chronology of the Early Independent

Sultans of Bengal. (Cambridge 1922)

Inscriptions

Epigraphia Indiea, vols I and n (papers by Baul Horn)
Bpigraphia Indo-Modemiea, ed. by Horovitz and Yazdani.

J. H. Ravenshaw

—

Qaur : Its Ruins and Inscriptioru (London 1878.)

A. Cunningham—Report of the Amhatologieal Survey of India,

Tol. xy. &c.

Abid Ali Khan—Memoirs of Qaur and Pandua ed. by H. E. Si^ideton,

(mostly based without acknowledgement, cm the literary and
traditional accounts collected in the Bengali work of Bajani
Chalcrayarti.) (Calcutta 1919) Stapleton’s Bibliography and
List of inscr^tions, yeiy yseful and correct.

[The contributions of H. Blochmann in JABR. 1872-1876 and
Manmohan Chakiayarti in JABB. (new series) 1908>1909 ate
still worth study.]

Persian sources : A. General Histories of Hmdnstan.
Hasan Nizfimi—Ydfuf-ma dsw. Eng. tr. in Elliot, ii.

MinhaH-fiimi—Taboqid^i-JNrdsftri text in Biblio Ihdica series;
Eng. tr. by Bayerty in Biblio. Ind. series (conectimr that in
Elliot yol. ii.)

Zi&-ud-dm BsasaA--Tdri1dtri-Firuu Shdhi text hi Biblio Ladica. Eng.
tr. in Elliot yol. iii and also in JABR: 1869 an(a ^

*^^eu—Putuh-usBaldtin, text ed. by A. Mahdi Husain (Agra, 1988)
Shmns-hSuij Aftf—IMA-j-Ftnca Shshi. text m Biblio Lid. Eng. tr. in

Elliot iii. .

Yahyi bin Ahmad &hnadi--TdrilA4-MuIank Shdhi. text in Kb.
Lad. Eng. tr. by K. K. Bose in Ga^wadh (Rental Series.
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BabuF—Memoin^ Eng. tr. by Mrg. Beveridge, Sec. iii. (1921.)^

Nn'inatu^ab

—

MakhmiinrirAf&ghaina, Eng. tr. Dorn in Onaitnl

Tiang. Fund (1829) requiree very {Sequent correction.

‘Abbis Sarwftni—7orib^/ier ShOhi, Eng. tr. in Elliot iv.

Jauhar

—

Tagkirat’iil-wSqaidt, Eng. tr. by Stewart in O.TJP. 18M.

Ahmad YadeBLT—Tdrikh4-SakUm-i-Afdgham or, TAi^-i^Shdhi, teat

in Bib. Ind. (1989), Eng.. tr. in Elliot V

Niz&m-ud-din Ahmad~ro6oqdt-i*Afc6<»»i, text and Eng. tr. in Bib.

Ind. aeries.

Abul Rizl A'ltomi—A*i-f-A*6an, Eng. tr. by. Jarrett. (vol. ii for

Bengal history) and text also printed in Bid. Ind.

Abul Fhzi A'mnA-Akbamdmah, vols. ii and iir, text and Eng. tr.

(by Beveridge) in Bib. Ind.

Firishta

—

Chdthan-irlbrdhimi, text by Newal Kishore Press (Lucknow)

and Eng. tr. by Briggs.

Rafi' ShirSzi

—

Tcaktrat-vH-rmiluk.

Abdullah

—

T/triMiri-D&udi, tr. in Elliot iv.

Jahgngir

—

Tvzuk^i-Jahdngiri, text printed by S. Ahmad and Newal

Kishore. Eng. tr. by Rogers and Beveridge (RAB., London)

2 vols, (100&-1914.)

Abdul Hamid Labor!

—

Pddt^iAhnSmak, sec. i (first two decades of

Shah Jahan’s reign.) Text in Bib. Ind. sec. ii. (third decade, by
Wans) ms. with Sarfcar, sec. iii (thirty-first year of reign, with

long summaries of years 1-80) by Silib Kambuh ed. by Yazdani

in Bib. Ind.

M. Kazimr—AinnyimdmnA, Text in Bib. Ind.

Sfiqi Musta'd JQtBn—Madrir^irAtamgiri, text and Eng, tr. (by

Jadunath Sarkar) in Bib. Bid. (1947.)

AkhbMi^-IAutdri-rnm’l^^ from the 2nd yen of Aunmgrib’s reign,

Jaipur and RAB. coUectkms.

Person B. Spsdol Bittorie* of Bengal

Ghnlim Husain Salim

—

Rigda-ut-SaUUm, text and IBut. tr. (by Abdns
Salim) in Bib. Bidka sales.

Ghulim Husain Tabfttab&i—Bqar-td-imiidbhofk. Text {Mtinted in

Calcutta 1838, litho. ed. by Newal Kidiore (lAcknow) . Eng. tr.

by EaynKMd (Mostaidia), first printed 1789, reprinted by
Gambiay b Co. (Calcutta 1902.)

Amir Khnanm-^GjMa-naBnViajn, Eng. tr. in Elliot ifi.

Sbitib Khln (ICini Nathan)—BahdneUiiFi-Ohmbi, text hi Biblio.

National^ Plaris. Eng. tr. by Dr. Borah, (Ganbati 1980) 2 vob.
Shihib^id-tfn Ahmad TUMi--dWs<h(|>ia4'*t6riyys (text pibited in

1880 f) I«ag nmnmy-Bag. tr. by Bbchmun in JABBl WIfL
80
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Supitoaent to the above (from Mir Jumla’a death to the conquest

of Chatgaou by Sh&ista Khan) test in Bodleian Libiaiy ; some

extracts tr. by J. Sarimr in 1006 and 1907.

Md. Ma*sum

—

Tdrikh-iShidh ShujSi.

Yusuf A^AhwSl-irMahdbat Jang. Yusuf Ali was the sem of Ghuiam

Ali and son-in-law of Nawab Sarfaifts,

Salimullahr—rdrtXA-t-Banpdfa. Eng. tr. by Gladwin (Calcutta 1788),

reprint (Calcutta 1918.)

TTamin AU

—

Mitzaffaf^nSmok. Eng. tr. in part by J. Sarkar in

Bengal Poet and Present, 1947.

Ibn Batuta—Travels. Broadway Trav. (Routiedge), handy.

Abdul Latif—Travels, Eng. tr. by J. Sarkar in JB. & OJtJS. and

Bengal Poet and Present,

Persian, C. Letters

Abul Hasan

—

Muraqa’dt-i-Hasan (Rampur ms.) partly tr. in J.

Sarkar’s Studies in Aurangzib’s Reign, Ch. ziv. (lOSS.) Covers

the years 1665-67 (Bengal and Orissa.)

rm^et-uUah

—

Ahhdm-i~'Alaingiri (Rampur and Patna mss.) Most
useful for Murshid Quli Khan,

Md. Jafar (bin Md. E&zil)

—

Inshi-i-A'pb. One letter on Bmigal

temple destruction, tr. into Bengali in Preface to Bankim's SitHram

(B. Sahitya Parishad ed.)

lnshA4-BAmchand Munshi, letters from Ja*for Kb. (Murshid Quli I.)

to the Emperors be. India Office Pers. nu. S17S (Eth4 No. 8946.)

Chait Rai (? Jit Bai) son of L^hxftj

—

Mufidai-mshd, letters of Ali

Quli Khan, faujdar of Kuch Bihar-Rangpur, c. 1700, and others.

One ms. with J. Sarkar.

Bijai Singh Munshi—IXiator-ut-Miahd, letters <m Bihar and Boigal
affiurs 1748-61, cmnpiled m 1769. Ms. belongs to Rfti MetlmfU
Frasid of Patna City.

Ujftgar Chand Lala (TUfat)

—

Inshori-Ohatib, letters on Bihar and
Bengal affairs, compiled 1788. Ms, belongs to Hakim Nasir-
uddin of Patna City.

YSr Md. Qalandar^OosteiHil-mshtf, letters on Bengal affairs 1748-57
Ms. belongs to Hakim Nasir-nddin.

Pihtjgn, P. Pious legends

fir Mohammad. Shattari—RMfat-iis^hiihadd (wr. 1688), text and
Eng. tr. (by Oamant) in JJLBB. 1874.
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A manuscript account procured by Buchanan at Fandua, and

guuunaiued by him» (sec hfartm’s Eottttn Indin, Ui 616, at.

fSfinnai. legendary history is found at Shah JaiU’h tomb in Sylhet, the

Makhdum Kund at Bajgir, and the dargOh in Bajshahi town.

Bengali

Bajaai Kanta Chakravarti

—

Oaurer Itihde, vol. II, 1900.

Balrhal Dfts Bane^i—Btffipbir ItihSe, vol. II, (1917)

.

Satish C. Mitra

—

Jadtor-KhulndT ItihOe, t vols.

Achyut C. Chaudhuri

—

Shrihaiter Kaihd, i vols.

Jogendra C. Gupta—Filferompurer Ilihdt, 9nd. ed. 2 vols.

RdjmUd or History of the Rajahs of Tippera.

Achyut C. Chaudhuri

—

ShrihaiUer Kathd, 2 vols.

Saurindra K. Roy Chaudhuty

—

Maimanringher Vdrendra Bfdhman
Zamindir.

Mahendra N. Karan—HtjKr Matnad-i-nla.

EngUeh

G. Foster—BfiDAifA Faetorus in India, from vol. vi (1664-6) onwards.

C. R. Wilson—Boriy AnmaU of Ihe EngUeh in Bengei, vol. I, vol. H
m 2 parts. (1896-1917.)

Sebastien Mamique—Fniveb, tr. by Luard and Hosten (Hakluyt Soc.)

1026-27.

Hedges—Dwfy, ed. by Yule (do.) 1887-80.

Streynsham Master—IXoty, ed. by Temple. (Indian Records

Series) 1911.

S. C. Hill—Benpof m 1766^, 8 vols. (do.)

Taveini»—Travels, tr. by Ba"!, 2 vols. 1880.

Sir C. TyOyly—Amtiquitiee of Daeea (1824-80.)

K. R. Qanungo— Shah. (1021.)

Ra^h Ktch—Travels, ed. by Rfley, also by Foster (1021.)

Fifth Report—ed. by Elrminger, 8 vols.

Campos—History of the Portugueee m Bengal (1910.)

Fhayre—History of Burma.
Harv^—History of Burma, (1926).

C. Stewart—History of Bengal (1818)

E. A. Gut—HiMory of Aeeam, ed. (1026).

Glaniua -Rdafion ofan unfortunate voyage to theKhgione ofBengdIa,

Eng. tr. 1682. For BHr Jnmla*s hivarion of Assam One copy
in the Fktna College and another in the Dacca. Dhivmaity. A
study by H., Beverid^ in the CSsIenttB Review^ "Wndk of tibe

Ter Scbeffirg.**
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French

Du Janio-^iitaere dee ehoeea tome iii (covering the yee» 1601-

1610) , Boideaux 1614. Th«e is e copy of it in the Dacca Univer-

rity labiBiy.

P. Kaeppelin^Iia Compagnie Indes Orientalee et F. Martin.,

1908).

P. Martin—MAnofro, ed. by Martineau, 8 vols. (Paris, 1081-84).
^

Jean Lenr—MSmcfire am V Empire Mogvi, ed. by Martineau. (Paris,

1018)

Correapondanee du Coneed Buperieur de Pondichefy avec Charider-

ftagor, 17*8-1788, 8 vols. (Pondichery 1915-’19).

Correapondanee du Coneed de Chandemagor avee dhera, * pts.

(Pondichny)

.

Lettrea et ConvenUone, ed. by Martineau, (Pondichery 1911-14)

.

Aaaameae

To the sources given in Gait’s Hiatory of Aaaam (*nd. ed.) and Dr.

S. N. Bhattachaiyah Mughai North-Eoatem FronHer Poliey,

add the following later publications

:

S. K. Bhuyan—'Asoia Buranji found in the house of Sukumar Mahant.

(Gaubati. 1945) Text.

„ —Atmala of the Delhi PddahShate, Eng. tr. (Gauhati, 1947)
” —Kdmrupar Buranji (1980).

[The Marathi sources are fuUy given in J. Sarhar’s Bduer and Oriaaa

during the fdd of the Mughal Empire (Patna 1988) . suiqplemented

in J. Saricar’s Fdd of the Mughal Empire, vol. I. (1988) , and further

criticiaed by Siejwalkar in BuBekn of the Decoan Collage

Bwtorioal Studiea,]

Portugueae

Add to the sonrees died in Chapta XIX CThe Porbignese in

BengaT by Dr. S. N. Sen), the foDowing

:

(1) l^ter ftom the Odlege oi St. Augustine, Goa, dated 4th

November 1679, transcripts srat by Chevalier P. S.

PissurlNicar to Sir JaAinath Saikar, 10-16 on
*T%ri8tianity m the Eingdom of Bengal of iHiidi the

Muf^ has made himstf master.**

Verio dd'8 Gonde de Loihaies dce-rei da Bi&, toiwoU
(lidroa, 1048), p. 161, cmitanu information siboat the
Bwtagoeae of Hu^ /taken prisoners by Shdk Jahan.
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Aba Baqr, Sayyid, Commander^

sent aff. the Ahoms, captures Kajali,

killed in action, 806
Abdul Ali Kh. Alivardi’a cousin, app

in charge of Tirhut, 488
Abdul B^r, See Sultan Ghiyasuddin
Mahmud

Abdul Baqi, Mughal officer in Kamrup,
808

Abdul Ghafur, (Khwaja), Rebd Afghan
leader, defeat and death, 800

Abdul Ghani, Mughal faujdar of Hughli,
fi^ts the En^ish, S84

Abdul Jalil, Shaikh, Mughal officer,

shoots Usman to death 877
Abdul Wahid (Miraa), Mughal com-
mander sent ag. IQunrupb 858; ag.
Musa Kh., 858, ag. Bhulua, 860-861

Abdul Wahid U, Naqdi Capt, assails
Murshid Quli, dismissed, 408

Abdullah Kh. I, br. of Musa Kh., at
Qsdam Rasul. 857

AbduUah Kh. n, C-in-C of rebel Sh.
Jahan, \ictory over Ibrahim Kh„ 800

Abdunnabi, Mughal officer, sent ag.
Arakan Raja, fighting and retieat,
807-808

Abdur Raasaq Mamuri, Mughal Bakhdii,
captured by the Boigal Chiefs, rescued
by Man Singh, 810

Abdus Salam, Mughal faujdar of Hajo,
fights Bali Narayani, 880, taken cap-
tives 880

Abdus Samad. oOc^r of ShaisU Kh.,
expels the Enfdish from Hijli, 885

Abu Nagar Kh., s. of Shaista K^ deputy
Sttbahdar of Orissa 875

Abnl Hasan Gulistani, Historian, arrives
at Huidili from Iran, 410

Abnl Qasiiii, MUr, app. deputy gov. at
Dacca, 888

Abu Reaa, See Husamuddin
Abu ISirab, Mir. app. faujdar of HugUi,

sent ag. Ziamldin iOi. 408, kflled, 416
Abwabs, enumerated. 438-84
Aoefaa, Sayyid, Mughal commander,

fights Usman, 874, kflied 870
Adam, S^rykl, Muifiial commander,

filfiito Usman, 874, kflied 876
Adfl Kh. 1, Mughal admiral, in the exp.

ag. Kanamp; 885
Adfl Kh. n. admiral of Musa Kh. 805
Adil Sh. (Muhammad), er. Mubaris Kh.
IMtan of Ddhi, 170, defeat and
death, 180

Adwaad Bihar. locPIioo, 84
AfOonao da MeBo Jnaarti, aas IfiaDo

Mailfa AfbMO da Juamti

Affonao Vas de Britto, visits Bengal, 857

Aga Muhamr^e^ S*aid, eee S'lud Ahmad
Khan

Aga Yaghma lafahani, Ncws-wnter at

Dacca, 888
Ahmad Beg, Mina, nephew of Ibrahim

' Kh. ini the exped, ag. the Ajrakan

Raja. 808, reduces Bahadur Kh. of

Hijli, S04t app. gov. of Orissa, 806,

opposes rebel Shah Jahan, 807, wmd-
ed at the battle of Akbarpur, flight to

Dacca, 810
AhiBMi. H»ji, lir. of Alivaidi, counodte

of Shujauddin. 4*f. mediate* in

dispute bet. the Eng. and Nawab
Shujauddin, 488, eeiAy app. 486-87,

murder, 465. three sons. 1. NawaaisK

Md. Kh. (Shahamat Jang) 8. S'aid

Ahmad Kh. (Saulat Jang) 444, 8.

Zainuddin Ahmad Kh. (Haidar Jang)

,

487
Ahmad, Shamsuddin, Sultan of Gaur,

Aka Baba, a. of Sarfapaa Kh., 448

Akbar. Jalaluddin Md., Emp.. advances

ag. Afghan rebda beyond Patna to

Dariyapur, 186, recehrea On.va mmles
at court—^Kashi Parija and PuruMioi-

tam, 810, summons to court two
Portuguese, Father IVreira and Dedn
Tavures end grants freedom to preach

Christianity and proselytiae, 810, 865

Akbi Sirajuddin, sainit, 110, 118
^

Ala Hasrat. title of Sulam^Ka^i, 188

Alaipnr. 18 m. S.E. of PhthiiL 850, Bah
Bf^hsh, samindsr of. 886, Mm Kh a

halt. aiOivsI of Birbhum. Phehet and

Hui^i samindsrs at, 850
Alamgirnagar, Kwsk 8M

,

Alam Chand, Diwan of_ghuiaudditt^ m
Orissa, app. diwan of KhaM .yHr
Ray-i-Raysn. 488, Mir

vardi ag. Sslrfara*. 480. death,^
Alsm Kh. edwur S^. Sikandar

deputed to Flrna Sh- HI
Alampanah. tHIe of Ghaaiuddiir faiad-

id-midk, 478

Alap Sbil*. Fhiom*. Mu^
tas. Be* Baliadv <|Bhnaq, tl«,

Ghiyaa Kh. tbanadar of, lit

AiMKMaaUi Haidar Uag. ae*

Afaaeil Khan, ocrmhi of Mum Hh. 98$,

defeated at Bandar eaiial. OT
AhMil-Midk Jabr Kh. NmW. “Sfr *55:
MnteMaMd-Midk. aaa Iforfud «di
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Beff. Mughal faujdar at
Gauhati, 881

Alayar Kh., commands ag. Hughli, 884
All, of the Mech tribe converted to

ilslain, Bakhtiyar’s guide in the Tibet
exped. 10-11

Ali Akbar, mansabdar, rebels in Maldah*
euppiessed, S80

Aliv^i Kh. (Nawab of Bengal), cr.
Mirea Muhammad Ali, 488, ancestry
and ealriy career. 486, counsellor of
Shujauddin, 488, Naib Nasim of Bihar.
486, 488, sent. sg. Bii4>hum aamindar,
488. measures ag. the Ortend Co., 480,
fauidw of Raj mahal, created Alivardi,
4.S7, Mahnbat Jang, 488, reduces Bihar
aamindara 480, estranged from
Sarfaires Kh. 480, battle at Giriai,
•eiaes nuunadi 440-41, new app. made,
448, first conquest of Orissa, loss and
reconqtiest, 448-45, exaetiona from the
^indars, 440. relations with tho
KdrepM merehants. 450-58, and
Eigish, 461, Hindu officers undtf him,

ALIVARDI AND THE MARATHA8,
i^-67, fif^ts Bhaskar, retreats firom
Buidwan, recovers Cuttack, 458,
assassinates Bhaskar and Maratha
srenerala 460dll, defeats Raghuji and
Mir Habib, 468-68. renewed contest,
and recovery of Orissa, 464-66, treaty^h the Ma.'wthas, 466-67 assassinates
Chakwar Rsja, 460, defeats Afghan
generals and recovers Bihar, 465, camp
at Medinipur, 466, misfortunes of last
years, 468^ death and character 447-48,
—His darters—1. Ghasiti Begam (or
Mihirunnisa) 8. PPrnia Begam, Amina
Begam, 468

Amair Maidkya, Tipperah Raja, his
Rations with his neighbour*, 848
Amin Kh. iqtsdfr of Lsichnauti, 57
A®*®* Begam, dsug. of ^ivardi, married

to Ksmitddin. 448. mother of Siraj. 468
AnanU I. nephew of Fitambar. FPUa Raj,

samindalr of Chilajiiwar 886, rebellion
imd defeat, 865

Ananha H Cfiiero, of Goya dt., punisbed
by Man 807

Ana^ Manikya (Raja), s. of Lakshmsn
Manikya of Bhulna. 888, fights the
Mughali^ 886

Anaporam, Govr. of Chittagong, flight
to Sandwiu), murdered. 868

Antonio de Rosario, a Bengal Christian,
aOiter of r. treatire in Bengali, fennder
of St. IhlBBthio MMon. 808,

Antonio da Silva Meneasa sent to
Chittageng to demand rapniatiott,
bnrna the townC S86W

,

Aawar Xhwafa, minwisr of Aafanuddin,

^ riain by Rshhn Kh., 885Amw Kh., Zammdar of

840, confederacy ag. the Mughals, flight

and surtrender, 868
Aor Kh. Aibak, ruler of Lakhnauti 45,

killed, 46
Aqa Sadiq. samindar of Patpasar, allied

with Mir Habib, in| the invasion of
Upperah, app. fanjdar of Tipperah. 486

Arakanese, raid during Man Singh’s
vieeroyalty, fort built at Bandar, 850,
embassy to Idam Kh., 860. hrip to

Bhulna Raja, 861, raid on Vildrampur.

870. contest with Mughals, 888, raid

on Bagchar near Dacca 808, on Bhnlua.
618, on Dacca, S14L conquest of
Sandwip, 878-70, Mangat Rai (prince)

shritered at Daces, 881, raid on Dhapa,
888, mqielled feom Sandwip and
Chittagong. 870880, atrocities, 870,
Rajas of, 848

Arselan Kh., Tajuddin sea Taguddin
Arsalan Kh.

Asad Kh., Wasir of Aurangxib, permits
' English trade in Bengal, 808
Asad Jang, sea Sirajuddin Muhammad
Khad

Aaadullah Kh., samindar of Birbhum, 415
Asaf Jah, Nisam-ul-Mulk, courtier of
Muhammad Sh., placated by Alivardi,

448
Ashraf Hansiwal, Mughal officer, sent

to Sripur-Vikriunpnr, 870
Askar IQi., faujdair of Koch Bihar, 876
Asura-tekar, fort of the Kachar Raja, 888
Ata, Maidana, Hig^ official, in N.

Bengal, 118
AtauUah Kh., son-in-lalw of Haji Ahmad,

faujdar of Bajmahal 440, app. fanjdar
of Bhagalpur, 448, conspiracy with
Mir JsjTar and dismissed. 464

Aiirsngrib. Emp. of Delhi, his letters to
Murshid Quli, 401-8 to Asim-ush-
shan, 406

Awli3ra, their missionary activity, 60-70
Asssn Humsyun, officer of Sidtan

Sikandar Lodi, pot in charge of the
tract .'rouml Tugbhiqniir, 146

Asam. Muhamm^, Mnoe gosr. of
Beiirol, cantores Ganbati, 881, the
palace called^ Lai Bagh begun, 800^
aecunialates eight krora, 418, chaiacter
and rule, 881-68

Amun Sh. I. Ghi.ya8iiddin, Sultan cJ
Bengal. Rebellion and acccssioat 118,
cciiTCTponftencc with Halli^ 117, invadea
Kamta. 118, intBicoiirBe wHb Cfiiina,

118
Aaevedo >?.. sm Dnarle da Aaeredo
Aaevedo II., sos Jeronymo de Aaeredo
Aasredo Hi., see Manod da Anenado

^

Asimuddin (Asnn-ush-Sliaii) , gor. of
'

Bmgd, 804, 997 quA Rdiim
qnaikcls wHli Munhid Qdi, rebtiona
with English. 808, hit isrivalo

tredkig focbsddmi 4ML aire auliabilai
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of Bihar» 404, cmted Asim-iyli-

ShMi, 406, kiUed, 407, dimeter, 406

Aiim-uih-Shen, m Aeimnddm

Baba Qeqdud, leader of mutinoiM
Mugliel offioen, 197, death, 100

Badi, Shaikh, envoy of Pkalapaditya to

Jalain Kh., 048
Badiueeaman, Af^iaa aamindar of
Birbhum, reduced to aubmiflcion, 408

Baduli Fhukan, minister of Ahom Raja,
eiqied. mg, the Mughals 848, desertion,

app. viceroy of Eastm Assam, 840
Bacjani, Cap^ of Sitaram Roy, named

Tl^iiliA.'mtnailpiir, 416
Barfi, Fuafahagh, 406, Ncginabai^ 441,

Khushhagh, 447, Muradbagh* 405,

Lai Bagh in Dacca, 800
Bahadur Ali Kh^ Siraj*a commander,

killed at Flassey, 401
Bahadur Btikah, Ghiyasuddin, indepen-

dent Sultan of Lakhnaiiti, 710-708AJI.,
88, defeated by Tudduq Sh. 85, taken
captive to Delhi, 86^ xeleas^ by
Muhammad Tudduq, rebellion and
death, 86-80

Bahadur Ghaai, aamindar of Chaura, his

envices to 080 aids Musa
Kh^ 057, submission, 060, Oghta ag.
Kainnip and Tipperah Rajas, 086, 801

Bahadur Kambu, Chief Lieutenant oi
<|Rsim Kh. sent to Makhsusabad, 804,
^ts the Portuguese, 806

Bahadur Kh. 11. Masnad-i-Ala, aamindar
of Hijli, 086, lebds d^eate tho
Mughals^ 000, 6|d>ts faitjdar of
Buidwan, submits, 804-805, flight

from Dacca to Hijli, renewed hostilitks^

848, capture^ (release and restoratkm,

877, extent of hia territory, 888
Bahadur Kheshgi, Bengal Imder, fii^ts

Mughals^ killed^ 100
Bahadur Kuruh, general of Qutlu

Lohani, 008, defeat at Bufedwan 008,
victory, 008

Bahadur Sh. I. Ghiyasuddin, Sultan of
Lakhnauti, 88-84, rebdlkm, defeat and
captivity, 85-86, restoration, 87,
character and death, 88-80

Bahadm Sh. n. (Ghiyasaddm), are
KhiSii Kh. Sim

Rahar Kh. Lohani, ruler of Bihar, 154
Babauddin Hilal, C^rrian, of

IVigfaral TVi^haal Kh., 47
Bahram Kh., ' Ddhi general, aent ag.

Bahadolr Burah, 84-85, gov. of Sonar-
gson, 86, death, 80

Bahroa; Bhja of Kharagpur (near
l^unglr), aida Mtr Junla, 800

Bakhthrar, (Malik IkhtiMniddin Md.),
Muiiim conquer* of Bcngd, Ja^rdar
of BhuUi, 0, conquest of BMar, 8,

surprise ef Navadwipb 4-7, conquest of

Varendra and Oaur, % odmiOi 8 lid ^

18-14, Tibet txp&i. 0-11, death and
character, 11 and 10, extent of hie

kingdom, 10-18, ira^ status and
chronology of hb reign, 80-84

Bakla, Mughal detachment at, 180,

Rairchandra Raja of, 087, conquered,

068
Rakhsh Ali Kh., faujdar of Rhushna,

defeats Raja Sitaram, 416
Balchand, custom-collector of Hu^i, his

exactions, 888
Balaji Rao, Peshwa, enters Renipil, meets

Alivardi, agreement with him, Oghte

Raghuji, 450
Balban, Ghiyaauddin, Sultan of Delhi,

exp. ag. Ti^hral, 60-86, aettlea Bengal
administration, 67

Balbaii-i-Yushaki, liauddin, ruler of

Lakhnauti, invades Banga, 55
Ballalbari, capital of Lakhahman Sen, 04
Bali Narayan, hr. of Kamrup Raja,

protege of Ahom king, app. gov. of

Darrcng, 040, 6ghta the Mughala, 800,

defeat and end, 800-80
Bandar, Musa Kh.'a fort at, also

Arakaneae fort at, captured by the
Mughele, 050

Banga, (£. Bengal), under aucoesaor of
Lakhahman Sen, 08, raid of Ali Mardan
Khilji, and of Iwaa, and Balbiin-i-

Yusbak, 00-08, 07-65, Ttightml’a con-
quest in, and Sight to, 50, 65. Mudim
penetration into Myincnsingh and
Sylhet, 70, Bahadur Burah's defeats
and death iia 85-80, Ibn Batuta*a
picture of, 108, Ryaa Sh.*a annexation
of, 06, 105, isolation broken and Hindu
religion in, under Mu^ial rule, 000-08

Baniyachang, samindari of Anwair Kh.,
extent of, 040

Bankibosar, chief settlement of the
Ostend Co. 400

Baqi, Mirxa, Mughal Bakhshi, deputed
to cruise in the Megfana, 805, thanahdar
of Bhulna, flints the Arakanese, 810

Baqar, son-in-law of Rustam Jang
(M. Q. n,), ^ta Alhrardi, wounded,
Sight to Mauslipatam, 444, recovery of
Cuttack and expulsiM, 445

Barabati, fortrees in Cuttack, Sanlat
Jang in, 44445, capitnlaitioD to
Alivardi, 465

Bara Bhulyas, I. qf Bengal, 085-41, their

ide diacumed, 005-06
Bara Bhuiya% II., of Kamnip^ 00, 46,

58, 55
Barbak, Bd^turs,‘Malik, puniiei Tu^ibnl

Barbak Sh. I. BoknudeSn, Sultan of Ganr,
exp. ag. Oriesa and Kamrup Bajat,
168-84 extent of hie kingdom, 185,

paOwn of Banigdi Utefatma, 186
Barbak Sh. nTfoe^ of Hafadil mb

hi Bmf^r M
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Burgis, their raida^ 467, duMith paid, 450*
term eiplained 467fi

Barker, diicf of the Eog. factory at
Qaaimbaaar, 4Sk

Banuiagar I., capital of Raja Parikdiit,

887
Baranagar II., Dutch settlement, ^8,

Clive encamped at, 48S
Basaakot, fort built by Iwaa, captured
by Nasiruddin, 87

Baaant, Khwaja, genferal of Shiqauddin,
sent ag. Birl^um samindar, 488

Bayaiid, samindar in Daccsi in the eap.

ag. &li Narayan, taken captive^ 880
Bayisid Karrani I., son of Sulaiman K.
Sultan of Bengal, deposed, 186

Bayisid Karrani II, Zamindar of Sylhet,

joins Usman, 840, defeat, suneiider

and confinement, 881
Bayisid, Shaikh, in the esp. ag. Usman,
878

Bayisid Kh., Mughal commander,, at
Vikiampur, 867‘M

Bas Bahadur QaJmaq, Mughal t.hanadar

of AJapainidi* fights Usman, 814, 868
Bedicr, Richarcl Chief of the Eng.

factcey at Dacca, on Alivardi'a dying

spfiirh, 468 •

Bengal, list of Mughal Viceroys, 888-81

Bes Dalai Phukan, Ahom offiw posted

at Gauhati
Bhabanath Karji, Ministv of ICudi

Bihar, captures Kamrup and fi|^ts

DurisJbh Narayan, 846
Bhagwati Das, ass Bai Bhagwati Dae
Bhaakar Pandit, Maratha general, hia

Iralds in Bengal, 46886, cdebiates

Durga Piga at Katwa, driven to

Orissa* his doings renewed
invasion and assaasination, 460-61

Bhawal, Ibrahim Maral's rebellion and
Kh.-i-Jahan’s advance to, 196, Shah
Bas Kh.’s retreat to, 808, Bee Bahadur
Qalmaq driven to^ 814, Man Singh’s

base, 816 Islam Kh.'h huntinjg, and
death in, 888

Bhim Baja, General of rebel Shah
JaJ^ in the battle of Akbaipur, 809,

app. to Akbarnagur, 810, sent to

Patna 811
Bhulua, seat of Fakhruddin Mubarak

Sh., 88, ektent of, 888, Lakshman
Manikya and Ananta Muiikya, Bajaa
of, 888, 860, conquered by Mugh^
861, Andcaiiese raid on, 870

Bhudma, fort, location 416, hdd by
Kedar Ray, plunder hy Afghan ddefs,

810, captured by Himmat Sinidtf

recovered by Kedar Ray, recaptuied

by Durjan Singh, 811 Raja Sitaram
of, 416

Bijay Gupta, author of Manaaha MangU,
168

Bijay Manihya, Raja of Tipperah, hie
AAA

Baker, Julio Finnhuo Judice, Portuguese
author, 868

Binod Ray, Zamindar of Chandpratap
and ally of Musa Kh., fiid^ta Mu^ud
general, 868

Bir Hamir, chief of Birbhum and
Bankura, 886, aubmita and aids the
Mughab 849, rebels, defeats the
Mughals, 898

Bir Bhan, see Chandra Bhaa
Biru Dutt, Diwaa of Alivaidi, 446
Biswa Singh, founder of the kingdom of
Kuch Bihar, 168, hia lelationa with
the Bengal Sultan and Ahom Bajaa^
184

Bit Malik (Mit Manik), Bengali; admiral
of Nasrat Shah, fights the Ahomsb .168

Biyabani, Shaikh, saint, 110
Black Hole Tragedy, facta disrusaion,

and real number, 476-77
Bokainagar, fort, 885, hdd by Usman,

841, capturad by the Muf^ala 868
Budgebudge, fort ManUc Chand*a
advance to and En^ish capture of, 478

Bughda Sh. Shihabuddin, S. of Sham-
suddin FSrna, Sh., independent sultan
of Lakhnauti, 80, 88-84

Bugra Kh., Nasiruddin Mahmud, S. of
Sultan Balban, in the eip. ag. Bengal,
88, viceroy of Bengal, 67, independient
sultan of Bengal, 78, early career 70,
meeting with Kaiqubad, 78-78, charac-
ter, 74

Bulg^pur, nkk-name of Bengal
explai]^ 76, 177

Burhan, fort of Phitapaditya, 867
Busurg Ummed Kh., S. of Shaistn Kh,

oonqueia Chittagoi^ 880

Cabral, John. Portugueae priest, on
capture of Hugfali, ,888, and casualties,
887-88

Caeser FVederick, visit to Bengal, account
of Satgaon and Hughli, 864-86

Calcutta, founded, 898, growth, made seat
of a Presidency, 418, population in

1760, 419, new fortifications, 478-78,
captured by Siraj, 474^ Krishnaballav
harboured in, 481, xecaptufed by
'Watson, 488

Carey (Mrs) , survivor of Blade Hole, 477
Carvalho I. Antonio, brother of Sebastian

Gonsales, raid to Bengal, 844
Carvalho 11. DomingOi* nationality and

career in Bengal, 860
Cavilho^ Portugueeo sailor, hia Vqyage 861
Chaichag, Bai, llppetah Gen. who fought

the army of Husain Sh., 149
Chaitanya, saint, influence of, 88M1
ChakwUr, Hindu tribe iu Mungir dt., 489
Gluuidttiiagor. ‘ PVeach' sattleoMUt, 898,

forUfisd^ 806
Chandi, Xhwaja» of Muaa Kh.
' enten Mughal aBrvhsa, 806
Chaud Ikatapb foonGon, 868^ Biuod Boy
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7fmimUi' 6t, *3«, •tuck* it. withd**^

c£S3«**Bl»n I, Iw; of

marries Gidhaar Baias dau^to, M7
ChMidra Bhan II, Zamindar of ChMd^

Icona. 88*. i«bel» s®*^ defeaU the

Muithab, 898, quelled, 800
,

Chandiadwip. ind -leiident Hindu lung-

dom, under Hanuja Kay, 48, 69

C-h-nd Ray I.. •• of Kednr Rfiy. murder

Cl^d‘l£iy II, s. of SriktWma Chau-

dhury. geU Zafan^ 1*;^^ tVL-
Chandrakona, samindM of Bir B^.

CS6 and of Shova Smgh, 898, Rae^
Kh. sheltered iai the jungle of, 894,

battle near, 896 - -u •

Chandra Narayan, ruler of Kariban. 880,

defeat and flight 880

Chaniock, Job, l£nglish Agmt at Hu^ily,

Parieys with ShaisU Kh, war and

expulsion fran Bfsngal* 885, return and

foundation of Calcutta, 888, 886, 80*,

death and family 886n
. „ , •

Chataaon, Muslim conquest of, 1*9, ruled

by Rukunuddin Barbak Sh., reconquer-

ed by Husain Sh., 140-50, 185. posses

aion of, dbputed between, Arakan and

Tipperah Rajas, 140, Portuguem vi«U

to,
h^mg

of colony at. 174, 857, Ar^an^
conquest of, *48, Mu^al invasion of,

897, stronghold of Feringi pirates, *44,

Shaista lSh*B conquest of, 880W
^

Chatmohar, Zamindari of Mirsa Mumin,

836. occupied by NatW *51
,

Chauro, location, aamindan of Crhasis,

*80
Chausa, battle-field, 160, 178

Chittagong, see Ch^gaon
Chero, tribe in Shaha^ Dt.,

Maharat and Anant, Chiefs of, 17^ *07

Chhaju, Malik, feudatory of

hfalukimr, rebeU eg. DelW sulUn. 7*

Chhiiti Kh., s. of Paragel Kh, oomidetes

conquest of Chatgaon 150

Chila Ray, Kuch prince, mvades Karrani

dominion, defeated, 184

Chin Ray, Peshkar of Alamchand, app.

diwan of Khalaa, created Rai-t-Rayan,

44***

Clavell, W., On ShaisU Kh.’s adm, 874

aive, Cokmd, Exp, ag. Str^,
AirwniA with Manik Chantd, 481,

storma attacks Siraj’s Chitpur

camp, 48*. signs treaty, 488, raptures

Chandemaisr, 484-85, marches to

Flaaey, 487, battle and tactics employ-

insUb Mat Jafor, 404^,
gmina U Mucdudabad, 418is

Collet, Matthew, Second in the Eng,

lactosy at Qaaonbaaar; 45*

Cossait de Tsmanean, 8id>4ieiit9 co»
Vnmh artilkqTf dassrts to the

Cunha, Nuno de, Gov . of Goa, tends an

embiMsy to Gaur, 856
Dacca, poet under Shahbaa Kh.,

804 and Manaingh, 814-15, Arakaneae

raid to, *14, mode capital, *88, Shah
Jahan’a atay at 811, Mangat Ray,
Arakaneae chief harboured at, Magh
fleet driven from, 84*, Shuja’s transfer

of capital to Rajmahal, 88*-88, remade
H.Q. of adm. under Mir Jumla, 848,

£ng. merchants of Hughli confined at,

80*, cheapness of ^in, 887. Mughal
buildings in, 880-01, Murshid Q.
mobbed in, 408, transfer of Diwan's

office (170*) to Murshidubad, 404,

reduced to *nd city, 408, adm. under
M.Q. U, 4*6, prosperity under Sarfaraa

Kh. 4*7, ruin under Murad Ali Kh.,

487, Shahamat Jang gov. at and Raj
Ballabh, dy. gov. 471

Dakhiidcol, location, 808
Dalpat I. samindar of Barda, 886
Dalpat U., Chief of Jagadishpur, defeated

by Asam Kh. Koka, 108
Dana Shah, Faqir, contrives Siraj'a

arrest, 406
Danes, aettle at Srirampur, 45*
Dan^al, sent ag. Sikandar Lodi, concludes

treaty, 145
Danqj-mardan Dev, See Ganeah
Danuj Ray, Raja ol Chandradwip, an-

nexes Sonargaon, 50-60, interviews

Balban, and co-operates ag. Tughral,
64-65

Darab Kh., S. of Kh,-i-Khanan Abdur
Rahim, general of rebel Sh. Jahan,

captuxea Akbamagar, 308-0, app. gov.

of Bengal, 811, iJliance with Masum
Kh., 318, execution 313

Dardana Begam, daug. of Shujauddin,

married to M.Q. 11, incites the latter,

ag. Alivardi, 444
D*Ardan Court, Director of the Iteich

£. 1, Co, obtains trading facilities, 4*0

Dariya Kh. 1., General of Islam Sh.

oimJIs Sulaiman Kh., 177

Dariya Kh. 11., a. of Kh.-i-Alam Bahbudi

*36, fighU Mughals, captures Sons
Bara, *40, expelled, retied to Sonar-

gaon, atUcks Chand BraUp fort, *58,

defends Jatrmpur, murdered, *54
Dariya Kh. 1U„ Afghan chief of Tajpur,

deasrta Uaman, *68
Dasaratha Danuja-Madhava, same as

Dratm^ rebeb ag. Mui^mla*
defeated, *04

DmmI I.. . of Im. Kh. jdiw ICuw Kh.
defeated bgr hlait Slii^ MAk defende

Katiabhn, W. h^ *69
Daod n., nephew of Uemaa dd^uai, in

the *»f**te of DevleiidMpor *76

Dand HI Kemai, Snlten of Gonr, Ue

driven to Otkaa. raaewed hortilitiee and

95
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defeat at IVkaroi 189-98, submisBion,

rising and execution, 194

Daud Kh., gov, of Bihar, aida Mir Jumla,

and pushes towards Maldah, 841

Daughter of Raja Krishnia Ram, stabs

Shova Singh to death 894
Daulat Sh. bin Maudud, see Ikhtiyanid-

diii Balka Khilji, 44
Daulambapur, battle of, 875
Dayaram Ray, aids in the overthrow of

^ja Sitaram, founds Dighapatiya Raj
family, 414

Deslandes, B., French agent at Chander-
nagar, builds the city, permitted to

trade in Bengal, 898
Devkot, location, 86, of Bakhtiyar

Khilji, 8, 10, mosque built at, 75
Dhanya Mariikya, Tipperah Raja, fights

Husain Sh., 149
Dhumghat, P^tapaditya's fort, 887, 866,

fall of, 809
Dianga, Portuguese settlement, location,

843, partitioned between two Portu-
guese chiefs, 860

Dilawwar Kh., Mughal captain, conquen
Sondwip, d^eated and taken captive,

879
Diljai Tatar, Delhi general, at Sonar-

gaon, defeats Bahadur Bura, 98
DiJir Kh., Mughal officer, in the exp, ag,

Assam, 894, app, to adm, Bengal, 850,

gov. of Bengal, 871
Diogo Rebello, Portuguese admiral,

blockades Satgaon, 857
Dortson, Englishman in the service of
Mir Jumla, 845

D'Qyly, Charles, sketches Dacca build-

ings, 888
Drake, Roger, chief of Eng. factories in

Bengal, relations with Siraj, 471,
escapes from Fort William, 475

Duarte de Aaevedo, de Mello’s envoy to
Gaur, 856

Duchatz, architect of Chanidemagsr, 898
Du Pleiss, purchases land at Chander-

nagar, 898
Durjan Singh, s. of Man Singh, fights

the Afghans in Orissa 809, captures
forts Kakruya and Bhushna, 811, sent
ag. Katrabhu, killed, 818

Dutch, of’ Chinsura, their mediatioii

sought by Hughli faujdar ag. £ng„
884, help ag. Shova Singh, 898, forti-

fication of Chinsura, 895, trade, 419-80
E. Bengal, See Banga
£. 1. Co., early history, 883, TV. Hedges

Ist Gov. and agent, dash with the
Mughals, 884-85, invited to Bengal, SM
fortify Calcutta, 895, rdationa with
Odend Co. Franch, Dutch and Shuia-
uddin, 489-81, twice forbidden; trade
in Bengal by Alivardi, 450

Egara Sindur, location, 868, Isa Kh.
Mealed at, 195, captured hy Shahban,
Man Sini^'ii advance to 814, Mughal

thana at, 835, held by Usman, 841,

Mughals at, 868
Ekdala, location, 107 n, battle-groui^,

Ddhi army hurled back from, 108, 118
£|yre Coote, Major, captures Katwa, 487

Fakhruddaulah, gov, of Bihar, dismissed,

488
Fakhruddin Mubarak Shah, Ist independ-

ent sultan of Sonargaon, defeats Qadr
Kh. 90, exp, ag, Lakhnauti, 91-99,

character, 108
Farhad Kh., Mughal commander, sent

ag. Chat^on, 880
Farid, Shaikh, in the exp. ag, Arakan,

censured, 8M
Famikhsiyatr, 6y. subahdar of Bengal,

404-406, his dash with M.Q, over the

Bengal revenue, 406, Emp. of Delhi

and relations with M,Q., 407
Fateh Chand, see Jagat Seth
Fathabad, zamindari of Majlis Qutb, 887,

Murad Kh. Mughal faujdar captured by
Mukunda, 199

Fath Kh., I., conquers Sondwip, killed in

action, 868
Fath Kh II., Salka commander of the

Kamrup ]^ja at Dhubri, fights and
submits to the Murals, 885

Fath Sh., Jalaluddin, sultan of Gaur, rule

and extent of his dominion, 187
Fazil Kh.. High Steward of Aurangzib,

40B
Fazilat, <^zi, app. to exercise general

supervision over Bengal, 177
Fidai Kh, gov. of Bengal, 814
Firuzabad I., same as Ga^Pandua, 88
Firuzabad II., same as TVibeni, 88
Firuz Sh., Shamsuddin, founder of the
Mamluk sultanate of Bengal, 88,

early career, 75, 77, conquen parts of

Mymensingh and Sylhet dts., 79, extent
of his dominion, 81, hb sons Nasi-
ruddin Ibrahim, Thjuddin Hatim Kh.,
77 Shfiiabuddin Bughdah, Ghfyasuddin
Bahadur, Jalaluddi Mahmud, Kutlu
Kh., 80, 88

Finis Shah H., sultan of Ddhi, 1st exp,
to Bengal and fight with Ryas, 106-100,
8nd exp, ag. Sikandar, 111-18

Finis Sh. HI, Saifuddinv Sultan of
Gaur, his rde, 189

Finis Sh. IV, Alauddin, Sultan of Gaur,
his rule, 159

Fitch, Ralph, Eng. travdler, on Hu|^i,
864

Fonseca, Mdchior de, vidts Bakla 850
F^cisco Meneiea Roaco^ sent ag.
Arakan Raja, kOled, 868

FVench EJ,Go., Its podtkm, after 174<h
419-80

FVeire, Nuno Femaadia. diiaf of the
Portuguese ookmy at Chatgaon, takes
tha Mudim gov. captive^ 174
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Gajapati chief of Jagadishpur, his

doinf!s and feat, 194-M
Ganesh, Sultan of Bengal, identity with

Danujamardan Dev, 120-Sl, Sanyal’a

view of his lineage refuted, 121, tradi-

tional accounts discussed and hbtoiy
reconstructed, 122-28

Gangaram, poet, on Maratha atrocities

in Benf^, 457
Ganguri, location, 87
Gajiu Bysuar, Bakla Raja’s high officer,

signs toeaty with the Portuguese, 858
Goircia de Oita, 1st European writer on

Indian medicinal plants 870
Gaup, Capt., at flassey, 400
Gaur, capital of sultan Ghiyasuddin

Iwaz, 8, 24, removal ol H.Q, to
Firuzabad-Pandua, 82, remade H.Q, by
Jalaluddin Mahmud, 120, Portuguese
embassy to (1584) 856, Sher JQi*b
burning of, 168, Mughal conquest of

160, removal of H.Q, to Tanda, 180,

Munim Kh.’s short stay at, plague
in, 108

Gaur Govinda, Sylhet Raja, legends about
him, 70

Gaur Mallik, Husain Sh.’s
.
general, sent

ag. Tipperah, initial success and defeat,

140
Ghalib Ali Kh., Sayyid, Sarfairaz’s dy, at

Dacca, removed, 427
Ghasiti Begam, her ambition and enmity

to Siraj, her confinement and con-
fiscation of wealth, 460-70

Ghazi, zamindar family of Chaura, 280,
branches Tila, 105, Sher 214, Bahadur
and Mahatab, 280

Ghazi, zamindar family of Sarail, 280,
Suna, .^war, 280

Ghaziuddin Imad-ul-Mulk, grants
Shaukat Janlg subahdari of Bengal
Bihar and Orissa, 478

Ghiyaz Kh., Mughal thanahdar of Alap
Singh, fights Usman, 262, leads exp. ag,
Jessore, 265, gov. of Jessore, 260

Ghiyaspur, location, 85
Ghiyasuddin Azam Sh., ifss Azam Sh,
Ghiyasuddin Bahadur 1%, I., see Bahadur
Burah

Ghiyasuddin Bahadur Sh. (Sur), 11.,

sultan of Bengal, (Orig. Khizr Kh. Sur
s. of Muhammad Kh, Sur) 178,

defeats Adili, but beaten by Kh.-i-

Zaman, 180
Ghiyasuddin (Sur) IH.. see Jala! Sh,

Ghiyasuddin (Sur) IV., sultan of Bengal,
killed by liij Kairani. 180

Ghivasuddiit Iwas KhOji, see Iwaa
KhUji

”

Ghiyasuddin Mahmud Sh., see Mahmud

Ghon^iiat, its mfl, Imp, 285, 201,

Alimaidan Khilji warden of nuudies
at, 10. his fief of Baisuli, oomprised
within, 18f», eaptuiied by Majmm Sh.

Qaqshal and seat of Qaqshals, 20^
Man Singh’s cantonment at, threaten^

by Isa Kh. 211-12, Maha Sinidi’s

march ag. Jalal Kh, from, 218, Warn
Ki, encamped at, 252, S’aid Ahmad
Kh. faujdar of, 427

Ghulam Husain, historian, tutor of

Shaukat Jang, character of Alivardi,

448. at the battle of Manihari, flees,

480, on Alivardi as a gen., 448

Ghulam Mustafa Kh., see^ Mustafa Kh,

Ghulam Muzaffar, chief Qpzi of

Murshidabad, 440

Giria. Shuja facing Mir Jumla at. 841,

Alivaa^i’s little 441

Gonzales Sebastian, Portuguese capt. his

doings in S. Bengal and his relations

with the Arakan ruler. 244, S61f-62,

conquest of Sondwip, relations with the

Bakla Raja end of his career in

Bengal, 862-68

Griffin, Commodore, captures Mughal
vessels, 451

Grant, A. Major, at Plassey, 400

Gujar Karrani, Afghan general, opposes

Daud and then joins him, fights

Mughals, 185-86, killed at Tuknroi, 102

HabibiillBh. Shaikh, sent ag. Fathabad

zamindar, 252

Hadi, Khwaja, Siraj’s commander, killed

at Plassey, 408

Haibat Kh., see Azam Hiimayun

Hubat Jang, see Zainuddin Ahmad Kh.

Waihatnllah. Shaikh, br. of Islam Kh,

sent a<f. Fnthahad, defeat, VSMS
Haibatullah Kh. Qasuri, pursues Bahadur

Burah, 86

Haidar Ali Kh., sea Mima M^r
Haidar Hakim, Khanahaad Kh. a

favourite, fails to repulse Arakanesc

raid, 814
Haidar Jang, see Sarfarw

Haidar Mirza. Humayuns friend, com-

mands at Bilgram, 175

Haji Ahmad, see Ahm^
Hamid Kh. Qureshi kills Rahim Kh.,

app. faujdar of Sylhet and created

Shamsher Kh . , 805

Hamza Sh., Saifuddin, Sultan of Bengal,

119 ^ . 1

Hansu Koorani, nephew and^ 7
of Sulaiman, miners Bayizid, kmed,

HKtl Barua, Ahom officer, fiffiits

Mughals* 2W
Ebtim Kh., Tajuddin, S. of Shamsuddin

Firuz Sh., jgrtadsf of Bihar* 77

Ifatim Kh* Ua* Khaa-i-Jahan, gov. of

Oudh, 78 w
Heath, <^.-Eng. Agent at Hu^i,
itormi Balasm, 886

Hedges, W., First gov. and Agent of

the Eal.Co. Id Bengri. vyce Daoe%
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Interview the Nawab, his Diasy,

S8S, SSOa

Hidftyetullsh. Mirsa, pay-master and
news-writer of Benlaal, Sll

Hijii. ^mindari of Salim Kh., 286, Enir.

rapture and evacuation, 885

Hill. S. C. on Siraffl i^rie\*anre aff. Eng..
479n, on Black Hole, 477n ....

Himmat Sinsrh I., a. of Man Sin<rh

conquers Bhushna. 221. drives Tsa

Khan to Egara Sindur. death, 212

Hinimtet Sinirh H., br. of Shova Singh,

blunders, 804

Holwell, Collector of native Calcutta,

govr. and mil. commander of Cal-

cutta. Offhts Sirai. and .^inrenders. 475.

Tplraised 477, his account of Black
Hole refuted. 488. 452

Hughli. rise and growth, 864, Portuguese

colony at, 819-21, erntured by Shah
Jahan. 828-27, En(g. factory at. biien-

inc of it by Mughal faujdar, 884,

growth under Mur?4iid Onli. into a

centre of Shia learning. 419. stormed
by Clive. 482 meaning of name. 819n

ITumaxTin. Emn. of Delhi, beats Afghan

ch'ofs, 158-54, marches ag. Sher.

cnntTirea Chiinar and Gaur, 184. 188.

188. defeated at Chausa and Bilgram,
189-78. 174-75

Husain I., Malik, nephew of Ihtimam
Kh. at Sarail, 274

Husain TT. Mnlik. treasurer-in-chief of

reM Shah .Tahan in Bengal. 811
Husain Beg, diwan of Dacca, 288
Husain Kh. T., hr. of Anwar Kh.,

submits to Mughals, 262
Husain Kh. TT., Bengal admiral, /fights

with Ahoms. 158

Husain Quii Kh., Ghasiti Begam’s
agent at Dacca, murdered by Siraf, 471

Husain Quli Beg (Khan-i-Jahan)

.

suhahdar oif Bengal, defeats Daud and
cautures Gaur. nd^’^nces to Saiipion

and Bhsiwal. death 194-195

Husain Shah I. Alauddin, Sayyid, Sultan

of Bengal, his eariy life and accession,

142-148, restoration of order. 144,

relations with the Lodis, 145-146,

invasion and capture of Kamrup,
146-147, exp. ag. Orissa and Tipperah,

148-50, chameter and achievement,
151-152

Husain Shah n., Shaiqi. sultan, of

Jannpur, defeated by SQundar Lodi
and fillet to Bengal, death at Colgong,

445-446

Husamuddin I Abu Baia, waiir of

Lakhnauti, mardhet ag. Mdimddin,
idctoiy, ^ enoampment at .Soiuup-,

gaoiu 90
Huaamuddm n.. XhiliL Lieut, of

Bakhtiyar, app. Tfiazden of inarches,

10
Hushang, Shaikh, s. of Idam Bi., in

diarge of Bengal subah 289

Ibn Batutah, African travdier, visiU

E. Bengal and Sylhet, his bccount,

100-108

Ibn Husain, Mughal admiral, sent ag.

Assam, in charge of fleet at Lakhau,

847, saves it, 849, captures Sondwip,

879, Chatghon, 880-81, faujdar of

Gauhati, 881

Ibrahim Husain, sent ag. M. Q^i, by
Famikhsiyar. recalled 407

Ibrahim Kdal, sent to investigate com-

plaints ag. Qbsim Kh. 290

Ibrahim. Khwaja. hr. of TTsman, Afghan.

killed at Daulamhapur. 276

Ibrahim Shaikh, collector Krori of

Kamrup, rebels, quelled 800

Ibrahim I, general of sulUn Ghiya-

middin Mahmud Sh.. fights Sher at

Suraigarh, killed, 181

Ibrahim Kh. II., Eath-i-Jang. br. of

Nur Jahan. gov. of Bengal, his policy

towards Bengal chinfs. 800. conauest

of Tipperah and visit to its capitah

801-802. repulses Arakanese raids,

808-805, chastises Jessore fauid.^r

Feringis. Rud Hiili samindair. 804,

defeated by Sh, Jahsn. death 808-309.

character. 299

Ibrahim Kh. HI., S. of Ali Mardan
Kh., gov. of Bengal, 892 his nefiigen^

in measures ag. Shova Sinsh, dis-

miss^ 892-94, invites the Eng. to

trade in Bengal, 886

Ibrahim Lohani, hr. of Usman Afghan.

241

Ibrahim Mand, rebds in Bhawal,

queUed, 195

Ibrahim Sh.. Shioqi, story of his havmg

invaded Bengal refuted,

Idnik, Khwaja, in charge of Dacca, 807

Iftikhar Kh., MucM oomnluider,

defeats Satrajit, 250, recovers Sonabasn.

251, qudls rising in Pumio, W
commands right winig at Daulstnbsr

pur, 274-76, his son Minsa Makki, m
Ihlimam Kh., Mughal joins

Dlym Kh., in disrge of the fleet at

Katosgorh and Dacca, 258-57. eaptm
Qadam Basal and expels Musa Ip.

from Sonlurgoon,

Sindur, 262, death at Sarail, 279

IhtfanaBin. n.p same os Ibrahim Kialsl

Xh.f in charge of Bengal, 850,

recalled, 871

Ikhtlyaruddin Balka Khilji, Independent

0f 71—>gal, ntntmidi,

killed, 44
IkkUyaiuddin Gluud Sh„ a. df Mdi-
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rnddin Mubank Sh., adtaa of E.

Bengal, 96, deposed by Byes Sh., 105

Tlf>pa.¥nMddikMlfth
j br. of Sing, adopted by

Shahamat Jang, dies 496

Bahbaksh, a. of Alaipur aamindar, 696,

harbours Pitambbr, rebels, qudled, 665

Ilshdad Kh. Dakhini, fights ag. Ahoms,
wounded and captive, 697

Btutmish. Sultanl Shamsuddin. invades

Bengal, quells Ikhtiyaniddin Balka,

relation with Bengal, 44-45

Ilyas Kaffrani, br. of Taj Kh., jagirdar

of Khawaspur-Tanda, 181

Byas Kh., br. of Musa Kh.. deserts to

the Mughals, 656
Byas Sh., Shamsuddin, Sultan of Bengal,

99, conquest of Tirhut, of Sonargaon,
exp. ag. Nepal and Orissa, 109-105

fights Sultan Firux, 106-108, conquers
I^mrup, 109, dea^. 111

Inayet Kh. I, tee Ghiyas Kh.
Inayet Kh. II., br. of Islam Kh.,

recovers Allapsingh, 648
Inayetullah Kh., s. of subahdar Qasim
Kh., commands in the exp. ag.
Portuguese, 864

Indra Narayan, ruleir of Kamta, 110
Tradat Kh., S. of Shbista Kh., conquers
Kuch Biher. app. faujdar oif Kuch
Bihar and Rangamati, 875-376 fights

Rajah annexes tanritory, 877, sent ag.
Jkintia Raja 877

Jsa. Shaikh (Chishti), br. of Shujaet
Kh.. 678

Isa Kh. I., Lohani Miankhel, wazir ot
Qiitlu Lohani, submits to the Mughals.
608

Isa Kh. n., Bengal chief, early caiwr,
194, jighU Mnnhalt, defbats Sh. Bardi,
defeat^ by Kh . -i-Jahan. 195, builds
up independent power. 601, extending
from N. Bengal to Sarail, 638 inter-

venes in Kuch Bihar, defeats Shahbas
Kh.. 608-6iH srifts to Akbar, and
treaty with Shbhbax. 605, attacks
Man Singh st Ghoraghat. falls hack,
defeats the Mughals. submits. 616,
death. 680. His sons. Musa. Daud
Abdullah. Mahmud. Byas, 689

Isfandiyar, Mirxa, defrats Tipperah
Raja, in the exp. ag. the rebel Shah
Jahan, SOB

laibndiyar Beg. Actg. faujdar of Kuch
Bihar. 847, fights Pran Narayan. 876

Ishaa Kh., courtier of Muhammad Sh.,
aids Aljyndi, 440

Mam Kh. I (Cbuhti) . Viceroy of Bengal,
emtkas ihg Bam Bhuigai ej B, Beaml
and aeml-iudependent chiefs of W.
Bengd, exp. ag. Birbhum. Fisriliet and
Hiili cdiiefc 649. ag. Salrajit and
Majlis Qtttbb 650, 65958. Exp, eg.
Mma KA., captures Jatrapur. ai^
Dakdiaia, and other fsrUfied posU

induding Sonhrgaon, 658-58, reduces

Bhushna^ Bakla and Jessore, 665-69,

and Usman Afghan, 670-76, 679, Bajas

of Sylhet anR Kaduir, 680-686, also

Kamrup Raja, 685-87, rdation with the

Arakanese, 660, 670. dates of his move-
ments, discuss^, 670-76, death, 688,

character. 647, his son Shaikh Hushang,

689, brothers, Haibatullah, 658 and
Inayet Kh. 648

Islam Kh. 11. MatAihadi, Viceroy of

Bengal, exp. ag. Assam, 869, repulses

Magh inroad, 886
Islam Sh. Sur, tee Jalal Kh. Siir

Ismail I Ghasi, Sh., general of Husain
Sh., exp. ag. Orissa and Kamrup, 183,

148, execution and burial, 194
Ismail n Mita, Nasrat Shhh*s envoy,

negotiates with Babur, 155-56

Iwaz Khiiji, Ghiyasuddtn, 1st indepen-
dent sultan of Lakhnaiiti. his early
career, his war with Jajpiir feudntorv
61-66. raid to K. Bengal. 68.67, in-

vestiture by Caliph of Baghdad,
60.

^

Lakhnlaiiti fortified and made
capital, 69-64. hostility with Delhi
Sultan and fall 66-67. extend of his
kingdom. 69. coins and chronology
discussed. 89-41

Jsxtiddin Balban Yusbaki, sultan, of
Lakhnauti. invades Bangh. defeat and

^ death. 55-56

Izsu^din Yahiya, feudatory of Satgaon.
invades Sonargaon, 87, 06, 08

Jahhari, rebel av. MughaN. fights Sadin
Kh.. repeatedly defeated. 600, driven
to Kuch Bihar, 603

Jafor Ali Kli.. tame at Mir Jafar

Jafar Kh.. tnma at M. 0|. Kh. I.. 407

JaminrnJth.-P»iTi famous temple and city.

Tsmai] Ghaxi’s invasion of. 148, and
Kprrnni's. 184, Kalapaharis

plunder of 188. Chaitanya’s jourrey

to. 1S8 delivered to Much"1s bv Tsa

lohani hut seised arain. 608. Mrn
Smgh's piI«*riTPP.f?e to. 609. image re-

mm'pd and brought back by Khiirda
Raj^ 468

Jagat Ray, a. of Raja Kriahnaram
(Bardwan) . flees to Dacca. 998

Jagat Seth, Fateh Chand. Murshidabad
banker, counsellor of Shujnuddin, 468.

loans given to the Bog., 469. intrigues

hg. Sarfarax. 489. 8 lakhs filehed by
Bhaskst Pandit 456

Jaeat Singh, s. o4 Man Sbigh, tefraisas

Bengal raldera from Hajimir, 607. fighta

Dri«M Afghani, woundad and taken to

Viahnupiir. 608. aent ag. Khurda Bela.

609, Mr. Nagarimt fit, diet of drinS-
fng, fIS

Jahan Kh . Paul. Mughal ofiker. deputed
to VjkmNpur ag. Musa Kh., 658
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Jahanfpr Quii I* Viceroy of Gaur, 160,

fights Afghhna, killed, 178

Jahangir Quli 11, govr. of Bengal, dies,

S46

Jaipur, Jagir of Iftikhar Kh., in Pumia,
SGO

Jajnagar, location, 87
Jajpur, under Ganga dynasty, 81, 48,

Afghan armies march through under
Kalapahar, 188

Jalair Kh., holds Akbamagar ag. rebel

Sh . Jahan, 806
Jalnl Kh. I. Lohani, ruler of Bihhr,

driven to Hajipur by Mahmud Lodi,
aubmits to Babur, 184-15.5. rein.stated

in Bihar, 156. friction with Sher and
vasspilage of Mahmud Sh., fights at
Snraigarh and fieea, 161

Jalal Kh. II., s. of Sher Sh. ' deputed
to the siege of Gatir, 168 commands
at Teliagarhi. 167, fights at Chausa.
178. fet Bilgram. 175, Emperor of
Delhi, quells Siilaiman Kh in Bhati,
177

Jalal Kh. HI., chief of Bazghogra,
plunders Mnidah and Akra, chastised
by Maha Singh, 818-14

Jelaluddin Ghasnavi, incites the Bengal
armv to fight ag. Oriyas, 81

.T/*lnlnddin Khilji. Sultan of Delhi, deports
Thugs to Bengal, 76

JaTaliiddin
^
Mahmud Sh.,—Sultan of

Bengal, his rule, transfer of capital and
buildings, 188-80

Jalaluddin Sur, same as Ghiynsuddin ITT
Jamal Kh. T. s. of Oiutlu Kli., general
of Pratapadilvn, fights at Salka and
Kagarghata, deserts to the MughinJs.
866, 60

Jamal Kh. H. Mankali, fx)mmands in
the cTp. ag. Kamrup, 887, killed in
the Ahom war, 806

Jan Beg, Mirza, Shuja’s dy. in Oriasa,
conquers Delhi, 8.88, at the battle of
Bahadurpur. loss of properly, 836, com-
mands artillery near Giria ag. Mir
Jiimla, 841

Jankiballabh, c^ommander of Musa Kh.,
taken into Mughal service, 805

Jankiram, Alivardi's diwan of household
affairs, 448, dy. gov. «f Bihar. 446,
in the conspiracy for the murder of
Bhaskar Pandit, 460

Janoji Bhonda. s. of Raghuji Bhonde,
invades Bengal and loins Mir Ifabil^
defeated by Alivardi, 464

Jaso Manikya, Tipperah Raja defeated
by the MugMala and taken captive,
8CMI

Jasoraj Kh., Padnvdli writer, 158
Ja^ant

^
Ray, Org. Murshid Quli’s

Mnnahi, tutor and diwan of Barfanii

of Bengal

tat Dacca, prosperity of the city

under him, resigns, 487
Jawharmal Das, app. Bengal diwan by

rebel Sh. Jahan, 311

Jayadhwai. Ahom Rafa. vigorously fighta

Mir Jumla, 847-48, signs treaty,

dies. 340-50

Jeronymo De Azevedo, Portuguese vice-

roy of Goia, aids Gonzales 868
JoEo Coelho, at Chatgaon, 358
Jono de Silveira, seizes two merchant-
men, on the seas, arrives at Chatgaon,
858

Jiiliano Pereira. Portuguese Father visits

Akbar^s court. 865
Junaid Karrani, Daud’a CMiusin. chief of

Jharkhand, fights Mugfials, shot dead,
103-04

Kaehar. Satriidaman Rain of. 848, con-

quered hy Mughals. 881-88
Rbiikiis, Sultan Rukniiddin. Sultan of
Lakhnauti. extent of his sway, 75

Kailagarh. rfort in Tipperah and battle-

field, 140. 301
Kaimurs. Sultan Shamsuddin, s. of

Kaiquhtad, killed, 73
Kalapnhar, alias Raju, 188, Gen. of

Sulaiman Karrani, invades Knmrup,
and Puri, destroys temples, 184. defeats
the Kuch king, fights the Mughals at
Ghoraghat and Rajmahal, 108, 100,
dies, 808

K^apahar II., br. of Sikandar Sur,

invades Kamrup, destroys Kamakhya
temple, 178

Kalidas Gnjdani, Bais Rajput, converted

to Islam, independent ruler of Bhati.

177, quelled and assassinated, 177-78

KalknlgBnti. 800

Kamal, Afghan. Birblium zamindar, aids

Mir Jumla. 880

Kamal IT.. Khwaia. Plrataikiditya’a

admiral, fights at ^Ika, killed, 86^67

Kamal ITT. Shaikh, Mughal geneitol.

sent ng. Birbhum. Pachet and Hijii

zamindars, 850. ag. Musa Kh., 858-58.

in charge of the Dacca thanhh. 855,

ag. Usman, captures Bokainagar, 869.

holds Egarasindur. 865, reduces Bayizid

Kaorani. 88(b81, Kachar Raja. 881-88,

second in command in the exp. ag.

Kamrup, 885, exp. ag. Munindars,
801-08. fiiditi Arakaneae, raiden,

808, 808. dies in Kamrup, 805
Kamrup, raided by Alauddtn Ali Mardan

Khilji. tribute-paying to Iwai. 88,

Bant Bhuiyaa aacendant in, 88, Ahom
kingdom founded in, 48, Taghral’s
exp. ag. 58, conquest of, during Ryaa
and Husain Shah’is reigns 110, 147,
bfeaka away from Benn^, 158. Kala-
pahar'a laid and destruction of
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Kamakbya temple^ IM, leoonqumd,

885
Kamate^warf title of Biawa Sin^» 184

Kameswar Dev, T&rhut ruler, 104

Kapilendra Dev, Orissa kiiig, fights

Gaur &iltait, 181-88
TCa.infliM» Kh., chief of Narhat-Samai,

xediioed by Alivaxdi, 488
TTahmii Ali, author of Muxaffarnamah,

faujdar of Ghoraghat, 446
Karimdad Musaaai, Af^an chief, rebds

in Bhawal quelled, 195
Khirani, dlynasty, 181, chiefs-Taj, 181,

hia brothers Tmad, Ilyas, 181 Sulat-

man, 181-85, Bayisid, 185, Daud, 186t
189-96, Gujar, 185, Hansu, 185,

Bayisid II. and Yakub of Sylhet, 880
Kashi Parija, Qrlya noble, sent to Akbar
by Man Singh, 810

Kasu, Sayyid, Mughal ofiioer, fights in

the Ahom war, killed, 896
Katasin, fort, Tughral's attack on and

defdat at, 48, location, 48n
Katrabhu, Isa Kh.'s residence at, 80S
Katwa, Bhaskar Pandit's rendesvous,
and Du^puja celebration at, 456, 458,
Alivardi's br^ through the Maratha
cordon effected off, 454 Clive encamped
at, 487

Kedar Ray, samindar of Bhushna, 810,
of Vikrampur, 814, reoovera Bhushna,
loses it and flees to Isa Kh., 881,
promises fidelity to Man Singh, 818,
rebels, 814, joins Daud Lohani, defeats^by Man ^gh, 814, joins Maghs,
fights, capture, dies, 814-15

Xhabita, fi|^ts Sadiq IQi., killed, 800
Khadim Husain, Siraj's general, his

cruelty to Siraj’s mother, 196
Khalil, Md., faujdar of Ghoraghat,
embezales government revenue, 409fi

KUil, Shaakh, mediates between
Humayun and Sher, 171

Kh., s. of Mahabat Kh.,
aids the former in adm. ct BenijU,
818, offg. govr. 889, letiies to Raj-ma^ m of Port, pirates^ 878

K^-^am I, Mughal Commander,
fliam at TVikaRM, 191

Kh.d-Alam Shuja’a commander,
beats off Mir Jnmla’s attadc 840

Kh.-i-Asam (Mirsa Asia Kbkah) govr.
of Bengal, defeats Afghan rebda and
oecovcra IMiagaifii, 808

Kh.-i-Dannn, Samaamuddanlah, sacuiea
pataDt for gort. ot Ba^ for

Kh.-klaliaa I.. BiiMiB QoU Beg
Xh.4Ja]*D n.. title of ffiiMbdtt Xh.,
Naib NmIib it Bengd 4M

Eb.-Mahu ID (Kokali). br. «f AMm
Kh. KoUh (Fidai Xh.) fvrr. of

astk an

Xh.-i-Xhanaa I., m# Munim Kh.
Kh.-i-Khanka D., tee Mir Juml*

Phukan, Ahom officer, ngnta

Mughals, 896
Kharagpur, near Mungir, Sangram

]^a of, 807
RhJ Sh seneral. besieges

Ghur, 168
Khawaja Chand, Musa Kh.’s minister,

889
Khawaja MLdiki, ^uja’s admiral, defeat-

td at Colgong, 841
Khen, Royal dynlasty ol Kamta, 184
Khidmatparast Kh., Sh. Jahan’s artil*

lery officer, sent ag. fort near Akbar-
pur, 806

Khiair Kh. I., govr. of Bengal, quelled

by Sher, 177
Khiair Kh. D. Sur, see Ghiyasuddin
Bahadur Sh.

Khiairpur, location, 888, Isa Kh.’s strong-

hold, 808, Shahbas Kh.’s advance to,

808, held by Nathan, 858, Mughal
officers at, 878

Khokhar, diamond mines of, aoqd. by
Ibrahim Kh., 899

Khuida, Raja Ramchandra Dev of,

invaded by Jagat Singh, 809, his daug.
married to Man S., 810, Sh. Jahan’s
march to qnd interview with 807,
Riga saves Rustam Jang's family from
Alivardi 444, restores Jagannath idol

488
Killpiatrick, Major, at Plassey, 490
Kilukhari, location, 91
Kinkar Sent Peshkar of Midnapur

faujdar, crushed by M. 408
Kirat Chand, Raja, s. of Ray-i-Bayan
Alam Chlsnd, app. diwan ot Alivardi,

Kishwar Kb., fights Usman, killed, 874,
876

Krishna Ballabh, s. of Raj Ballabh,
flies to Calcutta, his surrender donand-
ed by Sifinj, 471-78

Krishnaram, Raja, Ppnjabi Kshatri,
revctiue fanner of Bsrdwani dt.,
plundered defeated and slain by Shova
Singh, 898-94, his son, Jagat Ray 898

Koch Bihar, Biswa Sin^ founds of,

Sulaiman Karrani’s invasion o5, 184,

Rendesvous of rebels ag. Mughala
808-806, tom by civU war, Raghudev
allied with Isa Kh. while Uakshmi
Narayaai becomes Man S.'s protege,
818, split up into two houses, 88445,
Ptmi Narayan, Rhja 'of, deserts the
town, occupied and garrisoned by Mir
Jumla 846-647, tearllortsl annesations
under Shalsta Kh. and Mughal lela-
tions with, 876-77

Lachmi Rajput, sent ag. Frat^iaditya.

fights at Ka^Mr|^ud» 865-8^ eg.
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Kamrup Raja, 887, killed in the Ahom
war, 896

Ltkhnor, location, 87
Lokulunan Manilla, Bhulua lamindar,

888
Likshmi Narayan, Kuch Bihar Raja,

protege of Man Sujgh, 818, 841, feud
with Kamrup Raja, 841, promises help

to Islam Kh. ag. Kamrup, 85iS, fights

Parikshit, 886, confinement and release,

890
Lakshabagh, Clive's encampment in

Plassey, 487
Landseer, John, author of the Antiquities
of Dacca, 889
Law, Jean, chief of Fr. factory at

Qasimbazar 447, on Alivardi 451, on
Siraj 468

Le Vemier, M., French chief of Surat,
448

Linharea, Conde de, Portuguese viceroy
of the Indies, 880

Lohani, Afghan tribe, supreme in Bihar
under B^ar Kh., 153, eclipse under
Jalal Kh., 154-55, supreme in Orissa

under Qutlu Kh., 109, Usman, supreme
in Mymensingh and Sylhet

Loricol, location, Thghral's H.Q., 50
Ludi Kh., Sulaiman J^rrani's waair, 188,
murder by Daud, 186

Luia de Aaevedo, leads Portuguese
flotilla to Sondwip, deserts Gonzales
863

Lutf Ali, Uaji, Sarfaraa’s favourite,

intrigues ag. Alivardi, 430
Lutfullah Siraji, Mir, Mughal faujdar of

Gauhati, faUs, ag. Kuch and Ahoma
flees to Dacca 846

Lutfuninissa, Siraj’a Begam, 405, her
devotion, 407

Madwan (Far. Mandaran), H.Q, of
Oriya feudatory Viohnu, captured by
Yuzbak, 51-58. Jsmail Ghazi's cap-
ture of, 148, Todar Mai's pursuit of
Daud to, 180-00

Madhu Rkiy, zamindsr of and an
ally of Isa Kh., 886, fights Mughals
and captures Chatmohar, 840, attacks
Chand Fratap, 858, defends JatnqMir
ag. Mughals, 854

Madhusudan, Raja Lakshmi Naraiy)ui*s
nephew, rebds, broui^t to termsb
800401

Mahabat Kh., govr. of Bengal, Nur
Jahaa*s intrigues and his rebsflion,
818

Mahabat Jung, Alivardi Kh.
Maharatha, Chero chief, fights Sher, 171
Maba Singh, s. of J^agat Singh
vkeroy of Bengal, 818, defeated by
Afghim chiefs, at Ghoriqtliat, defeats
Jahil Kh. and Qui Mumin,' 818«14

Mahendra Deva, s. of Raja Ganesh, king

of Gaiir, 188
Mahadamma, Burmese king, agreement

with Arakan Raja, 804
Mphdi, Mima, Siraj's In:., 468
Mahmud Kh. br. of Musa Kh., in

charge of boats at Demta, in the ^t
ag. the Mughalsb 857, submits^ plots,

confined, 868^
Mahmud Kh. H., Xhaddiel, custodian
of Daud's family and treauMizes^ sub*
mils to Mughals, killed, 195

Mahmud Sh., Sultan Ghlyfssuddin,
Sultan of Gaur, 150, his rdlations with
l^hanis, Makhdum and Sher, 16041,
his tamy defeated at Surajgarh, 161,
buys off Sher, 168, defeated at Gaur,
flight and arrival at Darweshpur,
164

Alahmud Sh. II. (Lodi), Afghan leader
ag. Babur, captures Bihar, rallies
Afghans, fights Mughals, 155-56

Maibung, capital of Kachar Raja, named
i^ipitf, 848

Majlis Dilwbr, Afghan chief, defeats the
Mughal flotilla, 105

Majlis Qutb, Fathabad zamindar. fights
Mughals, defeats their flotilla, 105,
defeated and driven out of Fat^bad,
858-53, submits, reinstated in lamin-
dari, 850-60

Alakhdum-i-Alam, feudatory of Hajipur,
158, friction with Mahmud Sh. of
Gaur defeated and killed, 160

Makki Mirsa, e. of Iftikhair Kh. sent
ag. PhiUpaditya, 865, faujdar of
Bardwan, deputed to reduce Birbhum
and Pachet aamindors, 898, re-infoices
the army Ug. Arakanese attack, 898,
faujdar of Akbaroagar and Bardwan,
quells Bir Bhan, 800

Maladhar Bssu, author of Sriktrithna
Vijay, created Gunarig Kb., 185

Afalhi br. of Usman, 840, d^ends fort
Taraf, 864

Malukchand, Humir^nawis of Azam Sh.,
888

Alaiuluk, Sultanate, of Bengal, 88
Alangat Ray, rival of the Anl^ Raja,

expelled ifrom Chatgpon, flees to
Dacca, 881-888

Alanikchand, opposes Clive near Budge-
budge and flees, 481, wounded at
Plassey, 498

Mankali, Afghani dan, chiefs of this
dan (1) Sdaimaa jagirdar of Ghoira-
gliat, didodged W Qaqshala 180
(8) Babu, beaten V Mvghala 108,
(8) Jamd Kh. fldits in the Kaiiinq>
war, 887

Manod de Aaevedo^ Capt. gen. of
Portuguese in Bnjibli in fw ag.

888
MuhmI d. PortiifM,. diW of
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Diaiifla* conqum Sondwip. defeated

by the Anfcaa iUja» 86M1
,

Manod Tavam^ Portugueae admiral,

fights at Akbaipur, flees to Dacca,

800-10^ seat to aid Sh. Jahw M
Bahadiirpiir 81fl» desertkxa had hostile

888
Maarique, Sebastian, On cheapness of

grain. 887, 417
Haa iSnlgh, Baja, govr. of Bihar, 806,

quells refractory chiefs, of Gidhaur,
Kharagpur and of the Chetos, 806-807,

marches ag. Orissa, quells Afghan
rebels and Khurda Raja, visits Puri
temple, 806-810

Pint Viceroyalty of Bengal^ his camplagns
in N. and £. Bengal, ag. Isa Kh.
drives him to Egarasindur, sends force

ag. Katrabhu, 811-818, Second Ptce-

royalty route Afghans off Sherpur Atiya,

and induces Kedigr Bay to submit, 818,
defeats Usman, Musa and Kedar Ray,
repulses Magh raid, 814-*16

Third Viceroyalty, Sends force ag,

Mukund of Bhu^a 850, fort built at
Sherpur, 885, his sons fighting in
Ben^, Jagat Singh, Himmat Singh,
Durjan Singh, P^atap Singh and grand-
son Maha Singh

Maraihas, their raids in Bengal, 455-467
Maiatha ditch, dug, 450
Martin, IVanc, fortifies Ohandemagar,

805
Maruwwiat Kh., eee Makki, Miraa
Masaud Jani, Jalaluddin, feudaUnry of

Lakhnauti, 51
Masaud Ghasi, Shaikh, sipah-saAsr, His
tomb at Bdbraich, 105

Masum, Shaikh, Alivardi's friend, app.
dy. govr. of Orissa, 445 killed in
action, 458

Mlasnm Kh. 1. Faraakhudi, rebels ag.
Mu^iala^ routed, 100

Masum Kh. H. Kabuli, leader of
mutinous Mumbai' officers in Bengal,
app. emkil of Biirsa Hakim, 107,

dideated in S. Bihar, poisons his

rival, 100. organises a confedemcy with
Oaqahals of Ghora^iat and Orissa
Afghans, fights Kh.-i-Aaam friction

with the Qaqahals, flees to Bhati,
advances to Tanda, driven bade, 801-
808, renewed hostilities with the
Mughala^ driven back to Fatahbad
Psrgsaa %hta again at IVimohana,
80A conciliated by Shfahhas, 805, rises
defeats Mudials under Durjan 8in|^
again, attaifa Mam Singh, lelieats,
off VaaaBmr §1% dkn 845

Masum Kh. m, gr. s. of Im Kh^ 884
Malang, loeation, 840, lUdwaa, mmindar

of, 840
Bhasji^^^ Sd^san^^^^lbiwi^

M

Bhani, (oommaadent of Sarangarh),

Baghunath Bhanj, Baja of, opposea

. Alivardi, 448
Melchior de Fonseca, VimU BakK

interviewB Baja and concludea treaty,

850
MeUo, Martini Affonso de, amiaU the

in capturing Hughli, 886-^
MeUo, Jusarte^ Martin Affonso de, ahip-

wrecked in the bay taken to Chatgaon,

his embasay to Gaur, imprisoned,

release and app. military adviser of

Mahmud Sh. 854d7
Meng Khamung, Arakan Raja, 848, raida

Bhulua, 808, 804, up the Meghna to

Baghchhr, 808, Dakhin Shahbaspur,

805, hia relationa with the Gonaalea,

808-805, Qssim Kh.*a exp. ag. fails,

897-08, Ibrahim Kh.’a exp. ag. fails,

808-804, attacked by the Burmese
King, 805

Meng Fhaiuqg, Arakan Bajh, 848
Meng Radsagui, Arakan Raja, his policy,

848
Mian Ludi, same as Ludi Kh.
Miguel Ro^igues, Portuguese govr. of
Hughli and Piply, pladates rebel Sh.
Jahani 807, deserts Sh. Jahan, beaten
at Mahal, 888 •

Minchin, Capt., commanding oflicer of
Calcutta, 478, escapea from Fort
William, 475

Minu-Chehr, Sarfaraa'a favourite, hia
property confiscated by Alivardi, 448

Minhaj-i-Siraj, historian, joins in jihad
i«. Orissa, interviews INigfaha nego-
tiates and returns to Delhi from Ben^,
47^0

Mirak Bahadur Jalair, Mughal Jagiedar
of Chand Fkatap^ fights Af^ians, 858,
joins Islam Kh. at Kataagarh, 855,
builds quarters within the Fort of
Dacca, posted at Sripur, 857, sent ag.
Kachar Bajh, defeaM and disgraced,
801

Mir Habibs M.Q.’a dy. at Dacca, con-
quers Tipperah, created Bahadur, dy.
in Orima, improvements in administi»*
tkm 488, jouti and guidea Biaialhaa
ag. Alivardi. 456, 468, repeated^uaslea
with Alivardi, 484-65, captures Cuttadr
and rakia Bengal 466 ia murdered, 467

Miran, Mir JIsfar'a son, causes Siraj*#

murder. 406

Mir Jaflhr, His early career, matriage.

460-7a sent ag. Qrtend Co. imp.
hekhM, 448, aurpiise attads on Ra^qji
Bhonsla, 468, dffSsaln Bttjyid Nor.

before r«iiM|i8rm^ ag,

Alhrasdi, dismissed, 464, incites Shankat
Jang and congpiref, ag. Sfraj*

seerat tmaty with the Rntfidi, 486,
at nhsMy, betnm Siiaj 401. 408,
elevnied to mosnag 405 chameter, 470
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Mir Jumla, pursues Shuja, outflanks and
captures Rajmahal, 839 long contest

and expulsion of Shuja, 840-49; gover-

nor of Bengal, makes Dacca capital

849-43, exp^tion ag. Kuch Bihar
and Assam, 846, 849 treaty with the

Ahom Raja, illnm and death, 949-80,

relations with the European traders,

844-48

Mir Jumla 11., app. govr. of Bengal,
does not join post, 406

Mir Madan, Bakn$M of Siraj’s army, 470,
artillery-chief at Plassey, 488, killed

in action, 491
Mir Maula, diwan of Axam Sh. 889
Mir Muhammad Jafar Kh.,8ee Mir Jufar
Mir Murtaza, I. Mughal dficer, holds

Garhgaon, 847
Mir Murtaza II., Sarfaraz's favourite,

punished by fAlivardi, 448
Mir Shtffuddin, Shujauddin’s 9nd

Bakhshi, quells Birbhum zamindar,
498

Mirza Ahmad, see Ahmad Haji
Mirza Amani, Sarfaraz’s son, in charge

of Murshidabad, 441
Mirza Mazhar, darogha of artillery, under

Alivardi, 449
Mirza Baqr, see Baqr
Modh Narayoki, Kuch Bihar Raja,
oppose Mughals, defeated by Iradat
Kh., retreats and cedes territory, 877

Mohan Lai, Kashmiri, ^leshkar of Siraj’s

diwaii-khana, created Maharaja, 470,
fights Shaukat Jung, 478, at Plastey
488, killed, 498

Mohan Singh, begins temple at Dacca,
(which later on is completed as
mosque), 890

Moti Jhil, palace, 469, 470
Mubariz Kh., Mughal officer^ at Egara-

sindur, ag. Usman, 968, quells Kachnr
Raja, 983,^ thanahdar of Bindasil,
quells certain Mughals on border of
Sylhet, and the Kachar Raja, death,
991

Muhammad, Mirza, Alivnrdi’s father,
cup-bearer of Azam Sh. 436

Muhammad Ali, Mirza, see Alivardi Kh.
Muhammad Bakhtiyar, see Bakhtiyor
Muhammad Beg Abokash, faujdar of
Burdwan, fights Hijli zamindar, 304

Muhammadpur, see Bagjani
Muhammad Ratti 1., faujdar of Hughli,

misappropriates govt, revenue 409fi
Muhammad Raza II., see Nawazish
Muhammad Kh.

Muhammad Sh. Sur, gov. of Benf^l
under Adili, asserts independence, his
conquests, defeated and slain by Himu,
li79

Miihannmad Shiran Khiiji, Malik Izzud-
din, fights ag. Orissa 10. og. Ali

• Mhidan, chosen Gov. of Lhkhnaflti,

18, expelled from Devkot, defeated

by Qae-Maz Rumi, killed, 16-17

Muhammad Tughluq, Sultan of Delhi,

organises Bengal adm. 97, rdeasM
Bahadur Burah, and posts him in

Sonargaon, 87, quells him, 98, hiz

relation with Lakhnauti, 99
Muhammad Zaman Teherani, app^ to

adminjbtetr Orissb, 888
Muhammadi Beg. executioner of Siraj,

496

Mahiuddin, Shaikh, br. of Abdus Salam,

fights ag. Bali Narayan and taken

oaptive, 899-80

Mukarram Kh., C-in?C in the exp. og.

Kamrup, conquers it, 988-87, govr. of

Orissa, 804, govr. of Bengal, dies of

drowning, 814

Mukarramat Kh., Diwan of Bengal,

misappropriates govt, revenue, 409n

Mukunda I., father of Satrajit, captures

Bhushna by murdering faujdar, 199,

rules independently after n^ing a

show of submission to Man Singh, 980

Mukunda Etev, II., minister of Oriya,

Raja, seizes the crown of Orissa,

invades Bendhl, builds a ghut at

Tribeni, relation with the Afghans

of Bengal and Mughals, slain in action,

188

Mumin Kh. I., s. of Masum Kh.

Kabuli, zamindar of Sonabazu, 986,

fights MuglJale, captures Chatmhar,

949, expelled from Sonabazu, at

gaon, with Musa Kh. 989, aids Binod

Ray, ag. Mirak Bahadur, 989, also

Majlis Qutb, 988 holds Jhtrapur,

minders his ally Dariya-Kh. 984 driy^
from Bandar canal outpost to Ibrahim-

pur 989
Mumin Qazi, Pumia rebel ag. Muc^ls,

defeated land killed, 914
Mumriz, s. of Usman Afghan, in charge

of Taraf, 940, fights at Damamba-
pur 997 elect^^chief after Usman’s
full, abdidates, submits to Mughals,
978-79

Munawor Kh., s. of Musa< Kh. of Bhati,
his high position, 879, fights in ^
exp. ag. Chatgaon, 380

Munim Kh., Akbar’s general, sent ag.
Daud Karrtmi, bought off, fights Daud
at Patna, captures Tanda, 188-86,
sends Mughal officers to various parts
of Bengal, defeats Daud at Tukaroi,
pushes to Cuttak, recovers Ghoraghat
from Kalapahar, dies 198

Murad Famsh, M.Q.’8 agent for
extortion, punished by Shojauddin
with death, 494

Murad Kh. I., faujdar of Fathabad, 199
Murad Kh. II., Khurdh Raja’s general,

helps Rustam Jung and Mirza B^r,
44445 ^
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Munhidabad, oig. Makknuabad^ixma*
office transtered to. 4M H. Q. un^
M.Q., 408, M.Q.’a battle with F.

Siyar’a commander Itaahid IQi. on^ the

outskirts of» 407, dive's entry into,

05

Murehid. Mulla. Khanahaad Kh.'a

favourite, put in charge of Bengal

adm. S14

Murshid Quli Kh., his early career,

800-400 diwan of Bengal, 307, adm.
reforms, 401, conflict with viceroy,

lattacked in the street of Dacca. 403-

404, transfers office to Murshidabad,

404, govr. of Orissa, 404, dy.

subahdar of Ben^, Diwan of Deccan,

405, subahdar of Bengal and Orissa,

406-407, his conflict with Barrukh
Siyar and Ziauddln Kh., 40R, hi^

revenue reforme maUammi system,

cadestral survey, appointment of Hindu
collectors and rigour in collection,

fiscal division into ehaJdaa and smaller

units and rise of new samindar
families, 400-415, relations with frontier

rajas, 415, quells Raja Sitisram, 416,

cheapness of rice and economic condi-
tion, 417-18, relations with European
merchsnlts, character and death. 460-
461. Aumnitaib's high opinion of him,
401, his character and services dis-
cussed, 307 808, his daughter Zinatun-
nisa

Murshid Quli Kh. IT., s.-in-law of

Nawab Shujauddin, dy. govr. of
Dacca, 463, transferred to Orissa,

conciliates Khurda Raja, fights Ali-

vsrdi, twice driven to the Deccan,
441-445, his taste for poetry, 466

Musa Kh., 8. of Isa Kh. of Bhati,

heads a coalition, and fights Man Singh,

601, 614, ag. Mughal generals of Islam
Kh. 653, 655-50. retreats to Ibrahim-
pur. submits and surrenders. 650, 661,
confined, 661, enters Mughal service,

665. qurils Lakshmi Nanivan's nephew
Madhusudan, defeafts Tipperah Raia*
and the Arakanese raiders, 300-303,
death, 805, his sons Masum Kh.
Miinawwar Kh. 876, his officers

(Hindu) Ramai Lsshkar, Janaki
Ballabh 305

Muslihuddin Muhammad Kh., Raghuji's
courtier, 4y. govr. of Orissa 467

Mustafa MuQa, Qisi of Dacca, dismissed
for taking brihm 343

MasUfa Kh., Alivardi*s general, covmssb
ag. oompioiiiise with M.q. U. 444,

cKpnlsion of tbm English 453, afsassina-

tkm of Bhaslair, 460, fi^ts MarathaSi
455, resigns and rribi^ kOled, 463

Mulaqid Kh., at Dantambapifr,

674

Matarim. Khw»ja. br. of

_ .rdiffow Oh

Munffar Kh. Turbati, Mu^ «>m-

nmnder at Hajipur, reiH^
attadc. IM. fovr. of Bengal, IM.

fights mutinous officers, kiU^, 1064)7

Nafisa Begam, Sarfaraa’a sister, kindly

treated by Alivaidi, taken to Dacca,

her income, 440 .

Naira Narayan, Kamta king mvadea

Gaur, 178
Narayan Das, Siiaj's agent, s^t to

CalcutU to demand surrender of

Krishna Ballabh, 476
^

Narasingha Deva, Raja of Onss^ cai^

tures Lakhnor and invades Lakhnauti,

40
Naraaingfaa Ray, Mu^ officer, wound-

ed and captured in the Assam war, 607

Nasir Kh., Afghan chief of Tajpur,

deserts Usman, 863
Nasir Lohani I. driven from ICaiiauj by

Humayun, 153

Nasir Lohani II., s. of Qutlu Lohaiii,

placed on the msnnad, interviews Man
Singh and submits, 606

Nasiruddin Ibrahim, ruler of Lakhnauti,

interviews Tughluq Sh. at Tirhut, sent

ag. Bahadur Sh., 84, appointed govr.

of Lakhnauti, goes to Delhi and aids

Muhammad ^ghluq in the Multavi

exp. 86-87

Nasiruddin Mahmud, eldest S. of Sultan

Rtutmish, feudato^ of Oudh sent ag.

IwBX, captures Gaur, 66-67, his rule,

at Lakhnauti, created Malik-ush-sharq,

death, 44
Nasiruddin Mahmud H., eee Bughra Kh.
Naghiiddin Mahmud III., sultan of

Bengal, his rule, 180-81 exp. ag. QrissO,

extent of his sway, 181;36

Nasiruddin Mahmud IV., Hsbshi sultan,

murdered, 140
Nasrat Sh., s. of Husain Sh. conquers

Tirhut, 153, relation with Babur, fighta

and concludes treaty, 153-56, his

negotiation with Bahadur Sh. 157,

exp. ag. Assam, 157, interest in verna-

cular literature, 150. assassinated, 168

Nathan, Mirsa, s. of Ihtimam
^
Kh.,

fneritofioue eerviee in the reduction of

Bengei ehiefe sent ag. the rehds of

Sonabam, 65il, ag. Musa Kh., in the

capture of Dak Chara, at Dacca,
capturea Katrahhu, and a post on the

Bandar danal 658-50, sent ag. Fkatap-

aditya, fights at Salka and Kagari^ata.
665-67, queOs Alaipor lamindar, 665,

fights tJsman at Daulambapur. wound-
ed, 674-76, author of the Bahorietan,

505, sent in the Kaganp asp. 6A,
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eiii];doyed ag. Ibrabinii Krori of Kam-
nip, SOO, creatad SiUb Kh. joina rebel

Sh. Jahan and appointed to hold

Akbamagar, his fidelity to Sh. Jahan,

911^19 ... . ^
Nauwe Singh Hazari, Siraj s captain of

artillery, killed at Flassey, 491

NaA^bzish Muhammad Kh., nephew of

Alivardi, Bakhshi of Shujauddin’a

troops. 487, app. diwan of Khalsa,

and dy. govr. of Dacca, 449, adopts

Ikramuddaulah, dies govr. of Dacca,

446, 471
Maulakha Bibi, Daud Karrani’s mother,

surrenders, 198
Napar Ali, head of Ghasiti Begam*s

retainers, 470
Nazir Ahmad, Murshid Quli's agent for

extortion, 411, punished with sentence

of death, 494
Nematchao (Niamat ICh.), Bakla

Baja’s high officer, signs treaty of

alliance with the P:>rtugucse, 888
Nif^at Kh., see Nematchao
Nijat Kh., Hughli faujdar. dffeated and
driven off by Qutlu Lohani, 109

Nilambar, Kbimta king, defeated by
Ismail Ghazi, 146

Nitai, standaiid-bearer of Parikshit,

fights ag. Mughals, 987
Nizam, name of the bhieti who saved
Humayun’s life, 178

Niaamuddin, Kaiqublad’s wazir, poisoned,

78
Nogazil Kh. (Nawaaish Kh.?), Sher

Sh.’s officer, captures Chatgaon, taken
captive by the Portuguese, escapes and
reconquers the town, 174

Nuno de Cunha, see Cunha
Nuno Femandiz FVeire, see fVeiie
Nur Muhammad, s. of Tarkhan Diwana,

rebels ag. Mughals, raids up to Saran,
caught anid beheaded, 900

Nur Sayyid, Mir Habib’s lieut. dof^ted
by Mir Jafar, 464

Nuruddin Mirza. s. of Abdul Wahid,
repulses Amkanese attack 805 invades
and occupies Tippcrah, 801

Nurullah I., zamindnr of Jalalpur
pargana, aasassinlated, 496

Nurullah U. Mirza, fights rebel Sh.
Johan at Akbamagar, 806

Nurullah Kh., West Frugal faujdnr, fails

ag. Shova Singh, Sr98

Orissa, list of Mughal viceroys of 981-88
Ostend Co., trading career in Bengal,

490 conflict with Eng. Dutch and
expulsion from Bengal, 480

Pahar Kh., rebel Sh. Jahab’is admiral,
811

Pahlwan, sasnindar of Matang, 940
Paiagi] Kh., feudatory of Chatgaon,

fights Arakanese, 180 interest in Bengali

literature, 189
ParamanandaEay, Bakla Raja, concludes

treaty wtih the Portuguese, 888
Barameswar, tralnslEtes Mahabharata

into Bengali, 189
Parikshit Narayan, Kamrup Baja, 987,

989, fights ag. Mughals and Lakshmi
Narayan, 988-987, surrenders, sent to
Agra, 990, released, 800, extent of his

territory, 949
Pedro Tavares, see Pratab Bar
Pereira, Juliano, Portuguese priest, invit-

ed by Akbar to court 868
Pindar Khilji, see Qadr Kh.
Pitambar, founder of Putia Bad family,

986, rebels ag. Mughals, defeated, 968
Plassey, battle of, described^ 488-98

Portuguese in Bengal, Silvetro’s landing
at Chatgaon, (1817), 180, 889.

Pereiras visit to Chatgaon, 1896,
Mello Jusarle’s ajdventures in the
Bay, 884-888, 169n, Menezes’s to Gaur
886, their relations with Mahmud Sh.
of Gaur and Sher Sh., 887, 178-74,

life at Hughli and Chatgaon, 890-91i,

their relations with Sh. Jahhn and
fight at Hughli, 891-*97, alliance with
Bakla Baja, 888-’80, piracy and slave

trade, 66-67, Padri Sibpur in Barisal
dt. colonised by Baja Bajballajbh with
the Portuguese, 867, their contribu-
tions to l^ngal, 990, 868-70

P^ana Narayan, Kuch Bihar Raja fails

to conquer Kamrup, 846, driven out
of Kuch Bihar, reconquers it, 846, 880
fights and expels Mughnjl fqujdar,
submits to SHaista Kh., death, 876

Pratapaditya, Jessore Raja, 998,
promises to help Mughals ag. Musa
Kh., 948, 981, breaks his word, defeated
by the Mughals, surrender and
captivity, 964-969, murders Carvelho,
861, his achievements discussed, 998-996

Isaiah Bar, Feringi (Pedro Tavares),
Portuguese Capt. and chief of Hughli
factory, grants asylum to Hughli
faiijdar, 109, visits Akbar’s court and
obtains trading facilities, 819, 868

P^aitapgarh, fort of the KacBar Raja,
989

Pratap Singh I. Kachhwa, guardian of
Maha Singh, fights Afghans, 918

Phitap Singh II., see Susengpha
Prailap Rudra Dev., Orissa king, drives

back Ismail Ghazi, and besieges
Mandaran, 148

Purushottama 1., Oriya nobler ushered
in before Akbar, 910

Purushottama II., Khurda Rajb, pays
homage to Sh. Jahan, S07

Qpdsm Rasul, fortified post of Musa
Kh., opposite Narayanganj, cbptuied
by Muidials, 987-988
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Qacbur Kh.» feudatory of LaUmauti, 87,

oonquen Sonaigaion, murdered by hia

own troopeb 90
Rumi, fSeudatoiy of Oudh,

defeats Muhammad Shim Khilji in

two encounters, captures Devkot and
returns, 16

Qsqshsl, Majnu Kh. Q., captures Ghora-
(tet, 198, makes it H.Qi of the cUtn,
Baba Q. chosen viceroy of Bengal by
rebel Mughal officers, 197, rupture
with the Afidians, and return to Akbar’s
allegiance, 908, Dastam Q. continues
hostility. 905

Qara-Kihitai, INirkish tribe. Saifuddin
Aibafc, 45, IVifdural Tughin S3i., 46

Oara^Ossh Kh., Malik, feudato^ of
Kara-Manikpur sent to aid govr.

of Lakhnhkuti ag. the Qrissai Raja, 49
Qamniddin Kh., Delhi wanr, placated by

Alivairdi. 448
Qasim I. Mirsa, 6ghts at Daulambapur

ag. Usman, 947
Qasim 11.. Shaikh, s. of Shujaet Kh.

Chishti, at Dacca. 978, fights ag.
Usman, 974

Qasim III. Mirsa, khasanchi, Mughal
a^iral in the exp. ag. Pairikahit, 987

Qasim Ali Kh., Alivsrdi’s br.-in-law,
faujdar ai Rangpur, 449

Qbsim Kh. I., govr. of Bengal, br. of
Idom^ Kh. Chishti, 989, quarrels with
his diwan, measures ag. Kamrup and
Kuch Bihair Rajas, exp. ag. Kamrup,
990, 996-97, ag. Chatgaon, 997-98,
ag. Kachar, 990-99, his character 989

Qasim Kh. -II. Juyini, govr. of Bengal,
814, exp. ag. Hughli, its conquest,
898-897

Qiya Kh., attacked and killed by Qutlu
Kh., 199

Qiva Kh. Hasa^a, poisoned, 199
Qutb Kh., feudatory of Mungir, sen': og.

Slier Kh. defeated and lulled, 160
CSitubuddin Kh. Kokah, Jahangir^

fester br., govr. of Bengal, kiUed, 918
Qutlu LoMani, Daud Kairranrs officer*

fights ag. Mughals at Raimahal and
escapes, 105, founds *an independent
power in Orissa, 199, defeats Hughli
faujdar of Mughals, ^99, his army
defeated by Xh.-i-AOun at Bordwan,
909, diiywd as far as Tkdearoi, sub-
mits 904, his bands plunder Bardwan,
905, defeats Jagat Singh, hia death, 906

Radin Dev, Tiskshini Nailgam^a rival

for Kudi Bihar thioiie. repeatedly
defeated bar Man Sinidi, 919, supported
by Isa Khn 919, founds a new
principality in Xsasrap, 941

Rafdmil Bhonde, Nagpar Baja* invadea
Bengld. driven out, 460, eonquen
Orism, hit and nm fedit hi Boigal

and Bihar with AlivaMi, defeated at
Kiatwa, and expelled 469-468

Ra^unandan, Brahmin Counsellor of

M.Q., founds Nator Itaj family. 414
Raghunatii, Shushang samindar, submits

to the Mughals, is sent on embassy to

Islam Kh. by Kuch Rajs, 959, aids in

the capture of Kamrup, 984, in

repulsing Arakan king 808, in exp. kg-
Musa Kti. and Bayiskl Karrani, 987

Raghunath Bhanj, Mayur-BhiOij Raja,
opposses Alivaidi at Rajghat fe^, 444

Rkhim Kh., Aifghan Sardar, joiiM Shova
Singh, plundecs West Benf^, captures
Rajmahal, assumes Royal titles, delat-
ed in several encounters, behead^,
894-*95

Rai Rashbehari, Siraij’s agent deputed to
Shaukat Jang, 478

Rai Bhagawati Das, diwah of Bengal,

85a 871
Rai Durlabh Ram, see Durlabh Ram
Raj Ballabh, deck in the. admiralty

dept. app. peshkar of MuiPd Ali, Kh.,
497, Ghasiti Begam's chief agent at
Dacca, thrown into confinement by
Alivardi charged by Siraj witii pecula-
tion 479-78

Raj Khawa, Ahom officer, fights Mughals,
906

Rajmafcal, Afghans defeated at, 194,
^ngal viceroy 6ghts mutinous Mughal
offiom at, 107, Kh.-i-Asam dadhea
with rebd Afghans near, 999, made.
HQ. by Man Singh, 911, occupied by
rebel Sh. Jahkn, robbed of strategic

importance by the Ganges rsceding
808, head quarter of Shuja^ 869. his
coronation at. 886, hb flight from,
captured by Mir Jumla, evacuated and
reconquered, by Mir ffumla, 889-841
Mughals, 986, attacks Tuqmaq Kh.

Raja Ray, Shkhasadpur samindatr, 6ghis
959. defeat and snbmiaskm, joins exp.
ag. Usman, trapped and carried to

Ranlvachang, 968

Ramai Lashkar, Musa Kh.b general,

enters Muifiial service, 806
Ram Chandra Dev' I., Khuidai Raja,
opposes Man Sindi, aubmita and
gives the hand of hb daughter to the
Kaohhwa geueral 909-10

Bam Chandra Dev. n.» Kbuida Rajar
oondliated by MjQ. ]Z. 49^ iMlecia
M.Q.*s fwmily, 444

Bam Chandca Dev. HI., Baida—iwlar,

a.4n4aw of Fmtapaditya, coadodes
treaty with the Fortugueas, 888,
attadeed the ATakan khiii, 808da
fights Mudiala defeated sm tolDeB

captive, 807-68

Bam Jibaa, hr. of Radia Nandaab OBle
Bhnehiia panpum, 414
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Ram Kuita, Baja, lambdar of BajAahi, Saaataih Hiuain Sh/a iecietafy» 152«

440
Ram Nanyaa* Ra|a, diwaa of Raja

Janki Ram, 4y, leov. of Patna 446ii^

joins Siraj air. Shsukat Janff, 478
Ramnath, Dintajinir Oamindar* pays aids

to Alivavdi» 440
Ramaaai. Mina, br. of Shakiki^t lang,

488
Raniramatt, Tipperah Raja’s capitlsl,

name changed to Udaipur, 040-4$

Rashid Kh., Famikhsiyar’a lieut, sent

aJT. M.<t. kiUed in action. 407
Raushanabad, same as Tipperah, 406
Rasa, Muhammad, sas Md. Rasa
Rasi Kh., Sayyid, dy. diwan of Beniral,

his Tiaoun in coUectinir revenue, 411

Renstolt, Mon., chief of Chandemairar
factory, 484

Roshmyla, a sect of Uam, Karraais
adherents of this schism 181

Rosario, ass Antonio de Rosario
Rukn, Shaikh. Mughal commander, at

Demra, fights Miif^a Kh. 088
Rup, Semtary of Sultan Husaan Sh.,

150. Vaishnav Saint

Rustam Janir, He M.Q. 11

Skdat Kh., deputed to investi^te,^ dis-

pute bet. Qasim Kh. and his diwan,
090

S’aid Ahmad Kh., nephew and s.-in-law

of Alivaidi, dy. faujdar of Ghoraidiat

and Ranirpur, reduces the Kuch Bihar,

and Dinaopur Rajas, 407, faujdar of

Ranapur. 487, dy. aovt. of Orissa, 444,

defeated and put in Barabati fort,

rescued, 444-45

Saifuddin I., Sultain Firoi’s envoy to
Gaur. Ill

Saifuddin IT. Aibak, irovr. of Lakhnauti,
invades Bkna and sends dephants to

Delhi, 45
Saifnddb, Mirsa, In the exp. mg,

Pratapaditya, 085
Sakti Sini^, granit-s. of Hari Sinidi

Deva, kina ^ Thfaut, holds court at
Simraon, 108

Salih Kambu, sent to aid the Hajo
Oiujdar, aa. Bali Naiayan, kflled in

action. 80MO
Salih. Mtraa, nephew of Asof Kh.
faujdar of Baidwhn, defeated by rebel

Sh. Jahan, surrenders, 807
Salih Md. thanaMar of Kanthalbaii,

killed in action with Fran Naroyan, 870
Shlim Xh., HiSi nmindar, submita

without IWitina. 048
SalimuDah, hklorhtn, on M.Q.*s diaractar,

40041, on C!alcatta*s populaiity with
the natifca^ 418

Salka, Aataptiditya’a'ftiffl, defended by
UAqgi^itjO, fdia to the Muidiala,

Vaidmav Saint

Sangramaditya, s. of Fratapaditya, aent

aa hostage to the Mughals, 048, deput-

ed to hdp Idam Kh., 084, probably

taken captive to Agra and released,

800
Shngram Singh, Kharagpev (Munipr)

Raja, submita to Man Singh 007
Sgntosh, location, 87, Md. Shiran’s fief

17, his flight to, killed at, 18, 17, Ismail

Ghaai’s defeat and martyrdom at, 184,

Baba Bhakari driven ba^ by Shahbaa
Kh. from vicinity, 008

Sampoyo, Vasco Peres de, sent to aid

Sultan Mahmud Sh. sails for Pegu,
dies, 857

Sarail, location, 088, Suna Gha«, aamin-
dar of, 088. Isa nmindar of, 048,
Ihtimam Kh.’s death aO, 078, base of
Mughal flotilla in exp. mg, Usman, 074

Sarbuland Kh., Esmikh layer’s nominee
for adm. of Bengal, 408

Sardar Kh., Aliv^i’s geneiial, conspires
with the Mainithas, dismisaied, 488

Sarfaraz Kh., Nawab Shujauddin’s son,
baulked of the masnad by his father,

400-08, friction with his br. Taqi Kh.,

405, dy. govr. of Dhcca, 408, conspiracy
mg, him by Alivardi, defeaited and
killed, 488-41, character, 485

Sarhad Kh., see Abdul Wahid
Satgaon, location, 818, adm. H.Q. under
Md. IVighluq, Xlm Batutah passing by,
a grtiat port during his time, 100, its

decay aa a port and rise of Huidili,
818-18, 888-85

Satrajit, s. of Raja Mukunda of Bhushna,
087, fights the Mughals, submits and
enters Imp. service, 050, fights the
rebels of Sonabazu, aids in the con-
quest of F4tlikbad, 050-58, sent ag.
Baklg^ escorts the captive Raja to
Dacca, 088,| aids in the conquest of
avihet, 08841, of Kammp^ 088-87, in
the Ahom war nanoidy escapes,
thanahdar of Pandu, incites BliJi

Narayan ag. Moghuls, his duplici^
and betrayal, 808, his capture mud
execution

Sasawal Si. Niytun, thanahdar of Alap
Singh, kflled by Usnugi 048

Scbonemil, Dutch trader in Bengal, 480
Scott, Colonel, chief engineer of the
E. I. Co., on Hindu fseliug towards
Mudim ride, 454

Scrafton, on AlmWdi’a rise, 487. and
attitude lowuids tbm EnglU, 450

Seths of Mimliidohad, threatened with
cireunidsiod, by Siraj, tbehr phit in

the conspiracy mg. him, 480

Safi Kh„ H4i. adoptive fidher of MAI
mnet. 400
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fifiaJima.*. Junff, Nttwsufh Md. S3i.
^

Shahsadpur, fort at, aaminidari of Baja

Bay, 286, jagir of Tuqmaiq Kh. and
atta^ed by Baja Bay, 252

Shtfibaz Kh. 1., Adili’a vioeioy of

Bengal, defeated by Khiair Kh. Sur.

17Q
Shahbaa Kh. 11., Mughal vioeioy of

Bengal, and Bihar, quells Gajapati, 195,

captures Bhotas, friction with Aaam
Kh. and independent court at Patma,
198-99, drives back Baba Bhakari and
Masum Kabuli, plunders Sherpur, 208,

advances to Egarasindur via Khiair^

pur, driven bade to Bhawal and finally

to Tanda, reconquers up to Sherpur,
transferred to Bihar, 204-5

Sh. Beg Khaksar, in exp. ag. Pratap-
adity^ 265

Sh. Haidari, scholar courtier of Alivardi,

449
Sh. Jahan, rebels ag. his father, srt

Cuttack, receives homage of Khurda
Baja and envoy of Portuguese govr.
of Hughli, 807, caiptuies Bardwan,
defeats IbiiJiim Kh. neae Rhj Mahal,
807-809, at Dacca, organises Bengal
adm. 810-11, marches to Alla}iabad,

defeated on the Tons, retreats, 312
Sh. Khaifam, Alivardi’s half-sister,

married to Mir Jafar, 469
Sh. Muhammad, s. of Shaikh Kamal,

gets his fdther’a jagir, and sent to
Kamrup, 805

Sh. Mur^, aee Murad Kh.
Sh. Shuja, tee Shuja
Shaista Kh., viceroy of Bengal, 871,

1st term, dealings with the frontiers

chiefs e.g. Kuch Bihar, Tipperah, etc.

876-77, conquest of Sondwip and
Chat^on, 877-81, 2iid term, 888, hw
<x>nflict with the English and their
expulsion, 884-85, his buildings at
Dabca, 887-91, ^s character and
eminence analysed, 886a 887

Shams Kh., Pachet aamindar, fights the
Mughals and submits, 249 leb^,
defeats Shaikh Kamal, 292

Shams Mir, admiral fleet, in the
exp. ag. Sh. Jahan, 808 defeated, fl^
to Dacca. 809-10

Shamsher Kh., Alivardi’s general, cmi-
spires, dismissed, 468 gains supremacy
in Bihar, routed by Alivardi, 465

Shamsuddin Baididadi, Haji, chief officer

of Musa Kh. put in chagge of his

capital, 289, 257, submito and enters
Mughal service, 259 senjt ag. Muhiat
and Afghans of S. Sylhet, captuiea
Malang and Tairaf 264

Shamsundar, Bengali Kiayeth, commands
Shaukat Junius field aitiOefy at
Manihari, 479

Satmdamiui, Kachar Baja, hb policy
towbrda the Mugjhala, 242, fli^ta

submits, 282-88, rebels again, regains

indepenidenoe, Iffil

Shaukat Jang, Pumia govr. and Siraj’s

rival, submits, 470, 471, renews hostili^,

killed at Mhnihari, 478-80
Sher Afban, latajlu, jagirdar and fauidar

of Bardwgn, husband of Mihirunlnissa

(Nurjd^an), 215, killed, 246
Sher Andai, Malik, scout commander,

traces out Tughral and kills him, 66
Sher Ghaai, aamindar interviews Man

Singh, 214
Sher Kh.. ruler of Lakhniauti, 57
Sher, Khwaja, commander of Mughal

flotUla, 824
Sherpur I, Atiya, Afghan rebels defeated

by Man Singh in the vicinity of, 213
Sherpur II, Murcha, within Bogra dt.,

home of Jabbari and other rebels ag.

Mughal Wiasir Kh.’s march from.
Plundered by Shahbais 202, 208 Man
Singh encamps and builds a mud fort

at, 211, 285
.

Sher Sh., Emp. of Delhi, jagirdar in S.

Bihar, joins coalition ag. Babur, 154,

155, Afghan defeat at Dkdra caused
by his treajehery, 155, 157, Mughal
vassal at Chunar, 157 alliance with
Makhdum-i-Alam and victory at
Surajgarh over the Bengisl Sultan,
160-61, conquers Gaur, plunders and
withdraws from it alt Humayun*s
approach, 168, parleys at Chausa and
his victory, 170-78, reconquest of
Bengal, 173-174, victory at Bilgram,
adm. 177

Shesh Bao, Maratha faujdar of Hughli,
B.pp. gov. of all territory conquered by
the Marathas in Bengal, 456

Shihabuddin, Khwaja, Persian merchant,
his bdat captured by Mello, 854

Shihabuddin Talish, in the Af»am war
under Mir Junda, hia account of
&ngal, 872-78

Shir-i-Maydan, Usman’a commander at
DauJambapiir, 276

Shitab Kh., tide of MirSb Nathan
Shore, Sir John, on Shujauddinb adm.

484
Shova Singh, aamindar of Cheto-Barda,

rebels, plunders, builds up an estate,
stabbed to death by Krishnararo's
daughter, 898-94, his successor 894

Shuja, Md. Sh., Prince, viceroy of
Bengal and Qri^ 888, H.G| at Raj
Mahal, 884, assumes royal titles,

marches towards Agra, defeated at
Bahadurpur, 886, stmids at Surajgarh,
and concludes treaty with Snlaiman
Shukoh, 887, defeat^ hy Aurangiib
at Xhaiwa, 888, fights Mir Jumla,
840-41. expelled from Bengal, flees to
Dacca and to Arakan, 842

Shuja II., counterfeit, causes oommolioa
in Bengal and Bibhr, 877
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ShuMet Kb., of the Chiahti family, sent

to Dacca, for war an. Usman, app.

C-in-C 278, halts at Sanul. Taiaf. FuUa.

274, defSaU Usman at Daiilambapur,

278-77, created Rustam-i-2aman, 278
Shuja Quii Kh., Shujauddin’s oounsellorp

faujda^ of HuKhli, quarrels with the

4Sll

Shujauddin, Md. Kh., Nawab of

s.-in-law of M.Q., ancestry and eitfly

daieer. rupture with M.Q., 4**, seises

masnad and takes measures to con-

solidate, 4SS-24, ReU Bihar, 426, hia

relations with the Enidish, 4S1-S2,

abwabs realised in his time, 488, 484,

character and adm. 484-25, death, 484

Shumaru Purkayeth, ally of Bali Narayan,

802
Shusanff, zamindari of Raja Raghunath,

location, 287
Sikandar Lodi, Sultan of l^lhi, defeats

and drives Sultan Husain Sharqi to

Ben^, matrches to Tughluqpur, con-

cludes treaty with Husain Sh. 145-46.

Sikandar Sh., Bengal Sultan, fights Sultan

Finis at I^dala^ concludes treaty, 112,

his rule, rebellion of hia son, death,

118-14
Sinfray, French commander, his stand at

Plaasey, 401-02
Sipahdar Kh., naib nazim of Bengal, 406
Sirajuddaullah, Nawab of Bengal,

Alivardi's grand-son, spoilt by his

affection, 468, early attempt to seize

Patna, 466 section to masnad and
meiasures ag. his enemies, e.g. Ghasiti

Begam, Mir Jafar, 460-70, marches
Pumia Nawab^ 470-71, causes of fric-

tion with the English, 471-72, captures

Calcutta, 478-76^ murders Husain Quli,

471, conquers Piimia, 478-80, renewed
hostility with the English, signs treaty,

488, conspiracy ag. him, 485-86, hia

per^exity at Plassey, and supi^ication

to Mir Jafar, 401, his flight, arrest,

and tragic end, 405-06, character. 460
Sitaram Ray, s. of a Bhushna kayeth,

lakes lease of Naldi (Narad) pargana,
develops it, gets the title of Raja,
vdbeis, defeat^ and taken captive^

416
Sonargaon, ’Eastcm capital of Bengal

before the rise of Dacca. Danui Rav
Raja of, Balban*8 arrival at interview
wiUi Danui, 65, Bahram Kh. viceroy
of, 80, 07, struggle between Qadr Kh.
and Fakhruddhi for poasesskm of,

Fgqir flhayda*s retieat to, Ifao

Bafsrtab*s visit to, 06,162, annexed to
W. Bengal', reduo^ in importance bsr

the timnider of H.Q., to Lakhnauti
and rise of Muzsamabad, 105, *120,

Musa Xh.*a capital at, surrendered to
Muidula, 250

Sondwipb its nil. imp.» battle grofmd for

the Mughals, Maghs and Portuguese,
centre of salt indusiiy, ruled by Kedar
Ray, conquered by A. Carvalho,
divided with Mattos, conquered by
Gonzales, flight of Anaporam to, con-
quered by Arakan king, 86(^-6S, 244

Sri Bhadra, Shaikya, Buddhist scholar of
Kashmir, visits Bihar 1200, A.D., 82

Sridhara. author of Vidf/aaundar, 150
Srihari, father of Pratapaditya, chief

adviser of Daud Kaiwi 180, his
career, assumes title of Vikramaditya,
225

Sri Krishna, Chaudhuri, zamindar of
Karoi, and lease-holder of Selbarsh
pergana, made Chaudhury of Mymen-
singh, and Talapatra 414-15

Stewart, Charles, Cap., on Shaistai Kh.,
886

Straham, Eng. sailor, singly storms
Budgebudge. 481

Streynsham Master, on Shaista Kh., 874
Sudhist, 8. of Dhir Ujjainia, zamindar

of Shahabad dt. quelled by Prince
Azimuddin, 405

Suhrab Kh., faujdar of Jessore, his

negligenoe in taking measures ag.

Feringi pirates, 804
Sukhampha^ Ahom Raja, consolidates

his authority, 76

Sukladhwaja, see Chila Ray
Sulaiman Kh., see Kalid&s Gajdflni

Sulaiman Kh. JI. Karrani, ruler of

Bengal, and supreme in N. E. India,

raids Orissa and Kuch Bihar, friendly,

rriations with the Mughals, 182-84

Sulaiman LohanB, joins Kedar Ray. in

capturing Bhushna, kUled 211

Sulaiman Mankali, jagirdar of Ghora-
ghat, defeajted and alain 87

Sultans, of Lakhnauti, Ghiyasuddin Iwaz,
20, Mughisuddin Yuzhak, Si. ff,

Mughiauddin Tufd>nJ> 58 fft Nasiruddin
Mahmud, Bugfara Sh., 70ff, Ruknuddin:
Kaikaus, 74ff

Mamluk House, Shamsaddin Fima Sh.,

77ff, Nasiruddin Ibrahim Sh. 86ff,

GhiyajBuddin Bahadur Burah, 88ff,

Alauddin Ali Sh., OOff

Ilyas Shahi House, Shamsuddin Ryas Sh.,

Azam Sh., 117ff, Saifuddin Hamza Sh.,
lOSff, Sikandar Sh., lllff, Ghlyasuddin
jlO

Later Hyas Shakie, Nsdmddia Mahmud
Sh., ISOff, Rnkmiddin Bi^bak Sh..

18M. Shamsuddin Yusuf Sh. 186,
Jalaluddin Fath Sh., 186ff

Abyssmians, Barbak Sh., 182, Saifuddin
Firaz Sh^ Nasiruddin Mahmud IL

180, Shamsuddin MunffvSh.. 140;
HfiMin Skaki AlMddmHuMiiB
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Sh., 148ff» Naainiddin Kami Sh^
Alauddiii Finis Sh., 159, Gluy»-

saddin Mahmud Sh.» 159B, of Soniu^
imon. Fakhniddin Mubarak Sh.,

j^Uyamddiu Ghast Sh., 96-08
Sundar Sinffh, Tikari Rajai^ quelled by

AlivardI, 4S8
Sursjwh, Jocatkin, Mahmud Sh.*a

Kencsral defeated by Sher at, 161, Adili

defeated off, il80

Susenirpha, Ahom Baja, his jelatioiiil with
neifrhboun and policy towards the
Muffhals, 940, his mil. stienicth, 898

Sylhet, tradition nguding conquest of,

79, hit Mudim invasion and conquest
of 79-80, Akir Sh. Jalal at, Ibn
Batutah’s visit to, 100, 108, under
occupation of later Byas Shahi sultans,

185, Aifahan onrush into and division
under petty chiefs, e.g, Anwar Kh. of
Baniachanff, Bayisid Karrani of Sylhet
(proper), Usman of Uhar, Pahlwan of
Matang, 940, Mughal conquest of,

MOSl
Syriam, location, Portuguese settlement,

948

Tabatabai Husaini al Samnani, Abul
Qssim, makes waqf of Bara Katra of

Dacca, 889
Tahir jQanchaq, Afidian chief of W.

Dinajpur, defeats Mughals, 905
Tahir Muhsimmad, Khwaja, reveite

officer of Jessore, 909
Tahawwar Kh., Mughal officer, killed in

action with Rahim Kh., 894
Taj Kh. I., Islam Sh.*s general, qudls
Sulaiman Kh., 177

Taj Kh. 11., hif^ officer of Sher Sh.
flees from Adili’s court, sets up at
Khawaspur Tands^ driven to Bengal,
founds Karrani rule there, 181

Taipur I., in W. Dinajpur, disturbed by
Tahir Danehaq, 904-905

Tajpur n., N. £. of Bokainagar in Mym.
IH., held by Afghan chiefs. 968

Tajuddin Anlu Sultsin of Lakh-
nauti, early career, 55-56 defeats Balban
Yusbak, and captures Lakhnauti,

Tajuddin Hatim Kh., ass Halim Kh.
Tipnar Xh.-I4tiran, feudatory of Oudh,

defeats IHigliaa Kh. and captures
50

TaqI Xhn Muhammad, s. of Nawab
Bhulauddin, dy. tm. of Orissa 488,

lelationa with Khui^ Baja, leliOioiis

with his ht. SarCma, 485
Tuda, looatioii, 181, Kaifani capital at,

188
Tuaf, lo^ikion, 840
ThrUiaa Dhraiia, Afj^ban Isadsr,

filriits the Hmduili* 800, raids Tmda,
letrealn 805

Ihrsan Kh,, MiuM cikw, dsCsals

07

rebels, 198, at Ghoraighat, besieged at

IVdiHir. 908-803
. ^

Tatar Kh., a. of Tajuddin Arsalan Kh.
independheift sultan of Lakhnauti,

exchange of presents with Delhi, 56-57

Tatar 1^. U., tee Bahram Kh.
Tavares, Pedro, see FMap Bar Feringi

Terraneau, Cossart de, commands artillery

Chandemagar, deserts to English, 484

Thiri Thudhamma, Arakan Raja, embassy
to rebel Sb. JaPian in Bengal, 811, raids

Bhulua, 818 upto neighbourhood of

Dacca 814, death, 881
Thomas Fritt, Enidiriiman cmplos^ by
Mir Jumla, 845

Tila Ghaxi, samindar of Chaura (?’ helps

Mughals, 195
Timur Beg, sent ajg- M.Q. to demand
Bengal revenue, 408

Tipped, invaded by IHighral, 59, by
Husain Sh. and a portion of it con-
quered, 149, complete conkitteBt by
Ibrahim Kh., 999-808, Raja of it raids

Sylhet, 877, reconquer^ by Mir Habibs
named Raushanabad, Aqa Sadiq mpp,
faujdar of, 496

Tirhut, rakM by Alimardaa Kh., 80
and Tuidiral TUghan Kh., 46, Kamatak
dynasty expelled, TSif^ilaq Shah’s halt

at, named Tughlaqpur, 84, annexed by
Husain Sh., Makhdum-i-AIalm app.
gov. of, 158, Alivardi’s cousin, app. to,

448
Todar Mai, Raja, fights and defedts
Daud Kstfiani, 190-99, pursues him to
Orissa his tact and assistance to Kh.-
i-Jahan, 194, quella rebel Mughal
officers, 198

Tok, Mughal post at, Shahbas Kh. at,
908 rendesvous of Mughal officers at,

in the exp. ag. Usman, 868
Trevisa, Eng. agent at Hughli, friction

with Mir Jumla, reparation made,
844-45

Iribeni, conquered fay Zafar Kh., 75
Madrasa built alt» 77 Raja of Orissa
builds a ghat gt, 188, Masum Kh.
defeated at, 904, location, 818

Tughluq Sh., Sultan Ghiyasiiddin, invades
Bengal, defeats Bshaldtir %., 84,
killed, 86

Tughral Kh. (Sultan Mughisnddin) , dy,
govr. of Lakhnauti, 58, assumes voyid
titles, his conquest in £. Bengd, 59,
his relations wth Delhi sultan, 8088,
pursued to E. Bengal, kflisd, 87

IMiral INighan Kh., Malik Issuddiw,
govr. of Bihar, captuies Laldnuuitl, 41
relatiorii with Delhi 48-47, raids
Tbhut, 48, asp. M. Kan^Manikpur,
dsfeaisd by Oriiaa Baja and altackad ini

his capital by the fbnnsr 48-48,
dsfaalad fay Tvnar Kh,, flight to Delhi,
govr. of Oudh, 50

IViqmaq Kh., Jggfadar of ShalMadpur,
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defeats Raja Ray, sent aa. Musa
Kh. 853 at the fort of Kudaiia, cap-

tures Qaldam Rasul, 858
Turbak, Bengal admiral, fights Ahoms,

repeatedly defeated and killed, 158
Turmati Malik, Govr. of Oudh and
C-in-C in the exp. ag. Lakhnauti
hanfted 61

Udayaditya, s. oif Fratapadityat, fights

Mughals, consulted by Pratap, bejfore

surrender, 866-69, taken captive,
released, 800

Uday Maiiikya, Tipperah Raja, 848
Uday Narafyan, zamindar of greater

Rajshahi, 415
Udwant Singh Ujjainia, zamindar of

Jagadishpur, 468
Uhar. Usman’s capital, location, 873
Ummed Ray, Diwan of Alivardi, 446
Usman, nephew of QmUu Lohani, exiled

to Khalifatabad, plunders Bhushna
arid joins laa Kh., 810, fights the
Mughals from Bcdcainagar, 818-814,
renewed hostilities Mughals 848,
retreats from Bokaiinagar to Sylhet,
863 heroic stand at Daulambapur,
875-77, character, 841

Vaishnavism, influence df 880-84

Vaneswar Vidyalankar, court poet of

Bardwan Raia, on Maratha raids, 458
Vikrampur, rule of Takshman Sena and
Visvarup Sena at 83 zamindari of
Kedar Ray, 814, Durjan Singh beaten

near, 818, Kedar Raiy defeated at, 814,
Musa Kh. zamipdar of, 839, Mughal
officer posted at, 858, Arakanese raid

on, 870
Vishnu, feudatory of Orissa king Ananga
Bhim, invades Radh, 81-88

Vishnupur, fort of Raja Bir Hi^nir,
wounded Jagat Singh taken to, 808,
Malla Rajas of, 415

Visvarup Seda, ruler of Vikrampur,
extent of his territory, 83

Wali Khwaja, Usman’s br. retreats from
IVipia, and fights at D^lambapur,
874-75

Wall Mandukhd, Usman’s minister, 879
Watson, Admiral, leads exp. ag. Calcutta,

481
Watts, W., chief of the Eng. factory at

Oasimbainur, 453, oigineers conspiracy

ag. Sind, 486
Waair Kh., Govr. df Bengal, 808, fights

and qudls Qutlu Lohani and Mawim
Kh. 804, defeats the Orissa Afghans,
805, death, 806

Yahiya, Imiddin, jee Inuddini Yahlya
Yaqub Kanaiu, br. of Bayizid Kamni,

opposes the Muifiial anny, surrender
and interment, 88047

Ydoub Khwaja, a. of Usman Afi^ian,

•olimita to the Mnifiiali, 879

Yar Lutf Kh., commander of Siiaj,

treachery at Flassey, 488, 498

Ydiin Kh., faujdar under Sanfaraz Kh.,

441
Yaso Manikya, s. of Rajadhar, Tipperah

Raja, defeated by Ibrahim Fath-i-

Jang, 843

Yughan tat, sofme as Salufuddin Aibak,

Yunglo, £mp. of China, sends embassy
to Bengal, 118

Yusuf I. Malik, Police prefect of Delhi,

app. govr. df Lakhnauti, but dies, 91

Yusuf II. Mirza, nephew of Ibrahim Kh.
joins in an assault od Arakan camp.
303, in the exp. ag. rebel Shah Jahan,

app. to hold Akbamagar, 306, flight

to Dacca, 310
Yusuf Barlas, Mirza, the chief ofiicer

of Ansinta Manikya, won over by the

Mughals. 860
Yusuf III. Shaikh, Mughal thanahdar at

Sripur^Vikrampur, 870
Yusuf Sh. (Shamsuddin) , Sultani of

Gaur, his rule, 136
Yuzbak, Sultan Mughisuddin, feudatory

of Lajkhnauti, 51, conquests, Sultan of

Lakhnauti 58, invades Kamrup, disaster

and death, 53-54
Zabardast Kh., s. of Ibrahim Kh. fights

Rahim Kh., 394, resigns, 395
Zalar Kh. I. Ghazi, conquers THbenI,

77-78
Zafaj* Kh. 11. Shihabuddin, Khan-i-Jahan,

feudatory of Devkot builds a mosque,
75-78

Zafar Kh. III., of Pars, 8.-in-l?w of

Fahkruddin Mubarak Sh. flight to
Delhi, and app. deputy Wazir, at
Ekdala, 118

Zafar Kh. IV., s. of Shaista Kh. thanah-
dar of Chittagong, 375

Zafar Shahi Pargana, 415
Zahid Beg, declines Bengal Viceroyalty
Zainuddin Ahmad Kh., orig. Mirza
Muhammad HaAim, 437, father of

6iraj-ud-daulah, 443, app. dy. govr.
of Bihar, 448, govr. of Patnai, defeats
Mustafa Kh., 468, murdered, 465

Zain-ud-din Ali, Mir, deputed ag. Bali
Narayaln, 389, captures Karibari, 330,
faujdar at Gauhati, 331

Zain-^-Abedin I., sent ag. Bali Narayan,
389. killed, 330

Zain-ul-Abedin 11., counterfeit son of
Shuja, 377

Zaiuddini Kh. CoUeetor of customs at
Huf^i #id faujdar of Medinipur,
407-406, hia opposition to Munlhid
Quli, app, diwan of Kaniatak, 406

Zaiuddin U1 ugh Kh., Feudatmy of
Satgaon. dies fighting, 78

Ziaullah Kh., diwan of Bengal, faujdar
of Murshidabad, kilM 399, 405

Zinat-un-nisa, daugh. of M. Qdi Kh^
mained to l^pjauddin, 489
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ERRATA
p. 1. 34 after military ineert full stop

«h 35 for areated read arrested

*• 13 ff Kii& Khitfti to Qkrft Khitfti

t» 9 ff akirnishea ff skirmishes

$» 11 ff monsoons ff monsoon
» 19 ff Muhaarah to Muharram

19 ff riverian ff riverain

9 ff Danaks ff Dhanuks
7 tf Sahana to Shahana

» 18 ff Bailban ff Balban
M SO ff honour ff humour
»» 81 ff imanence ff presence

** 4 Of or At of

n 7 ff fathr ft father

»• 37 meert of after reign

>1 9 for or read of

• • 38 ff certainty ff certainly

34 ff cauaus belli ff casus bdli

M 43 tf Kutlu Khan ff ClMtlu Khan
•0 88 ff and ff an
I* 8 ff Khyaspur ff Ghyaspur
»» 18 tf found ff round
»$ 83 ineert in after coins

M 19 ft Huaamuddin ff ftialik

» 31 for dath read death
M 35 t. cemetry ft- ihemeteiy
M 38 ff dath ff death
M 36 meert the after with
»» 38 for M a aoii read a aon

head line ft Inaugeratea ft inaugurates
le 18 ft howver ff however
M 5 ft mlitaiy ff military
foot n. ff section ff erection
1. 14 ff portion ft portions
ft 7 ft and Ahoms ft the Ahoms
ff 9 ff coinp ft gold coins
to 15 ft otbr ft other
to 31 ft aettlemnt ff settlement
M 15 ft 1805 ff 1565
•e 19 ff Kiya ff Qiya
M 9 ff at ff with
w 81 ft Benagal H Bengal
Of 18 to Kwaja ff Khwaja
Of 80 ff akirmis ff skirmish
ff 87 ff territony ff territory
ff 9 ff lunched tf launch^
foot n. ff Phyare ff Phayce
1. 19 to dumgea ff chances
Of 19 tf Portuguese ff the Portuguese
M 19 ff if

ff of
ff 88 to gnp ft garb
ff 15 Of Caeaer ff Caesar
ff 15 ff hardly ff hardy
foot n. taleert and after 333b
1. 11 for stamed read stamped
ff 4 tneert AH after Murad
ff 18 for mounds read maunds
ff

ff

38
8

ff

ff Ism ff

ft

Said
Bad-bus

ff 19 ff or of
ff

ff

85
1

ff

to

Maaar
ff

oe

ftfadiar
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